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Abstract
In the first part of this thesis we consider large random matrices with arbitrary
expectation and a general slowly decaying correlation among its entries. We prove
universality of the local eigenvalue statistics and optimal local laws for the resolvent in
the bulk and edge regime.The main novel tool is a systematic diagrammatic control of
a multivariate cumulant expansion.
In the second part we consider Wigner-type matrices and show that at any cusp
singularity of the limiting eigenvalue distribution the local eigenvalue statistics are uni-
versal and form a Pearcey process. Since the density of states typically exhibits only
square root or cubic root cusp singularities, our work complements previous results on
the bulk and edge universality and it thus completes the resolution of the Wigner-
Dyson-Mehta universality conjecture for the last remaining universality type. Our
analysis holds not only for exact cusps, but approximate cusps as well, where an ex-
tended Pearcey process emerges. As a main technical ingredient we prove an optimal
local law at the cusp, and extend the fast relaxation to equilibrium of the Dyson Brow-
nian motion to the cusp regime.
In the third and final part we explore the entrywise linear statistics ofWigner ma-
trices and identify the fluctuations for a large class of test functions with little regularity.
This enables us to study the rectangular Young diagram obtained from the interlacing
eigenvalues of the random matrix and its minor, and we find that, despite having the
same limit, the fluctuations differ from those of the algebraic Young tableaux equipped
with the Plancharel measure.
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Introduction �
Random matrices, i.e. matrices with random entries, have first been proposed as models
in mathematical statistics by [���]. More intensive studies of random matrices and their
spectral properties began with [���],whereWigner suggested that the energy levels of heavy
nuclei are distributed like the eigenvalues of large Hermitian random matrices. Later, the
study of the spectral properties of random matrices gained importance also in other areas
of physics and mathematics, and now is a very active, flourishing field. Examples include
quantum chaos [��], disordered quantum systems [��], wireless communications [��], the
error analysis of numerical algorithms [��], the zeros of the Riemann zeta function [���] and
random neural networks [���].
�.� Hermitian randommatrix models of increasing generality
Within this thesis we exclusively work on Hermitian random matrix models which arise as
generalizations of theWignermatrices introduced in [���]. Other extensively studied random
matrix models include invariant ensembles, sample-covariance matrices and non-Hermitian
random matrices. To clarify the terminology we briefly outline the mean field ensembles
considered within this thesis, which, in the random matrix context, means that all matrix
entries have variances of comparable sizes.
GOE (Gaussian orthogonal ensemble): Matrices W = W ∗ ∈ RN×N such that the
upper-triangular entries are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables sat-
isfying Ew2aa = 2/N , and Ew2ab = 1/N for a 6= b.
GUE (Gaussian unitary ensemble): Matrices W = W ∗ ∈ CN×N such that the upper-
triangular entries are independent zero mean Gaussians such that waa ∈ R with
Ew2aa = 1/N and wab ∈ C with Ew2ab = 0 and E |wab|2 = 1/N for a 6= b.
Wigner matrices: Matrices W = W ∗ ∈ CN×N such that the upper-triangular entries
{ wab | a ≤ b } are independent, the off-diagonal entries { wab | a < b } are identi-
cally distributed with Ewab = 0,E |wab|2 = 1/N , and the diagonal entries waa are
identically distributed with Ewaa = 0, c/N ≤ E |waa|2 ≤ C/N for some positive
N-independent constants c, C.
�
�. I�����������
GOE
Wigner matrices
GUE
Generalised Wigner matrices Deformed Wigner matrices
Wigner-type matrices
Correlated Wigner matrices
F����� �.�: Hierarchy of increasing generality of random matrix models. Arrows from A to
B indicate that A is a special case of B.
GeneralisedWigner matrices: MatricesW =W ∗ ∈ CN×N such that the upper-triangular
entries { wab | a ≤ b } are independent and satisfyEwab = 0,
∑
b sab = 1+O
(
N−1
)
and c/N ≤ sab ≤ C/N , where sab ..= E |wab|2.
DeformedWigner matrices: Matrices of the form H = A +W , where W is a Wigner
matrix and A = A∗ = EH is diagonal.
Wigner-type matrices: Matrices H = A+W ∈ CN×N such that A = A∗ = EH is di-
agonal and the upper-triangular entries { wab | a ≤ b } ofW =W ∗ are independent
and satisfy Ewab = 0 and c/N ≤ sab ≤ C/N .
CorrelatedWigner matrices: Matrices of the form H = A+W = H∗ ∈ CN×N , where
A = A∗ = EH and the covariance operator S[R] ..=WRW satisfies
cN−1TrR ≤ S[R] ≤ CN−1TrR
for any positive semidefinite matrices R in the sense of quadratic forms.
One readily checks that these models form a hierarchy of increasing generality as indicated
in Figure �.�, in particular all models except for GOE/GUE allow for both the complex
Hermitian and real symmetric symmetry classes. We stress that correlatedWigner matrices
not only allow for general correlation structures but also general expectations. Note that the
above models are scaled in such a way that the spectrum remains bounded asN grows since
the average expected squared eigenvalue modulus is given by
1
N
E
∑
i
λ2i =
1
N
ETrH2 = 1
N
∑
i,j
E |hij |2 ∼ 1.
We study the spectral properties of these random matrix models on three different scales,
which we will now describe, with a focus on the very different mathematical techniques
their analysis requires.
�.� Global scale
Given a N × N random matrix H = H∗ = (hij)Ni,j=1 and its eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN ,
a central object in the study of the spectral properties is the empirical spectral distribution
�
�.�. Global scale
(ESD)
µN ..=
1
N
N∑
n=1
δλn .
The weak convergence of µN to some deterministic measure µ is called a global law since
it allows to predict the approximate proportion of eigenvalues in intervals of small, but N-
independent size. For example,Wigner’s semicircle law [���] states that forWigner matrices
and a wide range of N-independent test functions f , it holds that almost surely that
lim
N→∞
∫
R
f dµN =
∫
R
f dµsc =
∫ 2
−2
f(x)ρsc(x) dx,
where ρsc(x) ..=
√
(4− x2)+/2pi is the density of the semicircular distribution.
There are at least three different approaches for determining the limiting spectral mea-
sure µ for a given random matrix ensemble, the moment method and two derivations based
on the analysis of resolvents. Those methods are increasingly more powerful and general
and were developed parallel to the study of the increasingly general models.
�.�.� Moment method
In [���] Wigner used a simple tree counting argument to show that under mild additional
high-moment assumptions it holds that
E
∫
xk dµN (x) = E
1
N
TrHk =
{
Ck/2 k even,
0 k odd
+O
( 1
N
)
, (�.�)
where
Cn ..=
1
n+ 1
(
2n
n
)
=
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n+ 1
)
,
is commonly known as the n-th Catalan number. To conclude from (�.�), and an additional
bound on the variance, that the ESD follows the semircircular distribution µsc we could
simply compute that∫ 2
−2
xkρsc(x) dx =
∫ 2
−2
xk
√
4− x2
2pi dx =
{
Ck/2 if k is even,
0 else.
(�.�)
But the method of identifying µsc through its moments via (�.�) has the disadvantage that it
requires solving themoment problem, or somehow guessing that the semicircular distribution
might have the Catalan numbers as its moments.
In order to identify the measure µ from the moments more directly, we can alternatively
compute the Stieltjes transform
mµ(z) ..=
∫
R
1
x− z dµ(x)
for z ∈ H in the upper half plane H ..= { z ∈ C | =z > 0 } as
mµ(z) = −1
z
∫
R
1
1− x/z dµ(x) = −
∞∑
k=0
1
zk+1
∫
R
xk dµ(x)
= −
∞∑
k=0
(2k)!
k!(k + 1)!z2k+1 =
√
z2 − 4− z
2 ,
(�.�)
�
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where the correct branch of the square root has to be chosen such that =mµ(z) > 0 when-
ever =z > 0 and mµ(z) → 0 as |z| → ∞. From (�.�) we quickly obtain a formula for
the density ρ associated with µ by means of Stieltjes inversion. The imaginary part of the
Stieltjes transform
=mµ(x+ iη) =
∫
R
η
(x− λ)2 + η2 dµ(λ) = pi(Pη ∗ µ)(x) (�.�)
at z = x + iη yields, up to a factor of pi, the convolution of µ with the Poisson-kernel of
width η. Therefore we can conclude from (�.�) that
dµ(x)
dx = limη↘0=
√
(x+ iη)2 − 4− x− iη
2pi =
√
(4− x2)+
2pi = ρsc(x).
An alternative interpretation of (�.�) which is more suitable for the subsequent generalisa-
tions is that the Stieltjes transformmsc of ρsc is the unique function solving the equation
m = −(z +m)−1, =m > 0. (�.�)
�.�.� Resolvent method
Instead of computing the Stieltjes transform indirectly via the moments,we find from spec-
tral calculus that
mµN (z) =
1
N
∑
n
(λn − z)−1 = 1
N
Tr(H − z)−1 = 1
N
TrG(z) =.. 〈G(z)〉 ,
i.e. that the Stieltjes transform of the ESD is given by the normalised trace of the resolvent
G(z) ..= (H − z)−1. Given the particularly simple formula (�.�), it is reasonable to hope
that we can see more directly, without computing any moments, that the normalised trace
〈G〉 of the resolvent approximately is given by (�.�).
Schur complement formula
It follows from the well known Schur complement formula that for Wigner-type matrices
H =W + diag(a) and i ∈ [N ] ..= {1, . . . , N},
Gii =
1
ai + wii − z − 〈wi, G(i)wi〉 , (�.�)
where wi ∈ CN−1 denotes the i-th column ofW with the entry wii removed, and G(i) ..=
(H(i) − z)−1 is the resolvent of the matrix H(i) obtained by removing the i-th row and
column from H . Since wi is independent from G(i) it follows that
〈wi, G(i)wi〉 =
∑
a,b
waiG
(i)
abwbi ≈
∑
a
(E |wai|2)G(i)aa =
∑
a
siaG
(i)
aa
by a quadratic large deviation estimate conditional onH(i). To show that this approximation
holds with high probability, some additional moment conditions have to be imposed onW .
�
�.�. Global scale
Assuming that the resolvent G is stable in the sense that G(i)aa is comparable with Gaa for
a 6= i, it follows that G approximately satisfies
Gii ≈ 1
ai − z −∑a siaGaa , or, more compactly, g ≈ −(z − a+ Sg)−1, (�.�)
where� g ..= diag(G) and the inversion should be understood entrywise. The relation (�.�)
suggests that we can find a deterministic approximation forG by solving the quadratic vector
equation (QVE)
m = −(z − a+ Sm)−1, =m > 0 (�.�)
for =z > 0. The side condition =mi > 0 ensures the existence of a unique solution and is
also fulfilled by the resolvent itself,=Gii > 0 due to the self-adjointness ofH . To make the
approximation G ≈ diag(m) (also implying that the off-diagonal entries of G are small)
precise, one has to analyse the stability of (�.�) with respect to small perturbations. The den-
sity obtained from 〈m〉 via (�.�) is commonly referred to as the self-consistent density since it
is obtained via solving a self-consistent equation form. We note that in the previously con-
sidered case ofWigner matrices (�.�) simplifies to the scalar equation (�.�). Compared to the
moment method, the resolvent approach is more robust and in some sense also more canon-
ical as it does not require computing high moments, and no analytic identity for computing
the moment generating function is needed.
Cumulant expansion
Once correlations are present inW , the Schur complement formula (�.�) becomes less useful
since analysing 〈wi, G(i)wi〉 becomes more involved. There is, however, another approach
of deriving (�.�) and its analogue for correlated matrices relying on the simple integration
by parts identity
Exf(x) = E˜E x˜2f ′(x) (�.�)
for zero mean Gaussian random variables x and differentiable functions f , where x˜ denotes
an independent copy of x with expectation E˜. The identity (�.�) generalizes to the non-
commutative setting of Gaussian matrices (with arbitrary covariances) as
EWf(W ) = E˜E W˜ (∂
W˜
f)(W ), (�.��)
where ∂
W˜
denotes the directional derivative in direction W˜ . Using (�.��) and the identity
(H − z)G = 1 for H = A+W , we find
1 = EWG+(A−z)EG = −E
[
(E˜W˜GW˜ )+(z−A)
]
G = −E[z−A+S[G]]G, (�.��)
suggesting that the solution to the matrix Dyson equation (MDE)
−M−1 = z −A+ S[M ], =M = M −M
∗
2i > 0 (�.��)
is a good deterministic approximation for the resolvent G. Note that (�.��) generalises (�.�)
in that ifm solves (�.�), then M = diag(m) solves (�.��) since for Wigner-type matrices
�As a slight abuse of notation we denote both the diagonal vector of a matrix A by diag(A), as well as the
diagonal matrix obtained from a vector a by diag(a).
�
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the covariance operator S simplifies to S[diag(m)] = diag(Sm). Making the approxima-
tion G ≈ M rigorous requires a careful stability analysis of (�.��), as well as establishing an
approximate but high-probability version of (�.��) for general non-Gaussian random matri-
ces by replacing (�.��) by a suitable cumulant expansion. In the scalar setting the standard
cumulant expansion formula is
Exf(x) =
∑
k
κk+1
k! E f
(k)(x), (�.��)
where the cumulants κk of the random variable x can, for example, be defined as the coef-
ficients of the cumulant generating function
logE eitx =
∑
k
κk
(it)k
k! .
For an alternative combinatorial definition, and a matrix-valued version of (�.��), we refer
the reader to Chapter �.
�.�.� Classification of self-consistent densities
Given the self-consistent equation (�.��), it is a natural question, which self-consistent den-
sities can arise from the solutions to (�.��) via Stieltjes-inversion
ρ(x) ..= pi−1 lim
η↘0
〈=M(x+ iη)〉 .
The recent analysis in [��] provides a complete classification of the singularity structure of
possible solutions to (�.��), also in the more general setting of von Neumann algebras. In [��]
it is shown thatM is necessarily 1/3-Hölder continuous in z, and that ρ has the following
properties:
(i) supp ρ consists of finitely many compact intervals,
(ii) ρ is analytic whenever ρ > 0,
(iii) if e ∈ ∂ supp ρ is an edge point, then ρ(e± x) = c√x+ O(√x) and ρ(e∓ x) = 0 for
x 1 and some constant c > 0,
(iv) if c ∈ supp ρ with ρ(c) = 0 is a cusp point, then ρ(c + x) = c |x|1/3 + O(|x|1/3) for
some constant c > 0,
(v) no other singularities can occur in ρ.
In this sense, the self-consistent density depicted in Figure �.�, is a typical example including
all possible singularities. We commonly refer to the spectral regimes corresponding to (ii),
(iii) and (iv) as the bulk, edge and cusp regime.
�
�.�. Mesoscopic scale
F����� �.�: Typical spectral density of Wigner-type matrices featuring the bulk, cusp and
edge regimes. The shaded area shows the histogram of the eigenvalues of a single 2000 ×
2000 random matrix which very closely matches the predicted self-consistent density.
�.� Mesoscopic scale
In Section �.� we sketched three approaches of identifying a deterministic approximation
M = M(z) to the resolvent G. According to (�.�), a global law for a random matrix en-
semble means effectively establishing a bound on =〈G−M〉 for z = x + iη for some
N-independent η  1. On this scale, however,=〈G〉 still involves ≈ ηN eigenvalues and
a law of large numbers type result is reasonable to expect. Therefore it is natural to ask for
whichN-dependent η we can still establish that 〈G〉 is well approximated by 〈M〉. Since in
the bulk any neighbouring eigenvalues should have an average distance of 1/N we can hope
for such a local law on mesoscopic scales η  1/N . In the most general correlated setting, see
Chapters � and �, we will, for example, prove that
|〈x, (G−M)y〉| ≺ ‖x‖ ‖y‖√
Nη
, |〈B(G−M)〉| ≺ ‖B‖
Nη
, (�.��)
where≺ is a suitable notion of high probability bound up toN -factors,η = =z and x,y, B
are arbitrary deterministic vectors and matrices. The bounds in (�.��) exhibit a fluctuation
averaging feature in the sense that the bound on the average 〈G−M〉 is an order better
than the average bound on individual entries (G−M)aa.
The method behind the proof of (�.��) consists of two largely separate arguments, a
deterministic and a probabilistic one. Using (�.��) we write
B[G−M ] = −MD +MS[G−M ](G−M),
B ..= 1−MS[·]M, D ..=WG+ S[G]G, (�.��)
where we call B the stability operator andD the error matrixmeasuring the deviation ofWG
from its leading order approximation−S[G]G coming from the secondmoment calculation
(�.��). The deterministic step in the proof of (�.��) is the analysis of the non-selfadjoint
stability operator B, and in particular its smallest eigenvalue β which poses difficulties when
solving the quadratic equation (�.��) for G −M . This analysis, which in the most general
setting is presented in [��], roughly speaking shows that in the spectral bulk we have |β| ∼ 1,
close to spectral edges |β| ∼ ρ and close to cusps |β| ∼ ρ2. Proofs of mesoscopic local
laws in the corresponding spectral regimes pose increasing technical difficulties for this very
reason. The smallness of |β| needs to be balanced by increasingly stronger estimates on the
error matrix D.
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The probabilistic part of the argument consists of establishing high-probability bounds
on the error matrix D in an isotropic and averaged form
|〈x, Dy〉| ≺ ‖x‖ ‖y‖
√
ρ
Nη
, |〈BD〉| ≺ ‖B‖ ρ
Nη
. (�.��)
On a technical level, (�.��) is proven in a high moment sense which requires identifying
the cancellation effect between WG and S[G]G to high powers by iterated cumulant ex-
pansions. In the cusp regime, not even (�.��) is sufficient for establishing (�.��) due to the
presence of the eigenvalue |β| ∼ ρ2. Instead, another input is required, namely, that we
have an improved bound of the form |〈PMD〉| ≺ ρ2/Nη, when D is averaged against the
eigenmatrix P corresponding to β. This exploits a delicate structural property of D related
to the local symmetry of the density ρ around the cusp.
Rigidity, delocalization and absence of eigenvalues outside of the spectrum
An optimal mesoscopic local law as in (�.��) has three important consequences which we
briefly mention. From the spectral decomposition of G in terms of the eigenvalues λi and
`2-normalised eigenvectors ui of H we find from the local law (�.��) and the boundedness
ofM that
1  |Mii|+ |(G−M)ii| ≥ (=G)ii =
∑
k
η |uk(i)|2
(x− λk)2 + η2 &
|uk(i)|2
η
for z = x+ iη and x close to λk at a distance of η. By choosing η = N−1+ in the spectral
bulk it follows that |uk(i)| ≺ N−1/2 which means that the `2-normalised vector uk is
completely delocalised.
By a standard argument using a Cauchy-integral formula, we can also conclude from
(�.��) that the eigenvalues λi are rigid in the sense that they satisfy
|λi − γi| ≺ ηf(γi),
where the quantiles γi and the fluctuation scale ηf of ρ are defined as∫ γi
−∞
ρ(x) dx = i
N
,
∫ x+ηf(x)
x−ηf(x)
ρ(y) dy = 1
N
.
The fluctuation scale is thus comparable with the difference of consecutive quantiles. The
fact that eigenvalues fluctuate only on this scale is non-trivial and somewhat unusual. It
implies the existence of strong correlations among the eigenvalues. In the bulk, edge and
cusp regimes the fluctuation scale is given by ηf ∼ N−1,N−2/3 and N−3/4, respectively.
Finally, using (�.��) we can exclude the existence of eigenvalues well outside supp ρ
with very high probability. The relevant measure also here is the fluctuation scale as, for
example, the extreme eigenvalues can fluctuate only on a scale ofN−2/3 beyond the support
of ρ. More precisely, if we denote two neighbouring support edges by x, y ∈ ∂ supp ρ
with ρ|[x,y] ≡ 0, then we can, similarly to the rigidity conclude that, with overwhelming
probability, we find no eigenvalues in [x+N ηf(x), y−N ηf(y)]. Additionally, we can also
conclude a strong notion of band rigidity in the sense that the number of eigenvalues close
to any support interval of ρ is deterministic with overwhelming probability as long as the
support interval is separated by at least N−3/4+ from the neighbouring support intervals.
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�.� Microscopic scale
On the scale of the eigenvalue spacing the fluctuation of individual eigenvalues becomes
relevant. It has first been conjectured by Wigner in the ����’s, and subsequently formalized
as the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta (WDM) conjecture [���], that the local statistics of eigenvalues
is universal in the sense that their distribution is independent of any model specifics. The
emerging distributions should be viewed as the random matrix analogue of the central limit
theorem and the normal distribution.They depend only on the symmetry class of the matrix
and the local singularity type of the density, but on no other model specifics. The classifica-
tion from Section �.�.� indicates that, up to scaling by a constant, the density around single
eigenvalues can only exhibit three different behaviours. Within the spectral bulk the density
ρ is positive and real analytic and therefore, on the scale 1/N of individual eigenvalues, is
essentially constant. Around edges and cusps the density is simply given by x1/2 or x1/3,
indicating that the typical distance between consecutive eigenvalues is N−2/3 and N−3/4.
The WDM conjecture roughly states that eigenvalue fluctuations depend only on the lo-
cal behaviour of the density, and not on far away effects or any other characteristics of the
ensemble.
The dependence on the symmetry class is also natural since the eigenvalue repulsion is
stronger in the complex Hermitian symmetry class than in the real symmetric one. This
effect is already visible for 2× 2matricesH since there the eigenvalue difference is given by
|λ1 − λ2| =
√
|h12|2 + (h11 − h22)2
and therefore in the complex Hermitian symmetry class P(|λ1 − λ2| ≤ ) ∼ 3, while in
the real symmetric symmetry classP(|λ1 − λ2| ≤ ) ∼ 2 for continuously distributed hij .
In order to formulate the universality of local eigenvalue statistics we define the k-point
function p(N)k of H implicitly by the relation∫
Rk
f(x)p(N)k (x) dx =
(
N
k
)−1 ∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
E f(λi1 , . . . , λik)
for any smooth compactly supported test function f , where the summation is over all k-
element subsets of [N ].
We now formulate the universal statistics that are expected to hold for very general
ensembles. Later we give precise conditions where we can prove the emergence of those
statistics.
Conjecture (WDM conjecture for the Hermitian symmetry class). Assume that b, e and c
are bulk, edge and cusp points of some density ρ with parameters γe, γc defined in such a way that
ρ(e± x) = γ3/2e x1/2/pi + O(x1/2), ρ(c+ x) =
√
3γ4/3c |x|1/3 /2pi + O(|x|1/3).
Then the universal correlation functions are given by
1
ρ(b)k p
(N)
k
(
b+ x
ρ(b)N
)
≈ det
(sin pi(xi − xj)
pi(xi − xj)
)
i,j∈[k]
, (Bulk)
Nk/3
γke
p
(N)
k
(
e+ x
γeN2/3
)
≈ det
(
KAiry(xi, xj)
)
i,j∈[k]
, (Edge)
Nk/4
γkc
p
(N)
k
(
c+ x
γcN3/4
)
≈ det
(
KPearcey(xi, xj)
)
i,j∈[k]
, (Cusp)
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F����� �.�: Conditional eigenvalue distribution with Airy-2-point function. The continu-
ous line represents the self-consistent density of a Wigner-type random matrix. The circles
(both filled and non-filled) represent the eigenvalues of a specific realisation of the matrix
ensemble. The histogram shows the empirical eigenvalue distribution of ���� other realiza-
tions which all also happen to have an eigenvalue very close to the filled circle. The dashed
line shows the Airy-2-point function KAiry(x, x)KAiry(y, y) − KAiry(x, y)KAiry(y, x)
where the location of the filled circle is set as one of the two arguments.
where the approximation is meant up to an error ofN−c(k) when integrated against smooth com-
pactly supported test functions in x = (x1, . . . , xk).
Point processes where the k-point function is determinantal are commonly referred to
as determinantal processes. The kernel in the bulk case is known as the sine kernel. The Airy
kernel for the edge case is given by
KAiry(x, y) ..=
Ai(x)Ai′(y)−Ai′(x)Ai(y)
x− y , Ai(x)
..= 1
pi
∫ ∞
0
cos
( t3
3 + tx
)
dt
in terms of the Airy function Ai(x), see Figure �.� for a plot of the corresponding 2-point
function. The Pearcey kernel KPearcey has a representation as a two-dimensional contour
integral which can be found in (�.�) in Chapter �. We note that analogous statements also
hold for matrices in the real symmetric symmetry class, but the corresponding correlation
functions have,while still being determinantal,more complicated kernels. In the cusp case it
is not even known whether the universal real symmetric k-point function is determinantal.
The explicit kernels in the WDM conjecture were all computed first for some specific
Gaussian model. In the bulk [���] and edge case [��] this reference model was the Gaussian
unitary ensemble (GUE) and the computation essentially reduces to an asymptotic analy-
sis of Hermite polynomials. In the cusp case [��] the reference model was a deformed
GUE matrix with expectation diag(1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) and the computation was based
on the saddle point analysis of an explicit contour integral formula obtained via theHarish-
Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral over the unitary group.
Three step strategy
Proving the WDM conjecture beyond the Gaussian ensembles turned out to be a difficult
task. Even for the simplest model of Wigner matrices this was only achieved in [���] in
���� at regular edges, and later in a series of papers [��, ��, ���, ��] in ���� also in the spectral
bulk. In the vicinity of cusps universality was only achieved very recently in [DS�, DS�]
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which are enclosed as Chapters �–� of this thesis. While the first universality proof at the
regular edges in [���] essentially was an ingenious but laborious extensions of the classical
moment method, it turned out that the bulk statistics are inaccessible via moments. Instead,
the three-step strategy was developed, see [��] for a pedagogical introduction. The first step
consists of proving the local law as in (�.��) on optimal mesoscopic scales. We now briefly
outline the remaining two steps.
Addition of a small Gaussian component via Green function comparison
The goal of the second step is the addition of a small Gaussian component to the matrix
H = A+W while preserving the leading order term of the k-point function. We consider
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process
dHt = −12(Ht −A) dt+Σ
1/2[dBt], H0 = H, Σ[R] ..= EW TrWR (�.��)
with Bt being a standard Hermitian matrix valued Brownian motion. The SDE (�.��) has
the solution
Ht = A+ e−t/2W +
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/2Σ1/2[dBt] (�.��)
fromwhich it follows thatHt preserves expectation and covariances. Since the self-consistent
density ρ only depends on the first and second moments ofH , it also is invariant under the
OU flow. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that the leading order of the k-point func-
tion should also remain unchanged, and indeed, a simple continuity argument on the time-
evolved resolvents Gt = (Ht − z)−1 evaluated with =z = N−ηf(<z) shows exactly that,
as long as time t is not too long. The threshold times for this simple continuity argument
turn out to be
t

N−1/2 bulk,
N−1/6 edge,
N−1/4 cusp.
(�.��)
Using technically more involved arguments this result can be extended to larger times, but
for the universality proof following the three step strategy with an optimal local law, these
time thresholds are sufficient.
Proving universality for the evolved matrices becomes feasible due to the effective Gaus-
sian component in (�.��). It follows from the assumed lower bound EWRW ≥ c 〈R〉 that,
in distribution, the Gaussian component in (�.��) can be decomposed as∫ t
0
e(s−t)/2Σ1/2[dBt] d= U ′t +
√
ctU
where U is a GUE/GOE matrix, and U ′t is a Gaussian matrix independent from U . Thus
Ht can be written as
Ht
d= H˜t +
√
ctU, (�.��)
where H˜t ..= A+ e−t/2W + U ′t and U is independent of H˜t. It is easy to check that the
local law (�.��) also applies to the perturbed matrix H˜t from which we conclude that H˜t sat-
isfies optimal eigenvalue rigidity. In summary, the Green function comparison step achieves
reducing universality of general random matrices to a universality of random matrices with
an explicit GUE/GOE component of a certain maximal size.
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Universality for matrices with a small GUE/GOE component
The final step towards universality complements the previous step in the sense that it proves
universality for random matrices with an explicit GUE/GOE component of a certain min-
imal size, like the rhs. of (�.��). This argument is conditional on the randomness in H˜t
and only relies on the randomness from U . In the Hermitian symmetry class there are
two techniques available for this step; a saddle point analysis of the explicit formula for
the correlation kernel from the Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral, and the fast re-
laxation to equilibrium of Dyson Brownian motion (DBM). The saddle point analysis for
matrices with sizeable Gaussian component was introduced in [���] and later extended to
small components in [��], while the DBM method was introduced in [��]. In the real sym-
metric symmetry class, however, only the latter is feasible�. We now give a short sketch of
the DBM method; for an exemplary saddle point analysis in the cusp regime the reader is
referred to Chapter �.
Consider the SDE
dXs =
dBs√
N
, X0 = X with solution Xs = X +
Bs√
N
, (�.��)
where Bs is again a Hermitian matrix valued Brownian motion and X is any Hermitian
matrix. Here we denote the time variable by s to avoid confusions with the time variable t in
the previously consideredOU flow. In distribution we thus haveXs
d= X +
√
sU for fixed s
withU being a GUE/GOEmatrix. For the universality proof we will chooseX0 = H˜t such
that Xct
d= Ht according to (�.��). In parallel we consider a second flow X ′s also evolved
according to (�.��) with the same Brownianmotion,but a different initial conditionX ′0 = U˜t
with U˜t being some appropriate Gaussian comparison model. In practice U˜t is chosen in
such a way that the self-consistent density of U˜t +
√
ctU matches the one ofHt and thereby
ρ around the respective expansion points. Our goal is now to prove that after sufficiently
long times s the eigenvalues λi(s) and λ′i(s) of Xs and X ′s are with high probability very
close to each other. If this relaxation to equilibrium happens already at the time s = ct, then
this proves universality for the matrix Ht and therefore by the Green function comparison
argument also for H . In this sense universality means that the local spectral distribution
of any given matrix model agrees with the one of some fixed Gaussian comparison model.
To obtain the exact formulae of the correlation kernels an explicit calculation about the
correlation kernels of Gaussian matrices is needed.
Freeman Dyson made the important and somewhat surprising observation [��] that the
flow (�.��) induces a flow purely on eigenvalues λi(s) which does not involve eigenvectors.
The SDE of the eigenvalue flow can readily be found from standard eigenvalue perturbation
formulae. If A = A(s) is a smooth matrix-valued function of s with simple eigenvalues λi
and eigenvectors vi, then by differentiating the equations Avi = λivi and 〈vi,vi〉 = 1
twice, one quickly obtains
λ˙i = 〈vi, A˙vi〉 , λ¨i = 〈vi, A¨vi〉+ 2
∑
j 6=i
|〈vj , A˙vi〉|2
λi − λj
�The Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral over the orthogonal group allows to compute the correla-
tion kernel of real anti-symmetric but not real symmetric matrices.
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F����� �.�: Relaxation to equilibrium of Dyson Brownian motion in the cusp regime. The
red an black paths show simulated coupled Brownian motions (with time flowing from top
to bottom) in the cusp regime with different initial conditions. Along the flow the paths
become increasingly closer, and perform an overall movement towards the centre corre-
sponding to the gap closure in the semicircular flow.
from which we conclude that
λi(s+ ) d= λi(Xs +
√
U) ≈ λi(s) +
√
 〈vi, Uvi〉+ 
∑
j 6=i
|〈vj , Uvi〉|2
λi − λj .
Since the GUE/GOEmatrix U is invariant under unitary/orthogonal transformations, and
is independent from (vi)i∈[N ], it follows from orthonormality of the latter that 〈vi, Uvj〉 d=
uij . Since |uij |2 concentrates around 1/N we conclude that
dλi =
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
λi − λj ds+
√
2
βN
dbi, λi(0) = λi(X)
where (bi)i∈[N ] is a standard vector valued Brownian motion, and β = 1, 2 in the real and
complex symmetry classes.
By considering the processes λi, λ′i with different initial conditions λi(X0), λi(X ′0) but
coupling them using the sameBrownianmotions, it follows that their difference δi ..= λi−λ′i
satisfies
dδi
ds =
∑
j 6=i
Bji(δj − δi), Bji ..= 1
N
1
(λi − λj)(λ′i − λ′j)
, (�.��)
which can be viewed as a discretised integral equation of parabolic type with time-dependent
random coefficients Bji. In order to analyse (�.��) it is convenient to localise the processes
using a short range approximation which leads to a parabolic equation whose short time heat
kernel has rapid off-diagonal decay. In this short range approximation we replace particles
beyond a certain distance by a forcing term which only involves their deterministic density,
i.e. we consider
dλ̂i =
1
N
∑
j 6=i
|j−i|≤L
1
λ̂i − λ̂j
ds+
∑
i
(∫ γi−L
−∞
+
∫ ∞
γi+L
)
ρ(y)
λ̂i − y
dy ds+
√
2
βN
dbi,
with initial condition λ̂i(0) = λi(X),where γi = γi(s) and ρ = ρs denote the time-evolved
quantiles and density of Xs, and L is a suitable cut-off length scale. In parallel we consider
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F����� �.�: Semicircular evolution ρs in the cusp regime where s is increasing from left
to right. A density (continuous line) with two support intervals gets continuously trans-
formed into a density with a non-zero local minimum via a cusp singularity (dotted line).
This transformation happens on three different time scales; the density performs an overall
movement which is linear in time s, while the gap size shrinks as |s− s∗|3/2 and the local
minimum grows as |s− s∗|1/2, where s∗ is the time of the cusp formation.
the short-range approximation λ̂′i defined analogously but with initial condition λ̂′i(0) =
λi(X ′). These short-range approximations are useful since the comparison ensemble cannot
be chosen in such a way which matches the density of the original matrix globally but only
locally. The closeness of λi and λ̂i and the one of λ′i and λ̂′i are achieved via finite speed of
propagation estimates.
By heat kernel decay estimates for the analogue of (�.��) for the difference δ̂i = λ̂i−λ̂′i one
can show that after a sufficiently long time |δ̂i(s)| is, with high probability, smaller than the
fluctuation scale of individual eigenvalues, thus λ̂i(s) and λ̂′i(s) and thereby also λi(s) and
λ′i(s) are very close to each other, irrespective of the different initial conditions.This effect is
referred to as the fast relaxation to equilibrium of the DBM.The time-scale of this relaxation
is s  N−1, s  N−1/3 and s  N−1/2 in the bulk, edge and cusp case, respectively.
These relaxation times leave sufficient room to choose t and s = ct in such a way that the
times are short enough to retain the validity of the Green function continuity argument,
cf. (�.��), and long enough to ensure relaxation.
The analysis of the DBM requires a precise understanding of the evolution of the self
consistent density along the flow (�.��). From (�.��) it follows that the resolvent Gs =
(Xs − z)−1 is approximated by the solutionMs ≈ Gs to the MDE
−M−1s = z −X0 +
1
N
EBsMsBs = z −X0 + s 〈Ms〉
which is solved byMs = msI , wherems is the solution of the scalar equation
ms(z) = 〈(X0 − z − sms(z))−1〉 = 〈G0(z + sms(z))〉 . (�.��)
The flowms is known as the semicircular flow [��] and (�.��) is the defining equation for the
free additive convolution of the ESD ofX0 and a semicircular distribution of variance s. The
analysis of ms is important mainly in the edge and even more so in the cusp regimes since
there the self-consistent density ρs corresponding to ms changes qualitatively on the time
scale of the DBM analysis, see Figure �.� for a representative example. This change has to
be tracked very accurately and is used to match the contribution of the long range parts of
the dynamics.
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�.� Randommatrix models beyond the scope of this thesis
Next to the aforementioned Hermitian mean field random matrix models, there are exten-
sive ongoing research efforts on other random matrix ensembles, some of which we want to
mention here for completeness.
�.�.� Nonmean-field Hermitian matrices
For a given bandwidth 1  W  N we define the 1-dimensional band matrix H = H∗
such that
E |hij |2 =
{
W−1 if |i− j| ≤W/2,
0 else.
Due to the normalisation it follows that the Dyson equation for 〈(H − z)−1〉 is the same
as for Wigner matrices and therefore the self-consistent density of ρ is semicircular. On
the mesoscopic and microscopic level, however, numerical evidence [��, ��] suggests a phase
transition atW ∼ √N . ForW  √N it is expected that the eigenvalue statistics lie in the
Wigner-Dyson-Mehta universality class with completely delocalised eigenvectors, while
for W  √N it is expected that the eigenvalues form a Poisson point process, and the
eigenvectors are localised. At the moment of writing the delocalised phase has rigorously
been established for W  N3/4 in [��], while the localised phase has been established
for W  N1/8 in [���]. Closing this gap further or even rigorously studying this phase-
transition is one of the major open problems in random matrix theory. Understanding the
phase transition of this band matrix model is also of physical interest since it is expected
[���] to share spectral properties with the random Schrödinger operator H = ∆ + λV on
[−N,N ] with periodic boundary conditions for λ ∼ W−1 if the potential (V (i), i ∈ Z)
forms an i.i.d. family of centred unit variance random variables.
�.�.� Sparse randommatrices
Let G = G(N, p) be the Erdős-Rényi random graph on [N ] vertices for which any given
edge is present independently with a probability of p. The adjacency matrixA ofG then is a
sparse random matrix undergoing a phase transition. It is known that an optimal bulk local
law and bulk eigenvector delocalisation [��] hold true whenever pN ≥ C logN , while bulk
universality [���] is known for pN ≥ N . On the contrary, for pN ≤ (1 − ) logN the
graph G has, with high probability, isolated vertices and thereby A also exhibits localised
eigenvectors. The edge regime of Erdős-Rényi graphs has a phase transition already for
much larger values of p. Indeed, for pN  N1/3 Tracy-Widom universality has been
proven [���], while for N2/9  pN  N1/3 the top eigenvalue is approximately Gaussian
[���]. Random d-regular graphs are another commonly studied model for sparse random
matrices [��].
�.�.� Invariant ensembles
Invariant ensembles are another natural way of endowing the set of Hermitianmatrices with
a probability measure, other than the entry-wise approach suggested by Wigner. For suffi-
ciently fast growing potentials V : R → R we define a probability measure on Hermitian
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matrices such that
P(H) = C exp
(
−β2N TrV (H)
)
, (�.��)
whereC is a normalisation constant,β = 1, 2 in the real symmetric and complex Hermitian
case, and V (H) is defined through a functional calculus. By integrating out the orthogonal
or unitary matrices for diagonalisation ofH one readily finds that the measure P induces a
measure involving only the eigenvalues λi of H of the form
P
(
(λi)i∈[N ]
)
= C exp
(
−β2N
∑
i
V (λi)
)∏
i<j
|λi − λj |β . (�.��)
This probability measure can be interpreted as the Gibbs measure of N particles with loga-
rithmic interaction in the confining potential V , i.e.
P
(
(λi)i∈[N ]
)
= C exp(−βNH), H ..= 12
∑
i
V (λi)− 1
N
∑
i<j
log |λi − λj | . (�.��)
It is interesting to note that under the measure (�.��), the entries ofH can only be stochas-
tically independent if V is a quadratic polynomial [��], in which case it is called a Gaussian
β-ensemble. The potential V (x) = x2/2 induces the previously introduced GOE/GUE en-
sembles. Universality for a wide range of invariant ensembles has been settled via orthogonal
polynomial methods generalising the GOE/GUE computations; for a review the reader is
referred to [��]. While the probability measures (�.��) give rise to the particle measure (�.��)
only for β = 1, 2 (and β = 4 for symplectic matrices, albeit with a different normalisation
factor), the universality phenomenon has also been established for general β ≥ 1 for (�.��)
with DBM methods [��], and, alternatively, by using optimal transportation ideas [��] for
β > 0.
�.�.� Non-Hermitian randommatrices
Non-Hermitian random matrices are in general harder to analyse than their Hermitian
counterparts since the complex eigenvalues are unstable even with respect to tiny perturba-
tions. The circular law states that the empirical spectral density of an i.i.d. random matrix
X ∈ CN×N with zero mean and unit variance E |xab|2 = N−1 converges almost surely
weakly to the uniform measure on the disk { z ∈ C | |z| ≤ 1 }. Under optimal moment
conditions this global law was only obtained in [���] after a series of intermediate results
with additional moment assumptions, much later than Wigner’s semicircular law, the Her-
mitian analogue. An optimal mesoscopic local law above the average eigenvalue spacing of
N−1/2 was obtained in [��, ���]. On the microscopic scale universality of single eigenvalue
statistics is still a major open problem and has only been settled in the perturbative regime of
four matching moments [���].
On a technical level the main reason for the difficulty posed by non-Hermitian random
matrix models is that the resolvent (X − z)−1 is unstable. Beyond the Gaussian case,
the only known technique for extracting mesoscopic and microscopic statistics of X is a
Hermitization trick due to Girko [��]. For generic functions f the linear statistic of the
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eigenvalues σi of X can be written as∑
i
f(σi) =
1
4pi
∫
C
∆f(z) log |detHz| dz
= − 14pi
∫
C
∆f(z)
(
log |detGz(iT )| − 2
∫ T
0
=TrGz(iη) dη
)
dz,
(�.��)
for general T > 0, where we introduced the Hermitian matrix Hz with resolvent Gz as
Hz =
(
0 X − z
X∗ − z 0
)
, Gz(w) ..= (Hz − w)−1.
The resolvent Gz can, in principle, be analysed by similar methods as the resolvent of the
previously considered mean-field random matrices. However, there are three additional
difficulties: Firstly, (�.��) requires an additional estimate on the smallest singular value of
X − z in order to study the regime 0 ≤ η  ηf(0). Second, the stability operator B
corresponding toGz has a second unstable direction due to the 0 blocks ofHz . And finally,
studying the edge regime ofX requires studyingHz for |z| = 1 for which the self-consistent
density ρz of Hz has a cusp singularity in 0.
�.� Overview of results
The remainder of this thesis consists of largely unmodified versions of the published or
submitted papers [DS�]–[DS�] in thematic rather than chronological order published in
course of the author’s PhD studies. Among those [DS�]–[DS�] are very closely related
and represent a long term project on universality. The chronologically first two publications
[DS�,DS�] report on a separate set of results. To guide the reader we now briefly summarise
the findings and put the key results into context.
�.�.� CorrelatedWigner matrices
In [DS�] we proved an optimal local law and universality in the bulk regime for a general
class of correlated Wigner matrices with polynomially decaying correlations and arbitrary
expectations. Previously, such results were only available for general matrices with expo-
nentially decaying correlations and expectations [�] or matrices with special translational
invariant correlation structures [��]. The key technical achievement of [DS�] was the de-
velopment of a flexible diagrammatic cumulant expansion replacing the traditional Schur
complement analysis which is inherently limited when it comes to correlated matrices since
row expansions are considerably less efficient than entrywise expansions. The cumulant ex-
pansion allows to gain multiplicatively from several cancellations in the computation of high
moments of the error matrix D, enabling the analysis of polynomially decaying correlation
structures.
In [DS�] we extended the results of [DS�] to the edge regime. The necessary proba-
bilistic estimates could be imported from [DS�], while for the shape and stability analysis
we could refer to [��]. The main technical novelty of [DS�] was a particularly strong notion
of band rigidity which means that eigenvalues cannot have fluctuations bridging gaps of size
N−3/4+ in the support of ρ. The absence of such eigenvalues which are delocalised between
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two neighbouring support bands differentiates Wigner-type matrices from other random
matrix models such as β-ensembles. As a consequence of the band rigidity we could prove
a strong fixed label version of edge universality, also for internal edges.
�.�.� Cusp universality
In [DS�] we proved an optimal local law in the cusp regime of Wigner-type matrices. To-
gether with a saddle-point and semicircular flow analysis this enabled us to achieve the first
Pearcey-class universality proof for random matrices. The main technical achievement of
[DS�] was establishing a second order cancellation in the error matrix analysis essentially
due to the cusp symmetry. Within the framework of the diagrammatic cumulant expan-
sion originally developed in [DS�] this cancellation becomes accessible via a resummation
of certain subgraphs.
In [DS�] we extended the result of [DS�] to the real symmetric symmetry class where
the saddle point analysis of [DS�] had to be replaced by a DBM analysis in the cusp regime.
Besides adapting the corresponding edge analysis from [���], the main challenge in [DS�]
was to establish near-optimal rigidity for interpolated ensembles for which local laws were
not available.
�.�.� Entrywise linear statistics
In [DS�] we studied the fluctuations of rectangular Young diagrams obtained by interlacing
eigenvalues, after it was previously shown [��] that their deterministic limit agrees with that
of Young diagrams equipped with the Plancherel measure. We found that this correspon-
dence does not carry over to the level of fluctuations even though both are Gaussian.
Later we realised in [DS�] that the methods developed in [DS�] allow to identify the
entrywise fluctuations of f(H)ij for functions of Wigner matrices for much rougher func-
tions f than previously. The main reason for this improvement was the use of optimal local
laws and an inversion formula due to Pleijel [���] rather than the more commonly used
Helffer-Sjöstrand representation.
��
Random Matrices with Slow Correlation Decay �
We consider large random matrices with a general slowly decaying correlation among its
entries. We prove universality of the local eigenvalue statistics and optimal local laws for
the resolvent away from the spectral edges, generalizing the recent result of [�] to allow
slow correlation decay and arbitrary expectation. The main novel tool is a systematic
diagrammatic control of a multivariate cumulant expansion.
Published as L. Erdős,T. Krüger, and D. Schröder,Random matrices with slow correla-
tion decay, to appear in Forum Math. Sigma (����), arXiv:1705.10661.
�.� Introduction
In recent years it has been proven for increasingly general random matrix ensembles that
their spectral measure converges to a deterministic measure up to the scale of individual
eigenvalues as the size of the matrix tends to infinity, and that the fluctuation of the indi-
vidual eigenvalues follows a universal distribution, independent of the specifics of the ran-
dom matrix itself. The former is commonly called a local law, whereas the latter is known
as the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta (WDM) universality conjecture, first envisioned by Wigner in
the ����’s and formalized later by Dyson and Mehta in the ����’s [���]. In fact, the con-
jecture extends beyond the customary random matrix ensembles in probability theory and
is believed to hold for any random operator in the delocalization regime of the Anderson
metal-insulator phase transition. Given this profound universality conjecture for general
disordered quantum systems, the ultimate goal of local spectral analysis of large random
matrices is to prove theWDM conjecture for the largest possible class of matrix ensembles.
In the current paper we complete this program for random matrices with a general, slow
correlation decay among its matrix elements. Previous works covered only correlations with
such a fast decay that, in a certain sense, they could be treated as a perturbation of the in-
dependent model. Here we present a new method that goes well beyond the perturbative
regime. It relies on a novel multi-scale version of the cumulant expansion and its rigorous
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Feynman diagrammatic representation that can be useful for other problems as well. To put
our work in context, we now explain the previous results.
In the last ten years a powerful new approach, the three-step strategy has been developed
to resolve WDM universality problems, see [��] for a summary. In particular, the WDM
conjecture in its classical form, stated for Wigner matrices with a general distribution of
the entries, has been proven with this strategy in [��, ��, ��]; an independent proof for the
Hermitian symmetry class was given in [���]. Recent advances have crystallized that the
only model dependent step in this strategy is the first one, the local law.The other two steps,
the fast relaxation to equilibrium of the Dyson Brownian motion and the approximation by
Gaussian divisible ensembles, have been formulated as very general “black-box” tools whose
only input is the local law [���, ��, ���]. Thus the proof of the WDM universality, at least
for mean field ensembles, is automatically reduced to obtaining a local law.
Both local law and universality have first been established for Wigner matrices, which
are real symmetric or complex Hermitian N × N matrices with mean-zero entries which
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) up to symmetry [��, ��]. For Wigner
matrices it has long been known that the limiting, or self-consistent density is the Wigner
semicircle law. In subsequent work the condition on the i.i.d. entries has been relaxed in sev-
eral steps. First, it was proven in [��], that for generalized Wigner ensembles, i.e., for matrices
with stochastic variance profile and uniform upper and lower bound on the variance of the
matrix entries, the local law and universality also hold, with the self-consistent density still
given by the semicircle law. Next, the condition of stochasticity was removed by introduc-
ing theWigner-type ensemble [�], in which case the self-consistent density is, generally, not
semicircular any more. Finally, the independence condition was dropped and in [�] both a
local law on the optimal local scale and bulk universality were obtained for matrices with
correlated entries with fast decaying general correlations. Special correlation structures were
also considered before in [�, ��] on a local scale. We also mention that there exists an ex-
tensive literature on the global law for random matrices with correlated entries [��, ��, ��,
���, ���, ��, ��]. These results, however, either concern Gaussian random matrices or more
specific correlation structures than considered in the present work. In a parallel develop-
ment the zero-mean condition on the matrix elements has also been relaxed. First this was
achieved for the deformed Wigner ensembles that have diagonal deterministic shifts in [���,
���] andmore recently for i.i.d.Wigner matrices shifted by an arbitrary deterministic matrix
in [���].
In this paper we prove a local law and bulk universality for random matrices with a
slowly decaying correlation structure and arbitrary expectation, generalizing both [���, �].
The main point is to considerably relax the condition on the decay of correlations compared
to [�]: We allow for a polynomial decay of order two in a neighbourhood of size  √N
around every entry and we only have to assume a polynomial decay of a certain finite order
outside these neighbourhoods. Another novelty is that our new concept of neighbourhoods
is completely general, it is not induced by the product structure of the index set labelling the
matrix elements. In particular, the improved correlation condition also includes many other
matrix models of interest, for example, general block matrix type models, that have not been
covered by [�].
Regarding strategy of proving the local law, the starting point is to find the deterministic
approximation of the resolventG(z) = (H−z)−1 of the random matrixH with a complex
spectral parameter z in the upper half plane H = { z ∈ C | =z ≥ 0 }. This approximation
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is given as the solutionM =M(z) to theMatrix Dyson Equation (MDE)
1 + (z −A+ S[M ])M = 0,
where the expectationmatrixA ..= EH and the linearmapS[V ] ..= E(H−A)V (H−A) on
the space of matrices R encode the first two moments of the random matrix. The resolvent
approximately satisfies the MDE with an additive perturbation term
D ..= (H −A)G+ S[G]G.
The smallness of D and stability of the MDE against small perturbations imply that G
is indeed close to M . The necessary stability properties of the MDE have already been
established in [�], so the main focus in this paper is to bound D in appropriate norms that
can then be fed into the stability analysis. Most proofs of the previous local laws loosely
follow a strategy of first reducing the problem to a smaller number of relevant variables,
such as the diagonal entries of G. Instead, correlated ensembles require to carry out the
analysis genuinely on the matrix level since G is not even approximately diagonal. This
key feature distinguishes the current paper as well as [�] from all previous works, where
the Dyson equation was only a scalar equation for the trace of the resolvent or a vector
equation for its diagonal elements. Although adding a general expectation matrix A to a
Wigner matrix already induces a non-diagonal resolvent, diagonalization of A reduced the
analysis to the scalar level in [���]. A similar algebraic reduction is not possible for general
correlations even if they decay as fast as in [�]. However, in [�] every matrix quantity, such
as G or M , still had a very fast off-diagonal decay and thus it was sufficient to focus only
on matrix elements very close to the diagonal; the rest was treated as an irrelevant error. For
the slow correlation decay considered in this paper such direct perturbative treatment for
the off-diagonal elements is not possible. In fact, with our new method we can even handle
the essentially optimal integrable correlation decay on a scale
√
N near the diagonal.
To obtain a probabilistic bound onD, essentially two approaches are available. WhenG
is approximately diagonal and when the columns ofH are independent, one may use resol-
vent expansion formulas involving minors that lead to standard linear and quadratic large
deviation bounds – a natural idea that first arose in the works of Girko and Pastur [���, ��],
as well as in the works of Bai et. al., e.g. [��]. For correlated models the natural extension of
this method requires a somewhat involved successive expansion of minors; this was the main
technical tool in [�]. This approach is thus restricted to very fast correlation decay since it
is essentially a perturbation around nearly diagonal matrices. The alternative method relies
on the cumulant expansion of the form Ehf(h) = ∑k(κk+1/k!)E f (k), where κk is the
k-th order cumulant of the random variable h. The power of this expansion in studying
resolvents of random matrices was first recognized in [���] and it has been revived in several
recent papers, e.g. [���, DS�, ��]. It gives more flexibility than the minor expansion on two
accounts. First, it can handle the stochastic effect of individual matrix elements instead of
treating an entire column at the same time.This observation was essential in [���] to handle
deformations of Wigner matrices with an arbitrary expectation matrix. Single entry expan-
sions, as opposed to expansion by entire columns, also appeared in the proof of a version of
the fluctuation averaging theorem [��], but in this context it did not have any major advan-
tage over the row expansions. Secondly, a multivariate version of the cumulant expansion is
inherently well suited to correlated models; it automatically keeps track of the correlation
structure without artificial cut-offs and strong restrictions on the off-diagonal decay. This
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is the method we use to bound D in the current work to handle the slow correlation decay
effectively.
After presenting our main results in Section �.�, in Section �.� we first give a multivariate
cumulant expansion formula with an explicit error term that is especially well suited formean
field randommatrix models.The main ingredient is a novel pre-cumulant decoupling identity,
Lemma �.�.�. We were not able to find these formulas in the literature; related formulas,
however, have probably been known. They are reminiscent to the Wick polynomials, their
relationship is explained in Appendix �.B. Some consequences are collected in Section �.�.�
via a toymodel. When applying it to our problem, in order to bookkeep the numerous terms,
we develop a graphical language which allows us to actually computeE |Λ(D)|p up to a tiny
error for arbitrary linear functionalsΛ. The structure ofD contains an essential cancellation:
the term (H − A)G is compensated by S[G]G that acts as a counter term or self-energy
renormalization in the physics terminology. Our cumulant expansion automatically exploits
this cancellation to all orders and the diagrammatic representation in Sections �.�.�–�.�.�
conveniently visualizes this mechanism. Section �.� contains the main novel part of this
paper, in Section �.� we combine the bounds onD with the stability argument for theMDE
to prove the local law. Section �.� is devoted to the short proofs of bulk universality and
other natural corollaries of the local law.
Acknowledgements. T.K. gratefully acknowledges private communications withAntti Knowles
on the preliminary version of [���]. D.S. would like to thank Nikolaos Zygouras for raising
the question how our novel pre-cumulants are related to Wick polynomials.
�.� Main results
For a Hermitian N ×N random matrix H = H(N) we denote its resolvent by
G(z) = G(N)(z) = (H − z)−1,
where the spectral parameter z is assumed to be in the upper half planeH. The first two mo-
ments ofH determine the limiting behaviour ofG(z) in the largeN limit. More specifically,
let
A ..= EH, H =.. A+ 1√
N
W, S[V ] ..= 1
N
EWVW,
where S is a linear map on the space of N × N matrices and W is a random matrix with
zero expectation. Then the unique, deterministic solutionM =M(z) to the matrix Dyson
equation (MDE)
1 + (z −A+ S[M ])M = 0 under the constraint =M ..= 12i [M −M
∗] > 0, (�.�)
approximates the random matrix G(z) increasingly well as N tends to∞. Here =M > 0
indicates that the matrix =M is positive definite. The properties of (�.�) and its solution
have been comprehensively studied in [�]. In particular, it has been shown that
1
N
TrM(z) =
∫
R
1
x− z dµ(x)
is the Stieltjes transform of a measure µ on R, which we call the self-consistent density of
states, and whose support suppµ we call the self-consistent spectrum. Under an additional
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flatness Assumption (see Assumption (�.E) later) it has also been shown that µ is absolutely
continuous with compactly supported Hölder continuous probability density
dµ(x) = ρ(x) dx and that ρ(z) ..= 1
piN
=TrM(z)
is the harmonic extension of ρ : R→ [0,∞). Moreover, (�.�) is stable with respect to small
additive perturbations and therefore it is sufficient to show that the error matrixD = D(z)
defined by
D ..= 1 + (z −A+ S[G])G = (H −A+ S[G])G = W√
N
G+ S[G]G (�.�)
is small.
Choosing the correct norm to measure smallness of the error terms is a key technical
ingredient. Similarly to the resolventG, the error matrixD is very large in the usual induced
`p → `q matrix norms, but its quadratic form 〈x, Dy〉 is under control with very high
probability for any fixed deterministic vectors x,y. Furthermore, to improve precision, we
will distinguish two different concepts of measuring the size ofD. We will show thatD can
be bounded in isotropic sense as |〈x, Dy〉| . ‖x‖ ‖y‖ /√N=z for fixed deterministic vectors
x,y as well as in an averaged sense as N−1 |TrBD| . ‖B‖ /N=z for fixed deterministic
matrices B. Here ‖x‖ , ‖y‖ , ‖B‖ denote the standard (Euclidean) vector norm ‖x‖2 =∑
a |xa|2 and (matrix) operator norm ‖B‖ ..= sup‖x‖,‖y‖≤1 |〈x, By〉|. The second step of
the proof will be to show that because D is small, and (�.�) is stable under small additive
perturbations, also G−M is small in an appropriate sense.
�.�.� Notations and conventions
An inequality with a subscript indicates that we allow for a constant in the bound depending
only on the quantities in the subscript. For example,A(N, ) ≤ B(N, ) means that there
exists a constant C = C(), independent of N , such that A(N, ) ≤ C()B(N, ) holds
for all N and  > 0. In many statements we will implicitly assume that N is sufficiently
large, depending on any other parameters of the model. Moreover, we will write f ∼ g if
f = O (g) and g = O (f), if it is clear from the context in which regime we claim this
comparability and how the implicit constant may depend on parameters.
An abstract index set J of size N labels the rows and columns of our matrix (generally
one can think of J = [N ] ..= {1, . . . , N} but there is no need for having a (partial) order or
a notion of distance on J). The elements of J will be denoted by letters a, b, . . . and i, j, . . .
from the beginning of the alphabet. We will use boldfaced letters x,y,u,v, . . . from the
end of the alphabet to denote J-vectors with entries x = (xa)a∈J . We will denote the set
of ordered pairs of indices by I ..= J ×J and will often call the elements of I labels to avoid
confusion with other types of indices, and will denote them by Greek letters α = (a, b) ∈ I .
The matrix element wab will thus often be denoted by wα. Summations of the form
∑
a
and
∑
α are always understood to sum over all a ∈ J and α ∈ I .
For indices a, b ∈ J and vectors x,y ∈ CJ we shall use the notations
Axy ..= 〈x, Ay〉 , Axa ..= 〈x, Aea〉 , Aax ..= 〈ea, Ax〉 ,
where ea is the a-th standard basis vector. We will frequently write ∆ab = eaetb for the
matrix of all zeros except a one in the (a, b) entry.The normalized trace of anN×N matrix
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is denoted by 〈A〉 ..= N−1TrA. Sometimes we will also use the notation 〈z〉 ..= 1+ |z| for
the complex number z, but this should not create confusions as it will only be used for z.
We will furthermore use the maximum norm and the normalized Hilbert-Schmidt norm
‖A‖max ..= maxa,b |Aab| , ‖A‖hs
..=
[ 1
N
∑
a,b
|Aab|2
]1/2
for an N ×N matrix A.
�.�.� Assumptions
We now formulate our main assumptions onW and A.
Assumption (�.A) (Bounded expectation). There exists some constant C such that ‖A‖ ≤ C
for allN .
Assumption (�.B) (Finite moments). For all q ∈ N there exists a constant µq such that
E |wα|q ≤ µq for all α.
Next, we formulate our conditions on the correlation decay conveniently phrased in
terms of themultivariate cumulantsκ of random variables of {wα | α ∈ I }. InAppendix �.A
we recall the definition and some basic properties of multivariate cumulants. First we present
a simple condition in terms of a tree type ρ-mixing decay of the cumulants with respect to
the standard Euclidean metric on [N ]2. Later, in Section �.�.�, we formulate weaker and
more general conditions which we actually use for the proof of our results but their for-
mulation is quite involved, so for the sake of clarity we first rather state simpler but more
restrictive assumptions.
Consider J = [N ], I = [N ]2 equipped with the standard Euclidean distance modulo
the Hermitian symmetry, i.e., for α, β ∈ I we set d(α, β) ..= min{|α− β| , ∣∣αt − β∣∣}
where αt ..= (b, a) for α = (a, b). This distance naturally extends to subsets of I , i.e.,
d(A,B) = min { d(α, β) | α ∈ A, β ∈ B } for any A,B ⊂ I .
Assumption (�.CD) (Polynomially decaying metric correlation structure). For the k = 2
point correlation we assume a decay of the type
|κ(f1(W ), f2(W ))| ≤ C1 + d(supp f1, supp f2)s ‖f1‖2 ‖f2‖2 , (�.�a)
for some s > 12 and all square integrable functions f1, f2 on N × N matrices. For k ≥ 3 we
assume a decay condition of the form
|κ(f1(W ), . . . , fk(W ))| ≤k
∏
e∈E(Tmin)
|κ(e)| , (�.�b)
whereTmin is theminimal spanning tree in the complete graph on the vertices 1, . . . , kwith respect
to the edge length d({i, j}) = d(supp fi, supp fj), i.e. the tree for which the sum of the lengths
d(e) is minimal, and κ({i, j}) = κ(fi, fj).
A correlation decay of type (�.�b) is typical for various statistical physics models, see,
e.g. [��]. Besides the assumptions on the decay of correlations we also impose a flatness
condition to guarantee the stability of the Dyson equation:
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Assumption (�.E) (Flatness). There exist constants 0 < c < C such that
c 〈T 〉 ≤ S[T ] ≤ C 〈T 〉
for any positive semi-definite matrix T .
Flatness is a certain mean field condition on the random matrix W . In particular,
choosing T to be the diagonal matrix with a single nonzero entry in the (i, i) element,
flatness implies that the variances of the matrix elements E |wij |2 are comparable for all
i, j = 1, . . . , N .
�.�.� Local law
Wenow formulate ourmain theorem on the isotropic and averaged local laws.They compare
the resolventGwith the (unique) solution to theMDE in (�.�) away from the spectral edges.
To specify the range of spectral parameters z we define two spectral domains specified via
any given parameters δ, γ > 0. Outside of the self-consistent spectrum we will work on
Dδout ..=
{
z ∈ H
∣∣∣ |z| ≤ NC0 ,dist(z, suppµ) ≥ N−δ }
for some arbitrary fixedC0 ≥ 100. Under Assumption (�.E),which guarantees the existence
of a density ρ, we consider the spectral domains
Dδγ ..=
{
z ∈ H
∣∣∣ |z| ≤ NC0 , =z ≥ N−1+γ , ρ(<z) + dist(<z, suppµ) ≥ N−δ }
that will be used away from the edges of the self-consistent spectrum.
Theorem�.�.� (Local law outside of the spectrum and global law). Under Assumptions (�.A),
(�.B) and (�.CD), the following statements hold: For any  > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for
allD > 0 we have the isotropic law away from the spectrum,
P
(
|〈x, (G−M)y〉| ≤ ‖x‖ ‖y‖ N

〈z〉2√N in D
δ
out
)
≥ 1− CN−D (�.�a)
for all deterministic vectors x,y ∈ CN and we have the averaged law away from the spectrum,
P
(
|〈B(G−M)〉| ≤ ‖B‖ N

〈z〉2N in D
δ
out
)
≥ 1− CN−D (�.�b)
for all deterministic matrices B ∈ CN×N . In fact, for small , δ can be chosen such that δ =
c for some absolute constant c > 0. Here G = G(z), M = M(z) and C = C(D, ) is
some constant, depending only on its arguments and the constants in Assumptions (�.A)–(�.CD).
Moreover, instead of Assumption (�.CD) it is sufficient to assume the more general Assumptions
(�.C) (or (�.C)’ for complex Hermitian matrices) and (�.D), as stated in Section �.�.�.
If we additionally assume flatness in the form of Assumption (�.E), then we also obtain
an optimal local law away from the spectral edges, especially in the bulk,
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Theorem �.�.� (Local law in the bulk of the spectrum). Under Assumptions (�.A), (�.B),
(�.CD) and (�.E), the following statements hold: For any γ,  > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
for allD > 0 we have the isotropic law in the bulk,
P
(
|〈x, (G−M)y〉| ≤ ‖x‖ ‖y‖ N

√
N=z in D
δ
γ
)
≥ 1− CN−D (�.�a)
for all deterministic vectors x,y ∈ CN and we have the averaged law in the bulk,
P
(
|〈B(G−M)〉| ≤ ‖B‖ N

N=z in D
δ
γ
)
≥ 1− CN−D (�.�b)
for all deterministic matrices B ∈ CN×N . In fact, δ can be chosen such that δ = cmin{, γ}
for some absolute constant c > 0. Here C = C(D, , γ) is some constant, depending only on its
arguments and the constants in Assumptions (�.A)–(�.E). Moreover, as in the previous theorem,
instead of Assumption (�.CD) it is sufficient to assume the more general Assumptions (�.C) (or
(�.C)’ for complex Hermitian matrices) and (�.D), as stated in Section �.�.�.
Note that both theorems cover the regime where z is far away from the spectrum; in this
case the estimates inTheorem �.�.� are stronger and require less conditions.Theorem �.�.� is
really relevant when <z is inside the bulk of the spectrum and =z is very small; this is why
we called it local law in the bulk. In the literature this regime is typically characterized by
ρ(<z) ≥ δ for some δ > 0, but inTheorem �.�.� it is extended to ρ(<z) ≥ N−δ for some
sufficiently small δ > 0.
�.�.� Delocalization, rigidity and universality
The local law is the main input for eigenvector delocalization, eigenvalue rigidity and uni-
versality, as stated below. We formulate them as corollaries since they follow from a general
theory that has been developed recently. We explain how to adapt the general arguments to
prove these corollaries in Sections �.�.� and �.�.
Corollary �.�.� (No eigenvalues outside the support of the self-consistent density). Under
the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� there exists a δ > 0 such that for anyD > 0,
P
(
SpecH 6⊂ (−N−δ, N−δ) + suppµ
)
≤D N−D,
where suppµ ⊂ R is the support of the self-consistent density of states µ.
Corollary �.�.� (Bulk delocalization). Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� it holds for an
`2-normalized eigenvector u corresponding to a bulk eigenvalue λ ofH that
P
(
max
a∈J
|ua| ≥ N

√
N
, Hu = λu, ρ(λ) ≥ δ
)
≤,δ,D N−D
for any , δ,D > 0.
Corollary �.�.� (Bulk rigidity). Under the assumptions ofTheorem �.�.� the following holds. Let
λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λN be the ordered eigenvalues ofH and denote the classical position of the eigenvalue
close to energy E ∈ R by
k(E) ..=
⌈
N
∫ E
−∞
ρ(x) dx
⌉
,
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where d·e denotes the ceiling function. It then holds that
P
(
sup
{ ∣∣∣λk(E) − E∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ E ∈ R, ρ(E) ≥ δ } ≥ N N
)
≤,δ,D N−D
for any , δ,D > 0.
For proving the bulk universality we replace the lower bound from Assumption (�.E)
by the following, stronger, assumption:
Assumption (�.F) (Fullness). There exists a constant λ > 0 such that
E |TrBW |2 ≥ λTrB2
for any deterministic matrix B of the same symmetry class asH .
Fullness is a technical condition which ensures that the covariance matrix of W is
bounded from below by that of a full GUE or GOE matrix with variance λ. Note this
is the only condition that induces the difference between the complex Hermitian and real
symmetric symmetry classes in the following universality statement.
Corollary �.�.� (Bulk universality). Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� and additionally
Assumption (�.F) the following holds: Let k ∈ N, δ > 0, E ∈ R with ρ(E) ≥ δ and let
Φ: Rk → R be a compactly supported smooth test function. Denote the k-point correlation func-
tion of the eigenvalues ofH by ρk and denote the corresponding k-point correlation function of the
GOE/GUE-point process byΥk. Then there exists a positive constant c = c(δ, k) > 0 such that∣∣∣∣∫
Rk
Φ(t)
[ 1
ρ(E)ρk
(
E1+ t
Nρ(E)
)
−Υk(t)
]
dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤Φ,δ,k N−c,∣∣∣∣EΦ((Nρ(λk(E))[λk(E)+j − λk(E)])kj=1)
−EGOE/GUEΦ
((
Nρsc(0)[λdN/2e+j − λdN/2e]
)k
j=1
)∣∣∣∣ ≤Φ,δ,k N−c,
where 1 is the vector of k ones, 1 = (1, . . . , 1), the expectationEGOE/GUE is taken with respect
to the Gaussian matrix ensemble in the same symmetry class asH , and ρsc denotes the semicircular
density.
Remark �.�.�. We chose the standard Euclidean distance on J in the formulation of Assumption
(�.CD) merely for convenience. In the context of [�] a similar key assumption was formulated in
terms of a pseudometric δ on J which has sub-P dimensional volume, i.e.,
max
a∈J
|{ b ∈ J | δ(a, b) ≤ τ }| ≤ τP
for all τ > 1 and some P > 0. This pseudometric naturally extends to I as a product metric
modulo the symmetry,
δ2((a, b), (c, d)) ..= min{max{δ(a, c), δ(b, d)},max{δ(a, d), δ(b, c)}}
and to any two subsets A,B of I as δ2(A,B) ..= min { δ2(α, β) | α ∈ A, β ∈ B }. All our
results hold in this more general setup as well if d is replaced by δ2 in Assumption (�.CD) and
we require that s > 12P . We do not pursue the pseudometric formulation further in the present
work since the relaxed decay conditions formulated in Section �.�.� aremore general as they allow for
further symmetries in the matrix, for which (�.CD) is not satisfied irrespective of the pseudometric.
A typical example for such an additional symmetry is the fourfold model (see [��]).
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�.�.� Relaxed assumption on correlation decay
We now state the more general conditions on the correlation structure which are actually
used in the proof ofTheorem �.�.� and its corollaries, and are implied byAssumption (�.CD).
For the more general conditions we split the correlation into two regimes. In the short range
regime we express the correlation decay as a condition on cumulants,while in the long range
regime, beyond neighbourhoods of size
√
N , we impose a mixing condition.
In the short range regime we assume the boundedness of certain norms on cumulants
κ(α1, . . . , αk) ..= κ(wα1 , . . . , wαk) of matrix entries wα, which are modifications of the
usual `1-summability condition
1
N2
∑
α1,...,αk
|κ(α1, . . . , αk)| <∞.
Cumulant norms
In order to formulate the conditions on the cumulants concisely, we from now on assume
that W is real symmetric. We refer the reader to Appendix �.C for the necessary modi-
fications for the complex Hermitian case. In Appendix �.A we will recall the equivalent
analytical and combinatorial definitions of κ for the reader’s convenience (see also [���]).
We note that κ is invariant under any permutation of its arguments. Here we recall one
central property of cumulants (which is also proved in the appendix): If wα1 , . . . , wαj are
independent from wαj+1 , . . . , wαk for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, then κ(α1, . . . , αk) vanishes.
Intuitively, the k-th order cumulant κ(α1, . . . , αk) measures the part of the correlation of
wα1 , . . . , wαk , which is truly of k-body type. For our results, cumulants of order four and
higher require simple `1-type bounds, while the second and third order cumulants are con-
trolled in specific, somewhat stronger norms. Finiteness of these norms imply a decay of
correlation in a certain combinatorial sense even without a distance on the index set I . The
isotropic and the averaged bound onD require slightly different norms, so we define two sets
of norms distinguished by appropriate superscripts and we also define their sums without
superscript.
We first introduce some custom notations which keep the definition of the cumulant
norms relatively compact. If, in place of an index a ∈ J , we write a dot (·) in a scalar
quantity then we consider the quantity as a vector indexed by the coordinate at the place of
the dot. For example κ(a1·, a2b2) is a J-vector, the i-th entry of which is κ(a1i, a2b2), and
‖κ(a1·, a2b2)‖ is its (Euclidean) vector norm. Similarly, ‖A(∗, ∗)‖ refers to the operator
norm of the matrix with matrix elements A(i, j). We also define a combination of these
conventions, in particular
∥∥ ‖κ(x∗, ∗·)‖ ∥∥ will denote the operator norm ‖A‖ of the matrix
A with matrix elements A(i, j) = ‖κ(xi, j·)‖ = ‖∑a xaκ(ai, j·)‖. Since ‖A‖ = ∥∥At∥∥
this does not introduce ambiguities with respect of the order of i, j. Notice that we use dot
(·) for the dummy variable related to the inner norm and star (∗) for the outer norm.
For k-th order cumulants we set
|||κ|||k ..= |||κ|||avk + |||κ|||isok , |||κ|||av/iso = |||κ|||av/iso≤R ..= max2≤k≤R |||κ|||
av/iso
k , (�.�a)
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where the averaged norms are given by
|||κ|||av2 ..=
∥∥ |κ(∗, ∗)| ∥∥, |||κ|||avk ..= N−2 ∑
α1,...,αk
|κ(α1, . . . , αk)| , k ≥ 4,
|||κ|||av3 ..=
∥∥∥∑
α1
|κ(α1, ∗, ∗)|
∥∥∥
+ inf
κ=κdd+κdc+κcd+κcc
(
|||κdd|||dd + |||κdc|||dc + |||κcd|||cd + |||κcc|||cc
) (�.�b)
and the infimum is taken over all decompositions of κ in four symmetric functions κdd, κcd,
etc. The letters d and c refer to “direct”and “cross”, see Remark �.�.� below.The correspond-
ing norms are given by
|||κ|||cc = |||κ|||dd ..= N−1
√√√√∑
b2,a3
( ∑
a2,b3
∑
α1
|κ(α1, a2b2, a3b3)|
)2
,
|||κ|||cd ..= N−1
√√√√∑
b3,a1
( ∑
a3,b1
∑
α2
|κ(a1b1, α2, a3b3)|
)2
,
|||κ|||dc ..= N−1
√√√√∑
b1,a2
( ∑
a1,b2
∑
α3
|κ(a1b1, a2b2, α3)|
)2
.
(�.�c)
For the isotropic bound we define
|||κ|||iso2 ..= infκ=κd+κc
(|||κd|||d + |||κc|||c)
|||κ|||d ..= sup‖x‖≤1
∥∥ ‖κ(x∗, ·∗)‖ ∥∥, |||κ|||c ..= sup‖x‖≤1 ∥∥ ‖κ(x∗, ∗·)‖ ∥∥,
|||κ|||isok ..=
∥∥∥ ∑
α1,...,αk−2
|κ(α1, . . . , αk−2, ∗, ∗)|
∥∥∥, k ≥ 3,
(�.�d)
where the inner norms in (�.�d) indicate vector norms and the outer norms operator norms,
and the infimum is taken over all decomposition of κ into the sum of symmetric κc and κd.
Remark �.�.�. We remark that the particular form of the norms |||κ|||iso2 and |||κ|||av3 on κ is chosen
to conform with the Hermitian symmetry. For example, in the case of Wigner matrices we have
κ(a1b1, a2b2) = δa1,a2δb1,b2 + δa1,b2δb1,a2 =.. κd(a1b1, a2b2) + κc(a1b1, a2b2), (�.�)
i.e., the cumulant naturally splits into a direct and a cross part κd and κc. In general, the splitting
κ = κc + κd may not be unique but for the sharpest bound we can consider the most optimal
splitting; this is reflected in the infimum in the definition of |||κ|||iso2 . Note that in the example (�.�)
|||κd|||d and |||κc|||c are bounded, but |||κc|||d would not be. A similar rationale stands behind the
definition of |||κ|||av3 .
We also remark that only the conditions on |||κ|||iso2 and |||κ|||av3 use the product structure I =
J × J . All other decay conditions are inherently conditions on index pairs α ∈ I .
Assumption (�.C) (κ–correlation decay). There exists a constant C such that for all R ∈ N
and  > 0
|||κ|||iso2 ≤ C, |||κ||| = |||κ|||≤R ..= max2≤k≤R |||κ|||k ≤,R N

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where the norms |||·|||k and |||·|||iso2 on k-th order cumulants were defined in (�.�). If the matrixW
is complex Hermitian we use Assumption (�.C)’, as stated in Appendix �.C instead of Assumption
(�.C).
Furthermore, in the long range regime beyond certain neighbourhoods of size √N
we assume a finite polynomial decay of correlations that is reminiscent of the standard ρ-
mixing condition in statistical physics (see, e.g. [��] for an overview of various mixing con-
ditions). We will need this decay in a certain iterated sense that we now formulate precisely.
Assumption (�.D) (Higher order correlation decay). There existsµ > 0 such that the following
holds: For every α ∈ I and q,R ∈ N there exists a sequence of nested setsNk = Nk(α) such that
α ∈ N1 ⊂ N2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ NR = N ⊂ I , |N | ≤ N1/2−µ and
κ
(
f(WI\⋃
j
Nnj+1(αj)), g1(WNn1 (α1)\
⋃
j 6=1N (αj)), . . . , gq(WNnq (αq)\
⋃
j 6=q N (αj))
)
≤R,q,µ N−3q ‖f‖q+1
q∏
j=1
‖gj‖q+1
for any n1, . . . , nq < R, α1, . . . , αq ∈ I and functions f, g1, . . . , gq. We will refer to these
sets as “neighbourhoods” of α, although we do not assume any topological structure on I . For any
N ⊂ I , hereWN denotes the set of wα indexed by α ∈ N .
Remark �.�.�. For the proof of Theorem �.�.� we need Assumptions (�.B), (�.C) and (�.D) only
for finitely many values of q,R up to some threshold, depending only on the parameters D, γ, 
in the statement and µ from Assumption (�.D).This follows from the fact that the high moment
bound fromTheorem �.�.� is only needed for a finite value of p which relates to certain threshold
on q,R.
�.�.� Some examples
We end this section by providing examples of correlated matrix models satisfying Assump-
tions (�.C)–(�.D). Our main example is the one already advertised in Assumption (�.CD).
In Example �.�.�� we check that Assumption (�.CD) indeed implies (�.C)–(�.D).
Example�.�.�� (Polynomially decayingmodel). Recall themetric setting of Assumption (�.CD).
Simple calculations show that Assumption (�.C) is satisfied even if we only request s ≥ 2 in
(�.�), independent of the chosen neighbourhood systems. As for Assumption (�.D), we define the
neighbourhoods Nk(α) ..= {β ∈ I | d(α, β) ≤ kN1/4−µ } so that d(Nk(α),Nk+1(α)c) =
N1/4−µ. To ensure that∣∣∣κ(f1(WNn(α)), f2(WNn+1(α)c))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖f1‖2 ‖f2‖2N3 ,
we thus have to choose s ≥ 12/(1 − 4µ). The tree decay structure (�.�b) then ensures that As-
sumption (�.D) is satisfied for all q.
Example �.�.�� (Block matrix). For n,M,N ∈ N with nM = N we set J = [N ] and
consider an n×n-block matrix with identical copies of anM ×M Wigner matrix in each block.
We introduce an equivalence relation on I = J×J in such a way that we first identify a ∼ b ∈ J
if a = b (modM), and then (a, b) ∼ (c, d) ∈ I if (a, b) = (c, d) or (a, b) = (d, c) according
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to the Hermitian symmetry. Then the correlation structure is such that κ(α1, . . . , αk) = O (1)
if α1, . . . , αk all belong to the same equivalence class and κ(α1, . . . , αk) = 0 otherwise. Since
every entry is correlated with at most O (n2) other entries, Assumptions (�.C), (�.D) are clearly
satisfied as long as n is bounded.
The same correlation structure is obtained if the blocks contain possibly different randommatri-
ces with independent entries (respecting only the overall Hermitian symmetry, but possibly without
symmetry within each block), see e.g. the ensemble discussed in [��]. Furthermore, one may com-
bine the block matrix model with a polynomially decaying model from Example �.�.�� to construct
yet another example for which Theorem �.�.� is applicable. In this general model the matrices in
each block should merely exhibit a polynomially decaying correlation instead of strictly independent
elements.
Example �.�.�� (Correlated Gaussian matrix models). Since all higher order cumulants for
Gaussian random variables vanish, our method allows to prove the local law (and its corollaries)
for correlated Gaussian random matrix models under even weaker conditions. In fact, besides
Assumptions (�.A) and (�.E) (or (�.F) for universality) we only have to assume that
|||κ|||av2 + |||κ|||iso2 ≤ N 
for all  > 0. In particular, this includes the polynomially decaying model from Example �.�.��
for s ≥ 2. These statements can be directly proved by following our general proof, setting all higher
order cumulants to zero and using neighbourhoodsN (α) = I for all α. The details are left to the
reader.
Example �.�.�� (Fourfold symmetry). AWigner matrixW with fourfold symmetry is a matrix
of independent entries wα of unit variance up to the symmetries wa,b = wb,a = w−a,−b =
w−b,−a for all a, b ∈ Z/NZ. From the explicit formula
κ(ab, cd) = κd(ab, cd) + κc(ab, cd) ..= (δa,cδb,d + δa,−cδb,−d) + (δa,dδb,c + δa,−dδb,−c),
and a similar one for the third order cumulants, Assumption (�.C) is straightforward to verify. By
choosing the neighbourhoodsN (α) to contain the three other companions of α from the symmetry,
it is obvious that also Assumption (�.D) is fulfilled. Strictly speaking, the flatness condition (�.E) is
violated by the fourfold symmetry, but as the resultingM is diagonal, there is an easy replacement
for the flatness. For more details on the random matrix model with a fourfold symmetry we refer
the reader to [��].
A similar argument shows that Assumptions (�.C)–(�.D) are also satisfied for other symmetries
which naturally split in such a way that wa,b is identified with wf1(a),f2(b) and wg1(b),g2(a) for
a finite collection of functions fi, gi. The appropriate replacement for the flatness condition (�.E),
however, has to be checked on a case-by-case basis.
�.� General multivariate cumulant expansion
The goal of this section is the derivation of a finite-order multivariate cumulant expansion
with a precise control on the approximation error.
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�.�.� Precumulants: Definition and relation to cumulants
We begin by introducing the concept of pre-cumulants and establishing some of their im-
portant properties. For any collection of random variables X,Y1, . . . , Ym we define the
quantities
K(X) ..= X
Kt1,...,tm(X;Y ) = Kt1,...,tm(X;Y1, . . . , Ym)
..= Ym(1tm≤tm−1 −E)Ym−1(1tm−1≤tm−2 −E)Ym−2 . . . Y1(1t1≤1 −E)X
for m ≥ 1, that depend on real parameters t1, . . . , tm ∈ [0, 1]. We will call them time
ordered pre-cumulants. We moreover introduce the integrated symmetrized pre-cumulants
K(X;Y ) ..=
∑
σ∈S|Y |
1y
0
Kt1,...,t|Y |(X;σ(Y )) dt,
where S|Y | is the group of permutations on a |Y |-element set and dt = dt1 . . . dtm indi-
cates integration over [0, 1]|Y |. Note that the first variable X of K(X;Y ) plays a special
role. Moreover,K(X;Y ) is invariant under permutations of the components of the vector
Y . These pre-cumulants are – other than the actual cumulants – random variables, but their
expectations turn out to produce the traditional cumulants, justifying their name. While
they appear to be very natural objects in the study of cumulants, we are not aware whether
the pre-cumulantsK have been previously studied, and whether the result of the following
lemma is already known.
Lemma �.�.� (Pre-cumulant Lemma). Let X be a random variable and let Y , Z be random
vectors. Then we have
EK(X;Y ) = κ(X,Y ), (�.�a)
K(X;Y ) = κ(X,Y ) +X(ΠY )−
∑
Y ′⊂Y
(ΠY ′)κ(X,Y \ Y ′), (�.�b)
and the pre-cumulant decoupling identity
K(X;Y unionsqZ)− κ(X,Y unionsqZ) = (ΠZ)[K(X;Y )− κ(X,Y )]
−
∑
Y ′⊂Y
Z′(Z
(ΠY ′)(ΠZ ′)κ(X, (Y \ Y ′) unionsq (Z \Z ′)), (�.�c)
where Y ′ ⊂ Y indicates that Y ′ is a sub-vector of Y (with Y ′ = ∅ and Y ′ = Y allowed) and
Y \ Y ′ is the vector of the remaining entries. ByZ ′ ( Z we denote all proper sub-vectors of Z,
i.e., not includingZ. ByΠZ we mean the product of all entries of the vectorZ, while byZ ∪Y
we mean the concatenation of the two vectorsZ,Y . The order of the vector is of no importance as
K(X;Y ) is symmetric with respect to the vector Y and κ is overall symmetric.
We note that (�.�c) is intentionally not symmetric in Y ,Z, although an analogous for-
mula holds with Y and Z interchanged. The relation (�.�c) should be interpreted as a
refined version of the fact that centred precumulants factor independent random variables.
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Indeed, ifZ was independent ofX,Y , then the sum in (�.�c) would vanish by independence
properties of the cumulant and (�.�c) would simplify to
K(X;Y unionsqZ)− κ(X,Y unionsqZ) = (ΠZ)[K(X;Y )− κ(X,Y )].
In our applications Z will depend only very weakly on X and Y , hence the sum in (�.�c)
will be a small error term.
Proof. By the definition of the pre-cumulants, we have for Y = (Y1, . . . , Ym)
K(X;Y ) =
∑
σ∈Sm
1y
0
Yσ(m)(1tm≤tm−1 −E)Yσ(m−1)(1tm−1≤tm−2 −E) . . .
×(1t2≤t1 −E)Yσ(1)(1t1≤1 −E)X dt.
Multiplying out the brackets and pulling the characteristic functions involving the t-variables
out of the expectations, each term is a product of moments of (X,Y )-monomials. We rear-
range the sum according to the number of moments in the form thatK(X;Y ) =∑mb=0 φb,
where φb contains exactly b moments. These terms are given by
φb = (−1)b
∑
1≤j1<···<jb≤m
∑
σ∈Sm
1y
0
1tm≤···≤tjb1tjb−1≤···≤tjb−1 . . .1tj1−1≤···≤t1 dt
× Yσ(m) . . . Yσ(jb)(EYσ(jb−1) . . . Yσ(jb−1)) . . . (�.�)
× (EYσ(j2−1) . . . Yσ(j1))(EYσ(j1−1) . . . Yσ(1)X),
for b ≥ 1, and the integral in (�.�) can be computed to give
1y
0
[ · · · ] dt = 1(m− jb + 1)!
1
(jb − jb−1)! . . .
1
(j2 − j1)!
1
(j1 − 1)! =
.. V.
Here we introduced an additional variable t0 = 1 for notational convenience and follow the
convention that the last factor in (�.�) for j1 = 1 reads EX . For b = 0 the analogue of
(�.�) is given by
φ0 =
( ∑
σ∈Sm
1y
0
1tm≤···≤t1 dt
)
Y1 . . . YmX = Y1 . . . YmX.
Let the summation indices 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jb ≤ m be fixed and fix a labelled partition
of [m] = pi1unionsq· · ·unionsqpib+1 into subsets of sizes |pi1| = j1−1, |pi2| = j2−j1,…, |pib| = jb−jb−1
and |pib+1| = m − jb + 1. Those permutations σ in (�.�) for which σ([1, j1 − 1]) =
pi1, σ([j1, j2 − 1]) = pi2, . . . , σ([jb−1, jb − 1]) = pib and σ([jb,m]) = pim+1 all produce
the same term (−1)bVΠYpib+1 . . . (EΠYpi2)(EXΠYpi1), where Ypi = (Yk | k ∈ pi ). We
note that pi1 plays a special role since it is explicitly allowed to be the empty set, in which
the last factor is just X . The combinatorial factor V is precisely cancelled by the number of
such permutations, i.e., 1/V . Thus (�.�) can be rewritten as
φb = (−1)b
∑
pi1unionsq···unionsqpib+1=[m]
|pij |≥1 for j≥2
ΠYpib+1(EΠYpib) . . . (EΠYpi2)(EXΠYpi1), (�.��a)
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and therefore
K(X;Y ) =
m∑
b=0
(−1)b
∑
pi1unionsq···unionsqpib+1=[m]
|pij |≥1 for j≥2
ΠYpib+1(EΠYpib) . . . (EXΠYpi1). (�.��b)
We recognize the expectation of (�.��a) as the sum over all unlabelled partitions P `
(X,Y ) with |P| = b + 1 blocks, under-counting by a factor of b! as the first b factors on
the rhs. of(�.��a) after taking the expectation are interchangeable (the last factor is special
due to X). We can thus conclude that EK(X;Y ) reads
EK(X;Y ) =
m∑
b=0
(−1)bb!
∑
P`(X,Y )
|P|=b+1
∏
A∈P
EΠ(X,Y )A = κ(X,Y ), (�.��)
where we used (�.��) in the ultimate step, an identity that is equivalent to the analytical
definition of the cumulant, see Appendix �.A for more details. This completes the proof of
(�.�a). Now (�.�b) follows from first separating b = 0 to produce theX(ΠY ) term and then
separating the pib+1 summation in (�.��b) so that Ypib+1 plays the role of Y
′ for Y ′ 6= ∅. The
sum over the remaining moments is exactly the cumulant κ(X,Y \ Y ′), see (�.��). Finally,
the term Y ′ = ∅ in (�.�b) cancels the first κ(X,Y ) term, completing the proof of (�.�b).
The identity (�.�c) follows from (�.�b) where Y plays the role of Y unionsq Z. The Z ′ = Z
term is considered separately, and then the identity (�.�b) is used again, this time forX and
Y .
�.�.� Precumulant expansion formula
We consider a random vectorw ∈ RI , indexed by an abstract set I, and a sufficiently often
differentiable function f : RI → C. The goal is to derive an expansion forEwi0f(w) in the
variables indexed by a fixed subset N ⊂ I that contains a distinguished element i0 ∈ N .
The expansion will be in terms of cumulants κ(wi1 , . . . , wim) and expectations E ∂if of
derivatives ∂if ..= ∂i1 . . . ∂imf , where we identify ∂i = ∂wi and i = {i1, . . . , im}. To
state the expansion formula compactly we first introduce some notations and definitions.
We recall that a multiset is an unordered set with possible multiple appearances of the same
element. For a given tuple i = (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm we define the multisets
wi
..= {wi1 , . . . , wim} and the augmented multiset wi0i ..= {wi0} unionsq wi,
where we consider unionsq as a disjoint union in the sense thatwi0i hasm+1 elements (counting
repetitions), regardless of whether i0 = ik for some k ∈ [m]. Similarly, we write w∗ ⊂ w
to indicate that w∗ is a sub-multiset of a multiset w. As cumulants are invariant under
permutations of their entries we will write κ(w) for multisetsw of random variables. Wewill
also writeΠw ..= ∏mj=1wij for the product of elements of a multisetw = {wij | j ∈ [m] }.
Equipped with Lemma �.�.� we can now state and prove the version of the multivariate
cumulant expansion with a remainder that is best suitable for our application. Recall from
(�.�a) that EK(wi0 ;wi) = κ(wi0i).
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Proposition �.�.� (Multivariate cumulant expansion). Let f : RI → C be R times differen-
tiable with bounded derivatives and let w ∈ RI be a random vector with finite moments up to
order R. Fix a subsetN ⊂ I and an element i0 ∈ N , then it holds that
Ewi0f(w) =
R−1∑
m=0
∑
i∈Nm
[
E κ(wi0i)
m! ∂if +E
K(wi0 ;wi)− κ(wi0i)
m! ∂if
∣∣
wN=0
]
+Ω,
(�.��a)
where
Ω(f, i0,N ) ..=
∑
i∈NR
E
1y
0
Kt1,...,tR(wi0 , . . . , wiR) dt1 . . . dtR−1
∫ 1
0
(∂if)(tRw′,w′′) dtR,
(�.��b)
andwhere form = 0 the derivative should be considered as the 0-th derivative, i.e. as the function
itself. Here we introduced a decomposition w = (w′,w′′) of all random variables w = wI
such that w′ = wN = (wi | i ∈ N ) and w′′ = wN c = (wi | i ∈ I \ N ) and we write
f(w) = f(w′,w′′). Moreover, if E |wi|2R ≤ µ2R for all i ∈ I, then
|Ω(f, i0,N )| ≤R µ1/22R
∑
i∈NR
∫ 1
0
(
E
∣∣(∂if)(tRw′,w′′)∣∣2 )1/2 dtR. (�.��)
Proof. For functions f = f(w), g = g(w) a Taylor expansion yields, for any s ≥ 0,
E g(w)f(sw′,w′′) = (E g)(E f(0,w′′)) +Cov(g, f(0,w′′))
+
∑
i∈N
∫ s
0
E g(w)wi(∂if)(tw′,w′′) dt
and after another Taylor expansion to restore f(w′,w′′) in the first term we find
E g(w)f(sw′,w′′) = (E g)(E f) +Cov(g, f(0,w′′))
+
∑
i∈N
∫ 1
0
Ewi[1t≤sg − (E g)](∂if)(tw′,w′′) dt. (�.��)
Here we follow the convention that if no argument is written, thenE g = E g(w). Starting
with g(w) = wi0 , the last term in (�.��) requires to compute EKt(wi0 ;wi)(∂if)(tw′,w′′)
with t = t1, i = i1. So this has the structure E g˜f˜(tw′,w′′) with g˜ = Kt1 and f˜ = ∂i1f
and we can use (�.��) again. Iterating this procedure with
(g(w), s, i, t) = (Kt1,...,tm−1(wi0 ;wi1 . . . , wim−1), tm−1, im, tm)
form = 1, . . . , R, we arrive at
Ewi0f =
R−1∑
m=0
∑
i1,...,im∈N
(
E
1y
0
Kt1,...,tm dt
)
(E ∂if)
+
R−1∑
m=0
∑
i1,...,il∈N
E
( 1y
0
Kt1,...,tm dt−E
1y
0
Kt1,...,tm dt
)
(∂if)(0,w′′)
+
∑
i1,...,iR∈N
E
1y
0
Kt1,...,tR dt1 . . . dtR−1
∫ 1
0
(∂if)(tRw′,w′′) dtR, (�.��)
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whereKt1,...,tm = Kt1,...,tm(wi0 , . . . , wim) and dt = dt1 . . . dtm. We note that (�.��) does
not include the sum over permutations, but since the summation over all i1, . . . , im is taken
we can artificially insert the permutation as in
∑
i1,...,im
φ(i1, . . . , im) =
1
m!
∑
i1,...,im
∑
σ∈Sm
φ(iσ(1), . . . , iσ(m)).
Now (�.��a) follows from combining (�.��) with (�.�a). Finally, (�.��) follows directly from
a simple application of the Hölder inequality.
�.�.� Toy model
Proposition �.�.� will be the main ingredient for the probabilistic part of the proofs ofThe-
orems �.�.� and �.�.�. For pedagocial reasons we first demonstrate the multiplicative can-
cellation effect of self-energy renormalization through iterated cumulant expansion in a toy
model.
Let f and w be as in Proposition �.�.� and let us suppose that I is equipped with a
metric d. We furthermore assume that Ew = 0 and that the multivariate cumulants of w
follow a tree-like mixing decay structure as in Example �.�.��, i.e.,
κ(f1(w), . . . , fk(w)) .
∏
{i,j}∈E(Tmin)
1
1 + d(supp fi, supp fj)s
(�.��)
for some s > 0, where Tmin is the tree such that the sum of d(supp fi, supp fj) along its
edges {i, j} ∈ E(Tmin) is minimal. Fix now a finite positive integer parameter R and a
large length scale l > 0. Around every i ∈ I we use the metric d to define neighbourhoods
N (i) ..= { j ∈ I | d(i, j) ≤ lR } and Nk(i) ..= { j ∈ I | d(i, j) ≤ lk }, as in Assumption
(�.D). For definiteness we furthermore assume that I has dimension two in the sense that
|N | ∼ l2R2 as for the standard labelling of a matrix where I = [N ]2. We now assume
that f does not depend strongly on any single wi, more specifically, for an multi-index i we
assume
|∂if | . |N |−(1+)|i| , i = (i1, . . . , ip), |i| = p. (�.��)
This bound ensures that the size of the derivative in the Taylor expansion in the neighbour-
hood N compensates for the combinatorics.
�.�.�.� Expansion of a weakly dependent function
For this setup we want to study the size of the expression
Ewi1 . . . wipf(w)
where i1, . . . , ip are in general position in the sense that their N (ik) neighbourhoods do
not intersect. If f were constant we could use the following lemma:
Lemma �.�.�. Assume that w has a tree-like correlation decay as in (�.��) and assume that the
random variables g0(w), . . . , gp(w) have mutually l-separated supports, i.e. that
d(supp gi, supp gj) & l
��
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for all i 6= j. If furthermore E gk = 0 for k = 1, . . . , p, then it holds that
|E g0 . . . gp| . l−sdp/2e.
Proof. Due to a basic identity on cumulants, see (�.��), we have that
E g0 . . . gp =
∑
A1unionsq···unionsqAk=[0,p]
κ(gA1) . . . κ(gAk),
where the sum goes over all partitions [0, p] and gA = { gk | k ∈ A }. From (�.��) it follows
that
|κ(gAk)| . l−s(|Ak|−1)
and due to the assumption of zero mean E gk = 0 for k ∈ [p] we have that κ(gA) = 0
wheneverA = {k} for some k ∈ [p]. It follows that the worst case is given by pair partitions
with |Ak| = 2 for all Ak not containing 0 which completes the proof.
From this lemma with g0 = 1 and gk = wik for k = 1, . . . , p we conclude that for
constant f we have the asymptotic bound
∣∣f Ewi1 . . . wip ∣∣ . l−sdp/2e by the zero mean
assumption κ(wi) = Ewi = 0. We now want to argue that for weakly dependent f as
in (�.��) a similar bound still holds true although f depends on all variables. Note that the
weak dependence renders the minimal spanning tree distance trivial and a direct application
of (�.��) would not give any decay. For brevity, we introduce the notations
κ(i, j) ..= κ(wi, wj), K(i; j) ..= K(wi;wj),
i.e. we identify cumulants and precumulants as functions of indices rather than random
variables. We begin by expanding the first wi1 to obtain from (�.��a)
Ewi1 . . . wipf =
N (i1)∑
j1
E
κ(i1, j1)
|j1|! +
K(i1; j1)−EK(i1; j1)
|j1|!
∣∣∣∣→
wN (i1)=0

× wi2 . . . wip∂j1f +O
(
l−2R
)
,
(�.��)
where we set
∑N
j
..= ∑0≤m<R∑j∈Nm and the parameter R, the maximal order of the
expansion, is omitted for brevity. The notation |→wN=0 means that in all expressions to the
right, the argument w is set to zero in the set N , i.e. wN = 0. This effect includes ex-
pectation values and cumulants. Note that |→wN1=0|
→
wN2=0
=|→wN1∪N2=0, i.e. the effects of
multiple |→ operators accumulate. For example,
f(w1, w2)|→w1=0 g(w1, w2)|→w2=0 h(w1, w2) = f(w1, w2)g(0, w2)h(0, 0). (�.��)
However, the order of |→w1=0 and |→w2=0 matters as long as there is a nontrivial function in
between, clearly
g(w1, w2)|→w2=0 f(w1, w2)|→w1=0 h(w1, w2) = g(w1, w2)f(0, w2)h(0, 0),
which is different from (�.��). Finally, the error term in (�.��) was estimated using (�.��), and
by comparing the combinatorics |N |R of the summation to the size of the R-th derivative,
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|∂i1 . . . ∂iRf | ≤ |N |−(1+)R. We will choose R ≈ ps/4 large, so that the error term is
negligible.
Iterating this procedure, we find
Ewi1 . . . wipf =
( ∏
k∈[p]
N (ik)∑
jk
)
E
→∏
k∈[p]
κ(ik, jk)
|jk|! +
K(ik; jk)−EK(ik; jk)
|jk|!
∣∣∣∣→
wN (ik)=0

× ∂j1 . . . ∂jpf +O
(
l−sp/2
)
(�.��)
where
∏→
k∈[p] ak indicates that the order of the factors ak is taken to be increasing in k, i.e.,
as a1 . . . ap. This is important due to the noncommutativity of the effect of the |→ operation
on subsequent factors. We now open the bracket in (�.��) and first consider the extreme
case, where we take the product all the first terms from each bracket, i.e., the product of
p factors with κ. In this case the summation is of order 1 as the cumulant assumption
(�.��) implies that
∑
j∈Ik |κ(i, j)| . 1 for any fixed i1 if s ≥ 2. Therefore the worst
case is when the least total number of derivatives is taken, i.e., when |jl| = 1 for all l, in
which case
∣∣∣∂j1 . . . ∂jpf ∣∣∣ . |N |−(1+)p . l−2p. Now we consider the other extreme case
where all the (K − EK) = (K − κ) factors are multiplied. There we a priori do not
see the smallness as the summation size |N ||j1|+···+|jp| roughly cancels the derivative size
|N |−(1+)(|j1|+···+|jp|). The desired smallness thus has to come from the correlation decay
(�.��). We can, however not directly apply the tree-like decay structure since there does not
have to be a “security distance” between the supports of wjk and f . For those k with such
a security we can apply the tree-like decay immediately, and for those k where there is no
such security distance we instead use (�.�c) to write K − κ approximately as the product
of two functions whose supports are separated by a security distance of scale l. Indeed, if
jk is not separated from supp f at least by l, then by the pigeon hole principle of placing
less than R labels into R nested layers, it splits into two groups j(i)k and j
(o)
k of “inside” and
“outside” indices such that dist(j(i)k , j
(o)
k ) & l. Now by (�.�c) we have that
K(ik; jk)− κ(ik; jk) = (Πj(o)k )
[
K(ik; j(i)k )− κ(ik, j(i)k )
]
(�.��)
−
∑
n
(o)
k
(j(o)
k
∑
n
(i)
k
⊂j(i)
k
(Πn(i)k )(Πn
(o)
k )κ(ik, j
(i)
k \ n(i)k , j(o)k \ n(o)k ),
where Πj ..= Πwj . When multiplying (�.��) for all k, in the product of the second terms
we (multiplicatively) collect p decay factors l−s, resulting in l−sp. For the product of the
first terms we have to estimate a term of the type E g1 . . . gpf˜ with gk being zero mean
random variables such that all factors have mutually l-separated support. Here we set gk ..=
K(ik; j(i)k )− κ(ik, j(i)k ) and absorbed the Πj(o)k factors into f˜ . It follows that
|E g1 . . . gpf˜ | . l−sdp/2e,
from Lemma �.�.�. In this argument we only considered the two extreme cases when we
opened the bracket in (�.��) and even in the product Π(K − κ), after using (�.��) for each
factor we only considered the two extreme cases. There are many mixed terms in both steps
but they can be estimated similarly and altogether we have∣∣Ewi1 . . . wipf ∣∣ . l−2p + l−sp/2,
i.e. a power law decay whose exponent is proportional to the number of factors.
��
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�.�.�.� Expansion of a product of weakly dependent functions and self-energy
renormalization
Now we generalize the expansion from Section �.�.�.� and consider another simple exam-
ple: the iterated expansion of multipole weakly dependent functions. In particular, we will
introduce the concept of self-energy renormalization.
Let f1, . . . , fp be some functions of w which also depend weakly on each single wi in
such a way that |∂jf | . |N |−(1+)|j|, and let i1, . . . , ip be in general position as in the
previous example. We want to study
E
∏
k∈[p]
wikfk,
which, by (�.��) with f replaced by
∏
fk, can be expanded to
E
∏
k∈[p]
wikfk =
∏
k∈[p]
(N (ik)∑
jk
∑
(jl
k
)l∈[p]=jk
)
E
→∏
k∈[p]κ(ik, jk)
|jk|! +
K(ik; jk)−EK(ik; jk)
|jk|!
∣∣∣∣→
wN (ik)=0
 ∏
n∈[p]
(∂jnfn) +O
(
l−sp/2
)
.
Here the second sum is the sum over all partitions j1k unionsq · · · unionsq jpk = jk of the multi-index
jk, the multi-index jn is given by the disjoint union jn = jn1 unionsq · · · unionsq jnp , and we choose
R ≈ ps/4, as in the previous example (recall that R is the maximal order of expansion,
i.e. |jk| ≤ R). Thus jnk encodes those derivatives hitting fn which originate from the
expansion according to wik . By expanding the product we can rewrite this expression as
E
∏
k∈[p]
wikfk =
∑
L1unionsqL2=[p]
E
∏
k∈L1
[N (ik)∑
jk
κ(ik, jk)
|jk|!
∑
(jn
k
)n∈[p]=jk
]
×
→∏
k∈L2
[N (ik)∑
jk
K(ik; jk)−EK(ik; jk)
|jk|!
∣∣∣∣→
wN (ik)=0
∑
(jn
k
)n∈[p]=jk
]
×
∏
n∈[p]
(∂jnfn) +O
(
l−sp/2
)
.
It turns out that in many relevant cases, in particular after the summation over i1, . . . , ik,
the leading contribution comes from those k ∈ L1 for which |jk| = 1 and
∣∣∣jkk ∣∣∣ = 1. To
counteract these leading terms we subtract this contribution from each factor wikfk and
instead compute
E
∏
k∈[p]
[
wikfk −
∑
j∈N (ik)
κ(ik, j)∂jfk
]
=
∑
L1unionsqL2=[p]
E
∏
k∈L1
[N (ik)∑
jk
κ(ik, jk)
|jk|!
∑
(jn
k
)n∈[p]=jk
1(
∣∣jkk ∣∣ = 0 if |jk| = 1)] (�.��)
×
→∏
k∈L2
[N (ik)∑
jk
K(ik; jk)−EK(ik; jk)
|jk|!
∣∣∣∣→
wN (ik)=0
∑
(jn
k
)n∈[p]=jk
] ∏
n∈[p]
(∂jnfn) +O
(
l−sp/2
)
.
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We note that this substraction or self-energy renormalization does not affect the power count-
ing bound of l−2p+l−sp/2 because it does not change the order of the terms but only excludes
certain allocations of derivatives. However, beyond power counting, this exclusion can still
reduce the effective size of the term considerably, see Section �.� where f is the resolvent of
a random matrix.
�.� Bound on the error matrixD through a multivariate
cumulant expansion
In this section we prove an isotropic and averaged bound on the error matrix D defined
in (�.�), in the form of high-moment estimates using the multivariate cumulant expansion.
To formalize the bounds, we define the high-moment norms for random variables X and
random matrices A by
‖X‖p ..= (E |X|p)1/p, ‖A‖p ..= sup‖x‖,‖y‖≤1
‖〈x, Ay〉‖p =
[
sup
‖x‖,‖y‖≤1
E |〈x, Ay〉|p
]1/p
,
where the supremum is taken over deterministic vectors x,y.
Theorem �.�.� (Bound on the Error). Under Assumptions (�.A), (�.B) and (�.D), there exist a
constant C∗ such that for any p ≥ 1,  > 0, z with =z ≥ N−1,B ∈ CN×N and x,y ∈ CN it
holds that
‖〈x, Dy〉‖p
‖x‖ ‖y‖ ≤,p (1 + |||S|||+ |||κ|||
iso
≤R)N 
√
‖=G‖q
N=z (�.��a)
×
(
1 + 〈z〉 ‖G‖q
)C∗
µ
(
1 +
〈z〉 ‖G‖q
Nµ
)C∗p
µ
‖〈BD〉‖p
‖B‖ ≤,p (1 + |||S|||+ |||κ|||
av
≤R)N

‖=G‖q
N=z (�.��b)
×
(
1 + 〈z〉 ‖G‖q
)C∗
µ
(
1 +
〈z〉 ‖G‖q
Nµ
)C∗p
µ
,
where q = C∗p4/µ,R = 4p/µ, and for convenience we separately defined
|||S||| ..= |||κ|||iso2 . (�.��)
Remark �.�.�. We remark that the size of S can be effectively controlled by |||κ|||iso2 , justifying the
definition of |||S|||. To see this we note that due to
S[V ] = 1
N
∑
α1,α2
κ(α1, α2)∆α1V∆α2
an arbitrary partition of κ = κc+κd naturally induces a partitionS = Sc+Sd. Furthermore, it
is easy to see that ‖Sc[V ]T‖p ≤ |||κc|||c ‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p and ‖Sd[V ]T‖p ≤ |||κd|||d ‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p,
c.f. Lemma �.D.�, thus
‖S[V ]T‖p ≤ |||κ|||iso2 ‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p .
��
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Here we recall that the double-index α stands for a pair α = (a, b) of single indices,
and that the matrix ∆α is a matrix of 0’s except for a 1 in the (a, b)-entry.
Remark �.�.�. We point out an additional feature of the estimates (�.��a)–(�.��b): they not only
provide the optimal power of ‖=G‖q /(N=z), but the power of ‖G‖q, without an extra smallness
factor N−µ, is independent of p. This will be essential in the second part of the proof of the local
law, see (�.��) later.
The main tool for proving Theorem �.�.� is the multivariate cumulant expansion from
Proposition �.�.�. To connect to the toy model considered in Section �.�.�, we note that the
self-energy renormalization ofN−1/2WG is −S[G]G, up to an irrelevant contribution from
indices j 6∈ N (ik) in (�.��). In this sense the error term D = N−1/2WG + S[G]G is the
difference ofN−1/2WG and its self-energy renormalization. As already noted in the context
of the toy model we recall that this substraction does not change the power counting of the
resulting terms. It does, however, exclude certain allocations of derivatives which in the case
ofN−1/2WGmeans that the main contributions coming from the diagonal elements of the
form Gaa are absent. Off-diagonal elements Gab are smaller on average, in fact the main
gain comes from the key formula about resolvents of Hermitian matrices
∑
b
|Gab|2 = =Gbb
η
,
where η = =z. This identity follows directly from the spectral theorem. In the physics
literature it is often calledWard identity and we will refer to it with this name. Notice that a
sum of order N is reduced to a 1/η factor, so the Ward identity effectively gains a factor of
1/(Nη) over the naive power counting. However, this effect is available only if off-diagonal
elements of the resolvent are summed up, the same reduction would not take place in the
sum
∑
a |Gaa|2 which remains of orderN . So the precise index structure is important. The
next calculation shows this effect in the simplest case.
Exemplary gain through self-energy renormalization
We now give a short calculation to demonstrate the role of self-energy renormalization term
S[G]G while computing E 〈D〉2. Notice that
〈D〉 = 1
N
∑
a
[∑
b
wab√
N
Gba + (S[G]G)aa
]
= 1
N
∑
a,b
[ wab√
N
Gba −
∑
c,d
κ(ab, cd)
N
∂cdGba
] (�.��)
is the sum of terms of the form wif plus their self-energy renormalization
−N−1
∑
c,d
κ(ab, cd)∂cdGba
where i = (a, b) and f = Gab. We note that (�.��) is the direct analogue of the self-
energy renormalization in the toy-model discussed in Section �.�.�, see (�.��). In (�.��) we
expanded S[V ] =∑α,β N−1κ(α, β)∆αV∆β and used the fact that the resolvent derivative
reads ∆αG = −G∆αG. Thus one should think of S[G]G as being the matrix self-energy
��
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renormalization of N−1/2WG. To present this example in the simplest form, we assume
thatW is a Gaussian random matrix which automatically makes all higher order cumulants
vanish. We find
E 〈D〉2 = N−1
∑
α1,β1
κ(α1, β1)E 〈∆α1G〉 〈∆β1G〉
+N−2
∑
α1,β1
κ(α1, β1)
∑
α2,β2
κ(α2, β2)E 〈∆α1G∆β2G〉 〈∆α2G∆β1G〉 ,
the first term of which can be further bounded by
N−1
∑
α1,β1
∣∣∣κ(α1, β1) 〈∆α1G〉 〈∆β1G〉∣∣∣ ≤ |||κ|||av2
N
∑
α
|〈∆αG〉|2
= |||κ|||
av
2
N3
∑
a,b
|Gba|2 = |||κ|||
av
2
N2
〈=G〉
η
.
For the second term we instead compute
∑
α1,β1
∑
α2,β2
∣∣∣∣κ(α1, β1)κ(α2, β2)N2 〈∆α1G∆β2G〉 〈∆α2G∆β1G〉
∣∣∣∣
≤ (|||κ|||
av
2 )2
N2
∑
α1,α2
|〈∆α2G∆α1G〉|2
= (|||κ|||
av
2 )2
N4
∑
a1,b1,a2,b2
|Gb2a1 |2 |Gb1a2 |2 = (|||κ|||av2 )2
〈=G〉2
(Nη)2
and we conclude that
E |〈D〉|2 ≤ 1
N2
E
[
|||κ|||av2 〈=G〉
η
+
( |||κ|||av2 〈=G〉
η
)2]
,
which is small if η  1/N . Without self-energy renormalization, however, i.e. for
E 〈N−1/2WG〉2
we, for example, also encounter a term of the type
N−2
∑
α1,β1
κ(α1, β1)
∑
α2,β2
κ(α2, β2)E 〈∆α1G∆β1G〉 〈∆α2G∆β2G〉 ,
which is of order 1 because it lacks the gain from the Ward identity.
�.�.� Computation of high moments ofD through cancellation identities
Before going into the proof ofTheorem �.�.�, we sketch the strategy. For arbitrary linear (or
conjugate linear in the sense that Λ(λ·) = λΛ(·) for λ ∈ C) functionals Λ(1), . . . ,Λ(k) we
derive an explicit expansion for
EΛ(1)(D) . . .Λ(k)(D) (�.��)
��
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in terms of joint cumulants κ(α1, . . . , αk) of the entries ofW and expectations of products
of factors of the form
Λ(∆α1G∆α2G . . .G∆αkG).
In other words, we express (�.��) solely in terms of matrix elements of G, which allows
for a very systematic estimate. For the main part of the expansion we will then specialize
to Λ(k)(D) = 〈BD〉, Λ(k)(D) = 〈x, Dy〉 or their complex conjugates, and develop a
graphical representation of the expansion. In this framework both the averaged and the
isotropic bound onD reduce to a sophisticated power counting argument which – with the
help of Ward estimates – directly gives the desired size of the averaged and isotropic error.
Equipped with the cumulant expansion from Proposition �.�.�, we now aim at express-
ing EΛ(1)(D) . . .Λ(p)(D) for linear and conjugate linear functions Λ(j), purely in terms of
the expectation of products of G’s in the form
Λα1,...,αk ..= −(−1)kN−k/2
{
Λ(∆α1G . . .∆αkG) if Λ is linear
Λ(∆αt1G . . .∆αtkG) if Λ is conjugate linear
(�.��)
for double indicesα1, . . . , αk ∈ I = J×J ,where we recall that forα = (a, b) the transpose
αt denotes αt = (b, a). The sign choice will make the subsequent expansion sign-free. The
reason for the N−k/2 pre-factor is that the Λα1,...,αk terms appear through k derivatives
of G’s each of which carries a N−1/2 from the scaling H = A + N−1/2W . Since the
derivatives ofG naturally come with many permutations from the Leibniz rule, we will also
use the notations
Λ{α1,...,αm} ..=
∑
σ∈Sm
Λασ(1),...,ασ(m) , Λα,{α1,...,αm} ..=
∑
σ∈Sm
Λα,ασ(1),...,ασ(m) ,
Λα,β ..=
∑
α∈α
Λα,α∪β\{α}
(�.��)
for multisets {α1, . . . , αm}, α, β. We will follow the convention that underlined Greek
letters denote multisets of labels from I , while non-underlined Greek letters still denote
single labels from I . By convention we set Λ∅ = Λ∅,β = 0. The last two definitions in
(�.��) reflect the fact that the first index of Λ will often play a special role since derivatives
of Λα1,...,αk will all keep α1 as their first index. With these notations, we note that
Λα = −1(|α| > 0)Λ(G−1∂αG), Λα,β = ∂βΛα
hold for arbitrary multisets α, where |α| denotes the number of elements (counting multi-
plicity) in the multiset.
Expansion of a single factor ofD
We now use Proposition �.�.� to compute EΛ(D)f for any random variable f (later f
will be the product of the other Λ’s). In the remainder of Section �.� the neighbourhoods
N = N (α) are those from Assumption (�.D). The analogue of the length scale l from
Section �.�.� is thusN1/4−µ/2, while the parameterR is still a large integer, depending only
on p and µ. We expand
EΛ(D)f = E 1√
N
∑
α
wαΛ(∆αG)f +EΛ(S[G]G)f = E
∑
α
wαΛαf +EΛ(S[G]G)f
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and from (�.��a) we obtain
EΛ(D)f =
∑
α
∑
0≤m<R
∑
β∈Nm
E
[
κ(α, β)
m! +
K(α;β)− κ(α, β)
m!
∣∣∣∣→
WN=0
]
∂βΛαf
+EΛ(S[G]G)f +
∑
α
Ω(Λαf, α,N ). (�.��)
Here we follow the convention that β is the tuple with elements (β1, . . . , βm) and β is the
multiset obtained from the entries β = {β1, . . . , βm}, and we recall that for I = I we de-
noteκ(wα1 , . . . , wαk) andK(wα1 ;wα2 , . . . , wαk) byκ(α1, . . . , αk) andK(α1;α2, . . . , αk)
(in contrast to the general setting of Section �.� where κ was viewed as a function of the
random variables). For m = 0 the first term in the first bracket of (�.��) vanishes due to
κ(α) = Ewα = 0; form = 1 its contribution is given by∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)∂β(Λαf) =
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)Λα,βf +
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)Λα∂βf,
where we observe that the first term almost cancels the
EΛ(S[G]G)f = −
∑
α,β∈I
κ(α, β)Λα,βf
term except for the small contribution from β 6∈ N . We thus rewrite (�.��) in the form
EΛ(D)f = E
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)Λα∂βf (�.��a)
+E
∑
α∈I
∑
m<R
∑
β∈Nm
[
κ(α, β)
l! 1m≥2 +
K(α;β)− κ(α, β)
m!
∣∣∣∣→
WN=0
]
∂β
(
Λαf
)
+E
(
−
∑
α,β∈I
κ(α, β) +
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)
)
Λα,βf +
∑
α
Ω(Λαf, α,N ).
In the above derivation of (�.��) we used directly that Λ is linear. In the case of conjugate
linear we replace Λ(D) by Λ(D∗) which is linear again. This replacement is remedied by
the fact that in the definition of Λα1,...,αk in (�.��) we consider transposed double indices.
More generally, following the same computation, we have
EΛ(∂γD)f = EΛγf +E
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)Λα,γ∂βf (�.��b)
+E
∑
α∈I
∑
m<R
∑
β∈Nm
[
κ(α, β)
m! 1m≥2 +
K(α;β)− κ(α, β)
m!
∣∣∣∣→
WN=0
]
∂β
(
Λα,γf
)
+E
(
−
∑
α,β∈I
κ(α, β) +
∑
α∈I,β∈N
κ(α, β)
)
Λα,{β}unionsqγf +
∑
α
Ω(Λα,γf, α,N ).
We think of the first two terms and the first term of the square bracket in the third term
(�.��b) as the leading order terms. The second summand in the third term will be small
due to the structure of the pre-cumulants and the fact that the subsequent function ∂Λf
has the N -randomness removed. The fourth term is small because the two sums in the
parenthesis almost cancel; and finally the fifth term will be small by choosing R sufficiently
large. We call (�.��) (approximate) cancellation identities as they exhibit the cancellation of
second order statistics due to the definition of S and D.
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Iterated expansion of multiple factors ofD
We now use (�.��b) repeatedly to compute E∏k∈[p] Λ(k)(D). As a first step we expand the
D in the Λ(1) factor, for which the special case (�.��a) is sufficient and we find
EΛ(1)(D)
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D) =
∑
α1∈I
Ω
(
Λ(1)α1
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D), α1,N (α1)
)
+E
∑
α1∈I
β1∈N (α1)
κ(α1, β1)Λ(1)α1 ∂β1
( ∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D)
)
+E
(
−
∑
α1,β1∈I
κ(α1, β1) +
∑
α1∈I
β1∈N (α1)
κ(α1, β1)
)
Λ(1)α1,β1
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D)
+E
∑
α1∈I
∑
m<R
∑
β1∈N (α1)m
[
κ(α1, β1)
m! 1m≥2 +
K(α1;β1)− κ(α1, β1)
m!
∣∣∣∣→
WN (α1)=0
]
× ∂β1
(
Λ(1)α1
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D)
)
. (�.��)
We now distribute the β1-derivatives in the last term among the Λ
(1)
α1 and Λ(k)(D) factors
according to the Leibniz rule. We handle the ∂β1 derivative in the second term similarly
but observe that this is slightly different in the sense that the ∂β1 derivative does not hit
the Λ(1)α1 factor. In other words, terms involving second order cumulants (m = 1) come
with the restriction that ∂β1Λ
(1)
α1 derivative is absent. This is precisely the effect we already
encountered in Section �.�.�; the self-energy normalization does not cancel all second order
terms, it merely puts a restriction on the index-allocations in such a way that gains through
Ward estimates are guaranteed in all remaining terms. In order to write (�.��) more concisely
we introduce the notations
∼(l)∑
αl,βl
..=
∑
αl∈I
∑
1≤m<R
∑
βl∈N (αl)m
κ(αl, βl)
m!
∑
β1
l
unionsq···unionsqβp
l
=β
l
1
(
|βl
l
| = 0 if |β
l
| = 1
)
,
∗∑
αl,βl
..=
∑
αl∈I
∑
0≤m<R
∑
βl∈N (αl)m
∑
β1
l
unionsq···unionsqβp
l
=β
l
K(αl;βl)− κ(αl, βl)
m! ,
#∑
αl,β
l
l
..=
[
−
∑
αl,β
l
l
∈I
κS(αl, βll) +
∑
αl∈I
∑
βl
l
∈N (αl)
κ(αl, βll)
]
,
(�.��)
where κS(α1, . . . , αk) ..= κ(w˜α1 , . . . , w˜αk) and where W˜ = (w˜α)α∈I is an identical copy
ofW . The reason for introducing this identical copy will become apparent in the next step.
We furthermore follow the convention that βk
l
= ∅ if βk
l
does not appear in the summation
(which is the case for all k 6= l in∑#
αl,β
l
l
in (�.��)). Using these notations we can write (�.��)
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as
E
∏
k∈[p]
Λ(k)(D) = Ω
+E
( ∼(1)∑
α1,β1
+
∗∑
α1,β1
∣∣∣∣→
WN (α1)=0
+
#∑
α1,β11
)
Λα1,β11
p∏
k=2
Λ(k)
(
∂βk1
D
)
+Ω,
(�.��)
where the error term Ω collects all other terms and is defined in (�.��) below. We point out
that the notations introduced in (�.��) implicitly depend on the parameter R determining
the order of expansion.
Estimate of error termΩ
It remains to estimate the error term Ω which is bounded by
Ω ..=
∑
α1∈I
Ω
(
Λ(1)α1
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D), α1,N (α1)
)
(�.��)
≤R
∑
α1,β1∈N (α1)R
∥∥∥∥∂β1
(
Λ(1)α1
∏
k≥2
Λ(k)(D)
)∣∣∣∣
Ŵt
∥∥∥∥
2
for some t ∈ [0, 1], where Ŵt = Ŵ (α1)t = tWN (α1) + WN (α1)c , where we recall the
definition ofΩ(Λ, α, f) in (�.��a) and its bound in (�.��). To further estimate this expression,
we first distribute the ∂β1 derivative to the p factors involving Λ
(1), . . . ,Λ(p) following the
Leibniz rule, and then separate those factors by a simple application of Hölder inequality
into p factors of ‖·‖2p norms. Each of these factors can be written as a sum of terms of
the type
∥∥Λ(k)(∂γG∣∣Ŵt)∥∥2p or ∥∥Λ(k)(∂γD∣∣Ŵt)∥∥2p for some derivative operator ∂γ . We can
then estimate these norms using ‖Λ(R)‖q ≤ ‖Λ‖ ‖R‖q and∥∥∂γG∣∣Ŵt∥∥q + ∥∥∂γD∣∣Ŵt∥∥q ≤|γ| N−|γ|/2(1 + |||S|||)(1 + 〈z〉 ‖G‖Cq|γ|)|γ|+5, (�.��)
where the second inequality follows from Lemma �.D.�, and we note that Cp|γ| ≤ CRp2.
We now count the total number of derivatives: There are R + 1 derivatives from |β1| and
α1, each providing a factor of N−1/2. It remains to account for the α1,β1-sums which is
at most of size
∑
α1 |N (α1)|R ≤ N2+R/2−µR. We now choose R large enough so that
N2−(R+1)/2+R/2−µR ≤ N−p,
which is satisfied if we choose R ≥ 3p/µ. Combining these rough bounds we have shown
that, up to irrelevant combinatorial factors,
Ω ≤p,µ N−p
[ p∏
k=1
‖Λ(k)‖
](
1 + |||S|||
)p(
1 + 〈z〉 ‖G‖Cp3/µ
)Cp/µ
. (�.��)
Main expansion formula for multiple factors ofD
Formula (�.��) with the bound (�.��) on the error term is the first step where the cumu-
lant expansion was used in the Λ(1)(D) factor. Now we iterate this procedure for the
Λ(2)(D),Λ(3)(D), . . . inductively. We arrive at the following propositionmodulo the claimed
bound on the overall error which we will prove after an extensive explanation.
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Proposition �.�.�. Let Λ(1), . . . ,Λ(p) be linear (or conjugate linear) functionals and let p ∈ N
be given. Then we have
E
∏
k∈[p]
Λ(k)(D) = Ω (�.��)
+E
→∏
l∈[p]
1 + ∼(l)∑
αl,βl
+
∗∑
αl,βl
∣∣∣∣∣
→
WN (αl)=0
+
#∑
αl,β
l
l
 ∏
k∈[p]

Λ(k)
αk,
⊔
l∈[p] β
k
l
if
∑
αk
Λ(k)⊔
l<k
βk
l
,
⊔
l>k
βk
l
else,
where “if
∑
αk
” means cases where after multiplying out the first product
∏
l the summation over
the indexαk is performed. Under Assumptions (�.A), (�.B) and (�.D), the error termΩ is bounded
by
|Ω| ≤p,µ N−p
[ p∏
k=1
‖Λ(k)‖
]
(1 + |||S|||)p
(
1 + 〈z〉 ‖G‖q
)Cp
µ
(
1 +
〈z〉 ‖G‖q
Nµ
)Cp2
µ
, (�.��)
if we chooseR = 4p/µ to be order of expansion in the summations, see (�.��). Furthermore, we set
q ..= Cp3/µ for some constant C, and ‖Λ(k)‖ denotes the operator norm of the linear functional
Λ(k).
For (�.��) we recall the convention that βk
l
= ∅ whenever βk
l
is not summed, i.e., for the
contribution from the 1 in the l-th factor, or the contribution from∑# in the l-th factor
for k 6= l. Moreover, we remind the reader that the custom notation |→WN=0 was introduced
right after (�.��). We also note that the terms with a 1 from the first factor vanish as they
containΛ(1)∅,unionsql>1β1l
= 0. Moreover,we can now explain why we introduced the identical copy
W˜ ofW in the definition of κS in (�.��). The cumulants in the representation of the term
S[G]G = −∑α,β∈I κS(α, β)Λα,β should not be affected by the restriction imposed by the
operation |→WN=0. ChangingW to W˜ within the definition of κS protects it from the action
of |→WN=0 that turns all subsequentW variables zero. This non-restriction of the particular
sum is formally achieved by writing S in terms of κS instead of κ. This is only a notational
pedantry, in the next step where we multiply (�.��) out, it will disappear. We remark that
because of the effect of |→WN=0 the order in which the product in (��) is performed matters.
It starts with l = 1 and ends with l = p.
We point out that the estimate (�.��) not only provides the necessary N−p factor, but
it also involves at most O(p) power of ‖G‖q without an extra smallness factor N−µ, see
Remark �.�.�. While from the perspective of an N-power counting, any factor ‖G‖q is
neutral, of order one, we need to track that its power is not too big. Factors of ‖G‖q that
come with a factor N−µ can be handled much easier and are not subject to the restriction
of their power.
Reformulation of the main expansion formula
We now derive an alternative, less compact formula (�.��) for (�.��) which avoids the provi-
sional
∣∣→ notation. By expanding the first product in (�.��) we can rearrange (�.��) according
to partitions [p] = L1unionsq· · ·unionsqL4, where Li contains those indices l for which the l-th factor
in the product contributes with its i-th term. In particular L ..= L2unionsqL3unionsqL4 ⊂ [p] contains
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those indices l, for which αl,βl are summed. We shall use the nomenclature that labels αl
and the elements of β
l
are type-l labels. These labels have been generated in the l-th appli-
cation of the cancellation identities (�.��). The partition β1
l
unionsq · · · unionsq βp
l
= β
l
encodes how
these labels have been distributed among the p factors via the Leibniz rule. Thus labels βk
l
have been generated on Λ(k) at the l-th application of (�.��). Thus L encodes the types of
labels present in the different parts of the expansion. To specify the number of type–l labels
we introduce the notations
Ml ..= |βl|, Mkl ..= |βkl |.
Thus the number of labels of type l is Ml + 1 and the number of type l-labels in Λ(k) is
Mkl + δlk. We observe that in all non-zero terms of (�.��) the labels αl, βl for l ∈ L are
distributed to the Λ(1), . . . ,Λ(p) in such a way that
(a) there are p factors Λ(1), . . . ,Λ(p),
(b) every Λ(k) carries at least one label (that is for all k,∑l∈L(Mkl + δkl) ≥ 1),
(c) for every l ∈ L, there exist at least two and at most R − 1 type-l labels (that is for all
l ∈ L, Ml ≥ 1), for l ∈ L4 there exist exactly two type-l labels in such a way that
Ml =M ll = 1,
(d) if for some l ∈ L2 there are exactly two type-l labels, then these two labels must occur
in distinct Λ′s (that is, if l ∈ L2 andMl = 1, thenM ll = 0).
(e) for every l ∈ L, the first index of Λ(l) is αl.
We now reformulate (�.��) in such a way that we first sum up over the partitions L1 unionsqL2 unionsq
L3 unionsq L4 = [p], the collection of multiplicities M = (Mkl | l ∈ L, k ∈ [p] ) and the
permutations of indices, and only then perform the actual summation over the labels from
I . As the first three sums carry no N , they are irrelevant for the N-power counting. From
(�.��) we find
E
∏
k∈[p]
Λ(k)(D) =E
∑⊔
Li=[p]
∼(L)∑
M
CM
∼(M)∑
σ
∏
l∈L3
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N<lL3
K(αl;βl)− κ(αl,βl)
|βl|!
M′
+Op,µ(N−p), (�.��)
where
M′ ..=
∏
l∈L4
(
−
∑
αl,β
l
l
∈I
+
∑
αl∈I\N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈N (αl)\N<lL3
)
κ(αl, βll)
1!
M,
M ..=
∏
l∈L2
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N<lL3
κ(αl,βl)
|βl|!
 [( ∏
k∈L
Λ(k)
αk,σk(βk)
)( ∏
k 6∈L
Λ(k)
σk(βk)
)]∣∣∣∣
WNL3=0
,
and where
∑∼(L)
M is the sum over all arrays M fulfilling (a)–(e) above and CM are purely
combinatorial constants bounded by a function of p,R; CM ≤ C(p,R), in which we also
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absorbed the (−1)’s from the L4 terms. Moreover,∑∼(M)σ is the sum over all permutations
σ1,…, σp in the permutation groups SM1 , . . . , SMp (where M
k ..= ∑l∈LMkl ) such that
for k 6∈ L the first element of σk(βk) is from (βkl | l ∈ L ∩ [k]). Furthermore, for any
N ⊂ I we set
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N
..=
∑
αl∈I\N
∏
k∈[p]
∑
βk
l
∈(N (αl)\N )M
k
l
.
Finally, we introduced the notations N<lL3 ..=
⋃
l>k∈L3 N (αk), and NL3 ..=
⋃
k∈L3 N (αk).
Here the βkl are actual (ordered) tuples and not multisets, which is why we denote them by
boldfaced Greek letters to avoid possible confusion with the previously used βk
l
. In (�.��) we
furthermore used the short-hand notationβk = (βkl )l∈L for the tuple (ordered according to
the natural order on L ⊂ [p] ⊂ N) of βkl . We note that the artificial κS from (�.��) has been
removed in (�.��) since we “pushed” the |→-operator all the way to the end. In the following
we will establish bounds on (�.��) for fixed L and M and fixed permutations σ1, . . . , σp.
Since the number of possible choices for M , L and permutations is finite, depending on
R and p only, this will be sufficient for bounding E∏Λ(k)(D). We also stress that the
(multi)labels βkl themselves are not important, but only their type l.
Proof of the error bound in Proposition �.�.�
We now turn to the proof of the claimed error bound (�.��). So far this was only done for
the error from the first cumulant expansion in (�.��).
Proof of the error bound in Proposition �.�.�. TheerrorΩ in (�.��) is a sum over p terms,where
the j-th term is the error from the expansion of Λ(j)(D). Recalling the definition of
Ω(f, i,N ) from (�.��b), this j-th expansion error is given by
Ωj ..=
∑
αj
Ω
∏
l<j
(
1 +
∼(l)∑
αl,βl
+
∗∑
αl,βl
∣∣∣∣∣
→
WN (αl)=0
+
#∑
αl,β
l
l
) p∏
k=1
Λ˜k, αj ,N (αj)
 ,
where
Λ˜k ..=

Λ(k)
αk,
⊔
l∈[p] β
k
l
if k = j or
(
k < j,
∑
αk
)
Λ(k)
(
∂⊔
l<k
βk
l
D
)
if k > j
Λ(k)⊔
l<k
βk
l
,
⊔
l>k
βk
l
else,

and where “if (k < j,∑αk)”means “if k < j and αk is summed”. This j-th error Ωj can be
estimated through (�.��) and Assumption (�.B) by the sum of[ ∏
l∈L2unionsqL3
(M,l)∑
αl,βl
][ ∏
l∈L4
∑
αl,β
l
l
∈I
]∑
αj
∑
βj∈N (αj)R
×
∥∥∥∥( ∏
k∈L
Λ(k)
αk,σk(βk)
)( ∏
k∈[j]\L
Λ(k)
σk(βk)
)(∏
k>j
Λ(k)(∂σk(βk)D)
∣∣∣∣
Ŵ
)∥∥∥∥
2
, (�.��)
over partitions L = L2unionsqL3unionsqL4 ⊂ [j− 1], arraysM fulfilling (a)–(e) above and partitions
σk. In all terms Ŵ is a modification ofW which differs fromW in at most C
√
N entries.
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The previously studied error from (�.��) for example corresponds to j = 1, L2 = L3 =
L4 = ∅. The combinatorics of all these summations are independent of N , hence can be
neglected. So we can focus on a single term of the form (�.��). The norm in (�.��) will first
be estimated by Hölder and then by (�.��) to reduce it to many factor of ‖G‖q. We now
have to count the size of the sums, the number of N−1/2 factors from the derivatives, and
the number of ‖G‖q ’s we collect in the bound. We start with the sums which are at most of
size
N2|L2unionsqL3|(N1/2−µ)ML2unionsqL3 (N2 ·N2)|L4|N2(N1/2−µ)R
= N2|L2unionsqL3|+(ML2unionsqL3+R)(1/2−µ)+4|L4|+2.
(�.��)
Here the first factor comes from the αl summations for l ∈ L2 unionsqL3, while the second term
comes from the corresponding βl summations. The third factor comes from the αl, βll-
summations for l ∈ L4, and finally the fifth and sixth factor correspond to the αj and
βj summations. Next, we count the total number of derivatives. Every index αl and βkl
accounts for a derivative, and each derivative contributes a factor of N−1/2. So we have
(N−1/2)|L2unionsqL3|+ML2unionsqL3+2|L4|+(R+1) = N−|L2unionsqL3|/2−ML2unionsqL3/2−|L4|−(R+1)/2, (�.��)
so that altogether from (�.��) and (�.��) we have an N-power of
N3/2(|L2unionsqL3|+1)+3|L4|−RµN−µML2unionsqL3 ≤ N−pN−µML2unionsqL3 .
It remains to count the number of ‖G‖CRp2 = ‖G‖q coming from the application of (�.��),
which in total provides
∑
k∈L
(1 + |βk|+ 5) +
∑
k∈[j]\L
(|βk|+ 5) +
∑
k>j
(|βk|+ 5)
= 5p+ |L2 unionsq L3|+ML2unionsqL3 + 2 |L4|+R+ 1 ≤ Cp/µ+ML2unionsqL3
factors of ‖G‖q. The claim (�.��) now follows from the trivial estimate ML2unionsqL3 ≤ Rp ≤
Cp2/µ.
Subsequently we establish a bound on the rhs. of (�.��), by first estimating it in terms
of ‖M′‖p, then estimating ‖M′‖p in terms of ‖M‖p and finally bounding the leading
contributionM. We consider the first two steps in this procedure as errors stemming from
the neighbourhood structure of the expansion, while the third step is concerned with the
leading order contribution from the expansions. In Section �.�.� we consider the errors
stemming from the neighbourhood structure, while in Sections �.�.� and �.�.� we derive
bounds on ‖M‖p for the averaged and isotropic case, separately. For simplicity we first
carry out the technically most involved argument from Sections �.�.�–�.�.� in the extreme
case L3 = L4 = ∅ where the neighbourhood errors are absent. Finally, we explain the
necessary modifications for the general case in Section �.�.�.
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NR(α1)
Nn1+1(α1)
Nn1(α1)
N1(α1)
α1
NR(α2)
Nn2+1(α2)
Nn2(α2)
N1(α2)
α2
suppM′
F����� �.�: Illustration for the bound on E in (�.��). Gray dots • denote the β1, β2 labels.
Since there are |βi| < R labels and R rings, there is always one empty ring by the pigeon-
hole principle.
�.�.� Bound on neighbourhood errors
We start with the bound on theL3-factors in (�.��). Neglecting the irrelevant combinatorial
factors |βl|! and the summations over Li,M and σ, we have to estimate
E ..=
[ ∏
l∈L3
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N<lL3
]
E(αL3 ,βL3)
..=
[ ∏
l∈L3
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N<lL3
]
EM′
∏
l∈L3
[
K(αl;βl)− κ(αl,βl)
]
.
(�.��)
By the pigeon hole-principle we find that for every l ∈ L3 and any assignment of αl,βl
there exist some nl < R such that we have a partition βl = β
(i)
l unionsqβ(o)l into inside and outside
elements with β(i)l ⊂ Nnl(αl) and β(o)l ⊂ Nnl+1(αl)c since |βl| = Ml < R (see rule (c)).
We recall the nested structure of the neighbourhoods as stated in Assumption (�.D), and
provide an illustration of the “security layers” in Figure �.�. According to (�.�c) we can then
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write (L′3 collects those indices where we took the middle term of (�.�c) in the l factor)
E(αL3 ,βL3) =
∑
L3=L′3unionsqL′′3
(−1)
∣∣L′′3 ∣∣ ∏
l∈L′′3
[ ∑
γ
(i)
l
⊂β(i)
l
∑
γ
(o)
l
(β(o)
l
κ(αl, β(i)l \ γ(i)l , β(o)l \ γ(o)l )
]
×E f
∏
l∈L′3
[
K(α;β(i)l )− κ(α, β(i)l )
]
,
where
f ..=M′
∏
l∈L′3
(
Πβ(o)l
) ∏
l∈L′′3
[(
Πγ(i)l
)(
Πγ(o)l
)]
is a random variable supported in
⋂
l∈L′3 Nnl+1(αl)c, i.e., well separated from the variables
K(αl;β(i)l ) for l ∈ L′3. It remains to estimate a quantity of the type E fg1 . . . gk, where
f, g1, . . . , gk are random variables whose supports are pairwise separated by “security layers”
and where each gi is of the form K − κ with E gi = 0. Here k = |L′3| and from Lemma
�.�.� and Assumption (�.D) it follows that E fg1 . . . gk ≤k ‖f‖k+1N−3dk/2e. According
to Lemma �.A.� the κ(αl, β(i)l \ γ(i)l , β(o)l \ γ(o)l ) factors are also at least N−3 small and we
can conclude that
|E(αL3 ,βL3)| ≤p,R N−3d|L3|/2e
∥∥M′∥∥p . (�.��)
Next, we use the triangle inequality to pull the L4 summation out of ‖M′‖p to achieve
a bound in terms of ‖M‖p. We have∣∣∣∣
(
−
∑
αl,β
l
l
∈I
+
∑
αl∈I\N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈N (αl)\N<lL3
)
κ(αl, βll)
∣∣∣∣
≤
( ∑
αl∈I\N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈N<lL3
+
∑
αl∈I\N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈I\N (αl)
+
∑
αl∈N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈I
)
|κ(αl, βll)|
≤
( ∑
βl
l
∈N<lL3
∑
αl∈N (βll)
+
∑
βl
l
∈N<lL3
∑
αl∈I\N (βll)
+
∑
αl∈I
∑
βl
l
∈I\N (αl)
+
∑
αl∈N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈N (αl)
+
∑
αl∈N<lL3
∑
βl
l
∈I\N (αl)
)
|κ(αl, βll)| ≤ CN,
where we estimated the first and the fourth term with two small summations purely by
size (CN1/2−µ)2 ≤ CN and the other terms using the fact that |κ(α, β)| . N−3 for
β ∈ I \ N (α). Summarizing, we thus have that∣∣∣E∏Λ(k)(D)∣∣∣ ≤p,µ N−p
+
∑⊔
Li=[p]
∼(L)∑
M
N |L4|
N3d|L3|/2e
∼(M)∑
σ
[ ∏
l∈L3
(M,l)∑
αl,βl 6∈N<lL3
][ ∏
l∈L4
max
αl,β
l
l
∈I
]
‖M‖p ,
(�.��)
and it only remains to estimate the leading order term M, as defined in (�.��). This has
to be done separately for averaged and isotropic bound and should be considered as the
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main part of the proof. To simplify notations we will first prove the bound onM for the
case that L3 = L4 = ∅ and N (α) = I . In particular L3 = ∅ implies that NL3 = ∅
and therefore in the next two Sections �.�.� and �.�.� we now aim at deriving a bound on∥∥M((Λ(k))k∈[p];L,M, σ)∥∥p, where
M((Λ(k))k∈[p];L,M, σ) ..=
∏
l∈L
(M,l)∑
αl,βl
κ(αl,βl)
|βl|!
∏
k∈L
Λ(k)
αk,σk(βk)
∏
k 6∈L
Λ(k)
σk(βk)
 ,
(M,l)∑
αl,βl
..=
∑
αl∈I
∏
k∈[p]
∑
βk
l
∈IMkl
. (�.��)
The definition ofM in (�.��) agrees with the one in (�.��) in the special case L3 = L4 = ∅,
except for a tiny contribution from βl 6⊂ N (αl). The reason for extending the sum here to
the whole index set is twofold: First, we do not have to keep track of the summation ranges
of individual indices, and, second, we demonstrate that for the main terms separating the
contribution outside of the neighbourhoods N is not necessary, all estimates onM would
also hold for the unrestricted sum. In particular, the neighbourhood decay condition is
not necessary for the main terms, they are used only for bounding M′ in terms of M in
Section �.�.�. This fact was already advertised in Example �.�.�� where we claimed that in
the Gaussian case we can considerably relax our decay conditions. Later, in Section �.�.� we
will explain how to elevate the proof for the special case L3 = L4 = ∅ with extended index
sets to the general case.
�.�.� Averaged bound onD
To treat (�.��) systematically, we introduce a graphical representation for any M , L and
permutations σ in (�.��). For the averaged local law we need averaged estimates on D, so
we set
Λ(k)(D) ..= 〈BD〉 or Λ(k)(D) ..= 〈BD〉,
where B is a generic norm-bounded matrix, ‖B‖ . 1 and we recall that 〈·〉 = N−1Tr
denotes the normalized trace. A factor Λα1,...,αn can be represented as a directed cyclic
graph on the vertex set {α1, . . . , αn}. Up to sign we have
|Λα1,...,αn | = N−n/2 〈B∆α1G∆α2G . . .∆αnG〉
= N−1−n/2Gb1a2Gb2a3 . . . Gbn−1an(GB)bna1 ,
(�.��)
which we represent as a cyclic graph in such a way that the vertices represent labels αi =
(ai, bi) and a directed edge from αi = (ai, bi) to αj = (aj , bj) represents Gbiaj . Since we
will always draw the graphs in a clockwise orientation we will not indicate the direction of
the edges specifically. The specific GB factor will be denoted by a wiggly line instead of a
straight line used for the G factors. As an example, we have the correspondences
Λα1,α2,α3,α4 ↔
α1 α2
α3α4
, Λα1,α2 ↔ α1 α2 and Λα1 ↔ α1 .
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In (�.��) the labels of type l are connected through the κ(αl,βl) factor which strongly
links those labels due to the decay properties of the cumulants. We represent this fact graph-
ically as a vertex colouring of the graph in which label types correspond to colours. The set
of colours representing the label types L will be denoted by C. The Ml + 1 vertices of a
given type l will be denoted by Vc, where c is the colour corresponding to l.
We define Val(Γ), the value of a graph Γ, as summation over all labels consistent with
the colouring, such that equally coloured labels are linked through a cumulant,of the product
of the corresponding Λ’s, just as in (�.��). For example, we have∑
α1,β21(1)
κ(α1, β21(1))
∑
α2,β12(1)
κ(α2, β12(1))Λα1,β12(1)Λα2,β21(1) = Val ( )
(�.��)
or ∑
α1,β21(1)
κ(α1, β21(1))
∑
α2,β12(1),β12(2)
κ(α2, β12(1), β12(2))
2!
×
∑
α3,β23(1)
κ(α3, β23(1))Λα1,β12(2),β12(1)Λα2,β21(1)Λα3,β31(1) = Val
( )
,
where we choose the variable names for the labels in accordance with (�.��) following the
convention that the elements of the tuple βkl are denoted by (βkl (1), βkl (2), . . . ). We warn
the reader thatVal(Γ), the value of a diagram itself is a random variable unlike in customary
Feynman diagrammatic expansion theory. In the following we will derive bounds on the
value of diagrams. To separate the conceptual from the technical difficulties we first derive
those bounds in a vague . sense which ignores a technical subtlety: The entries Gab of the
resolvent are bounded with overwhelming probability, but usually not almost surely. In the
first conceptual step we will tacitly assume such an almost sure bound and write |Gab| . 1.
Later in Section �.�.�.� we will make the bounds rigorous in a high-moment sense. We note
that if Λ(D) = 〈BD〉, then the edges would representG∗ and (GB)∗ instead ofG andGB
and the order would be reversed (recall that the double indices are transposed in (�.��)) but
the counting argument is not sensitive to these nuances, so we omit these distinctions in our
graphs.
We now rephrase the rules onM in this graphical representation. They dictate that we
need to consider the set of all vertex coloured graphs Γ with cyclic components such that
(a) there exist p connected components, all of which are cycles,
(b) each connected component contains at least one vertex,
(c) each colour colours at least two vertices,
(d) if a colour colours exactly two vertices, then these vertices are in different components.
(e) for each colour there exists a component in which the vertex after the wiggled edge (in
clockwise orientation) is of that colour.
We note that these rules, compared to (�.��), disregarded the restrictions on the permu-
tations σk for k 6∈ L as these are not relevant for the averaged bound. The set of graphs
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satisfying (a)–(e) will be denoted by Gav(p,R) and for each L,M, σ the main termM from
(�.��) is given by the value of some graph Γ ∈ Gav(p,R).
M
(( 〈B·〉[p/2] , 〈B·〉[p/2]);L,M, σ) = Val(Γ), Γ = Γ(L,M, σ) ∈ Gav(p,R) (�.��)
where 〈B·〉[p/2] denotes the tuple of p/2 functionals mappingD 7→ 〈BD〉 and similarly for
〈B·〉. As the number of such graphs is finite for given p,R it follows that it is sufficient to
prove the required bound for every single graph.
As for any fixed colour
∑ ≤ N2 |||κ|||av, the naive size of the value Val(Γ) is bounded
by
Val(Γ) . N−p
∏
c∈C
N2−|Vc|/2 ≤ 1 (�.��)
since according to (�.��) every component contributes a factor N−1 and every label con-
tributes a factor N−1/2, and where the ultimate inequality followed from |Vc| ≥ 2 and
|C| ≤ p. We now demonstrate that using Ward identities of the form
∑
a
|Gab|2 = (=G)bb
η
we can improve upon this naive size by a factor of ψ2p, where ψ ≈ 1/√Nη and η ..= =z.
We will often use the Ward identity in the form
∑
b
|Gab| ≤
√
N
√∑
b
|Gab|2 = N
√
(=G)aa
Nη
. Nψ,
∑
b
|(GB)ab| . ‖B‖Nψ (�.��a)
which explicitly exhibits a gain of a factor ψ over the trivial bound of order N.Together with
the previous bound
∑
b
|Gab|2 ≤ Nψ2,
∑
b
|(GB)ab|2 . ‖B‖2Nψ2 (�.��b)
we will call (�.��a)–(�.��b)Ward estimates. Here we used the trivial bound |G| . 1 and we set
ψ ..=
√=G/Nη (where =G is meant in an isotropic sense which we will define rigorously
later).
We consider the subset of colours C ′ ..= { c ∈ C | |Vc| ≤ 3 } ⊂ C which colour either
two or three vertices and we intend to use Ward identities only when summing up vertices
with those colours. However, one may not use Ward estimates for every such summation,
e.g. even if both a and b were indices of eligible labels, one cannot gain from both of them
in the sum
∑
a,b |Gab|. We thus need a systematic procedure to identify sufficiently many
labels so that  each summation over them can be performed  by using  Ward estimates. In
the following, we first describe a procedure how to mark those edges we can potentially use
for Ward estimates. Secondly, we will show that for sufficiently many marked edges the
Ward estimates can be used in parallel.
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Procedure for colours appearing twice in Γ
If a colour appears twice, then it appears in two different components of Γ, i.e., in one of
the following forms
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
where the white vertices can be of any colour other than (and may even coincide), the
dotted edges indicate an arbitrary continuation of the component and some additional edges
may be wiggled. The picture only shows those two components with colour , the other
components of Γ are not drawn. Vertical lines separate different cases. When summing up
the -coloured labels, we can use the Ward estimates on all edges adjacent to using the
operator norm |||κ|||av2 =
∥∥ |κ(∗, ∗)| ∥∥ on κ. To see this we note that
∑
α1,α2
|κ(α1, α2)Aα1Bα2 | ≤ |||κ|||av2
√∑
α1
|Aα1 |2
√∑
α2
|Bα2 |2, (�.��)
after which (�.��b) with
Aα1 , Bα1 ∈ {Gb1a1 , (GB)b1a1 , Gca1Gb1d, (GB)ca1Gb1d, Gca1(GB)b1d }
and arbitrary fixed indices c, d is applicable.
Remark �.�.�. In the sequel we will not write up separate estimates for edges representing GB
instead of G as the same Ward estimates (�.��a)–(�.��b) hold true and the bound is automatic
in the sense that there are in total p wiggly edges in Γ, each of which will contribute a factor of
‖B‖ to the final estimate, regardless of whether the corresponding edge has been bounded trivially
|(GB)α| . ‖B‖ or by (�.��a)–(�.��b).
We find that for every edge connected to we can gain a factor ψ compared to the naive
size of the -sum, using only the trivial bound |G| . 1. We will indicate visually that an
edge has potential for a gain of ψ through some colour by putting a mark (a small arrow)
pointing from the vertex towards the edge.Thus in the case where appears twice we mark
all edges adjacent to to obtain the following marked graphs
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ .
We note that these marks indicate that we can use a Ward estimate for every marked edge,
when performing the -summation, while keeping all other labels fixed. When simultane-
ously summing over labels from different colours it is not guaranteed any more that we can
perform aWard estimate for every marked edge. We will later resolve this possible issue by
introducing the concept of effective and ineffective marks.
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Procedure for colours appearing three times in Γ
If a colour appears three times, then the following ten setups are possible∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(�.��)
where we explicitly allow components with open continuations to be connected (unlike in
the previous case, where rule (d) applied). We now mark the edges adjacent to as follows
and observe that at most two remain unmarked. Explicitly, we choose the markings∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
and observe that in all but the fifth graph we can gain a factor of ψ for every marked edge
using the first term in the norm |||κ|||av3 . For example, in the second graph this follows from∑
α1,α2,α3
|κ(α1, α2, α3)Gca3Gb3dGb1a1Gb2a2 | . |||κ|||av3
√∑
α2
|Gb2a2 |2
√∑
α3
|Gca3Gb3d|2
. |||κ|||av3 N2ψ3
and in third graph from∑
α1,α2,α3
|κ(α1, α2, α3)Gb1a2Gb2a1Gb3a3 | .
∑
α2,α3
|Gb3a3 |
∑
α1
|κ(α1, α2, α3)| . |||κ|||av3 N2ψ,
where c and d are the connected indices from the white vertices in the graph.The computa-
tions for the other graphs are identical. We note that the markings we chose above are not
the only ones possible. For example we could have replaced
by . (�.��)
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For the fifth graph in (�.��) the second term in the |||κ|||av3 is necessary. The norms in
(�.�c) ensure that we can perform at least one Ward estimate and we have∑
α1,α2,α3
|κ(α1, α2, α3)Gb1a2Gb2a3Gb3a1 | . |||κ|||av3 N2ψ.
Indeed, for example∑
α1,α2,α3
|κcd(α1, α2, α3)Gb1a2Gb2a3Gb3a1 | .
∑
α1,α2,α3
|κcd(α1, α2, α3)Gb3a1 |
≤ |||κcd|||cdN
√∑
b3,a1
|Gb3a1 |2 . |||κcd|||cdN2ψ
and the other three cases are similar.
Procedure for all other colours in Γ
For colours in C \ C ′, i.e., those which appear four times or more, we do not intend to
use any Ward estimates and therefore we do not place any additional markings. Thus we
only have to control the size of the summation over any fixed colour, as is guaranteed by the
finiteness of |||κ|||avk .
Counting of markings
After we have chosen all markings, we select the “useful” ones. We call an edge ineffectively
marked if it only carries one mark and joins two distinctly C ′-coloured vertices. All other
marked edges we call effectively marked because the parallel gain through a Ward estimate
is guaranteed for all those edges. In total, there are at least
∑
c∈C′ |Vc| edges adjacent to C ′
(i.e., adjacent to a C ′-coloured vertex). After the above marking procedure there are at most
2∑c∈C′(|Vc| − 2) unmarked or ineffectively marked edges adjacent to C ′. To see this we
note that edges between two C ′-colours with only one marking are counted as unmarked
from the perspective of exactly one of the two colours. Thus we find that there are at least∑
c∈C′
|Vc| − 2
∑
c∈C′
(|Vc| − 2) =
∑
c∈C′
(4− |Vc|) (�.��)
effectively marked edges adjacent to C ′ after the marking procedure. We illustrate this
counting in an example. In the graph
we have V = V = 3 and there are six edges adjacent to C ′ = { , }. After the marking
procedure we could for example obtain the graphs
or ,
where the second graph would result from the replaced marking in (�.��). In both cases
there are two effectively marked edges, in accordance with (�.��); in the first example there
are also two ineffectively marked edges.
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Power counting estimate
The strategy now is that we iteratively perform the Ward estimates colour by colour in C ′
in no particular order. In each step we thus remove all the edges adjacent to some given
colour, either through Ward estimates (if the edge was marked in that colour), or through
the trivial bound |Gα| . 1. If some edge is missing because it already was removed in a
previous step, then the corresponding G is replaced by 1 in that estimate (e.g. in (�.��)).
This might reduce the number of available Ward estimates in some steps, but the concept
of effective markings ensures that whenever an effectively marked edge is removed, then a
gain through a Ward estimate is guaranteed. After the summation over all colours from C ′
we have thus performedWard estimates in all the effectively marked edges, which amounts
to at least ∑
c∈C′
(4− |Vc|)
gains of the factor ψ. We note that ineffectively marked edges may not be estimated by
a Ward estimates, as it might be necessary to bound the corresponding G trivially while
performing the sum over another colour. Using only the gains from the effective marks, we
can improve on the naive power counting (�.��) to conclude that the value of Γ is bounded
by
Val(Γ) . N−p
∏
c∈C\C′
N2−|Vc|/2
∏
c∈C′
(Nψ2)2−|Vc|/2 ≤ ψ2pN2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2, (�.��)
where we used that |C ′| ≤ |C| ≤ p, |Vc| = 2, 3 for c ∈ C ′ and |Vc| ≥ 4 otherwise, and that
Nψ2 ≥ 1.
�.�.�.� Detailed bound
The argument above tacitly assumed bounds of the form |Gα| . 1 and∑α |Gα|2 . N2ψ2.
Apart from unspecified and irrelevant constants, these bounds are not available almost
surely, they hold only in the sense of high moments, e.g. E |Gα|q ≤q 1. Secondly, the
definition of ψ intentionally left the role of =G in it vague. The precise definition of ψ will
involve highLq norms of=G. Moreover, differentG-factors in the monomialsΛ are not in-
dependent. All these difficulties can be handled by the following general Hölder inequality.
Suppose, we aim at estimating
E
∑
A
XA
∑
B
YA,B
for random variables XA, YA,B , then we use the Hölder inequality to estimate∥∥∥∑
A
XA
∑
B
YA,B
∥∥∥
q
≤
(∑
A
)∥∥∥∑
A
XA
∥∥∥
2q
max
A
∥∥∥∑
B
YA,B
∥∥∥
1/
(�.��)
for 0 <  ≤ 1/2q. In our procedure (�.��) enables us to iteratively bound the graphs colour
by colour at the expense of an additional factor N2pR in every colour step of the bound,
as the total sum is at most of size N2pR. To estimate a G or an =G directly we use the
Hölder inequality and note that there are at most |V | = ∑c |Vc| ≤ pR factors of the form
G or GB, so that we can estimate those terms isotropically by ‖G‖pR/, ‖B‖ ‖G‖pR/ and
‖=G‖pR/. We use (�.��) at most with q ∈ {1, 2, 4, . . . , 2p−1} and thus have a restriction
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of 0 <  ≤ 2−p. Thus, combining the power counting above with the iterated application
of the Hölder inequality, we have shown that
‖Val(Γ)‖p ≤p,R, N2p
2R
(
1 + |||κ|||av
)p ‖B‖p (1 + ‖G‖|V |pR/)ψ2ppR/N2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2,
where ψq ..=
√
‖=G‖q
Nη , for all Γ ∈ Gav(p,R) and 0 <  ≤ 1/2p. Therefore, together with
(�.��) we conclude the bound∥∥∥∥M(( 〈B·〉[p/2] , 〈B·〉[p/2]);L,M, σ)∥∥∥∥
p
≤p,R, N2p2R
(
1 + |||κ|||av
)p ‖B‖p (1 + ‖G‖|V |pR/)ψ2ppR/N2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2
(�.��)
on (�.��).
�.�.� Isotropic bound onD
We turn to the isotropic bound on D, i.e. we give bounds on (�.��) with functionals Λ of
the following type. We consider fixed vectors x,y and set Λ(D) = Dxy or Λ(D) = Dxy.
Up to sign we then have
|Λα1,...,αn | = N−n/2(∆α1G . . .∆αnG)xy = N−n/2xa1Gb1a2 . . . Gbn−1anGbny.
The graph component representing Λα1,...,αn is a chain in contrast to the cycles in the av-
eraged case. We also have additional edges representing the first xa1 and last Gbny factor
which we will picture as and , respectively. These are special edges that are
adjacent to one vertex only (the dots • and ◦ are not considered as vertices). We will call
them initial and final edge. Due to these special edges we should, strictly speaking, talk
about a special class of hypergraphs consisting of a union of chains each of them starting
and ending with such a special edge, but for simplicity we continue to use the term graph.
For example we have the correspondence
Λα1,α2 ↔ α1 α2 .
ForΛ(D) = Dxy the edges representxa1 ,G∗bky andG
∗
bkak+1
but we do not indicate complex
andHermitian conjugate visually as they have no consequences on the argument. We follow
the same convention regarding the colouring, as we did in the averaged case and for example
have the representation∑
α1,β21(1)
κ(α1, β21(1))
∑
α2,β12(1),β12(2)
κ(α2, β12(1), β12(2))
2!
×
∑
α3,β23(1)
κ(α3, β23(1))Λα1,β12(2),β12(1)Λα2,β23(1)Λα3,β31(1)
= Val
  .
We again rephrase the rules on M as rules on the graph Γ. We consider all vertex
coloured graphs Γ such that the connected components are chains with an initial edge of
type and a final edge of type such that
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(a) there exist p connected components, all of which are chains,
(b) every component contains at least one vertex,
(c) every colour occurs at least once on a vertex adjacent to ,
(d) every colour occurs at least twice,
(e) if a colour occurs exactly twice, then it occurs in two different chains.
The set of graphs satisfying (a)–(e) will be denoted by G iso(p,R) and for each L,M, σ in
(�.��) we can write the main termM as
M
(( 〈x, ·y〉[p/2] , 〈x, ·y〉[p/2]);L,M, σ) = Val(Γ), Γ ∈ Giso(p,R) (�.��)
where 〈x, ·y〉[p/2] denotes the tuple of p/2 functionals mappingD 7→ 〈x, Dy〉 and similarly
for 〈x, ·y〉. As the number of such graphs is finite for given p,R it follows that it sufficient
to prove the required bound for every single graph.
In contrast to the averaged case, where each Λ carried a factor 1/N from the definition
of Λ(D) = N−1TrBD, now the naive size of the sum over Γ is not of order 1, but of order
Val(Γ) .
∏
c∈C
N2−|Vc|/2 = N2|C|−|V |/2, (�.��)
which can be large. Consequently we have to be more careful in our bound and first make
use of a cancellation.
Step �: Improved naive size
We first observe that we can reduce the naive size (�.��) to order 1, without using anyWard
estimates, yet. The improvement  comes from the fact that sums of the type∑
a
vaGab = Gvb
can be directly bounded via the right hand side  by |Gvb| . ‖v‖ using the isotropic bound.
Note that the naive estimate on the left hand side would be∣∣∣∣∣∑
a
vaGab
∣∣∣∣∣ .∑
a
|va| ≤
√
N ‖v‖
and even with a Ward estimate it can only be improved to∣∣∣∣∣∑
a
vaGab
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖v‖
√∑
a
|Gab|2 ≤
√
Nψ ‖v‖
So the procedure “summing up a vector v into the argument of G” is much more efficient
than aWard estimate. The limitation of this idea is that only deterministic vectors v can be
summed up, since isotropic bounds on Guv hold only for fixed vectors u,v.
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Improvement for colours occurring twice in Γ
For colours which occur exactly twice we can sum up the x into a G factor without paying
the price of an N factor from this summation. To do so, we consider an arbitrary partition
of κ = κc + κd, where one should think of that κd(α1, α2) forces α1 = (a1, b1) to be close
to α2 = (a2, b2), whereas κd(α1, α2) forces (a1, b1) to be close to (b2, a2). In both cases we
can, according to rule (b), perform two single index summations as follows. First, we sum
up the index a1 of x as ∑
a1
κ(a1b1, a2b2)xa1 = κ(xb1, a2b2).
Then we sum up its companion b2 or a2, depending on whether we consider the cross or
direct term:∑
b2
κc(xb1, a2b2)Gb2v = Gκc(xb1,a2·)v or
∑
a2
κd(xb1, a2b2)Gva2 = Gvκd(xb1,·b2),
where v can be any vector or index.Thus we effectively performed a single label (two index)
summation into a singleG factor that will be estimated by a constant in the isotropic norm.
We indicate this summation graphically by introducing half-vertices a and b representing
the single leftover indices a and b corresponding to a label α = (a, b) and new (half )edges
and representing theGκc(xb1,a2·)v andGvκd(xb1,·b2) factors. To indicate that
the half-edges representing x have been summed,we grey them out.This partial summation
can thus be graphically represented as
Val
( )
= Val
( )
+Val
( ),
since ∑
a1,b1,a2,b2
κ(a1b1, a2b2) (xa1Gb1u) (Gva2Gb2w)
=
∑
b1,a2
(Gb1u)
(
Gva2Gκc(xb1,a2·)w
)
+
∑
b1,b2
(Gb1u)
(
Gvκd(xb1,·b2)Gb2w
)
where u,v,w are the connecting indices from the white vertices.
Improvement for colours occurring three times in Γ
For colours which appear exactly three times we cannot perform the summation ofx directly.
We can, however use a Cauchy-Schwarz in the vertex adjacent to the x–edge to improve
the naive size of the –sum to N3/2 from N2. Explicitly, for any index or vector v we use
that ∑
ai,bi
|xaiGbiv| .
∑
ai,bi
|xai | ≤ N3/2
(∑
ai
|xai |2
)1/2
= N3/2 ‖x‖ .
To indicate the intend to use the Cauchy-Schwarz improvement on a specific x edge, we
mark the corresponding edge with a marking originating in the adjacent vertex, very much
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similar to the marking procedure in the averaged case. To differentiate this marking from
those indicating the potential for a Ward estimate we use a grey marking . As an
example we would indicate
.
After these two improvements over (�.��) the naive size (naive in the sense without any
Ward estimates, yet) of the summed graph is
Val(Γ) .
( ∏
c∈C,
|Vc|=2
N1−|Vc|/2
)( ∏
c∈C,
|Vc|=3
N3/2−|Vc|/2
)( ∏
c∈C,
|Vc|≥4
N2−|Vc|/2
)
≤ 1. (�.��)
Notice that the first two factors give 1, so the improved power counting for colours with
two or three occurrences is neutral. We thus restored the order 1 bound and can now focus
on the counting of Ward estimates, with which we can further improve the bound.
Step �: Further improvements throughWard estimates
The counting procedure is very similar to what we used in the averaged law in the sense
that we mark potential edges for Ward estimates colour by colour. To be consistent with
the improved naive bound we count the grey initial edges (those from the summation of
colours occurring twice) and the initial edges with a grey arrow (those from the summation
of colours appearing three times) as unmarked, since they will not be available for Ward
estimates.
Marking procedure for colours occurring twice
Colours occurring twice can, after Step �, only occur in the reduced forms
and ,
where we allow and to stand for an arbitrary continuation of
the graph, as well as the initial and final edge . In both cases we mark the
edges adjacent to the remaining two half-vertices to obtain:
and
Thus for colours appearing twice we always leave two edges unmarked (which includes the
greyed out initial edge). Using the |||κ|||iso2 norm we indeed find that the solid edges in the
two graphs above can be bounded by∑
b1,a2
∣∣∣Gb1uGva2Gκc(xb1,a2·)w∣∣∣ . ‖w‖ ∑
b1,a2
|Gb1uGva2 ‖κc(xb1, a2·)‖|
. N2ψ2 |||κ|||iso2 ‖x‖ ‖u‖ ‖v‖ ‖w‖
(�.��)
and ∑
b1,b2
∣∣∣Gb1uGvκd(xb1,·b2)Gb2w∣∣∣ . ‖v‖∑
b1,b2
|Gb1uGb2w ‖κd(xb1, ·b2)‖|
. N2ψ2 |||κ|||iso2 ‖x‖ ‖u‖ ‖v‖ ‖w‖
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where the vectors (which are allowed to be indices, as well) u,v,w are the endpoints of the
edges in the three white vertices.
Remark�.�.�. In the case that stands for the initial edge ,we cannot use the
Ward estimate, but use instead that x is a vector of finite norm, providing a gain ofN−1/2  ψ.
For example, we could bound the graph
by
∑
b1,a2
∣∣∣Gb1uxa2Gκc(xb1,a2·)w∣∣∣ . N2 ψ√N |||κ|||iso2 ‖x‖2 ‖u‖ ‖w‖ ,
which is better than (�.��) as
√
Nψ ≥ 1. In the sequel we will not specifically distinguish this case
when instead of a Ward estimate we have to use the finite norm of x, as the procedure is identical
and the resulting bound is always smaller in the latter case.
We also will not separately consider the case when stands for the final edge
, as we can use the same Ward estimate as before, with the difference that u and/orw are
replaced by y.
We will not manually keep track of the number of ‖x‖ , ‖y‖ in the bound as it is automatic in
the sense that there are p initial and p final edges in Γ, each contributing a factor of ‖x‖ , ‖y‖ to
the final estimate.
Marking procedure for colours occurring three times
Colours appearing three times occur in one of the following four forms∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
and in all cases we mark the edges adjacent to in such a way that at most three edges
(including the initial edge with the grey mark) remain unmarked. Indeed, we mark the
edges as follows. ∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ .
Very similar to the bound using |||κ|||av3 , we find that using the norm |||κ|||iso3 we can perform
Ward estimates on all marked edges.
Marking procedure for colours occurring more than three times
For any colour c occurring more than three times we claim that we can always mark edges
in such a way that at most 2 |Vc| − 4 edges adjacent to Vc remain unmarked. Indeed, if we
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call an edge connected to two c–coloured vertices c–internal and denote their set Eintc , then
there are 2 |Vc| − |Eintc | edges adjacent to c. Out of this set of all c-adjacent edges, we mark
any two and thus the claim is trivially fulfilled if |Eintc | ≥ 2. If |Eintc | = 0, then the graph
contains two single vertices of colour c, for which we mark all four adjacent edges, i.e.
,
also confirming the claim in this case. Finally, if |Eintc | = 1, then the graph has to contain
,
for which we mark the three indicated edges, confirming the claim also in this final case.
We note (again similarly to |||κ|||av3 ) that the norm |||κ|||isok allows to performWard estimates
on all marked edges.
Counting of markings
In contrast to the averaged case,we now call an edge ineffectively marked if it only carries one
mark and connects any two distinctly coloured vertices (in the averaged case the analogous
definition was restricted to C ′-coloured vertices). All other marked edges we call effectively
marked. In particular the initial and final edge are always effectively marked, once they are
marked. By construction, all effectively marked edges can be summed up byWard estimates.
In total, there are exactly p+∑c∈C |Vc| edges in Γ. After the marking procedure there are
at most ∑
c∈C,|Vc|=2
2 +
∑
c∈C,|Vc|=3
3 +
∑
c∈C,|Vc|≥4
(2 |Vc| − 4)
unmarked or ineffectively marked edges in Γ. Thus there are at least(
p+
∑
c∈C
|Vc|
)
−
( ∑
c∈C,|Vc|=2
2 +
∑
c∈C,|Vc|=3
3 +
∑
c∈C,|Vc|≥4
(2 |Vc| − 4)
)
= p+
∑
c∈C,|Vc|≥4
(4− |Vc|)
(�.��)
effectively marked edges in Γ, which can be negative, but it turns out that in this case the
(improved) naive size already is sufficiently small.
Power counting estimate
The strategy for performing the Ward estimates is identical to that in the averaged case;
we perform them colour by colour in an arbitrary order. According to the improved naive
bound from Step �, and recalling that the power counting for |Vc| = 2 and |Vc| = 3 gives
1, i.e. is neutral, and the counting of additional effective markings we find that the summed
value of Γ is bounded by
Val(Γ) . N2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2ψ(p+4|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |)+ ,
where C ′ are those colours c with |Vc| = 2, 3.
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Detailed estimate
Finally, this power counting is performed with the procedure of iterated Hölder inequalities,
exactly as in the averaged case to obtain
‖Val(Γ)‖p ≤,R,p N2p
2R
(
1 + |||κ|||iso
)p ‖x‖p ‖y‖p (1 + ‖G‖|V |pR/)
× ψ(p+4|C\C
′|−|VC\C′ |)+
pR/ N
2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2
for all Γ ∈ G iso(p,R) and 0 <  ≤ 1/2p. Therefore we conclude together with (�.��) that∥∥∥∥M(( 〈x, ·y〉[p/2] , 〈x, ·y〉[p/2]);L,M, σ)∥∥∥∥
p
≤,R,p N2p2R
(
1 + |||κ|||iso
)p ‖x‖p ‖y‖p
× (1 + ‖G‖|V |pR/)ψ
(p+4|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |)+
pR/ N
2|C\C′|−|VC\C′ |/2. (�.��)
�.�.� Modifications for general case
In the previous Sections �.�.� and �.�.� we estimatedM defined in (�.��) under the simpli-
fying assumptions L3 = L4 = ∅ and N (αl) = I . For the final bound in (�.��) we need to
treat all other cases. In this section we now demonstrate that these simplifying assumptions
are not substantial and that the results from (�.��) and (�.��) on the number of available
Ward estimates remain valid in the more general setting. By definition,M depends on the
labels of types L3 and L4, which are considered fixed in the subsequent discussion. The
graphs we introduced to systematically boundM do not change in their form for the gen-
eral case, but only have additional fixed vertices αl,βl for l ∈ L3∪L4, which we consider as
uncoloured. Thus we enlarge the set graphs Gav and G iso to G˜av and G˜ iso, which are defined
by the previously stated rules (a)-(e) with the addition of
(f ) certain vertices may be uncoloured.
These uncoloured vertices represent exactly those labels of types L3 and L4, which are pa-
rameters ofM, as defined in (�.��). For example, the previously studied graphs
and
can be extended to
and .
The definition of the value naturally extends to these larger classes of graphs, but without a
summation over the uncoloured vertices. In the above example (�.��) is then replaced by∑
α1,β21(1)
κ(α1, β21(1))
∑
α2,β12(1)
κ(α2, β12(1))Λα1,β12(1),γ(1)Λα2,β21(1),γ(2),γ(3)
= Val
( )
,
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where γ(1), γ(2), γ(3) are the fixed labels and the value of the graph depends on them.The
isotropic case is analogous.
The argument in Sections �.�.� and �.�.�, however, only concern those labels which are
actually summed over, i.e., those of type l for l ∈ L2. In other words, we only aim at
improving the L2-summation by Ward estimates. The presence of additional fixed labels
do neither change the naive bounds, the improvement through Ward estimates, nor the
counting of those Ward estimates.
Next, the restricted summations due to the neighbourhood sets N (α) ⊂ I do also not
change the argument. In fact,Ward estimates stay true for restricted summations since
∑
a∈J
|Gax|2 ≤
∑
a∈J
|Gax|2 = =Gxx
η
for arbitrary J ⊂ J . Also the procedure for improving the naive size in Section �.�.� holds
true if only summed over subsets, i.e.,
∑
a1∈J
κ(a1b1, a2b2)xa1 = κ(xJ b1, a2b2),
where the sub-vector xJ has bounded norm ‖xJ ‖ ≤ ‖x‖.
Finally, the modification ofM by settingWNL3 = 0 also does not change the substance
of the argument as the bound verbatim also covers this modified W , and the final bounds
can be rephrased in terms of ‖G‖ as ‖Ĝ‖q ≤q 1+‖G‖36q, as demonstrated in Lemma �.D.�.
�.�.� Proof ofTheorem �.�.�
We now have all the ingredients to complete the proof ofTheorem �.�.� starting from (�.��),
where we recall thatM was defined in (�.��).
Proof of the averaged bound
We recall from (�.��) that for the averaged bound the naive size ofM is given by
M . N−pN−|L|/2−ML/2N2|L2|,
where the first factor comes from the normalized trace, the second from the derivatives and
the third from the L2 summations. We demonstrated in Section �.�.� (see (�.��) and the
counting estimate (�.��)) that throughWard estimates we can improve the naive sizeN2|L2|
of the L2 summation to
M . N−pN−|L3unionsqL4|/2−ML3unionsqL4/2
∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N3/2−Ml/2
∏
l∈L2
Ml≤2
(Nψ2)3/2−Ml/2
≤ N−|L1|N−3|L3|/2−ML3/2N−2|L4|ψ2|L2|
∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N (3−Ml)/2,
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where we used that Nψ2 ≥ 1 and thatML4 = |L4| and we recall that p = |L1| + |L2| +
|L3|+ |L4|. Consequently we have from (�.��) that
E |〈BD〉|p .p,µ N−p +
∑⊔
Li=[p]
N−|L1|ψ2|L2|
[ ∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N (3−Ml)/2
]
N−|L3|−µML3N−|L4|,
.p,µ N−p + ψ2p
∑⊔
Li=[p]
[ ∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N (3−Ml)/2
]
N−µML3 (�.��)
.p,µ ψ2p
∑⊔
Li=[p]
N−
1
2 (ML2−3p)+−µML3 ,
where we bounded the L3-summation in (�.��) by
N2|L3|(N1/2−µ)ML3 = N2|L3|+ML3/2N−µML3
in the first line, and usedN−1 ≤ ψ2 in the second. To conclude the moment bound (�.��b)
from (�.��) we have to count the number of ‖G‖q ’s just as in the proof of (�.��). The key
point is to collect enough N−µ factors so that all but maybe O(p) factors ‖G‖q could be
compensated by an N−µ. Since all |Li| and ML4 = |L4| are of order p, the only way of
collecting more thanCp factors of ‖G‖q is havingML2 orML3 bigger than a constant times
p. But in this case we collect the same order of factors of the typeN−1/2 orN−µ from (�.��)
and the claim follows since N−1/2 ≤ N−µ.
Proof of the isotropic bound
We recall from (�.��) that for the isotropic law the improved naive size ofM is given by
M . N−|L3unionsqL4|/2−ML3unionsqL4/2
∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N3/2−Ml/2
and from (�.��) that we can always perform at least
(
p +∑l∈L2,Ml≥3(3 −Ml))+ Ward
estimates. Consequently, with Proposition �.�.� and (�.��) we obtain
E |Dxy|p .p,µ N−p +
∑⊔
Li=[p]
N−µML3ψ
(
p+
∑
l∈L2,Ml≥3
(3−Ml)
)
+
×
∏
l∈L2
Ml≥3
N3/2−Ml/2,
(�.��)
where we again bounded the L3 summation in (�.��) byN2|L3|+ML3/2N−µML3 . The rhs. of
(�.��) is bounded by ψp since every missing ψ power is compensated by an N−1/2  ψ.
To conclude the moment bound (�.��a) from (�.��) we again have to count the number
of ‖G‖q-factors as in the proof of (�.��) This very similar to the averaged case above and
completes the proof ofTheorem �.�.�.
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�.� Proof of the stability of theMDE and proof of the local law
Before going into the proof of Theorem �.�.�, we collect some facts from [���, ��, �] about
the deterministic MDE (�.�) and its solution.
Proposition �.�.� (Stability of MDE and properties of the solution). The following hold true
under Assumption (�.A).
(i) The MDE (�.�) has a unique solutionM = M(z) for all z ∈ H and moreover the map
z 7→M(z) is holomorphic.
(ii) The holomorphic function 〈M〉 : H→ H is the Stieltjes transform of a probability measure
µ on R.
(iii) There exists a constant c > 0 such that we have the bounds
c
〈z〉+ |||S|||dist(z, suppµ)−1 ≤ ‖M(z)‖ ≤
1
dist(z, suppµ)
‖=M‖ ≤ ηdist(z, suppµ)2 ,
where we recall the definition of |||S||| in (�.��).
(iv) There exist constants c, C > 0 such that∥∥∥(1− CM(z)S)−1∥∥∥
hs→hs ≤ c
[ 〈z〉
dist(z, suppµ) +
|||S|||
dist(z, suppµ)2
]C
,
where C is the sandwiching operator CR[T ] ..= RTR. The norm on the lhs. is the operator
norm where 1−CMS is viewed as a linear map on the space of matrices equipped with the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
If, in addition, Assumption (�.E) is also satisfied, then the following statements hold true, as well.
(v) The measure µ from (ii) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and
has a continuous density ρ : R → [0,∞), called the self-consistent density of states, which
is also real analytic on the open set { ρ > 0 }.
(vi) There exist constants c, C > 0 such that we have the bounds
c
〈z〉 ≤ ‖M(z)‖ ≤
C
ρ(z) + dist(z, supp ρ) , cρ(z) ≤ =M(z) ≤ C 〈z〉
2 ‖M(z)‖2 ρ(z)
in terms of the harmonic extension ρ(z) ..= pi−1=〈M(z)〉 of the self-consistent density of
states to the upper half planeH.
(vii) There exist constants c, C > 0 such that∥∥∥(1− CM(z)S)−1∥∥∥
hs→hs ≤ c
(
1 +
[
ρ(z) + dist(z, supp ρ)
]−C)
.
Proof. Parts (i)–(ii) follow from [���,Thm. �.�]. Parts (iii)–(iv) follow from [��, Section �]
and ‖M‖ ≥ ∥∥M−1∥∥−1. Finally, parts (v)–(vii) follow from [�, Prop. �.�, �.�, �.�].
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Due to Assumption (�.C), (�.��) and (�.��) below we have |||S||| ≤ C. Therefore parts
(iii),(iv),(vi) and (vii) show that we have
〈z〉 ‖M(z)‖ ≤ N  and
∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥
hs→hs ≤ N
 in Dδout (�.��)
and also in Dδ0 under Assump. (�.E), for some δ = δ() > 0. Similarly to (�.��), we will
often state estimates that hold both in the spectral domain Dδout without Assumption (�.E)
as well as in the spectral domain Dδγ but under Assumption (�.E).We recall that according
to our convention about ≤, (�.��) implies the existence of a constant C() such that the
inequalities hold true with that constant for all z in the given -dependent domains.
�.�.� Definition of an isotropic norm suitable for the stability analysis
For a fixed z ∈ H define the map
Jz[G,D] ..= 1 + (z −A+ S[G])G−D
on arbitrary matrices G and D. From the definition of D = D(z) (�.�) and the solution
M = M(z) of the MDE (�.�) it follows that Jz[M(z), 0] = 0 and Jz[G(z), D(z)] = 0.
Throughout this discussion we will fix z and we omit it from the notation, i.e. J = Jz .
We will consider G as a function G = G(D) of an arbitrary error matrix D satisfying
J [G(D), D] = 0. Via the implicit function theorem, this relation defines a unique function
G(D) for sufficiently smallD andG(D) will be analytic as long as J is stable. The stability
will be formulated in a specific norm that takes into account that the smallness of D can
only be established in isotropic sense, i.e. in the sense of high moment bound on Dxy for
any fixed deterministic vectors x,y. To define this special norm, we fix vectors x,y and
define sets of vectors containing the standard basis vectors ea, a ∈ J , recursively by
I0 ..= {x,y } ∪ { ea | a ∈ J } ,
Ik+1 ..= Ik ∪ {Mu | u ∈ Ik } ∪ { κc((Mu)a, b·), κd((Mu)a, ·b) | u ∈ Ik, a, b ∈ J } ,
which give rise to the norm
‖G‖∗ = ‖G‖K,x,y∗ ..=
∑
0≤k<K
N−k/2K ‖G‖Ik +N−1/2 maxu∈IK
‖G·u‖
‖u‖ ,
‖G‖I ..= maxu,v∈I
|Guv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ ,
where we will chooseK later.
Theorem �.�.�. Let K ∈ N, x,y ∈ CN , and denote the open ball of radius δ around M in
(CN×N , ‖·‖K,x,y∗ ) by Bδ(M). Then for
1 ..=
[
1 + |||S||| ‖M‖2 + |||S|||2 ‖M‖4 ∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥hs→hs ]−2
10N1/K ‖M‖2 |||S||| , 2
..=
√
1
10 |||S|||
(�.��)
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there exists a unique functionG : B1(0)→ B2(M)withG(0) =M that satisfiesJ [G(D), D] =
0. Moreover, the functionG is analytic and satisfies
‖G(D1)−G(D2)‖∗ ≤ 10N1/2K
∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥∗→∗ ‖M‖ ‖D1 −D2‖∗ . (�.��)
for anyD1, D2 ∈ B1(0).
Proof. First, we rewrite the equation J [G,D] = 0 in the form J˜ [V,D] = 0, where
J˜ [V,D] ..= (1− CMS)V −MS[V ]V +MD, V ..= G−M
and for arbitrary V and D we claim the bounds
‖MS[V ]V ‖∗ ≤ N1/2K |||S||| ‖M‖ ‖V ‖2∗ , (�.��a)
‖MD‖∗ ≤ N1/2K ‖M‖ ‖D‖∗ ,∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥∗→∗ ≤ 1 + |||S||| ‖M‖2 + |||S|||2 ‖M‖4 ∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥hs→hs . (�.��b)
We start with the proof of (�.��a). Let κ = κc+κd be an arbitrary partition which induces
a partition of S = Sc + Sd (as in Remark �.�.�). Then for u,v ∈ Ik we compute
|(MSc[V ]V )uv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ ≤
1
N
∑
a,b
∣∣∣VabVκc((Mu)a,b·)v∣∣∣
‖u‖ ‖v‖
≤ |||κc|||c ‖V ‖max ‖M‖min
{
‖V ‖Ik+1 ,
‖V·v‖
‖v‖
}
,
|(MSd[V ]V )uv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ ≤
1
N
∑
a,b
∣∣∣Vaκd((Mu)a,·b)Vbv∣∣∣
‖u‖ ‖v‖
≤ |||κd|||d ‖M‖min
{
‖V ‖Ik+1
‖V·v‖√
N ‖v‖ , ‖V ‖max
‖V·v‖
‖v‖
}
, (�.��)
where we used |Vaw| ≤
√
N ‖V ‖max ‖w‖ in the second bound of (�.��), so that
‖MSe[V ]V ‖∗ =
∑
0≤k<K
‖MSe[V ]V ‖Ik
Nk/2K
+ max
u∈IK
‖(MSe[V ]V )·u‖√
N ‖u‖
≤ N1/2K |||κe|||e ‖M‖ ‖V ‖2∗
for e ∈ {c, d} and (�.��a) follows immediately, recalling (�.��).
|(MD)uv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ ≤ ‖M‖min
{
‖D‖Ik+1 ,
‖D·v‖
‖v‖
}
.
Finally, we show (�.��b). We use a three term geometric expansion to obtain∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥∗→∗ ≤ 1 + ‖CMS‖∗→∗ + ‖CMS‖∗→hs ∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥hs→hs ‖CMS‖hs→∗
≤ 1 + ‖M‖2 ‖S‖max→‖·‖ + ‖M‖4 ‖S‖max→‖·‖
∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥
hs→hs ‖S‖hs→‖·‖ (�.��)
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and it only remains to derive bounds on ‖S‖max→‖·‖ and ‖S‖hs→‖·‖. We begin to compute
for the cross part κc and arbitrary normalized vectors v,u ∈ CN that
|Sc[V ]vu| =
∣∣∣ 1
N
∑
b1,a2
〈κc(vb1, a2·),u〉Vb1a2
∣∣∣
≤ ‖V ‖max
N
∑
b1,a2
‖κc(vb1, a2·)‖ ≤ |||κc|||c ‖V ‖max ,
and
|Sc[V ]vu| =
∣∣∣ 1
N
∑
a1,a2,b2
va1 〈κc(a1·, a2b2), V·a2〉ub2
∣∣∣
≤ 1
N
∑
a1,a2,b2
|va1 | ‖κc(a1·, a2b2)‖ |ub2 | ‖V·a2‖ ≤
|||κc|||c
N
∑
a2
‖V·a2‖
≤ |||κc|||c
√√√√ 1
N
∑
b1,a2
|Vb1a2 |2 = |||κc|||c ‖V ‖hs .
Next, we estimate for the direct part κd that
|Sd[V ]vu| =
∣∣∣ 1
N
∑
b1,b2
〈κd(vb1, ·b2), Vb1·〉ub2
∣∣∣
≤ 1
N
∑
b1,b2
‖Vb1·‖ ‖κd(vb1, ·b2)‖ |ub2 | ≤
|||κd|||d
N
√∑
b1
‖Vb1·‖2
≤ |||κd|||d
N
√∑
b1,a2
|Vb1a2 |2 ≤ |||κd|||dmin
{‖V ‖hs√
N
, ‖V ‖max
}
,
so that it follows that, using (�.��),
‖S[V ]‖ = sup
‖v‖,‖u‖≤1
|S[V ]vu| ≤ |||S|||min {‖V ‖hs , ‖V ‖max} ,
max
{
‖S‖max→‖·‖ , ‖S‖hs→‖·‖
}
≤ |||S|||
(�.��)
and therefore (�.��b) follows from (�.��) with (�.��). Now the statement (�.��) follows
from the implicit function theorem as formulated in Lemma �.D.� applied to the equation
J˜ [G−M,D] = 0 written in the form
(1− CMS)V −MS[V ]V = −MD
with A = 1− CMS, B =M and d = D in the notation of Lemma �.D.�.
This general stability result will be used in the following form
‖G−M‖∗ ≤ N +1/2K
‖D‖∗
〈z〉 in D
δ
out and in Dδ0 under A. (�.E) (�.��)
for some δ = δ() > 0, as long as ‖D‖∗ ≤ N−1/2K 〈z〉2 by applying it to D1 = 0, D2 =
D(z) and using (�.��) and (�.��b).
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�.�.� Stochastic domination and relation to high moment bounds
In order to keep the notation compact, we now introduce a commonly used (see, e.g. [��])
notion of high-probability bound.
Definition �.�.� (Stochastic Domination). If
X =
(
X(N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
and Y =
(
Y (N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
are families of random variables indexed by N , and possibly some parameter u, then we say that
X is stochastically dominated by Y , if for all ,D > 0 we have
sup
u∈U(N)
P
[
X(N)(u) > N Y (N)(u)
]
≤ N−D
for large enoughN ≥ N0(,D). In this case we use the notationX ≺ Y .
It can be checked (see [��, Lemma �.�]) that ≺ satisfies the usual arithmetic properties,
e.g. if X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, then also X1 + X2 ≺ Y1 + Y2 and X1X2 ≺ Y1Y2.
We will say that a (sequence of ) events A = A(N) holds with overwhelming probability if
P(A(N)) ≥ 1 − N−D for any D > 0 and N ≥ N0(D). In particular, under Assumption
(�.B), we have wij ≺ 1.
In the following lemma we establish that a control of the ‖·‖K,x,y∗ -norm for all x,y in
a high probability sense is essentially equivalent to a control of the ‖·‖p-norm for all p.
Lemma �.�.�. Let R be a random matrix and Φ a deterministic control parameter. Then the
following implications hold:
(i) If Φ ≥ N−C , ‖R‖ ≤ NC and |Rxy| ≺ Φ for all normalized x,y and some C, then also
‖R‖p ≤p, N Φ for all  > 0, p ≥ 1.
(ii) Conversely, if ‖R‖p ≤p, N Φ for all  > 0, p ≥ 1, then ‖R‖K,x,y∗ ≺ Φ for any fixed
K ∈ N, x,y ∈ CN .
Proof. We begin with the proof of (ii) and infer from Markov’s inequality and Hölder’s
inequality (as in (�.��)) that
P (‖R‖∗ > NσΦ) ≤ P
(
2 ‖R‖IK > NσΦ
)
≤p
E ‖R‖pIK
NσpΦp
≤p |IK |2/r
E ‖R‖ppr
NσpΦp ≤p,r, |IK |
2/rN p−σp,
and since |IK | ≤ 4KNK+2 we conclude that ‖R‖∗ ≺ Φ by choosing  sufficiently small
and p, r sufficiently large. On the other hand, (i) directly follows from
‖R‖p ≤ N Φ+ sup‖x‖,‖y‖≤1
( |Rxy|P[|Rxy| ≥ N Φ]1/p).
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�.�.� Bootstrapping step
The proof of the local law follows a bootstrapping procedure: First, we prove the local law for
η ≥ N , and afterwards we iteratively show that if the local law holds for η ≥ Nγ0 , then it
also holds for η ≥ Nγ1 for some γ1 < γ0. We now formulate the iteration step.
Proposition �.�.�. The following holds true under the assumptions ofTheorem �.�.�: Let δ, γ > 0
and γ0 > γ1 ≥ γ with 4(2C∗/µ+ 1)(γ0 − γ1) < γ < 1/2 and suppose that
‖G−M‖p ≤γ,p
N−γ/6
〈z〉 in D
δ
γ0 , (�.��)
holds for all p ≥ 1, where C∗ is the constant fromTheorem �.�.�. Then the same inequality (�.��)
(with a possibly different implicit constant depending on γ, δ, p) holds also true in Dδ′γ1 for some
δ′ = δ′(γ, δ) > 0. Furthermore, the same statement holds true under the assumptions ofTheorem
�.�.� if we replaceDδγ0 andD
δ
γ1 byD
δ
γ0 ∩Dδout andDδγ1 ∩Dδout, respectively, in the above sentence.
Proof. We first prove the assertion under the assumptions ofTheorem �.�.�. In the proof we
will abbreviate the step size from γ0 to γ1 by γs ..= γ0−γ1. We will suppress the dependence
of the constants on δ, γ in our notation. In particular, (�.��) and (�.��) imply ‖G‖p ≤p,γ
Nγs 〈z〉−1 in Dδ′γ0 with δ′ = δ′(γ). For fixed E the function η 7→ f(η) ..= η ‖G(E + iη)‖p
satisfies
lim inf
→0
f(η + )− f(η)

≥ ‖G(E + iη)‖p − η
∥∥∥∥lim→0 G(E + i(η + ))−G(E + iη)
∥∥∥∥
p
= ‖G(E + iη)‖p − η
∥∥∥G(E + iη)2∥∥∥
p
≥ 0,
where we used
η
∣∣∣〈x, G2y〉∣∣∣ ≤ η2
(
〈x, |G|2 x〉+ 〈y, |G|2 y〉
)
≤ 12 (〈x,=Gx〉+ 〈y,=Gy〉)
in the last step. We thus know that η 7→ η ‖G(E + iη)‖p is monotone and we can conclude
that 〈z〉 ‖G‖p ≤p,γ N2γs in Dδ
′
γ1 . From (�.��a) and γs < µ it thus follows that
‖D‖p ≤p,γ, N +2(C∗/µ+1/2)γs−γ/2 ≤ N −γ/4 in Dδ
′
γ1 . (�.��)
Note that the exponent in the right hand side is independent of p; this was possible because
the power of ‖G‖q in (�.��a) was linear in p.
We now relate these high moment bounds to high probability bounds in the ‖·‖∗ norm,
as defined beforeTheorem �.�.� and find for any fixed x,y andK that ‖D‖∗ ≺ N−γ/4 from
Lemma �.�.�(ii) (we recall that the ‖·‖∗ implicitly depends on x,y andK). Next, we apply
(�.��) to obtain
‖G−M‖∗ χ(‖G−M‖∗ ≤ N−γ/9) ≺
N−γ/5
〈z〉 in D
δ′
γ1 , (�.��)
provided K ≥ 10/γ. The bound (�.��) shows that there is a gap in the set of possible val-
ues for ‖G−M‖∗. The extension of (�.��) to Dδ
′
γ1 then follows from a standard continuity
��
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argument using a fine grid of intermediate values of η: Suppose that (�.��) were true as a de-
terministic inequality. Since η 7→ ‖(G−M)(E+iη)‖∗ is continuous, and for η = N−1+γ0
we know that ‖(G−M)(E + iη)‖∗ ≤ N−γ/6 by (�.��) and Lemma �.�.�(ii),we would con-
clude the same bound for η = N−1+γ1 . Going back to the ‖·‖p-norm by Lemma �.�.�(i)
we could conclude (�.��) in Dδγ1 . Since (�.��) may not control ‖G−M‖∗ on a set of very
small probability, and we cannot exclude a “bad” set for every η ∈ [N−1+γ1 , N−1+γ0 ], we
use a fineN−3-grid.The relation (�.��) is only used for a discrete set of η’s and intermediate
values are controlled by the η−1-Lipschitz continuity of ‖G−M‖∗ in the continuity ar-
gument above. This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.� in the setup ofTheorem �.�.�.
The proof in the setup of Theorem �.�.� is identical except for the fact that the inequalities
(�.��) and (�.��) only hold true in the restricted set Dδout without Assumption (�.E).
�.�.� Proof of the local law and the absence of eigenvalues outside of the
support
We now have all the ingredients to complete the proof ofTheorems �.�.� and �.�.�.
Proof of Theorems �.�.�, �.�.� and Corollary �.�.�. We will first prove Theorem �.�.� and then
remark in the end how to adapt it to prove Theorem �.�.�. The proof involves five steps.
In the first step we derive a weak initial isotropic bound, which we improve in the second
step to obtain the isotropic local law. In the third step we use the isotropic local law to
obtain the averaged local law in the bulk, which we use in the fourth step to establish that
with very high probability there are no eigenvalues outside the support of ρ, also proving
Corollary �.�.�. Finally, in the fifth step we use the fact that there are no eigenvalues outside
the support of ρ to improve the isotropic and averaged law outside the support.
Step �: Initial isotropic bound.
We claim the initial bound
‖G−M‖p ≤p,γ
N−γ/6
〈z〉 in D
δ
γ (�.��)
for some δ = δ(γ). First, we aim at proving (�.��) for large η ≥ N , i.e., in Dδγ=2 = Dδ2 for
arbitrary δ. We use that
‖H‖ = max
k
|λk| ≤
√
Tr |H|2 ≤
√
Tr |A|2 +
√
N−1Tr |W |2 ≺
√
N,
as follows from Assumptions (�.A) and (�.B). Since |z| ≥ N and ‖H‖ ≺ √N , we have
‖G‖p ≤p 〈z〉−1 and ‖=G‖p ≤p 〈z〉−2 η and thus fromTheorem �.�.� it follows that that
‖D‖p ≤p,
N 
〈z〉√N in D
δ
2.
We now fix normalized vectors x,y and any K ≥ 10/γ in the norm ‖·‖∗ = ‖·‖K,x,y∗ and
translate these p norm bounds into high-probability bounds using Lemma �.�.� to infer
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‖D‖∗ ≺ 〈z〉−1 /
√
N and ‖G‖∗ ≺ 〈z〉−1. Using the stability in the form of (�.��) and
absorbing N  factors into ≺ we conclude
‖G−M‖∗ ≺
N1/2K
〈z〉2√N in D
δ
2.
Now (�.��) in Dδ2 follows from �.�.�(i) since x,y andK were arbitrary. By applying Propo-
sition �.�.� iteratively starting from γ0 = 2 and (possibly) reducing δ in every step we can
then conclude that (�.��) holds in all of Dδγ for some δ = δ(γ) > 0.
Step �: Iterative improvement of the isotropic bound.
We now iteratively improve the initial bound (�.��) until we reach the intermediate bound
‖G−M‖p ≤p,
N 
〈z〉
(√‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
1
Nη
)
in Dδγ (�.��)
for δ = δ() > 0. From (�.��) and the bound on 〈z〉 ‖M‖ from (�.��) we conclude that
〈z〉 ‖G‖p isN -bounded inDδγ for some δ = δ() > 0. Then fromTheorem �.�.� and (�.��),
again, it follows that
‖D‖p ≤p, N 
√
‖=G‖q
Nη
and ‖G−M‖∗ + ‖D‖∗ ≺ N−γ/6 in Dδγ . (�.��)
From now on all claimed bounds hold true uniformly in all ofDδγ ; we will therefore suppress
this qualifier in the following steps. In order to prove (�.��), we show inductively
‖G−M‖p ≤p, N Ψl, (�.��)
where we define successively improving control parameters (Ψl)Ll=0 through Ψ0 ..= 1 and
Ψl+1 ..= N−σΨl = N−(l+1)σ, where σ ∈ (0, 1) is arbitrary. The final iteration step L is
chosen to be the largest integer such that
ΨL ≥ N
σ
〈z〉
(√‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
Nσ
Nη
)
. (�.��)
For the induction step from l to l+1, we write =G = =M +=(G−M) and we continue
from (�.��) and (�.��) and estimates that
‖D‖p ≤p, N 
(√
‖=M‖
Nη
+
√
Ψl
Nη
)
≤p, N 
(√‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
Nσ
Nη
+ 〈z〉N−σΨl
)
.
Thus we also have, for any normalized x,y,
‖D‖∗ = ‖D‖K,x,y∗ ≺
√
‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
Nσ
Nη
+ 〈z〉N−σΨl
and from (�.��) we conclude
‖G−M‖∗ ≺
N1/2K
〈z〉
(√‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
Nσ
Nη
)
+N1/2K−σΨl
��
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providedK ≥ 7/γ (c.f. the bound on ‖D‖∗ from (�.��) and the definition of -neighbourhoods
in (�.��)). In particular, sinceK can be chosen arbitrarily large, we find, for any normalized
x,y that
|(G−M)xy| ≺ 1〈z〉
(√‖=M‖
Nη
+ 1〈z〉
Nσ
Nη
)
+N−σΨl ≤ 2N−σΨl,
where we used l < L and (�.��) in the last step. By the definition of Ψl+1 we infer
‖G−M‖p ≤p, N Ψl+1,
completing the induction step, and thereby the proof of (�.��).
Finally, in order to obtain (�.�a) from (�.��), we recall
‖=M‖ ≤ ‖M‖ ≤ N  (�.��)
from Proposition �.�.�(vi) and (�.�a) follows.
Step �: Averaged bound.
First, it follows from (�.�) and (�.�) or equivalently from J˜ [G −M,D] = 0 that G −M
satisfies the following quadratic relation
G−M = (1− CMS)−1
[−MD +MS[G−M ](G−M)]
and therefore
‖〈B(G−M)〉‖p ≤
∥∥∥〈B(1− CMS)−1[MD]〉∥∥∥
p
+
∥∥∥〈B(1− CMS)−1[MS[G−M ](G−M)]〉∥∥∥
p
.
By geometric expansion, as in (�.��), it follows that∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥‖·‖→‖·‖ ≤ 1 + ‖M‖2 |||S|||+ ‖M‖4 |||S|||2 ∥∥∥(1− CMS)−1∥∥∥hs→hs
and thus that
∥∥∥((1− CMS)−1)∗[B∗]∥∥∥ ≤ N  ‖B‖ by (�.��). Using (�.��b), where ((1 −
CMS)−1
)∗[B∗] plays the role of B, and writing ‖=G‖q ≤ ‖=M‖+ ‖G−M‖q and using
(�.��) we can conclude that
‖〈B(G−M)〉‖p ≤p,,γ
‖B‖N 
〈z〉
[
‖=M‖
Nη
+
√
‖=M‖
Nη
1
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2
]
(�.��)
from Lemma �.D.�. Now (�.�b) follows directly from (�.��) and (�.��).
The proof of Theorem �.�.� is now complete. For the proof of Theorem �.�.� the first
three steps are identical except that we only work in the resticted domains Dδγ ∩ Dδout. Due
to (�.��) and (�.��), it then follows that in Dδout the only place where the above proof used
Assumption (�.E) is (�.��). In the absence of Assumption (�.E) we replace (�.��) by the
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bound ‖=M‖ ≤ η dist(z, suppµ)−2 from Proposition �.�.� in (�.��) and (�.��), which only
adds another negligible N  factor. This proves
‖G−M‖p ≤p,
N 
〈z〉
(√ 1
N
+ 1〈z〉
1
Nη
)
,
‖〈B(G−M)〉‖p ≤p,,γ
‖B‖N 
〈z〉
[
1
N
+
√
1
N
1
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2
] (�.��)
in the restricted domain Dδγ ∩ Dδout. We now need two additional steps to prove Theorem
�.�.� in all of Dδout.
Step �: Absence of eigenvalues outside of the support.
For B = 1 it follows from (�.��) and a spectral decomposition of H that with very high
probability in the sense of Corollary �.�.� there are no eigenvalues outside the support of
µ. Indeed, if there is an eigenvalue λ with dist(λ, suppµ) ≥ N−δ, then |〈G(λ+ iη)〉| ≥
|〈=G(λ+ iη)〉| ≥ 1/Nη. From (�.��) with  = 1/4 and γ = 1/2 we have
P
(
∃λ with dist(λ, suppµ) ≥ N−δ
)
≤ P
(
|〈G−M〉| ≥ c/Nη in Dδout ∩ Dδ1/2
)
. inf
η≥N−1/2
(
N 
[
η + 1√
N
+ 1
Nη
])p
. N−p/4.
Now Corollary �.�.� follows from the remark about the dependence of δ on  in Theorem
�.�.�.
Step �: Improved bounds outside of the support.
Now we fix z such that dist(z, supp ρ) ≥ N−δ and η ≥ N−1+γ . Then we have ‖=G‖ ≺
η 〈z〉−2 and ‖G‖ ≺ 〈z〉−1 and also ‖=G‖p ≤p, N η 〈z〉−2 and ‖G‖p ≤p, N  〈z〉−1 and
we infer fromTheorem �.�.� that
‖D‖p ≤p,
N 
〈z〉√N and therefore ‖D‖∗ ≺
1
〈z〉√N .
Again using stability in the form of (�.��) we find
‖G−M‖∗ ≺
N1/2K
〈z〉2√N
and sinceK was arbitrary we also have
‖G−M‖p ≤p,
N 
〈z〉2√N .
By Lipschitz-continuity of G and M with Lipschitz constant of order one we can extend
the regime of validity of this bound from η ≥ N−1+γ to η ≥ 0 to conclude (�.�a). The
improvement on the averaged law outside of the support of the ρ then follows immediately
from the improved isotropic law and the fact that with very high probability there are no
eigenvalues outside of the support of ρ.
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�.� Delocalization, rigidity and universality
In this section we infer eigenvector delocalization, eigenvalue rigidity and universality in the
bulk from the local law inTheorem �.�.�. These proofs are largely independent of the corre-
lation structure of the random matrix, so arguments that have been developed for Wigner
matrices over the last few years can be applied with minimal modifications. Especially the
three step strategy for proving bulk universality  (see [��] for a short summary) has been
streamlined recently [���, ��, ���] so that the only model-dependent input is the local law.
The small modifications required for the correlated setup have been presented in detail in
[�] and we will not repeat them. Here we only explain why the proofs in [�] work under the
more general conditions imposed in the current paper. In fact, the proof of the eigenvector
delocalization and eigenvector rigidity from [�] holds verbatim in the current setup as well.
The proof of the bulk universality in [�] used that the correlation length was N  at a tech-
nical step that can be easily modified for our weaker assumptions. In the following we will
highlight which arguments of [�] have to be modified in the current, more general, setup.
Proof of Corollary �.�.� on bulk eigenvector delocalization. As usual, delocalization of eigen-
vectors corresponding to eigenvalues in the bulk is an immediate corollary of the local law
since for the eigenvectors uk =
(
uk(i)
)
i∈J and eigenvalues λk of H and i ∈ J we find
from the spectral decomposition
C & =Gii = η
∑
k
|uk(i)|2
(E − λk)2 + η2 ≥
|uk(i)|2
η
for z = E + iη,
where the first inequality is meant in a high-probability sense and follows from the bound-
edness ofM andTheorem �.�.�, and the last inequality followed assuming that E is η-close
to λk.
Proof of Corollary �.�.� on bulk eigenvalue rigidity. Rigidity of bulk eigenvalues follows, ver-
batim as in [�, Corollary �.�], from the improved local law away from the spectrum and [�,
Lemma �.�].
Proof of Corollary �.�.� on bulk universality. Bulk universality follows from the three step strat-
egy, out of which only the third step requires a minor modification, compared to [�]. Since
in [�] arbitrarily high polynomial decay outside of N  neighbourhoods was assumed, we
have to replace to three term Taylor expansion in [�, Lemma �.�] by an 2/µ-term cumulant
expansion to accommodate for neighbourhoods of sizes N1/2−µ.
The key input for the universality proof through Dyson Brownian motion is the Orn-
stein Uhlenbeck (OU) process, which creates a family H(t) of interpolating matrices be-
tween the original matrix H = H(0) and a matrix with sizeable Gaussian component, for
which universality is known from the second step of the three step strategy.TheOU process
is defined via
dH(t) = −12(H(t)−A) dt+Σ
1/2[dB(t)], where Σ[R] ..= E 〈W ∗R〉W,
where B(t) is a matrix of independent (real, or complex according to the symmetry class
of H) Brownian motions. It is designed in a way which preserves mean and covariances
along the flow, i.e.,H(t) = A +N−1/2W (t) and it is easy to check that EW (t) = 0 and
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Cov(wα(t), wβ(t)) = Cov(wα(0), wβ(0)), where W (t) = (wα(t))α∈I . Furthermore,
Assumptions (�.C),(�.D) hold also,uniformly in t, forW (t). Indeed,adding an independent
Gaussian vector g = (gα1 , . . . , gαk) to (wα1 , . . . , wαk) leaves the cumulant invariant by
additivity
κ(wα1 + gα1 , . . . , wαk + gαk) = κ(wα1 , . . . , wαk) + κ(gα1 , . . . , gαk)
and the fact that cumulants of Gaussian vectors vanish for k ≥ 3 (for k ≥ 2 we already
noticed that, by design, the expectation and the covariance is invariant under t). We now
estimate
E f(N−1/2W (t))−E f(N−1/2W (0))
for smooth functions f . For notational purposes we set vα(t) = N−1/2wα(t) and V (t) =
N−1/2W (t) and will often suppress the t-dependence. It follows from Ito’s formula that
2 ddt E f(V ) = −E
∑
α
vα(∂αf)(V ) +
∑
α,β
Cov(vα, vβ)E(∂α∂βf)(V ).
We now apply Proposition �.�.� to the first term and obtain
2 ddt E f = −
∑
2≤m<R
∑
α
∑
β∈Nm
κ(vα, vβ)
m! (E ∂α∂βf)
−
∑
m<R
∑
α
∑
β∈Nm
E K(vα; vβ)− κ(vα, vβ)
m! ∂α∂βf
∣∣
WN=0
−
∑
α
Ω(∂αf, α,N ) +
∑
α
∑
β∈I\N
κ(vα, vβ)E ∂α∂βf,
where we used a cancellation for the m = 1 term in β ∈ N and the fact that κ(vα) =
E vα = 0 for the m = 0 term. We now estimate the four terms separately. The sum
in the last term is of size N4, the derivative contributes an N−1 and the covariance is as-
sumed to be N−3 small, i.e., the last term is of order 1. The first term for fixedm is of size
|||κ|||avN2−(m+1)/2 and therefore altogether of size |||κ|||av√N . Estimating the sums by
their size, and the derivative by its prefactor N−(R+1)/2, we find from (�.��) that the third
term is of size
N2 |N |RN−(R+1)/2 ≤ N3/2−µR,
which can be made smaller than
√
N by choosing R = 2/µ. Finally, the second term is
naively of sizeN3/2, but using (�.�c), the security layers and the pigeon-hole principle as in
(�.��) or in (�.��), this can be improved to N−3/2. We can conclude that
∣∣∣∣E ddtf(V (t))
∣∣∣∣ . √N and therefore |E f(V (t))−E f(V (0))| . t√N.
The remaining argument of [�, Section �.�] can be, assuming fullness as in Assumption (�.F),
followed verbatim to conclude bulk universality.
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�.A Cumulants
In this section we provide some results on cumulants which we refer to in the main part of
the proof. The section largely follows the approach of [���, ���], but our application requires
a more quantitative version of the independence property exhibited by cumulants, which we
work out here.
Cumulants κm of a random vector w = (w1, . . . , wl) are traditionally defined as the
coefficients of log-characteristic function
logE eit·w =
∑
m
κm
(it)m
m! ,
while the (mixed) moments of w are the coefficients of the characteristic function
E eit·w =
∑
m
(Ewm)(it)
m
m! ,
where
∑
m is the sum over all multi-indicesm = (m1, . . . ,ml). Thus
exp
(∑
m
κm
(it)m
m!
)
=
∑
m
(Ewm)(it)
m
m! . (�.��)
It is easy to check that for a set A ⊂ [l] the coefficient of∏a∈A ta in (�.��) is given by
EΠwA =
( ∏
a∈A
∂ta
)
exp
(∑
m
κm
tm
m!
) ∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∑
P`A
κP ,
where P ` A indicates the summation over all partitions of the (multi)set A, and where for
partitions P = {P1, . . . ,Pb} of A we defined κP =
∏b
k=1 κχ(Pk) with χ(Pk) being the
characteristic multi-index of the set Pk. Thus for a partition Q of [l] it follows that
MQ ..=
∏
Qi∈Q
EΠwQi =
∏
Qi∈Q
∑
P`Qi
κP =
∑
P≤Q
κP , (�.��)
where P ≤ Q indicates that P is a finer partition than Q.
Now we establish the inverse of the relation (�.��), i.e., express cumulants in terms of
products of moments. To do so, we notice that the set of partitions P on [l] (or, in fact, any
finite set) is a partially ordered set with respect to the relation ≤. It is, in fact, also a lattice,
as any two partitions P,Q have both a unique greatest lower bound P ∧ Q and a unique
least upper bound P ∨ Q. One then defines the incidence algebra as the algebra of scalar
functions f mapping intervals [P,Q] = { R | P ≤ R ≤ Q } to scalars f(P,Q) equipped
with point-wise addition and scalar multiplication and the product ∗
(f ∗ g)(P,Q) =
∑
P≤R≤Q
f(P,R)g(R,Q).
There are three special elements in the incidence algebra; the δ function mapping [P,Q] to
δ(P,Q) = 1 if P = Q and δ(P,Q) = 0 otherwise, the ζ function mapping all intervals
[P,Q] to ζ(P,Q) = 1, and finally the Möbius function defined inductively via
µ(P,Q) =
{
1, if P = Q,
−∑P≤R<Q µ(P,R), if P < Q.
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The δ function is the unit element of the incidence algebra. It is well known (and easy to
check) that the multiplicative inverse of the zeta function is the Möbius function, and vice
versa, i.e., that µ ∗ ζ = ζ ∗ µ = δ. Thus it follows that for any functions F and G on the
partitions, we have
F (P) =
∑
Q≤P
G(Q) if and only if G(Q) =
∑
P≤Q
µ(P,Q)F (P).
Applying this equivalence to (�.��) yields
κP =
∑
Q≤P
µ(Q,P)MQ (�.��)
and thus it only remains to identify µ. One can check that for P ≤ Q, µ(P,Q) is given by
µ(P,Q) = (−1)n−r0!r11!r2 . . . (n− 1)!rn ,
where n is the number of blocks of P , r is the number of blocks of Q and ri is the number
of blocks of Q which contain exactly i blocks of P . For the particular choice of the trivial
partition {[l]} of [l] it follows that
κ(w1, . . . , wl) ..= κ(1,...,1) = κ{[l]} =
∑
P
(−1)|P|−1(|P| − 1)!MP
=
∑
P
(−1)|P|−1(|P| − 1)!
∏
Pi∈P
EΠwPi ,
(�.��)
providing an alternative (purely combinatorial) definition of cumulants.
Lemma �.A.�. If for a partition of the index set [n] = A unionsq B with |A| , |B| > 0 the ran-
dom variables wA and wB are independent, then κ(w[n]) = κ(wA, wB) = 0. If, instead of
independence, we merely assume that
Cov(f(wi | i ∈ A), g(wj | j ∈ B)) ≤  ‖f‖2 ‖g‖2 (�.��)
for all f, g, and that the random variableswi have finite 2n-th momentsmaxiE |wi|2n ≤ µ2n,
then we still have ∣∣κ(w[n])∣∣ ≤ C(n, µ2n).
Proof. We first recall the well known proof, based on the relations (�.��)–(�.��), that the
cumulant of independent wA, wB vanishes. Let P be a partition on [n],Q a partition on
A and R a partition on B. P naturally induces partitions P ∩ A and P ∩ B on A and B;
converselyQ andR naturally induce a partitionQ∪R on [n]. We observe thatQ ≤ P ∩A
andR ≤ P ∩B if and only if Q∪R ≤ P . We then compute
κ(w[n]) =
∑
P
µ(P, {[n]})MP =
∑
P
µ(P, {[n]})MP∩AMP∩B
=
∑
P
µ(P, {[n]})
( ∑
Q≤P∩A
κQ
)( ∑
R≤P∩B
κR
)
=
∑
Q`A
∑
R`B
∑
P`[n]
ζ(Q∪R,P)µ(P, {[n]})κQκR
=
∑
Q`A
∑
R`B
δ(Q∪R, {[n]})κQκR = 0,
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where the first equality followed from (�.��), the second equality from independence, the
third equality from (�.��), the fourth equality from the previous observation, the fifth equal-
ity from δ = ζ ∗ µ and the ultimate equality from the fact that the trivial partition cannot
be decomposed into two partitions on smaller sets, using that |A| , |B| > 0.
If wA and wB are not independent but merely (�.��) holds, then there is an additional
covariance term in the second step in the above equation. We write
MP =
∏
Pi∈P
EΠwPi =
∏
Pi∈P
[
(EΠwPi∩A)(EΠwPi∩B) +Cov(ΠwPi∩A,ΠwPi∩B)
]
and thus the claim follows from (�.��).
�.B Precumulants andWick polynomials
The precumulants defined in Section �.� are structurally similar to the well knownWick poly-
nomials (which are also known as Appell polynomials). We first recall some basic definitions
and facts about Wick polynomials from [��]. For a random vectorX of length |X| we can
define the Wick polynomial :X: as the derivative
:X: ..= ∂t1 . . . ∂t|X|
et·X
E et·X
∣∣∣
t=0
.
Alternatively, we can define :X: combinatorially as
:X: =
∑
X′⊂X
(ΠX ′)
∑
P`X\X′
(−1)|P|
∏
Pi∈P
κ(Pi).
or indirectly via
ΠX =
∑
X′⊂X
:X ′:
(
EΠ(X \X ′)). (�.��)
One useful property of Wick polynomials is that for any random variable Y we have
EY :X1 unionsqX2: = 0 whenever X1 is independent of {X2, Y } (�.��)
and X1 is not empty. Eq. (�.��) follows, for example, immediately from the analytical
definition since
EY :X1 unionsqX2: = ∂tEY e
t1·X1+t2·X2
E et1·X1+t2·X2
∣∣∣
t=0
= ∂t
EY et2·X2
E et2·X2
∣∣∣
t=0
by independence and the remaining derivative vanishes as the function is constant with
respect to t1.
Our pre-cumulants K(X;Y ) and their centered versions K(X;Y ) − κ(X,Y ) are
inherently non-symmetric functions due to the special role of X . After symmetrization,
however, we can express them through Wick polynomials as∑
X∈X
[
K(X;X \ {X})− κ(X)] = |X|ΠX − ∑
X′⊂X
∣∣X ′∣∣ (EΠX ′):X \X ′: . (�.��)
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In order to prove (�.��) we start from (�.�b) and compute∑
X∈X
[
K(X;X \ {X})− κ(X)] = |X|ΠX − ∑
X′⊂X
∣∣X \X ′∣∣ (ΠX ′)κ(X \X ′)
= |X|ΠX −
∑
X′′⊂X′⊂X
∣∣X \X ′∣∣ :X ′′: (EΠ(X ′ \X ′′))κ(X \X ′),
where the second inequality followed from (�.��). We now relabel the summation indices
to obtain ∑
X∈X
[
K(X;X \ {X})− κ(X)]
= |X|ΠX −
∑
X′′⊂X′⊂X
∣∣X ′′∣∣ :X \X ′: (EΠ(X ′ \X ′′))κ(X ′′),
from which (�.��) follows using the well known cumulant identity∣∣X ′∣∣EΠX ′ = ∑
X′′⊂X′
∣∣X ′′∣∣ (EΠ(X ′ \X ′′))κ(X ′′). (�.��)
In order to prove (�.��), we use (�.��) on the rhs. to obtain∑
X′′⊂X′
∣∣X ′′∣∣ (EΠ(X ′ \X ′′))κ(X ′′) = ∑
X′′⊂X′
∣∣X ′′∣∣κ(X ′′) ∑
P`X′\X′′
κP
=
∑
P`X′
κP
∑
X′′⊂X′
X′′∈P
∣∣X ′′∣∣ = ∣∣X ′∣∣ ∑
P`X′
κP ,
from which (�.��) follows by another application of (�.��).
Finally we remark that a quantitative variant of (�.��) for the pre-cumulants was centrally
used in our proof in Section �.�.�. Qualitatively the analogue of (�.��) for pre-cumulants
reads
EY
[
K(X;X1,X2)−κ(X,X1,X2)
]
= 0 if {X,X1} is independent of {X2, Y }
and X2 is non-empty. Indeed, from the pre-cumulant decoupling identity (�.�c) we have
that
EY
[
K(X;X1,X2)− κ(X,X1,X2)
]
= EY (ΠX2)
[
K(X;X1)− κ(X,X1)
]
−
∑
X′1⊂X1
X′2(X2
EY (ΠX ′1)(ΠX ′2)κ(X,X1 \X ′1,X2 \X ′2)
and the first term vanishes due to independence and (�.�c), and the second term vanishes
due to Lemma �.A.� because the argument of κ splits into two independent groups.
�.C Modifications for complex HermitianW
Our main arguments were carried out for the real symmetric case. We now explain how
to modify our proofs if W is complex Hermitian. A quick inspection of the proofs shows
that the only modification concerns Proposition �.�.� where we have to replace the cumulant
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expansion by its complex variant. We reduce the problem to the real case by considering real
and imaginary parts of each variable separately. Another option would have been to consider
w and w independent variables, but our choice seems to require the least modifications.
In order to compute Ewi0f(w) for a random vector w ∈ CI , wi0 ∈ C and a function
f : CI → C, we can define f˜ : RIunionsqI → C by mapping (w<,w=) 7→ f(w<+ iw=), where
the new index set I unionsq I should be understood as two copies of I in the sense that I unionsq I =
{ (i,<), (i,=) | i ∈ I }. If we want to expand wi0f(w) in the variables of some fixed index
set N ⊂ I, we separately apply Proposition �.�.� to E w˜(i0,<)f˜(w˜) and E w˜(i0,=)f˜(w˜) in
N unionsqN , where w˜ = (<w,=w) and w˜(i,<) = <wi, w˜(i,=) = =wi. It follows that
Ewi0 f˜(w˜) =
∑
l>0
∑
i˜∈(NunionsqN )l
κ(w˜(i0,<), w˜i˜) + κ(iw˜(i0,=), w˜i˜)
l! ∂˜i(E f˜) + Ω˜
1 + Ω˜2, (�.��)
where the error terms are those from two applications of (�.��a). We note that we can make
sense of κ with complex arguments directly through Definition (�.��). We now want to
go back to a summation over our initial index set N and therefore regroup the terms in
(�.��) according to the first indices of i˜. To formulate the result compactly we introduce the
tensors
κ˜(wi0 , . . . , wil) ..= κ
[(<wi0
i=wi0
)
⊗ · · · ⊗
(
<wil
i=wil
)]
∈ (R× iR)⊗(l+1)
and
∂˜i ..=
(
∂<wi1
∂=wi1
)
⊗ · · · ⊗
(
∂<wil
∂=wil
)
,
where the application of κ is understood in an entrywise sense and the derivative tensor has
dimension (C2)⊗l. By saying that κ is understood in an entrywise sense, we mean, by slight
abuse of notation that, for example,
κ
((
v1
v2
)
⊗
(
w1
w2
))
= κ
( 2∑
i,j=1
viwj ei ⊗ ej
)
..=
2∑
i,j=1
κ(vi, wj) ei ⊗ ej ,
where e1, e2 is the standard basis of R × iR. Due to the special nature of the index i0 we
see from (�.��) that <wi0 and i=wi0 always occur in a sum of two and the rhs. of (�.��) can
be expressed in terms of the partial trace Tr1 κ˜(wi0 , . . . , wil) ∈ (R× iR)⊗l along the first
dimension, which corresponds to i0. Thus we can compactly write (�.��) as
Ewi0f(w) =
∑
0≤l<R
∑
i∈N l
〈Tr1 κ˜(wi0 ,wi),E(∂˜if)〉
l! + Ω˜
1 + Ω˜2, (�.��)
where the scalar product is taken between two tensors of size 2l. For example, the l = 1
term from (�.��) reads∑
i1∈N
(
κ(<wi0 ,<wi1) + κ(i=wi0 ,<wi1)
1! (E ∂<wi1f)
+ κ(<wi0 , i=wi1) + κ(i=wi0 , i=wi1)1! (E ∂=wi1f)
)
.
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The rest of the argument in Section �.� can be carried out verbatim for any specific choice
of distribution of <, = to the entries of κ. We only have to replace the norms |||κ|||av and
|||κ|||iso in Assumption (�.C) by applying them entrywise to κ˜, i.e.,
|||κ˜(wα1 , . . . , wαk)|||av ..=
∑
X1,...,Xk∈{<,=}
|||κ(X1wα1 , . . . ,Xkwαk)|||av ,
|||κ˜(wα1 , . . . , wαk)|||iso ..=
∑
X1,...,Xk∈{<,=}
|||κ(X1wα1 , . . . ,Xkwαk)|||iso .
Assumption (�.C)’ (Hermitian κ-correlation decay). We assume that for allR ∈ N and  > 0
|||κ˜|||av ≤,R N  and |||κ˜|||iso ≤,R N .
Since there are at most 2R such choices this change has no impact on any of the claimed
bounds which always implicitly allow for an R–dependent constant.
�.D Proofs of auxiliary results
Lemma �.D.� (Quadratic Implicit FunctionTheorem). Let ‖·‖ be a norm onCd,A,B ∈ Cd
andQ : Cd × Cd → Cd a bounded Cd-valued quadratic form, i.e.,
‖Q‖ = sup
x,y
‖Q(x, y)‖
‖x‖ ‖y‖ <∞.
Suppose thatA is invertible. Then for 2 ..=
[
2
∥∥A−1∥∥ ‖Q‖ ]−1 and 1 ..= 2[2 ∥∥A−1∥∥ ‖B‖ ]−1
there is a unique functionX : B1 → B2 such that
AX(d) +Q(X(d), X(d)) = Bd,
where B denotes the open -ball around 0. Moreover, the functionX is analytic and satisfies
‖X(d1)−X(d2)‖ ≤ 2
∥∥∥A−1∥∥∥ ‖B‖ ‖d1 − d2‖ for all d1, d2 ∈ B1/2.
Proof. A simple application of the Banach fixed point theorem.
Lemma �.D.�. For random matrices R, T and p ≥ 1 it holds that
‖S[V ]T‖p ≤ |||S||| ‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p .
Proof. Let κ = κc + κd be an arbitrary partition, which induces a partition of S since
S[V ] = 1
N
∑
α1,α2
κ(α1, α2)∆α1V∆α2 .
For vectors x,y with ‖x‖ , ‖y‖ ≤ 1 we compute
‖(S[V ]T )xy‖p =
∥∥∥ 1
N
∑
b1,a2,b2
κ(xb1, a2b2)Vb1a2Tb2y
∥∥∥
p
≤
∥∥∥ 1
N
∑
b1,b2
Vb1κc(xb1,·b2)Tb2y
∥∥∥
p
+
∥∥∥ 1
N
∑
b1,a2
Rb1a2Tκd(xb1,a2·)y
∥∥∥
p
≤ ‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p
N
[ ∑
b1,b2
‖κd(xb1, ·b2)‖+
∑
b1,a2
‖κc(xb1, a2·)‖
]
≤
[
|||κd|||d + |||κc|||c
]
‖V ‖2p ‖T‖2p
��
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and the result follows from optimizing over the decompositions of κ and recalling the def-
inition (�.��).
Lemma �.D.�. For any t ∈ [0, 1], q ≥ 1 and multi-set β ⊂ I we have under Assumption (�.A)
that∥∥∂βG∣∣Ŵ ∥∥q ≤|β| N−|β|/2(1 + ‖G‖|β|+16q(|β|+1) )∥∥∂βD∣∣Ŵ ∥∥q ≤|β| N−|β|/2(1 + |||S|||)(1 + |z| ‖G‖312q|β|+2)(1 + ‖G‖|β|+212q(|β|+2) ), (�.��)
where Ŵα = twα for α ∈ N and Ŵα = wα otherwise for a setN ⊂ I of size |N | ≤ N1/2.
Proof. We write β = {β1, . . . , βn} and its easy to see inductively that
∂βG
∣∣
Ŵ
= (−1)
n
Nn/2
∑
σ∈Sn
Ĝ∆βσ(1)Ĝ∆βσ(2)Ĝ . . . Ĝ∆βσ(n)Ĝ,
where Ĝ = G(Ŵ ). From the resolvent identity it follows that
Ĝ−G = 1√
N
G(W − Ŵ )G+ 1
N
G(W − Ŵ )G(W − Ŵ )G
+ 1
N3/2
Ĝ(W − Ŵ )G(W − Ŵ )G(W − Ŵ )G
and therefore by the trivial bound ‖Ĝ‖ ≤ 1/η and Assumption (�.B) it follows that
∥∥Ĝ−G∥∥
q
≤ |N | ‖G‖
2
3qmaxα ‖wα‖3q√
N
+
|N |2 ‖G‖35qmaxα ‖wα‖25q
N
+
|N |3 ‖G‖36qmaxα ‖wα‖36q
N3/2η
≤q (1 + ‖G‖36q)
and therefore also ‖Ĝ‖q ≤q (1 + ‖G‖36q), from which the first inequality in (�.��) follows
immediately.
Similarly, the second inequality in (�.��) follows from the easily verifiable identity
∂βD
∣∣
Ŵ
= (−1)
n
Nn/2
∑
σ∈Sn
[
D̂∆βσ(1)Ĝ . . .∆βσ(n)Ĝ
+
n∑
k=1
S[Ĝ∆βσ(1)Ĝ . . .∆βσ(k)Ĝ]Ĝ∆βσ(k+1)Ĝ . . .∆βσ(n)Ĝ
]
and
‖D̂‖q ≤ C(1 + |z| ‖G‖36q) + ‖S[Ĝ]Ĝ‖q (�.��)
together with Lemma �.D.�. To see why (�.��) holds we writeD = (1+z−A)G+S[G]G,
so that ‖D̂‖q ≤ (1+|z| ‖Ĝ‖q)+‖S[Ĝ]Ĝ‖q holds uniformly for η ≥ N−1 for some constant
C.
��

Correlated Random Matrices: Band Rigidity and Edge
Universality �
We prove edge universality for a general class of correlated real symmetric or complex
Hermitian Wigner matrices with arbitrary expectation. Our theorem also applies to
internal edges of the self-consistent density of states. In particular, we establish a strong
form of band rigidity which excludes mismatches between location and label of
eigenvalues close to internal edges in these general models.
Published as J. Alt, L. Erdős, T. Krüger, and D. Schröder, Correlated random matrices:
Band rigidity and edge universality, preprint (����), arXiv:1804.07744.
�.� Introduction
Spectral statistics of large randommatrices exhibit a remarkably robust universality pattern;
the local distribution of eigenvalues is independent of details of the matrix ensemble up to
symmetry type. In the bulk of the spectrum this was first observed byWigner and formalized
by Dyson and Mehta [���] who also computed the correlation functions of the Gaussian
ensembles in the ����’s. At the spectral edges the correct statistics was identified by Tracy
and Widom both in the GUE and GOE ensembles [���, ���] in the mid ����’s.
Beyond Gaussian ensembles, the first actual proofs of universality for Wigner matrices
took different paths in the bulk and at the edge. While in the bulk only limited progress was
made until a decade ago, the first fairly general edge universality proof by Soshnikov [���]
appeared shortly after [���, ���]. The main reason is that edge statistics is accessible via an
ingenious but laborious extension of the classical moment method of Wigner. In contrast,
the bulk universality required fundamentally new tools based on resolvents and the analysis
of the Dyson Brownian motion developed in a series of work [��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��]. This
method, called the three-step strategy, is summarized in [��]. In certain cases parallel results
[���, ���] were obtained via the four moment comparison theorem.
Despite its initial success [���], the moment method for edge universality seems limited
when it comes to generalisations beyond Wigner matrices with i.i.d. entries; the resolvent
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approach is much more flexible. Its primary goal is to establish local laws, i.e. proving that
the local eigenvalue density on scales slightly above the eigenvalue spacing becomes de-
terministic as the dimension of the matrix tends to infinity. Refined versions of the local
law even identify resolvent matrix elements with a spectral parameter very close to the real
axis. In contrast to the bulk, at the spectral edge this information can be boosted to de-
tect individual eigenvalue statistics by comparison with the Gaussian ensemble. These ideas
have led to the proof of the Tracy-Widom edge universality for Wigner matrices with high
moment conditions [��], see also [���] with vanishing third moment. Finally, a necessary
and sufficient condition on the entry distributions was found in [���] following an almost
optimal necessary condition in [��]. Direct resolvent comparison methods have been used
to prove Tracy-Widom universality for deformed Wigner matrices, i.e. matrices with a deter-
ministic diagonal expectation, [���], even in a certain sparse regime [���]. The extension of
this approach to sample covariance matrices with a diagonal population covariance matrix
at extreme edges [���] has resolved a long standing conjecture in the statistics literature.
Tracy-Widom universality for general population covariance matrices, including internal
edges, was established in [���].
The next level of generality is to depart from the i.i.d. case. While the resolvent method
for proving local laws can handle generalized Wigner ensemble, i.e. matricesH = (hab) with
merely stochastic variance profile
∑
bVarhab = 1, varying variances cannot be simulta-
neously matched with a GUE/GOE ensemble so the direct comparison does not work.
The problem was resolved in [��] with a general approach that also covered invariant β-
ensembles. While Dyson Brownian motion did not play a direct role in [��], the proof used
the addition of a small Gaussian component and the concept of local ergodicity of the Gibbs
state; ideas developed originally in [��, ��] in the context of bulk universality.
A fully dynamical approach to edge universality, following an earlier development in the
bulk based on the three-step strategy, has recently been given in [���]. In general, the first step
within any three-step strategy is the local law providing a priori bounds. The second step
is the fast relaxation to equilibrium of the Dyson Brownian motion that proves universality
for Gaussian divisible ensembles. The third step is a perturbative comparison argument
to remove the small Gaussian component. Recent advances in the bulk have crystallized
that the only model dependent step in this strategy is the first one. The other two steps
have been formulated as very general “black-box” tools whose only input is the local law
see [���, ���, ��, ���]. Using the three-step approach and [���], edge universality for sparse
matrices was proved in [���] and for correlated Gaussian matrices with a quite specific two-
scale correlation structure in [�]. All these edge universality results only cover the extremal
edges of the spectrum, while the self-consistent (deterministic) density of states % may be
supported on several intervals.
Multiple interval support becomes ubiquitous for Wigner-type matrices [�], i.e. matri-
ces with independent entries and general expectation and variance profile. A prerequisite
for Tracy-Widom universality, the square root singularity in the density, even at the inter-
nal edges, is a universal phenomenon for a very large class of random matrices since it is
inherent to the underlying Dyson equation. This was demonstrated for Wigner-type matri-
ces in [�] and here we extend it for correlated random matrices with a general correlation
structure. We remark that a second singularity type, the cubic root cusp, is also possible; the
corresponding analysis of the Dyson equation is given in [��], while the optimal local law
and the universal spectral statistics are proven in [DS�, DS�].
In the current paper we show that the eigenvalue statistics at the spectral edges of %
��
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follow the Tracy-Widom distribution, assuming only a mild decay of correlation between
entries, but otherwise no special structure. We can handle any internal edge as well. In the
literature internal edge universality for matrices of Wigner-type has first been established
for deformed GUE ensembles [���] which critically relied on contour integral methods,
only available for Gaussian models in the Hermitian symmetry class. A similar method
handled extreme eigenvalues of deformed GUE [���, ��]. A more general approach for
internal edges has been given in [���] that could handle any deformed Wigner matrices
with general expectation, as long as the variance profile is constant, by comparing it with
the corresponding Gaussian model. Our method requires neither constant variance nor
independence of the matrix elements.
The proof of our general form of edge universality at all internal edges follows the three-
step strategy and uses the recent paper [���] for the second step and well established canon-
ical arguments for the third step that will be summarized.The backbone of the work is thus
the first step, an optimal local law at the spectral edges, the proof of which has two well sep-
arated components; a probabilistic and a deterministic one. The probabilistic component is
insenstive to the location in the spectrum and follows directly from [DS�]. Here we present
a compact and practically self-contained proof of the deterministic component of the local
law that can be followed without consulting previous works; we only rely on some general
results from functional analysis proven in [�] and some minor technicality on the Dyson
equation from [��]. First, we develop a detailed shape analysis of the self-consistent density
% near the regular edges, generalizing the previous bulk result from [�] and the singularity
analysis in the independent case from [�]. Second, we prove a strong version of the local
law that excludes eigenvalues in the internal gaps. Third, we establish a topological rigidity
phenomenon for the bands, the connected components that constitute the support of %.
Band rigidity is a new phenomenon for the Dyson equation and it asserts that the num-
ber of eigenvalues within each band exactly matches the mass that % predicts for that band.
The topological nature of band rigidity guarantees that this mass remains constant along the
deformations of the model as long as the gaps between the bands remain open. A similar
rigidity (also called “exact separation of eigenvalues”) has first been established for sample
covariance matrices in [��] and it also played a key role in Tracy-Widom universality proof
at internal edges in [���]. Note that band rigidity is a much stronger concept than the cus-
tomary rigidity in random matrix theory [��] that allows for an uncertainty in the location
of N  eigenvalues. In other words, there is no mismatch whatsoever between location and
label of the eigenvalues near the internal edges along the matrix Dyson Brownian motion,
the label of the eigenvalue uniquely determines to which spectral band it belongs.
Our result highlights a key difference between Wigner-type matrix models and invari-
ant β-ensembles. For self-consistent densities with multiple support intervals (the so called
multi-cut regime), the number of particles (eigenvalues) close to some support interval fluc-
tuates for invariant ensembles with general potentials [��]. As a consequence internal edge
universality results (see e.g. [���, ��]) require a stochastic relabelling of eigenvalues.
Our setup is a general N × N random matrix H = H∗ with a slowly decaying cor-
relation structure and arbitrary expectation, under the very same general conditions as the
recent bulk universality result from [DS�]. The starting point is to find the deterministic
approximation of the resolvent G(z) = (H − z)−1 with a complex spectral parameter z
in the upper half plane. This approximation is given by the solution M = M(z) to the
Matrix Dyson Equation (MDE), see (�.�) below. The resolvent G(z) approximately satisfies
the MDE with an additive perturbation term which was already shown to be sufficiently
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small in [DS�]. This fact, combined with a careful stability and shape analysis of the MDE
in Section �.� imply that G is indeed close toM . In order to prove edge universality we use
a correlated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Ht which adds a small Gaussian component of
size t to the original matrix model, while preserving expectation and covariance. We prove
that the resolvent satisfies the optimal local law uniformly along the flow and appeal to the
recent result from [���] to prove edge universality forHt whenever t N−1/3. In the final
step we perform a resolvent comparison together with our band rigidity to show that the
eigenvalue correlation functions of Ht matches those of H as long as t  N−1/6 which
yields the desired edge universality.
After presenting our main results in Section �.�, we then prove the optimal local law in
Section �.�. Section �.� contains the analysis of the MDE.Both types of rigidity are shown
in Section �.�. Section �.� is devoted to the proof of edge universality.
Notations
If for some constants c, C > 0 it holds that f ≤ Cg or cg ≤ f ≤ Cg, then we write f . g
and f ∼ g, respectively. These constants c, C may depend on some basic parameters which
we call model parameters later. We denote vectors by bold-faced lower case Roman letters
x,y ∈ CN , and matrices by upper case Roman letters A,B ∈ CN×N . The standard scalar
product and Euclidean norm on CN will be written as 〈x,y〉 and ‖x‖, while we also write
〈A,B〉 ..= N−1TrA∗B for the scalar product of matrices, and 〈A〉 ..= N−1TrA. The usual
operator norm induced by the vector norm ‖·‖ will be denoted by ‖A‖, while the Hilbert-
Schmidt (or Frobenius) norm will be denoted by ‖A‖hs ..=
√〈A,A〉. The operator norms
induced on linear mapsCN×N → CN×N by ‖ · ‖hs and ‖ · ‖ are denoted by ‖ · ‖sp and ‖ · ‖,
respectively. The identity matrix in CN×N is indicated by I and the identity mapping on
CN×N by Id. For random variablesX,Y, . . . we denote the joint cumulant by κ(X,Y, . . . ).
For integers n we define [n] ..= {1, . . . , n}.
�.� Main results
We consider correlated real symmetric and complexHermitian randommatrices of the form
H = A+W, EW = 0
with deterministic A ∈ CN×N and sufficiently fast decaying correlations among the matrix
elements of W . The matrix entries wab = wα are often labelled by double indices α =
(a, b) ∈ [N ]2. The randomnessW is scaled in such a way that√Nwα are random variables
of order one�. This requirement ensures that the size of the spectrum ofH is kept of order 1,
as N tends to infinity. Our first aim is to prove that the resolvent G = G(z) = (H − z)−1
is well approximated by the solutionM =M(z) to theMatrix Dyson equation (MDE)
I + (z −A+ S[M ])M = 0, =M ..= M −M
∗
2i > 0,
S[R] ..= EWRW, z ∈ H ..= { z ∈ C | =z > 0 }
(�.�)
in a neighbourhood around the edges of the spectrum. We suppress the dependence of G
andM , and similarly of many other quantities, on the spectral parameter z in our notation.
�In some previous works, as in [DS�], the conventionH = A+W/
√
N with order one wα was used.
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Estimates on z-dependent quantities are always meant uniformly for z in some specified
domain. From the solutionM we define % : H→ R and extend it to the real line
%(z) ..= 1
pi
=〈M(z)〉 , z ∈ H, %(τ) ..= lim
η↘0
%(τ + iη), τ ∈ R. (�.�)
By [�, Proposition �.�] the limit in (�.�) exists and % is a Hölder continuous function on
H ∪ R under Assumptions (�.A) and (�.E) below. The self-consistent density of states is the
restriction of % to R which approximates the density of eigenvalues of H increasingly well
as N tends to infinity. Its support, supp % ⊂ R, is called the self-consistent spectrum. We
remark that % on H is the harmonic extension of %|R. We now list our main assumptions,
which are identical to those from [DS�], apart from the additional Assumption (�.G),which
was automatically satisfied in [DS�], i.e. in the bulk regime (cf. Remark �.�.� below). All
constants in Assumptions (�.A)–(�.G) and Definition �.�.� are called model parameters.
Assumption (�.A) (Bounded expectation). There exists some constant C such that ‖A‖ ≤ C
for allN .
Assumption (�.B) (Finite moments). For all q ∈ N there exists a constant µq such that
E|
√
Nwα|q ≤ µq
for all α.
Assumption (�.CD) (Polynomially decaying metric correlation structure). For the k = 2
point correlation we assume
∣∣∣κ(f1(√NW ), f2(√NW ))∣∣∣ ≤ C2
√
E
∣∣f1(√NW )∣∣2√E ∣∣f2(√NW )∣∣2
1 + d(supp f1, supp f2)s
, (�.�)
for some s > 12 and all square integrable functions f1, f2. For k ≥ 3we assume a decay condition
of the form
∣∣∣κ(f1(√NW ), . . . , fk(√NW ))∣∣∣ ≤ Ck ∏
e∈E(Tmin)
|κ(e)| ,
where Tmin is the minimal spanning tree in the complete graph on the vertices 1, . . . , k with
respect to the edge length dist({i, j}) = d(supp fi, supp fj), i.e. the tree for which the sum of
the lengths dist(e) is minimal, and κ({i, j}) = κ(fi, fj). Here d is the standard Euclidean
metric on the index space [N ]2 and supp f ⊂ [N ]2 denotes the set indexing all entries in√NW
that f genuinely depends on, and Ck <∞ are some absolute constants.
Remark �.�.�. All results in this paper and their proofs hold verbatim if Assumption (�.CD) is
replaced by the more general Assumptions (�.C)–(�.D). In particular, the metric structure imposed
on the index space [N ]2 is not essential. For details the reader is referred to Section �.�.�.
Assumption (�.E) (Flatness). There exist constants 0 < c < C such that c 〈T 〉 ≤ S[T ] ≤
C 〈T 〉 for any positive semi-definite matrix T .
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Assumption (�.F) (Fullness). There exists a constant λ > 0 such that N E |TrBW |2 ≥
λTrB2 for any deterministic matrixB of the same symmetry class (either real symmetric or com-
plex Hermitian) asH .
Assumption (�.G) (Bounded self-consistentGreen function). There exist constantsω∗,M∗ >
0 such that
sup
z
‖M(z)‖ ≤M∗,
where the supremum is taken over all z ∈ H with |<z − τ0| ≤ ω∗ and 0 < =z ≤ 1.
Remark �.�.�. Assumption (�.E) is an effective mean field condition that provides upper and
lower bounds on the variances of the entries ofW . In fact it is equivalent toE |〈x,Wy〉|2 ∼ 1/N
for all normalised x,y ∈ CN . Assumption (�.F) is equivalent to S − λSG remaining positivity
preserving, where SG is the self-energy operator of a full GUE/GOE matrix.
Remark �.�.�. The boundedness of ‖M‖ is automatically satisfied in the spectral bulk. At the
edges, however, the boundedness cannot be guaranteed under Assumptions (�.A)–(�.E) but has to
be verified for each concrete model (see [��, Section �] for a large class of models for which ‖M‖ is
guaranteed to be bounded).
Our main technical result is an optimal local law at regular edges τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % asserting
that G(z) = (H − z)−1 is well approximated byM(z) in the N →∞ limit. Around such
an edge we consider the domain of spectral parameters z = τ + iη whose imaginary part
=z = η is slightly larger than 1/N , i.e. in the spectral domain
Dδγ ..=
{
z ∈ Dδ
∣∣∣ =z ≥ N−1+γ } with Dδ ..= { τ + iη | |τ − τ0| ≤ δ , 0 < η ≤ 1 }
for any γ, δ > 0.
Definition �.�.� (Regular edge). We call an edge τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % regular if the limit
lim
supp %3τ→τ0
%(τ)√|τ − τ0| =
γ
3/2
edge
pi
(�.�)
exists for some slope parameter γedge that satisfies 0 < c∗ ≤ γedge ≤ c∗ <∞ for some constants
c∗, c∗.
Remark �.�.�. We remark that there are several equivalent characterisations of regular edges. We
chose (�.�) here because it highlights that the essential prerequisite forTracy-Widom universality is
a local square-root singularity. According to the classification result from [��] it follows that (�.�)
is equivalent� to assuming that the gap in supp % adjacent to τ0 is of size& 1.
Theorem �.�.� (Edge local law). Let Assumptions (�.A)–(�.E) and (�.G) be satisfied for some
regular edge τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. Then for any D, γ,  > 0 and sufficiently small δ > 0, there exists
�In fact, in [��, Section �.�] it is proven that if the self-consistent spectrum supp % has a macroscopic gap
next to some τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %, then % has a square root behaviour at τ0. Together with Theorem �.�.� later, this
shows that regular edges in the sense of (�.�) are precisely those τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %which are adjacent tomacroscopic
gaps.
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some C < ∞ depending only on these and the model parameters such that with G = G(z) and
M =M(z) we have the isotropic local law,
P
(
|〈x, (G−M)y〉| ≤ N  ‖x‖ ‖y‖
(√
%
N=z +
1
N=z
)
in Dδγ
)
≥ 1− CN−D
(�.�a)
for all deterministic vectors x,y ∈ CN and the averaged local law,
P
(
|〈B(G−M)〉| ≤ N  ‖B‖
N=z in D
δ
γ
)
≥ 1− CN−D (�.�b)
for all deterministic matrices B ∈ CN×N . Moreover, at a distance at leastN−2/3+ away from
the self-consistent spectrum we have the improved averaged local law for any  > 0
P
(
|〈B(G−M)〉| ≤ N
 ‖B‖
N dist(z, supp %) in
{
z ∈ Dδ
∣∣∣∣ dist(z, supp %)N−2/3+ ≥ 1
})
≥ 1− CN−D
(�.�c)
with C also depending on .
Corollary �.�.� (No eigenvalues outside the support of the self-consistent density). Under
the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� we have for any ,D > 0 and sufficiently small δ > 0
P
(
∃λ ∈ SpecH ∣∣ |τ0 − λ| ≤ δ , dist(λ, supp %) ≥ N−2/3+) ≤,D N−D,
where≤,D means a bound up to some multiplicative constant C = C(,D).
Corollary �.�.� (Delocalisation). Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� it holds for an `2-
normalized eigenvector u corresponding to an eigenvalue λ ofH close to the edge τ0 that
sup
‖x‖=1
P
(
|〈x,u〉| ≥ N

√
N
∣∣Hu = λu, ‖u‖ = 1, |τ0 − λ| ≤ δ) ≤,D N−D
for any ,D > 0 and sufficiently small δ > 0.
Corollary �.�.� (Band rigidity and eigenvalue rigidity). Under the assumptions of Theorem
�.�.� the following holds. For any ,D > 0 there exists some C < ∞ such that for any τ ∈ R \
supp % with dist(τ, supp %) ≥  the number of eigenvalues less than τ is with high probability
deterministic, i.e. that
P
(
|SpecH ∩ (−∞, τ)| = N
∫ τ
−∞
%(x) dx
)
≥ 1− CN−D. (�.�a)
We also have the following strong form of eigenvalue rigidity in a neighbourhood of a regular edge
τ0. Let λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λN be the ordered eigenvalues ofH and denote the index of theN-quantile
close to energy τ ∈ int(supp %) by k(τ) ..= dN ∫ τ−∞ %(x) dxe. It then holds that
P
(
sup
τ
∣∣∣λk(τ) − τ ∣∣∣ ≥ min{ N 
N |τ − τ0|1/2
,
N 
N2/3
})
≤,D N−D (�.�b)
for any ,D > 0 and sufficiently small δ > 0, where the supremum is taken over all τ ∈ supp %
such that |τ − τ0| ≤ δ.
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Remark �.�.�� (Integer mass). Note that (�.�a) entails the non trivial fact that for τ 6∈ supp %,
N
∫ τ
−∞ %(x) dx is always an integer, see Proposition �.�.� below. Moreover, it then trivially
implies that N
∫ b
a %(x) dx is an integer for each spectral band [a, b], i.e. connected component
of supp %. Finally, (�.�a) also shows that the number of eigenvalues in each band is given by
this integer with overwhelming probability. This is in sharp contrast to invariant β-ensembles
where no such mechanism is present. For example, for an odd number of particles in a symmetric
double-well potential,N
∫ 0
−∞ %(x) dx = N/2 is a half integer.
Themain application of the optimal local law fromTheorem �.�.� is edge universality, as
stated in the following theorem, generalising several previous edge universality results listed
in the introduction. For definiteness we only state and prove the result for regular right
edges. The corresponding statement for left edges can be proven along the same lines.
Theorem �.�.�� (Edge universality). Under the Assumptions (�.A)–(�.G) the following state-
ment holds true. Assume that τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % is a right regular edge of % with slope parameter
γedge as in Definition �.�.�. The integer (see Remark �.�.��) i0 ..= N
∫ τ0
−∞ %(x) dx labels the
largest eigenvalue λi0 close to the band edge τ0 with high probability. Furthermore, for test func-
tions F : Rk+1 → R such that ‖F‖∞ + ‖∇F‖∞ ≤ C <∞ we have∣∣∣∣EF(γedgeN2/3(λi0 − τ0), . . . , γedgeN2/3(λi0−k − τ0))
−EF
(
N2/3(µN − 2), . . . , N2/3(µN−k − 2)
)∣∣∣∣ . N−c
for some c = ck > 0. Here µ1, . . . , µN are the eigenvalues of a standard GUE/GOE matrix,
depending on the symmetry class ofH .
FromTheorem �.�.�� we can immediately conclude that the eigenvalues of H near the
regular edges follow the Tracy-Widom distribution. We remark that the direct analogue of
Theorem �.�.�� does not hold true for invariant β-ensembles with a multi-cut density. This
is due to the fact that the number of particles close to a band of the self-consistent density,
commonly known as the filling fraction, is known to be a fluctuating quantity for general
classes of potentials. We refer the reader to [��] for a description of this phenomenon, to
[���, ���] for non-Gaussian linear statistics in the multi-cut regime and to [��] for results on
the fluctuations of filling fractions. Variants ofTheorem �.�.�� which allow for a relabelling
of eigenvalues for invariant β-ensembles can be found in [���, ��].
�.� Proof of the local law
The proof of a local law consists of three largely separate arguments. The first part concerns
the analysis of the stability operator
B[R] ..= R−MS[R]M (�.�)
for R ∈ CN×N , and shape analysis of the solution M to (�.�). The second part is proving
that the resolvent G is indeed an approximate solution to (�.�) in the sense that
D ..= I + (z −A+ S[G])G =WG+ S[G]G (�.�)
is small. Finally, the third part consists of a bootstrap argument starting in the domain Dδ1
and iteratively increasing the domain toDδγ while maintaining the desired bound onG−M .
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�.�.� Stability
From (�.�) and (�.�),we see that the difference betweenG andM is described by the relation
B[G−M ] = −MD +MS[G−M ](G−M). (�.�)
To prove estimates onG−M we need to analyse B, the stability operator. Near the edge we
will demonstrate that B has a very small (in absolute value) simple eigenvalue, that we will
denote by β, and it turns out that β is well separated away from the rest of the spectrum of
B. Let P andB denote the corresponding left and right eigenvectors of B, i.e. B∗[P ] = β¯P
and B[B] = βB, and we will specify their normalisation later. Note that B is typically not
self-adjoint, so P 6= B. Since β is small,B−1 is unstable in the direction of the eigenspace
of β. We therefore separate this unstable direction by writingG−M = ΘB+Error where
Θ ..= 〈P,G−M〉〈P,B〉 (�.��)
is the key quantity and the error term lies in spectral subspace complementary to B. We
will then establish bounds in terms of Θ and D from (�.�). We note that this separation is
not necessary in the bulk regime studied in [DS�], where the stability operator is bounded
in every direction, which explains the additional complexity of the proof of Theorem �.�.�
compared to the bulk local law in [DS�].
The reader should not be confused by the term “eigenvector” in the context of operators
CN×N → CN×N as eigenvectors are in fact matrices in this setting, e.g. the eigenvectors P
and B of B above are actually matrices in CN×N .
We begin by collecting some qualitative and quantitative information about the MDE
and its stability operator, which will be proven in Section �.�.� below. We note that (i) was
first obtained in [���] and (ii) goes back to [�].
Proposition �.�.� (Stability of MDE and properties of the solution). The following hold true
under Assumption (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) for some τ0 ∈ R.
(i) The MDE (�.�) has a unique solutionM = M(z) for all z ∈ H and moreover the map
z 7→M(z) is holomorphic.
(ii) The holomorphic function 〈M〉 : H→ H is the Stieltjes transform of a compactly supported
probability measure with continuous density % : R → [0,∞) given by (�.�). Moreover, %
is real analytic on the open set { % > 0 }.
If τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % is a regular edge then there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that, for all z ∈ H satisfying
|z − τ0| ≤ δ∗, we have
(iii) The harmonic extension of the self-consistent density of states scales like
%(z) ∼
{√
κ+ η, if τ ∈ supp %,
η/
√
κ+ η, if τ /∈ supp %,
where τ = <z, η = =z and κ ..= |τ − τ0|.
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(iv) There exist P,B ∈ CN×N left and right eigenvectors of B such that
‖B−1‖sp . (κ+ η)−1/2, ‖B−1Q‖sp + ‖B‖+ ‖P‖ . 1,
|β| ∼ √κ+ η, |〈P,MS[B]B〉| ∼ 1, |〈P ,B〉| ∼ 1,
whereQ ..= 1− P and P ..= 〈P, ·〉B/ 〈P,B〉 are spectral projections of B.
We now design a suitable norm following [DS�]. For cumulants of matrix elements
κ(wab, wcd) we use the short-hand notation κ(ab, cd). We also use the short-hand nota-
tion κ(xb, cd) for the x = (xa)a∈[N ]-weighted linear combination
∑
a xaκ(ab, cd) of such
cumulants. We use the notation that replacing an index in a scalar quantity by a dot (·) refers
to the corresponding vector, e.g. Aa· is a short-hand notation for the vector (Aab)b∈[N ]. We
fix two vectors x,y and some large integerK and define the sets
I0 ..= {x,y } ∪ { ea, P ∗a· | a ∈ [N ] } ,
Ik+1 ..= Ik ∪ {Mu | u ∈ Ik } ∪ { κc((Mu)a, b·), κd((Mu)a, ·b) | u ∈ Ik, a, b ∈ [N ] } ,
where κc + κd = κ is a decomposition of κ according to the Hermitian symmetry�.
Due to (�.�) such a decomposition exists in a way that the operator norms of the matrices
‖κd(xa, ·b)‖ and ‖κc(xa, b·)‖, indexed by (a, b), are bounded uniformly in xwith ‖x‖ ≤ 1.
We now define the norm
‖R‖∗ = ‖R‖K,x,y∗ ..=
∑
0≤k<K
N−k/2K ‖R‖Ik +N−1/2 maxu∈IK
‖R·u‖
‖u‖ ,
‖R‖I ..= maxu,v∈I
|Ruv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ .
We note that the sets Ik and thereby also the norm ‖·‖∗ depend implicitly on the spectral
parameter z viaM and P .
Remark �.�.�. Compared to [DS�], the sets Ik contain some additional vectors generated by the
vectors of the form P ∗a· in I0. This addition is necessary to control the spectral projection P in the
‖·‖∗-norm. We note, however, that the precise form of the sets Ik were not important for the proofs
in [DS�]. It was only used that these sets contain deterministic vectors, and that their cardinality
grows at most as some finite power |Ik| . NCk ofN .
In terms of this norm we obtain the following easy estimate on G −M in terms of its
projection Θ onto the unstable direction of the stability operator B.
Proposition �.�.�. For sufficiently small δ and fixed z such that ‖G−M‖∗ . N−3/K there
are deterministic matrices R1, R2 with norm. 1 such that
G−M = ΘB − B−1Q[MD] + E , ‖E‖∗ . N2/K(|Θ|2 + ‖D‖2∗), (�.��a)
with an error term E , whereΘ, defined in (�.��), satisfies the approximate quadratic equation
ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2 = O
(
N2/K ‖D‖2∗ + |〈R1D〉|+ |〈R2D〉|
)
(�.��b)
�If hab is strongly correlated with hcd then, by Hermitian symmetry, it is also strongly correlated with
hdc = hcd. Therefore it is natural to split the covariance into a direct and cross contribution. The precise
splitting κ = κc + κd is chosen via an optimisation problem; the precise definition is irrelevant for the current
proof, see Remark �.�.� for more details.
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with
|ξ1| ∼
√
η + κ, |ξ2| ∼ 1
and any implied constants are uniform in x,y and z ∈ Dδ.
Proof. We begin with an auxiliary lemma about the ‖·‖∗-norm of some important quanti-
ties, the proof of which we defer to the appendix.
Lemma �.�.�. Depending only on the model parameters we have the estimates for any R ∈
CN×N ,
‖MS[R]R‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R‖2∗ , ‖MR‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R‖∗ ,
‖Q‖∗→∗ . 1, ‖B−1Q‖∗→∗ . 1.
DecomposingG−M = P[G−M ] +Q[G−M ] and inverting B in (�.�) on the range
of Q yields
G−M = ΘB +Q[G−M ] = ΘB − B−1Q[MD] +O
(
N1/2K ‖G−M‖2∗
)
= ΘB − B−1Q[MD] +O
(
N3/2K(|Θ|2 + ‖D‖2∗)
)
,
whereO (·) is meant with respect to the ‖·‖∗-norm and the second equality followed by iter-
ation,Lemma �.�.� and the assumption on ‖G−M‖∗. Going back to the original equation
(�.�) we find
βΘB + BQ[G−M ] = −MD +MS[ΘB − B−1Q[MD]](ΘB − B−1Q[MD])
+O
(
N2/K(|Θ|3 + ‖D‖3∗)
)
and thus by projecting with P we arrive at the quadratic equation
µ0 − µ1Θ+ µ2Θ2 = O
(
N2/K(|Θ|3 + ‖D‖3∗)
)
,
µ0 = 〈P,MS[B−1Q[MD]]B−1Q[MD]−MD〉 ,
µ1 = 〈P,MS[B]B−1Q[MD] +MS[B−1Q[MD]]B〉+ β 〈P,B〉 ,
µ2 = 〈P,MS[B]B〉 .
We now proceed by analysing the coefficients in this quadratic equation. We estimate the
quadratic term in µ0 directly by N2/K ‖D‖2∗, while we write the linear term as 〈R1D〉 for
the deterministic R1 ..= −M∗P with ‖R1‖ . 1. For the linear coefficient µ1 we similarly
find a deterministic matrixR2 such that ‖R2‖ . 1 and µ1 = 〈R2D〉+β 〈P,B〉. Finally,we
find from Proposition �.�.�(iv) that |µ2| ∼ 1 and |β 〈P,B〉| ∼ √κ+ η. By incorporating
the |Θ|N2/K term into ξ2 we obtain (�.��b). Here δ has to be chosen sufficiently small such
that Proposition �.�.� is applicable.
�.�.� Probabilistic bound
We now collect the averaged and isotropic bound on D from [DS�]. We first introduce a
commonly used (see, e.g. [��]) notion of high-probability bound.
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Definition �.�.� (Stochastic Domination). If
X =
(
X(N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
and Y =
(
Y (N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
are families of non-negative random variables indexed byN , and possibly some parameter u, then
we say thatX is stochastically dominated by Y , if for all ,D > 0 we have
sup
u∈U(N)
P
[
X(N)(u) > N Y (N)(u)
]
≤ N−D
for large enoughN ≥ N0(,D). In this case we use the notationX ≺ Y .
It can be checked (see [��, Lemma �.�]) that ≺ satisfies the usual arithmetic properties,
e.g. if X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, then also X1 + X2 ≺ Y1 + Y2 and X1X2 ≺ Y1Y2. To
formulate the result compactly we also introduce the notations
|R| ≺ Λ in D ⇐⇒ ‖R‖K,x,y∗ ≺ Λ unif. in x,y and z ∈ D,
|R|av ≺ Λ in D ⇐⇒
|〈BR〉|
‖B‖ ≺ Λ unif. in B and z ∈ D
for random matrices R = R(z) and a deterministic control parameter Λ = Λ(z), where
B,x,y are deterministic matrices and vectors. We also define an isotropic high-moment
norm, already used in [DS�], for p ≥ 1 and a random matrix R,
‖R‖p ..= supx,y
(
E |〈x, Ry〉|p )1/p
‖x‖ ‖y‖ .
Proposition �.�.� (Bound on the Error). Under the Assumptions (�.A)–(�.E) there exists a
constant C such that for any fixed vectors x,y and matrices B and spectral parameters z ∈ Dδ,
and any p ≥ 1,  > 0,
‖〈x, Dy〉‖p
‖x‖ ‖y‖ ≤,p N

√
‖=G‖q
N=z
(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q
Nµ
)Cp
‖〈BD〉‖p
‖B‖ ≤,p N

‖=G‖q
N=z
(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q
Nµ
)Cp
,
where q ..= Cp4/. Hereµ > 0 depends on s in Assumption (�.CD). In particular, if |G−M | ≺
Λ . 1, then
|D| ≺
√
%+ Λ
Nη
, |D|av ≺
%+ Λ
Nη
.
Proof. This follows from combiningTheorem �.�.�, the following lemma� fromLemma �.�.�
and ‖M‖ ≤M∗.
Lemma �.�.�. Let R be a random matrix and Φ a deterministic control parameter. Then the
following implications hold:
�Cf. Remark �.�.�, where we argue that the proof of [DS�] about ‖·‖∗ hold true verbatim in the present
case despite the slightly larger sets Ik.
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(i) If Φ ≥ N−C , ‖R‖ ≤ NC and |Rxy| ≺ Φ ‖x‖ ‖y‖ for all x,y and some C, then
‖R‖p ≤p, N Φ for all  > 0, p ≥ 1.
(ii) Conversely, if ‖R‖p ≤p, N Φ for all  > 0, p ≥ 1, then ‖R‖K,x,y∗ ≺ Φ for any fixed
K ∈ N, x,y ∈ CN .
�.�.� Bootstrapping
We now fix γ > 0 and start with the proof of Theorem �.�.�. Phrased in terms of the
‖·‖∗-norm we will prove
|G−M | ≺ N2/K
(√
%
Nη
+ 1
Nη
)
in D,
|G−M |av ≺ N2/K

1
Nη <z ∈ supp %
1
N(κ+η) +
N2/K
(Nη)2
√
κ+η <z 6∈ supp %
in D,
(�.��)
for D = Dδγ andK  1/γ, i.e. forKγ sufficiently large. In order to prove (�.��) we use the
following iteration procedure.
Proposition �.�.�. There exists a constant γs > 0 depending only on K and γ such that (�.��)
for D = Dδγ0 with γ0 > γ implies (�.��) also for D = D
δ
γ1 with γ1
..= max{γ, γ0 − γs}.
Proof of (�.��) for D = Dδγ , assuming Proposition �.�.�. For D = Dδγ with γ ≥ 1 we have
(�.��) by Theorem �.�.�. For γ < 1 we iteratively apply Proposition �.�.� starting from� Dδ1
finitely many times until we have shown (�.��) for D = Dδγ .
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. We now suppose that (�.��) has been proven for some D = Dδγ0
and aim at proving (�.��) for D = Dδγ1 for some γ1 = γ0 − γs, 0 < γs  γ. The proof has
two stages. Firstly, we will establish the rough bounds
|Θ| ≺ N−5/K and |G−M | ≺ N−5/K in Dδγ1 , (�.��)
and then in the second stage improve upon this bound iteratively until we reach (�.��) for
D = Dδγ1 .
Rough bound.
By (�.��), Lemma �.�.� and monotonicity of the map η 7→ η ‖G(τ + iη)‖p (see e.g. the
proof of Proposition �.�.�) we find ‖G‖p ≤,p N +γs ≤ N2γs in Dδγ1 . As long as 2γs < µ
we thus have
‖D‖p ≤,p
N +2Cγs+γs√
Nη
≤ N
γs(2+2C)
√
Nη
,
‖〈BD〉‖p ≤,p ‖B‖
N +2γs+2γsC
Nη
≤ ‖B‖ N
γs(3+2C)
Nη
.
�Strictly speaking, in the very first step we start from Dδ ∩{=z ≥ δ/2} instead of Dδ1 since, depending on
the value of δ, the latter might be empty.
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We now fix x,y and it follows from (�.��b) that
∣∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣∣ ≺ N2γs(3+2C)+2/K
Nη
in Dδγ1
and consequently by Lipschitz continuity of the lhs. with a Lipschitz constant of η−2 ≤ N2,
and choosing K, γs large and respectively small enough depending on γ we find that with
high probability
∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣ ≤ N−10/K in all of Dδγ1 . The following lemma translates
the bound on
∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣ into a bound on |Θ|.
Lemma �.�.�. Let d = d(η) be a monotonically decreasing function in η ≥ 1/N and assume
0 ≤ d . N− for some  > 0. Suppose that∣∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣∣ . d for all z ∈ Dδ, and |Θ| . min{ d√
κ+ η ,
√
d
}
for some z0,
then also |Θ| . min{d/√κ+ η,√d} for all z′ ∈ Dδ with <z′ = <z0 and =z′ < =z0.
Proof. This proof is basically identical to the analysis of the solutions to the same approxi-
mate quadratic equation, as appeared in various previous works, see e.g. [��, Section �]. In
the spectral bulk this is trivial since then |ξ1| ∼ √κ+ η ∼ 1. Near a spectral edge we ob-
serve that (κ+η)/d is monotonically increasing in η. First suppose that (κ+η)/d 1 from
which it follows that |Θ| . d/√κ+ η . √d in the relevant branch determined by the given
estimate on Θ at z0. Now suppose that below some η-threshold we have (κ + η)/d . 1.
Then we find |Θ| . √κ+ η +√d . √d . d/√κ+ η and the claim follows also in this
regime.
Since (�.��) holds inDδγ0 and 1/Nη ≤ N−100/K ,we know |Θ| ≤ min{N−10/K/
√
κ+ η,
N−5/K} and therefore can conclude the rough bound |Θ| ≺ N−5/K in all ofDδγ1 by Lemma
�.�.� with d = N−10/K . Consequently we have also that
‖G−M‖∗ 1(‖G−M‖∗ ≤ N−3/K) ≺ N−5/K in Dδγ1 .
Due to this gap in the possible values for ‖G−M‖∗ it follows from a standard continuity
argument that ‖G−M‖∗ ≺ N−5/K and therefore since x,y were arbitrary, |Θ| ≺ N−5/K
and |G−M | ≺ N−5/K in all of Dδγ1 .
Strong bound.
All of the following bounds hold uniformly in the domain Dδγ1 which is why we suppress
this qualifier. By combining Propositions �.�.� and �.�.� we find for deterministic 0 ≤ θ ≤
Λ ≤ N−3/K under the assumptions |Θ| ≺ θ, |G−M | ≺ Λ, that
|G−M | ≺ θ +N2/K
√
%+ Λ
Nη
,
∣∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣∣ ≺ N2/K %+ Λ
Nη
. (�.��)
The bound on |G−M | in (�.��) is a self-improving bound and we find after iteration that
|G−M | ≺ θ +N2/K
(
1
Nη
+
√
%+ θ
Nη
)
,
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hence ∣∣∣ξ1Θ+ ξ2Θ2∣∣∣ ≺ N2/K %+ θ
Nη
+N4/K 1(Nη)2 .
We now distinguish whether <z is inside or outside the spectrum. Inside we have % ∼√
κ+ η, so we fix θ and use Lemma �.�.� with d = N2/K(√κ+ η+θ)/(Nη)+N4/K/(Nη)2
to conclude |Θ| ≺ min{d/√κ+ η,√d} from the input assumption |Θ| ≺ N2/K/Nη in
Dγ0 . Iterating this bound, we obtain
|Θ| ≺ N2/K 1
Nη
, hence |G−M | ≺ N2/K
(√
%
Nη
+ 1
Nη
)
.
By an analogous argument, outside of the spectrum we have an improved bound on Θ
|Θ| ≺ N2/K 1
N(κ+ η) +N
4/K 1
(Nη)2√κ+ η ,
because % ∼ η/√κ+ η. Finally, for the claimed bound on |G−M |av we use (�.��a) in order
to obtain a bound on |G−M |av in terms of a bound on Θ.
Due to (�.��), we now have all the ingredients to prove the local law, as well as delocali-
sation of eigenvectors, and the absence of eigenvalues away from the support of %.
Proof of Theorem �.�.�, Corollary �.�.� and Corollary �.�.�. The local law inside the spectrum
(�.�a)–(�.�b) follows immediately from (�.��). Now we prove Corollary �.�.�. If there exists
an eigenvalue λ with dist(λ, supp %) > N−2/3+ω, then at, say, z = λ + iN−4/5 we have
|〈G−M〉| ≥ cN−1/5. On the other hand we know from the improved local law (�.��) that
with high probability |〈G−M〉| ≤ N−1/4 and we obtain the claim.
We now turn to the proof of Corollary �.�.�. For the eigenvectors uk and eigenvalues
λk of H we find from the spectral decomposition and the local law with high probability
1 & =〈x, Gx〉 = η
∑
k
|〈x,uk〉|2
(τ − λk)2 + η2 ≥
|〈x,uk〉|2
η
for z = τ + iη
for any normalised x ∈ CN , where the last inequality followed assuming that τ is chosen
η-close to λk. With the choice η = N−1+γ for arbitrarily small γ > 0 the claim follows.
Note that for this proof only (�.�a) ofTheorem �.�.� was used.
Finally, we establish (�.�c) and consider z ∈ Dδ with dist(<z, supp %) ≥ N−2/3+ω
and x,y, B fixed. As in the proof of [�, Corollary �.��], the optimal local law (�.��) im-
plies rigidity up to the edge as formulated in Corollary �.�.�. The only difference is that
this standard argument proves (�.�b) only if the supremum is restricted to τ ∈ supp %
with dist(τ, ∂ supp %) ≥ N−2/3+. The cause for this restriction is a possible mismatch of
the labelling of the edge eigenvalues, in other words the precise location of N  eigenval-
ues near an internal gap is not established yet; they may belong to either band adjacent to
this gap. This shortcoming will be remedied by the band rigidity in the proof of Corollary
�.�.� in Section �.� below. However, for the current argument, the imprecise location of N 
eigenvalues does not matter. In fact, already from this version of rigidity, together with the
delocalisation of eigenvectors (Corollary �.�.�) and the absence of eigenvalues outside of the
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spectrum by Corollary �.�.� we have, at z = τ + iη (recall that we consider z ∈ Dδ with
dist(<z, supp %) ≥ N−2/3+ω),
=〈x, G(z)x〉 = η
∑
k
|〈x,uk〉|2
(τ − λk)2 + η2 ≺
1
N
∑
k
η
(τ − λk)2 + η2 ≺
∫
R
η %(x) dx
|τ − x|2 + η2
for any normalised vector x. From the square root behaviour of % at the edge and κ(z) ≥
N−2/3+ω we can easily infer ‖=G‖∗ ≺ η/
√
κ+ η. Therefore it follows from Proposition
�.�.� that ‖D‖2∗ + |〈RD〉| ≺ 1/(N
√
κ+ η) and from (�.��b) and Lemma �.�.� that |Θ| ≺
N2/K−1/(κ+ η). Finally, we thus obtain,
|G−M |av ≺
N2/K
N(κ+ η) +
N2/K
N
√
κ+ η . N
2/K 1
N(κ+ η)
from (�.��a) and (�.�c) follows.
�.� Analysis of theMatrix Dyson equation
The essential prerequisite for edge universality is the regularity of the edge, i.e. the local
square root behavior of the self consistent density % as imposed in Definition �.�.�. For the
proof of universality via [���], however, it is necessary to first establish that the square-root
behaviour and the adjacent gap persist in a macroscopic interval. This is achieved in the
following main theorem whose proof will be given in Section �.�.� after several preparatory
results. In particular, as a second main result of this section, inTheorem �.�.�, we will give a
sharp estimate on the inverse of the stability operator B = Id−MS[ · ]M which also plays
a central role in the proof of the local law in Section �.�.
Theorem �.�.� (Behaviour of % close to a square root edge). Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be
satisfied for some τ0 ∈ R. If τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % is a regular edge then there are c ∼ 1 and δ∗ ∼ 1
such that
%(τ0 + ω) =
{
c |ω|1/2 +O(|ω|), if ω ∈ [−δ∗, 0],
0, if ω ∈ [0, δ∗].
In this section and, in particular, the previous theorem, the comparison relation ∼ is
understood with respect to the constants in (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) as well as in (�.�).
We now outline the strategy for the proof ofTheorem �.�.�. First,wewill extendM to the
real line by showing that it is 1/2-Hölder continuous in the vicinity of τ0 (see Corollary �.�.�
below). The Hölder continuity also yields an a-priori bound on∆ ..=M(τ0+ω)−M(τ0),
hence on %(τ0+ω) = pi−1〈=M(τ0+ω)〉 = pi−1〈=∆〉 as well, with small ω ∈ R. Second,
by using this bound, we will verify that ∆ is governed by a scalar quantity analogous to Θ
from (�.��) which satisfies a quadratic equation (see Proposition �.�.�� below). The fact that
=∆ ≥ 0 will select the correct solution to this quadratic equation and Theorem �.�.� will
follow from analysing the stability of this solution.
The equation for ∆ can be obtained from subtracting the MDE at τ0 + ω and τ0. It
reads as
B[∆] =MS[∆]∆ + ωM2 + ωM∆, M =M(τ0). (�.��)
To express ∆ from (�.��) it is therefore essential to understand the instabilities of B−1 very
precisely. The main difficulty is that near the edge B has a small eigenvalue that is very
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sensitive to a delicate balance between S and M . An additional complication is that B is
non-selfadjoint. Both obstacles are overcome by representing B in the form B = V(U −
F)V−1, where U is unitary, V is bounded invertible, F is self-adjoint and it preserves the
cone of positive matrices. Thus a Perron-Frobenius argument can be applied to F , i.e. its
norm can be obtained simply by finding its top eigenvector. In this way we can very precisely
determine the size ofMS[·]M and estimate its top eigenvalue without explicitly solving the
MDE.This representation ofB (cf. (�.��) below) with the Perron-Frobenius argument is one
of the main results of [�] and the analysis of F will partly be imported from [�]. We will
see that B−1 has precisely one unstable direction and we will obtain the quadratic equation
for Θ, the projection of ∆, onto this direction. The sharp estimate on the eigenvalue of the
unstable direction will give rise to the following bound on B−1.
Theorem �.�.� (Sharp bound on B−1 near a regular edge). Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be
satisfied for a regular edge τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. Then there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that we have
‖B(z)−1‖sp +
∥∥∥B(z)−1∥∥∥ . 1
%(z) + η%(z)−1 ,
for all z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗, where η = =z.
From the previous theorem, we will immediately conclude the 1/2-Hölder continuity
stated in the following corollary.The proofs of both statements will be given in Section �.�.�
below.
Corollary �.�.� (Hölder-continuity ofM ). Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be satisfied for a regular
edge τ0 ∈ R. ThenM is uniformly 1/2-Hölder continuous around τ0 in the sense that there is
δ∗ ∼ 1 such that
‖M(z1)−M(z2)‖ . |z1 − z2|1/2
for all z1, z2 ∈ {τ +iη : |τ − τ0| ≤ δ∗, 0 < η <∞}. In particular,M has a unique extension
to [τ0 − δ∗, τ0 + δ∗].
�.�.� Analysis of the stability operator
In this section, we will always assume that (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) are satisfied for some
τ0 ∈ R. The main result of this section is the bound on the inverse of the stability operator
B in Proposition �.�.� below. We introduce the balanced polar decomposition
M = Q∗UQ, (�.��)
where we define
W ..= (=M)−1/2(<M)(=M)−1/2 + iI, Q ..= |W |1/2 (=M)1/2, U ..= W|W | . (�.��)
We remark thatW is normal, |W | ..= (W ∗W )1/2,U is unitary and =U is positive definite.
In this context, the balanced polar decomposition first appeared in [�]. We also define
S ..= sign<U, FU ..= %−1=U, σ ..= 〈SF 3U 〉. (�.��)
The quantities B, W , Q, U , S, FU and σ introduced above all depend on z through
the z-dependence of M . In the following, we will mostly omit this dependence from our
notation.
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Proposition �.�.� (General bound on B−1). If (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) are satisfied for some
τ0 ∈ R then, uniformly for all z ∈ Dω∗ , we have
‖B(z)−1‖sp +
∥∥∥B(z)−1∥∥∥ . 1
%(z)(%(z) + |σ(z)|) + η%(z)−1 , η = =z. (�.��)
This proposition will be shown at the end of the present section. Now, we apply it to
show thatM is 1/3-Hölder continuous.
Corollary �.�.� (1/3-Hölder continuity ofM ). Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be satisfied for some
τ0 ∈ R. Then the solutionM of the MDE, (�.�), is uniformly 1/3-Hölder continuous around τ0
in the sense that, for each θ ∈ (0, ω∗), we have
‖M(z1)−M(z2)‖ .θ |z1 − z2|1/3
for all z1, z2 ∈ {τ + iη : |τ − τ0| ≤ ω∗ − θ, 0 < η <∞}.
Before we prove the previous corollary, we state and prove the following lemma. It
collects a few basic properties ofM ,Q and U which will often be used in the following.
Lemma �.�.� (Properties ofM ,Q and U ). Uniformly for z ∈ Dω∗ , we have∥∥∥M(z)−1∥∥∥ ∼ ‖M(z)‖ ∼ 1, (�.��a)
=M(z) ∼ 〈=M(z)〉, (�.��b)
‖Q(z)‖ ∼
∥∥∥Q(z)−1∥∥∥ ∼ 1, (�.��c)
=U(z) ∼ 〈=U(z)〉 ∼ %(z), (�.��d)
where A . B and A ∼ B for matrices A,B indicate that A ≤ CB and cB ≤ A ≤ CB for
some constants c, C in the sense of quadratic forms.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. The bounds in (�.��a) and (�.��b) follow easily from the bound on
‖M‖ on Dω∗ as well as the flatness of S (see e.g. the proof of Proposition �.� in [�]).
For the proof of (�.��c),we use the monotonicity of the square root and (�.��b) to obtain
Q∗Q = (=M)1/2(1 + (=M)−1/2(<M)(=M)−1(<M)(=M)−1/2)1/2(=M)1/2
∼ 〈=M〉−1/2(=M)1/2
(
(=M)−1/2((=M)2 + (<M)2)(=M)−1/2
)1/2
(=M)1/2.
Thus, employing (<M)2 + (=M)2 ∼ 1 by (�.��a) yields (�.��c) due to (�.��b).
Owing to (�.��c), (�.��d) is a direct consequence of (�.��b). This completes the proof
of Lemma �.�.�.
In the following, we will use the derivative of M with respect to z several times. For
z ∈ H, we take the derivative of (�.�) with respect to z. Owing to the invertibility of
B = B(z), this yields
∂zM(z) = B−1[M(z)2] (�.��)
for z ∈ Dω∗ .
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Proof of Corollary �.�.�. As ∂z=M(z) = (2i)−1∂zM(z) due to the analyticity of M , we
conclude from (�.��) and (�.��) and (�.��b) that
‖∂z=M(z)‖ . %(z)−2 ∼ ‖=M(z)‖−2 .
This implies that z 7→ (=M(z))3 is Lipschitz-continuous on Dω∗ . Therefore, =M(z) is
1/3-Hölder continuous on Dω∗ (see e.g. Theorem X.�.� in [��]) and, thus,M is uniformly
1/3-Hölder continuous on {τ+iη : |τ − τ0| ≤ ω∗−θ, 0 < η <∞} for all θ ∈ (0, ω∗) (see
e.g. Lemma A.� in [�] as well as Lemma A.� in [��] for a slightly more general formulation).
For the analysis of the stability operator B defined in (�.�), we now introduce the Her-
mitian operator F : CN×N → CN×N defined through
F ..= CQ,Q∗SCQ∗,Q. (�.��)
Here, we used the following notation for operators on CN×N . For T1, T2 ∈ CN×N , we
define the operator CT1,T2 : CN×N → CN×N through
CT1,T2 [R] = T1RT2
for all R ∈ CN×N . We also set CT ..= CT,T . The importance of F for the analysis of B
and its inverse comes from the following consequence of the balanced polar decomposition
(�.��):
B = Id− CMS = CQ∗,QCU (C∗U −F)C−1Q∗,Q. (�.��)
When % = %(z) is small, we will view B as a perturbation of the operator B0, which we
introduce now. We define
B0 ..= CQ∗,Q(Id− CSF)C−1Q∗,Q,
E ..= (CQ∗SQ − CM )S = CQ∗,Q(CS − CU )FC−1Q∗,Q,
(�.��)
with U and Q defined in (�.��), S defined in (�.��) and F defined in (�.��). Note B0 =
Id − CQ∗SQS, i.e. in the definition of B, the unitary matrix U inM = Q∗UQ is replaced
by S. Thus, we have B = B0 + E .
In the following, we will often use (�.��c) and (�.��d). In particular, since I − |<U | =
I −√I − (=U)2 ≤ (=U)2 . %2, we also obtain
<U = S +O(%2), =U = O(%) , <M = Q∗SQ+O(%2) (�.��)
and with CS − CU = O(‖S − U‖) = O(%) we get
E = O(%) . (�.��)
Here, we use the notation R = T +O(α) for operators R and T on CN×N and α > 0 if
‖R − T ‖ . α. By the functional calculus, the normal matricesU ,<U ,S and FU commute.
Hence, CS [FU ] = FU .
The MDE, (�.�), the balanced polar decomposition,M = Q∗UQ, and the definition of
F in (�.��) yield
− U∗ = Q(z −A)Q∗ + F [U ]. (�.��)
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We take the imaginary part of (�.��) and use (�.��c) as well as (�.��d) to conclude that
(Id−F)[FU ] = η%−1QQ∗ = O(η%−1). (�.��)
We also introduce the operator B∗, and view it as a perturbation of B0, via
B∗ ..= Id− CM∗,MS, E∗ ..= (CQ∗SQ − CM∗,M )S = CQ∗,Q(CS − CU∗,U )FC−1Q∗,Q.
Hence, we have B∗ = B0 + E∗. Analogously to (�.��), we conclude from (�.��) that
E∗ = O(%). (�.��)
In the following, for z ∈ C and ε > 0, we denote by Dε(z) ..= {w ∈ C : |z − w| < ε}
the disk in C of radius ε around z.
Lemma �.�.� (Spectral properties of stability operator for small density). Let T ∈ {Id −
F , Id− CSF ,B0,B,B∗}. Then there are %∗ ∼ 1 and ε ∼ 1 such that
‖(T − ωId)−1‖sp +
∥∥∥(T − ωId)−1∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥(T ∗ − ωId)−1∥∥∥ . 1 (�.��)
uniformly for all z ∈ Dω∗ satisfying %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗ and for all ω ∈ C with ω 6∈
Dε(0) ∪D1−2ε(1). Furthermore, there is a single simple (algebraic multiplicity 1) eigenvalue λ
in the disk around 0, i.e.
Spec(T ) ∩Dε(0) = {λ} and rankPT = 1, (�.��)
where
PT ..= − 12pii
∫
∂Dε(0)
(T − ωId)−1dω.
Proof. First, we introduce the bounded operators Vt : CN×N → CN×N for t ∈ [0, 1] inter-
polating between Id and CS by
Vt ..= (1− t)Id + tCS .
We will perform the proof one by one for the choices T = Id − F , Id − VtF ,B0,B,B∗
in that order. We will first show that the operator Id − F has a spectral gap above the
single eigenvalue around �, so for this choice the statements are easy. Then we perform
two approximations. First, we interpolate between Id − F and Id − CSF via Id − VtF .
This gives Lemma �.�.� for T = B0. Then we use perturbation theory to get the results for
T = B = B0 +O(%) and for T = B∗ = B0 +O(%). Note that for all these choices of T
the bound ‖Id−T ‖hs→‖·‖ . 1 holds due to ‖S‖hs→‖·‖ . 1, ‖M‖ . 1 and (�.��c). Hence,
the invertibility of T − ωId as an operator on (CN×N , ‖ · ‖) and on (CN×N , ‖ · ‖hs) are
therefore closely related as∥∥∥(T − ωId)−1∥∥∥ ≤ |1− ω|−1 (1 + ‖Id− T ‖hs→‖·‖‖(T − ωId)−1‖sp).
The proof of this bound is elementary, see e.g. Lemma B.� (ii) of [��]. In particular, it suffices
to show (�.��) and the ‖ · ‖sp-norm bound
‖(T − ωId)−1‖sp . 1 , (�.��)
for ω 6∈ Dε(0) ∪ D1−2ε(1) in (�.��) to establish the lemma. For T = Id − F both of
these assertions are true due to the following facts about the operator F that have been the
backbone of the analysis of [�]:
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(a) The norm ‖F‖sp of theHermitian operatorF : CN×N → CN×N is a simple eigenvalue
of F . Moreover, there is a unique, positive definite eigenvector F ∈ CN×N such that
F [F ] = ‖F‖spF and ‖F‖hs = 1. This eigenvector satisfies
1− ‖F‖sp = (=z)〈F ,QQ
∗〉
〈F ,=U〉 . (�.��a)
In particular, ‖F‖sp ≤ 1.
Furthermore, uniformly for all z ∈ Dω∗ , the following properties hold true:
(b) The eigenvector F is bounded from above and below, i.e.
F ∼ 1. (�.��b)
(c) The operator F has a spectral gap ϑ ∼ 1, i.e.
Spec(F/‖F‖sp) ⊂ [−1 + ϑ, 1− ϑ] ∪ {1}. (�.��c)
(d) The eigenvector F ,FF = ‖F‖spF , satisfies
F = ‖FU‖−1hs FU +O(η%−1) , (�.��d)
These facts are proven as Lemma �.� in [�] using Lemma �.�.� instead of (�.��) and (�.��)
in the proof of (�.��) in [�]. Moreover, the proof of (�.��d) follows from (�.��) and ‖F‖sp =
1+O(η%−1) (cf. (�.��a)) by straightforward perturbation theory of the simple isolated eigen-
value ‖F‖sp.
Now we consider the choice T = Tt = Id − VtF . Once (�.��), and with it (�.��), is
established for Tt, the statement about the single isolated eigenvalue (�.��) follows. Indeed,
assuming (�.��) for T = Tt, we obtain that Tt and, hence, the rank of PTt is a continuous
function of t on [0, 1]. Hence, the rank of PTt is constant along this interpolation. On the
other hand, rankPT0 = 1 by Fact (a) above.Therefore, for each t ∈ [0, 1],Spec(Tt)∩Dε(0)
consists of precisely one simple eigenvalue. We are thus left with establishing (�.��) for Tt.
As ‖Vt‖sp ≤ 1 and ‖F‖sp ≤ 1 the bound (�.��) is certainly satisfied for |ω| ≥ 3. Thus,
we now assume |ω| ≤ 3. In order to conclude (�.��), we now show a lower bound on
‖((1 − ω)Id − VtF)[R]‖hs for all normalized, ‖R‖hs = 1, elements R ∈ CN×N . We
decomposeR asR = αF +R⊥, whereR⊥ ⊥ F with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar
product on CN×N and α ∈ C. Then
‖((1− ω)Id− VtF)[R]‖2hs
= |α|2 |ω|2 + ‖((1− ω)Id− VtF)[R⊥]‖2hs +O
(
η%−1
)
,
(�.��)
because of ‖F‖sp = 1 + O(η%−1), Vt[FU ] = FU together with (�.��d), and because the
mixed terms are negligible due to
〈F ,VtF [R⊥]〉 = 〈FVt[F ] , R⊥〉 = O(‖R⊥‖hsη%−1) .
Using the spectral gap ϑ ∼ 1 of F from (�.��c) and R⊥ ⊥ F we infer (�.��) from (�.��) by
estimating
‖((1− ω)Id− VtF)[R⊥]‖2hs ≥ dist(ω,D1−ϑ(1))2‖R⊥‖2hs ≥ (ϑ− 2ε)2(1− |α|2),
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optimizing in α and choosing ε ≤ ϑ/3. This shows the lemma for T = Id− VtF .
Since B0 is related by the similarity transform (�.��) to Id − V1F = Id − CSF and
‖Q‖ ∥∥Q−1∥∥ . 1 (cf. (�.��c)), the operator B0 inherits the properties listed in the lemma
from Id−CSF . Finally, we can perform analytic perturbation theory for the simple isolated
eigenvalue in Dε(0) of B0 to verify the lemma for T = B = B0 + E with E = O(%)
(cf. (�.��)) and T = B∗ = B0 + E∗ with E∗ = O(%) (cf. (�.��)) if %∗ is sufficiently small.
This completes the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
In the following corollary,we use the concepts of left and right eigenvector of an operator
T : CN×N → CN×N . We say Vl ∈ CN×N (Vr ∈ CN×N ) is a left (right) eigenvector of T
corresponding to the eigenvalue λ ∈ C of T if T ∗[Vl] = λ¯Vl (T [Vr] = λVr).
Corollary �.�.�. Let z ∈ Dω∗ satisfy %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗ for %∗ ∼ 1 from Lemma �.�.�.
Letβ0 andβ be the isolated eigenvalues inDε(0) ofB0 andB, respectively, fromLemma �.�.�.
Furthermore, let P0 = PB0 and P = PB be the spectral projections corresponding to the isolated
eigenvalue of B0 and B, respectively (see (�.��)). Then with Q0 ..= Id − P0 and Q ..= Id − P
we have ∥∥∥B−1Q∥∥∥+ ‖B−1Q‖sp + ∥∥∥B−10 Q0∥∥∥ . 1. (�.��)
We define B0 ..= P0CQ∗,Q[FU ] and P0 ..= P∗0C−1Q,Q∗ [FU ]. Then B0 and P0 are right and left
eigenvector of B0 corresponding to β0 and we have
B0 = CQ∗,Q[FU ] +O(η%−1), P0 = C−1Q,Q∗ [FU ] +O(η%−1), (�.��a)
β0 =
η
%
pi
〈F 2U 〉
+O(η2%−2) = O(η%−1) . (�.��b)
We also define B ..= P[B0] and P ..= P∗[P0]. This yields right and left eigenvectors of B
corresponding to β which satisfy
B = B0 +O(%) , (�.��a)
P = P0 +O(%) , (�.��b)
β〈P ,B〉 = piη%−1 − 2i%σ +O(%2 + η + η2%−2) . (�.��c)
Moreover, we have
‖B‖ . 1, ‖P‖ . 1, |〈P ,B〉| ∼ 1. (�.��)
The following identity will be used a few times
〈FUQQ∗〉 = %−1〈=M〉 = pi. (�.��)
It is obtained by a direct computation starting from the definition of FU in (�.��), the bal-
anced polar decomposition,M = Q∗UQ, and %(z) = pi−1〈=M(z)〉.
Proof. The bounds in (�.��) are a direct consequence of Lemma �.�.�. Using (�.��) and
CS [FU ] = FU , we see that
B∗0C−1Q,Q∗ [FU ] = η%−1I , B0CQ∗,Q[FU ] = O(η%−1) . (�.��)
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The representations of B0 and P0 in (�.��a) follow by simple perturbation theory because
β0 is a nondegenerate isolated eigenvalue. The expression for β0 in (�.��b) is seen by taking
the scalar product with B0 in the first identity of (�.��) as well as using (�.��a) and (�.��).
The expansions (�.��) follow by first order analytic perturbation theory. Indeed, B =
B0 + O(%) and P = P0 + O(%) as E = B − B0 = O(%) due to (�.��). For the proof of
(�.��c), we first compute E [B0]. From (�.��a), we obtain the first equality below:
E [B0] = CQ∗,Q(CS − CU )F [FU ] +O(η) = −2i%CQ∗,Q[SF 2U ] +O(%2 + η), (�.��)
For the second equality in (�.��), we used (�.��), ‖CS − CU‖ = O(%) and (CS − CU )[FU ] =
2(=U− i<U)(=U)FU = −2i%SF 2U +O(%2) due to (�.��). For the proof of (�.��c), we start
from B[B] = βB,B = B0 + E , use (�.��a), (�.��b) as well as E = O(%) and obtain
β〈P ,B〉 = β0〈P0 , B0〉+ 〈P0 , E [B0]〉+O(%2).
Together with the following two expansions, this yields (�.��c). We have
β0〈P0 , B0〉 = piη%−1 +O(η2%−2),
〈P0 , E [B0]〉 = −2i%〈SF 3U 〉+O(%2 + η) = −2i%σ +O(%2 + η).
The first expansion is a consequence of 〈P0 , B0〉 = 〈F 2U 〉 + O(η%−1) due to (�.��a) and
(�.��b). The second expansion follows from (�.��a) and (�.��).
The first two bounds in (�.��) follow directly from (�.��a) and (�.��b) as well as (�.��a),
(�.��c) and (�.��d). Moreover, (�.��a), (�.��a) and (�.��b) imply |〈P ,B〉| ∼ 〈F 2U 〉 ∼ 1 by
(�.��d). This completes the proof of Corollary �.�.�.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. As in the proof of Lemma �.�.�, it suffices to show the bound on
‖B−1‖sp in (�.��).
From (�.��), by using Lemma �.�.�, we conclude that
‖B−1‖sp . ‖(C∗U −F)−1‖sp . |1− ‖F‖sp〈F ,C∗U [F ]〉|−1
.
(
1− ‖F‖sp + |1− 〈F , C∗U [F ]〉|
)−1
.
Here, we applied the Rotation-Inversion Lemma, Lemma �.� in [�], with T = F and
U = C∗U in the second step. Its conditions are met due to Fact (a) and Fact (c) aboutF from
the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
Owing to (�.��a) as well as (�.��c) and (�.��d), we have 1− ‖F‖sp ∼ η%−1. Therefore,
it suffices to show that
|1− 〈F , C∗U [F ]〉| & %(%+ |σ|) (�.��)
when η%−1 is small. As 1 ≥ 〈F<UF<U〉 due to ‖F‖hs = 1, we estimate
|1− 〈F , C∗U [F ]〉| = |1− 〈FU∗FU∗〉| & 〈F=UF=U〉+ |〈F=UF<U〉| .
Since =U ∼ % by (�.��d), the first term on the right-hand side scales like ∼ %2. This
proves (�.��) when % ≥ %∗ for any %∗ ∼ 1 as |σ| . 1. If %∗ is sufficiently small and
%+ η%−1 ≤ %∗ then we use 〈F=UF<U〉 = %‖FU‖−2hs 〈F 3US〉+O(%3 + η) by (�.��d) and
(�.��) to conclude (�.��) and, thus, (�.��) in the missing regime.This completes the proof of
Proposition �.�.�.
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�.�.� Sharp bound on B−1 and 1/2-Hölder continuity ofM
In this section, we will proveTheorem �.�.� and Corollary �.�.�. They will be proven directly
after the following proposition, the main result of the present section. It shows that σ
introduced in (�.��) is of order one close to regular edges τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. For the formulation
of this proposition, we define
A[R, T ] ..= 12
(
MS[R]T + TS[R]M
)
(�.��)
with R, T ∈ CN×N .
Proposition �.�.�. Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be satisfied for some τ0 ∈ R. If τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % is
a regular edge then the following statements hold true
(i) At z = τ0, for P and B defined as in Corollary �.�.�, we have
|〈P ,A[B,B]〉| ∼ 1.
(ii) There is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that
|σ(z)| ∼ 1
for all z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗.
Proposition �.�.� immediately impliesTheorem �.�.� and Corollary �.�.�.
Proof of Theorem �.�.�. By Proposition �.�.� (ii), there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that |σ(z)| ∼ 1 for all
z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗. Therefore, Theorem �.�.� follows directly from Proposi-
tion �.�.�.
Proof of Corollary �.�.�. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Corollary �.�.� but use The-
orem �.�.� instead of (�.��) for all z ∈ H such that |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗, where δ∗ is chosen as in
Theorem �.�.�.
The proof of Proposition �.�.� requires two auxiliary lemmas whose proofs are postponed
until the end of the section. Some statements in these lemmas will be stated for more general
τ0 ∈ R not only when τ0 is a regular edge, although we will eventually use them in this case.
We now choose θ = ω∗/2 in Corollary �.�.� and work on the set Dω∗/2 in the fol-
lowing. Note that Dω∗/2 ⊂ Dω∗ . By Hölder-continuity we can then extend M to Dω∗/2,
and we denote the extension by M as well. Moreover, the operators B and B∗ are de-
fined for all z ∈ Dω∗/2 and the results about B and B∗ in Lemma �.�.� hold true on
{z ∈ Dω∗/2 : %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗}, where the closure is taken with respect to the Eu-
clidean topology on C. Lemma �.�.�� below shows that this set contains a neighbourhood
around any point τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %.
Lemma �.�.��. Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) hold true for some τ0 ∈ R. Then the following holds
true:
(i) There is %∗ ∼ 1 such that, for the eigenvalue β∗ of B∗ = Id − CM∗,MS in Dε(0)
(cf. Lemma �.�.�), we have
|β∗| ∼ η/% (�.��)
uniformly for z ∈ Dω∗ satisfying %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗.
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(ii) If τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % and %∗ ∼ 1 then there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗ for all
z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗.
Moreover, we have
lim
η↓0
η%(τ0 + iη)−1 = 0. (�.��)
Lemma �.�.��. Let (�.A), (�.E) and (�.G) be satisfied for some τ0 ∈ R. Then there is %∗ ∼ 1 such
that, uniformly for all z ∈ Dω∗ satisfying %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗, we have
〈P ,A[B,B]〉 = σ +O(%+ η%−1), (�.��a)
〈P ,MS[B]B〉 = σ +O(%+ η%−1). (�.��b)
We remark that (�.��b) will be used in the next section.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. In this proof, we will analyseM and B = Id − CMS on the real
line outside the self-consistent spectrum, i.e. we will consider spectral parameters z = τ+iη
such that τ ∈ [τ0 − ω∗/2, τ0 + ω∗/2] \ supp % and η = 0. In particular, %(τ) = 0 and thus
M =M∗ by (�.��b). Owing to the continuity ofM (Corollary �.�.�),M satisfies theMDE,
(�.�), also for these spectral parameter z. Moreover, %(τ + iη) . η/dist(τ + iη, supp %)2 as
〈M〉 is the Stieltjes transform of the measure µ on R (compare (�.��)). Thus,B is invertible
at τ /∈ supp % due to Proposition �.�.� as the term η%−1 has a uniform lower bound for
z = τ +iη with η > 0. In particular,M and β are differentiable with respect to ω = τ − τ0
for τ /∈ supp %. First order perturbation theory of the isolated eigenvalue β of the non-
selfadjoint operator B yields
∂ωβ = −〈P , C∂ωM,MS[B]〉〈P ,B〉 −
〈P , CM,∂ωMS[B]〉
〈P ,B〉
= −〈P , (∂ωM)S[B]M +MS[B](∂ωM)〉〈P ,B〉 .
(�.��)
For definiteness, we assume in the following that τ0 is a right edge. Hence, ω > 0. The
argument for a left edge works completely analogously.
Owing to the invertibility of B, the MDE, (�.�), is differentiable at τ with respect to ω.
Similarly to (�.��), we obtain
∂ωM = B−1[M2] = 〈P ,M
2〉
β〈P ,B〉B + B
−1Q[M2].
In the second step, we inserted P + Q = Id and employed the definition of P = PB in
Corollary �.�.�. We insert this into (�.��) and get from Lemma �.�.� and (�.��) that
∂ωβ = − 〈P ,M
2〉
β〈P ,B〉2 〈P ,BS[B]M +MS[B]B〉+O(1)
= 2〈P ,M
2〉
β〈P ,B〉2 〈P ,A[B,B]〉+O(1).
The bounds in (�.��) of Corollary �.�.� yield ‖P‖ . 1 and, hence, ∣∣〈P ,M2〉∣∣ . 1 by
Assumption (�.G). By (�.��), we have |〈P ,B〉| ∼ 1 if η > 0. Thus, as a consequence of the
���
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continuity ofM by Corollary �.�.� and, hence, of P and B, the derivative of β2 is bounded
by
∣∣∂ω(β2)∣∣ . |〈P ,A[B,B]〉|+ |β|. This implies
|β|2 . |〈P ,A[B,B]〉|ω + ω2. (�.��)
On the other hand, from (�.��) and the continuity of β∗, and β∗ = β for η = 0 (asM =M∗)
we get
|β(τ0 + ω)| ∼ lim
η↓0
η
%(τ0 + ω + iη)
∼
(∫ δ
0
%(τ0 − ω′)
(ω′ + ω)2 dω
′
)−1
,
for some δ ∼ 1. From this and (�.�), we conclude that
lim inf
ω↓0
|β(τ0 + ω)|√
ω
∼ lim sup
ω↓0
|β(τ0 + ω)|√
ω
∼ 1 ,
i.e. |β|2 ∼ ω as ω ↓ 0. Therefore, we find |〈P ,A[B,B]〉| & 1 at z = τ0 due to (�.��). The
upper bound follows from ‖P‖ . 1 and ‖B‖ . 1 by Corollary �.�.�. This completes the
proof of (i).
For the proof of (ii), we conclude that 〈P ,A[B,B]〉 is a uniformly 1/3-Hölder con-
tinuous function of z on {w ∈ H ∪ R : |w − τ0| ≤ δ∗} for some δ∗ ∼ 1 due to Corol-
lary �.�.� and Lemma �.�.�� (ii). By possibly shrinking δ∗ ∼ 1, we can thus assume that
|〈P ,A[B,B]〉| ∼ 1 for all z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗. From Lemma �.�.�� (ii) and
(�.��a), we conclude that |σ(z)| ∼ 1 for all z ∈ H such that |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗ for some suffi-
ciently small δ∗ ∼ 1. Hence, we have completed the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
Proof of Lemma �.�.��. Similarly to the proof of Corollary �.�.�, we find a left eigenvector
P∗ of B∗ corresponding to β∗, i.e. (B∗)∗[P∗] = β∗P∗, such that
P∗ = Q−1FU (Q∗)−1 +O(%+ η%−1) (�.��)
provided that z ∈ Dω∗ satisfies %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗. We take the imaginary part of (�.�)
and compute the scalar product with P∗. This yields
β∗ =
η
%
〈P∗ ,M∗M〉
〈P∗ , %−1=M〉 . (�.��)
Using (�.��) and the balanced polar decomposition,M = Q∗UQ, we obtain
〈P∗ ,M∗M〉 = 〈FUQQ∗〉+O(%+ η%−1) = pi +O(%+ η%−1),
〈P∗ , %−1=M〉 = 〈F 2U 〉+O(%+ η%−1).
Here, we used that U and FU commute and (�.��) in order to compute 〈P∗ ,M∗M〉. We
thus deduce that |〈P∗ ,M∗M〉| ∼ 1 and
∣∣〈P∗ , %−1=M〉∣∣ ∼ 1 for all z ∈ Dω∗ satisfying
%(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗ for some sufficiently small %∗ ∼ 1 due to (�.��d). Therefore, taking
the absolute value in (�.��) and using these scaling relations complete the proof of (�.��).
For the proof of (ii), we remark that, owing to the continuity of %, we have
lim
η↓0
%(τ + iη)−1η = 0
for all τ ∈ R satisfying %(τ) > 0. From (�.��), we thus conclude that β∗(τ) = 0 if %(τ) > 0
for all τ ∈ [τ0−ω∗/2, τ0+ω∗/2]. The continuity ofM from Corollary �.�.� implies that B∗
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is also 1/3-Hölder continuous. Consequently, β∗ is also 1/3-Hölder continuous as it is an
isolated eigenvalue of B∗. Owing to the continuity of %, we find a sequence (τn)n such that
τn → τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % and %(τn) > 0 for all n. Thus, the continuity of β∗ yields β∗(τ0) = 0.
Therefore, we have |β∗| + % = 0 at z = τ0. Hence, the 1/3-Hölder continuity of |β∗| + %
implies that there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that %(z) + η%(z)−1 ≤ %∗ since %+ η%−1 ∼ %+ |β∗| by
(�.��). From β∗(τ0) = 0 and (�.��), we directly conclude (�.��). This completes the proof of
Lemma �.�.��.
Proof of Lemma �.�.��. First, we use the balanced polar decomposition,M = Q∗UQ, (�.��)
and the definition of A in (�.��) to obtain
A[R, T ] = 12CQ∗,Q
[
U(FC−1Q∗,Q[R])C−1Q∗,Q[T ] + C−1Q∗,Q[T ](FC−1Q∗,Q[R])U
]
(�.��)
for R, T ∈ CN×N .
We choose %∗ ∼ 1 small enough such that Lemma �.�.� is applicable. By using U =
S +O(%) due to (�.��) as well as (�.��), (�.��) and (�.��a) in (�.��), we get
A[B0, B0] = CQ∗,Q[SF 2U ] +O(%+ η%−1).
In order to show (�.��a), we use (�.��a) as well as (�.��b) and obtain
〈P ,A[B,B]〉 = 〈P0 ,A[B0, B0]〉+O(%) = 〈SF 3U 〉+O(%+η%−1) = σ+O(%+η%−1).
This completes the proof of (�.��a). A similar computation yields (�.��b).
�.�.� Derivation of the quadratic equation
In this section, we expandM(τ0 + ω) aroundM(τ0) for a regular edge τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. We
show that this approximation is to leading order dominated by a scalar-valued quantity,Θ,
which satisfies a quadratic equation. That is the content of the following proposition which
is the main result of this section.
Proposition �.�.�� (Quadratic equation for shape analysis). Let (�.A), (�.E) as well as (�.G)
be satisfied for some regular edge τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. Then there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that the following hold
true:
(a) For all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗], we have
M(τ0 + ω)−M(τ0) = Θ(ω)B +R(ω), (�.��)
whereΘ: [−δ∗, δ∗]→ C and R : [−δ∗, δ∗]→ CN×N are defined by
Θ(ω) ..=
〈
P
〈B ,P 〉 , M(τ0 + ω)−M(τ0)
〉
, R(ω) ..= Q[M(τ0 + ω)−M(τ0)].
(�.��)
Here, P = P (τ0),B = B(τ0) andQ = Q(τ0) are the eigenvectors and spectral projection
of B(τ0) introduced in Corollary �.�.�. We have B = B∗ and P = P ∗ as well as B ∼ 1
and P ∼ 1. Moreover,Θ(ω) and R(ω) are bounded by
|Θ(ω)| . |ω|1/2 , =Θ(ω) ≥ 0, ‖=R(ω)‖ . |ω|1/2=Θ(ω) (�.��)
uniformly for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗].
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(b) The functionΘ satisfies the quadratic equation
σΘ2(ω) + ωΞ(ω) = 0, Ξ(ω) = pi(1 + ν(ω)), (�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗], where σ = 〈P ,MS[B]B〉,M = M(τ0), and the error term ν(ω)
satisfies
|ν(ω)| . |ω|1/2 , |=ν(ω)| . =Θ(ω) (�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗].
The definition σ = 〈P ,MS[B]B〉 for τ0 ∈ ∂ supp % extends the definition of σ in
(�.��) on H owing to (�.��b), (�.��) as well as the continuity ofM and, thus,P ,B and %.
We warn the reader that, in this section, functions of z likeM ,B,P ,U ,Q, etc. without
argument are understood to be evaluated at τ0 instead of the generic spectral parameter z
which is the convention in most of the other parts of this work.
Proof. The first bound in (�.��) follows directly from Corollary �.�.�.
From (�.��a), (�.��a), (�.��b), %(τ0) = 0 and (�.��), we conclude that B and P are the
limits of Hermitian, positive-definite matrices which are ∼ 1 due to Lemma �.�.�. Thus,
B = B∗ ∼ 1 and P = P ∗ ∼ 1. This also implies that =Θ(ω) ≥ 0 in (�.��) as =M(τ0+ω)
is always positive semidefinite and =M(τ0) = 0.
In the following lemma whose proof we postpone till the end of this section we establish
a quadratic equation for Θ.
Lemma �.�.�� (Derivation of the quadratic equation). Let Θ(ω) and R(ω) be defined as in
(�.��) and A be defined as in (�.��). Then there is δ∗ ∼ 1 such that, for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗],
Θ = Θ(ω) satisfies the quadratic equation
µ2Θ2 + µ1Θ+ µ0 = e(ω)
with some error term e(ω) = O(|ω|3/2) and with coefficients
µ2 = 〈P ,A[B,B]〉, µ1 = −β〈P ,B〉, µ0 = ω〈P ,M2〉. (�.��)
Moreover, for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗], we have
|=e(ω)| . |ω| =Θ(ω), ‖=R(ω)‖ . |ω|1/2=Θ(ω). (�.��)
We now compute the coefficients defined in (�.��) precisely.This will yield the quadratic
equation in (�.��).
Owing to (�.��a), (�.��b), (�.��), %(τ0) = 0 and the continuity of M and, thus, P , B
and %, we have µ2 = σ as defined in Proposition �.�.�� (b).
The expansion in (�.��c) implies µ1 = 0 at τ0 by (�.��). We now compute µ0. At z ∈ H
satisfying %(z) + %(z)−1=z ≤ %∗, we conclude from (�.��b), (�.��a) and the balanced polar
decomposition,M = Q∗UQ, from (�.��) that
〈P ,M2〉 = 〈Q−1FU (Q∗)−1 , Q∗UQQ∗UQ〉+O(%+ η%−1)
= 〈FUQQ∗〉+O(%+ η%−1) = pi +O(%+ η%−1).
Here, we also employed that U = S+O(%) by (�.��) and FU and S commute in the second
step and (�.��) in the last step. Thus, we have µ0 = ωpi at τ0 by (�.��).
We set ν(ω) ..= −(piω)−1e(ω) with e(ω) as introduced in Lemma �.�.��. This immedi-
ately implies the first bound in (�.��). From (�.��), we conclude the second estimate in (�.��)
and the third estimate in (�.��). This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.��.
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Proof of Lemma �.�.��. Owing to the Hölder-continuity of M , we conclude that M(z) is
invertible and satisfies (�.�) for all z ∈ Dω∗/2. Hence, evaluating (�.�) at z = τ0 + ω and
z = τ0, computing their difference and introducingM ..= M(τ0) as well as ∆ ..= M(τ0 +
ω)−M , we obtain
B[∆] = A[∆,∆] + ωM2 + ωK[∆], K[∆] ..= 12(M∆+∆M). (�.��)
In order to compute R = Q[∆], we apply B−1Q to (�.��), use∆ = ΘB +R and, owing to
the Hölder-continuity ofM , ‖∆(ω)‖ . |ω|1/2 and |Θ(ω)| . |ω|1/2, find δ∗ ∼ 1 such that
‖R(ω)‖ . |ω| , ‖=R(ω)‖ . |ω|1/2=Θ(ω) (�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗]. Here, in order to estimate =R, we used that M = M∗ and, hence,
A[B,B] = A[B,B]∗ as τ0 ∈ ∂ supp %. This shows the second estimate in (�.��).
We apply 〈P , · 〉 to (�.��) and use the decomposition ∆ = ΘB +R as well as B[B] =
βB which yield
Θβ〈P ,B〉 = ω〈P ,M2〉+Θ2〈P ,A[B,B]〉+ e,
e ..= 〈P ,Θ(A[B,R] +A[R,B]) +A[R,R]〉+ ω〈P ,K[∆]〉.
From (�.��), we conclude
|e(ω)| . |ω|3/2 , |=e(ω)| . |ω| =Θ(ω).
This establishes the quadratic equation as well as the missing bounds on e and, thus, com-
pletes the proof of Lemma �.�.��.
�.�.� Shape analysis
In this section, we concludeTheorem �.�.� from Proposition �.�.��.
Proof of Theorem �.�.�. We recall that σ = µ2 = 〈P ,MS[B]B +BS[B]M〉/2 as in the
proof of Proposition �.�.�� and |σ| ∼ 1 by Proposition �.�.� (i). We will show that there is
δ∗ ∼ 1 such that
%(τ0 + ω) =

pi1/2
|σ|1/2
|ω|1/2 +O(|ω|), if signω = sign σ,
0, if signω = − sign σ,
(�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗]. This directly impliesTheorem �.�.� with c =
√
pi/ |σ| as we conclude
σ < 0 from (�.�) and (�.��).
We now computeΘ(ω) in (�.��) by identifying the correct solution of (�.��).The general
quadratic equation Ω(ζ)2 + ζ = 0 with ζ ∈ C has two solutions:
Ω±(ζ) = ±
{
iζ1/2, if <ζ ≥ 0,
−(−ζ)1/2, if <ζ < 0,
where ζ1/2 denotes the standard branch of the square root with the branch cut (−∞, 0).
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Since Θ(ω) is a continuous function of ω and |ν(ω)| < 1 for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗] for
δ∗ ∼ 1 sufficiently small due to the first bound in (�.��), we conclude from (�.��) that there
are p, q ∈ {+,−} such that
Θ(ω) = Ωp(Λ(ω))1(ω/σ < 0) + Ωq(Λ(ω))1(ω/σ ≥ 0),
Λ(ω) ..= piω
σ
(1 + ν(ω))
(�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗].
We now show that q = + by a proof by contradiction. We assume q = −. For ω/σ ≥ 0,
we have
=Ω−(Λ(ω)) = −
(
piω
σ
)1/2
+O
(
|ν(ω)| |ω|1/2
)
.
For sufficiently small ω we thus obtain =Ω−(Λ(ω)) < 0 in contradicition to =Θ(ω) ≥ 0
from (�.��). This implies q = +.
Next, we prove that =Θ(ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ Iδ∗ with δ∗ ∼ 1 sufficiently small, where
Iδ∗
..= {ω ∈ R : signω = − sign σ, |ω| ≤ δ∗}. We will not determine p in (�.��) but
rather show that =Θ = 0 on Iδ∗ for either choice of p (In fact, p = + can be shown [��,
Proposition �.�� (ii)]). By possibly shrinking δ∗ ∼ 1, we get
|<Ω±(Λ(ω))| ∼ |ω|1/2
as σ ∈ R and |σ| ∼ 1. Therefore, taking the imaginary part of (�.��) and using the second
bound in (�.��), (�.��) and σ ∈ R yield
|ω|1/2=Θ(ω) . |ω| =Θ(ω)
for all ω ∈ Iδ∗ . If δ∗ ∼ 1 is sufficiently small then we obtain =Θ(ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ Iδ∗ .
We now take the imaginary part of (�.��) and apply 〈 · 〉. Hence, we obtain
%(τ0 + ω) = =Θ(ω)pi−1〈B〉+ pi−1〈=R(ω)〉 = =Θ(ω) +O
(
|ω|1/2=Θ(ω)
)
(�.��)
for all ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗]. Here, we used B = B∗ in the first step and 〈B〉 = pi by (�.��a),
(�.��a), (�.��) and (�.��) as well as the third bound in (�.��) in the second step.
Since q = + in (�.��), we can bound =Θ(ω) = =Ω+(Λ(ω)) directly in (�.��) to obtain
the first case in (�.��). Since =Θ(ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ Iδ∗ , (�.��) implies the second case in
(�.��). This completes the proof of (�.��) and, thus, the one ofTheorem �.�.�.
�.�.� Proof of Proposition �.�.�
We have now established all results which are necessary for the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. Claims (i) and (ii) follow directly from [���] and [�].
Part (iii) is a direct consequence of Theorem �.�.� and the Stieltjes transform represen-
tation of 〈M(z)〉, i.e.
〈M(z)〉 =
∫
R
%(τ)
τ − z dτ (�.��)
for z ∈ H (this simple calculation can be found, e.g. in Corollary A.� in [�]).
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For the proof of (iv), we first remark that (iii) implies %(z)+ η%(z)−1 ∼ √|τ − τ0|+ η
for all z ∈ H satisfying |z − τ0| ≤ δ∗.Thus,Theorem �.�.� yields the first bound in (iv). Ow-
ing to (�.��), we have ‖B−1Q‖sp . 1. Moreover, we choose P and B as in Corollary �.�.�.
This completes the proof of the second bound in (iv) due to (�.��).
Moreover, |σ| ∼ 1 by Proposition �.�.�. Hence,we conclude |〈P ,MS[B]B〉| ∼ 1 from
Lemma �.�.��. Furthermore, owing to (�.��), we have |〈P ,B〉| ∼ 1. Thus, since σ ∈ R and
|σ| ∼ 1 we get from (�.��c) that
|β| ∼ |β〈P ,B〉| ∼ %+ η%−1 ∼
√
|τ − τ0|+ η.
This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.� Band rigidity
Within this section we establish band rigidity for correlated randommatricesH . This topo-
logical rigidity phenomenon asserts that the number of eigenvalues of H within a spectral
band, i.e. a connected component of supp %, does not fluctuate and is accurately predicted
by the self-consistent density of states with high probability. On the level of the MDE this
phenomenon is reflected by the band mass formula (�.��) below, guaranteeing that N% as-
signs only integer values to each band. In particular, small continuous deformations of the
data (A,S) of the MDE cannot change these values.
Proposition �.�.� (Band mass formula). For τ ∈ R \ supp % the integrated self-consistent
density of states satisfies∫ τ
−∞
%(x)dx = 1
N
|Spec(M(τ)) ∩ (−∞, 0)| . (�.��)
In particular,N
∫ τ
−∞ %(x)dx is an integer.
Before we prove Proposition �.�.� we show how it is used to establish band rigidity for
H .
Proof of Corollary �.�.�. We begin with the proof of (�.�a) and consider a flow that inter-
polates between H = H0 and a deterministic matrix H1. We fix τ 6∈ supp % with  ..=
dist(τ, supp %) > 0 and set
Ht ..=
√
1− tW +At, At ..= A− tS[M(τ)], St ..= (1− t)S, t ∈ [0, 1]. (�.��)
The MDE corresponding to Ht is
I + (z −At + St[Mt(z)])Mt(z) = 0 (�.��)
with data (At,St), solutionMt(z) and self-consistent density of states %t. We refer to this
t-dependent MDE asMDEt. It is designed in such a way thatMt(τ) at the fixed spectral
parameter z = τ is kept constant at t varies. Moreover, by the following lemma, whose
proof we postpone, τ stays away from the self-consistent spectrum along the flow.
Lemma �.�.�. Let  ..= dist(τ, supp %) > 0 and Mt be the solution to MDEt (�.��). Then
dist(τ, supp %t) ≥ 1 and limη↓0Mt(τ + iη) =M(τ) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
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We will now show that along the flow, with overwhelming probability, no eigenvalue
crosses the spectral parameter τ . More precisely we claim that
P
(
τ ∈ SpecHt for some t ∈ [0, 1]
)
≤ N−D (�.��)
for any D > 0. Since H0 = H and H1 = A − S[M(τ)], (�.��) implies that with over-
whelming probability
|SpecH ∩ (−∞, τ)| = |Spec(A− S[M(τ)]− τ) ∩ (−∞, 0)| = N 〈1(−∞,0)(M(τ))〉 ,
where the last identity used the the MDE (�.�) at z = τ . Now (�.�a) follows from the band
mass formula (�.��), i.e. from 〈1(−∞,0)(M(τ))〉 =
∫ τ
−∞ %(λ) dλ.
It remains to show (�.��). We first consider the regime of values t close to 1. Since τ
is separated away from supp %, andM(τ) is bounded we conclude from (�.�) at z = τ that
the spectrum of A−S[M(τ)] is also separated away from τ . Moreover, applying Corollary
�.�.� toH =W yields ‖W‖ ≤ C with overwhelming probability as the corresponding self-
consistent density of states has compact support by Proposition �.�.�(ii). Since therefore
Ht is a small perturbation of A − S[M(τ)] as long as t is close to 1, we conclude that the
spectrum of Ht is bounded away from τ as well for every fixed t ≥ 1 − c for some small
enough constant c > 0. We are thus left with the regime t ≤ 1 − c, where the flatness
condition from Assumption (�.E) for Ht is satisfied. In this regime we use Corollary �.�.�
again. Since dist(τ, supp %t) ≥ 1 this corollary implies that the spectrum ofHt is bounded
away from τ with overwhelming probability for every fixed t ≤ 1− c. Applying a discrete
union bound in t together with the Lipschitz continuity of the eigenvalues in t for the flow
(�.��) on the set ‖W‖ ≤ C yields (�.��).
Finally, (�.�b) follows from the optimal local law as in the proof of Theorem �.�.� and
Corollary �.�.� above. This time, however, (�.�a) ensures that there is no mismatch be-
tween location and label of eigenvalues close to internal edges. In the spectral bulk this
potential discrepancy between label and location does not matter as (�.�b) allows for an
N -uncertainty. At the spectral edge, however, neighbouring eigenvalues can lie on oppo-
site sides of a spectral gap and we need (�.�a) to make sure that each eigenvalue has, with
high probability, a definite location with respect to the spectral gap.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. Note thatM(z) is analytic and bounded away from the self-consistent
spectrum because it admits a Stieltjes transform representation (cf. Proposition �.� of [�]).
We considerMDEt (�.��) at a spectral parameter τ + ζ with some ζ ∈ H such that |ζ|  1
and subtract it from MDEt at spectral parameter τ . Properly symmetrised the resulting
quadratic equation for ∆ = ∆(ζ) =Mt(τ + ζ)−M(τ) takes the form
Bt[∆] = ζM2 + ζ2(M∆+∆M) + (1− t)A[∆,∆], (�.��)
whereM =M(τ),A is as in (�.��) and Bt = Id− (1− t)CMS is the stability operator. We
will see that equation (�.��) is linearly stable in the sense that
∥∥∥B−1t ∥∥∥ ≤ 1 uniformly in t.
Note that the terms containing∆ on the right hand side are lower order.Thus we may apply
the implicit function theorem to show that∆(ζ) is an analytic function for sufficiently small
ζ with∆(ζ) = ζB−1t [M2] +O
(
|ζ|2
)
. In particular, it extends to small ζ ∈ C. SinceM =
M(τ) is self-adjoint and B−1t preserves the cone of positive definite matrices,M + ∆(ζ)
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coincides for any small ζ ∈ H with the unique solution to MDEt with positive definite
imaginary part. But since ∆(ζ) is analytic in ζ for any small enough ζ, even with negative
imaginary part,Mt(z) can be analytically extended to a t-independent neighbourhood of τ
in C. Furthermore, since Bt and R 7→ A[R,R] preserve the space of self-adjoint matrices,
this extension takes self-adjoint values on the real line. Thus for every t the density %t =
1
pi 〈=Mt〉 vanishes in a neighbourhood of τ , i.e. dist(τ, supp %t) ≥ 1.
To show the bound on B−1t we use the symmetrisation (�.��) with the self energy oper-
ator St = (1− t)S to see that
∥∥∥B−1t ∥∥∥sp ≤ ∥∥∥(C∗U −Ft)−1∥∥∥sp . 11− (1− t) ‖F‖sp , (�.��)
where U is unitary and Ft = (1− t)F with the self-adjoint operator F from (�.��). Exactly
as in the proof of Lemma �.�.� the boundedness of B−1t in the ‖·‖sp-norm also implies∥∥∥B−1t ∥∥∥ ≤ 1. Thus it remains to show that the right hand side of (�.��) is bounded. For this
purpose we apply the lower bound on 1− ‖F‖sp ≥ 1 from [��, Lemma �.�], finishing the
proof of the lemma.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. Let  ..= dist(τ, supp %) > 0. Again wemake use ofMDEt (�.��).
Recall that M(τ) solves MDEt at spectral parameter τ , which stays away from the self-
consistent spectrum by Lemma �.�.�.
Since Mt(z) is the Stieltjes transform of a matrix valued measure on supp %t it can
be analytically extended to C \ supp %t, a set that contains the spectral parameter τ for
which Mt(τ) = M(τ) by the lemma. When % and M(τ) are replaced by %t and Mt(τ),
respectively, in (�.��) then clearly this identity holds at time t = 1 since M1(z) = (A −
S[M(τ)] − z)−1 = (τ +M(τ)−1 − z)−1 is the resolvent of the self-adjoint matrix τ +
M(τ)−1. AsMt(τ) =M(τ), it suffices to establish that the left-hand side of (�.��) with %
replaced by %t does not change along the flow.
To show that the left hand side is independent of t, we differentiate the contour integral
representation ∫ τ
−∞
%t(x)dx = −
∮ dz
2pii 〈Mt(z)〉 ,
where the contour encircles [min supp %t, τ) counterclockwise, passing through the real line
only at τ and to the left of inftmin supp %t. WithMt =Mt(z) we find
d
dt
∮
〈Mt〉 dz =
∮
〈(C−1M∗t − St)
−1[I],S[M(τ)−Mt]〉
=
∮
∂z
(
〈MtS[M(τ)]〉 − 12 〈MtS[Mt]〉
)
dz = 0,
where the formula (C−1Mt − St)[∂tMt] = S[M(τ) −Mt], used in the first identity, is ob-
tained by differentiatingMDEt with data (�.��) with respect to t and the formula (C−1Mt −St)[∂zMt] = I , used in the second identity, follows from differentiating (�.��) with respect
to z.
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�.� Proof of Universality
In order to proveTheorem �.�.��, we define the Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) process starting
from H = H0 by
dHt = −12(Ht −A) dt+Σ
1/2[dBt], Σ[R] ..= EW Tr(WR), (�.��)
where Bt is a matrix of, up to symmetry, independent (real or complex, depending on the
symmetry class ofH) Brownian motions and Σ1/2 is the square root of the positive definite
operator Σ: CN×N → CN×N . We note that the same process has already been used in
[DS�, ��, �] to prove bulk universality. The proof now has two steps: Firstly, we will prove
edge universality for Ht if t  N−1/3 and then we will prove that for t  N−1/6, the
eigenvalues of Ht have the same k-point correlation functions as those of H = H0.
�.�.� Dyson BrownianMotion
The process (�.��) can be integrated, and we have
Ht −A = e−t/2(H0 −A) +
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/2Σ1/2[dBs],∫ t
0
e(s−t)/2Σ1/2[dBs] ∼ N (0, (1− e−t)Σ).
Theprocess is designed in such a way that it preserves expectationEHt = A and covariances
Cov(htab, htcd) = Cov(hab, hcd) along the flow. Due to the fullness Assumption (�.F)
there exists a constant c > 0 such that (1 − e−t)Σ − ctΣGUE/GOE ≥ 0 for t ≤ 1, where
ΣGOE/GUE denotes the covariance operator of the GOE/GUE ensembles. It follows that
we can write
Ht = H˜t +
√
ctU, κt = κ− ctκGOE/GUE, E H˜t = A, U ∼ GOE/GUE,
where κt here denotes the cumulants of H˜t, and U is chosen to be independent of H˜t. Due
to the fact that Gaussian cumulants of degree more than 2 vanish, it is easy to check that
Ht, H˜t satisfy the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� uniformly in, say, t ≤ N−1/10. From now
on we fix t = N−1/3+ with some small  > 0.
Since the MDE is purely determined by the first two moments of the corresponding
random matrix, it follows that Gt ..= (Ht − z)−1 is close to the sameM in the sense of a
local law for all t. For G˜t ..= (H˜t − z)−1 we have the MDE
I + (z −A+ St[Mt])Mt = 0, St ..= S − ctSGOE/GUE (�.��)
that can be viewed as a perturbation of the original MDE with t = 0. The corresponding
self-consistent density of states is %t(τ) ..= limη↘0=〈Mt(τ + iη)〉 /pi. The fact that Mt
remains bounded uniformly in t ≤ N−1/10 follows from a similar (but much simpler)
argument as those leading to the local law in Section �.�. The analogue of (�.�) with G
replaced byMt(z) is obtained by subtracting (�.�) from (�.��) and the analogue of the error
termD is trivially controlled by t. The details are presented in the MDE perturbation result
in [��, Proposition ��.�] with S = S, St = St and at = A as the condition on St in [��,
Eq. (��.�)] is obviously satisfied for this choice of St due to
∥∥∥SGOE/GUE[R]∥∥∥ . 〈R〉 for
���
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all positive semidefinite matrices R. In particular the shape analysis from Section �.� also
applies toMt.
The Stieltjes transforms of the free convolutions of the empirical spectral density of
H˜t and %t with the semicircular distribution generated by
√
ctU are given implicitly as the
unique solutions to the equations
m˜tfc(z) = 〈G˜t(z + ctm˜tfc(z))〉 , mtfc(z) = 〈Mt(z + ctmtfc(z))〉 .
We denote the corresponding right-edges close to τ0 by τ˜t and τt. By differentiating the
defining equations formtfc and m˜
t
fc we find
(mtfc)′(z)
1 + ct(mtfc)′(z)
= 〈M ′t(ξt(z))〉 ,
(m˜tfc)′(z)
1 + ct(m˜tfc)′(z)
= 〈G˜′t(ξ˜t(z))〉 ,
(mtfc)′′(z)
(1 + ct(mtfc)′(z))3
= 〈M ′′t (ξt(z))〉 ,
(�.��a)
where ξt(z) ..= z + ctmtfc(z) and ξ˜t(z) ..= z + ctm˜tfc(z). From the first two equalities in
(�.��a) we conclude
1 = ct 〈M ′t(ξt(τt))〉 , 1 = ct 〈G˜′t(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉 , (�.��b)
by considering the z → τt and z → τ˜t limits and that (mtfc)′, (m˜tfc)′ blow up at the edge
due to the well known square root behaviour of the density along the semicircular flow. We
now compare the edge location and edge slope of the densities %tfc and %˜
t
fc corresponding to
mtfc and m˜
t
fc with that ofM . Very similar estimates for deformed Wigner ensembles have
been used in [���]. We split the analysis into four claims.
Claim �
|τt − τ0| . t/N . Using thatSGUE[R] = 〈R〉,SGOE[R] = 〈R〉+Rt/N and (�.��) evaluated
at ξt(z), we find using the boundedness ofMt,
I + (z −A+ S[Mt(ξt(z))])Mt(ξt(z))
= ct
(
SGOE/GUE[Mt(ξt(z))]− 〈Mt(ξt(z))〉
)
Mt(ξt(z)) = O
(
t
N
)
.
It thus follows thatMt(ξt(z)) approximately satisfies the MDE forM at z. By using the
first bound in Proposition �.�.�(iv) expressing the stability of theMDE against small additive
perturbations it follows that∣∣∣mtfc(z)− 〈M(z)〉∣∣∣ = |〈Mt(ξt(z))−M(z)〉| . tN√η + dist(<z, ∂ supp %)
≤ t
N
√
dist(<z, ∂ supp %) .
(�.��)
Suppose first that τ0 = τt + δ for some positive δ > 0. Then
√
δ . =〈M(τt + δ/2)〉 .
t/N
√
δ, where the first bound follows from the square root behaviour of % at the edge τ0,
while the second bound comes from (�.��) at z = τt + δ/2 and =mtfc(τt + δ/2) = 0. We
thus conclude δ . t/N . If on the contrary τ0 = τt − δ for some δ > 0, then with a similar
argument
√
δ . =mtfc(τ0 + δ/2) . t/N and we have δ . t/N also in this case and the
claim follows.
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Claim �
|γt − γ| . (t/N)1/4, where γ = γedge from Definition �.�.�. From the third equality
in (�.��a) we can relate the edge-slope of mtfc to M
′′
t . Indeed, if γ
3/2
t denotes the slope,
i.e. %tfc(x) = γ
3/2
t
√
(τt − x)+/pi + O(τt − x), then using the elementary integrals
lim
η→0 η
1/2
∫ ∞
0
√
x/pi
(x− iη)2 dx =
i1/2
2 , limη→0 η
3/2
∫ ∞
0
√
x/pi
(x− iη)3 dx =
i3/2
8
we obtain the precise divergence asymptotics of the derivatives (mtfc)′(z) and (mtfc)′′(z) as
z = τt + iη → τt and conclude
2
γ3t
= lim
z→τt
(ct)3(mtfc)′′(z)
(1 + ct(mtfc)′(z))3
= (ct)3 〈M ′′t (ξt(τt))〉 , i.e. γt =
( 〈M ′′t (ξt(τt))〉 /2)−1/3
ct
.
We now use (�.��) at, say, z = x ..= τ0 −
√
t/N . By Claim � we have τt − x ∼
√
t/N and
thus
γ
3/2
t =
=mtfc(x)√
τt − x +O
(
(t/N)1/4
)
= =〈M(x)〉√
τt − x +O
(
(t/N)1/4
)
= =〈M(x)〉√
τ0 − x +O
(
(t/N)1/4
)
= γ3/2 +O
(
(t/N)1/4
)
,
where we used Claim � again in the third equality. This completes the proof of the claim.
Claim �
|τ˜t − τt| ≺ 1/Nt. Since Mt has a square root edge at some τ̂t, it follows from the first
equality in (�.��b) that ξt(τt) − τ̂t ∼ t2. Using rigidity in the form of Corollary �.�.� for
the matrix H˜t to estimate G˜′t from below at a spectral parameter outside of the support, we
have the bound
ct =
∣∣ 〈G˜′t(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉 ∣∣−1 ≺ ∣∣ξ˜t(τ˜t)− τ̂t∣∣1/2.
Consequently using the local law in the form of Lemma �.A.� it follows that∣∣ 〈M ′t(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉 ∣∣ = 1/ct+O≺(1/Nt4) ∼ 1/t,
whence ξ˜t(τ˜t)− τ̂t ∼ t2 where we again used the square root singularity of 〈Mt〉 at τ̂t. We
can conclude, starting from (�.��b), that
0 = 〈M ′t(ξt(τt))〉 − 〈G˜′t(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉 = 〈M ′t(ξt(τt))〉 − 〈M ′t(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉+ 〈(M ′t − G˜′t)(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉
∼ |ξt(τt)− ξ˜t(τ˜t)|/t3 +O≺(1/Nt4),
where we used that |〈M ′′t (τ̂t + rt2)〉| ∼ t−3 for c < r < C and the improved local law
〈G′ −M ′〉 ≺ 1/Nκ2 at a distance κ ∼ t2 away from the spectrum, as stated in Lemma
�.A.�. We thus find that |ξt(τt) − ξ˜t(τ˜t)| ≺ 1/Nt. It remains to relate this to an estimate
on |τt − τ˜t|. We have
|τt − τ˜t| . |ξt(τt)− ξ˜t(τ˜t)|+ t|mtfc(τt)−mtfc(τ˜t)|+ t|(mtfc − m˜tfc)(τ˜t)|,
where we bounded the second term by t|〈Mt(ξt(τt))−Mt(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉| ≺ 1/Nt using
|〈M ′t(τ̂t + rt2)〉| ∼ 1/t
and the third term by t|〈(Mt − G˜t)(ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉| ≺ 1/Nt using the local law t2 away from
supp %t. Thus we can conclude that |τt − τ˜t| ≺ 1/Nt.
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Claim �
|γt − γ˜t| ≺ 1/Nt3. We first note that γt ∼ 1 follows from |〈M ′′t (ξt(τt))〉| ∼ t−3. Therefore
it suffices to estimate
t3|〈M ′′t (ξt(τt))− G˜′′t (ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉| ≤ t3|〈M ′′t (ξt(τt))−M ′′t (ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉|
+ t3|〈M ′′t (ξ˜t(τ˜t))− G˜′′t (ξ˜t(τ˜t))〉| ≺
1
Nt3
,
as follows from 〈M ′′′t (τ̂t + rt2)〉 ∼ t−5 for c < r < C and the local law from Lemma �.A.�
at a distance of κ ∼ t2 away from the spectrum.Thus we have |γt − γ˜t| ≺ 1/Nt3.
We now check that H˜t is η∗-regular in the sense of [���, Definition �.�] for η∗ ..=
N−2/3+. It follows from the local law that c%t(z) ≺ =〈G˜t(z)〉 ≺ C%t(z) for some
constants c, C, whenever =z ≥ η∗. Now (�.�)–(�.�) in [���] follow in high probability from
the assumption that %t has a regular edge at τt . Furthermore, the absence of eigenvalues in
the interval [τt + η∗, τt + c/2] with high probability follows directly from Corollary �.�.�.
Finally, ‖H˜t‖ ≤ N with high probability follows directly from ‖H˜t‖ ≤ (Tr|H˜t|2)1/2. We
can thus conclude that with high probability, H˜t is η∗ = N−2/3+ regular for any positive
 > 0.
We denote the eigenvalues ofHt = H˜t+c
√
tU by λt1 ≤ · · · ≤ λtN . Then it follows from
[���,Theorem �.�] that for N− ≥ t ≥ N−2/3+ with high probability for test functions
F : Rk+1 → R with ‖F‖∞ + ‖∇F‖∞ . 1 there exists some c > 0 such that∣∣∣E [F(γ˜tN2/3(λti0 − τ˜t), . . . , γ˜tN2/3(λti0−k − τ˜t))∣∣H˜t]
−EF
(
N2/3(µN − 2), . . . , N2/3(µN−k − 2)
)∣∣∣ ≤ N−c. (�.��)
By combining (�.��) with |τ0− τ˜t| ≺ N−2/3−, |γ− γ˜t| ≺ N− from Claims �–�, we obtain∣∣∣E [F(γN2/3(λti0 − τ0), . . . , γN2/3(λti0−k − τ0))]
−EF
(
N2/3(µN − 2), . . . , N2/3(µN−k − 2)
)∣∣∣. N−c +N− (�.��)
for our choice of t = N−1/3+.
�.�.� Green’s Function Comparison
It remains to prove that the local correlation functions of Ht agree with those of H . We
want to prove that for any fixed xi ∈ R,
lim
N→∞
P
(
N2/3(λti0−i − τ0) ≥ xi, i = 0, . . . , k
)
is independent of t as long as, say, t ≤ N−1/3+. We first note that the local law holds uni-
formly in t also forHt. This follows easily from the fact that the assumptions stay uniformly
satisfied along the flow because expectation and covariance are preserved while higher or-
der cumulants also remain unchanged up to a multiplication with a t-dependent constant.
For l = N−2/3−/3, η = N−2/3−, and smooth monotonous cut-off functions Ki with
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Ki(x) = 0 for x ≤ i− 1 andKi(x) = 1 for x ≥ i we have
E
k∏
i=0
Ki0−i
(
=
pi
∫ N−2/3+
xiN−2/3+l
TrGt(x+ τ0 + iη) dx
)
−O
(
N−/9
)
≤ P
(
N2/3(λti0−i − τ0) ≥ xi, i = 0, . . . , k
)
≤ E
k∏
i=0
Ki0−i
(
=
pi
∫ N−2/3+
xiN−2/3−l
TrGt(x+ τ0 + iη) dx
)
+O
(
N−/9
)
.
(�.��)
We note that the strategy of expressing k-point correlation functions of edge-eigenvalues
through a regularized expression involving the resolvent was already used in [��, ���, ���, ���]
for proving edge universality. The precise formula (�.��) has been already used, for example,
in [���, Eq. (�.�)].
In order to compare the expectations in (�.��) at times t = 0 and t = N−1/3+, we
claim that we have the bound
Xy ..= =
∫ N−2/3+
yN−2/3±l
TrGt(τ0+x+iη) dx,
∣∣∣∣∣E g(Xx0 , . . . , Xxk)dXxjdt
∣∣∣∣∣ . N1/6+3 (�.��)
for any 0 ≤ j ≤ k and smooth function g. Assuming (�.��), it follows for the smooth
functionsKj and by Taylor expansion that that for t . N−1/3+,∣∣∣∣∣E
k∏
i=0
Ki0−i
(
=
pi
∫ N−2/3+
xiN−2/3±l
TrGt(x+ τ0 + iη) dx
)
−E
k∏
i=0
Ki0−i
(
=
pi
∫ N−2/3+
xiN−2/3±l
TrG0(x+ τ0 + iη) dx
) ∣∣∣∣∣ . 1N1/6−4 .
Together with (�.��) we obtain for any k, xi
P
(
N2/3(λti0−i − τ0) ≥ xi, i = 0, . . . , k
)
= P
(
N2/3(λ0i0−i − τ0) ≥ xi, i = 0, . . . , k
)
+O
(
N−/9
)
.
(�.��)
Eq. (�.��) for g ≡ 1 follows from Itô’s lemma in the form
E df(H)dt = E
[
− 12
∑
α
wα(∂αf)(H) +
1
2
∑
α,β
κ(α, β)(∂α∂βf)(H)
]
and the general neighbourhood cumulant expansion involving pre-cumulants, as introduced
in Proposition �.�.�. This expansion formula was a key input to the Green’s function com-
parison argument in the spectral bulk in Corollary �.�.� for correlated matrix models under
Assumptions (�.CD). Given the local law,Theorem �.�.�, the extension of this proof to the
edge is a routine power counting argument even for g 6≡ 1 and is left to the reader.
Proof of Theorem �.�.��. The theorem follows directly from (�.��) and (�.��).
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�.A Auxiliary results
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. From (�.��a)–(�.��b) we have�
‖MS[R]R‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R‖2∗ , ‖MR‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R‖∗
and furthermore by a three term geometric expansion also∥∥∥B−1Q∥∥∥∗→∗ ≤ (1 + ‖Q‖∗→∗)
×
(
1 + ‖CMS‖∗→∗ + ‖CMS‖∗→hs ‖B−1Q‖sp ‖CMS‖hs→∗
)
.
Since
‖P[R]‖∗ =
|〈P,R〉|
|〈P,B〉| ‖B‖∗ ≤
‖B‖
|〈P,B〉|N
∑
a
∣∣RP ∗a·a∣∣
≤ ‖B‖ ‖R‖∗|〈P,B〉|N
∑
a
‖P ∗a·‖ ≤
‖P‖ ‖B‖
|〈P,B〉| ‖R‖∗
it follows that ‖P‖∗→∗ . 1 and therefore also ‖Q‖∗→∗ . 1. Now, since ‖R‖max ≤ ‖R‖∗ ≤
‖R‖ and according to (�.��) also max{‖S‖max→‖·‖ , ‖S‖hs→‖·‖} . 1, the lemma follows
together with ‖B−1Q‖sp . 1 from Proposition �.�.�(iv).
Lemma �.A.�. Fix any , δ > 0 and an integer k ≥ 0. Under the assumptions ofTheorem �.�.�,
for the k-th derivatives ofM andG we have the bound
∣∣∣〈G(k)(z)−M (k)(z)〉∣∣∣ ≺ 1
Nκk+1
. (�.��)
uniformly in z ∈ Dδ with κ = dist(z, supp %) ≥ N−2/3+.
Proof. We will fix z = x + iη throughout the proof. Let χ : R → R be a smooth cut-
off function such that χ(x′) = 1 for κ′ = dist(x′, supp %) ≤ κ/3 and χ(x′) = 0 for
κ′ ≥ 2κ/3 and let χ˜ be a cut-off function such that χ˜(η′) = 1 for η′ ≤ 1 and χ˜(η′) = 0
for η′ ≥ 2. We also assume that the cut-off functions have bounded derivatives in the sense
‖χ′‖∞ . 1/κ, ‖χ′′‖∞ . 1/κ2 and ‖χ˜′‖∞ . 1. We now define f(x′) ..= (x′ − z)−kχ(x′)
and the almost analytic extension
fC(z′) = fC(x′ + iη′) ..= χ˜(η′)
[
f(x′) + iη′f ′(x′)
]
,
∂zf
C(z′) = iη
′
2 χ˜(η
′)f ′′(x′) + i2 χ˜
′(η′)
[
f(x′) + iη′f ′(x′)
]
.
It follows from the Cauchy Theorem and the absence of eigenvalues outside {χ = 1 } in
the sense of Corollary �.�.� that with high probability
〈G(k)(z)−M (k)(z)〉 = 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫
R+
∂zf
C(z′) 〈G(z′)−M(z′)〉 dη′ dx′.
�C.f. Remark �.�.� for the applicability of these bounds in the present setup.
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Due to the fact that χ˜′ = 0 for η′ ≤ 1 the second term in ∂zfC only gives a contribution
of 1/Nκk+1 even by the local law and the ‖·‖∞ bound for ∂zfC and we now concentrate
on the first term. First, we exclude the integration regime η′ . N−1+γ in which we cannot
use the local law but only the trivial bound 〈G−M〉 . 1/η′. For the contribution of this
regime to (�.��) we thus have to estimate
N−1+γ
∫
R
∣∣f ′′(x′)∣∣ dx′
. 1
N
∫
|x−x′|≥2κ/3
[ 1
κ2 |x− x′|k +
1
κ |x− x′|k+1 +
1
|x− x′|k+2
]
dx′ . N
γ
Nκk+1
and we have shown that∣∣∣〈G(k)(z)−M (k)(z)〉∣∣∣ ≺ Nγ
Nκk+1
+
∫
R
∫ 2
N−1+γ
η′
[
χ(x′)
|x′ − z|k+2 +
χ′(x′)
|x′ − z|k+1 +
χ′′(x′)
|x′ − z|k
] ∣∣〈G(z′)−M(z′)〉∣∣ dη′ dx′.
We now use the local law of the form |〈G−M〉| ≺ 1/N(κ+η′) and that in the second and
third term the integration regime is only of order κ to obtain the final bound ofNγ/Nκk+1
for any γ > 0.
���
Cusp Universality for Random Matrices I: Local Law
and the Complex Hermitian Case �
For complex Wigner-type matrices, i.e. Hermitian random matrices with independent,
not necessarily identically distributed entries above the diagonal, we show that at any
cusp singularity of the limiting eigenvalue distribution the local eigenvalue statistics are
universal and form a Pearcey process. Since the density of states typically exhibits only
square root or cubic root cusp singularities, our work complements previous results on the
bulk and edge universality and it thus completes the resolution of the
Wigner-Dyson-Mehta universality conjecture for the last remaining universality type
in the complex Hermitian class. Our analysis holds not only for exact cusps, but
approximate cusps as well, where an extended Pearcey process emerges. As a main
technical ingredient we prove an optimal local law at the cusp for both symmetry classes.
This result is also used in the companion paper [DS�] where the cusp universality for real
symmetric Wigner-type matrices is proven.
Published as L. Erdős,T. Krüger, and D. Schröder,Cusp universality for randommatrices
I: Local law and the complex Hermitian case, preprint (����), arXiv:1809.03971.
�.� Introduction
ThecelebratedWigner-Dyson-Mehta (WDM) conjecture asserts that local eigenvalue statis-
tics of large random matrices are universal: they only depend on the symmetry type of the
matrix and are otherwise independent of the details of the distribution of the matrix en-
semble. This remarkable spectral robustness was first observed byWigner in the bulk of the
spectrum.The correlation functions are determinantal and they were computed in terms the
sine kernel via explicit Gaussian calculations by Dyson, Gaudin and Mehta [���]. Wigner’s
vision continues to hold at the spectral edges, where the correct statistics was identified by
Tracy and Widom for both symmetry types in terms of the Airy kernel [���, ���]. These
universality results have been originally formulated and proven [���, ��, ���, ��, ���, ��] for
traditional Wigner matrices, i.e. Hermitian random matrices with independent, identically
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distributed (i.i.d.) entries and their diagonal [���, ���] and non-diagonal [���] deforma-
tions. More recently they have been extended toWigner-type ensembles, where the identical
distribution is not required, and even to a large class of matrices with general correlated
entries [�, DS�, �]. In different directions of generalization, sparse matrices [��, �, ���, ���],
adjacency matrices of regular graphs [��] and band matrices [���, ��, ��] have also been
considered. In parallel developments bulk and edge universal statistics have been proven
for invariant β-ensembles [��, ���, ��, ���, ���, ���, ���, ��, ��, ��, ���, ��] and even for their
discrete analogues [��, ���, ��, ��] but often with very different methods.
A precondition for theTracy-Widomdistribution in all these generalizations ofWigner’s
original ensemble is that the density of states vanishes as a square root near the spectral
edges. The recent classification of the singularities of the solution to the underlying Dyson
equation indeed revealed that at the edges only square root singularities appear [��, ��]. The
density of states may also form a cusp-like singularity in the interior of the asymptotic spec-
trum, i.e. single points of vanishing density with a cubic root growth behaviour on either
side. Under very general conditions, no other type of singularity may occur. At the cusp a
new local eigenvalue process emerges: the correlation functions are still determinantal but
the Pearcey kernel replaces the sine- or the Airy kernel.
The Pearcey process was first established by Brézin andHikami for the eigenvalues close
to a cusp singularity of a deformed complex Gaussian Wigner (GUE) matrix. They con-
sidered the model of a GUE matrix plus a deterministic matrix (“external source”) having
eigenvalues±1with equal multiplicity [��, ��].The name Pearcey kernel and the correspond-
ing Pearcey process have been coined by [���] in reference to related functions introduced by
Pearcey in the context of electromagnetic fields [���]. Similarly to the universal sine and
Airy processes, it has later been observed that also the Pearcey process universality extends
beyond the realm of random matrices. Pearcey statistics have been established for non-
intersecting Brownian bridges [�] and in skew plane partitions [���], always at criticality.
We remark, however, that critical cusp-like singularity does not always induce a Pearcey
kernel, see e.g. [��].
In randommatrix theory there are still only a handful of rather specific models for which
the emergence of the Pearcey process has been proven.This has been achieved for deformed
GUEmatrices [�, �, ��] and for Gaussian sample covariance matrices [��, ��, ��] by a contour
integration method based upon the Brézin-Hikami formula. Beyond linear deformations,
the Riemann-Hilbert method has been used for proving Pearcey statistics for a certain two-
matrix model with a special quartic potential with appropriately tuned coefficients [��]. All
these previous results concern only specific ensembles with a matrix integral representation.
In particular,Wigner-type matrices are out of the scope of this approach.
The main result of the current paper is the proof of the Pearcey universality at the cusps
for complexHermitianWigner-type matrices under very general conditions. Since the clas-
sification theorem excludes any other singularity, this is the third and last universal statistics
that emerges from natural generalizations of Wigner’s ensemble.
This third universality class has received somewhat less attention than the other two,
presumably because cusps are not present in the classical Wigner ensemble. We also note
that the most common invariant β-ensembles do not exhibit the Pearcey statistics as their
densities do not feature cubic root cusps but are instead 1/2-Hölder continuous for some-
what regular potentials [��]. The density vanishes either as 2k-th or (2k+ 12)-th power with
their own local statistics (see [��] also for the persistence of these statistics under small addi-
tiveGUE perturbations before the critical time). Cusp singularities,hence Pearcey statistics,
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however, naturally arise within any one-parameter family ofWigner-type ensembles when-
ever two spectral bands merge as the parameter varies. The classification theorem implies
that cusp formation is the only possible way for bands to merge, so in that sense Pearcey
universality is ubiquitous as well.
The bulk and edge universality is characterized by the symmetry type alone: up to a
natural shift and rescaling there is only one bulk and one edge statistic. In contrast, the
cusp universality has a much richer structure: it is naturally embedded in a one-parameter
family of universal statistics within each symmetry class. In the complex Hermitian case
these are given by the one-parameter family of (extended) Pearcey kernels, see (�.�) later.
Thinking in terms of fine-tuning a single parameter in the space ofWigner-type ensembles,
the density of states already exhibits a universal local shape right before and right after
the cusp formation; it features a tiny gap or a tiny nonzero local minimum, respectively
[�, ��]. When the local lengthscale ` of these almost cusp shapes is comparable with the
local eigenvalue spacing δ, then the general Pearcey statistics is expected to emerge whose
parameter is determined by the ratio `/δ. Thus the full Pearcey universality typically appears
in a double scaling limit.
Our proof follows the three step strategy that is the backbone of the recent approach
to the WDM universality, see [��] for a pedagogical exposé and for detailed history of the
method.The first step in this strategy is a local law that identifies,with very high probability,
the empirical eigenvalue distribution on a scale slightly above the typical eigenvalue spacing.
The second step is to prove universality for ensembles with a tiny Gaussian component.
Finally, in the third step this Gaussian component is removed by perturbation theory. The
local law is used for precise apriori bounds in the second and third steps.
The main novelty of the current paper is the proof of the local law at optimal scale near
the cusp. To put the precision in proper context, we normalize theN ×N real symmetric or
complex Hermitian Wigner-type matrix H to have norm of order one. As customary, the
local law is formulated in terms of the Green function G(z) ..= (H − z)−1 with spectral
parameter z in the upper half plane.The local law then asserts thatG(z) becomes determin-
istic in the largeN limit as long as η ..= =z is much larger than the local eigenvalue spacing
around <z. The deterministic approximantM(z) can be computed as the unique solution
of the corresponding Dyson equation (see (�.�) and (�.�) later). Near the cusp the typical
eigenvalue spacing is of order N−3/4; compare this with the N−1 spacing in the bulk and
N−2/3 spacing near the edges. We remark that a local law at the cusp on the non-optimal
scale N−3/5 has already been proven in [�]. In the current paper we improve this result to
the optimal scale N−3/4 and this is essential for our universality proof at the cusp.
The main ingredient behind this improvement is an optimal estimate of the error term
D (see (�.��) later) in the approximate Dyson equation that G(z) satisfies. The difference
M − G is then roughly estimated by B−1(MD), where B is the linear stability operator
of the Dyson equation. Previous estimates on D (in averaged sense) were of order ρ/Nη,
where ρ is the local density; roughly speaking ρ ∼ 1 in the bulk, ρ ∼ N−1/3 at the edge
and ρ ∼ N−1/4 near the cusp. While this estimate cannot be improved in general, our
main observation is that, to leading order, we need only the projection ofMD in the single
unstable direction of B. We found that this projection carries an extra hidden cancellation
due to a special local symmetry at the cusp and thus the estimate onD effectively improves
to ρ2/Nη. Customary power counting is not sufficient, we need to compute this error term
explicitly at least to leading order. We call this subtle mechanism cusp fluctuation averaging
since it combines the well established fluctuation averaging procedure with the additional
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cancellation at the cusp. Similar estimates extend to the vicinity of the exact cusps. We
identify a key quantity, denoted by σ(z) (in (�.��a) later), that measures the distance from the
cusp in a canonical way: σ(z) = 0 characterizes an exact cusp, while |σ(z)|  1 indicates
that z is near an almost cusp. Our final estimate onD is of order (ρ+ |σ|)ρ/Nη. Since the
error termD is random and we need to control it in high moment sense, we need to lift this
idea to a high moment calculation, meticulously extracting the improvement from every
single term. This is performed in the technically most involved Section �.� where we use a
Feynman diagrammatic formalism to bookkeep the contributions of all terms. Originally
we have developed this language in [DS�] to handle random matrices with slow correlation
decay. In the current paper we incorporate the cusp into this analysis. We identify a finite
set of Feynman subdiagrams, called σ-cells (Definition �.�.��) with value σ that embody the
cancellation effect at the cusp. To exploit the full strength of the cusp fluctuation averaging
mechanism, we need to trace the fate of the σ-cells along the high moment expansion. The
key point is that σ-cells are local objects in the Feynman graphs thus their cancellation
effects act simultaneously and the corresponding gains are multiplicative.
Formulated in the jargon of diagrammatic field theory, extracting the deterministic
Dyson equation for M from the resolvent equation (H − z)G(z) = 1 corresponds to a
consistent self-energy renormalization of G. One way or another, such procedure is be-
hind every proof of the optimal local law with high probability. Our σ-cells conceptually
correspond to a next order resummation of certain Feynman diagrams carrying a special
cancellation.
We remark that we prove the optimal local law only for Wigner-type matrices and not
yet for general correlated matrices unlike in [DS�, DS�]. In fact we use the simpler setup
only for the estimate on D (Theorem �.�.�) the rest of the proof is already formulated for
the general case. This simpler setup allows us to present the cusp fluctuation averaging
mechanism with the least amount of technicalities. The extension to the correlated case
is based on the same mechanism but it requires considerably more involved diagrammatic
manipulations which is better to develop in a separate work to contain the length of this
paper.
Armed with the optimal local law we then perform the other two steps of the three step
analysis. The third step, relying on the Green function comparison theorem, is fairly standard
and previous proofs used in the bulk and at the edge need only minor adjustments. The
second step, extracting universality from an ensemble with a tiny Gaussian component can
be done in two ways: (i) Brézin-Hikami formula with contour integration or (ii) Dyson
Brownian Motion (DBM). Both methods require the local law as an input. In the current
work we follow (i) mainly because this approach directly yields the Pearcey kernel, at least
for the complex Hermitian symmetry class. In the companion work [DS�] we perform the
DBM analysis adapting methods of [���, ��, ���] to the cusp.Themain novelty in the current
work and in [DS�] is the rigidity at the cusp on the optimal scale provided below. Once this
key input is given, the proof of the edge universality from [���] is modified in [DS�] to the
cusp setting, proving universality for the real symmetric case as well. We remark, however,
that, to our best knowledge, the analogue of the Pearcey kernel for the real symmetric case
has not yet been explicitly identified.
We now explain some novelty in the contour integration method. We first note that a
similar approach was initiated in the fundamental work of Johansson on the bulk universality
forWignermatrices with a largeGaussian component in [���].Thismethodwas generalised
later to Wigner matrices with a small Gaussian component in [��] as well as it inspired the
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proof of bulk universality via the moment matching idea [���] once the necessary local law
became available. The double scaling regime has also been studied, where the density is
very small but the Gaussian component compensates for it [��]. More recently, the same
approach was extended to the cusp for deformed GUE matrices [��,Theorem �.�] and for
sample covariance matrices but only for large Gaussian component [��, ��, ��]. For our cusp
universality,we need to perform a similar analysis but with a small Gaussian component. We
represent our matrix H as Ĥ +
√
tU , where U is GUE and Ĥ is an independent Wigner-
type matrix. The contour integration analysis (Section �.�.�) requires a Gaussian component
of size at least t N−1/2.
The input of the analysis in Section �.�.� for the correlation kernel of H is a very pre-
cise description of the eigenvalues of Ĥ just above N−3/4, the scale of the typical spacing
between eigenvalues — this information is provided by our optimal local law. While in the
bulk and in the regime of the regular edge finding an appropriate Ĥ is a relatively simple
matter, in the vicinity of a cusp point the issue is very delicate. The main reason is that the
cusp, unlike the bulk or the regular edge, is unstable under small perturbations; in fact it typ-
ically disappears and turns into a small positive local minimum if a small GUE component
is added. Conversely, a cusp emerges if a small GUE component is added to an ensemble
that has a density with a small gap. In particular, even if the density function ρ(τ) of H
exhibits an exact cusp, the density ρ̂(τ) of Ĥ will have a small gap: in fact ρ is given by the
evolution of the semicircular flow up to time t with initial data ρ̂. Unlike in the bulk and
edge cases, here one cannot match the density of H and Ĥ by a simple shift and rescaling.
Curiously, the contour integral analysis for the local statistics of H at the cusp relies on an
optimal local law of Ĥ with a small gap far away from the cusp.
Thus we need an additional ingredient: the precise analysis of the semicircular flow
ρs ..= ρ̂  ρ(s)sc near the cusp up to a relatively long times s . N−1/2+; note that ρt = ρ
is the original density with the cusp. Here ρ(s)sc is the semicircular density with variance s
and  indicates the free convolution. In Sections �.�.�–�.�.� we will see that the edges of
the support of the density ρs typically move linearly in the time s while the gap closes at a
much slower rate. Already s N−3/4 is beyond the simple perturbative regime of the cusp
whose natural lengthscale is N−3/4. Thus we need a very careful tuning of the parameters:
the analysis of a cusp forH requires constructing a matrix Ĥ that is far from having a cusp
but that after a relatively long time t = N−1/2+ will develop a cusp exactly at the right
location. In the estimates we heavily rely on various properties of the solution to the Dyson
equation established in the recent paper [��]. These results go well beyond the precision of
the previous work [�] and they apply to a very general class of Dyson equations, including
a non-commutative von-Neumann algebraic setup.
Notations. We now introduce some custom notations we use throughout the paper. For
non-negative functions f(A,B), g(A,B) we use the notation f ≤A g if there exist con-
stants C(A) such that f(A,B) ≤ C(A)g(A,B) for all A,B. Similarly, we write f ∼A g if
f ≤A g and g ≤A f . We do not indicate the dependence of constants on basic parameters
that will be called model parameters later. If the implied constants are universal, we instead
write f . g and f ∼ g. Similarly we write f  g if f ≤ cg for some tiny absolute constant
c > 0.
We denote vectors by bold-faced lower case Roman letters x,y ∈ CN , and matri-
ces by upper case Roman letters A,B ∈ CN×N . The standard scalar product and Eu-
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clidean norm on CN will be denoted by 〈x,y〉 ..= N−1∑i∈[N ] xiyi and ‖x‖, while we also
write 〈A,B〉 ..= N−1TrA∗B for the scalar product of matrices, and 〈A〉 ..= N−1TrA,
〈x〉 ..= N−1∑a∈[N ] xa. We write diagR, diag r for the diagonal vector of a matrix R and
the diagonal matrix obtained from a vector r, and S  R for the entrywise (Hadamard)
product of matrices R,S. The usual operator norm induced by the vector norm ‖·‖ will
be denoted by ‖A‖, while the Hilbert-Schmidt (or Frobenius) norm will be denoted by
‖A‖hs ..=
√〈A,A〉. For integers n we define [n] ..= {1, . . . , n}.
Acknowledgement. The authors are very grateful to Johannes Alt for numerous discussions
on the Dyson equation and for his invaluable help in adjusting [��] to the needs of the
present work.
�.� Main results
�.�.� TheDyson equation
LetW = W ∗ ∈ CN×N be a self-adjoint random matrix and A = diag(a) be a determin-
istic diagonal matrix with entries a = (ai)Ni=1 ∈ RN . We say thatW is ofWigner-type [�]
if its entries wij for i ≤ j are centred,Ewij = 0, independent random variables. We define
the variance matrix or self-energy matrix S = (sij)Ni,j=1 by
sij ..= E |wij |2 . (�.�)
This matrix is symmetric with non-negative entries. In [�] it was shown that as N tends to
infinity, the resolvent G(z) ..= (H − z)−1 of the deformed Wigner-type matrix H = A+W
entrywise approaches a diagonal matrix
M(z) ..= diag(m(z)).
The entries m = (m1 . . . ,mN ) : H → HN ofM have positive imaginary parts and solve
the Dyson equation
− 1
mi(z)
= z − ai +
N∑
j=1
sijmj(z), z ∈ H ..= { z ∈ C | =z > 0 } , i ∈ [N ]. (�.�)
We callM orm the self-consistent Green’s function. The normalised trace ofM is the Stieltjes
transform of a unique probability measure on R that approximates the empirical eigenvalue
distribution of A+W increasingly well as N →∞, motivating the following definition.
Definition �.�.� (Self-consistent density of states). The unique probability measure ρ on R,
defined through
〈M(z)〉 = 1
N
TrM(z) =
∫
ρ(dτ)
τ − z , z ∈ H,
is called the self-consistent density of states (scDOS). Accordingly, its support supp ρ is called self-
consistent spectrum.
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�.�.� Cusp universality
We make the following assumptions:
Assumption (�.A) (Bounded moments). The entries of the Wigner-type matrix
√
NW have
bounded moments and the expectation A is bounded, i.e. there are positive Ck such that
|ai| ≤ C0, E |wij |k ≤ CkN−k/2, k ∈ N.
Assumption (�.B) (Fullness). If the matrixW = W ∗ ∈ CN×N belongs to the complex her-
mitian symmetry class, then we assume(
E(<wij)2 E(<wij)(=wij)
E(<wij)(=wij) E(=wij)2
)
≥ c
N
12×2, (�.�)
as quadratic forms, for some positive constant c > 0. IfW = W T ∈ RN×N belongs to the real
symmetric symmetry class, then we assume Ew2ij ≥ cN .
Assumption (�.C) (Bounded self-consistent Green’s function). In a neighbourhood of some
fixed spectral parameter τ ∈ R the self-consistent Green’s function is bounded, i.e. for positiveC, κ
we have
|mi(z)| ≤ C, z ∈ τ + (−κ, κ) + iR+.
We call the constants appearing in Assumptions (�.A)-(�.C) model parameters. All
generic constants C in this paper may implicitly depend on these model parameters. De-
pendence on further parameters however will be indicated.
Remark �.�.�. The boundedness of m in Assumption (�.C) can be ensured by assuming some
regularity of the variance matrix S. For more details we refer to [�, Chapter �].
From the extensive analysis in [��] we know that the self-consistent density ρ is described
by explicit shape functions in the vicinity of local minima with small value of ρ and around
small gaps in the support of ρ. The density in such almost cusp regimes is given by precisely
one of the following three asymptotics:
(i) Exact cusp. There is a cusp point c ∈ R in the sense that ρ(c) = 0 and ρ(c ± δ) > 0
for 0 6= δ  1. In this case the self-consistent density is locally around c given by
ρ(c± x) =
√
3γ4/3
2pi x
1/3
[
1 +O
(
x1/3
) ]
, x ≥ 0 (�.�a)
for some γ > 0.
(ii) Small gap. There is a maximal interval [e−, e+] of size 0 < ∆ ..= e+ − e−  1 such
that ρ|[e−,e+] ≡ 0. In this case the density around e± is, for some γ > 0, locally given
by
ρ(e± ± x) =
√
3(2γ)4/3∆1/3
2pi Ψedge(x/∆)
[
1 +O
(
∆1/3Ψedge(x/∆)
)]
(�.�b)
for x ≥ 0, where the shape function around the edge is given by
Ψedge(λ) ..=
√
λ(1 + λ)
(1 + 2λ+ 2
√
λ(1 + λ))2/3 + (1 + 2λ− 2√λ(1 + λ))2/3 + 1 (�.�c)
for λ ≥ 0
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(iii) Non-zero local minimum. There is a local minimum at m ∈ R of ρ such that 0 <
ρ(m) 1. In this case there exists some γ > 0 such that
ρ(m+ x) = ρ(m) + ρ(m)Ψmin
(
3
√
3γ4x
2(piρ(m))3
)[
1 +O
(
ρ(m)1/2 + |x|
ρ(m)3
)]
,
(�.�d)
for x ∈ R, where the shape function around the local minimum is given by
Ψmin(λ) ..=
√
1 + λ2
(
√
1 + λ2 + λ)2/3 + (
√
1 + λ2 − λ)2/3 − 1 − 1, λ ∈ R. (�.�e)
We note that the parameter γ in (�.�a) is chosen in a way which is convenient for the
universality statement. We also note that the choices for γ in (�.�b)–(�.�d) are consistent
with (�.�a) in the sense that in the regimes∆ x 1 and ρ(m)3  |x|  1 the respective
formulae asymptotically agree. Depending on the three cases (i)–(iii), we define the almost
cusp point b as the cusp c in case (i), the midpoint (e−+e+)/2 in case (ii), and the minimum
m in case (iii). When the local length scale of the almost cusp shape starts to match the
eigenvalue spacing, i.e. if ∆ . N−3/4 or ρ(m) . N−1/4, then we call the local shape a
physical cusp. This terminology reflects the fact that the shape becomes indistinguishable
from the exact cusp with ρ(c) = 0 when resolved with a precision above the eigenvalue
spacing. In this case we call b a physical cusp point.
The extended Pearcey kernel with a real parameter α (often denoted by τ in the litera-
ture) is given by
Kα(x, y) =
1
(2pii)2
∫
Ξ
dz
∫
Φ
dw exp(−w
4/4 + αw2/2− yw + z4/4− αz2/2 + xz)
w − z ,
(�.�)
where Ξ is a contour consisting of rays from ±∞eipi/4 to 0 and rays from 0 to ±∞e−ipi/4,
and Φ is the ray from −i∞ to i∞. The simple Pearcey kernel with parameter α = 0 has
been first observed in the context of random matrix theory by [��, ��]. We note that (�.�) is
a special case of a more general extended Pearcey kernel defined in [���, Eq. (�.�)].
It is natural to express universality in terms of a rescaled k-point function p(N)k which
we define implicitly by(
N
k
)−1 ∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
f(λi1 , . . . , λik) =
∫
Rk
f(x1, . . . , xk)p(N)k (x1, . . . , xk) dx1 . . . dxk
for test functions f , where the summation is over all subsets of k distinct integers from [N ].
Theorem�.�.�. LetH be a complexHermitianWignermatrix satisfyingAssumptions (�.A)–(�.C).
Assume that the self-consistent density ρwithin [τ−κ, τ+κ] from Assumption (�.C) has a phys-
ical cusp, i.e. that ρ is locally given by (�.�) for some γ > 0 and ρ either (i) has a cusp point c,
or (ii) a small gap [e−, e+] of size ∆ ..= e+ − e− . N−3/4, or (iii) a local minimum at m
of size ρ(m) . N−1/4. Then it follows that for any smooth compactly supported test function
F : Rk → R it holds that∣∣∣∣∫
Rk
F (x1, . . . , xk)
[
Nk/4
γk
p
(N)
k
(
b+ x1
γN3/4
, . . . , b+ xk
γN3/4
)
− det(Kα(xi, xj))ki,j=1
]
dx1 . . . dxk
∣∣∣∣ = O (N−c(k)) ,
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where
b ..=

c in case (i)
(e+ + e−)/2 in case (ii)
m in case (iii)
, α ..=

0 in case (i)
3 (γ∆/4)2/3N1/2 in case (ii)
− (piρ(m)/γ)2N1/2 in case (iii)
(�.�)
and c(k) > 0 is a small constant only depending on k.
�.�.� Local law
We emphasise that the proof ofTheorem �.�.� requires a very precise a priori control on the
fluctuation of the eigenvalues even at singular points of the scDOS.This control is expressed
in the form of a local law with an optimal convergence rate down to the typical eigenvalue
spacing. We now define the scale on which the eigenvalues are predicted to fluctuate around
the spectral parameter τ .
Definition �.�.� (Fluctuation scale). We define the self-consistent fluctuation scale ηf = ηf(τ)
through ∫ ηf
−ηf
ρ(τ + ω)dω = 1
N
,
if τ ∈ supp ρ. If τ 6∈ supp ρ, then ηf is defined as the fluctuation scale at a nearby edge. More
precisely, let I be the largest (open) interval with τ ∈ I ⊆ R\supp ρ and set∆ ..= min{|I| , 1}.
Then we define
ηf ..=
{
∆1/9/N2/3, ∆ > 1/N3/4,
1/N3/4, ∆ ≤ 1/N3/4. (�.�)
We will see later (cf. (�.���b)) that (�.�) is the fluctuation of the edge eigenvalue adjacent
to a spectral gap of length∆ as predicted by the local behaviour of the scDOS.The control
on the fluctuation of eigenvalues is expressed in terms of the following local law.
Theorem �.�.� (Local law). LetH be a deformed Wigner-type matrix of the real symmetric or
complex Hermitian symmetry class. Fix any τ ∈ R. Assuming (�.A)–(�.C) for any , ζ > 0 and
ν ∈ N the local law holds uniformly for all z = τ+iη with dist(z, supp ρ) ∈ [N ζηf(τ), N100]
in the form
P
[
|〈u, (G(z)−M(z))v〉| ≥ N 
√
ρ(z)
Nη
‖u‖ ‖v‖
]
≤ C
Nν
, (�.�a)
for any u,v ∈ CN and
P
[
|〈B(G(z)−M(z)〉| ≥ N
 ‖B‖
N dist(z, supp ρ)
]
≤ C
Nν
, (�.�b)
for anyB ∈ CN×N . Here ρ(z) ..= 〈=M(z)〉 /pi denotes the harmonic extension of the scDOS to
the complex upper half plane. The constants C > 0 in (�.�) only depends on , ζ, ν and the model
parameters.
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We remark that later we will prove the local law also in a form which is uniform in
τ ∈ [−N100, N100] and η ∈ [N−1+ζ , N100], albeit with a more complicated error term,
see Proposition �.�.��. The local law Theorem �.�.� implies a large deviation result for the
fluctuation of eigenvalues on the optimal scale uniformly for all singularity types.
Corollary �.�.� (Uniform rigidity). LetH be a deformed Wigner-type matrix of the real sym-
metric or complexHermitian symmetry class satisfyingAssumptions (�.A)-(�.C) for τ ∈ int(supp ρ).
Then
P
[ ∣∣∣λk(τ) − τ ∣∣∣ ≥ N ηf(τ)] ≤ CNν
for any  > 0 and ν ∈ N and some C = C(, ν), where we defined the (self-consistent) eigen-
value index k(τ) ..= dNρ((−∞, τ))e, and where dxe = min { k ∈ Z | k ≥ x }.
In particular, the fluctuation of the eigenvalue whose expected position is closest to the
cusp location does not exceed N−3/4+ for any  > 0 with very high probability. The
following corollary specialises Corollary �.�.� to the neighbourhood of a cusp.
Corollary �.�.� (Cusp rigidity). LetH be a deformedWigner-type matrix of the real symmetric
or complex Hermitian symmetry class satisfying Assumptions (�.A)-(�.C) and τ = c a cusp loca-
tion. Then Nρ((−∞, c)) = kc for some kc ∈ [N ], that we call the cusp eigenvalue index. For
any  > 0, ν ∈ N and k ∈ [N ] with |k − kc| ≤ cN we have
P
[
|λk − γk| ≥ N

(1 + |k − kc|)1/4N3/4
]
≤ C
Nν
,
where C = C(, ν) and γk are the self-consistent eigenvalue locations, defined through
Nρ((−∞, γk)) = k
.
We remark that a variant of Corollary �.�.� holds more generally for almost cusp points.
It is another consequence of Corollary �.�.� that with high probability there are no eigen-
values much further than the fluctuation scale ηf away from the spectrum. We note that the
following corollary generalises Corollary �.�.� by also covering internal gaps of size 1.
Corollary �.�.� (No eigenvalues outside the support of the self-consistent density). Let
τ 6∈ supp ρ. Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� we have
P
[
∃λ ∈ SpecH ∩ [τ − c, τ + c],dist(λ, supp ρ) ≥ N ηf(τ)
]
≤ CN−ν ,
for any , ν > 0, where c andC are positive constants, depending on model parameters. The latter
also depends on  and ν.
Remark �.�.�. Theorem �.�.� and its consequences, Corollaries �.�.�, �.�.� and �.�.� also hold for
both symmetry classes if Assumption (�.B) is replaced by the condition that there exists an L ∈ N
and c > 0 such that mini,j(SL)ij ≥ c/N . A variance profile S satisfying this condition is
called uniformly primitive (cf. [��, Eq. (�.�)] and [�, Eq. (�.��)]). Note that uniform primitiv-
ity is weaker than condition (�.B) on two accounts. First, it involves only the variance matrix
E |wij |2 unlike (�.�) in the complex Hermitian case that also involves Ew2ij . Second, uniform
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primitivity allows certain matrix elements ofW to vanish. In order to keep the main body of the
proof conceptually simple, we will proveTheorem �.�.� in detail under Assumption (�.B) and we
explain the necessary changes to the proof in Appendix �.B when assuming only uniform primi-
tivity of S.
�.� Local Law
In order to directly appeal to recent results on the shape of solution to Matrix Dyson Equa-
tion (MDE) from [��] and the flexible diagrammatic cumulant expansion from [DS�], we
first reformulate the Dyson equation (�.�) forN-vectorsm into a matrix equation that will
approximately be satisfied by the resolventG. This viewpoint also allows us to treat diagonal
and off-diagonal elements of G on the same footing. In fact, (�.�) is a special case of
1 + (z −A+ S[M ])M = 0, (�.�)
for a matrix M = M(z) ∈ CN×N with positive definite imaginary part, =M = (M −
M∗)/2i > 0. The uniqueness of the solutionM with =M > 0 was shown in [���]. Here
the linear (self-energy) operator S : CN×N → CN×N is defined as S[R] ..= EWRW and
it preserves the cone of positive definite matrices. Definition �.�.� of the scDOS and its
harmonic extension ρ(z) (cf. Theorem �.�.�) directly generalises to the solution to (�.�), see
[��, Definition �.�].
In the special case of Wigner-type matrices the self-energy operator is given by
S[R] = diag (Sr)+ T Rt, (�.��)
where r ..= (rii)Ni=1,S was defined in (�.�),T = (tij)Ni,j=1 ∈ CN×N with tij = Ew2ij1(i 6=
j) and  denotes the entrywise Hadamard product. The solution to (�.�) is then given
by M = diag(m), where m solves (�.�). Note that the action of S on diagonal matrices
is independent of T , hence the Dyson equation (�.�) for Wigner-type matrices is solely
determined by the matrix S, the matrix T plays no role. However,T plays a role in analyzing
the error matrix D, see (�.��) below.
The proof of the local law consists of three largely separate arguments. The first part
concerns the analysis of the stability operator
B ..= 1−MS[·]M (�.��)
and shape analysis of the solutionM to (�.�). The second part is proving that the resolvent
G is indeed an approximate solution to (�.�) in the sense that the error matrix
D ..= 1 + (z −A+ S[G])G =WG+ S[G]G (�.��)
is small. In previous works [DS�, �, DS�] it was sufficient to establish smallness of D in
an isotropic form 〈x, Dy〉 and averaged form 〈BD〉 with general bounded vectors/matrices
x,y, B. In the vicinity of a cusp, however, it becomes necessary to establish an additional
cancellation when D is averaged against the unstable direction of the stability operator B.
We call this new effect cusp fluctuation averaging. Finally, the third part of the proof consists
of a bootstrap argument starting far away from the real axis and iteratively lowering the
imaginary part η = =z of the spectral parameter while maintaining the desired bound on
G−M .
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Remark �.�.�. We remark that the proofs of Theorem �.�.�, and Corollaries �.�.�, �.�.� use the
independence assumption on the entries ofW only very locally. In fact, only the proof of a specific
bound on D (see (�.��) later), which follows directly from the main result of the diagrammatic
cumulant expansion,Theorem �.�.�, uses the vector structure and the specific form of S in (�.��) at
all. Therefore, assuming (�.��) as an input, our proof of Theorem �.�.� remains valid also in the
correlated setting of [DS�, DS�], as long as S is flat (see (�.��) below), and Assumption (�.C) is
replaced by the corresponding assumption on the boundedness of ‖M‖.
For brevity we will carry out the proof of Theorem �.�.� only in the vicinity of almost
cusps as the local law in all other regimes was already proven in [�, DS�] to optimality.
Therefore, within this section we will always assume that z = τ + iη = τ0 + ω + iη ∈ H
lies inside a small neighbourhood
Dcusp ..= { z ∈ H | |z − τ0| ≤ c } ,
of the location τ0 of a local minimum of the scDOS within the self-consistent spectrum
supp ρ. Here c is a sufficiently small constant depending only on the model parameters.
We will further assume that either (i) ρ(τ0) ≥ 0 is sufficiently small and τ0 is the location of
a cusp or internal minimum,or (ii) ρ(τ0) = 0 and τ0 is an edge adjacent to a sufficiently small
gap of length∆ > 0. The results from [��] guarantee that these are the only possibilities for
the shape of ρ, see (�.�). In other words, we assume that τ0 ∈ supp ρ is a local minimum of
ρ with a shape close to a cusp (cf. (�.�)). For concreteness we will also assume that if τ0 is
an edge, then it is a right edge (with a gap of length ∆ > 0 to the right) and ω ∈ (−c, ∆2 ].
The case when τ0 is a left edge has the same proof.
We now introduce a quantity that will play an important role in the cusp fluctuation
averaging mechanism. We define
σ(z) ..= 〈(sgn<U)(=U/ρ)3〉 , U ..= (=M)
−1/2(<M)(=M)−1/2 + i
|(=M)−1/2(<M)(=M)−1/2 + i| ,
where <M ..= (M +M∗)/2 is the real part ofM = M(z). It was proven in [��, Lemma
�.�] that σ(z) extends to the real line as a 1/3-Hölder continuous function wherever the
scDOS ρ is smaller than some threshold c ∼ 1, i.e. ρ ≤ c. In the specific case of S as in
(�.��) the definition simplifies to
σ(z) ..= 〈pf3〉 , f ..= =m
ρ |m| , p
..= sgn<m, (�.��a)
sinceM = diag(m) is diagonal. When evaluated at the location τ0 the scalar σ(τ0) provides
a measure of how far the shape of singularity at τ0 is from an exact cusp. In fact, if σ(τ0) = 0
and ρ(τ0) = 0, then τ0 is a cusp location. To see the relationship between the emergence of
a cusp and the limit σ(τ0)→ 0, we refer to [��,Theorem �.� and Lemma �.�]. The analogues
of the quantities f ,p and σ in (�.��a) are denoted by fu, s and σ in [��], respectively. The
significance of σ for the classification of singularity types in Wigner-type ensembles was
first realised in [�]. Although in this paper we will use only [��] and will not rely on [�], we
remark that the definition of σ in [�, Eq. (�.��)] differs slightly from the definition (�.��a).
However, both definitions equally fulfil the purpose of classifying singularity types, since
the ensuing scalar quantities σ are comparable inside the self-consistent spectrum. For the
interested reader, we briefly relate our notations to the respective conventions in [��] and
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[�]. The quantity denoted by f in both [��] and [�] is the normalized eigendirection of
the saturated self-energy operator F in the respective settings and is related to f from (�.��a)
via f = f/ ‖f‖ + O (η/ρ). Moreover, σ in [�] is defined as 〈f3 sgn<m〉, justifying the
comparability to σ from (�.��a).
�.�.� Stability and shape analysis
From (�.�) and (�.��) we obtain the quadratic stability equation
B[G−M ] = −MD +MS[G−M ](G−M),
for the differenceG−M . In order to apply the results of [��] to the stability operator B, we
first have to check that the flatness condition [��, Eq. (�.��)] is satisfied for the self-energy
operator S. We claim that S is flat, i.e.
S[R] ∼ 〈R〉 1 = 1
N
(TrR)1, (�.��)
as quadratic forms for any positive semidefinite R ∈ CN×N . We remark that in the earlier
paper [�] in theWigner-type case only the upper bound sij ≤ C/N defined the concept of
flatness. Here with the definition (�.��) we follow the convention of the more recent works
[DS�, ��, DS�] which is more conceptual. We also warn the reader, that in the complex
Hermitian Wigner-type case the condition c/N ≤ sij ≤ C/N implies (�.��) only if tij is
bounded away from −sij .
However, the flatness (�.��) is an immediate consequence of the fullness Assumption
(�.B). Indeed, (�.B) is equivalent to the condition that the covariance operatorΣ of all entries
above and on the diagonal, defined as Σab,cd ..= Ewabwcd, is uniformly strictly positive
definite. This implies that Σ ≥ cΣG for some constant c ∼ 1, where ΣG is the covariance
operator of a GUE or GOE matrix, depending on the symmetry class we consider. This
means that S can be split into S = S0+cSG,where SG and S0 are the self-energy operators
corresponding to ΣG and Σ− cΣG, respectively. It is now an easy exercise to check that SG
and thus S is flat.
In particular, [��, Proposition �.� and Lemma �.�] are applicable implying that [��, As-
sumption �.�] is satisfied. Thus, according to [��, Lemma �.�] for spectral parameters z in a
neighbourhood of τ0 the operator B has a unique isolated eigenvalue β of smallest modulus
and associated right B[Vr] = βVr and left B∗[Vl] = βVl eigendirections normalised such
that ‖Vr‖hs = 〈Vl , Vr〉 = 1. We denote the spectral projections to Vr and to its complement
by P ..= 〈Vl, ·〉Vr and Q ..= 1 − P . For convenience of the reader we now collect some
important quantitative information about the stability operator and its unstable direction
from [��].
Proposition �.�.� (Properties of the MDE and its solution). The following statements hold
true uniformly in z = τ0 + ω + iη ∈ Dcusp assuming flatness as in (�.��) and the uniform
boundedness of ‖M‖ for z ∈ τ0 + (−κ, κ) + iR+,
(i) The eigendirections Vl, Vr are norm-bounded and the operator B−1 is bounded on the com-
plement to its unstable direction, i.e.∥∥∥B−1Q∥∥∥
hs→hs + ‖Vr‖+ ‖Vl‖ . 1. (�.��a)
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(ii) The density ρ is comparable with the explicit function ρ˜ given by
ρ(τ0 + ω + iη) ∼ ρ˜(τ0 + ω + iη)
..=

ρ(τ0) + (|ω|+ η)1/3, if τ0 = m, c,
(|ω|+ η)1/2(∆ + |ω|+ η)−1/6, if τ0 = e−, ω ∈ [−c, 0]
η(∆ + |ω|+ η)−1/6(|ω|+ η)−1/2, if τ0 = e−, ω ∈ [0,∆/2].
(�.��b)
(iii) The eigenvalue β of smallest modulus satisfies
|β| ∼ η
ρ
+ ρ(ρ+ |σ|), (�.��c)
and we have the comparison relations
|〈Vl,MS[Vr]Vr〉| ∼ ρ+ |σ| ,∣∣∣〈Vl,MS[Vr]B−1Q[MS[Vr]Vr] +MSB−1Q[MS[Vr]Vr]Vr〉∣∣∣ ∼ 1. (�.��d)
(iv) The quantities η/ρ + ρ(ρ + |σ|) and ρ + |σ| in (�.��c)–(�.��d) can be replaced by the
following more explicit auxiliary quantities
ξ˜1(τ0 + ω + iη) ..=
{
(|ω|+ η)1/2(|ω|+ η +∆)1/6,
(ρ(τ0) + (|ω|+ η)1/3)2,
ξ˜2(τ0 + ω + iη) ..=
{
(|ω|+ η +∆)1/3, if τ0 = e−,
ρ(τ0) + (|ω|+ η)1/3, if τ0 = m, c.
(�.��e)
which are monotonically increasing in η. More precisely, it holds that η/ρ+ρ(ρ+|σ|) ∼ ξ˜1
and, in the case where τ0 = c,m is a cusp or a non-zero local minimum, we also have that
ρ+ |σ| ∼ ξ˜2. For the case when τ0 = e− is a right edge next to a gap of size∆ there exists
a constant c∗ such that ρ+ |σ| ∼ ξ˜2 in the regime ω ∈ [−c, c∗∆] and ρ+ |σ| . ξ˜2 in the
regime ω ∈ [c∗∆,∆/2].
Proof. We first explain how to translate the notations from the present paper to the nota-
tions in [��]: The operators S,B,Q are simply denoted byS,B,Q in [��]; thematrices Vl, Vr
here are denoted by l/〈l , b〉, b there.The bound onB−1Q in (�.��a) follows directly from [��,
Eq. (�.��)]. The bounds on Vl, Vr in (�.��a) follow from the definition of the stability opera-
tor (�.��) together with the fact that ‖M‖ . 1 (by Assumption (�.C)) and ‖S‖hs→‖·‖ . 1,
following from the upper bound in flatness (�.��). The asymptotic expansion of ρ in (�.��b)
follows from [��, Remark �.�] and [�, Corollary A.�]. The claims in (iii) follow directly from
[��, Proposition �.�]. Finally, the claims in (iv) follow directly from [��, Remark ��.�].
The following lemma establishes simplified lower bounds on ξ˜1, ξ˜2 whenever η is much
larger than the fluctuation scale ηf . We defer the proof of the technical lemma which dif-
ferentiates various regimes to the appendix.
Lemma �.�.�. Under the assumptions of Proposition �.�.� we have uniformly in z = τ0 + ω +
iη ∈ Dcusp with η ≥ ηf that
ξ˜2 &
1
Nη
+
( ρ
Nη
)1/2
, ξ˜1 & ξ˜2
(
ρ+ 1
Nη
)
.
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We now define an appropriate matrix norm in which we will measure the distance be-
tween G andM . The ‖·‖∗-norm is defined exactly as in [DS�] and similar to the one first
introduced in [DS�]. It is a norm comparing matrix elements on a large but finite set of
vectors with a hierarchical structure. To define this set we introduce some notations. For
second order cumulants of matrix elements κ(wab, wcd) ..= Ewabwcd we use the short-hand
notation κ(ab, cd). We also use the short-hand notation κ(xb, cd) for the x = (xa)a∈[N ]-
weighted linear combination
∑
a xaκ(ab, cd) of such cumulants. We use the notation that
replacing an index in a scalar quantity by a dot (·) refers to the corresponding vector, e.g.Aa·
is a short-hand notation for the vector (Aab)b∈[N ]. MatricesRxy with vector subscripts x,y
are understood as short-hand notations for 〈x, Ry〉, and matrices Rxa with mixed vector
and index subscripts are understood as 〈x, Rea〉with ea being the a-th normalized ‖ea‖ = 1
standard basis vector. We fix two vectors x,y and some large integerK and define the sets
of vectors
I0 ..= {x,y} ∪ { δa·, (V ∗l )a· | a ∈ [N ] } ,
Ik+1 ..= Ik ∪ {Mu | u ∈ Ik } ∪ { κc((Mu)a, b·), κd((Mu)a, ·b) | u ∈ Ik, a, b ∈ [N ] } .
Here the cross and the direct part κc, κd of the �-cumulants κ(·, ·) refer to the natural
splitting dictated by the Hermitian symmetry. In the specific case of (�.��) we simply have
κc(ab, cd) = δadδbcsab and κd(ab, cd) = δacδbdtab. Then the ‖·‖∗-norm is given by
‖R‖∗ = ‖R‖K,x,y∗ ..=
∑
0≤k<K
N−k/2K ‖R‖Ik +N−1/2 maxu∈IK
‖R·u‖
‖u‖ ,
‖R‖I ..= maxu,v∈I
|Ruv|
‖u‖ ‖v‖ .
We remark that the set Ik hence also ‖·‖∗ depend on z via M = M(z). We omit this
dependence from the notation as it plays no role in the estimates.
In terms of this norm we obtain the following estimate onG−M in terms of its projec-
tion Θ = 〈Vl, G−M〉 onto the unstable direction of the stability operator B. It is a direct
consequence of a general expansion of approximate quadratic matrix equations whose linear
stability operators have a single eigenvalue close to 0, as given in Lemma �.A.�.
Proposition �.�.� (Cubic equation forΘ). FixK ∈ N,x,y ∈ CN and use ‖·‖∗ = ‖·‖K,x,y∗ .
For fixed z ∈ Dcusp and on the event that ‖G−M‖∗+‖D‖∗ . N−10/K the differenceG−M
admits the expansion
G−M = ΘVr − B−1Q[MD] + Θ2B−1Q[MS[Vr]Vr] + E,
‖E‖∗ . N5/K(|Θ|3 + |Θ| ‖D‖∗ + ‖D‖2∗),
(�.��a)
with an error matrix E and the scalar Θ ..= 〈Vl, G−M〉 that satisfies the approximate cubic
equation
Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 + ξ1Θ = ∗. (�.��b)
Here, the error ∗ satisfies the upper bound
|∗| . N20/K(‖D‖3∗ + |〈R,D〉|3/2) + |〈Vl,MD〉|
+
∣∣∣〈Vl,M(SB−1Q[MD])(B−1Q[MD])〉∣∣∣ , (�.��c)
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where R is a deterministic matrix with ‖R‖ . 1 and the coefficients of the cubic equation satisfy
the comparison relations
|ξ1| ∼ η
ρ
+ ρ(ρ+ |σ|), |ξ2| ∼ ρ+ |σ| . (�.��d)
Proof. We first establish some important bounds involving the ‖·‖∗-norm. We claim that
for any matrices R,R1, R2
‖MS[R1]R2‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R1‖∗ ‖R2‖∗ , ‖MR‖∗ . N1/2K ‖R‖∗ ,
‖Q‖∗→∗ . 1,
∥∥∥B−1Q∥∥∥∗→∗ . 1, |〈Vl, R〉| . ‖R‖∗ . (�.��)
The proof of (�.��) follows verbatim as in Lemma �.�.� with (�.��a) as an input. Moreover, the
bound on 〈Vl, ·〉 follows directly from the bound onQ. Obviously,we also have ‖·‖∗ ≤ 2 ‖·‖.
Next, we apply Lemma �.A.� from the appendix with the choices
A[R1, R2] ..=MS[R1]R2, X ..=MD, Y ..= G−M.
The operator B in Lemma �.A.� is chosen as the stability operator (�.��). Then (�.���) is
satisfied with λ ..= N1/2K according to (�.��) and (�.��a). With δ ..= N−25/4K we verify
(�.��a) directly from (�.���), where Θ = 〈Vl, G−M〉 satisfies
µ3Θ3 + µ2Θ2 − βΘ = −µ0 + 〈R,D〉Θ+O
(
N−1/4K |Θ|3 +N20/K ‖D‖3∗
)
. (�.��)
Here we used |Θ| ≤ ‖G−M‖∗ . N−10/K and ‖MD‖∗ . N1/2K ‖D‖∗. The coefficients
µ0, µ2, µ3 are defined through (�.���) and R is given by
R ..=M∗(B−1Q)∗[S[M∗VlV ∗r ] + S[V ∗r ]M∗Vl].
Now we bound |〈R,D〉Θ| ≤ N−1/4K |Θ|3 + N1/8K |〈R,D〉|3/2 by Young’s inequality,
absorb the error terms bounded by N−1/4K |Θ|3 into the cubic term,
µ3Θ3 +O(N−1/4K |Θ|3) = µ˜3Θ3,
by introducing a modified coefficient µ˜3 and use that |µ3| ∼ |µ˜3| ∼ 1 for any z ∈ Dcusp.
Finally,we safely divide (�.��) by µ˜3 to verify (�.��b) with ξ1 ..= −β/µ˜3 and ξ2 ..= µ2/µ˜3. For
the fact |µ3| ∼ 1 on Dcusp and the comparison relations (�.��d) we refer to (�.��c)–(�.��d).
�.�.� Probabilistic bound
We now collect bounds on the error matrixD fromTheorem �.�.� and Section �.�. We first
introduce the notion of stochastic domination.
Definition �.�.� (Stochastic domination). Let X = X(N), Y = Y (N) be sequences of non-
negative random variables. We say thatX is stochastically dominated by Y (and use the notation
X ≺ Y ) if
P
[
X > N Y
] ≤ C(, ν)N−ν , N ∈ N,
for any  > 0, ν ∈ N and some family of positive constants C(, ν) that is uniform in N and
other underlying parameters (e.g. the spectral parameter z in the domain under consideration).
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It can be checked (see [��, Lemma �.�]) that ≺ satisfies the usual arithmetic properties,
e.g. if X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, then also X1 +X2 ≺ Y1 + Y2 and X1X2 ≺ Y1Y2. Further-
more, to formulate bounds on a random matrix R compactly, we introduce the notations
|R| ≺ Λ ⇐⇒ |Rxy| ≺ Λ ‖x‖ ‖y‖ uniformly for all x,y ∈ CN ,
|R|av ≺ Λ ⇐⇒ |〈BR〉| ≺ Λ ‖B‖ uniformly for all B ∈ CN×N
for random matricesR and a deterministic control parameter Λ = Λ(z). We also introduce
high moment norms
‖X‖p ..=
(
E |X|p
)1/p
, ‖R‖p ..= supx,y
‖〈x, Ry〉‖p
‖x‖ ‖y‖
for p ≥ 1, scalar valued random variables X and random matrices R. To translate high
moment bounds into high probability bounds and vice versa we have the following easy
lemma, see Lemma �.�.�.
Lemma �.�.�. Let R be a random matrix, Φ a deterministic control parameter such that Φ ≥
N−C and ‖R‖ ≤ NC for some C > 0, and let K ∈ N be a fixed integer. Then we have the
equivalences
‖R‖K,x,y∗ ≺ Φ uniformly in x,y ⇐⇒ |R| ≺ Φ ⇐⇒ ‖R‖p ≤p, N Φ, ∀ > 0, p ≥ 1.
Expressed in terms of the ‖·‖p-norm we have the following high-moment bounds on
the error matrix D. The bounds (�.��a)–(�.��b) have already been established in Theorem
�.�.�; we just list them for completeness. The bounds (�.��c)–(�.��d), however, are new and
they capture the additional cancellation at the cusp and are the core novelty of the present
paper. The additional smallness comes from averaging against specific weights p, f from
(�.��a).
Theorem �.�.� (High moment bound on D with cusp fluctuation averaging). Under the
assumptions of Theorem �.�.� for any compact set D ⊂ { z ∈ C ∣∣ =z ≥ N−1 } there exists a
constant C such that for any p ≥ 1,  > 0, z ∈ D and matrices/vectors B,x,y it holds that
‖〈x, Dy〉‖p ≤,p ‖x‖ ‖y‖N ψ′q
(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q√
N
)Cp
, (�.��a)
‖〈BD〉‖p ≤,p ‖B‖N 
[
ψ′q
]2(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q√
N
)Cp
. (�.��b)
Moreover, for the specific weight matrix B = diag(pf) we have the improved bound
‖〈diag(pf)D〉‖p ≤,p N σq
[
ψ + ψ′q
]2(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q√
N
)Cp
, (�.��c)
and the improved bound on the off-diagonal component
∥∥∥〈diag(pf)[T Gt]G〉∥∥∥
p
≤,p N σq
[
ψ + ψ′q
]2(
1 + ‖G‖q
)C(
1 +
‖G‖q√
N
)Cp
, (�.��d)
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where we defined the following z-dependent quantities
ψ ..=
√
ρ
Nη
, ψ′q ..=
√
‖=G‖q
Nη
, ψ′′q ..= ‖G−M‖q ,
σq ..= |σ|+ ρ+ ψ +
√
η/ρ+ ψ′q + ψ′′q
and q = Cp3/.
Theorem �.�.� will be proved in Section �.�. We now translate the high moment bounds
of Theorem �.�.� into high probability bounds via Lemma �.�.� and use those to establish
bounds on G −M and the error in the cubic equation for Θ. To simplify the expressions
we formulate the bounds in the domain
Dζ ..=
{
z ∈ Dcusp
∣∣∣ =z ≥ N−1+ζ } . (�.��)
Lemma �.�.� (High probability error bounds). Fix ζ, c > 0 sufficiently small and suppose
that |G−M | ≺ Λ, |=(G−M)| ≺ Ξ and |Θ| ≺ θ hold at fixed z ∈ Dζ , and assume that the
deterministic control parametersΛ,Ξ, θ satisfyΛ+Ξ+θ . N−c. Then for any sufficiently small
 > 0 it holds that
∣∣∣Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 + ξ1Θ∣∣∣ ≺ N2(ρ+ |σ|+ η1/2
ρ1/2
+
(
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)1/2)ρ+ Ξ
Nη
+N−θ3, (�.��a)
as well as
|G−M | ≺ θ +
√
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
, |G−M |av ≺ θ +
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
, (�.��b)
where the coefficients ξ1, ξ2 are those fromProposition �.�.�, andwe recall thatΘ = 〈Vl, G−M〉.
Proof. We translate the high moment bounds (�.��a)–(�.��b) into high probability bounds
using Lemma �.�.� and |G| ≺ ‖M‖+ Λ . 1 to find
|D| ≺
√
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
, |D|av ≺
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
. (�.��)
In particular, these bounds together with the assumed bounds on G − M guarantee the
applicability of Proposition �.�.�. Now we use (�.��) in (�.��a) to get (�.��b). Here we used
(�.��), translated ‖·‖p-bounds into ≺-bounds on ‖·‖∗ and vice versa via Lemma �.�.�, and
absorbed theN1/K factors into≺ by using thatK can be chosen arbitrarily large. It remains
to verify (�.��a). In order to do so, we first claim that
|〈Vl,MD〉|+
∣∣∣〈Vl,M(SB−1Q[MD])(B−1Q[MD])〉∣∣∣ (�.��)
≺ N 
(
|σ|+ ρ+ η
1/2
ρ1/2
+ Λ+
(
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)1/2)ρ+ Ξ
Nη
+ θ2
(
N−Λ +
(
ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)1/2)
for any sufficiently small  > 0.
Proof of (�.��). We first collect two additional ingredients from [��] specific to the vector
case.
���
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(a) The imaginary part =m of the solution m is comparable =m ∼ 〈=m〉 = piρ to its
average, and, in particular,m = <m+O (ρ).
(b) The eigendirections Vl, Vr are diagonal and are approximately given by
Vl = cdiag(f/ |m|) +O (ρ+ η/ρ) , Vr = c′ diag(f |m|) +O (ρ+ η/ρ) (�.��)
for some constants c, c′ ∼ 1.
Indeed, (a) follows directly from [��,Proposition �.�] and the approximations in (�.��) follow
directly from [��, Corollary �.�]. The fact that Vl, Vr are diagonal follows from simplicity of
the eigendirections in the matrix case, and the fact thatM = diag(m) is diagonal and that
B preserves the space of diagonal matrices as well as the space of off-diagonal matrices. On
the latter B acts stably as 1 + Ohs→hs(N−1). Thus the unstable directions lie inside the
space of diagonal matrices.
We now turn to the proof of (�.��) and first note that, according to (a) and (b) we have
M = diag(p |m|) +O (ρ) , Vl = cdiag(f/ |m|) +O (ρ+ η/ρ) (�.��)
for some constant c ∼ 1 to see
〈Vl,MD〉 = c 〈diag(pf)D〉+O (ρ+ η/ρ) 〈diag(w1)D〉 ,
where w1 ∈ CN is a deterministic vector with uniformly bounded entries. Since
|〈diag(w1)D〉| ≺ ρ+ Ξ
Nη
by (�.��), the bound on the first term in (�.��) follows together with (�.��c) via Lemma �.�.�.
Now we consider the second term in (�.��). We split D = Dd +Do into its diagonal and
off-diagonal components. Since B and S preserve the space of diagonal and the space of
off-diagonal matrices we find
〈Vl,M(SB−1Q[MD])(B−1Q[MD])〉
= 1
N2
∑
i,j
uijdiidjj + 〈Vl,M(SB−1Q[MDo])(B−1Q[MDo])〉 , (�.��)
with an appropriate deterministic matrix uij having bounded entries. In particular, the cross
terms vanish and the first term is bounded by
∣∣∣ 1
N2
∑
i,j
uijdiidjj
∣∣∣ ≤ max
i
|dii|
∣∣∣ 1
N
∑
j
uijdjj
∣∣∣ ≺ (ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)3/2
(�.��)
according to (�.��). By taking the off-diagonal part of (�.��a) and using the fact thatM and
Vr and therefore also B−1Q[MS[Vr]Vr] are diagonal (cf. (b) above) we have
∣∣∣B−1Q[MDo] +Go∣∣∣ ≺ θ3 + θ(ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)1/2
+ ρ+ Ξ
Nη
. N−θ2 +N  ρ+ Ξ
Nη
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for any  such that θ . N− by Young’s inequality in the last step. Together with (�.��),
(�.��) and the assumption that |Go| = |(G−M)o| ≺ Λ we then compute
〈Vl,M(SB−1Q[MDo])(B−1Q[MDo])〉
= c 〈diag(pf)(SB−1Q[MDo])(B−1Q[MDo])〉+O
((
ρ+ η
ρ
)ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)
= c 〈diag(pf)S[Go]Go〉
+O
((
ρ+ η
ρ
)ρ+ Ξ
Nη
+
((ρ+ Ξ
Nη
)1/2
+ Λ
)[
N−θ2 +N  ρ+ Ξ
Nη
])
.
Thus the bound on the second term on the lhs. in (�.��) follows together with (�.��)–(�.��)
by S[Go] = T Gt and (�.��d) via Lemma �.�.�. This completes the proof of (�.��).
With (�.��) and (�.��) the upper bound (�.��c) on the error ∗ of the cubic equation
(�.��b) takes the same form as the rhs. of (�.��) if K is sufficiently large depending on
. By the first estimate in (�.��b) we can redefine the control parameter Λ on |G−M | as
Λ ..= θ+((ρ+Ξ)/Nη)1/2 and the claim (�.��a) follows directly with (�.��), thus completing
the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
�.�.� Bootstrapping
Now we will show that the difference G −M converges to zero uniformly for all spectral
parameters z ∈ Dζ as defined in (�.��). For convenience we refer to existing bounds on
G −M far away from the real line to establish a rough bound on G −M in, say, D1. We
then iteratively lower the threshold on η by appealing to Proposition �.�.� and Lemma �.�.�
until we establish the rough bound in all ofDζ . As a second step we then improve the rough
bound iteratively until we obtainTheorem �.�.�.
Lemma �.�.� (Rough bound). For any ζ > 0 there exists a constant c > 0 such that on the
domain Dζ we have the rough bound
|G−M | ≺ N−c. (�.��)
Proof. The rough bound (�.��) in a neighbourhood of a cusp has first been established for
Wigner-type randommatrices in [�]. For the convenience of the reader we present a stream-
lined proof that is adapted to the current setting. The lemma is an immediate consequence
of the following statement. Let ζs > 0 be a sufficiently small step size, depending on ζ. Then
for any N0 3 k ≤ 1/ζs on the domain Dmax{1−kζs,ζ} we have
|G−M | ≺ N−4−kζ . (�.��)
We prove (�.��) by induction over k. For sufficiently small ζ the induction start k = 0 holds
due to the local law away from the self-consistent spectrum, e.g.Theorem �.�.�.
Now as induction hypothesis suppose that (�.��) holds on D˜k ..= Dmax{1−kζs,ζ}, and
in particular, |G| ≺ 1, ‖G‖p ≤,p N  for any , p according to Lemma �.�.�. The mono-
tonicity of the function η 7→ η ‖G(τ + iη)‖p (see e.g. the proof of Proposition �.�.�) implies
‖G‖p ≤,p N +ζs ≤ N2ζs and therefore, according to Lemma �.�.�, that |G| ≺ N2ζs on
D˜k+1. This, in turn, implies |D| ≺ N−ζ/3 on D˜k+1 by (�.��a) and Lemma �.�.�, provided
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ζs is chosen small enough. We now fix x,y and a large integer K as the parameters of
‖·‖∗ = ‖·‖x,y,K∗ for the rest of the proof and omit them from the notation but we stress
that all estimates will be uniform in x,y. We find supz∈Dk+1,c ‖D(z)‖∗ ≺ N−ζ/3, by using
a simple union bound and ‖∂zD‖ ≤ NC for some C > 0. Thus, for K large enough, we
can use (�.��a), (�.��b), (�.��c) and (�.��) to infer∣∣∣Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 + ξ1Θ∣∣∣ . N1/2K ‖D‖∗ ≺ N1/2K−ζ/3,
‖G−M‖∗ . |Θ|+N1/K ‖D‖∗ ≺ |Θ|+N1/K−ζ/3,
(�.��)
on the event ‖G−M‖∗ + ‖D‖∗ . N−10/K , and on D˜k+1. Now we use the following
lemma [��, Lemma ��.�] to translate the first estimate in (�.��) into a bound on |Θ|. For
the rest of the proof we keep τ = <z fixed and consider the coefficients ξ1, ξ2 and Θ as
functions of η.
Lemma�.�.�� (Bootstrapping cubic inequality). For 0 < η∗ < η∗ <∞ let ξ1, ξ2 : [η∗, η∗]→
C be complex valued functions and ξ˜1, ξ˜2, d : [η∗, η∗]→ R+ be continuous functions such that at
least one of the following holds true:
(i) |ξ1| ∼ ξ˜1, |ξ2| ∼ ξ˜2, and ξ˜32/d, ξ˜31/d2, ξ˜21/dξ˜2 are monotonically increasing, and d2/ξ˜31+
dξ˜2/ξ˜21  1 at η∗,
(ii) |ξ1| ∼ ξ˜1, |ξ2| . ξ˜1/21 , and ξ˜31/d2 is monotonically increasing.
Then any continuous functionΘ: [η∗, η∗]→ C that satisfies the cubic inequality |Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 +
ξ1Θ| . d on [η∗, η∗], has the property
If |Θ| . min
{
d1/3,
d1/2
ξ˜
1/2
2
,
d
ξ˜1
}
at η∗, then |Θ| . min
{
d1/3,
d1/2
ξ˜
1/2
2
,
d
ξ˜1
}
on [η∗, η∗].
(�.��)
With direct arithmetics we can now verify that the coefficients ξ1, ξ2 in (�.��b) and
the auxiliary coefficients ξ˜1, ξ˜2 defined in (�.��e) satisfy the assumptions in Lemma �.�.��
with the choice of the constant function d = N−4−kζ+δ for any δ > 0, by using only
the information on ξ1, ξ2 given by the comparison relations (�.��d). As an example, in the
regime where τ0 is a right edge and ω ∼ ∆, we have ξ˜1 ∼ (η+∆)2/3 and ξ˜2 ∼ (η+∆)1/3
and both functions aremonotonically increasing in η.ThenAssumption (ii) of Lemma �.�.��
is satisfied. All other regimes are handled similarly.
We now set η∗ ..= N−kζs and
η∗ ..= inf
{
η ∈ [N−(k+1)ζs , η∗]
∣∣∣∣∣ supη′≥η ∥∥G(τ + iη′)−M(τ + iη′)∥∥∗ ≤ N−10/K/2
}
.
By the induction hypothesis we have |Θ(η∗)| . d . min{d1/3, d1/2ξ˜−1/22 , dξ˜−11 } with
overwhelming probability, so that the condition in (�.��) holds, and conclude |Θ(η)| ≺
d1/3 = N−(4−kζ−δ)/3 for η ∈ [η∗, η∗]. For small enough δ > 0 the second bound in
(�.��) implies ‖G−M‖∗ ≺ N−4
k+1ζ . By continuity and the definition of η∗ we conclude
η∗ = N−(k+1)ζs , finishing the proof of (�.��).
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Proof of Theorem �.�.�. The bounds within the proof hold true uniformly for z ∈ Dζ , unless
explicitly specified otherwise. We therefore suppress this qualifier in the following state-
ments. First we apply Lemma �.�.� with the choice Ξ = Λ, i.e. we do not treat the imagi-
nary part of the resolvent separately. With this choice the first inequality in (�.��b) becomes
self-improving and after iteration shows that
|G−M | ≺ θ +
√
ρ
Nη
+ 1
Nη
, (�.��)
and, in other words, (�.��a) holds with Ξ = θ + (ρ/Nη)1/2 + 1/Nη. This implies that if
|Θ| ≺ θ . N−c for some arbitrarily small c > 0, then∣∣∣Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 + ξ1Θ∣∣∣ . N5˜d∗ +N−˜(θ3 + ξ˜2θ2) (�.��)
holds for all sufficiently small ˜ with overwhelming probability, where we defined
d∗ ..= ξ˜2
(
ρ˜
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2
)
+ 1(Nη)3 +
(
ρ˜
Nη
)3/2
. (�.��)
For this conclusion we used the comparison relations (�.��d), Proposition �.�.�(iv) as well
as (�.��b), and the bound
√
η/ρ ∼ √η/ρ˜ . ξ˜2.
The bound (�.��) is a self-improving estimate on |Θ| in the following sense. For k ∈ N
and l ∈ N ∪ {∗} let
dk ..= max{N−k˜, N6˜d∗}, θl ..= min
{
d
1/3
l ,
d
1/2
l
ξ˜
1/2
2
,
dl
ξ˜1
}
.
Then (�.��) with |Θ| ≺ θk implies that∣∣∣Θ3 + ξ2Θ2 + ξ1Θ∣∣∣ . N−˜dk.
Applying Lemma �.�.�� with d = N−˜dk, η∗ ∼ 1, η∗ = N ζ−1 yields the improvement
|Θ| ≺ θk+1. Here we needed to check the condition in (�.��) but at η∗ ∼ 1 we have ξ˜1 ∼ 1,
so |Θ| . N−˜dk ≤ dk+1 ∼ θk+1. After a k-step iteration until N−k˜ becomes smaller
thanN6˜d∗, we find |Θ| ≺ θ∗, where we used that ˜ can be chosen arbitrarily small. We are
now ready to prove the following bound which we, for convenience, record as a proposition.
Proposition �.�.��. For any ζ > 0 we have the bounds
|G−M | ≺ θ∗ +
√
ρ
Nη
+ 1
Nη
, |G−M |av ≺ θ∗ +
ρ
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2 in Dζ , (�.��)
where θ∗ ..= min{d1/3∗ , d1/2∗ /ξ˜1/22 , d∗/ξ˜1}, and d∗, ρ˜, ξ˜1, ξ˜2 are given in (�.��), (�.��b) and
(�.��e), respectively.
Proof. Using |Θ| ≺ θ∗ proven above, we apply (�.��) with θ = θ∗ to conclude the first
inequality in (�.��). For the second inequality in (�.��) we use the estimate on |G−M |av
from (�.��b) with θ = θ∗ and Ξ = (ρ/Nη)1/2 + 1/Nη.
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The bound on |G−M | from (�.��) implies a complete delocalisation of eigenvectors
uniformly at singularities of the scDOS.The following corollary was established already in
[�, Corollary �.��] and, given (�.��), the proof follows the same line of reasoning.
Corollary �.�.�� (Eigenvector delocalisation). Letu ∈ CN be an eigenvector ofH correspond-
ing to an eigenvalue λ ∈ τ0 + (−c, c) for some sufficiently small positive constant c ∼ 1. Then
for any deterministic x ∈ CN we have
|〈u,x〉| ≺ 1√
N
‖u‖ ‖x‖ .
The bounds (�.��) simplify in the regime η ≥ N ζηf above the typical eigenvalue spacing
to
|G−M | ≺
√
ρ
Nη
+ 1
Nη
, |G−M |av ≺
1
Nη
, for η ≥ N ζηf (�.��)
using Lemma �.�.� which implies θ∗ ≤ d∗/ξ˜1 ≤ 1/Nη. The bound on |G−M |av is further
improved in the case when τ0 = e− is an edge and, in addition to η ≥ N ζηf , we assume
N δη ≤ ω ≤ ∆/2 for some δ > 0, i.e. if ω is well inside a gap of size ∆ ≥ N δ+ζηf . Then
we find∆ > N−3/4 by the definition of ηf = ∆1/9/N2/3 in (�.�) and use Lemma �.�.� and
(�.��b), (�.��e) to conclude
θ∗ +
ρ˜
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2 .
ξ˜2
ξ˜1
(
ρ˜
Nη
+ 1(Nη)2
)
∼ ∆
1/6
ω1/2
(
η
∆1/6ω1/2
+ 1
Nη
) 1
Nη
. N
−δ/2
Nη
.
(�.��)
In the last bound we used 1/Nω ≤ N−δ/Nη and∆1/6/(Nηω1/2) ≤ N−δ/2. Using (�.��)
in (�.��) yields the improvement
|G−M |av ≺
N−δ/2
Nη
, for τ = e− + ω, ∆/2 ≥ ω ≥ N δη ≥ N ζ+δηf . (�.��)
The bounds on |G−M |av from (�.��) and (�.��), inside and outside the self-consistent
spectrum, allow us to show the uniform rigidity, Corollary �.�.�. We postpone these argu-
ments until after we finish the proof ofTheorem �.�.�. The uniform rigidity implies that for
dist(z, supp ρ) ≥ N ζηf we can estimate the imaginary part of the resolvent via
=〈x, Gx〉 =
∑
λ
η |〈uλ,x〉|2
η2 + (τ0 + ω − λ)2 ≺ η +
1
N
∑
|λ−τ0|≤c
η
η2 + (τ0 + ω − λ)2 ≺ ρ(z),
(�.��)
for any normalised x ∈ CN , where uλ denotes the normalised eigenvector corresponding
to λ. For the first inequality in (�.��) we used Corollary �.�.�� and for the second we applied
Corollary �.�.� that allows us to replace the Riemann sum with an integral as [η2 + (τ0 +
ω − λ)2]1/2 = |z − λ| ≥ N ζηf .
Using with (�.��), we apply Lemma �.�.�, repeating the strategy from the beginning of
the proof. But this time we can choose the control parameter Ξ = ρ. In this way we find
|G−M | ≺ θ# +
√
ρ
Nη
, |G−M |av ≺ θ# +
ρ
Nη
, for dist(z, supp ρ) ≥ N ζηf ,
(�.��)
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where we defined
θ# ..= min
{
d#
ξ˜1
,
d
1/2
#
ξ˜
1/2
2
, d
1/3
#
}
, d# ..= ξ˜2
ρ˜
Nη
+
(
ρ˜
Nη
)3/2
.
Note that the estimates in (�.��) are simpler than those in (�.��). The reason is that the
additional terms 1/Nη, 1/(Nη)2 and 1/(Nη)3 in (�.��) are a consequence of the presence
of Ξ in (�.��a), (�.��b). With Ξ = ρ these are immediately absorbed into ρ and not present
any more. The second term in the definition of d# can be dropped since we still have
ξ˜2 & (ρ/Nη)1/2 (this follows from Lemma �.�.� if η ≥ N ζηf , and directly from (�.��b),
(�.��e) if ω ≥ N ζηf ). This implies θ# . d1/2# /ξ˜1/22 . (ρ/Nη)1/2, so the first bound in
(�.��) proves (�.�a).
Now we turn to the proof of (�.�b). Given the second bound in (�.��), it is sufficient
to consider the case when τ = e− + ω and η ≤ ω ≤ ∆/2 with ω ≥ N ζηf . In this case
Proposition �.�.� yields ξ˜2ρ˜/ξ˜1 + ρ˜ . η/ω ∼ η/ dist(z, supp ρ). Thus we have
θ# +
ρ
Nη
. d#
ξ˜1
+ ρ˜
Nη
. 1
N dist(z, supp ρ)
and therefore the second bound in (�.��) implies (�.�b). This completes the proof ofTheo-
rem �.�.�.
�.�.� Rigidity and absence of eigenvalues
The proofs of Corollaries �.�.� and �.�.� rely on the bounds on |G−M |av from (�.��)
and (�.��). As before, we may restrict ourselves to the neighbourhood of a local minimum
τ0 ∈ supp ρ of the scDOS which is either an internal minimum with a small value of
ρ(τ0) > 0, a cusp location or a right edge adjacent to a small gap of length∆ > 0. All other
cases, namely the bulk regime and regular edges adjacent to large gaps, have been treated
prior to this work [�, DS�].
Proof of Corollary �.�.�. Let us denote the empirical eigenvalue distribution of H by ρH =
1
N
∑N
i=1 δλi and consider the case when τ0 = e− is a right edge,∆ ≥ N δηf for any δ > 0
and ηf = ηf(e−) ∼ ∆1/9N−2/3. Then we show that there are no eigenvalues in e− +
[N δηf ,∆/2] with overwhelming probability. We apply [�, Lemma �.�] with the choices
ν1 ..= ρ, ν2 ..= ρH , η1 ..= η2 ..=  ..= N ζηf , τ1 ..= e− + ω, τ2 ..= e− + ω +N ζηf ,
for any ω ∈ [N δηf ,∆/2] and some ζ ∈ (0, δ/4). We use (�.��) to estimate the error
terms J1, J2 and J3 from [�, Eq. (�.�)] by N2ζ−δ/2−1 and see that (ρH − ρ)([τ1, τ2]) =
ρH([τ1, τ2]) ≺ N2ζ−δ/2−1, showing that with overwhelming probability the interval [τ1, τ2]
does not contain any eigenvalues. A simple union bound finishes the proof of Corol-
lary �.�.�.
Proof of Corollary �.�.�. Now we establish Corollary �.�.� around a local minimum τ0 ∈
supp ρ of the scDOS. Its proof has two ingredients. First we follow the strategy of the
proof of [�, Corollary �.��] to see that
|(ρ− ρH)((−∞, τ0 + ω])| ≺ 1
N
, (�.��)
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for any |ω| ≤ c, i.e. we have a very precise control on ρH . In contrast to the statement in
that corollary we have a local law (�.��) with uniform 1/Nη error and thus the bound (�.��)
does not deteriorate close to τ0. We warn the reader that the standard argument inside the
proof of [�,Corollary �.��] has to be adjusted slightly to arrive at (�.��). In fact, when inside
that proof the auxiliary result [�, Lemma �.�] is used with the choice τ1 = −10, τ2 = τ ,
η1 = η2 = N ζ−1 for some ζ > 0, this choice should be changed to τ1 = −C, τ2 = τ ,
η1 = N ζ−1 and η2 = N ζηf(τ), where C > 0 is chosen sufficiently large such that τ1 lies
far to the left of the self-consistent spectrum.
The control (�.��) suffices to prove Corollary �.�.� for all τ = τ0+ω except for the case
when τ0 = e− is an edge at a gap of length ∆ ≥ N ζηf and ω ∈ [−N ζηf , 0] for some fixed
ζ > 0 and ηf = ηf(e−) ∼ ∆1/9/N2/3, i.e. except for some N ζ eigenvalues close to the
edge with arbitrarily small ζ > 0. In all other cases, the proof follows the same argument as
the proof of [�, Corollary �.��] using the uniform 1/N-bound from (�.��) and we omit the
details here.
The reason for having to treat the eigenvalues very close to the edge e− separately is that
(�.��) does not give information on which side of the gap these N ζ eigenvalues are found.
To get this information requires the second ingredient, the band rigidity,
P
[
ρ((−∞, e− + ω]) = ρH((−∞, e− + ω])
] ≥ 1−N−ν , (�.��)
for any ν ∈ N,∆ ≥ ω ≥ N ζηf and large enough N . The combination of (�.��) and (�.��)
finishes the proof of Corollary �.�.�.
Band rigidity has been shown in case ∆ is bounded from below in Corollary �.�.�. We
will now adapt this proof to the case of small gap sizes∆ ≥ N ζ−3/4. Since byCorollary �.�.�
with overwhelming probability there are no eigenvalues in e− + [N ζηf ,∆/2], it suffices to
show (�.��) for ω = ∆/2. As in the proof of Corollary �.�.� we consider the interpolation
Ht ..=
√
1− tW +A− tSM(τ), t ∈ [0, 1],
between the original random matrix H = H0 and the deterministic matrix H1 = A −
SM(τ), for τ = e− +∆/2. The interpolation is designed such that the solutionMt of the
MDE corresponding to Ht is constant at spectral parameter τ , i.e. Mt(τ) = M(τ). Let
ρt denote the scDOS of Ht. Exactly as in the proof of Corollary �.�.� it suffices to show
that no eigenvalue crosses the gap along the interpolation with overwhelming probability,
i.e. that for any ν ∈ N we have
P
[
at ∈ Spec(Ht) for some t ∈ [0, 1]
] ≤ C(ν)
Nν
. (�.��)
Here t→ at ∈ R\supp ρt is some spectral parameter inside the gap, continuously depend-
ing on t, such that a0 = τ . In the proof of Corollary �.�.�, at was chosen independent of t,
but the argument remains valid with any other choice of at. We call It the connected com-
ponent of R \ supp ρt that contains at and denote ∆t = |It| the gap length. In particular,
∆0 = ∆ and τ ∈ It for all t ∈ [0, 1] by [��, Lemma �.�(ii)]. For concreteness we choose at
to be the spectral parameter lying exactly in the middle of It. The 1/3-Hölder continuity of
ρt, hence It and at in t follows from [��, Proposition ��.�(a)]. Via a simple union bound it
suffices to show that for any fixed t ∈ [0, 1]we have no eigenvalue in at+[−N−100, N−100].
Since ‖W‖ . 1 with overwhelming probability, in the regime t ≥ 1 −  for some
small constant  > 0, the matrix Ht is a small perturbation of the deterministic matrix H1
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whose resolvent (H1 − τ)−1 = M(τ) at spectral parameter τ is bounded by Assumption
(�.C), in particular ∆1 & 1. By 1/3-Hölder continuity hence ∆t & 1, and Spec(Ht) ⊂
Spec(H1) + [−C1/3, C1/3] for some C ∼ 1 in this regime with very high probability.
Since Spec(H1) ⊂ supp ρt + [−C1/3, C1/3] by [��, Proposition ��.�(a)] there are no
eigenvalues of Ht in a neighbourhood of at, proving (�.��) for t ≥ 1− .
For t ∈ [, 1 − ] we will now show that ∆t ∼ 1 for any  > 0. In fact, we have
dist(τ, supp ρt) & 1. This is a consequence of [��, Lemma D.�]. More precisely, we use
the equivalence of (iii) and (v) of that lemma. We check (iii) and conclude the uniform
distance to the self-consistent spectrum by (v). Since Mt(τ) = M(τ) and ‖M(τ)‖ . 1
we only need to check that the stability operator Bt = t + (1 − t)B of Ht has a bounded
inverse. We write Bt = C(1− (1− t)C˜F)C−1 in terms of the saturated self-energy operator
F = CSC, where C[R] ..= |M(τ)|1/2R |M(τ)|1/2 and C˜[R] ..= (sgnM(τ))R(sgnM(τ)).
Afterwards we use that ‖F‖hs→hs ≤ 1 (cf. [�, Eq. (�.��)]) and ‖C˜‖hs→hs = 1 to first show
the uniform bound ‖Bt‖hs→hs . 1/t and then improve the bound to ‖Bt‖ . 1/t using
the trick of expanding in a geometric series from [�, Eqs. (�.��)–(�.��)]. This completes the
argument that ∆t ∼ 1. Now we apply Corollary �.�.� to see that there are no eigenvalues
of Ht around at as long as t is bounded away from zero and one, proving (�.��) for this
regime.
Finally, we are left with the regime t ∈ [0, ] for some sufficiently small  > 0. By [��,
Proposition ��.�(a)] the self-consistent Green’s functionMt corresponding toHt is bounded
even in a neighbourhood of τ , whose size only depends on model parameters. In particular,
Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C) are satisfied forHt and Corollary �.�.�, which was already proved
above, is applicable.Thus it suffices to show that the size∆t of the gap in supp ρt containing
τ is bounded from below by∆t ≥ N ζ−3/4 for some ζ > 0. The size of the gap can be read
off from the following relationship between the norm of the saturated self-energy operator
and the size of the gap: Let H be a random matrix satisfying (�.A)–(�.C) and τ be well
inside the interior of the gap of length ∆ ∈ [0, c] in the self-consistent spectrum for a
sufficiently small c ∼ 1. Then
1−‖F(τ)‖hs→hs ∼ limη↘0
η
ρ(τ + iη) ∼ (∆+dist(τ, supp ρ))
1/6 dist(τ, supp ρ)1/2 ∼ ∆2/3,
(�.��)
where in the first step we used [�, Eqs. (�.��)–(�.��)], in the second step (�.��b), and in
the last step that dist(τ, supp ρ) ∼ ∆. Applying the analogue of (�.��) for Ht with
Ft(τ) and using that dist(τ, ρt) . ∆t, we obtain 1− ‖Ft(τ)‖hs→hs . ∆2/3t . Combin-
ing this inequality with (�.��) and using that Ft(τ) = (1 − t)F (τ) for t ∈ [0, c], we have
∆3/2t & t+ (1− t)∆2/3, i.e. ∆t & t3/2 + ∆. In particular, the gap size ∆t never drops
below c∆ & N ζ−3/4. This completes the proof of the last regime in (�.��).
�.� Cusp fluctuation averaging and proof ofTheorem �.�.�
First we review some of the basic nomenclature from [DS�]. We consider random matrices
H = A +W with diagonal expectation A and complex Hermitian or real symmetric zero
mean random component W indexed by some abstract set J of size |J | = N . We recall
that Greek letters α, β, . . . stand for labels, i.e. double-indices from I = J × J , whereas
Roman letters a, b, . . . stand for single indices. If α = (a, b), then we set αt ..= (b, a)
for its transpose. Underlined Greek letters stand for multisets of labels, whereas bold-faced
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Greek letters stand for tuples of labels with the counting combinatorics being their – for
our purposes – only relevant difference.
According to Proposition �.�.� with N (α) = {α, αt} it follows from the assumed in-
dependence that for general (conjugate) linear functionals Λ(k), of bounded norm ‖Λ(k)‖ =
O (1)
E
∏
k∈[p]
Λ(k)(D) = E
∏
l∈[p]
(
1 +
∼(l)∑
αl,βl
) ∏
k∈[p]

Λ(k)
αk,β
k if
∑
αk
Λ(k)
βk
<k
,βk
>k
else
+O (N−p) , (�.��a)
where we recall that
∼(l)∑
αl,βl
..=
∑
αl∈I
∑
1≤m<6p
∑
βl∈{αl,αtl}m
κ(αl, βl)
m!
∑
β1
l
unionsq···unionsqβp
l
=β
l
1(|βl
l
| = 0 if |β
l
| = 1) (�.��b)
and that
Λα1,...,αk ..= −(−1)kΛ(∆α1G . . .∆αkG),
Λ{α1,...,αm} ..=
∑
σ∈Sm
Λασ(1),...,ασ(m) , Λα,{α1,...,αm} ..=
∑
σ∈Sm
Λα,ασ(1),...,ασ(m) ,
Λα,β ..=
∑
α∈α
Λα,α∪β\{α}, βk<k
..=
⊔
j<k
βk
j
, βk
>k
..=
⊔
j>k
βk
j
.
(�.��c)
Some notations in (�.��) require further explanation. First, ∆(a,b) denotes the matrix of
all zeros except for an 1 in the (a, b)-th entry. The qualifier “if ∑αk” is satisfied for those
terms in which αk is a summation variable when the brackets in the product
∏
j(1 +
∑)
are opened. The notation
⊔
indicates the union of multisets.
For even p we apply (�.��) with Λ(k)(D) ..= 〈diag(fp)D〉 for k ≤ p/2 and Λ(k)(D) ..=
〈diag(fp)D〉 for k > p/2. This is obviously a special case of Λ(k)(D) = 〈BD〉 which was
considered in the so-called averaged case of [DS�] with arbitrary B of bounded operator
norm since ‖diag(fp)‖ = ‖fp‖∞ ≤ C. It was proved in [DS�] that
|〈diag(fp)D〉| . ρ
Nη
,
which is not good enough at the cusp. We can nevertheless use the graphical language
developed in [DS�] to estimate the complicated right hand side of (�.��).
�.�.� Graphical representation via double index graphs
The graphs (or Feynman diagrams) introduced in [DS�] encode the structure of all terms
in (�.��). Their (directed) edges correspond to resolvents G, while vertices correspond to
∆’s. Loop edges are allowed while parallel edges are not. ResolventsG and their Hermitian
conjugatesG∗ are distinguished by different types of edges. Each vertex v carries a label αv
and we need to sum up for all labels. Some labels are independently summed up, these are
the α-labels in (�.��),while the β-labels are strongly restricted; in the independent case they
can only be of the type α or αt. These graphs will be called “double indexed” graphs since
the vertices are naturally equipped with labels (double indices). Here we introduced the
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terminology “double indexed” for the graphs in [DS�] to distinguish them from the “single
indexed” graphs to be introduced later in this paper.
To be more precise, the graphs in [DS�] were vertex-coloured graphs. The colours en-
coded a resummation of the terms in (�.��): vertices whose labels (or their transpose) ap-
peared in one of the cumulants in (�.��) received the same colour. We then first summed up
the colours and only afterwards we summed up all labels compatible with the given colour-
ing. According to (�.��) for every even p it holds that
E |〈diag(fp)D〉|p =
∑
Γ∈Gav(p,6p)
Val(Γ) +O (N−p) , (�.��a)
where Gav(p,6p) is a certain finite collection of vertex coloured directed graphs with p con-
nected components, and Val(Γ), the value of the graph Γ, will be recalled below. According
to [DS�] each graph Γ ∈ Gav(p,6p) fulfils the following properties:
Proposition �.�.� (Properties of double index graphs). There exists a finite set Gav(p,6p) of
double index graphs Γ such that (�.��) hold. Each Γ fulfils the following properties.
(a) There exist exactly p connected components, all of which are oriented cycles. Each vertex has
one incoming and one outgoing edge.
(b) Each connected component contains at least one vertex and one edge. Single vertices with a
looped edge are in particular legal connected components.
(c) Each colour colours at least two and at most 6p vertices.
(d) If a colour colours exactly two vertices, then these vertices are in different connected components.
(e) The edges represent the resolvent matrix G or its adjoint G∗. Within each component either
all edges represent G or all edges represent G∗. Accordingly we call the components either G
orG∗-cycles.
(f ) Within each cycle there is one designated edge which is represented as a wiggled line in the
graph. The designated edge represents the matrix G diag(pf) in a G-cycle and the matrix
diag(pf)G∗ in aG∗-cycle.
(g) For each colour there exists at least one component in which a vertex of that colour is connected
to the matrix diag(fp). According to (f ) this means that if the relevant vertex is in aG-cycle,
then the designated (wiggled) edge is its incoming edge. If the relevant vertex is in aG-cycle,
then the designated edge is its outgoing edge.
If V is the vertex set of Γ and for each colour c ∈ C,Vc denotes the c-coloured vertices
then we recall that
Val(Γ) = (−1)|V |E
( ∏
c∈C
∏
v∈Vc
∑
αv
κ({αv}v∈Vc)
(|Vc| − 1)!
)
×
∏
Cyc(v1,...,vk)∈Γ
{
〈G diag(fp)∆αv1G . . .G∆αvk 〉
〈∆αvkG∗ . . . G∗∆αv1 diag(fp)G∗〉
(�.��b)
where the ultimate product is the product over all p of the cycles in the graph. By the
notation Cyc(v1, . . . , vk) we indicate a directed cycle with vertices v1, . . . , vk. Depending
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upon whether a given cycle is a G-cycle or G∗-cycle, it then contributes with one of the
factors indicated after the last curly bracket in (�.��b) with the vertex order chosen in such
a way that the designated edge represents the G diag(fp) or diag(fp)G∗ matrix. As an
example illustrating (�.��b) we have
N−2
∑
α1,β1
α2,β2
κ(α1, β1)κ(α2, β2) 〈G diag(fp)∆α1G∆β2〉 〈∆β1G∗∆α2 diag(fp)G∗〉
= Val ( ) .
(�.��)
Actually in [DS�] the graphical representation of the graph Γ is simplified, it does not con-
tain all information encoded in the graph. First, the direction of the edges are not indicated.
In the picture both cycles should be oriented in a clockwise orientation. Secondly, the type
of edges are not indicated, apart from the wiggled line. In fact, the edges in the second
graph stand forG∗, while those in the first graph stand forG. To translate the pictorial rep-
resentation directly let the striped vertices in the first and second cycle be associated with
α1, β1 and the dotted vertices with α2, β2. Accordingly, the wiggled edge in the first cycle
stands for G diag(fp), while the wiggled edge in the second cycle stands for diag(fp)G∗.
The reason why these details were omitted in the graphical representation of a double index
graph is that they do not influence the basic power counting estimate of its value used in
[DS�].
�.�.� Single index graphs
In [DS�] we operated with double index graphs that are structurally simple and appropriate
for bookkeeping complicated correlation structures, but they are not suitable for detecting
the additional smallness we need at the cusp. The contribution of the graphs in [DS�]
were estimated by a relatively simple power counting argument where only the number
of (typically off-diagonal) resolvent elements were recorded. In fact, for many subleading
graphs this procedure already gave a very good bound that is sufficient at the cusps as well.
The graphs carrying the leading contribution, however, have now to be computed to a higher
accuracy and this leads to the concept of “single index graphs”. These are obtained by a
certain refinement and reorganization of the double index graphs via a procedure we will
call graph resolution to be defined later. The main idea is to restructure the double index
graph in such a way that instead of labels (double indices) α = (a, b) its vertices naturally
represent single indices a and b. Every double indexed graph will give rise to a finite number
of resolved single index graphs.The double index graphs that require a more precise analysis
compared with [DS�] will be resolved to single index graphs. After we explain the structure
of the single index graphs and the graph resolution procedure, double index graphs will not
be used in this paper any more. Thus, unless explicitly stated otherwise, by graph we will
mean single index graph in the rest of this paper.
We now define the set G of single index graphs we will use in this paper. They are
directed graphs, where parallel edges and loops are allowed. Let the graph be denoted by Γ
with vertex set V (Γ) and edge set E(Γ). We will assign a value to each Γ which comprises
weights assigned to the vertices and specific values assigned to the edges. Since an edge may
represent different objects, we will introduce different types of edges that will be graphically
distinguished by different line style. We now describe these ingredients precisely.
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Vertices.
Each vertex v ∈ V (Γ) is equipped with an associated index av ∈ J . Graphically the vertices
are represented by small unlabelled bullets , i.e. in the graphical representation the actual
index is not indicated. It is understood that all indices will be independently summed up
over the entire index set J when we compute the value of the graph.
Vertex weights.
Each vertex v ∈ V (Γ) carries some weight vector w(v) ∈ CJ which is evaluated w(v)av at
the index av associated with the vertex. We generally assume these weights to be uniformly
bounded in N , i.e. supN‖w(v)‖∞ < ∞. Visually we indicate vertex weights by incoming
arrows as in w . Vertices without explicitly indicated weight may carry an arbitrary
bounded weight vector. We also use the notation 1 to indicate the constant 1 vector as
the weight, this corresponds to summing up the corresponding index unweighted
G-edges.
The set ofG-edges is denoted byGE(Γ) ⊂ E(Γ). These edges describe resolvents and there
are four types ofG-edges. First of all, there are directed edges corresponding toG andG∗ in
the sense that a directed G or G∗-edge e = (v, u) ∈ E initiating from the vertex v = i(e)
and terminating in the vertex u = t(e) represents the matrix elementsGavau or respectively
G∗avau evaluated in the indices av, au associated with the vertices v and u. Besides these two
there are also edges representing G −M and (G −M)∗. Distinguishing between G and
G−M , for practical purposes, is only important if it occurs in a loop. Indeed, (G−M)aa
is typically much smaller than Gaa, while (G−M)ab basically acts just like Gab when a, b
are summed independently. Graphically we will denote the four types of G-edges by
G = , G∗ = , G−M = , G∗ −M∗ =
where all these edges can also be loops. The convention is that continuous lines represent
G, dashed lines correspond to G∗, while the diamond on both types of edges indicates the
subtraction ofM orM∗. An edge e ∈ GE(Γ) carries its type as its attribute, so as a short
hand notation we can simply write Ge for Gai(e),at(e) , G
∗
ai(e),at(e)
, (G −M)ai(e),at(e) and
(G −M)∗ai(e),at(e) depending on which type of G-edge e represents. Due to their special
role in the later estimates, we will separately bookkeep thoseG−M orG∗−M∗ edges that
appear looped. We thus define the subset GEg−m ⊂ GE as the set of G-edges e ∈ GE(Γ)
of type G−M or G∗ −M∗ such that i(e) = t(e). We write g−m to refer to the fact that
looped edges are evaluated on the diagonal (g −m)av of (G−M)avav .
(G-)edge degree.
For any vertex v we define its in-degree deg−(v) and out-degree deg+(v) as the number
of incoming and outgoing G-edges. Looped edges (v, v) are counted for both in- and out-
degree. We denote the total degree by deg(v) = deg−(v) + deg+(v).
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Interaction edges.
Besides the G-edges we also have interaction edges, IE(Γ), representing the cumulants κ.
A directed interaction edge e = (u, v) represents the matrix R(e) =
(
r
(e)
ab
)
a,b∈J given by
the cumulant
r
(u,v)
ab =
1
(deg(u)− 1)!κ( ab, . . . , ab︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg−(u) times
, ba, . . . , ba︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg+(u) times
)
= 1(deg(v)− 1)!κ( ab, . . . , ab︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg+(v) times
, ba, . . . , ba︸ ︷︷ ︸
deg−(v) times
).
(�.��)
This relation is indeed compatible with exchanging the roles of u and v since deg−(u) =
deg+(v) and vice versa. For the important case when deg(u) = deg(v) = 2 it follows that
the interaction from u to v is given by S if u has one incoming and one outgoing G-edge
and T if u has two incoming G-edges, i.e.
sab = κ(ab, ba) tab = κ(ab, ab).
Visually we will represent interaction edges as
R = R and more specifically by S = S , T = T .
Although the interaction matrix R(e) is completely determined by the in- and out-degrees
of the adjacent vertices i(e), t(e) we still write out the specific S and T names because
these will play a special role in the latter part of the proof. As a short hand notation we
shall frequently use Re ..= R(e)ai(e),at(e) to denote the matrix element selected by the indices
ai(e), at(e) associated with the initial and terminal vertex of e. We also note that we do not
indicate the direction of edges associated with S as the matrix S is symmetric.
Generic weighted edges.
Besides the specific G-edges and interaction edges, additionally we also allow for generic
edges reminiscent of the generic vertex weights introduced above.They will be called generic
weighted edges, or weighted edges for short. To every weighted edge e we assign a weight
matrix K(e) = (k(e)ab )a,b∈J which is evaluated as k
(e)
ai(e),at(e) when we compute the value of
the graph by summing up all indices. To simplify the presentation we will not indicate the
precise form of the weight matrix K(e) but only its entry-wise scaling as a function of N .
A weighted edge presented as N−l represents an arbitrary weight matrix K(e) whose
entries scale like |k(e)ab | ≤ cN−l. We denote the set of weighted edges by WE(Γ). For a
given weighted edge e ∈ WE we record the entry-wise scaling of K(e) in an exponent
l(e) ≥ 0 in such a way that we always have |k(e)ab | ≤ cN−l(e).
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Graph value.
For graphs Γ ∈ G we define their value
Val(Γ) ..= (−1)|GE(Γ)|
( ∏
v∈V (Γ)
∑
av∈J
w(v)av
)( ∏
e∈IE(Γ)
r(e)ai(e),at(e)
)
×
( ∏
e∈WE(Γ)
k(e)ai(e),at(e)
)
E
( ∏
e∈GE(Γ)
Ge
)
,
(�.��)
which differs slightly from that in (�.��b) because it applies to a different class of graphs.
�.�.� Single index resolution
There is a natural mapping from double indexed graphs to a collection of single indexed
graphs that encodes the rearranging of the terms in (�.��b) when the summation over labels
αv is reorganized into summation over single indices. Now we describe this procedure.
Definition �.�.� (Single index resolution). By the single index resolution of a double vertex
graph we mean the collection of single index graphs obtained through the following procedure.
(i) For each colour, the identically coloured vertices of the double index graph are mapped into a
pair of vertices of the single index graph.
(ii) The pair of vertices in the single index graph stemming from a fixed colour is connected by an
interaction edge in the single index graph.
(iii) Every (directed) edge of the double index graph is naturally mapped to aG-edge of the single
index graph. While mapping equally coloured vertices x1, . . . , xk in the double index graph
to vertices u, v connected by an interaction edge e = (u, v) there are k− 1 binary choices of
whether we map the incoming edge of xj to an incoming edge of u and the outgoing edge of
xj to an outgoing edge of v or vice versa. In this process we are free to consider the mapping
of x1 (or any other vertex, for that matter) as fixed by symmetry of u↔ v.
(iv) If a wiggled G-edge is mapped to an edge from u to v, then v is equipped with a weight
of pf . If a wiggled G∗-edge is mapped to an edge from u to v, then u is equipped with
a weight of pf . All vertices with no weight specified in this process are equipped with the
constant weight 1.
We define the set G(p) ⊂ G as the set of all graphs obtained from the double index graphs Gav(p,6p)
via the single index resolution procedure.
Remark �.�.�.
(i) We note some ingredients described in Section �.�.� for a typical graph in G will be absent
for graphs Γ ∈ G(p) ⊂ G. For example,WE(Γ) = GEg−m(Γ) = ∅ for all Γ ∈ G(p).
(ii) We also remark that loops in double index graphs are never mapped into loops in single index
graphs along the single index resolution. Indeed, double index loops are always mapped to
edges parallel to the interaction edge of the corresponding vertex.
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A few simple facts immediately follow from the the single index construction in Defi-
nition �.�.�. From (i) it is clear that the number of vertices in the single index graph is twice
the number of colours of the double index graph. From (ii) it follows that the number of
interaction edges in the single index graph equals the number of colours of the double index
graph. Finally, from (iii) it is obvious that if for some colour c there are k = k(c) vertices in
the double index graph with colour c, then the resolution of this colour gives rise to 2k(c)−1
single indexed graph. Since these resolutions are done independently for each colour, we
obtain that the number of single index graphs originating from one double index graph is∏
c
2k(c)−1
Since the number of double index graph in Gav(p,6p) is finite, so is the number of graphs in
G(p).
Let us present an example of single index resolution applied to the graph from (�.��)
where we, for the sake of transparency, label all vertices and edges. Γ is a graph consisting
of one �-cycle on the vertices x1, y2 and one �-cycle on the vertices x2, y1 as in
e1
e2
e3
e4
x1 y2 y1 x2 (�.��)
with x1, y1 and x2, y2 being of equal colour (i.e.being associated to labels connected through
cumulants). In order to explain steps (i)-(iii) of the construction we first neglect that some
edges may be wiggled, but we restore the orientation of the edges in the picture. We then fix
the mapping of xi to pairs of vertices (ui, vi) for i = 1, 2 in such a way that the incoming
edges of xi are incoming at ui and the outgoing edges from xi are outgoing from vi. It
remains to map yi to (ui, vi) and for each i there are two choices of doing so that we obtain
the four possibilities{
e1
e2
v1
u1
u2
v2
e3
e4
v1
u1
u2
v2 ,
e1
e2
v1
u1
v2
u2
e3
e4
v1
u1
u2
v2 ,
e1
e2
v1
u1
u2
v2
e3
e4
u1
v1
u2
v2 ,
e1
e2
v1
u1
v2
u2
e3
e4
u1
v1
u2
v2
}
,
which translates to T
T
e1
e3
e2
e4
u1
v1
u2
v2
,
T
S
e1
e2
e4
e3
u1
v1
u2
v2
,
S
T
e1
e2
e4
e3
u1
v1
u2
v2
,
S
S
e1
e2
e4
e3
u1
v1
u2
v2

(�.��)
in the language of single index graphs where the S, T assignment agrees with (�.��). Finally
we want to visualize step (iv) in the single index resolution in our example. Suppose that in
(�.��) the edges e1 and e2 are G-edges while e3 and e4 are G∗ edges with e2 and e4 being
wiggled (in agreement with (�.��)). According to (iv) it follows that the terminal vertex of
e2 and the initial vertex of e4 are equipped with a weight of pf while the remaining vertices
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are equipped with a weight of 1. The first graph in (�.��) would thus be equipped with the
weights
T
T
e1
e3
e2
e4
u1
pf v1
1
u2
1
v2
pf
.
Single index graph expansion.
With the value definition in (�.��) it follows from Definition �.�.� that
E |〈diag(fp)D〉|p = N−p
∑
Γ∈G(p)
Val(Γ) +O (N−p) . (�.��)
We note that in contrast to the value definition for double index graphs (�.��), where each
average in (�.��b) contains an 1/N prefactor, the single index graph value (�.��) does not
include the N−p prefactor. We chose this convention in this paper mainly because the ex-
ponent p in the prefactor N−p cannot be easily read off from the single index graph itself,
whereas in the double index graph p is simply the number of connected components.
We now collect some simple facts about the structure of these graphs in G(p) which directly
follow from the corresponding properties of the double index graphs listed in Proposition
�.�.�.
Fact �.�. The interaction edges IE(Γ) form a perfect matching of Γ, in particular |V | = 2 |IE|.
Moreover, 1 ≤ |IE(Γ)| ≤ p and therefore the number of vertices in the graph is even and sat-
isfies 2 ≤ |V (Γ)| ≤ 2p. Finally, for (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ) we have deg−(u) = deg+(v),
deg+(u) = deg−(v) and consequently also deg(e) ..= deg(u) = deg(v). The degree further-
more satisfies the bounds 2 ≤ deg(e) ≤ 6p for each e ∈ IE(Γ).
Fact �.�. The weights associated with the vertices are some non-negative powers of fp in such a
way that the total power of all fp’s is exactly p. The trivial zeroth power, i.e. the constant weight 1
is allowed. Furthermore, the fpweights are distributed in such a way that at least one non-trivial
fp weight is associated with each interacting edge (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ).
�.�.� Examples of graphs
We now turn to some examples explaining the relation the of double index graphs from
[DS�] and single index graphs. We note that the single index graphs actually contain more
information because they specify edge direction, specify weights explicitly and differentiate
between G and G∗ edges. These information were not necessary for the power counting
arguments used in [DS�], but for the improved estimates they will be crucial.
We start with the graphs representing the following simple equality following from
κ(α, β) = Ewαwβ
N2E
∑
α,β
κ(α, β) 〈diag(fp)∆αG〉 〈G∗∆β diag(fp)∗〉
=
∑
a,b
sab(pf)2aEGbaG∗ab +
∑
a,b
tab(pf)a(pf)bEGbaG∗ba
���
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which can be represented as
N2Val
( )
= Val
(
S(pf)2 1
)
+Val
(
Tpf pf
)
.
We now turn to the complete graphical representation for the second moment in the
case of Gaussian entries,
E |〈diag(fp)D〉|2 = E 〈diag(fp)D〉 〈D∗ diag(fp)〉 (�.��)
= Val
( )
+Val ( )
=
∑
α,β
κ(α, β) 〈diag(fp)∆αG〉 〈G∗∆β diag(fp)∗〉
+
∑
α1,β1
∑
α2,β2
κ(α1, β1)κ(α2, β2)y 〈diag(fp)∆α1G∆β2G〉 〈G∗∆β1G∗∆α2 diag(fp)∗〉 ,
where we again stress that the double index graphs hide the specific weights and the fact
that one of the connected components actually contains G∗ edges. In terms of single index
graphs, the rhs. of (�.��) can be represented as the sum over the values of the six graphs
N2E |〈diag(fp)D〉|2 = Val
(
S(pf)2 1
)
+Val
(
Tpf pf
)
+Val
 S
S
pf
1
1
pf
+Val
 T
S
pf
1
pf
1
 (�.��)
+Val
 S
T
pf
1
1
pf
+Val
 T
T
pf
1
1
pf

Thefirst two graphs were already explained above.The additional four graphs come from the
second term in the rhs. of (�.��). Since κ(α1, β1) is non-zero only if α1 = β1 or α1 = βt1,
there are four possible choices of relations among theα and β labels in the two kappa factors.
For example, the first graph in the second line of (�.��) corresponds to the choice αt1 = β1,
αt2 = β2. Written out explicitly with summation over single indices, this value is given by∑
a1,b1
∑
a2,b2
(pf)a1(pf)b2sa1b1sa2b2 EGa2a1Gb1b2G∗a1a2G
∗
b2b1
where in the picture the left index corresponds to a1, the top index to b2, the right one to
a2 and the bottom one to b1.
We conclude this section by providing an example of a graph with some degree higher
than two which only occur in the non-Gaussian situation and might contain looped edges.
For example, in the expansion of N2E |〈diag(fp)D〉|2 in the non-Gaussian setup there is
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the term∑
a1,b1
a2,b2
ra1b1sa2b2 E 〈diag(fp)∆a1b1G∆b1a1G∆b2a2G〉 〈G∗∆b1a1G∗∆a2b2 diag(fp)∗〉
= Val
 R
S
pf
1
pf
1
 ,
where rab = κ(ab, ba, ba)/2 and sab = κ(ab, ba), in accordance with (�.��).
�.�.� Simple Estimates onVal(Γ)
In most cases we aim only at estimating the value of a graph instead of precisely computing
it. The simplest power counting estimate on (�.��) uses that the matrix elements of G and
those of the generic weight matrix K are bounded by an O (1) constant, while the matrix
elements of R(e) are bounded by N− deg(e)/2. Thus the naive estimate on (�.��) is
|Val(Γ)| .
( ∏
v∈V (Γ)
N
)( ∏
e∈IE(Γ)
N−deg(e)/2
)
=
∏
e∈IE(Γ)
N2−deg(e)/2 ≤
∏
e∈IE(Γ)
N ≤ Np
(�.��)
where we used that the interaction edges form a perfect matching and that deg(e) ≥ 2,
|IE(Γ)| ≤ p. The somewhat informal notation . in (�.��) hides a technical subtlety. The
resolvent entries Gab are indeed bounded by an O (1) constant in the sense of very high
moments but not almost surely. We will make bounds like the one in (�.��) rigorous in a
high moments sense in Lemma �.�.�.
The estimate (�.��) ignores the fact that typically only the diagonal resolvent matrix
elements of G are of O (1), the off-diagonal matrix elements are much smaller. This is
manifested in theWard-identity
∑
a∈J
|Gab|2 = (G∗G)bb = (G−G
∗)bb
2iη =
=Gbb
η
. (�.��a)
Thus the sum of off-diagonal resolvent elementsGab is usually smaller than its naive size of
orderN , at least in the regime η  N−1. This is quantified by the so calledWard estimates
∑
a∈J
|Gab|2 = N =Gbb
Nη
. Nψ2,
∑
a∈J
|Gab| . Nψ, ψ ..=
(
ρ
Nη
)1/2
. (�.��b)
Similarly to (�.��) the inequalities. in (�.��b) are meant in a power counting sense ignoring
that the entries of =G might not be bounded by ρ almost surely but only in some high
moment sense.
As a consequence of (�.��b) we can gain a factor of ψ for each off-diagonal (that is,
connecting two separate vertices) G-factor, but clearly only for at most two G-edges per
���
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adjacent vertex. Moreover, this gain can obviously only be used once for each edge and not
twice, separately when summing up the indices at both adjacent vertices. As a consequence
a careful counting of the total number of ψ-gains is necessary, see Section �.�.� for details.
Ward bounds for the example graphs from Section �.�.�. From the single index graphs
drawn in (�.��) we can easily obtain the known bound E |〈diag(fp)D〉|2 . ψ4. Indeed,
the last four graphs contribute a combinatorial factor ofN4 from the summations over four
single indices and a scaling factor ofN−2 from the size of S, T . Furthermore, we can gain a
factor of ψ for each G-edge through Ward estimates and the bound follows. Similarly, the
first two graphs contribute a factor of N = N2−1 from summation and S/T and a factor
of ψ2 from the Ward estimates, which overall gives N−1ψ2 . ψ4. As this example shows,
the bookkeeping of available Ward-estimates is important and we will do so systematically
in the following sections.
�.�.� Improved estimates onVal(Γ): Wardable edges
For the sake of transparency we briefly recall the combinatorial argument used in [DS�],
which also provides the starting point for the refined estimate in the present paper. Com-
pared to [DS�], however, we phrase the counting argument directly in the language of the
single index graphs. We only aim to gain from the G-edges adjacent to vertices of degree
two or three; for vertices of higher degree the most naive estimate |Gab| . 1 is already
sufficient as demonstrated in [DS�]. We collect the vertices of degree two and three in the
set V2,3 and collect the G-edges adjacent to V2,3 in the set E2,3. In Section �.�.� a specific
marking procedure on the G-edges of the graph is introduced that has the following proper-
ties. For each v ∈ V2,3 we put a mark on at most two adjacent G-edges in such a way that
those edges can be estimated via (�.��b) while performing the av summation. In this case
we say that the mark comes from the v-perspective. An edge may have two marks coming
from the perspective of each of its adjacent vertices. Later, marked edges will be estimated
via (�.��b) while summing up av. After doing this for all of V2,3 we call an edge in E2,3
marked effectively if it either (i) has two marks, or (ii) has one mark and is adjacent to only
one vertex from V2,3. While subsequently using (�.��b) in the summation of av for v ∈ V2,3
(in no particular order) on the marked edges (and estimating the remaining edges adjacent
to v trivially) we can gain at least as many factors of ψ as there are effectively marked edges.
Indeed, this follows simply from the fact that effectively marked edges are never estimated
trivially during the procedure just described, no matter the order of vertex summation.
Fact �.�. For each Γ ∈ G(p) there is a marking of edges adjacent to vertices of degree at most 3
such that there are at least
∑
e∈IE(Γ)(4− deg(e))+ effectively marked edges.
Proof. On the one hand we find from Fact �.� (more specifically, from the equality deg(e) =
deg(u) = deg(v) for (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ)) that
|E2,3| ≥
∑
v∈V2,3
1
2 deg(v) =
∑
e∈IE(Γ),deg(e)∈{2,3}
deg(e). (�.��)
On the other it can be checked that for every pair (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ) with deg(e) = 2 all
G-edges adjacent to u or v can be marked from the u, v-perspective. Indeed, this is a direct
consequence of Proposition �.�.�(d): Because the two vertices in the double index graph
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being resolved to (u, v) cannot be part of the same cycle it follows that all of the (two, three
or four)G-edges adjacent to the vertices with index u or v are not loops (i.e.do not represent
diagonal resolvent elements). They are cyclically marked and can thereby bounded by using
(�.��b). Similarly, it can be checked that for every edge (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ)with deg(e) = 3
at most twoG-edges adjacent to u or v can remain unmarked from the u, v-perspective. By
combining these two observations it follows that at most∑
e∈IE(Γ),deg(e)∈{2,3}
(2 deg(e)− 4) (�.��)
edges in E2,3 are ineffectively marked since those are counted as unmarked from the per-
spective of one of its vertices. Subtracting (�.��) from (�.��) it follows that in total at least∑
e∈IE(Γ)
(4− deg(e))+ =
∑
e∈IE(Γ),deg(e)∈{2,3}
(4− deg(e))
edges are marked effectively, just as claimed.
In [DS�] it was sufficient to estimate the value of each graph in G(p) by subsequently
estimating all effectively marked edges using (�.��b). For the purpose of improving the
local law at the cusp, however,we need to introduce certain operations on the graphs of G(p)
which allow to estimate the graph value to a higher accuracy. It is essential that during those
operations we keep track of the number of edges we estimate using (�.��b). Therefore we
now introduce a more flexible way of recording these edges. We first recall a basic definition
[���] from graph theory.
Definition�.�.�. For k ≥ 1 a graphΓ = (V,E) is called k-degenerate if any induced subgraph
has minimal degree at most k.
It is well known that being k-degenerate is equivalent to the following sequential prop-
erty�. We provide a short proof for convenience.
Lemma �.�.�. A graph Γ = (V,E) is k-degenerate if and only if there exists an ordering of
vertices {v1, . . . , vn} = V such that for eachm ∈ [n] ..= {1, . . . , n} it holds that
degΓ[{v1,...,vm}](vm) ≤ k (�.��)
where for V ′ ⊂ V , Γ[V ′] denotes the induced subgraph on the vertex set V ′.
Proof. Suppose the graph is k-degenerate and let n ..= |V |. Then there exists some ver-
tex vn ∈ V such that deg(vn) ≤ k by definition. We now consider the subgraph in-
duced by V ′ ..= V \ {vn} and, by definition, again find some vertex vn−1 ∈ V ′ of degree
degΓ[V ′](vn−1) ≤ k. Continuing inductively we find a vertex ordering with the desired
property.
Conversely, assume there exists a vertex ordering such that (�.��) holds for eachm. Let
V ′ ⊂ V be an arbitrary subset and letm ..= max { l ∈ [n] | Vl ∈ V ′ }. Then it holds that
degΓ[V ′](vm) ≤ degΓ[{v1,...,vm}](vm) ≤ k
and the proof is complete.
�This equivalent property is commonly known as having a colouring number of at most k+1, see e.g. [��].
���
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The reason for introducing this graph theoretical notion is that it is equivalent to the
possibility of estimating edges effectively using (�.��b). A subset GE′ of G-edges in Γ ∈ G
can be fully estimated using (�.��b) if and only if there exists a vertex ordering such that we
can subsequently remove vertices in such a way that in each step at most two edges from
GE′ are removed. Due to Lemma �.�.� this is the case if and only if Γ′ = (V,GE′) is
2-degenerate. For example, the graph Γeff = (V,GEeff) induced by the effectively marked
G-edges GEeff is a 2-degenerate graph. Indeed, each effectively marked edge is adjacent to
at least one vertex which has degree at most 2 in Γeff: Vertices of degree � in (V,GE) are
trivially at most of degree 2 in Γeff, and vertices of degree 3 in (V,GE) are also at most of
degree 2 in Γeff as they can only be adjacent to 2 effectively marked edges. Consequently
any induced subgraph of Γeff has to contain some vertex of degree at most 2 and thereby
Γeff is 2-degenerate.
Definition �.�.�. For a graph Γ = (V,GE∪ IE∪WE) ∈ G we call a subset of G-edges
GEW ⊂ GEWardable if the subgraph (V,GEW) is 2-degenerate.
Lemma �.�.�. For each Γ ∈ G(p) there exists a Wardable subsetGEW ⊂ GE of size
|GEW | =
∑
e∈IE
(4− deg(e))+. (�.��)
Proof. This follows immediately fromFact �.�, the observation that (V,GEeff) is 2-degenerate
and the fact that sub-graphs of 2-degenerate graphs remain 2-degenerate.
For each Γ ∈ G(p) we choose a Wardable subset GEW(Γ) ⊂ GE(Γ) satisfying (�.��).
At least one such set is guaranteed to exist by the lemma. For graphs with several possible
such sets, we arbitrarily choose one, and consider it permanently assigned to Γ. Later we
will introduce certain operations on graphs Γ ∈ G(p) which produce families of derived
graphs Γ′ ∈ G ⊃ G(p). During those operations the chosenWardable subset GEW(Γ) will
be modified in order to produce eligible sets ofWardable edgesGEW(Γ′) and we will select
one among those to define the Wardable subset of Γ′. We stress that the relation (�.��) on
the Wardable set is required only for Γ ∈ G(p) but not for the derived graphs Γ′.
We now give a precise meaning to the vague bounds of (�.��), (�.��b). We define the
N-exponent, n(Γ), of a graph Γ = (V,GE∪ IE∪WE) as the effective N-exponent in its
value-definition, i.e. as
n(Γ) ..= |V | −
∑
e∈IE
deg(e)
2 −
∑
e∈WE
l(e).
We defer the proof of the following technical lemma to the appendix.
Lemma �.�.�. Let Γ = (V,GE∪ IE∪WE) ∈ G be a graph with Wardable edge set GEW ⊂
GE and at most |V | ≤ cp vertices and at most |GE| ≤ cp2 G-edges. Then there exists a constant
0 < C <∞ such that for each 0 <  < 1 it holds that
|Val(Γ)| ≤ N p
(
1 + ‖G‖q
)Cp2 W-Est(Γ), (�.��a)
where
W-Est(Γ) ..= Nn(Γ)
(
ψ + ψ′q
)|GEW|(ψ + ψ′q + ψ′′q )|GEg−m|, q ..= Cp3/. (�.��b)
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Remark �.�.�.
(i) We consider  and p as fixed within the proof ofTheorem �.�.� and therefore do not explicitly
carry the dependence of them in quantities likeW-Est.
(ii) We recall that the factors involving GEg−m andWE do not play any role for graphs Γ ∈
G(p) as those sets are empty in this restricted class of graphs (see Remark �.�.�).
(iii) Ignoring the difference between ψ and ψ′q, ψ′′q and the irrelevant order O (Np) factor in
(�.��), the reader should think of (�.��) as the heuristic inequality
|Val(Γ)| . Nn(Γ)ψ|GEW|+|GEg−m|.
Using Lemma �.�.�,N−1/2 . ψ . 1, |V | = 2 |IE| ≤ 2p and deg(e) ≥ 2 (from Fact
�.�) we thus find
N−p |Val(Γ)| . N |IE|−p
∏
e∈IE
N1−deg(e)/2ψ(4−deg(e))+
. ψ2|IE|−2p
∏
e∈IE
ψdeg(e)−2+(4−deg(e))+ ≤ ψ2p
(�.��)
for any Γ = (V,GE∪ IE) ∈ G(p).
�.�.� Improved estimates onVal(Γ) at the cusp: σ-cells
Definition �.�.��. For Γ ∈ G we call an interaction edge (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ) a σ-cell if the
following four properties hold: (i) deg(e) = 2, (ii) there are no G-loops adjacent to u or v, (iii)
precisely one of u, v carries a weight of pf while the other carries a weight of 1, and (iv), e is not
adjacent to any other nonGE-edges. Pictorially, possible σ-cells are given by
R
u
pf
v
1 ,
R
u
1
v
pf
,
R
u
pf
v
1
but not by
R
u
1
v
pf .
For Γ ∈ G we denote the number of σ-cells in Γ by σ(Γ).
Next,we state a simple lemma, estimatingW-Est(Γ) of the graphs in the restricted class
Γ ∈ G(p).
Lemma �.�.��. For each Γ = (V, IE∪GE) ∈ G(p) it holds that
N−p |W-Est(Γ)| ≤p
(√
η/ρ
)p−σ(Γ)
(ψ + ψ′q)2p
∏
e∈IE
deg(e)≥4
N2−deg(e)/2.
Proof. We introduce the short-hand notations IEk ..= { e ∈ IE | deg(e) = k } and IE≥k ..=⋃
l≥k IEl. Starting from (�.��b) and Lemma �.�.� we find
N−p |W-Est(Γ)| ≤ N−(p−|IE|)
( ∏
e∈IE2
(ψ + ψ′q)2
)( ∏
e∈IE3
ψ + ψ′q√
N
)
×
( ∏
e∈IE≥4
1
N
)( ∏
e∈IE≥4
N2−deg(e)/2
)
.
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Using N−1/2 = ψ
√
η/ρ ≤ Cψ it then follows that
N−p |W-Est(Γ)| ≤p
[
η
ρ
ψ2
]p−|IE|( ∏
e∈IE2
(ψ + ψ′q)2
)
×
( ∏
e∈IE≥3
√
η
ρ
(ψ + ψ′q)2
)( ∏
e∈IE≥4
N2−deg(e)/2
)
.
(�.��)
It remains to relate (�.��) to the number σ(Γ) of σ-cells in Γ. Since each interaction edge
which is not a σ-cell has an additional weight pf attached to it, it follows from Fact �.� that
|IE| − σ(Γ) ≤ p− |IE|. Therefore, from (�.��), |IE2| ≤ |IE| and η/ρ ≤ C we have that
N−p |W-Est(Γ)| ≤p
[√
η/ρ(ψ + ψ′q)2
]p−|IE|+∣∣IE≥3∣∣+|IE2|−σ(Γ)
×
[
(ψ + ψ′q)2
]σ(Γ)( ∏
e∈IE≥4
N2−deg(e)/2
)
,
proving the claim.
Using Lemma �.�.� and
√
η/ρ ≤ σq, the estimate in Lemma �.�.�� has improved the
previous bound (�.��) by a factor σp−σ(Γ)q (ignoring the irrelevant factors). In order to prove
(�.��c), we thus need to remove the −σ(Γ) from this exponent, in other words, we need to
show that from each σ-cell we can multiplicatively gain a factor of σq. This is the content
of the following proposition.
Proposition �.�.��. Let Γ ∈ G be a single index graph with at most cp vertices and cp2 edges
with a σ-cell (u, v) = e ∈ IE(Γ). Then there exists a finite collection of graphs {Γσ} unionsq GΓ with
at most one additional vertex and at most 6p additionalG-edges such that
Val(Γ) = σVal(Γσ) +
∑
Γ′∈GΓ
Val(Γ′) +O (N−p) ,
W-Est(Γσ) = W-Est(Γ), W-Est(Γ′) ≤p σqW-Est(Γ), Γ′ ∈ GΓ
(�.��)
and all graphs Γσ and Γ′ ∈ GΓ have exactly one σ-cell less than Γ.
Using Lemma �.�.� and Lemma �.�.�� together with the repeated application of Propo-
sition �.�.�� we are ready to present the proof ofTheorem �.�.�.
Proof of Theorem �.�.�. We remark that the isotropic local law (�.��a) and the averaged local
law (�.��b) are verbatim as inTheorem �.�.�. We therefore only prove the improved bound
(�.��c)–(�.��d) in the remainder of the section. We recall (�.��) and partition the set of
graphs G(p) = G0(p) ∪ G≥1(p) into those graphs G0(p) with no σ-cells and those graphs
G≥1(p) with at least one σ-cell. For the latter group we then use Proposition �.�.�� for some
σ-cell to find
E |〈diag(pf)D〉|p = N−p
∑
Γ∈G0(p)
Val(Γ) (�.��)
+N−p
∑
Γ∈G≥1(p)
σVal(Γσ) + ∑
Γ′∈GΓ
Val(Γ′)
+O (N−2p) ,
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where the number of σ-cells is reduced by 1 for Γσ and each Γ′ ∈ GΓ as compared to Γ. We
note that the Ward-estimateW-Est(Γ) from Lemma �.�.�� together with Lemma �.�.� is
already sufficient for the graphs in G0(p). For those graphs G1(p) with exactly one σ-cell
the expansion in (�.��) is sufficient because σ ≤ σq and, according to (�.��), each Γ′ ∈ GΓ
has a Ward estimate which is already improved by σq. For the other graphs we iterate the
expansion from Proposition �.�.�� until no sigma cells are left.
It only remains to count the number ofG-edges and vertices in the successively derived
graphs to make sure that Lemma �.�.� and Proposition �.�.�� are applicable and that the
last two factors in (�.��c) come out as claimed. Since every of the σ(Γ) ≤ p applications
of Proposition �.�.�� creates at most 6p additional G-edges and one additional vertex, it
follows that |GE(Γ)| ≤ C ′p2, |V | ≤ C ′p also in any successively derived graph. Finally,
it follows from the last factor in Lemma �.�.�� that for each e ∈ IE with deg(e) ≥ 5 we
gain additional factors of N−1/2. Since |IE| ≤ p, we easily conclude that if there are more
than 4p G-edges, then each of them comes with an additional gain of N−1/2. Now (�.��c)
follows immediately after taking the p-th root.
We turn to the proof of (�.��d). We first write out
〈diag(pf)[T Gt]G〉 = 1
N
∑
a,b
(pf)atabGbaGba
and therefore can, for even p, write the p-th moment as the value
E
∣∣∣〈diag(pf)[T Gt]G〉∣∣∣p = N−pVal(Γ0)
of the graph Γ0 = (V,GE∪ IE) ∈ G which is given by p disjoint 2-cycles as
Γ0 =
T
pf 1
T
pf 1 · · ·
T
1 pf
T
1 pf
,
where there are p/2 cycles of G-edges and p/2 cycles of G∗ edges. It is clear that (V,GE)
is 2-degenerate and since |GE| = 2p it follows that
W-Est(Γ0) ≤ Np(ψ + ψ′q)2p.
On the other hand each of the p interaction edges inΓ0 is a σ-cell andwe can use Proposition
�.�.�� p times to obtain (�.��d) just as in the proof of (�.��c).
�.�.� Proof of Proposition �.�.��
It follows from the MDE that
G =M −MS[M ]G−MWG =M −GS[M ]M −GWM,
which we use to locally expand a term of the form GxaG∗ay for fixed a, x, y further. To
make the computation local we allow for an arbitrary random function f = f(W ), which
in practice encodes the remaining G-edges in the graph. A simple cumulant expansion
���
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shows
∑
b
BabEGxbG∗byf = EMxaG∗ayf −
6p∑
k=2
∑
b
∑
β∈Ik
κ(ba, β)maE ∂β
[
GxbG
∗
ayf
]
+
∑
b
sbamaE
[
Gxa(g −m)bG∗ay +Gxb(g −m)aG∗by −GxbG∗ay∂ab
]
f +O (N−p)
+
∑
b
tbamaE
[
Gxb(G−M)abG∗ay +GxbG∗abG∗ay −GxbG∗ay∂ba
]
f (�.��)
where ∂α ..= ∂wα and introduced the stability operatorB ..= 1−diag(|m|2)S. The stability
operator B appears from rearranging the equation obtained from the cumulant expansion
to express the quantity EGxbG∗byf . In our graphical representation, the stability operator
is a special edge that we can also express as
Val
(
B
x y
)
= Val
(
x y
)
−Val
(
S|m|2
x y
)
. (�.��)
An equality like (�.��) is meant locally in the sense that the pictures only represent subgraphs
of the whole graph with the empty, labelled vertices symbolizing those vertices which con-
nect the subgraph to its complement.Thus (�.��) holds true for every fixed graph extending
x, y consistently in all three graphs. The doubly drawn edge in (�.��) means that the exter-
nal vertices x, y are identified with each other and the associated indices are set equal via a
δax,ay function. Thus (�.��) should be understood as the equality
Val
(
B
)
= Val
( )
−Val
(
S
)
(�.��)
where the outside edges incident at the merged vertices x, y are reconnected to one common
vertex in the middle graph. For example, in the picture (�.��) the vertex x is connected to
the rest of the graph by two edges, and the vertex y by one.
In order to represent (�.��) in terms of graphs we have to define a notion of differential
edge. First, we define a targeted differential edge represented by an interaction edge with a red
∂-sign written on top and a red-coloured targetG-edge to denote the collection of graphs
∂
u v
x y
..=
{
R
x
u v
y
, R
u v
y x
}
,
∂
u v
x
..=

R
u v
x
,
R
u v
x

(�.��)
The second picture in (�.��) shows that the target G-edge may be a loop; the definition
remains the same. This definition extends naturally to G∗ edges and is exactly the same for
G−M edges (note that this is compatible with the usual notion of derivative asM does not
depend onW ). Graphs with the differential signs should be viewed only as an intermediate
simplifying picture but they really mean the collection of graphs indicated in the right hand
side of (�.��). They represent the identities∑
α
κ(uv, α)∂uvGxy = −suvGxvGuy − tuvGxuGvy,∑
α
κ(uv, α)∂uvGxx = −suvGxvGux − tuvGxuGvx
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In other words we introduced these graphs only to temporary encode expressions with
derivatives (e.g. second term in the rhs. of (�.��)) before the differentiation is actually per-
formed. We can then further define the action of an untargeted differential edge according
the Leibniz rule as the collection of graphs with the differential edge being targeted on all
G-edges of the graph one by one (in particular not only those in the displayed subgraph),
i.e. for example
∂
u v
x y z
..=
∂
u v
x y z
⊔ ∂u v
x y z
⊔
. . . . (�.��)
Here the union is a union in the sense of multisets, i.e. allows for repetitions in the resulting
set (note that also this is compatible with the usual action of derivative operations).Theunionsq . . .
symbol on the rhs. of (�.��) indicates that the targeted edge cycles through all G-edges in
the graph, not only the ones in the subgraph. For example, if there are k G-edges in the
graph, then the picture (�.��) represents a collection of 2k graphs arising from performing
the differentiation∑
α
κ(uv, α)∂uv
[
GxyGyzf
]
=
∑
α
κ(uv, α)
[
∂uvGxy
]
Gyzf +
∑
α
κ(uv, α)Gxy
[
∂uvGyz
]
f +
∑
α
κ(uv, α)GxyGyz
[
∂uvf
]
= −suv
[
GxvGuyGyzf +GxyGyvGuzf +GxyGyz(∂vuf)
]
− tuv
[
GxuGvyGyzf +GxyGyuGvzf +GxyGyz(∂uvf)
]
,
where f = f(W ) represents the value of the G-edges outside the displayed subgraph.
Finally we introduce the notation that a differential edge which is targeted on all G-
vertices except for those in the displayed subgraph. This differential edge targeted on the
outside will be denoted by ∂̂.
Regarding the value of the graph, we define the value of a collection of graphs as the
sum of their values. We note that this definition is for the collection of graphs encoded by
the differential edges also consistent with the usual differentiation.
Written in a graphical form (�.��) reads
Val

Bx
1
y
a
 = Val

x
m
a y
− 6p∑
k=2
Val

∂k
x
1 m
a y
+O (N−p)
+Val
 Sx
m
a
y
1
+Val
 Sx 1
y
m a
+Val
 T
x
1 m
a y

+Val
 T
x
1 m
a y
−Val

∂̂
x
1 m
a y
 (�.��)
where the ultimate graph encodes the ultimate terms in the last two lines of (�.��).
We worked out the example for the resolution of the quantity EGxaG∗ayf , but very
similar formulas hold if the order of the fixed indices (x, y) and the summation index a
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changes in the resolvents, as well as for other combinations of the complex conjugates. In
graphical language this corresponds to changing the arrows of the two G-edges adjacent
to a, as well as their types. In other words, equalities like the one in (�.��) hold true for
other any degree two vertex but the stability operator changes slightly: In total there are
16 possibilities, four for whether the two edges are incoming or outgoing at a and another
four for whether the edges are of type G or of type G∗. The general form for the stability
operator is
B ..= 1− diag(m#1m#2)R, (�.��)
where R = S if there is one incoming and one outgoing edge, R = T if there are two
outgoing edges and R = T t otherwise, and where #1,#2 represent complex conjugations
if the corresponding edges are of G∗ type. Thus for, for example, the stability operator in a
for G∗xaG∗ya is 1− diag(m2)T t. Note that the stability operator at vertex with degree two
is exclusively determined by the type and orientation of the two G-edges adjacent to a. In
the sequel the letterB will refer to the appropriate stability operator, we will not distinguish
their � possibilities (R = S, T, T t andm#1m#2 = |m|2 ,m2,m2) in the notation.
Lemma �.�.��. Let Γ ∈ G be a single index graph with at most cp vertices and cp2 edges and
let a ∈ V (Γ) be a vertex of degree deg(a) = 2. The insertion of the stability operatorB (�.��) at
a as in (�.��) produces a finite set of graphs with at most one additional vertex and 6p additional
edges, denoted by GΓ, such that
Val(Γ) =
∑
Γ′∈GΓ
Val
(
Γ′
)
+O (N−p) ,
and all of them have a Ward estimate
W-Est(Γ′) ≤p
(
ρ+ ψ + η/ρ+ ψ′q + ψ′′q
)
W-Est(Γ) ≤p σqW-Est(Γ), Γ′ ∈ GΓ.
Moreover all σ-cells in Γ, except possibly a σ-cell adjacent to a, remain σ-cells also in each Γ′.
Proof. As the proofs for all of the � cases of B-operators are almost identical we prove the
lemma for the case (�.��) for definiteness. Now we compare the value of the graph
Γ ..= x a y
with the graph in the lhs. of (�.��), i.e. when the stability operatorB is attached to the vertex
a. We remind the reader that the displayed graphs only show a certain subgraph of the
whole graph. The goal is to show thatW-Est (Γ′) ≤ (ρ+ ψ + η/ρ+ ψ′q + ψ′′q )W-Est(Γ)
for each graph Γ′ occurring on the rhs. of (�.��). The forthcoming reasoning is based on
comparing the quantities |V |, |GEW|, |GEg−m| and
∑
e∈IE deg(e)/2 defining the Ward
estimate W-Est from (�.��b) of the graph Γ and the various graphs Γ′ occurring on the
rhs. of (�.��).
(a) We begin with the first graph and claim that
W-Est

x
m
a y
 ≤ 1
Nψ2
W-Est(Γ) = η
ρ
W-Est(Γ).
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Due to the double edge which identifies the x and a vertices it follows that |V (Γ′)| =
|V (Γ)| − 1. The degrees of all interaction edges remain unchanged when going from Γ
to Γ′. As the 2-degenerate set ofWardable edgesGEW(Γ′)we chooseGEW(Γ)\N(a),
i.e. the 2-degenerate edge set in the original graph except for the edge-neighbourhood
N(a) of a, i.e. those edges adjacent to a. As a subgraph of (V,GEW(Γ)) it follows
that (V \ {a},GEW(Γ′)) is again 2-degenerate. Thus |GEW(Γ)| ≥ |GEW(Γ′)| ≥
|GEW(Γ)| − 2 and the claimed bound follows since |GEg−m(Γ′)| = |GEg−m(Γ)| and
W-Est(Γ′)
W-Est(Γ) =
1
N(ψ + ψ′q)|GEW(Γ)|−|GEW(Γ
′)| ≤
1
Nψ2
.
(b) Next, we consider the third and fourth graph and claim that
W-Est
 Sx
m
a
y
1
+W-Est
 Sx b 1
y
m a
 = 2(ψ + ψ′q + ψ′′q )W-Est(Γ).
Here there is one more vertex (corresponding to an additional summation index),∣∣V (Γ′)∣∣ = |V (Γ)|+ 1,
whose effect in (�.��b) is compensated by one additional interaction edge e of degree
2. Hence the N-exponent n(Γ) remains unchanged. In the first graph we can simply
choose GEW(Γ′) = GEW(Γ), whereas in the second graph we choose GEW(Γ′) =
GEW(Γ)\{(x, a), (a, y)}∪{(x, b), (b, y)} which is 2-degenerate as a subgraph of a 2-
degenerate graph together with an additional vertex of degree 2. Thus in both cases we
can choose GEW(Γ′) (if necessary, by removing excess edges from GEW(Γ′) again) in
such a way that |GEW(Γ′)| = |GEW(Γ)| but the number of (g−m)-loops is increased
by 1, i.e. |GEg−m(Γ′)| = |GEg−m(Γ)|+ 1.
(c) Similarly, we claim for the fifth and sixth graph that
W-Est
 T
x
1
b
m
a y
+W-Est
 T
x
1
b
m
a y
 = 2(ψ + ψ′q)W-Est(Γ).
There is one more vertex whose effect in (�.��b) is compensated by one more interaction
edge of degree 2, whence the number N-exponent remains unchanged. The number of
Wardable edges can be increased by one by setting GEW(Γ′) to be a suitable subset of
GEW(Γ) \ {(x, a), (a, y)} ∪ {(x, b), (a, b), (a, y)} which is 2-degenerate as the subset
of a 2-degenerate graph together with two vertices of degree 2. The number of (g−m)-
loops remains unchanged.
(d) For the last graph in (�.��), i.e. where the derivative targets an outside edge, we claim
that
W-Est

∂̂
x
1 m
a y
 ≤p (ψ + ψ′q + ψ′′q )W-Est(Γ).
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Here the argument on the lhs., Γ′, stands for a whole collection of graphs but we es-
sentially only have to consider two types: The derivative edge either hits a G-edge or a
(g −m)-loop, i.e.
∂
u v
x a y
or
∂
u
x a y
which encodes the graphs
R
a
x
v
u
y
and
R
ax
u
y
as well as the corresponding transpositions (as in (�.��)). In both cases the N-size of
W-Est remains constant since the additional vertex is balanced by the additional degree
two interaction edge. In both cases all four displayed edges can be included inGEW(Γ′).
So |GEW| can be increased by 1 in the first case and by 2 in the second case while the
number of (g − m)-loops remains constant in the first case is decreased by 1 in the
second case. The claim follows directly in the first case and from
W-Est(Γ′)
W-Est(Γ) =
(ψ + ψ′q)2
ψ + ψ′q + ψ′′q
≤ ψ + ψ′q + ψ′′q
in the second case.
(e) It remains to consider the second graph in the rhs. of (�.��) with the higher derivative
edge. We claim that for each k ≥ 2 it holds that
W-Est

∂k
x
1 m
a y
 ≤p (ψ + ψ′q)W-Est(Γ).
We prove the claim by induction on k starting from k = 2. For any k ≥ 2 we write
∂k = ∂k−1∂. For the action of the last derivative we distinguish three cases: (i) action
on an edge adjacent to the derivative edge, (ii) action on a non-adjacent G-edge and
(iii) an action on a non-adjacent (g −m)-loop. Graphically this means
∂k−1∂
x a y ,
∂k−1∂
u v
x a y
or
∂k−1∂
u
x a y
. (�.��)
We ignored the case where the derivative acts on (a, y) since it is estimated identically
to the first graph. We also neglected the possibility that the derivative acts on a g-loop,
as this is estimated exactly as the last graph and the result is even better since no (g−m)-
loop is destroyed. After performing the last derivative in (�.��) we obtain the following
graphs Γ′
∂k−1
b
a
y
x
, ∂
k−1
x b a y
, ∂k−1
b
a
x
v
u
y
and
∂k−1
b ax
u
y
(�.��)
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where we neglected the transposition of the third graph with u, v exchanged because
this is equivalent with regard to the counting argument. First, we handle the second,
third and fourth graphs in (�.��). In all these cases the set GEW(Γ′) is defined simply
by adding all edges drawn in (�.��) to the set GEW(Γ) \ {(x, a), (a, y)}. The new set
remains 2-degenerate since all these new edges are adjacent to vertices of degree 2.
Compared to the original graph, Γ, we thus have increased |GEW| + |GEg−m| by at
least 1.
We now continue with the first graph in (�.��), where we explicitly expand the action of
another derivative (notice that this is the only graph where k ≥ 2 is essentially used).
We distinguish four cases, depending on whether the derivative acts on (i) the b-loop,
(ii) an adjacent edge, (iii) a non-adjacent edge or (iv) a non-adjacent (g −m)-loop, i.e.
graphically we have
∂k−2∂
b
a
y
x
, ∂k−2∂
b
a
y
x
,
∂k−2∂
u v
b
a
y
x
and
∂k−2∂
u
b
a
y
x
. (�.��)
After performing the indicated derivative, the encoded graphs Γ′ are
∂k−2
b
a
y
x
, ∂k−2
b a
yx
,
∂k−2
b
a
v
u
y
x
and ∂k−2
b a
y
x
u
,
(�.��)
where we again neglected the version of the third graph with u, v exchanged. We note
that both the first and the second graph in (�.��) produce the first graph in (�.��). Now
we define how to get the set GEW(Γ′) from GEW(Γ) \ {(x, a), (a, y)} for each case.
In the first graph of (�.��) we add all three non-loop edges to GEW(Γ′), in the second
graph we add both non-loop edges, in the third and fourth graph we add the non-looped
edge adjacent to b as well as any two non-looped edges adjacent to a. Thus, compared
to the original graph the number |GEW|+ |GEg−m| is at least preserved. On the other
hand the N-power counting is improved by N−1/2. Indeed, there is one additional
vertex b, yielding a factor N , which is compensated by the scaling factor N−3/2 from
the interaction edge of degree 3.
To conclude the inductive step we note that additional derivatives (i.e. the action of
∂k−2) can only decrease the Ward-value of a graph. Indeed, any single derivative can
at most decrease the number |GEW(Γ)| + |GEg−m| by 1 by either differentiating a
(g−m)-loop or differentiating an edge fromGEW.Thus the number |GEW|+|GEg−m|
is decreased by at most k−2 while the number |GEg−m| is not increased. In particular,
by choosing a suitable subset of Wardable edges, we can define GEW(Γ′) in such a
way that |GEW| + |GEg−m| is decreased by exactly k − 2. But at the same time each
derivative provides a gain of cN−1/2 ≤ ψ ≤ ψ+ψ′q since the degree of the interaction
edge is increased by one. Thus we have
W-Est(Γ′)
W-Est(Γ) ≤p (ψ + ψ
′
q)k−1+|GEW(Γ
′)|+|GEg−m(Γ′)|−|GEW(Γ)|−|GEg−m(Γ)| = ψ + ψ′q,
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just as claimed.
Lemma �.�.�� shows that the insertion of theB-operator reduces theWard-estimate by
at least ρ. However, this insertion does not come for free since the inverse
B−1 = (1− diag(m#1m#2)R)−1
is generally not a uniformly bounded operator. For example, it follows from (�.�) that
=m = η |m|2 + |m|2 S=m
and therefore (1 − diag(|m|2)S)−1 is singular for small η with =m being the unstable
direction. It turns out, however, that B is invertible on the subspace complementary to
some bad direction b(B). At this point we distinguish two cases. If B has a uniformly
bounded inverse, i.e. if
∥∥B−1∥∥∞→∞ ≤ C for some constant C > 0, then we set PB ..= 0.
Otherwise we define PB as the spectral projection operator onto the eigenvector b(B) of B
corresponding to the eigenvalue β with smallest modulus:
PB ..=
〈l(B), ·〉
〈l(B),b(B)〉b
(B), QB ..= 1− PB, (�.��)
where 〈v,w〉 ..= N−1∑a vawa denotes the normalized inner product and l(B) is the cor-
responding left eigenvector, (B∗ − β)l(B) = 0.
Lemma �.�.��. For all � possible B-operators in (�.��) it holds that∥∥∥B−1QB∥∥∥∞→∞ ≤ C <∞ (�.��)
for some constant C > 0, depending only on model parameters.
Proof. First we remark that it is sufficient to prove the bound (�.��) on B−1QB as an oper-
ator on CN with the Euclidean norm, i.e.
∥∥B−1QB∥∥ ≤ C. For this insight we refer to [�,
Proof of (�.��) and (�.��a)]. Recall that R = S, R = T or R = T t, depending on which
stability operator we consider (cf. (�.��)). We begin by considering the complex hermitian
symmetry class and the cases R = T and R = T t. We will now see that in this case B has
a bounded inverse and thus QB = 1. Indeed, we have∥∥∥B−1∥∥∥ . 11− ‖F (R)‖ ,
where F (R)w ..= |m|R(|m|w). The fullness Assumption (�.B) in (�.�) implies that |tij | ≤
(1−c)sij for some constant c > 0 and thus ‖F (R)‖ ≤ (1−c)
∥∥∥F (S)∥∥∥ ≤ 1−c forR = T, T t.
Here we used
∥∥∥F (S)∥∥∥ ≤ 1, a general property of the saturated self-energy matrix F (S) that
was first established in [��, Lemma �.�] (see also [�, Eq. (�.��)] and [��, Eq. (�.�)]). Now we
turn to the caseR = S for both the real symmetric and complex hermitian symmetry classes.
In this case B is the restriction to diagonal matrices of an operator T : CN×N → CN×N ,
where T ∈ {Id−M∗S[·]M, Id−MS[·]M, Id−M∗S[·]M∗}. All of these operators were
covered in [��, Lemma �.�] and thus (�.��) is a consequence of that lemma. Recall that the
flatness (�.��) of S ensured the applicability of the lemma.
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We will insert the identity 1 = PB +BB−1QB , and we will perform an explicit calcu-
lation for the PB component, while using the boundedness of B−1QB in the other compo-
nent. We are thus left with studying the effect of insertingB-operators and suitable projec-
tions into a σ-cell. To include all possible cases with regard to edge-direction and edge-type
(i.e.G or G∗), in the pictures below we neither indicate directions of the G-edges nor their
type but implicitly allow all possible assignments. We recall that both the R-interaction
edge as well as the relevant B-operators (cf. (�.��)) are completely determined by the type
of the fourG-edges as well as their directions. To record the type of the insertedB,PB ,QB
operators we call those inserted on the rhs. of the R-edge B′,P ′B and Q
′
B in the following
graphical representations. Pictorially we start first decompose the σ-cell subgraph of some
graph Γ as
Val(Γ) = Val
 Rpf 1
x
y
z
w

= Val

RPB
pf
11
x
y
z
w
+Val

RQB
pf
11
x
y
z
w
 ,
(�.��)
where we allow the vertices x, y to agree with z or w. With formulas, the insertion in (�.��)
means the following identity∑
ab
(pf)aGyaGxaRabGbwGbz =
∑
abc
(pf)cGyaGxa
(
Pac +Qac
)
RcbGbwGbz
since Pac +Qac = δac. We first consider with the second graph in (�.��), whose treatment
is independent of the specific weights, so we already removed the weight information. We
insert the B operator as
Val
(
RQB
x
y
z
w
)
= Val
(
RQBB−1B
x
y z
w
)
= Val
(
N−1B
x
y
z
w
)
and notice that due to Lemma �.�.�� thematrixK = (B−1)tQtBR, assigned to the weighted
edge in the last graph, is entry-wise |kab| ≤ cN−1 bounded (the transpositions compensate
for the opposite orientation of the participating edges). It follows from Lemma �.�.�� that
Val
(
RQB
x
y
z
w
)
= Val
(
N−1B
x
y
z
w
)
=
∑
Γ′∈GΓ
Val(Γ′) +O (N−p) , (�.��)
where all Γ′ ∈ GΓ satisfy W-Est(Γ′) ≤p σqW-Est(Γ) and all σ-cells in Γ except for the
currently expanded one remain σ-cells in Γ′. We note that it is legitimate to compare the
Ward estimate of Γ′ with that of Γ because with respect to the Ward-estimate there is no
difference between Γ and the modification of Γ in which theR-edge is replaced by a generic
N−1-weighted edge.
We now consider the first graph in (�.��) and repeat the process of inserting projections
P ′B +Q′B to the other side of the R-edge to find
Val

RPB
pf
11
x
y
z
w
 = Val

R P
′
BPB
pf 1
x
y z
w
+Val( R Q′BPBx
y z
w
)
,
(�.��)
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where we already neglected those weights which are of no importance to the bound. The
argument for the second graph in (�.��) is identical to the one we used in (�.��) and we find
another finite collection of graphs G′Γ such that
Val
(
R Q
′
BPB
x
y z
w
)
= Val
(
N−1 B′
x
y
z
w
)
=
∑
Γ′∈G′Γ
Val
(
Γ′
)
+O (N−p) ,
where the weighted edge carries the weight matrix K = P tBRQB′B′−1, which is accord-
ing to Lemma �.�.�� indeed scales like |kab| ≤ cN−1. The graphs Γ′ ∈ G′Γ also satisfy
W-Est(Γ′) ≤p σqW-Est(Γ) and all σ-cells in Γ except for the currently expanded one
remain σ-cells in Γ′.
It remains to consider the first graph in (�.��) in the situation where B does not have a
bounded inverse. We compute the weight matrix of the P tBRP
′
B interaction edge as
P tB diag(pf)RP ′B =
(
〈b(B), ·〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉
l(B)
)[
diag(pf)R 〈l
(B′), ·〉
〈l(B′),b(B′)〉b
(B′)
]
= 〈b
(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉
〈l(B′), ·〉 l(B)
〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
which we separate into the scalar factor
〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
and the weighted edge
K = 〈l
(B′), ·〉 l(B)
〈l(B′), l(B)〉
(�.��)
which scales like |kab| ≤ cN−1. Thus we can write
Val

R PBPB
pf 1
x
y z
w
 = 〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉 Val
 N−1
x
y
z
w
 . (�.��)
Note that the B and B′ operators are not completely independent: According to Fact �.�
it follows that for an interaction edge e = (u, v) associated with the matrix R the number
of incoming G-edges in u is the same as the number of outgoing G-edges from v, and vice
versa. Thus, according to (�.��), the B-operator at u comes with an S if and only if the
B′-operator at v comes also with an S. Furthermore, if the B-operator comes with an T ,
then the B′-operator comes with an T t, and vice versa. The distribution of the conjugation
operators to B,B′ in (�.��), however, can be arbitrary. We now use the fact that the scalar
factor in (�.��) can be estimated by |σ| + ρ + η/ρ (cf. Lemma �.A.�). Summarising the
above arguments, from (�.��)–(�.��), the proof of Proposition �.�.�� is complete.
�.� Cusp universality
The goal of this section is the proof of cusp universality in the sense of Theorem �.�.�. Let
H be the original Wigner-type random matrix with expectation A ..= EH and variance
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matrix S = (sij) with sij ..= E |hij − aij |2 and T = (tij) with tij ..= E(hij − aij)2. We
consider the Ornstein Uhlenbeck process { H˜t | t ≥ 0 } starting from H˜0 = H , i.e.
dH˜t = −12(H˜t −A) dt+Σ
1/2[dBt], Σ[R] ..= EW Tr(WR) (�.��)
which preserves expectation and variance. In our setting of deformedWigner-type matrices
the covariance operator Σ : CN×N → CN×N is given by
Σ[R] ..= S R+ T Rt.
The OU process effectively adds a small Gaussian component to H˜t along the flow in the
sense that H˜t = A + e−t/2(H − A) + U˜t in distribution with U˜t being and independent
centred Gaussian matrix with covariance Cov(U˜) = (1 − e−t/2)Σ. Due to the fullness
Assumption (�.B) there exist small c, t∗ such that U˜t can be decomposed as U˜t =
√
ctU+U ′t
with U ∼ GUE and U ′t Gaussian and independent of U for t ≤ t∗. Thus there exists a
Wigner-type matrix Ht such that
H˜t = Ht +
√
ctU, St = S − ctSGUE,
EHt = A, U ∼ GUE, SGUE[R] ..= 〈R〉 = 1
N
TrR
(�.��)
with U independent of Ht. Note that we do not define Ht as a stochastic process and we
will use the representation (�.��) only for one carefully chosen t = N−1/2+. We note
that Ht satisfies the assumption of our local law from Theorem �.�.�. It thus follows that
Gt ..= (Ht − z)−1 is well approximated by the solutionMt = diag(Mt) to the MDE
−M−1t = z −A+ St[Mt]. ρt(E) ..= lim
η↘0
=〈Mt(E + iη)〉
pi
.
In particular, by setting t = 0,M0 well approximates the resolvent of the original matrix
H and ρ0 = ρ is its self-consistent density. Note that the Dyson equation of H˜t and
hence its solution as well are independent of t, since they are entirely determined by the
first and second moments of H˜t that are the same A and S for any t. Thus the resolvent
of H˜t is well approximated by the same M0 and the self-consistent density of H˜t is given
by ρ0 = ρ for any t. While H and H˜t have identical self-consistent data, structurally they
differ in a key point: H˜t has a small Gaussian component. Thus the correlation kernel of
the local eigenvalue statistics has a contour integral representation using a version of the
Brézin-Hikami formulas, see Section �.�.�.
The contour integration analysis requires a Gaussian component of size at least ct 
N−1/2 and a very precise description of the eigenvalues of Ht just above the scale of the
eigenvalue spacing. This information will come from the optimal rigidity, Corollary �.�.�,
and the precise shape of the self-consistent density of states of Ht. The latter will be anal-
ysed in Section �.�.� where we describe the evolution of the density near the cusp under an
additive GUE perturbation
√
sU . We need to construct Ht with a small gap carefully so
that after a relatively long time s = ct the matrix Ht +
√
ctU develops a cusp exactly at
the right location. In fact, we the process has two scales in the shifted variable ν = s − ct
that indicates the time relative to the cusp formation. It turns out that the locations of the
edges typically move linearly with ν, while the length of the gap itself scales like (−ν)3/2+ ,
i.e. it varies much slower and we need to fine-tune the evolution of both.
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To understand this tuning process, we fix t = N−1/2+ and we consider the matrix flow
s → Ht(s) ..= Ht +
√
sU for any s ≥ 0 and not just for s = ct. It is well known that
the corresponding self-consistent densities are given by the semicircular flow. Equivalently,
these densities can be described by the free convolution of ρt with a scaled semicircular
distribution ρsc. In short, the self-consistent density ofHt(s) is given by ρfcs ..= ρt
√
sρsc,
where we omitted t from the notation ρfcs since we consider t fixed. In particular we have
ρfc0 = ρt, the density of Ht and ρfcct = ρ, the density of H˜t = Ht +
√
ctU as well as that of
H . Hence, as a preparation to the contour integration, in Section �.�.� we need to describe
the cusp formation along the semicircular flow. Before going into details, we describe the
strategy.
Since in the sequel the densities ρfcs and their local minima and gaps will play an impor-
tant role, we introduce the convention that properties of the original density ρ will always
carry ρ as a superscript for the remainder of Section �.�. In particular, the points c, e±,m
and the gap size∆ from (�.�) andTheorem �.�.� will from now on be denoted by cρ, eρ±,mρ
and ∆ρ. In particular a superscript of ρ never denotes a power.
Proof strategy.
First we consider case (i) when ρ, the self-consistent density associated withH , has an exact
cusp at the point cρ ∈ R. Note that cρ is also a cusp point of the self-consistent density of
H˜t for any t.
We set t ..= N−1/2+. Define the functions
∆(ν) ..= (2γ)2(ν/3)3/2 and ρmin(ν) ..= γ2
√
ν/pi
for any ν ≥ 0. For s < ct denote the gap in the support of ρfcs close to cρ by [e−s , e+s ] and
its length by ∆s ..= e+s − e−s . In Section �.�.� we will prove that if ρ has an exact cusp in cρ
as in (�.�a), then ρfcs has a gap of size∆s ≈ ∆(ct− s), and, in particular, ρt = ρfc0 has a gap
of size ∆0 ≈ ∆(ct) ∼ t3/2, only depending on c, t and γ. The distance of cρ from the gap
is ≈ const · t. This overall shift will be relatively easy to handle, but notice that it must be
tracked very precisely since the gap changes much slower than its location. For s > ct with
s− ct = O(1) we will similarly prove that ρfcs has no gap anymore close to cρ but a unique
local minimum in ms of size ρfcs (ms) ≈ ρmin(s− ct).
Now we consider the case where ρ has no exact cusp but a small gap of size∆ρ > 0. We
parametrize this gap length via a parameter tρ > 0 defined by∆ρ = ∆(tρ). It follows from
the associativity (�.��b) of the free convolution that ρt has a gap of size ∆0 ≈ ∆(ct+ tρ).
Finally, the third case is where ρ has a local minimum of size ρ(mρ). We parametrize it as
ρ(mρ) = ρmin(tρ)with 0 < tρ < ct then it follows that ρt has a gap of size∆0 ≈ ∆(ct−tρ).
Note that these conclusions follow purely from the considerations in Section �.�.� for
exact cusps and the associativity of the free convolution. We note that in both almost cusp
cases tρ should be interpreted as a time (or reverse time) to the cusp formation.
In the final part of the proof in Sections �.�.�–�.�.� we will write the correlation kernel
of Ht +
√
ctU as a contour integral purely in terms of the mesoscopic shape parameter γ
and the gap size∆0 of the density ρt associated withHt. If∆0 ≈ ∆(ct), then the gap closes
after time s ≈ ct and we obtain a Pearcey kernel with parameter α = 0. If∆0 ≈ ∆(ct+ tρ)
and tρ ∼ N−1/2, then the gap does not quite close at time s = ct and we obtain a Pearcey
kernel with α > 0, while for ∆0 ≈ ∆(ct− tρ) with tρ ∼ N−1/2 the gap after time s = ct
is transformed into a tiny local minimum and we obtain a Pearcey kernel with α < 0. The
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∆0 ∆s
ρfcs′(ms)
ρfct∗ ρ
∗
ρfcs ρ
fc
s′
c∗ ξt∗(c∗)
(a) Free semicircular flow around cusp.
D−s D+s
∆0 = ∆∗
ρ∗
ξt∗(c∗)
e∗± = e±0
ξs(e±s )
(b) Location of ξs within the gap.
F����� �.�: Figure �.�(a) illustrates the evolution of ρfcs along the semicircular flow at two
times 0 < s < t∗ < s′ before and after the cusp. We recall that ρ∗ = ρfc0 and ρ = ρfct∗ .
Figure �.�(b) shows the points ξs(e±s ) as well as their distances to the edges e±0 .
precise value of α in terms of∆ρ and ρ(mρ) are given in (�.�). Note that as an input to the
contour integral analysis, in all three cases we use the local law only forHt, i.e. in a situation
when there is a small gap in the support of ρt, given by ∆0 defined as above in each case.
�.�.� Free convolution near the cusp
In this section we quantitatively investigate the free semi-circular flow before and after the
formation of cusp. We first establish the exact rate at which a gap closes to form a cusp, and
the rate at which the cusp is transformed into a non-zero local minimum. We now suppose
that ρ∗ is a general density with a small spectral gap [e∗−, e∗+] whose Stieltjes transformm∗
can be obtained from solving a Dyson equation. Let ρsc(x) ..=
√
(4− x2)+/2pi be the
density of the semicircular distribution and let s ≥ 0 be a time parameter. The free semicir-
cular convolution ρfcs of ρ
∗ with
√
sρsc is then defined implicitly via its Stieltjes transform
mfcs (z) = m∗(ξs(z)) = m∗(z + smfcs (z)), ξs(z) ..= z + smfcs (z), z,mfcs (z) ∈ H.
(�.��a)
It follows directly from the definition that s 7→ mfcs is associative in the sense that
mfcs+s′(z) = ms(z + s′mfcs+s′(z)), s, s′ ≥ 0. (�.��b)
Figure �.�(a) illustrates the quantities in the following lemma. We state the lemma for
scDOSs from arbitrary data pairs (A∗,S∗) satisfying the conditions in [��], i.e.
‖A∗‖ ≤ C, c 〈R〉 ≤ S∗[R] ≤ C 〈R〉 (�.��)
for any self-adjoint R = R∗ and some constants c, C > 0.
Lemma �.�.�. Let ρ∗ be the density of a Stieltjes transform m∗ = 〈M∗〉 associated with some
Dyson equation
−1 = (z −A∗ + S∗[M∗])M∗,
with (A∗,S∗) satisfying (�.��). Then there exists a small constant c, depending only on the con-
stants in Assumptions (�.��) such that the following statements hold true. Suppose that ρ∗ has an
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initial gap [e∗−, e∗+] of size∆∗ = e∗+− e∗− ≤ c. Then there exists some critical time t∗ . (∆∗)2/3
such thatm
fc
t∗ has exactly one exact cusp in some point c
∗with |c∗−e∗±| . t∗, and that ρfct∗ is locally
around c∗ given by (�.�a) for some γ > 0. Considering the time evolution [0, 2t∗] 3 s 7→ mfcs
we then have the following asymptotics.
(i) After the cusp. For t∗ < s ≤ 2t∗, ρfcs has a unique non-zero local minimum in some point
ms such that
ρ
fc
s (ms) =
√
s− t∗γ2
pi
[1 +O((s− t∗)1/2)],∣∣∣ms − c∗ + (s− t∗)<mfcs (ms)∣∣∣ . (s− t∗)3/2+1/4. (�.��a)
Furthermore, ms can approximately be found by solving a simple equation, namely there
exists m˜s such that
m˜s−cρ+(s−t∗)<mfcs (m˜s) = 0, |ms−m˜s| . (s−t∗)3/2+1/4, ρfcs (m˜s) ∼
√
s− t∗.
(�.��b)
(ii) Before the cusp. For 0 ≤ s < t∗, the support of ρfcs has a spectral gap [e−s , e+s ] of size
∆s ..= e+s − e−s near c∗ which satisfies
∆s = (2γ)2
( t∗ − s
3
)3/2
[1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3)]. (�.��c)
In particular we find that the initial gap∆∗ = ∆0 is related to t∗ via
∆∗ = (2γ)2(t∗/3)3/2[1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3)].
Proof. Within the proof of the lemma we rely on the extensive shape analysis from [��]. We
are doing so not only for the density ρ∗ = ρfc0 and its Stieltjes transform, but also for ρfcs
and its Stieltjes transform mfcs for 0 ≤ s ≤ 2t∗. The results from [��] also apply here since
mfcs (z) = 〈M∗(ξs(z))〉 can also be realized as the solution
−M∗(ξs(z))−1 = z + s 〈M∗(ξs(z))〉 −A∗ + S∗[M∗(ξs(z))]
= z −A∗ + (S∗ + sSGUE)[M∗(ξs(z))]
to the Dyson equation with perturbed self-energy S∗+sSGUE. Since t∗ . 1 it follows that
the shape analysis from [��] also applies to ρfcs for any s ∈ [0, 2t∗].
We begin with part (i). Set ν ..= s − t∗, then for 0 ≤ ν ≤ t∗ we want to find xν such
that =mfcs has a local minimum in ms ..= c∗ + xν near c∗, i.e.
xν ..= arg minx=mfcs (c∗ + x), |xν | . ν.
First we show that xν with these properties exists and is unique by using the extensive shape
analysis in [��]. Uniqueness directly follows from [��,Theorem �.�(ii)]. For the existence,
we set
aν(x) ..= =msfc(c∗ + x), bν(x) ..= <mfcs (c∗ + x), aν ..= aν(xν), bν ..= bν(xν).
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Set δ ..= Kν with a large constant K. Since a0(x) = =mt∗(c∗ + x) ∼ |x|1/3, we have
a0(±δ) ∼ δ1/3 and a0(0) = 0. Recall from [��, Proposition ��.�(a)] that the map s 7→ mfcs
is 1/3-Hölder continuous. It then follows that aν(±δ) ∼ δ1/3 +O
(
ν1/3
)
, while aν(0) .
ν1/3. Thus aν necessarily has a local minimum in (−δ, δ) if K is sufficiently large. This
shows the existence of a local minimum with |xν | . Kν ∼ ν.
We now study the function fν(x) = x + νbν(x) in a small neighbourhood around 0.
From [��, Eqs. (�.��), (�.��)–(�.��)] it follows that
b′ν(x) = <
c1(x) +O (aν(x))
−ic2(x)aν(x) + aν(x)2 +O (aν(x)3) +O (1)
= c1(x)
c2(x)2 + aν(x)2
+O
( 1
c2(x) + aν(x)
) (�.��)
whenever aν(x) 1, with appropriate real functions� c1(x) ∼ 1 and c2(x) ≥ 0. Moreover,
|c2(0)|  1 since c∗ is an almost cusp point formfcs for any s ∈ [0, 2t∗]. Thus it follows that
b′ν(x) > 0 whenever aν(x)+c2(x) 1. Due to the 1/3-Hölder continuity� of both aν(x)
and c2(x) and aν(0) + |c2(0)|  1, it follows that b′ν(x) > 0 whenever |x|  1. We can
thus conclude that fν satisfies f ′ν ≥ 1 in some O(1)-neighbourhood of 0. As |fν(0)| . ν we
can conclude that there exists a root x˜ν , fν(x˜ν) = 0 of size |x˜ν | . ν. With m˜s ..= c∗ + x˜ν
we have thus shown the first equality in (�.��b).
Using (�.�a), we now expand the defining equation
aν(x) = =mfct∗(c∗ + x+ νbν(x) + iνaν(x))
for the free convolution in the regime for those x sufficiently close to x˜ν such that |x +
νbν(x)| . νaν(x) to find
aν(x) =
√
3γ4/3
2pi νaν(x)
∫
R
|λ|1/3 +O
(
|λ|2/3
)
(λ− x− νbν(x))2 + (νaν(x))2 dλ
=
√
3γ4/3
2pi
∫
R
(νaν(x))1/3 |λ|1/3
(λ− [x+ νbν(x)]/νaν(x))2 + 1 dλ+O
(
(νaν(x))2/3
)
= (νaν(x))1/3γ4/3
[
1 + 19
(
x+ νbν(x)
νaν(x)
)2
+O
((
x+ νbν(x)
νaν(x)
)4
+ (νaν(x))1/3
)]
,
i.e.
aν(x) = ν1/2γ2
[
1 + 19
(
x+ νbν(x)
νaν(x)
)2
+O
((
x+ νbν(x)
νaν(x)
)4
+ (νaν(x))1/3
)]3/2
.
(�.��)
Note that (�.��) implies that νaν(x˜ν) ∼ ν3/2, i.e. the last claim in (�.��b). We now pick
some large K and note that from (�.��) it follows that aν(x˜ν ± Kν7/4) > aν(x˜ν). Thus
the interval [x˜ν − Kν7/4, x˜ν + Kν7/4] contains a local minimum of aν(x), but by the
uniqueness this must then be xν . We thus have |xν − x˜ν | ≤ Kν7/4, proving the second
�We have c1 = pi/ψ, c2 = 2σ/ψ with the notations ψ, σ in [��], where ψ ∼ 1 and |σ|  1 near the
almost cusp, but we refrain from using these letters in the present context to avoid confusions.
�See [��, Lemma �.�] for the 1/3-Hölder continuity of quantities ψ, σ in the definition of c2.
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claim in (�.��b). By �/�-Hölder continuity of aν(x) and by aν(x˜ν) ∼ ν1/2 from (�.��), we
conclude that aν = aν(xν) ∼ ν1/2 as well. Using that x˜ν+νbν(x˜ν) = 0 and b′ν . 1/ν from
(�.��) and aν(x) &
√
ν, we conclude that |xν + νbν(xν)| . ν7/4, i.e. the second claim in
(�.��a). Plugging this information back into (�.��),we thus find aν = γ2
√
ν(1+O
(
ν1/2
)
)
and have also proven the first claim in (�.��a).
We now turn to part (ii). It follows from the analysis in [��] that ρfcs exhibits either a
small gap, a cusp or a small local minimum close to c∗. It follows from (i) that a cusp is
transformed into a local minimum, and a local minimum cannot be transformed into a cusp
along the semicircular flow. Therefore it follows that the support of ρfcs has a gap of size
∆s = e+s − e−s between the edges e±s . Evidently e−t∗ = e+t∗ = c∗, e+0 − e−0 = ∆0, e±0 = e∗±
and for s > 0 we differentiate (�.��a) to obtain
(mfcs )′(z)
1 + s(mfcs )′(z)
= m′∗(z + smfcs (z)) and conclude m′∗(ξs(e±s )) = 1/s (�.��)
by considering the z → e±s limit and the fact that ρfcs has a square root at edge (for s < t∗)
hence (mfcs )′ blows up at this point. Denoting the d/ ds derivative by dot, from
d
dsm
fc
s (e±s ) = m′∗(ξs(e±s ))
(
e˙±s +mfcs (e±s ) + s
d
dsm
fc
s (e±s )
)
= e˙
±
s +mfcs (e±s )
s
+ ddsm
fc
s (e±s )
we can thus conclude that e˙±s = −mfcs (e±s ). This implies that the gap as a whole moves with
linear speed (for non-zeromfcs (e±s )), and, in particular, the distance of the gap of ρ∗ to c∗ is
an order of magnitude larger than the size of the gap. It follows that the size∆s ..= e+s − e−s
of the gap of ρfcs satisfies
∆˙s = mfcs (e−s )−mfcs (e+s ) =
∫
R
[ 1
x− e−s −
1
x− e+s
]
ρfcs (x) dx
= −∆s
∫
R
ρfcs (x)
(x− e−s )(x− e+s ) dx.
We now use the precise shape of ρfcs close to e
±
s according to (�.�b) which is given by
ρfcs (e±s ± x) =
√
3(2γ)4/3∆1/3s
2pi (�.��)
×
(
(1 +O((t∗ − t)1/3))Ψedge(x/∆s) +O
(
∆1/3s Ψ2edge(x/∆s)
))
,
where Ψedge defined in (�.�c) exhibits the limiting behaviour lim∆→0∆1/3Ψedge(x/∆) =
|x|1/3 /24/3. Using (�.��), we compute
∆˙s = −(1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3))
√
3(2γ)4/3∆1/3s
pi
∫ ∞
0
Ψedge(x)
x(1 + x) dx
= −γ4/3(2∆s)1/3
[
1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3 +∆1/3s )
]
,
(�.��)
where the (1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3)) factor in (�.��) encapsulates two error terms; both are due
to the fact that the shape factor γs of ρfcs from (�.�b) is not exactly the same as γ, i.e. the one
for s = t∗. To track this error in γ we go back to [��]. First, |σ| in [��, Eq. (�.�a)] is of size
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(t∗ − s)1/3 by the fact that σ vanishes at s = t∗ and is 1/3-Hölder continuous according
to [��, Lemma ��.�]. Secondly, according to [��, Lemma ��.�] the shape factor Γ (which is
directly related to γ in the present context) is also 1/3-Hölder continuous and therefore we
know that the shape factors of ρ∗ at e±0 are at most multiplicatively perturbed by a factor of
(1 +O((t∗ − s)1/3)). By solving the differential equation (�.��) with the initial condition
∆t∗ = 0, the claim (�.��c) follows.
Besides the asymptotic expansion for gap size and local minimum we also require some
quantitative control on the location of ξt∗(c∗), as defined in (�.��a), and some slight pertur-
bations thereof within the spectral gap [e∗−, e∗+] of ρ∗. We remark the the point ξ∗ ..= ξt∗(c∗)
plays a critical role for the contour integration in Section �.�.� since it will be the critical
point of the phase function. From (�.��c) we recall that the gap size scales as t3/2∗ which
makes it natural to compare distances on that scale. In the regime where t′  t∗ all of the
following estimates thus identify points very close to the centre of the initial gap.
Lemma �.�.�. Suppose that we are in the setting of Lemma �.�.�. We then find that ξt∗(c∗) is
very close to the centre of [e∗−, e∗+] in the sense that
∣∣∣ξt∗(c∗)− e∗+ + e∗−2
∣∣∣ . t3/2+1/3∗ . (�.��a)
Furthermore, for 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t∗ we have that
∣∣∣ξt∗−t′(e+t∗−t′ + e−t∗−t′2
)
− e
∗
+ + e∗−
2
∣∣∣ . t3/2+1/9∗ ,∣∣∣ξt∗+t′ (mt∗+t′)− e∗+ + e∗−2
∣∣∣ . t3/2∗ (t1/12∗ + (t′/t∗)1/2). (�.��b)
Proof. We begin with proving (�.��a). For s < t∗ we denote the distance of ξs(e±s ) to
the edges e±0 by D
±
s
..= ±(e±0 − ξs(e±s )), cf. Figure �.�(b). We have, by differentiating
m′∗(ξs(e±s )) = 1/s from (�.��) that
D˙±s = ∓
d
dsξs(e
±
s ), −
1
s2
= m′′∗(ξs(e±s ))
d
dsξs(e
±
s ) (�.��)
and by differentiating (�.��a),
(mfcs )′ = m′∗(ξs)ξ′s, ξ′s(mfcs )′′ = m′′∗(ξs)(ξ′s)3 + (mfcs )′ξ′′s , m′′∗(ξs) =
(mfcs )′′
(1 + s(mfcs )′)3
.
We now consider z = e±s + iη with η → 0 and compute from (�.��), for any s < t∗,
lim
η↘0
√
η(mfcs )′(z) = lim
η↘0
√
η
∫
R
ρfcs (x)
(x− z)2 dx = limη↘0
√
3η(2γ)4/3∆1/3s
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ψedge(x/∆s)
(x− iη)2 dx
= (2γ)
4/3
2
√
3∆1/6s pi
∫ ∞
0
x1/2
(x− i)2 dx =
(2γ)4/3
√
i
4
√
3∆1/6s
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and
lim
η↘0
η3/2(mfcs )′′(z) = lim
η↘0
η3/22
∫
R
ρfcs (x)
(x− z)3 dx
s = lim
η↘0
√
3η3/2(2γ)4/3∆1/3s
pi
∫ ∞
0
Ψedge(x/∆s)
(x− iη)3 dx
= (2γ)
4/3
√
3∆1/6s pi
∫ ∞
0
x1/2
(x− i)3 dx =
(2γ)4/3i3/2
8
√
3∆1/6s
.
Here we used that fact that the error terms in (�.��) become irrelevant in the η → 0 limit.
We conclude, together with (�.��), that
m′′∗(ξs(e±s )) = ±
3(2∆s)1/3
s3γ8/3
, D˙±s = ±(s2m′′∗(ξs(e±s )))−1 =
sγ2
2
√
3
√
t∗ − s
[1+O(t1/3∗ )].
SinceD−0 = D+0 = 0 and D˙−s ≈ D˙+s it follows that, to leading order,D+s ≈ D−s and more
precisely
D±s = γ2
2t3/2∗ − s
√
t∗ − s− 2t∗
√
t∗ − s
33/2
[1 +O(t1/3∗ )].
In particular it follows that
∣∣∣e±0 − ξt∗(c∗)∣∣∣ = [1 + O(t∗)1/3]2γ2t3/2∗ /33/2. Together with
the s = 0 case from (�.��c) we thus find∣∣∣ξt∗(c∗)− e∗+ + e∗−2
∣∣∣ . t3/2+1/3∗ = t11/6∗ ,
proving (�.��a).
We now turn to the proof of (�.��b) where we treat the small gap and small non-zero
minimum separately. We start with the first inequality. We observe that (�.��a) in the
setting where (ρ∗, t∗) are replaced by (ρfct∗−t′ , t
′) implies
∣∣∣c∗ + t′mfct∗(c∗)− e+t∗−t′ + e−t∗−t′2
∣∣∣ ≤ (t′)11/6. (�.��)
Furthermore, we infer from the definition of ξ and the associativity (�.��b) of the free con-
volution that
ξt∗−t′
(
c∗ + t′mfct∗(c
∗)
)
= c∗ + t′mfct∗(c
∗) + (t∗ − t′)mfct∗−t′
(
c∗ + t′mfct∗(c
∗)
)
= ξt∗(c∗)
and can therefore estimate∣∣∣ξt∗−t′(e+t∗−t′ + e−t∗−t′2
)
− ξt∗(c∗)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ξt∗−t′(e+t∗−t′ + e−t∗−t′2
)
− ξt∗−t′
(
c∗ + t′mfct∗(c
∗)
)∣∣∣
. (t′)11/6 + t∗(t′)11/18 . t29/18∗ ,
just as claimed. In the last step we used (�.��) and the fact that
|ξs(a)− ξs(b)| . |a− b|+ s |a− b|1/3 , (�.��)
which directly follows from the definition of ξ and the 1/3-Hölder continuity ofmfcs .
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Finally, we address the second inequality in (�.��b) and appeal to Lemma �.�.�(i) to
establish the existence of m˜t∗+t′ such that
c∗ − m˜t∗+t′ = t′<mfct∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′). (�.��)
It thus follows from (�.��b) that |m˜t∗+t′ −mt∗+t′ | . (t′)7/4 and therefore from (�.��) that
|ξt∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′)− ξt∗+t′(mt∗+t′)| . (t′)7/4 + t∗(t′)7/12 . t19/12∗ .
Using (�.��) twice, as well as the associativity (�.��b) of the free convolution and=mfct∗(c∗) =
0 we then further compute
ξt∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′)− ξt∗(c∗) = m˜t∗+t′ + (t∗ + t′)mfct∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′)− c∗ − t∗mfct∗(c∗)
= t∗<
[
mfct∗(c
∗ + it′=mfct∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′))−mfct∗(c∗)
]
+ i(t∗ + t′)=mfct∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′).
(�.��)
By Hölder continuity we can, together with (�.��a) and =mt∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′) ∼ (t′)1/2 from
(�.��b), conclude that∣∣∣ξt∗+t′ (mt∗+t′)− e∗+ + e∗−2
∣∣∣
. |ξt∗+t′ (mt∗+t′)− ξt∗+t′ (m˜t∗+t′)|+ |ξt∗+t′ (m˜t∗+t′)− ξt∗ (c∗)|+
∣∣∣ξt∗ (c∗)− e∗+ + e∗−2
∣∣∣
.
[
t
7/4
∗ + t∗(t7/4∗ )1/3
]
+ t∗(t′)1/2 + t11/6∗ . t3/2∗ (t1/12∗ + (t′/t∗)1/2).
In the first term we used (�.��) and the second estimate of (�.��b). In the second term
we used (�.��) together with =mt∗+t′(m˜t∗+t′) ∼ (t′)1/2 from (�.��b) and 1/3-Hölder
continuity ofmfct∗ . Finally, the last term was already estimated in the exact cusp case, i.e. in
(�.��a).
�.�.� Correlation kernel as contour integral
We denote the eigenvalues ofHt by λ1, . . . , λN . Following the work of Brézin and Hikami
(see e.g. [��, Eq. (�.��)] or [��, Eq. (�.��)] for the precise version used in the present context)
the correlation kernel of H˜t = Ht +
√
ctU can be written as
K̂tN (u, v) ..=
N
(2pii)2ct
×
∫
Υ
dz
∫
Γ
dw exp
(
N
[
w2 − 2vw + v2 − z2 + 2zu− u2] /2ct)
w − z
∏
i
w − λi
z − λi ,
where Υ is any contour around all λi, and Γ is any vertical line not intersecting Υ. With
this notation, the k-point correlation function of the eigenvalues of H˜t is given by
p
(N)
k (x1, . . . , xk) = det
( 1
N
K̂tN (xi, xj)
)
i,j∈[k]
.
Due to the determinantal structure we can freely conjugate KN with v 7→ eN(ξv−v2/2)/ct
for ξ ..= ξct(b) to redefine the correlation kernel as
KtN (u, v) ..=
N
(2pii)2ct
×
∫
Υ
dz
∫
Γ
dw exp
(
N
[
w2 − 2v(w − ξ)− z2 + 2u(z − ξ)] /2ct)
w − z
∏
i
w − λi
z − λi .
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This redefinitionKtN does not agree point-wise with the previous definition K̂
t
N , but gives
rise to the same determinant, and in particular to the same k-point correlation function.
Here b is the base point chosen inTheorem �.�.�. The central result concerning the correla-
tion kernel is the following proposition.
Proposition �.�.�. Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.�, the rescaled correlation kernel
K˜tN (x, y) ..=
1
N3/4γ
KtN
(
b+ x
N3/4γ
, b+ y
N3/4γ
)
(�.���)
around the base point b chosen in (�.�) converges uniformly to the Pearcey kernel from (�.�) in the
sense that ∣∣∣K˜tN (x, y)−Kα(x, y)∣∣∣ ≤ CN−c
for x, y ∈ [−R,R]. Here R is an arbitrary large threshold, c > 0 is some universal constant,
C > 0 is a constant depending only on the model parameters and R, and α is chosen according to
(�.�).
Proof. We now split the contour Υ into two parts, one encircling all eigenvalues λi to the
left of ξ = b + ct 〈M(b)〉, and the other one encircling all eigenvalues λi to the right of
ξ, which does not change the value of KtN . We then move the vertical Γ contour so that it
crosses the real axis in ξ. This does also not change the valueKtN as the only pole is the one
in z for which the residue reads
N
(2pii)2ct
∫
Υ
dz exp
(
N
ctγ
(u− v)(z − ξ)
)
= 0.
We now perform a linear change of variables z 7→ ξ +∆0z,w 7→ ξ +∆0w in (�.���)
to transform the contours Υ,Γ into contours
Γ̂ ..= (Γ− ξ)/∆0, Υ̂ ..= (Υ− ξ)/∆0 (�.���)
to obtain
K˜tN (x, y) =
N1/4∆0
(2pii)2ctγ
∫
Υ̂
dz
∫
Γ̂
dw
exp
(
∆0N1/4 xz−ywctγ +N∆20
f˜(w)−f˜(z)
ct
)
w − z , (�.���)
where
f˜(z) ..= z
2
2 −
ct
∆20
∫ ξ+∆0z
ξ
〈Gt(u)−Mt(ξ)〉du.
Here ∆0 ..= e+0 − e−0 indicates the length of the gap [e−0 , e+0 ] in the support of ρt. From
Lemma �.�.� with ρ∗ = ρt and t∗ = ct we infer ∆0 ∼ t3/2 ∼ N−3/4+3/2. In order
to obtain (�.���) we used the relation ξ − b = ctmfcct(b) = ct 〈Mt(b+ ctmfcct(b))〉 =
ct 〈Mt(ξ)〉.
We begin by analysing the deterministic variant of f˜(z),
f(z) ..= z
2
2 −
ct
∆20
∫ ξ+∆0z
ξ
〈Mt(u)−Mt(ξ)〉du.
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We separately analyse the large- and small-scale behaviour of f(z). On the one hand, using
the 1/3-Hölder continuity of u 7→ 〈Mt(u)〉, eq. (�.��c) and
ct
∆20
∫ ξ+∆0z
ξ
|〈Mt(u)−Mt(ξ)〉|du . t(∆0 |z|)
4/3
∆20
. |z|4/3 .
we conclude the large-scale asymptotics
f(z) = z
2
2 +O
(
|z|4/3
)
, |z|  1. (�.���)
We now turn to the small-scale |z|  1 asymptotics. We first specialize Lemma �.�.�
and Lemma �.�.� to ρ∗ = ρt and collect the necessary conclusions in the following Lemma.
Lemma �.�.�. Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� it follows that ρt has a spectral gap
[e−0 , e+0 ] of size
∆0 = e+0 − e−0 = ∆(ct± tρ)
[
1 +O
(
t1/3
)]
, ±tρ ..=

0 in case (i)
3(∆ρ)2/3/(2γ)4/3 in case (ii)
−pi2ρ(mρ)2/γ4 in case (iii).
(�.���a)
Furthermore, in all three cases we have that ξ is is very close to the centre of the gap in the support
of ρt in the sense that ∣∣∣∣∣ξ − e+0 + e−02
∣∣∣∣∣ = O (t3/2N−/2) . (�.���b)
Proof. We prove (�.���a)–(�.���b) separately in cases (i), (ii) and (iii).
(i) Here (�.���a) follows directly from (�.��c) with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct, s = 0 and c∗ = cρ.
Furthermore (�.���b) follows from (�.��a) with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct and c∗ = cρ.
(ii) We apply (�.��c) with ρ∗ = ρ = ρfcct, t∗ = tρ, s = 0 to conclude that ∆ρ =
(2γ)2(tρ/3)3/2[1 + O((tρ)1/3)], and that ρfcct+tρ has an exact cusp in some point c.
Thus (�.���a) follows from another application of (�.��c) with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct + tρ,
s = 0 and c∗ = c. Furthermore, (�.���b) follows again from (�.��b) but this time
with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct+ tρ, t′ = tρ and e±t∗−t′ = e
ρ
±, and using that t
1/9
∗ ≤ N−/2 for
sufficiently small .
(iii) From (�.��a) with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct − tρ, s = ct to conclude ρ(mρ) = [1 +
O((tρ)1/2)]γ2√tρ/pi, and that ρct−tρ has an exact cusp in some point c. Finally,
(�.���b) follows again from (�.��b) but with ρ∗ = ρt, t∗ = ct − tρ, t′ = tρ and
mt∗+t′ = mρ, and using t′/t∗ . tρ/ct . N− and t
1/12
∗ ≤ N−/2 for sufficiently
small .
Equipped with Lemma �.�.� we can now turn to the small scale analysis of f(z) and
write out the Stieltjes transform to find
f(z) = z
2
2 −
ct
∆20
∫
R
∫ ξ+∆0z
ξ
u− ξ
(x− u)(x− ξ)ρt(x) dudx
= z
2
2 −
ct
∆0
∫
R
∫ z
0
u
(x− u)xρt(ξ +∆0x) dudx.
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Note that these integrals are not singular since ρt(ξ + ∆0x) vanishes for |x| ≤ 1/2. We
now perform the u integration to find
f(z) = z
2
2 −
ct
∆0
∫
R
[
log x− log(x− z)− z
x
]
ρt(ξ +∆0x) dx. (�.���)
By using the precise shape (�.��) (with s = 0) of ρt close to the edges e±0 , and recalling the
gap size from (�.���a) and location of ξ from (�.���b) we can then write
f(z) = (1 +O(t1/3))g˜(z) +O
(
|z|2 t1/3
)
(�.���)
with
g˜(z) ..= z
2
2 −
3
√
3
2pi(1± tρ/ct)
∫
R
[
log x− log(x− z)− z
x
]
Ψedge(|x| − 1/2)1|x|≥1/2 dx
being the leading order contribution. Here ± indicates that the formula holds for all three
cases (i), (ii) and (iii) simultaneously, where tρ = 0 in case (i). The contribution of the error
term in (�.��) to the integral in (�.���) is of order O(|z|2 t1/2) using that log x − log(x −
z)− z/x = O(|z/x|2) and that |x| ≥ 1/2 on the support of ρt(ξ +∆0x). By the explicit
integrals
3
√
3
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ψedge(x)
(x+ 1/2)2 dx =
1
2 ,
3
√
3
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Ψedge(x)
(x+ 1/2)4 dx =
8
27
and a Taylor expansion of the logarithm log(x − z) we find that the quadratic term z2/2
almost cancels and we conclude the small-scale asymptotics
g˜(z) =
(
±tρ
ct
z2
2 −
4z4
27
)(
1 +O (tρ/t)
)
+O
(
|z|5
)
, |z|  1. (�.���)
�.�.� Contour deformations
We now argue that we can deform the contours Υ,Γ and thereby via (�.���) the derived
contours Υ̂, Γ̂, in a way which bounds the sign of <g away from zero along the contours.
Here g(z) is the N-independent variant of g˜(z) given by
g(z) ..= z
2
2 −
3
√
3
2pi
∫
R
[
log x− log(x− z)− z
x
]
Ψedge(|x| − 1/2)1|x|≥1/2 dx
= g˜(z) +O
(
N− |z|2
)
.
(�.���)
The topological aspect of our argument is inspired by the approach in [��, ��, ��].
Lemma �.�.�. For all sufficiently small δ > 0 there exists K = K(δ) such that the following
holds true. The contoursΥ,Γ then can be deformed, without touching (supp ρt + [−1, 1]) \ {ξ}
or each other, in such a way that the rescaled contours Υ̂, Γ̂ defined in (�.���) satisfy <g ≥ K on
Υ̂ ∩ {|z| > δ} and <g ≤ −K on Γ̂ ∩ {|z| > δ}. Furthermore, locally around 0 the contours
can be chosen in such a way that
Γ̂ ∩ { z ∈ C | |z| ≤ δ } = (−iδ, iδ),
Υ̂ ∩ { z ∈ C | |z| ≤ δ } = (−δeipi/4, δeipi/4) ∪ (−δe−ipi/4, δe−ipi/4).
(�.���)
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++
−
−
<z2 = 0
<g(z) = 0
0
(a) Large scale level set analysis of <g.
Υ̂′
Γ̂′
0
(b) Contours Υ̂′ and Γ̂′.
− Ω>0Ω<0
−
Ω>2
−Ω>±4 Ω<±4
−
Ω>−2
+
Ω>1
+
Ω>3
+
Ω>−3
+
Ω>−1
<z4 = 0
(−∞,−12 ] ∪ [12 ,∞)
<g(z) = 0
0
(c) Small scale level set analysis of <g where ± represents the sign of <g(z).
F����� �.�: Representative cusp analysis. Figures �.�(c) and �.�(a) show the level set
<g(z) = 0. On a small scale g(z) ∼ z4, while on a large scale g(z) ∼ z2. Figure �.�(b)
shows the final deformed and rescaled contours Υ̂′ and Γ̂′. Figure �.�(c) furthermore shows
the cone sections Ω>k and Ω<k , where we for clarity do not indicate the precise area thresh-
olds given by δ and R. We also do not specifically indicate Ω<k for k = ±1,±2,±3 as then
cc(Ω<k ) = cc(Ω>k ), cf. Claims �–� in the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
Proof. Just as in (�.���) we have the expansion
g(z) = −4z
4
27 +O
(
|z|5
)
, |z|  1. (�.���)
It thus follows that for some small δ > 0, and
Ω<k ..=
{
z ∈ C
∣∣∣∣ |z| < δ, ∣∣∣∣arg z − kpi4
∣∣∣∣ < δ }
we have Ω<±1,Ω<±3 ⊂ Ω+ ..= { <g > 0 } and Ω<0 ,Ω<±2,Ω<4 ⊂ Ω− ..= { <g < 0 } in
agreement with Figure �.�(c). For large z, however, it also follows from (�.���) together
with (�.���) and (�.���) that for some large R, and
Ω>k ..=
{
z ∈ C
∣∣∣∣ |z| > R, (k − 1)pi4 + δ < arg z < (k + 1)pi4 + δ
}
we have Ω>0 ,Ω>4 ⊂ Ω+ and Ω>±2 ⊂ Ω−, in agreement with Figure �.�(a). We denote the
connected component of Ω± containing some set A by cc(A).
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Claim � – cc(Ω>0 ), cc(Ω>4 ) are the only two unbounded connected components ofΩ+: Sup-
pose there was another unbounded connected componentA ofΩ+. SinceΩ>±2 ⊂ Ω−
we would be able to find some z0 ∈ A with arbitrarily large |<z0|. If <z0 > 0, then
we note that the map x 7→ <g(z0 + x) is increasing, and otherwise we note that the
map x 7→ <g(z0 − x) is increasing. Thus it follows in both cases that the connected
component A actually coincides with cc(Ω>0 ) or with cc(Ω>4 ), respectively.
Claim � – cc(Ω>±2) are the only two unbounded connected components ofΩ−: This fol-
lows very similarly to Claim �.
Claim � – cc(Ω<±1), cc(Ω<±2), cc(Ω<±3) are unbounded: We note that the map z 7→ <g(z)
is harmonic on C \ ([1/2,∞) ∪ (−∞,−1/2]) and subharmonic on C. Therefore it
follows that cc(Ω<±1), cc(Ω<±3) ⊂ Ω+ are unbounded. Since these sets are more-
over symmetric with respect to the real axis it then also follows that cc(Ω±2) ∩
((−∞,−1/2] ∪ [1/2,∞)) = ∅. This implies that <g(z) is harmonic on cc(Ω<±2)
and consequently also that cc(Ω<±2) are unbounded.
Claim � – cc(Ω<1 ) = cc(Ω<−1) = cc(Ω>0 ) and cc(Ω<3 ) = cc(Ω<−3) = cc(Ω>4 ): This follows
from Claims �–�.
Claim � – cc(Ω<2 ) = cc(Ω>2 ) and cc(Ω<−2) = cc(Ω>−2): This also follows from Claims �–�.
The claimed bounds on <g now follow from Claims �–� and compactness. The claimed
small scale shape (�.���) follows by construction of the sets Ω<k .
From Lemma �.�.� and Lemma �.�.� it follows that KtN and thereby also K˜
t
N remain,
with overwhelming probability, invariant under the chosen contour deformation. Indeed,
KtN only has poles where z = w or z = λi for some i. Due to self-adjointness and Lemma
�.�.�, z = λi can only occur if λi = ξ or dist(λi, supp ρt) > 1. Both probabilities are
exponentially small as a consequence of Lemma �.�.�, since for the former we have ηf(ξ) ∼
N−3/4+/6 according to (�.�), while dist(ξ, supp ρt) ∼ N−3/4+3/2.
For z ∈ Γ̂ ∪ Υ̂ it follows from (�.���) that we can estimate
|f(z)− f˜(z)| = ct∆20
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ξ+∆0z
ξ
〈G˜t(u)−Mt(u)〉 du
∣∣∣∣∣ ≺ t∆0 |z|Nt3/2∆20 ∼ |z|Nt2 = |z|N−2.
(�.���)
Indeed, for (�.���) we used (�.���) to obtain dist(<u, supp ρt) & t3/2, so that
|〈G˜t(u)−Mt(u)〉| ≺ 1/Nt3/2
follows from the local law from (�.�b).
We now distinguish three regimes: |z| . N−/2,N−/2 . |z|  1 and finally |z| & 1
which we call microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic. We first consider the latter two
regimes as they only contribute small error terms.
Macroscopic regime.
If either |z| ≥ δ or |w| ≥ δ, it follows from Lemma �.�.� that <g(w) ≤ −K and/or
<g(z) ≥ K, and therefore together with (�.���),(�.���) and (�.���) that <f˜(w) . −K
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and/or<f˜(z) & K with overwhelming probability. Using∆0 ∼ N−3/4+3/2 from (�.���a),
we find that N∆20/ct ∼ N2 and ∆0N1/4/ctγ ∼ N /2, so that the integrand in (�.���) in
the considered regime is exponentially small.
Mesoscopic regime.
If either δ ≥ |z|  N−/2 or δ ≥ |w|  N−/2, then <g(w) ∼ − |w|4  −N−2
and/or <g(z) ∼ |z|4  N−2 from (�.���). Thus it follows from (�.���) and (�.���) that
also <f(w)  −N−2 and/or <f(z)  N−2 and by (�.���) that with overwhelming
probability <f˜(w)  −N−2 and/or <f˜(z)  N−2. Since 1/ |w − z| is integrable over
the contours it thus follows that the contribution to K˜tN (x, y), as in (�.���), from z, w with
either |z|  N−/2 or |w|  N−/2 is negligible.
Microscopic regime.
We can now concentrate on the important regimewhere |z|+|w| . N−/2 and to do so per-
form another change of variables z 7→ ctγz/∆0N1/4 ∼ N−/2z, w 7→ ctγw/∆0N1/4 ∼
N−/2w which gives rise to two new contours
Γ̂′ ..= ∆0N
1/4
ctγ
Γ̂, Υ̂′ ..= ∆0N
1/4
ctγ
Υ̂,
as depicted in Figure �.�(b), and the kernel
K˜tN (x, y) =
1
(2pii)2
∫
Υ̂′
dz
∫
Γ̂′
dw
exp
(
xz − yw + N∆20ct [f˜( ctγw∆0N1/4 )− f˜(
ctγz
∆0N1/4
)]
)
w − z .
(�.���)
We only have to consider w, z with |w|+ |z| . 1 in (�.���) since t/∆0N1/4 ∼ N−/2 and
the other regime has already been covered in the previous paragraph before the change of
variables.
We now separately estimate the errors stemming from replacing f˜(z) first by f(z), then
by g˜(z) and finally by ±tρz2/2ct− 4z4/27. We recall that∆0 ∼ t3/2 = N−3/4+3/2 from
(�.���a), tρ . N−1/2 from the definition of tρ in (�.���a), and that t = N−1/2+ which
will be used repeatedly in the following estimates. According to (�.���), we have
N∆20
ct
∣∣∣∣f˜( ctγz∆0N1/4
)
− f
( ctγz
∆0N1/4
)∣∣∣∣ ≺ N∆20t t∆0N1/4N−2 |z| . N−/2. (�.���a)
Next, from (�.���) we have
N∆20
ct
∣∣∣∣f( ctγz∆0N1/4
)
− g˜
( ctγz
∆0N1/4
)∣∣∣∣ . t1/3 ∣∣∣∣ ctγz∆0N1/4
∣∣∣∣2 N∆20ct + t1/3N∆
2
0
ct
. N−1/6+7/3.
Finally,we have to estimate the error from replacing g˜(z) by itsTaylor expansion with (�.���)
and find
N∆20
ct
∣∣∣∣g˜( ctγz∆0N1/4
)
− ±t
ρ
2ct
( ctγz
∆0N1/4
)2
+ 427
( ctγz
∆0N1/4
)4∣∣∣∣ . N−/2. (�.���b)
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Finally, from (�.���a) and the definition of α from (�.�) we obtain that
N∆20
ct
[
±tρ
2ct
(
ctγz
∆0N1/4
)2
− 427
(
ctγz
∆0N1/4
)4]
=
(
α
z2
2 −
z4
4
)
[1 +O(t1/3)]. (�.���c)
From (�.���) and the integrability of 1/ |z − w| for small z, w along the contours we can
thus conclude
K˜tN (x, y) = (1 +O
(
N−c
)
) 1(2pii)2
×
∫
Υ̂′
dz
∫
Γ˜′
dw
exp
(
xz − yw + z4/4− αz2/2− w4/4 + αw2/2
)
w − z .
(�.���)
Furthermore, it follows from (�.���) that, asN →∞, the contours Υ̂′, Γ̂′ are those depicted
in Figure �.�(b), i.e.
Υ̂′ = (−eipi/4∞, eipi/4∞) ∪ (−e−ipi/4∞, e−ipi/4∞), Γ̂′ ..= (−i∞, i∞).
We recognize (�.���) as the extended Pearcey kernel from (�.�).
It is easy to see that all error terms along the contour integration are uniform in x, y
running over any fixed compact set. This proves that K˜tN (x, y) converges to Kα(x, y) uni-
formly in x, y in a compact set. This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.�.� Green function comparison
We will now complete the proof of Theorem �.�.� by demonstrating that the local k-point
correlation function at the common physical cusp location τ0 of the matrices H˜t does not
change along the flow (�.��). Together with Proposition �.�.� this completes the proof of
Theorem �.�.�. A version of this continuity of the matrix Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with re-
spect to the local correlation functions that is valid in the bulk or at regular edges is the third
step in the well known three step approach to universality [��]. We will present this argu-
ment in the more general setup of correlated random matrices, i.e. in the setting of [DS�].
In particular, we assume that the cumulants of the matrix elements wab satisfy the decay
conditions (�.C)–(�.D), an assumption that is obviously fulfilled for deformedWigner-type
matrices.
We claim that the k-point correlation function p(N)k ofH = H˜0 and the corresponding
k-point correlation function p˜(N)k,t of H˜t stay close along the OU-flow in the sense that∣∣∣∣∫
Rk
F (x)
[
Nk/4p
(N)
k
(
b+ x
γN3/4
)
− p˜(N)k,t
(
b+ x
γN3/4
)]
dx1 . . . dxk
∣∣∣∣ = O (N−c) ,
(�.���)
for  > 0, t ≤ N−1/4−, smooth functions F and some constant c = c(k, ), where b is the
physical cusp point. The proof of (�.���) follows the standard arguments of computing t-
derivatives of products of traces of resolvents G˜(t) = (H˜t − z) at spectral parameters z just
below the fluctuation scale of eigenvalues, i.e. for =z ≥ N−ζηf (<z). Since the procedure
detailed e.g. in [��, Chapter ��] is well established and not specific to the cusp scaling, we
keep our explanations brief.
The only cusp-specific part of the argument is estimating products of random variables
Xt = Xt(x) ..= N1/4 〈=G˜(t)(b+ γ−1N−3/4x+ iN−3/4−ζ)〉
���
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and we claim that
E
[ k∏
j=1
Xt(xj)−
k∏
j=1
X0(xj)
]
. N−c (�.���)
as long as t ≤ N−1/4− for some c = c(k, , ζ). For simplicity we first consider k = 1 and
find from Itô’s Lemma that
E dXtdt = E
[
−12
∑
α
wα∂αXt +
1
2
∑
α,β
κ(α, β)∂α∂βXt
]
, (�.���)
which we further compute using a standard cumulant expansion, as already done in the bulk
regime in the proof of Corollary �.�.� and in the edge regime in Section �.�.�. We recall
that κ(α, β), andmore generally κ(α, β1, . . . , βk) denote the joint cumulants of the random
variables wα, wβ and wα, wβ1 , . . . , wβk , respectively, which accordingly scale like N
−1 and
N−(k+1)/2. Here greek letters α, β ∈ [N ]2 are double indices. After cumulant expansion,
the leading term in (�.���) cancels, and the next order contribution is∑
α,β1,β2
κ(α, β1, β2)E
[
∂α∂β1∂β2Xt
]
,
withN−3/2 being the size of the cumulant κ(α, β1, β2). With α = (a, b) and βi = (ai, bi)
we then estimate
N−3/4
∑
a,b,c
∑
a1,b1,a2,b2
|κ(ab, a1b1, a2b2)|E
∣∣∣G˜(t)ca G˜(t)ba1G˜(t)b1a2G˜(t)b2c∣∣∣
≤ N−3/4−3/2+2+3/4+ζ‖=G˜(t)‖3‖G˜(t)‖23,
where we used the Ward-identity and that maxα
∑
β1,β2 κ(α, β1, β2) . N−3/2. We now
use that according to the proof of Proposition �.�.�, η 7→ η‖G˜(t)‖p and similarly η 7→
η‖=G˜(t)‖p are monotonically increasing with η′ = N−3/4+ζ to find ‖=G˜(t)‖p ≤p N3ζ−1/4
and ‖G˜(t)‖p ≤p N3ζ from the local law fromTheorem �.�.� and the scaling of ρ at η′. Since
all other error terms can be handled similarly and give an even smaller contribution it follows
that∣∣∣∣E dXtdt
∣∣∣∣ . N1/4+Cζ and more generally
∣∣∣∣∣∣E ddt
k∏
j=1
Xt(xj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . N1/4+Ckζ , (�.���)
for some constant C > 0. Now (�.���) and therefore (�.���) follow from (�.���) as in [��,
Theorem ��.�] using the choice t = N−1/2+ ≤ N−1/4− and choosing ζ sufficiently small.
�.A Technical lemmata
Lemma �.A.�. Let CN×N be equipped with a norm ‖·‖. LetA : CN×N × CN×N → CN×N
be a bilinear form and let B : CN×N → CN×N a linear operator with a non-degenerate isolated
eigenvalue β. Denote the spectral projection corresponding to β byP and byQ the one correspond-
ing to the spectral complement of β, i.e.
P ..= − lim
↘0
1
2pii
∮
∂B(β)
dω
B − ω = 〈Vl, ·〉Vr, Q
..= 1− P,
���
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where Vr is the eigenmatrix corresponding to β and 〈Vl, ·〉 a linear functional. Assume that for
some positive constant λ > 1 the bounds
‖A‖+
∥∥∥B−1Q∥∥∥+ ‖〈Vl, ·〉‖+ ‖Vr‖ ≤ λ, (�.���)
are satisfied,wherewe denote the induced norms on linear operators, linear functionals and bilinear
forms onCN×N by the same symbol ‖·‖. Then there exists a universal constant c > 0 such that for
any δ ∈ (0, 1) and any Y,X ∈ CN×N with ‖Y ‖ + ‖X‖ ≤ cλ−4 that satisfies the quadratic
equation
B[Y ]−A[Y, Y ] +X = 0, (�.���)
the following holds: The scalar quantity
Θ ..= 〈Vl, Y 〉 ,
fulfils the cubic equation
µ3Θ3 + µ2Θ2 + µ1Θ+ µ0 = λ12O
(
δ |Θ|3 + |Θ|4 + δ−2 ‖X‖3
)
, (�.���)
with coefficients
µ3 = 〈Vl,A[Vr,B−1QA[Vr, Vr]] +A[B−1QA[Vr, Vr], Vr]〉
µ2 = 〈Vl,A[Vr, Vr]〉
µ1 = −〈Vl,A[B−1Q[X], Vr] +A[Vr,B−1Q[X]]〉 − β
µ0 = 〈Vl,A[B−1Q[X],B−1Q[X]]−X〉 .
(�.���)
Furthermore,
Y = ΘVr − B−1Q[X] + Θ2B−1QA[Vr, Vr] + λ7O
(
|Θ|3 + |Θ| ‖X‖+ ‖X‖2
)
. (�.���)
Here, the constants implicit in theO-notation depend on c only.
Proof. We decompose Y as
Y = Y1 + Y2, Y1 = ΘVr − B−1Q[X], Y2 = Q[Y ] + B−1Q[X].
Then (�.���) takes the form
ΘβVr + P[X] + BQ[Y2] = A[Y, Y ]. (�.���)
We project both sides with Q, invert B and take the norm to conclude
‖Y2‖ = λ2O(‖Y1‖2 + ‖Y2‖2),
Then we use the smallness of Y2 by properly choosing δ and the definition of Y1 to infer
Y2 = λ4O2, where we introduced the notation
Ok = O(|Θ|k + ‖X‖k).
Inserting this information back into (�.���) and using |Θ|+ ‖X‖ = O(λ−3) reveals
Y2 = B−1QA[Y1, Y1] + λ7O3. (�.���)
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In particular, (�.���) follows. Plugging (�.���) into (�.���) and applying the projection P
yields
ΘβVr + P[X] = P
[
A[Y1, Y1] +A[Y1, Y2] +A[Y2, Y1]
]
+ λ11O4
= P
[
A[Y1, Y1] +A[Y1,B−1QA[Y1, Y1]] +A[B−1QA[Y1, Y1], Y1]
]
+ λ11O4.
For a linear operator K1 and a bilinear form K2 with ‖K1‖+ ‖K2‖ ≤ 1 we use the general
bounds
ΘK2[R,R] ≤ δΘ3 + δ−1/2 ‖R‖3 , Θ2K1[R] ≤ δΘ3 + δ−2 ‖R‖3 ,
for any R ∈ CN×N and δ > 0 to find
ΘβVr + P[X] = P
[
A[ΘVr − B−1Q[X],ΘVr − B−1Q[X]] + Θ3A[Vr,B−1QA[Vr, Vr]]
+ Θ3A[B−1QA[Vr, Vr], Vr]
]
+ λ8O(δ |Θ|3 + λ3 |Θ|4 + δ−2 ‖X‖3 ),
which proves (�.���).
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. Due to the asymptotics
Ψedge ∼ min{λ1/2, λ1/3}, Ψmin ∼ min{λ2, |λ|1/3}
and the classification of singularities in (�.�), we can infer the following behaviour of the
self-consistent fluctuation scale from Definition �.�.�. There exists a constant c > 0 only
depending on the model parameters such that we have the following asymptotics. First of
all, in the spectral bulk we trivially have that ηf(τ) ∼ N−1 as long as τ is at least a distance
of c > 0 away from local minima of ρ. In the remaining cases we use the explicit shape
formulae from (�.�) to compute ηf directly from Definition �.�.�.
(a) Non-zero local minimum or cusp. Let τ be the location of a non-zero local minimum
ρ(τ) = ρ0 > 0 or a cusp ρ(τ) = ρ0 = 0. Then
ηf(τ + ω) ∼
{
1/(N max{ρ0, |ω|1/3}), max{ρ0, |ω|1/3} > N−1/4,
N−3/4, max{ρ0, |ω|1/3} ≤ N−1/4,
(�.���a)
for ω ∈ (−c, c).
(b) Edge. Let τ = e± be the position of a left/right edge at a gap in supp ρ∩(e±−κ, e±+κ)
of size ∆ ∈ (0, κ] (cf. (�.�b)). Then
ηf(e± ± ω) ∼

N−3/4, ω ≤ ∆ ≤ N−3/4,
∆1/6/ω1/2N, ∆1/9/N2/3 < ω ≤ ∆,
∆1/9/N2/3, ω ≤ ∆1/9/N2/3, ∆ > N−3/4,
N−3/4, ∆ < ω ≤ N−3/4,
1/ω1/3N, ω ≥ N−3/4, ω > ∆,
(�.���b)
for ω ∈ [0, c).
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The claimed bounds in Lemma �.�.� now follow directly from (�.��e) and (�.���) by distin-
guishing the respective regimes.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. We start from (�.��) and estimate all vertex weightsw(v), interaction
matrices R(e) and weight matricesK(e) trivially by
|w(v)a | ≤ C, |r(e)ab | ≤ CN− deg(e)/2, |k(e)ab | ≤ CN−l(e), ∀a, b
to obtain
|Val(Γ)| ≤ C |V |+|IE|+|WE|Nn(Γ)−|V |
∥∥∥∥( ∏
v∈V
∑
av∈J
) ∏
e∈GE
Ge
∥∥∥∥
1
.
We now choose the vertex ordering V = {v1, . . . , vm} as in Lemma �.�.�. In the first step
we partition the set ofG-edges into three partsGE = E1∪E2∪E3: the edges not adjacent to
vm,E1 = GE \N(vm), the non-Wardable edges adjacent to vm,E2 = GE∩N(vm)\GEW
and the Wardable edges adjacent to vm,E3 = GEW ∩N(vm). By the choice of ordering it
holds that |E3| ≤ 2. We introduce the shorthand notation GEi =
∏
e∈Ei Ge and use the
general Hölder inequality for any collection of random variables {XA} and {YA} indexed
by some arbitrary index set A∥∥∥∥ ∑
A∈A
|XAYA|
∥∥∥∥
q
≤
∥∥∥∥ ∑
A∈A
|XA|
∥∥∥∥
q1
|A|1/q2 max
A∈A
‖YA‖q2 ,
1
q
= 1
q1
+ 1
q2
to compute∥∥∥∥ ∑
av1 ,...,avm−1
|GE1 |
∑
avm
|GE2GE3 |
∥∥∥∥
q
≤ N (m−1)/q2
∥∥∥∥ ∑
av1 ,...,avm−1
|GE1 |
∥∥∥∥
q1
max
a1,...,avm−1
(∥∥∥∥∑
avm
|GE3 |
∥∥∥∥
2q2
N1/2q2 max
avm
‖GE2‖2q2
)
,
where we choose 1/q = 1/q1 + 1/q2 in such a way that q2 ≥ p/c. Since |E3| ≤ 2 we can
use (�.��a) to estimate∥∥∥∥∑
avm
|GE3 |
∥∥∥∥
2q2
≤ N(ψ′2q2)|E3| ≤ N(ψ + ψ′2q2)|E3|
and it thus follows from
‖GE2‖2q2 ≤
∏
e∈E2
‖Ge‖2|E2|q2 = ‖G−M‖
|E2∩GEg−m|
2|E2|q2 ‖G‖
|E2\GEg−m|
2|E2|q2
that∥∥∥∥ ∑
av1 ,...,avm−1
|GE1 |
∑
avm
|GE2GE3 |
∥∥∥∥
q
(�.���)
≤ N /c
∥∥∥∥ ∑
av1 ,...,avm−1
|GE1 |
∥∥∥∥
q1
N(ψ + ψ′q′)|E3|(ψ + ψ′q′ + ψ′′q′)|E2∩GEg−m|(1 + ‖G‖q′)|E2|
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for q′ ≥ 2q2 |GE|. By using (�.���) inductivelym = |V | ≤ cp times it thus follows that∥∥∥∥( ∏
v∈V
∑
av∈J
) ∏
e∈GE
Ge
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ NpN |V |(ψ + ψ′q′)|GEW|(ψ + ψ′q′ + ψ′′q′)|GEg−m|
(
1 + ‖G‖q′
)|GE|
,
proving the lemma.
Lemma �.A.�. For the coefficient in (�.��) we have the expansion
〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
= cσ ‖F‖ 〈|m|−2 f2〉+O(ρ+ η/ρ), (�.���)
for some |c| ∼ 1, provided ‖B−1‖∞→∞ ≥ C for some large enough constant C > 0.
Proof. Recall from the explanation after (�.��) that R′ = S, T, T t if R = S, T t, T , respec-
tively. As we saw in the proof of Lemma �.�.��, in the case R = T, T t in the complex
Hermitian symmetry class, the operator B as well as B′ has a bounded inverse. Since we
assume that ‖B−1‖∞→∞ is large, we have R = R′ = S, which also includes the real
symmetric symmetry class. In particular, we also have ‖(B′)−1‖∞→∞ ≥ C and all subse-
quent statements hold simultaneously for B and B′. We call f (S) the normalised eigenvec-
tor corresponding to the eigenvalue with largest modulus of F (S) ..= |M |S |M |, recalling
M = diag(m). Since B = |M | (1− F (S) +O(ρ)) |M |−1 we can use perturbation theory
of F (S) to analyse spectral properties of B. In particular, we find
b(B) = |M | f (S) +O(ρ), l(B) = |M |−1 f (S) +O(ρ),
B−1QB = |M |
(
1− F (S))−1(1− Pf (S)) |M |−1 +O(ρ), (�.���)
where Pf (S) is the orthogonal projection onto the f (S) direction. The error terms are mea-
sured in ‖·‖∞-norm. For the expansions (�.���) we used that F has a spectral gap in the
sense that
Spec(F (S)/‖F (S)‖) ⊆ [−1 + c, 1− c] ∪ {1},
for some constant c > 0, depending only on model parameters. By using (�.���) we see that
the lhs. of (�.���) becomes±〈(f (S))2pf〉 ‖F (S)‖ 〈|m|−2 (f (S))2〉+O (ρ). To complete the
proof of the Lemma we note that f (S) = f/ ‖f‖+O (η/ρ) according to [��,Eq. (�.��)].
�.B Local law under uniform primitivity assumption
Here we explain the necessary changes to the proof ofTheorem �.�.� and its corollaries when
the fullness Assumption (�.B) is replaced by requiring only that the matrix of variances S is
uniformly primitive, i.e. we verify Remark �.�.�. We remark that this additional argument
is also needed for the proof of the local law in the complex Hermitian Wigner-type case
if we assume sij ≥ c/N , but not necessarily fullness, Assumption (�.B), since in this case
flatness in the sense of (�.��) may not hold.
For a uniformly primitive variance profile the flatness condition (�.��) may be violated.
Thus we have to review all the instances in the proof ofTheorem �.�.� where the lower bound
in (�.��) was used (the upper bound follows from Assumption (�.A)).This happened at the
following places:
���
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(�) When we used [��, Proposition �.� and Lemma �.�] to verify [��, Assumption �.�] and
thus applied [��, Lemma �.�] to see that the stability operator B has a unique isolated
eigenvalue β of smallest modulus in the paragraph proceeding Proposition �.�.�. We also
used [��,Assumption �.�] (i) when we applied [��,Proposition �.�] at the end of the proof
of Proposition �.�.�; (ii) when we referred to [��] inside the proof of Proposition �.�.�
for various comparison relations (using [��, Eq. (�.��)], [��, Remark �.�], [��, Proposition
�.�] and [��, Remark ��.�]) and finally (iii) when we imported the comparability of =m
to its average =〈m〉 through the use of [��, Proposition �.�] and asymptotic expansions
for Vl, Vr from [��, Corollary �.�] for the proof of (�.��).
(�) When we imported the bounds (�.��) on the ‖·‖∗-norm from [DS�],where flatness was
assumed.
(�) Inside the proof of Lemma �.�.��, where [��, Lemma �.�] was used again and where the
fullness Assumption (�.B) was also used explicitly.
(�) Inside the proof of Lemma �.A.�.
These are all instances where Assumption (�.B) was used either directly or indirectly
through the flatness condition (�.��). We will now go through (�)-(�) one by one and show
how the use of Assumption (�.B) can be avoided if the variance profile S is uniformly prim-
itive. The proofs of Corollaries �.�.�, �.�.� and �.�.� are not effected by this change in as-
sumptions.
Modification of (�).
Wewill now show that [��,Assumption �.�] still holds under the weaker uniform primitivity
assumption and therefore all the mentioned results from [��] can still be used. For this pur-
pose we consider the saturated self-energy operator F ..= QS[Q∗ ·Q]Q∗ from [��, Eq. (�.�)],
where Q is defined as q in [��, Eq. (�.�)]. We see that F leaves the space of diagonal ma-
trices and off-diagonal matrices invariant and splits as F = Fd + Fo with Fd[diag(r)] ..=
diag(F (S)r),F (S) ..= |M |S |M | and Fo[R] ..= |M |1/2 (T  (|M |1/2Rt |M |1/2)) |M |1/2.
Since ‖Fo‖hs→hs . 1/N by ‖M‖ . 1 and |tij | . 1/N from Assumption (�.A) we obtain
that [��, Assumption �.�] reduces to a statement about the diagonal contribution F (S) of
the saturated self-energy and follows from [�, Proposition �.�].
Modification of (�).
The bounds (�.��) were proven in Lemma �.�.�. Flatness was used in its proof only to es-
tablish the bound
∥∥B−1Q∥∥hs→hs . 1. However, since [��, Lemma �.�] is still applicable
according to the modification of (�) above, this bound remains valid.
Modification of (�).
Besides the use of flatness to justify the application of [��,Lemma �.�], covered by the modi-
fication of (�),Assumption (�.B) was also used directly here to trivialise the case whenH has
complex valued entries and R = T or R = T t. In this case it was shown that ‖B−1‖ . 1,
cf. the proof of Lemma �.�.��, and consequently it was possible to make the trivial choice
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PB ..= 0, QB ..= 1, see the paragraph before (�.��). This bound is no longer true un-
der the uniform primitivity assumption since the assumption imposes no restriction on the
self-adjoint matrices T, T t, except the trivial one, |tij | ≤ sij .
In the general case QB is chosen as in (�.��). To show ‖B−1QB‖ . 1 when R = T or
R = T t in (�.��), we write B in the form
B = 1− diag(m#1m#2)R = |M | (1− UF (R)) |M |−1
with F (R) = |M |R |M |,M = diag(m) and a diagonal unitary matrix U . Due to =m ∼ ρ
it is easy to check that U = 1 + O (ρ). Moreover, since |M | ∼ 1 as quadratic forms and
1 − UF (R) = 1 − F (R) +O(ρ) we can use perturbation theory of the self-adjoint matrix
F (R) to invert 1 − UF (R). We claim the following dichotomy for F (R): either 1 − F (R)
has a bounded inverse or a non-degenerate isolated eigenvalue close to zero with a spectral
gap that is bounded from below. In the first case 1− UF (R) has a bounded inverse since ρ
is small, hence ‖B−1‖ . 1. In the second case B also has an isolated eigenvalue at 1 and
QB projects to its spectral complement, so ‖B−1QB‖ . 1 holds.
Now we formulate the dichotomy more precisely. We claim that for Y ..= F (R)/‖F (S)‖
with ‖F (S)‖, ‖Y ‖ ≤ 1 we have either ‖Y ‖ ≤ 1−  or
Spec(Y/ ‖Y ‖) ⊆ {−1} ∪ [−1 + , 1− ] ∪ {1}, (�.���)
for some positive  ∼ 1, where 1 is a non-degenerate eigenvalue in (�.���). Note that F (S) is
the saturated self-energy and thus ‖F (S)‖ ≤ 1 holds due to [��, Lemma �.�], and ‖Y ‖ ≤ 1
since |tij | ≤ sij . To verify (�.���) we apply the following lemma with X ..= F (S)/‖F (S)‖.
Lemma�.B.�. Let δ > 0, and letX = X∗ ∈ RN×N be a symmetric matrix with non-negative
entries of norm ‖X‖ = 1. Assume that 1 is a non-degenerate eigenvaluewith normalized ‖x‖2 =
〈|x|2〉 = 1 Perron-Frobenius eigenvector Xx = x with strictly positive entries |xi| ≥ δ, and
that X has a spectral gap ‖XQx‖ ≤ 1 − δ, where Qx ..= 1 − 〈x, ·〉x. Then there exists δ′ =
δ′(δ) > 0 such that any self-adjoint matrix Y ∈ CN×N with |yij | ≤ xij and 1−‖Y ‖ ≤ δ′ has
a normalized eigenvector y corresponding to the eigenvalue of largest modulus, Y y = ±‖Y ‖y,
which satisfies
‖|y| − x‖ . √, 〈|y| ,x〉 = 1 +O () , ‖Y Qy‖ ≤ 1− δ′, ‖|y| − x‖1 .  |log |
(�.���)
with  ..= 1− ‖Y ‖. Here ‖·‖1 ..= 〈|·|〉, and in the case  = 0 the rhs. of the ultimate inequality
should be interpreted as 0.
The assumptions on X = F (S)/‖F (S)‖ in Lemma �.B.� are satisfied by [�, Proposi-
tion �.�(iv, v)]. Note that the lemma shows that 1 and −1 cannot both be eigenvalues of
Y/ ‖Y ‖ in (�.���). This concludes the necessary modifications for (�) apart from the proof
of Lemma �.B.�, which we postpone until after the discussions of the modifications for (�).
Modification of (�).
Under the uniform primitivity assumption Lemma �.A.� does not hold in its current form.
Instead an error term of the order ‖B−1‖−1∞→∞ has to be added to the right hand side, i.e. it
is replaced by the following lemma.
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Lemma �.B.�. For the coefficient in (�.��) we have the expansion
〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
= cσ ‖F‖ 〈|m|−2 f2〉+O(ρ+η/ρ+∥∥∥B−1∥∥∥−1∞→∞ logN),
(�.���)
for some |c| ∼ 1, provided ‖B−1‖∞→∞ ≥ C for some large enough constant C > 0.
Before proving Lemma �.B.� we will discuss how the proof of Proposition �.�.�� contin-
ues after equation (�.��) when Lemma �.B.� is used instead of Lemma �.A.�. This was the
only instance where Lemma �.A.� was used in the proof ofTheorem �.�.�. By Lemma �.B.�
the scalar factor in (�.��) is of the form σ + O(ρ + η/ρ + ‖B−1‖−1∞→∞ logN), up to a
bounded constant. Similarly to (�.��), we thus write (�.��) as the sum of three graph values
〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
Val
 N−1
x
y
z
w

= (σ +O (ρ+ η/ρ))Val (Γ′)+ (logN)Val( N−1Bx
y
z
w
) (�.���)
withW-Est(Γ′) = W-Est(Γ), where we absorbed the ‖F‖ 〈|m|−2 f2〉 . 1 factor into the
weight matrix of Γ′. Here we were able to insert the B-operator in (�.���) since∥∥∥B−1∥∥∥−1∞→∞ ∥∥∥B−1K∥∥∥∞→∞ ≤ ‖K‖∞→∞ . 1N ,
whereK is as in (�.��). For the last graph in (�.���) we apply Lemma �.�.�� to find
Val
(
N−1B
x
y
z
w
)
=
∑
Γ′′∈G′Γ
Val
(
Γ′′
)
+O (N−p) , W-Est(Γ′′) ≤p σqW-Est(Γ).
Thus we gained a factor σq. This finishes the proof of a version of Proposition �.�.��, where
in (�.��) the factor σq is replaced by σq logN , under the uniform primitivity assumption on
S. The extra logN-factor in Proposition �.�.�� does not effect the proof of Theorem �.�.�
because it is insignificant compared to the N -factors in (�.��c) and (�.��d).
Altogether, this finishes the discussion of the modifications (�)-(�) and thus verifies the
validity of Remark �.�.�. We finish this section of the appendix by providing the remaining
proofs of Lemmas �.B.� and �.B.�.
Proof of Lemma �.B.�. The caseR = S was already considered in Lemma �.A.�, whence we
can restrict ourselves toR = T andR = T t here. For any of the possible choices of stability
operators B = 1 − diag(m#1m#2)R in (�.��) we call f (R) the normalized eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue with largest modulus of F (R) ..= |M |R |M |. We may
assume that ‖F (R)‖ ≥ 1 −  for some sufficiently small  > 0 since otherwise B has a
bounded inverse and this is not the situation in which Lemma �.B.� is used. Since B =
|M | (1− F (R) +O(ρ)) |M |−1 we use perturbation theory of the self-adjoint matrix F (R)
to analyse B. For R = T, T t we apply Lemma �.B.� with the choice X ..= F (S)/‖F (S)‖,
Y ..= F (R)/
∥∥∥F (S)∥∥∥. As we argued for the modification of (�) above,F (R) has a spectral gap
in the sense of (�.���). Expanding around the isolated eigenvalue ±‖F (R)‖ of F (R) we still
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have (�.���) with F (S) replaced by F (R) and f (S) replaced by f (R). We have the following
cases to consider:
B = (1− diag(m#1m#2)R′, B′ = (1− diag(m#1m#2)R,
where
R = T, R′ = T t, or (�.���a)
R = T t, R′ = T. (�.���b)
Recall that#i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 stand for the identity or the complex conjugation operators, but
the individual choices are not important as the F (R) and F (R
′) operators are not influenced
by them. In cases (�.���a) and (�.���b) we have f (R′) = f (R). Thus we find
〈b(B)pf(Rb(B′))〉 〈l(B′), l(B)〉
〈b(B), l(B)〉 〈l(B′),b(B′)〉
= ±‖F (R′)‖ 〈|f (R)|2pf〉 〈|m|−2 |f (R)|2〉+O(ρ),
where we used (�.���), the eigenvalue equation F (R
′)f (R′) = ±‖F (R′)‖f (R′) and that f (R)
and f (R′) are normalised.
Now we use (�.���) to approximate |f (R)| with first f (S), and then f as in the end of the
proof of Lemma �.A.�, to see that
〈|f (R)|2pf〉 = cσ +O
(
η/ρ+ (1− ‖F (R)‖)
∣∣∣log(1− ‖F (R)‖)∣∣∣) ,〈∣∣∣ f (R)|m|
∣∣∣2〉 = c′〈[ f|m|
]2〉
+O
(
η/ρ+ (1− ‖F (R)‖)
∣∣∣log(1− ‖F (R)‖)∣∣∣)
for some |c| , |c′| ∼ 1. Since B = |M |U(U∗ − F (R)) |M |−1 for some diagonal unitary
U = 1 + O(ρ) implies ‖B−1‖∞→∞ . ‖B−1‖ . ‖m‖ ‖m−1‖(1 − ‖F (R)‖)−1 and since
|log(1 − ‖F (R)‖)| . logN the bound in (�.���) follows. Here we used 1 − ‖F (R)‖ ≥
1− ‖F‖ & =z ≥ 1/N by [��, Lemma �.�].
Proof of Lemma �.B.�. Throughout the proof we consider δ as fixed and consider only the
case where   1, as the statement is trivial otherwise. Within the proof we understand
applications of functions (e.g. |·| or<) to vectors/matrices and also inequalities between vec-
tors/matrices in an elementwise sense. Lety1,y2 be normalized eigenvectors corresponding
to the, in modulus, largest and second largest eigenvalue of Y , i.e. |〈y1, Y y1〉| = ‖Y ‖ =.. s1,
y1 = y and y2 ∈ arg maxy⊥y1 |〈y, Y y〉| and set s2 ..= |〈y2, Y y2〉|. Furthermore, let
V1, V2 denote diagonal unitary matrices such that yi = Vi |yi|. We then compute
si = σi 〈yi, Y yi〉 = 〈|yi| , σi<V ∗i Y Vi |yi|〉 ≤ 〈|yi| , X |yi|〉
≤ |〈x, |yi|〉|2 + (1− δ) ‖Qx |yi|‖2 = 1− δ ‖Qx |yi|‖2 ,
where σi = sgn 〈yi, Y yi〉 andwe used |Y | ≤ X in the first inequality. With i ..= 1−si ≥ 0
it then follows that ‖Qx |yi|‖ . √i, and by positivity of x, that 〈x, |yi|〉 = 1 + O (i),
‖|yi| − x‖ . √i. Recalling 1 =  = 1 − ‖Y ‖, this completes the proof of the first two
inequalities in (�.���).
We now turn to the claimed bound on ‖Y Qy‖ = s2. We first note that
X − σi<V ∗i Y Vi = |X − σi<V ∗i Y Vi|
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since |V ∗i Y Vi| ≤ X and therefore
〈x, |X − σi<V ∗i Y Vi|x〉 = 1− σi 〈x, V ∗i Y Vix〉 = 1− σi 〈|yi| , V ∗i Y Vi |yi|〉+O (
√
i)
= 1− si +O (√i) = O (√i)
and by taking the imaginary part and using the elementary inequality
(=z)2 ≤ 2 |z| |<z − |z||
we also have 〈x, |=V ∗i Y Vi|x〉 . 4
√
i. It thus follows that also 〈x, |X − σiV ∗i Y Vi|x〉 .
4
√
i and consequently
O ( 4√1) = 〈x, V ∗2 V1(X − σ1V ∗1 Y V1)V ∗1 V2x〉
= 〈V ∗1 V2x, XV ∗1 V2x〉 − σ1σ2 +O (
√
2) ,
(�.���)
where the second equality used that ‖V2x− y2‖ . √2 and 〈y2, Y y2〉 = σ2s2 = σ2 +
O (2). But using the additional information that y1 ⊥ y2 it now follows that the projection
of V ∗1 V2x onto x almost vanishes in the sense |〈x, V ∗1 V2x〉| .
√
1 +
√
2, while we recall
that the matrix X is assumed to be bounded as ‖XQx‖ ≤ 1− δ on the complement of x.
Therefore |〈V ∗1 V2x, XV ∗1 V2x〉| ≤ 1−δ+O
(√
1 +
√
2
)
and consequently δ . 4√1+√2
from (�.���). In the considered case 1  1 it follows that 2 & 1 and ‖Y Qy‖ ≤ 1 − 2,
confirming the third inequality in (�.���).
We now turn to the ultimate inequality in (�.���) and use |y| = σ1 ‖Y ‖−1 V ∗1 Y V1 |y| ≤
‖Y ‖−1X |y| and by iteration |y| ≤ ‖Y ‖−kXk |y| for integers k. Using |xi| ≥ δ and
〈x, |y| −Xk |y|〉 = 〈x−Xkx, |y|〉 = 〈0, |y|〉 = 0 we find
δ
∥∥∥|y| −Xk |y|∥∥∥
1
≤ 〈x,
∣∣∣|y| −Xk |y|∣∣∣〉 = 2 〈x, (|y| −Xk |y|)+〉 − 〈x, |y| −Xk |y|〉
≤ 2(‖Y ‖−k − 1) 〈x, Xk |y|〉 ,
to infer
∥∥∥|y| −Xk |y|∥∥∥
1
. k1 = k(1− ‖Y ‖) from which we conclude that
‖|y| − x‖1 =
∥∥∥x(〈|y| ,x〉 − 1) + |y| −Xk |y|+XkQx |y|∥∥∥1 . k+ (1− δ)k,
where we used the second inequality in (�.���). Thus with the choice k = δ−1 |log | the
ultimate inequality in (�.���) follows. Tracking the dependence on δ in the proof yields that
we can choose δ′ = cδ3 for some universal constant c.
���

Cusp Universality for Random Matrices II:The Real
Symmetric Case �
We prove that the local eigenvalue statistics of real symmetric Wigner-type matrices near
the cusp points of the eigenvalue density are universal. Together with the companion
paper [DS�], which proves the same result for the complex Hermitian symmetry class,
this completes the last remaining case of the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta universality
conjecture after bulk and edge universalities have been established in the last years. We
extend the recent Dyson Brownian motion analysis at the edge [���] to the cusp regime
using the optimal local law from [DS�] and the accurate local shape analysis of the
density from [��]. We also present a novel method to improve the estimate on eigenvalue
rigidity via the maximum principle of the heat flow related to the Dyson Brownian
motion.
Published as G. Cipolloni, L. Erdős,T. Krüger, and D. Schröder, Cusp universality for
random matrices II:The real symmetric case. preprint (����), arXiv:1811.04055.
�.� Introduction
We considerWigner-typematrices, i.e.N×N Hermitian randommatricesH with indepen-
dent, not necessarily identically distributed entries above the diagonal; a natural generaliza-
tion of the standard Wigner ensembles that have i.i.d. entries. The Wigner-Dyson-Mehta
(WDM) conjecture asserts that the local eigenvalue statistics are universal, i.e. they are in-
dependent of the details of the ensemble and depend only on the symmetry type, i.e. on
whether H is real symmetric or complex Hermitian. Moreover, different statistics emerge
in the bulk of the spectrum and at the spectral edges with a square root vanishing behavior
of the eigenvalue density. TheWDM conjecture for both symmetry classes has been proven
for Wigner matrices, see [��] for complete historical references. Recently it has been ex-
tended to more general ensembles including Wigner-type matrices in the bulk and edge
regimes; we refer to the companion paper [DS�] for up to date references.
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The key tool for the recent proofs of theWDM conjecture is the Dyson Brownian mo-
tion (DBM), a system of coupled stochastic differential equations. The DBM method has
evolved during the last years. The original version, presented in the monograph [��], was
in the spirit of a high dimensional analysis of a strongly correlated Gibbs measure and its
dynamics. Starting in [��] with the analysis of the underlying parabolic equation and its
short range approximation, the PDE component of the theory became prominent. With
the coupling idea, introduced in [��, ��], the essential part of the proofs became fully deter-
ministic, greatly simplifying the technical aspects. In the current paper we extend this trend
and use PDE methods even for the proof of the rigidity bound, a key technical input, that
earlier was obtained with direct random matrix methods.
The historical focus on the bulk and edge universalities has been motivated by the
Wigner ensemble since, apart from the natural bulk regime, its semicircle density vanishes as
a square root near the edges, giving rise to the Tracy-Widom statistics. Beyond theWigner
ensemble, however, the density profile shows a much richer structure. Already Wigner ma-
trices with nonzero expectation on the diagonal, also called deformed Wigner ensemble, may
have a density supported on several intervals and a cubic root cusp singularity in the density
arises whenever two such intervals touch each other as some deformation parameter varies.
Since local spectral universality is ultimately determined by the local behavior of the density
near its vanishing points, the appearance of the cusp gives rise to a new type of universality.
This was first observed in [��] and the local eigenvalue statistics at the cusp can be explicitly
described by the Pearcey process in the complex Hermitian case [���]. The corresponding
explicit formulas for the real symmetric case have not yet been established.
The key classification theorem [��] for the density of Wigner-type matrices showed
that the density may vanish only as a square root (at regular edges) or as a cubic root (at
cusps); no other singularity may occur. This result has recently been extended to a large
class of matrices with correlated entries [��]. In other words, the cusp universality is the
third and last universal spectral statistics for random matrix ensembles arising from natural
generalizations of the Wigner matrices. We note that invariant β-ensembles may exhibit
further universality classes, see [��].
In the companion paper [DS�] we established cusp universality for Wigner-type ma-
trices in the complex Hermitian symmetry class. In the present work we extend this result
to the real symmetric class and even to certain space-time correlation functions. In fact, we
show the appearance of a natural one-parameter family of universal statistics associated to a
family of singularities of the eigenvalue density that we call physical cusps. In both works we
follow the three step strategy, a general method developed for proving local spectral univer-
sality for random matrices, see [��] for a pedagogical introduction. The first step is the local
law or rigidity, establishing the location of the eigenvalues with a precision slightly above
the typical local eigenvalue spacing. The second step is to establish universality for ensem-
bles with a tiny Gaussian component. The third step is a perturbative argument to remove
this tiny Gaussian component relying on the optimal local law.The first and third steps are
insensitive to the symmetry type, in fact the optimal local law in the cusp regime has been
established for both symmetry classes in [DS�] and it completes also the third step in both
cases.
There are two different strategies for the second step. In the complex Hermitian sym-
metry class, the Brézin-Hikami formula [��] turns the problem into a saddle point analysis
for a contour integral. This direct path was followed in [DS�] relying on the optimal local
law. In the real symmetric case, lacking the Brézin-Hikami formula, only the second strat-
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egy via the analysis of Dyson Brownian motion (DBM) is feasible. This approach exploits
the very fast decay to local equilibrium of DBM. It is the most robust and powerful method
up to now to establish local spectral universality. In this paper we present a version of this
method adjusted to the cusp situation. We will work in the real symmetric case for definite-
ness. The proof can easily be modified for the complex Hermitian case as well. The DBM
method does not explicitly yield the local correlation kernel. Instead it establishes that the
local statistics are universal and therefore can be identified from a reference ensemble that
we will choose as the simplest Gaussian ensemble exhibiting a cusp singularity.
In this paper we partly follow the recent DBM analysis at the regular edges [���] and we
extend it to the cusp regime, using the optimal local law from the companion paper [DS�]
and the precise control of the density near the cusps [�, ��]. The main conceptual difference
between [���] and the current work is that we obtain the necessary local law along the time
evolution of DBM via novel DBM methods in Section �.�. Some other steps, such as the
Sobolev inequality, heat kernel estimates from [��] and the finite speed of propagation [��,
���, ��], require only moderate adjustments for the cusp regime, but for completeness we
include them in the Appendix. The comparison of the short range approximation of the
DBM with the full evolution, Lemma �.�.� and Lemma �.C.�, will be presented in detail
in Section �.� and in Appendix �.C since it is more involved in the cusp setup, after the
necessary estimates on the semicircular flow near the cusp are proven in Section �.�.
We now outline the novelties and main difficulties at the cusp compared with the edge
analysis in [���]. The basic idea is to interpolate between the time evolution of two DBM’s,
with initial conditions given by the original ensemble and the reference ensemble, respec-
tively, after their local densities have been matched by shift and scaling. Beyond this com-
mon idea there are several differences.
The first difficulty lies in the rigidity analysis of the DBM starting from the interpolated
initial conditions.The optimal rigidity from [DS�], that holds for very generalWigner–type
matrices, applies for the flows of both the original and the reference matrices, but it does
not directly apply to the interpolating process. The latter starts from a regular initial data
but it runs for a very short time, violating the flatness (i.e. effective mean-field) assumption
of [DS�]. While it is possible to extend the analysis of [DS�] to this case, here we chose a
technically lighter and conceptually more interesting route. We use the maximum principle
of the DBM to transfer rigidity information on the reference process to the interpolating
one after an appropriate localization.
The second difficulty in the cusp regime is that the shape of the density is highly unstable
under the semicircular flow that describes the evolution of the density under the DBM.The
regular edge analysed in [���] remains of square root type along its dynamics and it can be
simply described by its location and its multiplicative slope parameter – both vary regularly
with time. In contrast, the evolution of the cusp is a relatively complicated process: it starts
with a small gap that shrinks to zero as the cusp forms and then continues developing a small
local minimum.The density is described by quite involved shape functions, see (�.�c), (�.�e),
that have a two-scale structure, given in terms of a total of three parameters, each varying
on different time scales. For example, the location of the gap moves linearly with time, the
length of gap shrinks as the 3/2-th power of the time, while the local minimum after the
cusp increases as the 1/2-th power of the time. The scaling behavior of the corresponding
quantiles, that approximate the eigenvalues by rigidity, follows the same complicated pattern
of the density. All these require a very precise description of the semicircular flow near the
cusp as well as the optimal rigidity.
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The third difficulty is that we need to run the DBM for a relatively long time in order
to exploit the local decay; in fact this time scale,N−1/2+ is considerably longer than the
characteristic time scale N−3/4 on which the physical cusp varies under the semicircular
flow. We need to tune the initial condition very precisely so that after a relatively long time
it develops a cusp exactly at the right location with the right slope.
The fourth difficulty is that, unlike for the regular edge regime, the eigenvalues or quan-
tiles on both sides of the (physical) cusp contribute to the short range approximation of
the dynamics, their effect cannot be treated as mean-field. Moreover, there are two scaling
regimes for quantiles corresponding to the two-scale structure of the density.
Finally, we note that the analysis of the semicircular flow around the cusp, partly com-
pleted already in the companion paper [DS�], is relatively short and transparent despite its
considerably more complex pattern compared to the corresponding analysis around the reg-
ular edge. This is mostly due to strong results imported from the general shape analysis [�].
Not only the exact formulas for the density shapes are taken over, but we also heavily rely
on the 1/3-Hölder continuity in space and time of the density and its Stieltjes transform,
established in the strongest form in [��].
Notations and conventions. We now introduce some custom notations we use throughout
the paper. For integers n we define [n] ..= {1, . . . , n}. For positive quantities f, g, we
write f . g and f ∼ g if f ≤ Cg or, respectively, cg ≤ f ≤ Cg for some constants
c, C that depend only on the model parameters, i.e. on the constants appearing in the basic
Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C) listed in Section �.� below. Similarly, we write f  g if f ≤ cg
for some tiny constant c > 0 depending on the model parameters. We denote vectors by
bold-faced lower case Roman letters x,y ∈ CN , and matrices by upper case Roman letters
A,B ∈ CN×N . We write 〈A〉 ..= N−1TrA and 〈x〉 ..= N−1∑a∈[N ] xa for the averaged
trace and the average of a vector. We often identify diagonal matrices with the vector of its
diagonal elements. Accordingly, for any matrix R, we denote by diag(R) the vector of its
diagonal elements, and for any vector r we denote by diag(r) the corresponding diagonal
matrix.
We will frequently use the concept of “with very high probability”meaning that for any
fixed D > 0 the probability of the event is bigger than 1−N−D if N ≥ N0(D).
Acknowledgement. The authors are very grateful to Johannes Alt for his invaluable con-
tribution in helping improve several results of [��] tailored to the needs of this paper.
�.� Main results
For definiteness we consider the real symmetric caseH ∈ RN×N . With small modifications
the proof presented in this paper works for complex Hermitian case as well, but this case was
already considered in [DS�] with a contour integral analysis. LetW = W ∗ ∈ RN×N be a
symmetric randommatrix andA = diag(a) be a deterministic diagonal matrix with entries
a = (ai)Ni=1 ∈ RN . We say that W is of Wigner-type [�] if its entries wij for i ≤ j are
centred, Ewij = 0, independent random variables. We define the variance matrix or self-
energy matrix S = (sij)Ni,j=1, sij ..= Ew2ij . In [�] it was shown that as N tends to infinity,
the resolventG(z) ..= (H−z)−1 of the deformedWigner-type matrixH = A+W entrywise
approaches a diagonal matrixM(z) ..= diag(m(z)) for z ∈ H ..= { z ∈ C | =z > 0 }. The
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entries m = (m1 . . . ,mN ) : H → HN of M have positive imaginary parts and solve the
Dyson equation
− 1
mi(z)
= z − ai +
N∑
j=1
sijmj(z), z ∈ H ..= { z ∈ C | =z > 0 } , i ∈ [N ]. (�.�)
We callM orm the self-consistent Green’s function. The normalised trace 〈M〉 ofM is the
Stieltjes transform 〈M(z)〉 = ∫R(τ − z)−1ρ(dτ) of a unique probability measure ρ on R
that approximates the empirical eigenvalue distribution ofA+W increasingly well asN →
∞. We call ρ the self-consistent density of states (scDOS). Accordingly, its support supp ρ is
called the self-consistent spectrum. It was proven in [�] that under very general conditions,
ρ(dτ) is an absolutely continuous measure with a 1/3-Hölder continuous density, ρ(τ).
Furthermore, the self-consistent spectrum consists of finitely many intervals with square
root growth of ρ at the edges, i.e. at the points in ∂ supp ρ.
We call a point c ∈ R a cusp of ρ if c ∈ int supp ρ and ρ(c) = 0. Cusps naturally
emerge when we consider a one-parameter family of ensembles and two support intervals of
ρmerge as the parameter value changes.The cusp universality phenomenon is not restricted
to the exact cusp; it also occurs for situations shortly before and after the merging of two
such support intervals, giving rise to a one parameter family of universal statistics. More
precisely, universality emerges if ρ has a physical cusp. The terminology indicates that all
these singularities become indistinguishable from the exact cusp if the density is resolved
with a local precision above the typical eigenvalue spacing. We say that ρ exhibits a physical
cusp if it has a small gap (e−, e+) ⊂ R \ supp ρ with e+, e− ∈ supp ρ in its support
of size e+ − e− . N−3/4 or a local minimum m ∈ int supp ρ of size ρ(m) . N−1/4.
Correspondingly, we call the points b ..= 12(e+ + e−) and b ..= m physical cusp points,
respectively.
Our main result is cusp universality under the real symmetric analogues of the assump-
tions of [DS�]. Throughout this paper we make the following three assumptions:
Assumption (�.A) (Bounded moments). The entries of the matrix
√
NW have bounded mo-
ments and the expectation A is bounded, i.e. there are positive Ck such that
|ai| ≤ C0, E |wij |k ≤ CkN−k/2, k ∈ N.
Assumption (�.B) (Flatness). We assume that the matrix S is flat in the sense sij = Ew2ij ≥
c/N for some constant c > 0.
Assumption (�.C) (Bounded self-consistent Green’s function). The scDOS ρ has a physical
cusp point b, and in a neighbourhood of the physical cusp point b ∈ R the self-consistent Green’s
function is bounded, i.e. for positive C, κ we have
|mi(z)| ≤ C, z ∈ [b− κ, b+ κ] + iR+.
Wecall the constants appearing inAssumptions (�.A)–(�.C)model parameters. All generic
constants in this paper may implicitly depend on these model parameters. Dependence on
further parameters, however, will be indicated.
Remark �.�.�. The boundedness ofm in Assumption (�.C) can be, for example, ensured by assum-
ing some regularity of the variance matrix S. For more details we refer to [�, Chapter �].
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According to the extensive analysis in [�, ��] it follows� that there exists some small
δ∗ ∼ 1 such that the self-consistent density ρ around the points where it is small exhibits
one of the following three types of behaviours.
(i) Exact cusp. There is a cusp point c ∈ R in the sense that ρ(c) = 0 and ρ(c ± δ) > 0
for 0 6= δ  1. In this case the self-consistent density is locally around c given by
ρ(c+ ω) =
√
3γ4/3 |ω|1/3
2pi
[
1 +O
(
|ω|1/3
) ]
(�.�a)
for ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗] and some γ > 0.
(ii) Small gap. There is a maximal interval [e−, e+] of size 0 < ∆ ..= e+ − e−  1 such
that ρ|[e−,e+] ≡ 0. In this case the density around e± is, for some γ > 0, locally given
by
ρ(e± ± ω) =
√
3(2γ)4/3∆1/3
2pi Ψedge(ω/∆)
[
1 +O
(
min
{
ω1/3,
ω1/2
∆1/6
})]
(�.�b)
for ω ∈ [0, δ∗], where
Ψedge(λ) ..=
√
λ(1 + λ)
(1 + 2λ+ 2
√
λ(1 + λ))2/3 + (1 + 2λ− 2√λ(1 + λ))2/3 + 1 (�.�c)
for λ ≥ 0.
(iii) Non-zero local minimum. There is a local minimum at m ∈ R of ρ such that 0 <
ρ(m) 1. In this case there exists some γ > 0 such that
ρ(m+ ω) = ρ(m) + ρ(m)Ψmin
(
3
√
3γ4ω
2(piρ(m))3
)
×
[
1 +O
(
min
{
ρ(m)1/2, ρ(m)
4
|ω|
}
+min
{ ω2
ρ(m)5 , |ω|
1/3
})] (�.�d)
for ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗], where
Ψmin(λ) ..=
√
1 + λ2
(
√
1 + λ2 + λ)2/3 + (
√
1 + λ2 − λ)2/3 − 1 − 1, λ ∈ R. (�.�e)
We note that the choices for the slope parameter γ in (�.�b)–(�.�d) are consistent with (�.�a)
in the sense that in the regimes∆ ω  1 and ρ(m)3  |ω|  1 the respective formulae
asymptotically agree. The precise form of the pre-factors in (�.�) is also chosen such that in
the universality statement γ is a linear rescaling parameter.
It is natural to express universality in terms of a rescaled k-point function p(N)k which
we define implicitly by
E
(
N
k
)−1 ∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
f(λi1 , . . . , λik) =
∫
Rk
f(x)p(N)k (x) dx (�.�)
for test functions f , where the summation is over all subsets of k distinct integers from [N ].
�The claimed expansions (�.�a) and (�.�d) follow directly from [��,Theorem �.�(c), (d)]. The error term in
(�.�b) follows from [��,Theorem �.�(a)], where we define γ according to h therein.
���
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Theorem �.�.�. LetH be a real symmetric or complex Hermitian deformed Wigner-type matrix
whose scDOS ρ has a physical cusp point b such that Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C) are satisfied. Let
γ > 0 be the slope parameter at b, i.e. such that ρ is locally around b given by (�.�). Then the local
k-point correlation function at b is universal, i.e. for any k ∈ N there exists a k-point correlation
function pGOE/GUEk,α such that for any smooth compactly supported test function F : Rk → R it
holds that∫
Rk
F (x)
[
Nk/4
γk
p
(N)
k
(
b+ x
γN3/4
)
− pGOE/GUEk,α (x)
]
dx = O
(
N−c(k)
)
,
where the parameter α is given by
α ..=

0 in case (i)
3 (γ∆/4)2/3N1/2 in case (ii)
− (piρ(m)/γ)2N1/2 in case (iii)
(�.�)
and c(k) > 0 is a small constant only depending on k.
Remark �.�.�.
(i) In the complex Hermitian symmetry class the k-point function is given by
pGUEk,α (x) = det
(
Kα,α(xi, xj)
)k
i,j=1
.
Here the extended Pearcey kernelKα,β is given by
Kα,β(x, y) = − 1β>α√2pi(β − α) exp
(
− (y − x)
2
2(β − α)
)
+ 1(2pii)2
∫
Ξ
dz
∫
Φ
dw exp(−w
4/4 + βw2/2− yw + z4/4− αz2/2 + xz)
w − z ,
(�.�)
where Ξ is a contour consisting of rays from ±∞eipi/4 to 0 and rays from 0 to ±∞e−ipi/4,
andΦ is the ray from−i∞ to i∞. For more details we refer to [��, ���, �] and the references
in [DS�].
(ii) The real symmetric k-point function pGOEk,α is not known explicitly. In fact, it is not even
knownwhether pGOEk,α is determinantal. Wewill nevertheless establish the existence of p
GOE
k,α
in Section �.� as the limit of the correlation functions of a one parameter family of Gaussian
comparison models.
Theorem �.�.� is a universality result about the spatial correlations of eigenvalues. Our
method also allows us to prove the corresponding statement on space-time universality when
we consider the time evolution of eigenvalues (λti)i∈[N ] according to the Dyson Brownian
motion dH(t) = dBt with initial conditionH(0) = H , where, depending on the symmetry
class,Bt is a complex Hermitian or real symmetric matrix valued Brownian motion. For
any ordered k-tuple τ = (τ1, . . . , τk) with 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ · · · ≤ τk . N−1/2 we then define
the time-dependent k-point function as follows. Denote the unique values in the tuple τ by
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σ1 < · · · < σl such that {τ1, . . . , τk} = {σ1, . . . , σl} and denote the multiplicity of σj in
τ by kj and note that
∑
kj = k. We then define p(N)k,τ implicitly via
E
l∏
j=1

(
N
kj
)−1 ∑
{ij1,...,ijkj }⊂[N ]
 f(λσ1i11 , . . . , λσ1i1k1 , . . . , λσlil1 , . . . , λσlilkl ) =
∫
Rk
f(x)p(N)k,τ (x) dx
(�.�)
for test functions f and note that (�.�) reduces to (�.�) in the case τ1 = · · · = τk = 0. We
note that in (�.�) coinciding indices are allowed only for eigenvalues at different times. If
the scDOS ρ ofH has a physical cusp in b, then for τ . N−1/2 the scDOS ρτ ofH(τ) also
has a physical cusp bτ close to b and we can prove space-time universality in the sense of
the following theorem, whose proof we defer to Appendix �.A.
Theorem �.�.�. LetH be a real symmetric or complex Hermitian deformedWigner-type matrix
whose scDOS ρ has a physical cusp point b such that Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C) are satisfied. Let
γ > 0 be the slope parameter at b, i.e. such that ρ is locally around b given by (�.�). Then there
exists a k-point correlation function pGOE/GUEk,α such that for any 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ · · · ≤ τk . N−1/2
and any test function F it holds that
∫
Rk
F (x)
[
Nk/4
γk
p
(N)
k,τ/γ2
(
bτ/γ2 +
x
γN3/4
)
− pGOE/GUEk,α (x)
]
dx = O
(
N−c(k)
)
,
where τ = (τ1, . . . , τk), bτ = (bτ1 , . . . , bτk) and α = α − τN1/2 with α from (�.�) and
c(k) > 0 is a small constant only depending on k. In the case of the complex Hermitian symmetry
class the k-point correlation function is known to be determinantal of the form
pGUEα1,...,αk(x) = det
(
Kαi,αj (xi, xj)
)k
i,j=1
withKα,β as in (�.�).
Remark �.�.�. The extended Pearcey kernelKα,β inTheorem �.�.� has already been observed for
the double-scaling limit of non-intersecting Brownian bridges [���, �]. However, in the random
matrix setting our methods also allow us to prove that the space-time universality ofTheorem �.�.�
extends beyond the Gaussian DBM flow. If the times 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ · · · ≤ τk . N−1/2 are ordered,
then the k-point correlation function of the DBM flow asymptotically agrees with the k-point
correlation function of eigenvalues of the matrices
H +√τ1W1,H +√τ1W1 +
√
τ2 − τ1W2, . . . , H +√τ1W1 + · · ·+
√
τk − τk−1Wk
for independent standard Wigner matricesW1, . . . ,Wk.
�.� Ornstein-Uhlenbeck flow
Starting from this section we consider a more general framework that allows for random
matrix ensembles with certain correlation among the entries. In this way we stress that our
proofs regarding the semicircular flow and the Dyson Brownian motion are largely model
independent, assuming the optimal local law holds. The independence assumption on the
���
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entries ofW is made only because we rely on the local law from [DS�] that was proven for
deformedWigner-type matrices. We therefore present the flow directly in the more general
framework of the matrix Dyson equation (MDE)
1 + (z −A+ S[M(z)])M(z) = 0, A ..= EH, S[R] ..= EWRW, (�.�)
with spectral parameter in the complex upper half plane, =z > 0, and positive definite
imaginary part, 12i(M(z) −M(z)∗) > 0, of the solution M . The MDE generalizes (�.�).
Note that in the Wigner-type case the self-energy operator S : CN×N → CN×N is related
to the variance matrix S by S[diag r] = diag(Sr).
As in [DS�] we consider the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck flow
dH˜s = −12(H˜s −A) ds+Σ
1/2[dBs], Σ[R] ..=
β
2 EW TrWR, H˜0
..= H, (�.�)
which preserves expectation and self-energy operator S. Since we consider real symmetric
H , the parameter β indicating the symmetry class is β = 1. In (�.�) with Bs ∈ RN×N we
denote a real symmetric matrix valued standard (GOE) Brownian motion, i.e. (Bs)ij for
i < j and (Bs)ii/
√
2 are independent standard Brownianmotions and (Bs)ji = (Bs)ij . In
caseH were complex Hermitian, we would have β = 2 and dBs would be an infinitesimal
GUE matrix. This was the setting in [DS�]. The OU flow effectively adds a small Gaussian
component of size
√
s to H˜s. More precisely, we can construct a Wigner-type matrix Hs,
satisfying Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C), such that, for any fixed s,
H˜s = Hs +
√
csU, Ss = S − csSGOE, EHs = A, U ∼ GOE, (�.�)
where U is independent of Hs. Here c > 0 is a small universal constant which depends on
the constant in Assumption (�.B), Ss is the self-energy operator corresponding to Hs and
SGOE[R] ..= 〈R〉+Rt/N . Since S is flat in the sense S[R] & 〈R〉 and s is small it follows
that also Ss is flat.
As a consequence of the well established Green function comparison technique the k-
point function of H = H˜0 is comparable with the one of H˜s as long as s ≤ N−1/4− for
some  > 0. Indeed, from (�.���) for any compactly supported test function F : Rk → R,
we find∫
Rk
F (x)Nk/4
[
p
(N)
k
(
b+ x
γN3/4
)
− p˜(N)k,s
(
b+ x
γN3/4
)]
dx = O (N−c) , (�.��)
where p˜(N)k,s is the k-point correlation function of H˜s, and c = c(k) > 0 is some constant.
It follows from the flatness assumption that the matrix Hs satisfies the assumptions of
the local law fromTheorem �.�.� uniformly in s 1. Therefore Corollary �.�.� implies that
the eigenvalues of Hs are rigid down to the optimal scale. It remains to prove that for long
enough times s the local eigenvalue statistics ofHs +
√
csU on a scale of 1/γN3/4 around
b agree with the local eigenvalue statistics of the Gaussian reference ensemble around 0 at a
scale of 1/N3/4. By a simple rescalingTheorem �.�.� then follows from (�.��) together with
the following Proposition.
Proposition �.�.�. Let t1 ..= N−1/2+ω1 with some small ω1 > 0 and let t∗ be such that
|t∗ − t1| . N−1/2. Assume thatH(λ) andH(µ) � are Wigner-type matrices satisfying Assump-
tions (�.A)–(�.C) such that the scDOSs ρλ,t∗ , ρµ,t∗ of H
(λ) +
√
t∗U (λ) and H(µ) +
√
t∗U (µ)
�We use the notation H(λ) and H(µ) since we denote the eigenvalues of H(λ) and H(µ) by λi and µi
respectively, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N respectively.
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with independent U (λ), U (µ) ∼ GOE have cusps in some points cλ, cµ such that locally around
cr, r = λ, µ, the densities ρr,t∗ are given by (�.�a)with γ = 1. Then the local k-point correlation
functions p(N,r)k,t1 of H
(r) +
√
t1U (r) around the respective physical cusps br,t1 of ρr,t1 , j = 1, 2,
asymptotically agree in the sense∫
Rk
F (x)
[
Nk/4p
(N,λ)
k,t1
(
bλ,t1 +
x
N3/4
)
−Nk/4p(N,µ)k,t1
(
bµ,t1 +
x
N3/4
)]
dx = O
(
N−c(k)
)
.
Proof of Theorem �.�.�. Set s ..= t1/cθ2 and H(λ) ..= θHs where c is the constant from (�.�)
and θ ∼ 1 is yet to be chosen. Note thatH(λ)+√tU = θ(Hs+
√
t/θ2U), and in particular
H(λ) +
√
t1U = H˜s. Moreover, it follows from the semicircular flow analysis in Section
�.� that for some t∗ with |t∗ − t1| . N−1/2, the scDOS θρλ,t∗(λ·) of Hs +
√
t∗/θ2U and
thereby also ρλ,t∗ , the one of H
(λ) +
√
t∗U , have exact cusps in cλ/θ and cλ, respectively.
It follows from the 1/3-Hölder continuity of the slope parameter, cf. [��, Lemma ��.�,
Eq. (�.�a)], that locally around cλ/θ the scDOS of Hs +
√
t∗/θ2U is given by
θρλ,t∗
(
cλ + θω
)
= θρλ,t∗
(
θ
(cλ
θ
+ ω
))
=
√
3γ4/3 |ω|1/3
2pi
[
1 +O
(
|ω|1/3 + |t∗ − t1|1/3
)]
.
Whence we can choose θ = γ
[
1 +O( |t1 − t∗|1/3 )] appropriately such that
ρλ,t∗(cλ + ω) =
√
3 |ω|1/3
2pi
[
1 +O
(
|ω|1/3
)]
and it follows thatH(λ) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition �.�.�, in particular the slope
parameter ofH(λ)+
√
t∗U is normalized to 1. Furthermore, the almost cusp bλ,t1 ofH(λ)+√
t1U is given by bλ,t1 = θb with b as inTheorem �.�.�.
We now choose our Gaussian comparison model. For α ∈ R we consider the reference
ensemble
Uα = U (N)α ..= diag(1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) +
√
1− αN−1/2U ∈ RN×N , (�.��)
where U ∼ GOE, with bN/2c and dN/2e times ±1 in the deterministic diagonal. An
elementary computation shows that for even N and α = 0, the self-consistent density
of Uα has an exact cusp of slope γ = 1 in c = 0, i.e. it is given by (�.�a). For odd N
the exact cusp is at distance . N−1 away from 0 which is well below the natural scale of
order N−3/4 of the eigenvalue fluctuation and therefore has no influence on the k-point
correlation function. The reference ensemble Uα has for 0 6= |α| ∼ 1 a small gap of size
N−3/4 or small local minimum of sizeN−1/4 at the physical cusp point |b| . 1N , depending
on the sign ofα. Using the definition in (�.��), letH(µ) ..= UN1/2t∗ fromwhich it follows that
H(µ)+
√
t∗U ∼ U0 has an exact cusp in 0 whose slope is 1 by an easy explicit computation
in the case of even N . For odd N the cusp emerges at a distance of . N−1 away from
0, which is well below the investigated scale. Thus also H(2) satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition �.�.�. The almost cusp bµ,t1 is given by bµ,t1 = 0 by symmetry of the density
ρµ,t1 in the case of evenN and at a distance of |bµ,t1 | . N−1 in the case of oddN . This fact
follows, for example, from explicitly solving the 2d-quadratic equation.The perturbation of
size 1/N is not visible on the scale of the k-point correlation functions.
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Now Proposition �.�.� together with (�.��) and s ∼ N−1/2+ω1 implies that
∫
F (x)
[
Nk/4
θk
p
(N)
k
(
b+ x
θN3/4
)
−Nk/4p(N)k,α,GOE
(
x
N3/4
)]
dx = O (N−c) (�.��)
with α = N1/2(t∗ − t1), where p(N)k,α,GOE denotes the k-point function of the comparison
model Uα. This completes the proof of Theorem �.�.� modulo the comparison of p
(N)
k,α,GOE
with its limit by relating t∗−t1 to the size of the gap and the local minimum of ρ via Lemma
�.�.� (or (�.��a)–(�.��c) later) and recalling that θ = γ
[
1 +O( |t1 − t∗|1/3 )].
To complete the proof we claim that∫
F (x)
[
Nk/4p
(N)
k,α,GOE
(
x
N3/4
)
− pGOEk,α (x)
]
dx = O (N−c) . (�.��)
The proof of (�.��) is a straightforward consequence of the proof of (�.��). Although for no-
tational simplicity we gave the proof for the case whenH andUα are of the same dimension,
it works without any modification when their dimensions are only comparable, see Remark
�.�.�. This allows us to use (�.��) to compare, in a weak sense, the k-point correlation func-
tions of U (N)α and U
( 43N)
α , say, with an effective error of order N−c(k). Applying this to a
sequence of ensembles U (Nn)α with Nn = (4/3)n, we find that p(Nn)k,α,GOE, tested against a
fixed smooth function F , forms a Cauchy sequence in n. This proves the existence of the
limit in (�.��).
�.� Semicircular flow analysis
In this section we analyse various properties of the semicircular flow in order to prepare
the Dyson Brownian motion argument in Section �.� and Section �.�. If ρ is a probability
density onRwith Stieltjes transformm, then the free semicircular evolution ρfct = ρ
√
tρsc
of ρ is defined as the unique probability measure whose Stieltjes transform mfct solves the
implicit equation
mfct (ζ) = m(ζ + tmfct (ζ)), ζ ∈ H, t ≥ 0. (�.��)
Here
√
tρsc is the semicircular distribution of variance t.
We now prepare the Dyson Brownian motion argument in Section �.� by providing
a detailed analysis of the scDOS along the semicircular flow. As in Proposition �.�.� we
consider the setting of two densities ρλ, ρµ whose semicircular evolutions reach a cusp of
the same slope at the same time. Within the whole section we shall assume the following
setup: Let ρλ, ρµ be densities associated with solutionsMλ,Mµ to some Dyson equations
satisfying Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C) (or their matrix counterparts). We consider the free
convolutions ρλ,t ..= ρλ
√
tρsc,ρµ,t ..= ρµ
√
tρsc of ρλ, ρµ with semicircular distributions
of variance t and assume that after a time t∗ ∼ N−1/2+ω1 both densities ρλ,t∗ , ρµ,t∗ have
cusps in points cλ, cµ around which they can be approximated by (�.�a) with the same γ =
γλ(t∗) = γµ(t∗). It follows from the semicircular flow analysis in Lemma �.�.� that for
0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ both densities have small gaps [e−r,t, e+r,t], r = λ, µ in their supports, while for
t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ they have non-zero local minima in some points mr,t, r = λ, µ. We now
define the concept of interpolating densities following [���, Section �.�.�].
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Definition �.�.�. For α ∈ [0, 1] define the α-interpolating density ρα,t as follows. For any
0 ≤ E ≤ δ∗ and r = λ, µ let
nr,t(E) ..=

∫ e+r,t+E
e+r,t
ρr,t(ω) dω, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗∫ mr,t+E
mr,t
ρr,t(ω) dω, t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗
be the counting functions and ϕλ,t, ϕµ,t their inverses, i.e. nr,t(ϕr,t(s)) = s. Define now
ϕα,t(s) ..= αϕλ,t(s) + (1− α)ϕµ,t(s) (�.��)
for s ∈ [0, δ∗∗] where δ∗∗ ∼ 1 depends on δ∗ and is chosen in such a way that ϕα,t is invertible�.
We thus define nα,t(E) to be the inverse of ϕα,t(s) near zero. Furthermore, for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ set
e±α,t ..= αe±λ,t + (1− α)e±µ,t,
ρα,t(e+α,t + E) ..=
d
dEnα,t(E), E ∈ [0, δ∗] (�.��)
and for t ≥ t∗ set
mα,t ..= αmλ,t + (1− α)mµ,t,
ρα,t(mα,t + E) ..= αρλ,t(mλ,t) + (1− α)ρµ,t(mµ,t) + ddEnα,t(E), E ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗].
We define ρα,t(E) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ and E ∈ [e−α,t − δ∗, e−α,t] analogously.
The motivation for the interpolation mode in Definition �.�.� is that (�.��) ensures that
the quantiles of ρα,t are the convex combination of the quantiles of ρλ,t and ρµ,t, see (�.��c)
later. The following two lemmas collect various properties of the interpolating density. Re-
call that ρλ,t and ρµ,t are asymptotically close near the cusp regime, up to a trivial shift, since
they develop a cusp with the same slope at the same time. In Lemma �.�.� we show that
ρα,t shares this property. Lemma �.�.� shows that ρα,t inherits the regularity properties of
ρλ,t and ρµ,t from [��].
Lemma �.�.� (Size of gaps and minima along the flow). For t ≤ t∗ and r = α, λ, µ the
supports of ρr,t have small gaps [e−r,t, e+r,t] near c∗ of size
∆r,t ..= e+r,t − e−r,t = (2γ)2
( t∗ − t
3
)3/2[
1 +O((t∗ − t)1/3)],
∆r,t = ∆µ,t
[
1 +O((t∗ − t)1/3)] (�.��a)
and the densities are close in the sense
ρr,t(e±r,t ± ω) = ρµ,t(e±µ,t ± ω)
[
1 +O
(
(t∗ − t)1/3 +min
{
ω1/3,
ω1/2
(t∗ − t)1/4
})]
(�.��b)
�Invertibility in a small neighbourhood follows from the form of the explicit shape functions in (�.�b) and
(�.�d).
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for 0 ≤ ω ≤ δ∗. For t∗ < t ≤ 2t∗ the densities ρr,t have small local minimamr,t of size
ρr,t(mr,t) =
γ2
√
t− t∗
pi
[
1 +O((t− t∗)1/2)],
ρr,t(mr,t) = ρµ,t(mµ,t)
[
1 +O((t− t∗)1/2)] (�.��c)
and the densities are close in the sense
ρr,t(mr,t + ω)
ρµ,t(mµ,t + ω)
− 1
= O
(
(t− t∗)1/2 +min
{
(t− t∗)1/4, (t− t∗)
2
|ω|
}
+min
{ ω2
(t− t∗)5/2 , |ω|
1/3
}) (�.��d)
for ω ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗]. Here δ∗, δ∗∗ ∼ 1 are small constants depending on the model parameters in
Assumptions (�.A)–(�.C).
Lemma �.�.�. The density ρα,t from Definition �.�.� is well defined and is a 1/3-Hölder contin-
uous density. More precisely, in the pre-cusp regime, i.e. for t ≤ t∗, we have∣∣∣ρ′α,t(e±α,t ± x)∣∣∣ . 1
ρα,t(e±α,t ± x)
(
ρα,t(e±α,t ± x) + ∆1/3α,t
) (�.��a)
for 0 ≤ x ≤ δ∗. Moreover, the Stieltjes transformmα,t satisfies the bounds∣∣∣mα,t(e±α,t ± x)∣∣∣ . 1, (�.��b)∣∣∣mα,t(e±α,t ± (x+ y))−mα,t(e±α,t ± x)∣∣∣ . |y| |log |y||
ρα,t(e±α,t ± x)(ρα,t(e±α,t ± x) + ∆1/3α,t )
for |x| ≤ δ∗/2, |y|  x. In the small minimum case, i.e. for t ≥ t∗, we similarly have∣∣∣ρ′α,t(mα,t + x)∣∣∣ . 1ρ2α,t(mα,t + x) (�.��a)
for |x| ≤ δ∗ and
|mα,t(mα,t + x)| . 1,
|mα,t(mα,t + (x+ y))−mα,t(mα,t + x)| . |y| |log |y||
ρ2α,t(mα,t + x)
(�.��b)
for |x| ≤ δ∗ and |y|  |x|.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. We first consider the two densities r = λ, µ only. The first claims in
(�.��a) and (�.��c) follow directly from Lemma �.�.�,while the second claims follow immedi-
ately from the first ones. For the proof of (�.��b) and (�.��d) we first note that by elementary
calculus
Ψedge((1 + )λ) = Ψedge(λ)
[
1 +O ()], Ψmin((1 + )λ) = Ψmin(λ)[1 +O ()]
so that
∆1/3λ,t Ψedge(ω/∆λ,t) = ∆
1/3
µ,t Ψedge(ω/∆µ,t)
[
1 +O
(
(t∗ − t)1/3
)]
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and the claimed approximations follow together with (�.�b) and (�.�d). Here the exact cusp
case t = t∗ is also covered by interpreting 01/3Ψedge(ω/0) = ω1/3/24/3.
In order to prove the corresponding statements for the interpolating densities ρα,t, we
first have to establish a quantitative understanding of the counting function nr,t and its
inverse. We claim that for r = α, λ, µ they satisfy for 0 ≤ E ≤ δ∗, 0 ≤ s ≤ δ∗∗ that
nr,t(E) ∼ min
{
E3/2
∆1/6r,t
, E4/3
}
, ϕr,t(s) ∼ max
{
s3/4, s2/3∆1/9r,t
}
,
ϕr,t(s)
ϕλ,t(s)
∼ min
{
ϕ
1/3
λ,t (s),
ϕ
1/2
λ,t (s)
∆1/6λ,t
} (�.��a)
for t ≤ t∗ and
nr,t(E) ∼ max{E4/3, Eρr,t(mr,t)}, ϕr,t(s) ∼ min
{
s3/4,
s
ρr,t(mr,t)
}
ϕr,t(s)
ϕλ,t(s)
∼ min
{
ϕ
1/3
λ,t (s),
ϕλ,t(s)
ρ2r,t(mr,t)
,
ϕ2λ,t(s)
ρ
11/2
r,t (mr,t)
} (�.��b)
for t ≥ t∗.
Proof of (�.��). We begin with the proof of (�.��a) for r = λ, µ. Recall that the shape
function Ψedge satisfies the scaling ∆1/3Ψedge(ω/∆) ∼ min{ω1/3, ω1/2/∆1/6}. We first
find by elementary integration that∫ q
0
min
{
ω1/3,
ω1/2
∆1/6
}
dω = 9q
4/3min{q,∆}1/6 −min{q,∆}3/2
12∆1/6
∼ min
{ q3/2
∆1/6
, q4/3
}
fromwhichwe conclude the first relation in (�.��a), and by inversion also the second relation.
Together with the estimate for the error integral for ρλ,t(e+λ,t + ω) − ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω) .
min{ω2/3, ω/∆1/3λ,t },∫ q
0
min
{
ω2/3,
ω
∆1/3
}
dω = 6q
5/3min{q,∆}1/3 −min{q,∆}2
10∆1/3
∼ min
{ q2
∆1/3
, q5/3
}
we can thus conclude also the third relation in (�.��a).
We now turn to the case t > t∗ where both densities ρλ,t, ρµ,t exhibit a small local
minimum. We first record the elementary integral∫ q
0
(
ρ+min
{
ω1/3,
ω2
ρ5
})
dω = q
4/3min{ρ3, q}5/3 + 12qρ6 − 5min{q, ρ3}3
12ρ5
∼ max{q4/3, qρ}
for q, ρ ≥ 0 and easily conclude the first two relation in (�.��b). For the error integral we
obtain∫ q
0
min
{
ω1/3,
ω2
ρ5
}[
min
{
ρ1/2,
ρ4
ω
}
+min
{
ω1/3,
ω2
ρ5
}]
dω ∼ min
{
q5/3,
q2
ρ
,
q3
ρ9/2
}
from which the third relation in (�.��b) follows. Finally, the claims (�.��a) and (�.��b)
for r = α follow immediately from Definition �.�.� and the corresponding statements for
r = λ, µ. This completes the proof of (�.��).
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We now turn to the density ρα,t for which the claims (�.��a), (�.��c) follow immediately
from Definition �.�.� and the corresponding statements for ρλ,t and ρµ,t. For t ≤ t∗ we
now continue by differentiating E = ϕr,t(nr,t(E)) to obtain
ρα,t(e+α,t + ϕα,t(s)) =
1
ϕ′α,t(s)
= 1
αϕ′λ,t(s) + (1− α)ϕ′µ,t(s)
(�.��)
=
(
α
ρλ,t(e+λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
+ 1− α
ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ϕµ,t(s))
)−1
= ρλ,t(e+λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
(
α+ (1− α)ρλ,t(e
+
λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ϕµ,t(s))
)−1
,
from which we can easily conclude (�.��b) for r = α together with (�.��b) for r = λ and
(�.��a). The proof of (�.��d) for r = α follows by the same argument and replacing e+r,t by
mr,t. This finishes the proof of Lemma �.�.�
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. By differentiating we find
ρ′α,t(e+α,t + ϕα,t(s))
ρα,t(e+α,t + ϕα,t(s))
= − αϕ
′′
λ,t(s) + (1− α)ϕ′′µ,t(s)(
αϕ′λ,t(s) + (1− α)ϕ′µ,t(s)
)2
=
[
α
ρ′λ,t(e
+
λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
ρ3λ,t(e
+
λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
+ (1− α)ρ
′
µ,t(e+µ,t + ϕµ,t(s))
ρ3µ,t(e+µ,t + ϕµ,t(s))
]
×
(
α
ρλ,t(e+λ,t + ϕλ,t(s))
+ 1− α
ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ϕµ,t(s))
)−2
,
from which we conclude the claimed bound (�.��a) together with the fact that the densities
ρλ and ρµ fulfil the same bound according to [��, Remark ��.�], and the estimates from
Lemma �.�.�. Similarly, the bound in (�.��a) follows by the same argument by replacing e±α,t
by mα,t. The bound |ρ′| ≤ ρ−2 on the derivative implies 13-Hölder continuity.
We now turn to the claimed bound on the Stieltjes transform and compute
mα,t(e+α,t + x) =
∫ δ∗
0
ρα,t(e+α,t + ω)
ω − x dω +
∫ 0
−δ∗
ρα,t(e−α,t + ω)
ω −∆α,t − x dω,
out of which for x > 0 the first term can be bounded by∫ δ∗
0
ρα,t(e+α,t + ω)
ω − x dω .
∫ δ∗
0
|ω − x|1/3
ω − x dω +
∫ δ∗
2x
ρα,t(e+α,t + x)
ω − x dω
. |x|1/3 |log x|+ |δ∗ − x|1/3 ,
while the second term can be bounded by∣∣∣∣ ∫ 0−δ∗ ρα,t(e
−
α,t + ω)
ω −∆α,t − x dω
∣∣∣∣ . |δ∗ −∆α,t − x|1/3 + |∆α,t + x|1/3 |log(∆α,t + x)| ,
both using the 1/3-Hölder continuity of ρα,t. The corresponding bounds for x < 0 are
similar, completing the proof of the first bound in (�.��b).
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The proof of the first bound in (�.��b) is very similar and follows from
|mα,t(mα,t + x)| .
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ δ∗
−δ∗
|ω − x|1/3
ω − x dω
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
[−δ∗,δ∗]\[x−δ∗/2,x+δ∗/2]
ρα,t(mα,t + x)
ω − x dω
∣∣∣∣∣
. 1.
We now turn to the second bound in (�.��b) which is only non-trivial in the case x >
0. To simplify the following integrals we temporarily use the short-hand notations m =
mα,t, e
+ = e+α,t, ρ = ρα,t,∆ = ∆α,t and compute
m(e+ + x+ y)−m(e+ + x) =
∫ δ∗
−∆−δ∗
ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x− y dω −
∫ δ∗
−∆−δ∗
ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x dω
where we now focus on the integration regime ω ≥ 0 as this is the regime containing the
two critical singularities. We first observe that
∫ δ∗−y
−y
ρ(e+ + ω + y)
ω − x dω −
∫ δ∗
0
ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x dω
=
∫ δ∗
0
ρ(e+ + ω + y)− ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x dω +
∫ 0
−y
ρ(e+ + ω + y)
ω − x dω +O (y) ,
where the second integral is easily bounded by
∫ 0
−y
ρ(e+ ω + y)
ω − x dω .
1
x
min
{
y4/3, y3/2∆−1/6
}
. y
ρ(e+ + x)(ρ(e+ + x) + ∆1/3)
.
We split the remaining integral into three regimes [0, x/2], [x/2, 3x/2] and [3x/2, δ∗]. In
the first one we use (�.��a) as well as the scaling relation ρ(e++ω) ∼ min{ω1/3, ω1/2∆−1/6}
to obtain∫ x/2
0
ρ(e+ + ω + y)− ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x dω .
y
x
∫ x/2
0
1
ρ(e+ + ω)
(
ρ(e+ + ω) + ∆1/3
) dω
. y
x
min
{ x1/2
∆1/6
, x1/3
}
∼ y
max{x2/3, x1/2∆1/6} .
y
ρ(e+ + x)(ρ(e+ + x) + ∆1/3)
.
The integral in the regime [3x/2, δ∗] is completely analogous and contributes the same
bound. Finally, we are left with the regime [x/2, 3x/2] which we again subdivide into
[x− y, x+ y] and [x/2, 3x/2] \ [x− y, x+ y]. In the first of those we have
∫ x+y
x−y
ρ(e+ + ω + y)− ρ(e+ + ω)
ω − x dω
=
∫ x+y
x−y
ρ(e+ + ω + y)− ρ(e+ + x+ y)− ρ(e+ + ω) + ρ(e+ + x)
ω − x dω
. y
ρ(e+ + x)(ρ(e+ + x) + ∆1/3)
,
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while in the second one we obtain∫
[x/2,3x/2]\[x−y,x+y]
ρ(e+ + ω + y)− ρ(e+ + x+ y)− ρ(e+ + ω) + ρ(e+ + x)
ω − x dω
. y
ρ(e+ + x)(ρ(e+ + x) + ∆1/3)
∫
[x/2,3x/2]\[x−y,x+y]
|ω − x|−1 dω
. y |log y|
ρ(e+ + x)(ρ(e+ + x) + ∆1/3)
.
Collecting the various estimates completes the proof of (�.��b).
The second bound in (�.��b) follows by a similar argument and we focus on the most
critical term∫ δ∗/2
−δ∗/2
ρ(m+ ω + y)− ρ(m+ ω)
ω − x dω
=
(∫ x−y
−δ∗/2
+
∫ x+y
x−y
+
∫ δ∗/2
x+y
)
ρ(m+ ω + y)− ρ(m+ ω)
ω − x dω.
Here we can bound the middle integral by∣∣∣∣∫ x+y
x−y
ρ(m+ ω + y)− ρ(m+ ω)
ω − x dω
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∫ x+y
x−y
ρ(m+ ω + y)− ρ(m+ x+ y)− ρ(m+ ω) + ρ(m+ x)
ω − x dω
∣∣∣∣ . |y|ρ2(m+ x) ,
while for the first integral we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫ x−y
−δ∗/2
ρ(m+ ω + y)− ρ(m+ x+ y)− ρ(m+ ω) + ρ(m+ x)
ω − x dω
∣∣∣∣∣
. |y|
ρ2(m+ x)
∫ x−y
−δ∗/2
1
|ω − x| dω .
|y| |log |y||
ρ2(m+ x) .
The third integral is completely analogous, completing the proof of (�.��b).
�.�.� Movement of edges andminima
For the analysis of the Dyson Brownian motion it is necessary to have a precise understand-
ing of the movement of the reference points e±r,t and mr,t, r = λ, µ. For technical reasons it
is slightly easier to work with an auxiliary quantity m˜r,t which is very close tomr,t. Accord-
ing to Lemma �.�.� the minimum mr,t can approximately be found by solving the implicit
equation
m˜r,t = cr − (t− t∗)<mr,t(m˜r,t), m˜r,t ∈ R, r = λ, µ. (�.��a)
The explicit relation (�.��a) is the main reason why it is more convenient to study the move-
ment of m˜t rather than the one of mt. We claim that m˜r,t is indeed a very good approxima-
tion for mr,t in the sense that
|mr,t − m˜r,t| . (t− t∗)3/2+1/4, =mr,t(m˜r,t) = γ2(t− t∗)1/2 +O (t− t∗) (�.��b)
for r = λ, µ.
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Proof of (�.��b). The first claim in (�.��b) is a direct consequence of Lemma �.�.�. For the
second claim we refer to (�.��) which implies
=mr,t(m˜r,t) = (t− t∗)1/2γ2
[
1 +O
(
(t− t∗)1/3[=mr,t(m˜r,t)]1/3
)]
= γ2(t− t∗)1/2 +O (t− t∗) .
For the t-derivative of e+r,t and m˜r,t we have the explicit relations
d
dte
+
r,t = −mr,t(e+r,t), 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ (�.��c)
d
dtm˜r,t = −<mr,t(m˜r,t) +O (t− t∗) , t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗. (�.��d)
Proof of (�.��c) and (�.��d). Theclaim in (�.��c) was already observed in the proof of Lemma
�.�.�. For (�.��d) we begin by computing the integral
m′r,t∗(cr + iη) =
∫
R
ρt∗(cr + x)
(x− iη)2 dx =
∫
R
√
3γ4/3 |x|1/3 +O( |x|2/3 )
2pi(x− iη)2 dx
= γ
4/3
3η2/3
+O
(
η−1/3
)
,
(�.��)
so that by definitionmr,t(z) = mr,t∗(z + (t− t∗)mr,t(z)) of the free semicircular flow,
d
dtmr,t(m˜r,t)
= m′r,t∗(m˜r,t + (t− t∗)mr,t(m˜r,t))
[ d
dtm˜r,t +mr,t(m˜r,t) + (t− t∗)
d
dtmr,t(m˜z,t)
]
=
( 1
3(t− t∗) +O
(
(t− t∗)−1/2
))[ d
dtm˜r,t +mr,t(m˜r,t) + (t− t∗)
d
dtmr,t(m˜r,t)
]
= i
( 1
3(t− t∗) +O
(
(t− t∗)−1/2
))[
=mr,t(m˜r,t) + (t− t∗) ddt=mr,t(m˜r,t)
]
=
(
i γ
2
3(t− t∗)1/2 +
i
3
d
dt=mr,t(m˜r,t)
)[
1 +O
(
(t− t∗)1/2
)]
.
Here we used (�.��a), (�.��b) together with (�.��) in the second step. The third step follows
from taking the t-derivative of (�.��a). The ultimate inequality is again a consequence of
(�.��b). By considering real and imaginary part separately it thus follows that
d
dt=mr,t(m˜r,t) =
γ2
2(t− t∗)1/2
[
1 +O
(
(t− t∗)1/2
)]
,
d
dt<mr,t(m˜r,t) = O (1)
and therefore (�.��d) follows by differentiating (�.��a).
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�.�.� Quantiles
Finally we consider the locations of quantiles of ρr,t for r = α, λ, µ and their fluctuation
scales. For 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we define the shifted quantiles γ̂r,i(t), and for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ the
shifted quantiles� qγr,i(t) in such a way that
∫ γ̂r,i(t)
0
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω) dω =
i
N
,
∫ qγr,i(t)
0
ρr,t(mr,t + ω) dω =
i
N
, |i|  N. (�.��)
Notice that for i = 0 we always have γ̂r,0(t) = qγr,0(t) = 0. We will also need to define the
semiquantiles, distinguished by star from the quantiles, defined as follows:
∫ γ̂∗r,i(t)
0
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω) dω =
i− 12
N
,
∫ qγ∗r,i(t)
0
ρr,t(mr,t + ω) dω =
i− 12
N
, 1 ≤ i N
and
∫ γ̂∗r,i(t)
0
ρr,t(e+r,t+ω) dω =
i+ 12
N
,
∫ qγ∗r,i(t)
0
ρr,t(mr,t+ω) dω =
i+ 12
N
, −N  i ≤ −1
(�.��)
Note that the definition is slightly different for positive and negative i’s, in particular γ̂∗i ∈
[γ̂i−1, γ̂i] for i ≥ 1 and γ̂∗i ∈ [γ̂i, γ̂i+1] for i < 0. The semiquantiles are not defined for
i = 0.
Lemma �.�.�. For 1 ≤ |i|  N , r = α, λ, µ and 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we have
γ̂r,i(t) ∼ sgn(i)max
{( |i|
N
)3/4
,
( |i|
N
)2/3
(t∗ − t)1/6
}
−
{
0, i > 0
∆r,t, i < 0
γ̂r,i(t) = γ̂µ,i(t)
[
1 +O
(
(t∗ − t)1/3 +min
{ γ̂µ,i(t)1/2
(t∗ − t)1/4 , γ̂µ,i(t)
1/3
})]
,
(�.��a)
while for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ we have
qγr,i(t) ∼ sgn(i)min{( |i|
N
)3/4
,
|i|
N
(t∗ − t)−1/2
}
, (�.��b)
qγr,i(t) = qγµ,i(t)[1 +O((t∗ − t)1/2 +min{ qγµ,i(t)2(t∗ − t)11/4 , qγµ,i(t)t∗ − t , qγµ,i(t)1/3
})]
.
Moreover, the quantiles of ρα,t are the convex combination
γ̂α,i(t) = αγ̂λ,i(t) + (1− α)γ̂µ,i(t), qγα,i(t) = αqγλ,i(t) + (1− α)qγµ,i(t). (�.��c)
Proof. The proof follows directly from the estimates in (�.��a) and (�.��b). The relation
(�.��c) follows directly from (�.��) in the definition of the α-interpolating density.
�We use a separate variable name qγ because in Section �.� the name γ̂ is used for the quantiles with respect
to the base point m˜ instead of m.
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�.�.� Rigidity scales
The fluctuation scale ηρf (τ) of any density function ρ(ω) around τ is defined via∫ τ+ηρf (τ)
τ−ηρf (τ)
ρ(ω) dω = 1
N
for τ ∈ supp ρ and by the value ηf(τ) ..= ηf(τ ′) where τ ′ ∈ supp ρ is the edge closest to τ
for τ 6∈ supp ρ. If this edge is not unique, an arbitrary choice can be made between the two
possibilities. From (�.��a) we immediately obtain for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ and 1 ≤ i ≤ N , that
η
ρr,t
f (e
+
r,t + γ̂r,±i(t)) ∼ max
{ ∆1/9r,t
N2/3i1/3
,
1
N3/4i1/4
}
∼ max
{(t∗ − t)1/6
N2/3i1/3
,
1
N3/4i1/4
}
, r = α, λ, µ,
(�.��a)
while for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, 1 ≤ |i|  N we obtain from (�.��b) that
η
ρr,t
f (mr,t + qγr,i(t)) ∼ min{ 1Nρr,t(mr,t) , 1N3/4 |i|1/4
}
∼ min
{ 1
N(t− t∗)1/2 ,
1
N3/4 |i|1/4
}
, r = α, λ, µ.
(�.��b)
In the second relations we used (�.��a) and (�.��c). For reference purposes we also list for
0 < i, j  N the bounds
|γ̂r,i(t)− γ̂r,j(t)| ∼ max
{ ∆1/9r,t |i− j|
N2/3(i+ j)1/3
,
|i− j|
N3/4(i+ j)1/4
}
, (�.��)
in case t ≤ t∗ and
|qγr,i(t)− qγr,j(t)| ∼ min{ |i− j|
ρr,t(mr,t)N
,
|i− j|
N3/4(i+ j)1/4
}
(�.��)
in case t > t∗. Furthermore we have
ρr,t(e+r,t + γ̂r,i(t)) ∼ min
{ i1/3
N1/3(t∗ − t)1/6 ,
i1/4
N1/4
}
(�.��)
and
ρr,t(mr,t + qγr,i(t)) ∼ max{ρr,t(mr,t), i1/4
N1/4
}
. (�.��)
�.�.� Stieltjes transform bounds
It follows from (�.��b) and (�.��d) that also the real parts of the Stieltjes transforms mα,t,
mλ,t,mµ,t are close. We claim that for r = λ, α, λ ∈ [−δ∗, δ∗] and 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we have∣∣∣<[(mr,t(e+r,t + λ)−mr,t(e+r,t))− (mµ,t(e+µ,t + λ)−mµ,t(e+µ,t))]∣∣∣
. |λ|1/3
[
|λ|1/3 + (t∗ − t)1/3
]
|log |λ||+ (t∗ − t)11/181(λ ≤ −∆µ,t/2),
(�.��a)
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while for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ we have∣∣∣<[(mr,t(mr,t + λ)−mr,t(mr,t))− (mµ,t(mµ,t + λ)−mµ,t(mµ,t))]∣∣∣
.
[
|λ|1/3 (t− t∗)1/4 + (t∗ − t)3/4 + |λ|2/3
]
|log |λ|| .
(�.��b)
Proof of (�.��). We first recall from Lemma �.�.� that also the density ρα,t is 1/3-Hölder
continuous which we will use repeatedly in the following proof. We begin with the proof
of (�.��a) and compute for r = α, λ, µ
<
[
mr,t(e+r,t + λ)−mr,t(e+r,t)
]
=
∫ ∞
0
λρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
(ω − λ)ω dω +
∫ ∞
0
λρr,t(e−r,t − ω)
(ω +∆r,t + λ)(ω +∆r,t)
dω.
(�.��)
For λ > 0 the first of the two terms is the more critical one. Our goal is to obtain a bound
on ∫ ∞
0
λ
(ω − λ)ω
[
ρλ,t(e+λ,t + ω)− ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
]
dω
by using (�.��b). Let 0 <  < λ/2 be a small parameter for which we separately consider
the two critical regimes 0 ≤ ω ≤  and |λ− ω| ≤ . We use
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω) . ω1/3 and ρr,t(e+r,t + ω) = ρr,t(e+r,t + λ) +O
(
|ω − λ|1/3
)
(�.��)
for r = λ, µ, from the 1/3-Hölder continuity of ρr,t and the fact that the integral over
1/(ω − λ) from λ−  to λ+  vanishes by symmetry to estimate, for r = λ, µ,∣∣∣∣∫ 0 λ(ω − λ)ωρr,t(e+r,t + ω) dω
∣∣∣∣ . ∫ 0 |ω|−2/3 dω . 1/3
and ∣∣∣∣∣
∫ λ+
λ−
[
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
ω − λ −
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
ω
]
dω
∣∣∣∣∣ .
∫ λ+
λ−
|ω − λ|−2/3 dω + λ−2/3
. 1/3 + λ−2/3.
Next, we consider the remaining integration regimes where we use (�.��b) and (�.��) to
estimate∣∣∣∣∣
∫ λ−

λ
(ω − λ)ω
[
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)− ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
]
dω
∣∣∣∣∣
.
∫ λ/2

ω1/3(t∗ − t)1/3 + ω2/3
ω
dω +
∫ λ−
λ/2
(λ1/3(t∗ − t)1/3
ω − λ +
λ2/3
ω − λ
)
dω
. λ1/3
(
(t∗ − t)1/3 + λ1/3
)
|log |
and similarly∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
λ+
λ
(ω − λ)ω
[
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)− ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
]
dω
∣∣∣∣ . λ1/3((t∗ − t)1/3 + λ1/3) |log | .
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We now consider the difference of the first terms in (�.��) for r = λ, µ and for λ < 0 where
the bound is simpler because the integration regime close to λ does not have to be singled
out. Using (�.��b) we find∣∣∣∣∫ ∞0 λ(ω − λ)ω
[
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)− ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
]
dω
∣∣∣∣ . |λ|2/3 + (t∗ − t)1/3 |λ|1/3 .
Finally, it remains to consider the difference of the second terms in (�.��). We first treat
the regime where λ ≥ −34∆r,t and split the difference into the sum of two terms∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
(
λρr,t(e−r,t − ω)
(ω +∆r,t + λ)(ω +∆r,t)
− λρr,t(e
−
r,t − ω)
(ω +∆µ,t + λ)(ω +∆µ,t)
)
dω
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |λ| |∆r,t −∆µ,t|
∫ ∞
0
ρr,t(e−r,t − ω)
[
2∆r,t + 2ω + |λ|
]
(ω +∆r,t + λ)2(ω +∆r,t)2
dω
. |∆r,t −∆µ,t|
∆2/3r,t
− |∆r,t −∆µ,t|
(∆r,t + |λ|)2/3 . (t∗ − t)
1/3 |λ|1/3
and ∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
(
λρr,t(e−r,t − ω)
(ω +∆µ,t + λ)(ω +∆µ,t)
− λρµ,t(e
−
µ,t − ω)
(ω +∆µ,t + λ)(ω +∆µ,t)
)
dω
∣∣∣∣∣
. |λ|2/3 + (t∗ − t)1/3 |λ|1/3 .
Here we used ρr,t(e−r,t − ω) . ω1/3 as well as (�.��a) for the first and (�.��a),(�.��b) for the
second computation. By collecting the various error terms and choosing  = λ2 we conclude
(�.��a).
We define κ ..= −λ−∆r,t. Then we are left with the regime λ < −34∆r,t or equivalently
κ > −14∆r,t and use
mr,t(e+r,t + λ)−mr,t(e+r,t) = (mr,t(e−r,t − κ)−mr,t(e−r,t)) + (mr,t(e−r,t)−mr,t(e+r,t)) ,
as well as
mµ,t(e+µ,t + λ)−mµ,t(e+µ,t) = (mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ+∆µ,t −∆r,t)−mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ))
+ (mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ)−mµ,t(e−µ,t)) + (mµ,t(e−µ,t)−mµ,t(e+µ,t))
in the left hand side of (�.��a). Thus we have to estimate the three expressions,∣∣∣<[(mr,t(e−r,t − κ)−mr,t(e−r,t))− (mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ)−mµ,t(e−µ,t))]∣∣∣ , (�.��a)∣∣∣<[(mr,t(e−r,t)−mr,t(e+r,t))− (mµ,t(e−µ,t)−mµ,t(e+µ,t))]∣∣∣ , (�.��b)∣∣∣<[mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ+∆µ,t −∆r,t)−mµ,t(e−µ,t − κ)]∣∣∣ . (�.��c)
In order to bound the first term we use that estimating (�.��a) for κ ≥ −34∆r,t is equivalent
to estimating the left hand side of (�.��a) for λ ≥ −34∆r,t, i.e. the regime we already con-
sidered above. This equivalence follows by using the reflection A→ −A of the expectation
(cf. (�.�)) that turns every left edge e+z,t into a right edge e
−
z,t. In particular, by the analysis
���
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that we already performed (�.��a) is bounded by |κ|1/3 [|κ|1/3 + (t∗ − t)1/3] |log |κ||. Since
|κ| ≤ |λ| this is the desired bound.
For the second term (�.��b) we see from (�.��) that we have to estimate the difference
between the expressions∫ ∞
0
∆r,tρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
ω(ω +∆r,t)
dω +
∫ ∞
0
∆r,tρr,t(e−r,t − ω)
ω(ω +∆r,t)
dω, (�.��)
for r = α, λ, µ. The summands in (�.��) are treated analogously, so we focus on the first
summand. We split the integrand of the difference between the first summands and estimate
(∆r,t −∆µ,t)ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
(ω +∆r,t)(ω +∆µ,t)
+ ∆µ,t
ω(ω +∆µ,t)
(
ρr,t(e+r,t + ω)− ρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
)
. ∆(ω
1/3 + (t∗ − t)1/3)
ω2/3(ω +∆)
where ∆ ..= ∆r,t ∼ ∆µ,t and we used (�.��a), (�.��b) and the first inequality of (�.��). Thus∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
∆r,tρr,t(e+r,t + ω)
ω(ω +∆r,t)
dω −
∫ ∞
0
∆µ,tρµ,t(e+µ,t + ω)
ω(ω +∆µ,t)
dω
∣∣∣∣∣ . ∆2/3 +∆1/3(t∗ − t)1/3.
Since |λ| & ∆ this finishes the estimate on (�.��b).
For (�.��c) we use the 1/3-Hölder regularity of mµ,t and (�.��a) to get an upper bound
∆1/3(t∗ − t)1/9 . (t∗ − t)11/18. This finishes the proof of (�.��a).
We now turn to the case of a small local minimum in (�.��b) and compute for r = α, λ, µ
and λ 6= 0 that
<
[
mr,t(mr,t + λ)−mr,t(mr,t)
]
=
∫
R
λρr,t(mr,t + ω)
(ω − λ)ω dω.
Without loss of generality, we consider the case λ > 0 as λ < 0 is completely analogous.
As before, we first pick a threshold  ≤ λ/2 and single out the integration over [−, ] and
[λ− , λ+ ]. From the 1/3-Hölder continuity of ρr,t we have, for r = λ, µ,
ρr,t(mr,t + ω) = ρr,t(mr,t + λ) +O
(
|λ− ω|1/3
)
and therefore∣∣∣∣∫ − ρr,t(mr,t + ω)ω − λ dω
∣∣∣∣ . λ,
∣∣∣∣∫ − ρr,t(mr,t + ω)ω dω
∣∣∣∣ . ∫ − |ω|−2/3 dω . 1/3
and ∣∣∣∣∣
∫ λ+
λ−
ρr,t(mr,t + ω)
ω − λ dω
∣∣∣∣∣ .
∫ λ+
λ−
|ω − λ|−2/3 dω . 1/3,∣∣∣∣∣
∫ λ+
λ−
ρr,t(mr,t + ω)
ω
dω
∣∣∣∣∣ . λ.
We now consider the difference between ρr,t and ρµ,t for which we have
|ρr,t(mr,t + ω)− ρµ,t(mµ,t + ω)| . (t− t∗) |ω|1/3 (t− t∗)1/4 + (t− t∗)3/4 + |ω|2/3
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from (�.��d), (�.��c) and the 1/3-Hölder continuity of ρr,t. Thus we can estimate∣∣∣∣[∫ −−∞+
∫ λ−

+
∫ ∞
λ+
]
λ
(
ρλ,t(mr,t + ω)− ρr,t(mr,t + ω)
)
(ω − λ)ω dω
∣∣∣∣
.
[∫ −
−∞
+
∫ λ−

+
∫ ∞
λ+
]
λ
(|ω|1/3 (t− t∗)1/4 + (t− t∗)3/4 + |ω|2/3)
|ω − λ|ω dω
. |log |
[
λ1/3(t− t∗)1/4 + (t− t∗)3/4 + λ2/3
]
.
We again choose  = λ2 and by collecting the various error estimates can conclude (�.��b).
�.� Index matching for twoDBM
For two real symmetric matrix valued standard (GOE) Brownian motions B(λ)t ,B
(µ)
t ∈
RN×N we define the matrix flows
H
(λ)
t
..= H(λ) +B(λ)t , H
(µ)
t
..= H(µ) +B(µ)t . (�.��)
In particular, by (�.��) it follows that
H
(λ)
t
d= H(λ) +
√
tU (λ), H
(µ)
t
d= H(µ) +
√
tU (µ), (�.��)
for any fixed 0 ≤ t ≤ t1, where U (λ) and U (µ) are GOE matrices. In (�.��) with X d= Y
we denote that the two random variables X and Y are equal in distribution.
We will prove Proposition �.�.� by comparing the two Dyson Brownian motions for the
eigenvalues of the matrices H(λ)t and H
(µ)
t for 0 ≤ t ≤ t1, see (�.��)–(�.��) below. To do
this, we will use the coupling idea of [��] and [��], where the DBMs for the eigenvalues
of H(λ)t and H
(µ)
t are coupled in such a way that the difference of the two DBMs obeys
a discrete parabolic equation with good decay properties. In order to analyse this equation
we consider a short range approximation for the DBM, first introduced in [��]. Coupling
only the short range approximation of the DBMs leads to a parabolic equation whose heat
kernel has a rapid off diagonal decay by finite speed of propagation estimates. In this way the
kernels of both DBMs are locally determined and thus can be directly compared by optimal
rigidity since locally the two densities, hence their quantiles, are close. Technically it is much
easier to work with a one parameter interpolation between the two DBM’s and consider its
derivative with respect to the parameter, as introduced in [��]; the proof of the finite speed
propagation for this dynamics does not require to establish level repulsion unlike in several
previous works [��, ��, ���]. However, it requires to establish (almost) optimal rigidity for
the interpolating dynamics as well. Note that optimal rigidity is known for H(λ)t and H
(µ)
t
from [DS�], see Lemma �.�.� later, but not for the interpolation.
In Section �.� we will establish rigidity for the interpolating process by DBMmethods.
Armed with this rigidity, in Section �.� we prove Proposition �.�.� for the small gap and the
exact cusp case, i.e. t1 ≤ t∗. Some estimates are slightly different for the small minimum
case, i.e. t∗ ≤ t1 ≤ 2t∗, the modifications are given in Section �.�. We recall that t∗
is the time at which both H(λ)t∗ and H
(µ)
t∗ have an exact cusp. Some technical details on
���
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the corresponding Sobolev inequality and heat kernel estimates as well as finite speed of
propagation and short range approximation are deferred to the Appendix: these are similar
to the corresponding estimates for the edge case, see [��] and [���], respectively.
In the rest of this section we prepare the proof of Proposition �.�.� by setting up the
appropriate framework. While we are interested only in the eigenvalues near the physical
cusp, the DBM is highly non-local, so we need to define the dynamics for all eigenvalues. In
the setup of Proposition �.�.� we could easily assume that the cusps for the two matrix flows
are formed at the same time and their slope parameters coincide – these could be achieved
by a rescaling and a trivial time shift. However, the number of eigenvalues to the left of the
cusp may macroscopically differ for the two ensembles which would mean that the labels
of the ordered eigenvalues near the cusp would not be constant along the interpolation. To
resolve this discrepancy, we will pad the system withN fictitious particles in addition to the
original flow of N eigenvalues similarly as in [���], giving sufficient freedom to match the
labels of the eigenvalues near the cusp. These artificial particles will be placed very far from
the cusp regime and from each other so that their effect on the dynamics of the relevant
particles is negligible.
With the notation of Section �.�, we let ρλ,t, ρµ,t denote the (self-consistent) densities
at time 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 of H(λ)t and H(µ)t , respectively. In particular, ρλ,0 = ρλ and ρµ,0 = ρµ,
where ρλ, ρµ are the self consistent densities of H(λ) and H(µ) and ρλ,t, ρµ,t are their
semicircular evolutions. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ both densities ρλ,t, ρµ,t have a small gap,
denoted by [e−λ,t, e
+
λ,t] and [e
−
µ,t, e
+
µ,t] and we let
∆λ,t ..= e+λ,t − e−λ,t, ∆µ,t ..= e+µ,t − e−µ,t
denote the length of these gaps. In case of t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ the densities ρλ,t, ρµ,t have a small
minimum denoted by mλ,t and mµ,t respectively. Since we always assume 0 ≤ t ≤ t1  1,
both H(λ)t and H
(µ)
t will always have exactly one physical cusp near cλ and cµ, respectively,
using that the Stieltjes transform of the density is a Hölder continuous function of t, see
[��, Proposition ��.�].
Let iλ and iµ be the indices defined by∫ e−
λ,0
−∞
ρλ =
iλ − 1
N
,
∫ e−µ,0
−∞
ρµ =
iµ − 1
N
.
By band rigidity (see Remark �.�.��) iλ and iµ are integers. Note that by the explicit expres-
sion of the density in (�.�a)-(�.�b) it follows that cN ≤ iλ, iµ ≤ (1− c)N with some small
c > 0, because the density on both sides of a physical cusp is macroscopic.
We let λi(t) and µi(t) denote the eigenvalues of H(λ)t and H
(µ)
t , respectively. Let
{Bi}i∈[−N,N ]\{0} be a family of independent standard (scalar) Brownian motions. It is well
known [��] that the eigenvalues of H(λ)t satisfy the equation for Dyson Brownian motion,
i.e. the following system of coupled SDE’s
dλi =
√
2
N
dBi−iλ+1 +
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
λi − λj dt (�.��)
with initial conditions λi(0) = λi(H(λ)). Similarly, for the eigenvalues of H(µ)t we have
dµi =
√
2
N
dBi−iµ+1 +
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
µi − µj dt (�.��)
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with initial conditions µi(0) = µi(H(µ)). Note that we chose the Brownian motions for
λi and µi+iµ−iλ to be identical. This is the key ingredient for the coupling argument, since
in this way the stochastic differentials will cancel when we take the difference of the two
DBMs or we differentiate it with respect to an additional parameter.
For convenience of notation, we will shift the indices so that the same index labels the
last quantile before the gap in ρλ and ρµ. This shift was already prepared by choosing the
Brownianmotions for µiµ and λiλ to be identical. We achieve this shift by addingN ”ghost”
particles very far away and relabelling, as in [���]. We thus embed λi andµi into the enlarged
processes {xi}i∈[−N,N ]\{0} and {yi}i∈[−N,N ]\{0}. Note that the index 0 is always omitted.
More precisely, the processesxi are defined by the following SDE (extendedDysonBrow-
nian motion)
dxi =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
xi − xj dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with initial data
xi(0) =

−N200 + iN if −N ≤ i ≤ −iλ
λi+iλ(0) if 1− iλ ≤ i ≤ −1
λi+iλ−1(0) if 1 ≤ i ≤ N + 1− iλ
N200 + iN if N + 2− iλ ≤ i ≤ N,
and the yi are defined by
dyi =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
yi − yj dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with initial data
yi(0) =

−N200 + iN if −N ≤ i ≤ −iµ
µi+iµ(0) if 1− iµ ≤ i ≤ −1
µi+iµ−1(0) if 1 ≤ i ≤ N + 1− iµ
N200 + iN if N + 2− iµ ≤ i ≤ N.
The summations in (�.��) and (�.��) extend to all j with 1 ≤ |j| ≤ N except j = i.
The following lemma shows that the additional particles at distanceN200 have negligible
effect on the dynamics of the re-indexed eigenvalues, thus we can study the processes xi and
yi instead of the eigenvalues λi,µi. The proof of this lemma follows by Appendix C of [���].
Lemma �.�.�. With very high probability the following estimates hold:
sup
0≤t≤1
sup
1≤i≤N+1−iλ
|xi(t)− λi+iλ−1(t)| ≤ N−100,
sup
0≤t≤1
sup
1−iλ≤i≤N+1−iλ
|xi(t)− λi+iλ(t)| ≤ N−100,
sup
0≤t≤1
sup
1≤i≤N+1−iµ
∣∣yi(t)− µi+iµ−1(t)∣∣ ≤ N−100,
���
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sup
0≤t≤1
sup
1−iµ≤i≤N+1−iµ
∣∣yi(t)− µi+iµ(t)∣∣ ≤ N−100,
sup
0≤t≤1
x−iλ(t) . −N200, sup
0≤t≤1
xN+2−iλ(t) & N200,
sup
0≤t≤1
y−iµ(t) . −N200, sup
0≤t≤1
yN+2−iµ(t) & N200.
Remark �.�.�. For notational simplicity we assumed that H(λ) and H(µ) have the same di-
mensions, but our proof works as long as the corresponding dimensions Nλ and Nµ are merely
comparable, say 23Nλ ≤ Nµ ≤ 32Nλ. The only modification is that the times in (�.��) need to be
scaled differently in order to keep the strength of the stochastic differential terms in (�.��)–(�.��)
identical. Furthermore, the number of additional ”ghost” particles in the extended Dyson Brow-
nian motion (see (�.��) and (�.��)) will be different to ensure that we have the same total number
of particles, say 2N ..= 2Nµ, after the extension. Hence, there will beN = Nµ particles added to
the DBM of the eigenvalues ofH(µ) and 2Nµ −Nλ particles added to the DBM ofH(λ).
We now construct the analogues of the self-consistent densities ρλ,t, ρµ,t for the x(t)
and y(t) processes as well as for their α-interpolations. We start with ρx,t. Recall ρλ,t from
Section �.�, and set
ρx,t(E) ..= ρλ,t(E) +
1
N
−iλ∑
i=−N
ψ(E − xi(t)) + 1
N
N∑
i=N+2−iλ
ψ(E − xi(t)) (�.��)
for E ∈ R, where ψ is a non-negative symmetric approximate delta-function on scaleN−1,
i.e. it is supported in an N−1 neighbourhood of zero,
∫
ψ = 1, ‖ψ‖∞ . N and ‖ψ′‖∞ .
N2. Note that the total mass is
∫
R ρx,t = 2. For the Stieltjes transformmx,t of ρx,t, we have
supz∈C+ |mx,t(z)| ≤ C since the same bound holds for ρλ,t by the shape analysis. Note
that ρλ,t is the semicircular flow with initial condition ρλ,t=0 = ρλ by definition, but ρx,t
is not exactly the semicircular evolution of ρx,0. We will not need this information, but in
fact, the effect of the far away padding particles on the density near the cusp is very tiny.
Since ρx,t coincides with ρλ,t in a big finite interval, their edges and local minima near
the cusp regime coincide, i.e we can identify
e±x,t = e±λ,t, mx,t = mλ,t.
The shifted quantiles and semiquantiles γ̂x,i(t), qγx,i(t) and γ̂∗x,i(t), qγ∗x,i(t) of ρx,t are defined
by the obvious analogues of the formulas (�.��)–(�.��) except that r subscript is replaced with
x and the indices run over the entire range 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N . As before, γx,0(t) = e+x,t . The
unshifted quantiles are defined by
γx,i(t) = γ̂x,i(t) + e+x,t, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, γx,i(t) = qγx,i(t) +mx,t, t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗
and similarly for the semiquantiles.
So far we explained how to construct ρx,t and its quantiles from ρλ,t, exactly in the same
way we obtain ρy,t from ρµ,t with straightforward notations.
Now for any α ∈ [0, 1] we construct the α-interpolation of ρx,t and ρy,t that we will
denote by ρt. The bar will indicate quantities related to α-interpolation that implicitly de-
pend on α; a dependence that we often omit from the notation. The interpolating measure
will be constructed via its quantiles, i.e. we define
γi(t) ..= αγ̂x,i(t) + (1− α)γ̂y,i(t), γ∗i (t) ..= αγ̂∗x,i(t) + (1− α)γ̂∗y,i(t) (�.��)
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for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, and similarly for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ involving qγ’s. We also set the
interpolating edges
e±t = αe±x,t + (1− α)e±y,t. (�.��)
Recall the parameter δ∗ describing the size of a neighbourhood around the physical cusp
where the shape analysis for ρλ and ρµ in Section �.� holds. Choose i(δ∗) ∼ N such that∣∣∣γx,−i(δ∗)(t)∣∣∣ ≤ δ∗ as well as ∣∣∣γx,i(δ∗)(t)∣∣∣ ≤ δ∗ hold for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 2t∗. Then define, for
any E ∈ R, the function
ρt(E) ..= ρα,t(E) · 1
(
γ−i(δ∗)(t) + e
+
t ≤ E
≤ γi(δ∗)(t) + e+t
)
+ 1
N
∑
i(δ∗)<|i|≤N
ψ(E − e+t − γ∗i (t)), (�.��)
where ρα,t is theα-interpolation, constructed inDefinition �.�.�,between ρλ,t(E) = ρx,t(E)
and ρµ,t(E) = ρy,t(E) for |E| ≤ δ∗. By this construction (using also the symmetry of ψ)
we know that all shifted semiquantiles of ρt are exactly γ
∗
i (t). The same holds for all shifted
quantiles γi(t) at least in the interval [−δ∗, δ∗] since here ρt ≡ ρα,t and the latter was
constructed exactly by the requirement of linearity of the quantiles (�.��), see (�.��c).
We also record
∫
ρt = 2 and that for the Stieltjes transformmt(z) of ρt we have
max
|<z−e+t |≤ 12 δ∗
|mt(z)| ≤ C (�.��)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 2t∗.The first bound follows easily from the same boundedness of the Stieltjes
transform of ρα,t. Moreover,mt(z) is 13-Hölder continuous in the regime
∣∣∣<z − e+t ∣∣∣ ≤ 12δ∗
since in this regime ρt = ρα,t and ρα,t is 13-Hölder continuous by Lemma �.�.�.
�.� Rigidity for the short range approximation
In this section we consider Dyson Brownian Motion (DBM), i.e. a system of 2N coupled
stochastic differential equations for z(t) = {zi(t)}[−N,N ]\{0} of the form
dzi =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j
1
zi − zj dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with some initial condition zi(t = 0) = zi(0), where
B(s) = (B−N (s), . . . , B−1(s), B1(s) . . . , BN (s))
is the vector of 2N independent standard Brownian motions. We use the indexing conven-
tion that all indices i, j, etc., run from −N to N but zero index is excluded.
Wewill assume that zi(0) is anα-linear interpolation of xi(0), yi(0) for someα ∈ [0, 1]:
zi(0) = zi(0, α) ..= αxi(0) + (1− α)yi(0).
In the following of this section we will refer to the process defined by (�.��) using z(t, α)
in order to underline the α dependence of the process. Clearly for α = 0, 1 we recover
the original y(t) and x(t) processes, z(t, α = 0) = y(t), z(t, α = 1) = x(t). For these
processes we have the following optimal rigidity estimate that immediately follows from
Corollary �.�.� and Lemma �.�.�:
���
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Lemma �.�.�. Let ri(t) = xi(t) or ri(t) = yi(t) and r = x, y. Then, there exists a fixed small
 > 0, depending only on the model parameters, such that for each 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N , we have
sup
0≤t≤2t∗
|ri(t)− γr,i(t)| ≤ N ξηρr,tf (γr,i(t)), (�.��)
for any ξ > 0with very high probability, where we recall that the behavior of ηρr,tf (γr,i(t)), with
r = x, y, is given by (�.��a).
Note that, by (�.��a), (�.��c) and (�.��), for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we
have that
η
ρr,t
f (γr,i(t)) .
N
ω1
6
|i| 14 N 34
,
with r = x, y.
In particular, we know that z(0, α) lie close to the quantiles (�.��) of an α-interpolating
density ρz = ρ0, see the definition in (�.��). This means that ρz has a small gap [e−z , e+z ]
of size ∆z ∼ t3/2∗ (i.e. it will develop a physical cusp in a time of order t∗) and it is an α-
interpolation between ρx,0 and ρy,0. Here interpolation refers to the process introduced in
Section �.� that guarantees that the corresponding quantiles are convex linear combinations
of the two initial densities with weights α and 1− α, i.e.
γz,i = αγx,i + (1− α)γy,i.
In this section we will prove rigidity results for z(t, α) and for its appropriate short range
approximation. Since the group velocity of the entire cusp regime is different for ρx,t and
ρy,t, the interpolated process will have an intermediate group velocity. Since we have to
follow the process for time scales t ∼ N− 12+ω1 , much bigger than the relevant rigidity scale
N−
3
4 we have to determine the group velocity quite precisely. Technically, we will encode
this information by defining an appropriately shifted process z˜(t, α) = z(t, α)−Shift(t, α).
It is essential that the shift function is independent of the indices i to preserve the local
statistics of the process. In the next section we explain how to choose the shift.
�.�.� Choice of the shifted process z˜
The remainder of Section �.� is formulated for the small gap regime, i.e. for 0 ≤ t ≤
t∗. We will comment on the modifications in the small minimum regime in Section �.�.
To match the location of the gap, the natural guess would be to study the shifted process
zi(t, α) − e+z,t where [e−z,t, e+z,t] is the gap of the semicircular evolution ρz,t of ρz near the
physical cusp, and approximate zi(t, α) − e+z,t by the shifted semiquantiles γ̂∗z,i(t) of ρz,t.
However, the evolution of the semicircular flow t→ ρz,t near the cusp is not sufficiently well
understood. We circumvent this technical problem by considering the quantiles of another
approximating density ρt defined by the requirement that its quantiles are exactly the α-
linear combinations of the quantiles of ρx,t and ρy,t as described in Section �.�.The necessary
regularity properties of ρt follow directly from its construction. The precise description
below assumes that 0 ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, i.e. we are in the small gap situation. For t∗ ≤ t ≤ t∗ an
identical construction works but the reference point e+r,t is replaced with the approximate
minimum m˜r,t, for r = x, y. For simplicity we present all formulas for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ and we
will comment on the other case in Section �.�.
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More concretely, for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1] recall the (semi)quantiles from (�.��).These are
the (semi)quantiles of the interpolating density ρ = ρt defined in (�.��) and let its Stieltjes
transform be denoted by m = mt. Bar will refer to quantities related to this interpolation;
implicitly all quantities marked by bar depend on the interpolation parameter α, which
dependence will be omitted from the notation. Notice that ρt has a gap [e−t , e+t ] near the
cusp satisfying (�.��). Initially at t = 0 we have ρt=0 = ρz , in particular γi(t = 0) =
γ̂z,i(t = 0) and e±0 = e±z . We will choose the shift in the definition of the z˜i(t, α) process
so that we could use γ∗i (t) to trail it.
The semicircular flow and the α-interpolation do not commute hence γi(t) are not the
same as the quantiles γ̂z,i(t) of the semicircular evolution ρz,t of the initial density ρz . We
will, however, show that they are sufficiently close near the cusp and up to times relevant
for us, modulo an irrelevant time dependent shift. Notice that the evolution of γ̂z,i(t) is
hard to control since analysing ddt γ̂z,i(t) = −<mz,t(γz,i(t)) + <mz,t(e+z,t) would involve
knowing the evolved density ρz,t quite precisely in the critical cusp regime. While this nec-
essary information is in principle accessible from the explicit expression for the semicircular
flow and the precise shape analysis of ρz obtained from that of ρx and ρy, here we chose
a different, technically lighter path by using γi(t). Note that unlike γ̂z,i(t), the derivative
of γi(t) involves only the Stieltjes transform of the densities ρx,t and ρy,t for which shape
analysis is available.
However, the global group velocities of γ(t) and γ̂z(t) are not the same near the cusp.
We thus need to define z˜(t, α) not as z(t, α) − e+t but with a modified time dependent
shift to make up for this velocity difference so that γ(t) indeed correctly follows z˜(t, α). To
determine this shift, we first define the function
h∗(t, α) ..= <
[
−mt(e+t ) + (1− α)my,t(e+y,t) + αmx,t(e+x,t)
]
, (�.��)
where recall that mt is the Stieltjes transform of the measure ρt. Note that h
∗(t) = O (1)
following from the boundedness of the Stieltjes transforms mx,t, my,t and mt(e+t ). The
boundedness ofmx,t andmy,t follows by (�.��) and
∣∣∣mt(e+t )∣∣∣ ≤ C by (�.��).
We note that
h∗(t, α = 0) = my,t(e+y,t)−mt(e+t ) = my,t(e+y,t)−mt(e+y,t)
since for α = 0 we have e+y,t = e+t by construction. At α = 0 the measure ρt is given exactly
by the density ρy,t in an O (1) neighbourhood of the cusp. Away from the cusp, depending
on the precise construction in the analogue of (�.��), the continuous ρy,t is replaced by locally
smoothed out Dirac measures at the quantiles. Similar statement holds at α = 1. It is easy
to see that the difference of the corresponding Stieltjes transforms evaluated at the cusp
regime is of order N−1, i.e.
h∗(t, α = 0) + h∗(t, α = 1) = O
(
N−1
)
. (�.��)
Since later in (�.���) we will need to give some very crude estimate on the α-derivative
of h∗(t, α), but it actually blows up since m′t is singular at the edge, we introduce a tiny
regularization of h∗, i.e. we define the function
h∗∗(t, α) ..= <
[
−mt(e+t + iN−100) + (1− α)my,t(e+y,t) + αmx,t(e+x,t)
]
. (�.��)
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Note that by the 13-Hölder continuity of mt in the cusp regime, i.e. for z ∈ H such that∣∣∣<z − e+t ∣∣∣ ≤ δ∗2 , it follows that
h∗∗(t, α) = h∗(t, α) +O
(
N−30
)
.
Then, we define
h(t) = h(t, α) ..= h∗∗(t, α)− αh∗∗(t, 1)− (1− α)h∗∗(t, 0) = O (1)
to ensure that
h(t, α = 0) = h(t, α = 1) = 0.
In particular, we have
h(t, α) = <
[
−mt(e+t ) + (1− α)my,t(e+y,t) + αmx,t(e+x,t)
]
+O
(
N−1
)
. (�.��)
Define its antiderivative
H(t, α) ..=
∫ t
0
h(s, α) ds, H(0, α) = 0, max
0≤t≤t∗
|H(t, α)| . N−1/2+ω1 .
Now we are ready to define the correctly shifted process
z˜i(t) = z˜i(t, α) ..= zi(t)−
[
αe+x,t + (1− α)e+y,t
]−H(t, α), (�.��)
that will be trailed by γi(t). It satisfies the shifted DBM
dz˜i =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
z˜i − z˜j +Φα(t)
]
dt (�.��)
with
Φ(t) ..= Φα(t) = α<mx,t(e+x,t) + (1− α)<my,t(e+y,t)− h(t, α), (�.��)
and with initial conditions z˜(0) ..= z(0)− e+z by (�.��) andH(0, α) = 0. The shift function
satisfies
Φα(t) = <[mt(e+t )] +O
(
N−1
)
. (�.��)
Notice that for α = 0, 1 this definition gives back the naturally shifted x(t) and y(t)
processes since we clearly have
z˜(t, α = 1) = x˜(t) ..= x(t)− e+x,t, z˜(t, α = 0) = y˜(t) ..= y(t)− e+y,t,
that are trailed by the shifted semiquantiles
γ∗i (t, α = 1) = γ̂∗x,i(t) ..= γ∗x,i(t)− e+x,t, γ∗i (t, α = 0) = γ̂∗y,i(t) ..= γ∗y,i(t)− e+y,t.
As we explained, the time dependent shiftH(t, α) in (�.��) makes up for the difference
between the true edge velocity of the semicircular flow (which we do not compute directly)
and the naive guess which is ddt
[
αe+x,t + (1 − α)e+y,t
]
hinted by the linear combination
procedure.The precise expression (�.��) will come out of the proof.The key point is that this
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adjustment is global, i.e. it is only time dependent but independent of i since this expresses
a group velocity of the entire cusp regime.
In the following three subsections we prove an almost optimal rigidity not directly for
z˜i(t) but for its appropriate short range approximation ẑi(t). This will be sufficient for the
proof of the universality. The proof of the rigidity will be divided into three phases, which
we first explain informally, as follows.
Phase �. (Subsection �.�.�) The main result is a rigidity for z˜i(t) − γi(t) for 1 ≤ |i| .
√
N
on scale N−
3
4+Cω1 without i-dependence in the error term. First we prove a crude
rigidity on scaleN−1/2+Cω1 for all indices i. Using this rigidity,we can define a short
range approximation z˚ of the original dynamics z˜ and show that z˜i and z˚i are close
by N−
3
4+Cω1 for 1 ≤ |i| . √N . Then we analyse the short range process z˚ that has
a finite speed of propagation, so we can localize the dynamics. Finally, we can directly
compare z˚ with a deterministic particle dynamics because the effect of the stochastic
term
√
2/N dBi, i.e.
√
t∗/N = N−3/4+ω1/2  N−3/4+Cω1 , remains below the
rigidity scale of interest in this Phase �.
However, to understand this deterministic particle dynamics we need to compare it
with the corresponding continuum evolution; this boils down to estimating the differ-
ence of a Stieltjes transform and its Riemann sum approximation at the semiquantiles.
Since the Stieltjes transform is given by a singular integral, this approximation relies
on quite delicate cancellations which require some strong regularity properties of the
density. We can easily guarantee this regularity by considering the density ρt of the
linear interpolation between the quantiles of ρx,t and ρy,t.
Phase �. (Subsection �.�.�) In this section we improve the rigidity from scaleN−
3
4+Cω1 to scale
N−
3
4+
1
6ω1 , for a smaller range of indices, but we can achieve this not for z˜ directly,
but for its short range approximation ẑ. Unlike z˚ in Phase �, this time we choose a
very short scale approximation ẑ on scale N4ω` with ω1  ω`  1. As an input, we
need the rigidity of z˜i on scale N−
3
4+Cω1 for 1 ≤ |i| . √N obtained in Phase �.
We use heat kernel contraction for a direct comparison with the yi(t) dynamics for
which we know optimal rigidity by Corollary �.�.�, with the precise matching of the
indices (band rigidity). In particular, when the gap is large, this guarantees that band
rigidity is transferred to the ẑ process from the ŷ process.
Phase �. (Subsection �.�.�) Finally, we establish the optimal i-dependence in the rigidity esti-
mate for ẑi from Phase �, i.e. we get a precisionN−
3
4+
1
6ω1 |i|−1/4. The main method
we use in Phase � is maximum principle. We compare ẑi with ŷi−K , a slightly shifted
element of the ŷ process, where K = N ξ with some tiny ξ. This method allows us
to prove the optimal i-dependent rigidity (with a factor N
1
6ω1) but only for indices
|i|  K because otherwise ẑi and ŷi−K may be on different sides of the gap for small
i. For very small indices, therefore, we need to rely on band rigidity for ẑ from Phase
�.
The optimal i-dependence allows us to replace the random particles ẑ by appropriate
quantiles with a precision so that
|ẑi − ẑj | . N
ω1
6
∣∣∣γi − γj∣∣∣ ∼ N− 34+ω16 ∣∣∣|i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣∣ .
���
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Such upper bound on |ẑi − ẑj |, hence a lower bound on the interaction kernel Bij =
|ẑi − ẑj |−2 of the differentiated DBM (see (�.���) later) with the correct dependence
on the indices i, j, is essential since this gives the heat kernel contraction which even-
tually drives the precision below the rigidity scale in order to prove universality. On
a time scale t∗ = N−
1
2+ω1 the `p → `∞ contraction of the heat kernel gains a factor
N−
4
15ω1 with the convenient choice of p = 5. Notice that 415 >
1
6 , so the contraction
wins over the imprecision in the rigidityN
1
6ω1 from Phase �, but not overNCω1 from
Phase �, showing that both Phase � and Phase � are indeed necessary.
�.�.� Phase �: Rigidity for z˜n scaleN−3/4+Cω1.
The main result of this section is the following proposition:
Proposition �.�.�. Fix α ∈ [0, 1]. Let z˜(t, α) solve (�.��)with initial condition z˜i(0, α) satis-
fying the crude rigidity bound for all indices
max
1≤|i|≤N
|z˜i(0, α)− γ∗i (0)| . N−1/2+2ω1 . (�.��)
We also assume that
‖mx,0‖∞ + ‖my,0‖∞ +
∣∣∣mt(e±t )∣∣∣ ≤ C. (�.��)
Then we have a weak but uniform rigidity
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤N
|z˜i(t, α)− γ∗i (t)| . N−1/2+2ω1 , (�.��)
with very high probability. Moreover, for small |i|, i.e. 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, with i∗ ..= N1/2+C∗ω1 for
some large C∗ > 100, we have a stronger rigidity:
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤i∗
|z˜i(t, α)− γ∗i (t)| . max1≤|i|≤2i∗ |z˜i(0, α)− γ
∗
i (0)|+
NCω1
N3/4
(�.��)
with very high probability.
In our application, (�.��) is satisfied and the right hand side of (�.��) is simplyN−
3
4+Cω1
since
z˜i(0, α)−γ∗i (0) = α
(
xi(0)−γx,i(0)
)
+(1−α)(yi(0)−γy,i(0)) = O
(
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
)
, (�.��)
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability, by optimal rigidity for xi(0) and yi(0) from
Corollary �.�.�. Similarly, the assumption (�.��) is trivially satisfied by (�.��). However, we
stated Proposition �.�.� under the slightly weaker conditions (�.��), (�.��) to highlight what
is really needed for its proof.
Before starting the proof, we recall a formula on the derivative of the (shifted) semi-
quantiles of a density which evolves by the semicircular flow:
d
dt γ̂
∗
i,r(t) = −<mr,t(γ∗r,i(t)) + <mr,t(e+r,t), r = x, y. (�.��)
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This formula is well known, it follows from differentiating the quantile equation∫ γ∗i,r(t)
e+r,t
ρr,t(E) dE =
i− 12
N
, i > 0
that, using the notation γ ..= γ∗i,r(t), gives
γ˙ = − 1
ρ(γ)
∫ γ
e+
ρ˙(E) dE
using that ρ(e+) = 0. In the previous equality we denoted the time derivative ddt by dot.
We also recall that from the defining equation (�.��) of the semicircular flow it follows that
the Stieltjes transformm = mt(ζ) of ρt satisfies the Burgers equation:
m˙ = mm′ = 12(m
2)′,
where prime denotes the ddζ derivative. Thus
γ˙ = − 1=m(γ)=
∫ γ
e+
m˙(E) dE = − 1=m(γ)
1
2=
∫ γ
e+
(m2)′(E) dE
= − 1=m(γ)
1
2=m
2(γ) = −<m(γ).
A similar formula holds for the time derivative of e+, giving (�.��).
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. We start with the proof of the crude rigidity (�.��), then we in-
troduce a short range approximation and finally, with its help, we prove the refined rigidity
(�.��). The main technical input of the last step is a refined estimate on the forcing term.
These four steps will be presented in the next four subsections.
�.�.�.� Proof of the crude rigidity:
For the proof of (�.��), using (�.��) twice in (�.��), we notice that
d
dtγ
∗
i (t) = α
[−<mx,t(γ∗x,i(t)) + <mx,t(e+x,t)]
+ (1− α)[−<my,t(γ∗y,i(t)) + <my,t(e+y,t)] = O (1)
sincemx,t andmy,t are bounded recalling that the semicircular flow preserves (or reduces)
the `∞ norm of the Stieltjes transform by (�.��), so ‖mx,t‖∞ ≤ ‖mx,0‖∞ ≤ C, similarly
formy,t. This gives
|γ∗i (t)− γ∗i (0)| . N−1/2+ω1 . (�.��)
Thus in order to prove (�.��) it is sufficient to prove
‖z˜(t, α)− z˜(0, α)‖∞ ≤ N−1/2+2ω1 , (�.��)
for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1]. To do that, we compare the dynamics of (�.��) with the dynamics
of the y-semiquantiles, i.e. set
ui ..= ui(t, α) = z˜i(t)− γ̂∗y,i(t),
���
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for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗.
Compute
dui =
√
2
N
dBi + (B˜u)i dt+ F˜i(t) dt (�.��)
with
(B˜f)i ..= 1
N
∑
j 6=i
fj − fi
(z˜i − z˜j)(γ̂∗y,i − γ̂∗y,j)
(�.��)
and
F˜i(t) ..=
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
γ̂∗y,i − γ̂∗y,j
+ <my,t(γ∗y,i(t)) + α
[<mx,t(e+x,t)−<my,t(e+y,t)]− h(t).
The operator B˜ is defined on C2N and we label the vectors f ∈ C2N as
f = (f−N , f−N+1, . . . , f−1, f1, . . . , fN ),
, i.e. we omit the i = 0 index. Accordingly, in the summations the j = 0 term is always
omitted since z˜j , ẑj and γ̂∗y,j are defined for 1 ≤ |j| ≤ N . Furthermore in the summation
of the interaction terms, the j = i term is always omitted.
We now show that ∥∥∥F˜ (t)∥∥∥∞ . logN, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. (�.��)
By the boundedness ofmx,t,my,t and the 1/3-Hölder continuity ofmt in the cusp regime,
it remains to control
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
γ̂∗y,i(t)− γ̂∗y,j(t)
.
∑
1≤|j−i|≤N
1
|i− j| . logN
since |γ̂∗y,j − γ̂∗y,i| ≥ c |i− j| /N as the density ρy,t is bounded.
Let U˜(s, t) be the fundamental solution of the heat evolution with kernel B˜ from (�.��),
i.e, for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t
∂tU˜(s, t) = B˜(t)U˜(s, t), U˜(s, s) = I.
Note that U˜ is a contraction on every `p space and the same is true for its adjoint U˜∗(s, t).
In particular, for any indices a, b and times s, t we have
U˜ab(s, t) ≤ 1, U˜∗ab(s, t) ≤ 1. (�.��)
By Duhamel principle, the solution to the SDE (�.��) is given by
u(t) = U˜(0, t)u(0) +
√
2
N
∫ t
0
U˜(s, t) dB(s) +
∫ t
0
U˜(s, t)F˜ (s) ds, (�.��)
where B(s) = (B−N (s), . . . , B−1(s), B1(s) . . . , BN (s)) are the 2N independent Brown-
ian motions from (�.��).
For the second term in (�.��) we fix an index i and consider the martingale
Mt ..=
√
2
N
∫ t
0
∑
j
U˜ij(s, t) dBj(s)
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with its quadratic variation process
[M ]t ..=
2
N
∫ t
0
∑
j
(U˜ij(s, t))2 ds = 2
N
∫ t
0
∥∥∥U˜∗(s, t)δi∥∥∥22 ds ≤ 2tN .
By the Burkholder maximal inequality for martingales, for any p > 1 we have that
E sup
0≤t≤T
|Mt|2p ≤ CpE[M ]pT ≤ Cp
T p
Np
.
By Markov inequality we obtain that
sup
0≤t≤T
|Mt| ≤ N ξ
√
T
N
(�.��)
with probability more than 1−N−D, for any (large) D > 0 and (small) ξ > 0.
The last term in (�.��) is estimated, using (�.��), by∣∣∣∣∫ t0 U˜(s, t)F˜ (s) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ tmaxs≤t
∥∥∥F˜ (s)∥∥∥∞ . t logN.
This, together with (�.��) and the contraction property of B˜ implies from (�.��) that
‖u(t)− u(0)‖∞ . N−3/4+ω1 + t logN . N−1/2+2ω1
with very high probability. Recalling the definition of u and (�.��), we get (�.��) since
‖z˜(t)− z˜(0)‖∞ ≤ ‖u(t)− u(0)‖∞ +
∥∥∥γ̂∗y(t)− γ̂∗y(0)∥∥∥∞ . N−1/2+2ω1 .
This completes the proof of the crude rigidity bound (�.��).
�.�.�.� Crude short range approximation.
Now we turn to the proof of (�.��) by introducing a short range approximation of the dy-
namics (�.��). Fix an integer L. Let z˚i = z˚i(t) solve the L-localized short scale DBM
dz˚i =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
1
z˚i − z˚j dt+
[
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
+Φ(t)
]
dt (�.��)
for each 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N and with initial condition z˚i(0) ..= z˜i(0). Then,we have the following
comparison:
Lemma �.�.�. Fix α ∈ [0, 1]. Assume that
max
1≤|i|≤N
|z˜i(0, α)− γ∗i (0)| . N−1/2+2ω1 . (�.��)
Consider the short scale DBM (�.��)with a rangeL = N1/2+C1ω1 with a constant 10 ≤ C1 
C∗, in particular L is much smaller than i∗. Then we have a weak uniform comparison
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤N
|˚zi(t, α)− z˜i(t, α)| . N−1/2+2ω1 , (�.��)
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and a stronger comparison for small i:
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤i∗
|˚zi(t, α)− z˜i(t, α)| . N−3/4+Cω1 , (�.��)
both with very high probability.
Proof. For any fixed α ∈ [0, 1] and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, set w ..= w(t, α) = z˚(t, α)− z˜(t, α)
and subtract (�.��) and (�.��) to get
∂tw = B˚1w + F˚ ,
where
(B˚1f)i ..= 1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
fj − fi
(˚zi − z˚j)(z˜i − z˜j) , F˚i
..= 1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
[ 1
γ∗i − γ∗j
− 1
z˜i − z˜j
]
.
We estimate
∣∣∣F˚i∣∣∣ ≤ 1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
|z˜i − γ∗i |+
∣∣∣z˜j − γ∗j ∣∣∣
(γ∗i − γ∗j )(z˜i − z˜j)
. N
−1/2+2ω1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
(γ∗i − γ∗j )(z˜i − z˜j)
,
where we used the crude rigidity (�.��) (applicable by (�.��)), and we chose C1 in L =
N1/2+C1ω1 large enough so that
∣∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣∣ for any |i− j| ≥ L be much bigger than the
rigidity scale N−1/2+2ω1 in (�.��). This is guaranteed since∣∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣∣ = α ∣∣∣γ̂∗x,i − γ̂∗x,j∣∣∣+ (1− α) ∣∣∣γ̂∗y,i − γ̂∗y,j∣∣∣ & |i− j|N & N−1/2+C1ω
with very high probability. By this choice of L we have |z˜i − z˜j | ∼
∣∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣∣ and therefore
∣∣∣F˚i∣∣∣ . N− 12+2ω1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
(γ∗i − γ∗j )2
. N1/2+2ω1
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
|i− j|2 . N
−( 12C1−2)ω1 ≤ 1, ∀ |i| ≤ N.
(�.��)
Since B1 is positivity preserving, its evolution is a contraction, so by Duhamel formula,
similarly to (�.��), we get
‖z˚(t)− z˜(t)‖∞ = ‖w(t)‖∞ ≤ ‖w(0)‖∞ + tmaxs≤t
∥∥∥F˚ (s)∥∥∥∞ . N−1/2+ω1
with very high probability.
Next, we proceed with the proof of (�.��).
In fact, for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2i∗, with i∗ much bigger than L, we have a better bound:∣∣∣F˚i∣∣∣ . N− 12+2ω1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
(γ∗i − γ∗j )2
.
∑
j:|j−i|>L
N2ω1∣∣ |i|3/4 − |j|3/4 ∣∣2 . N− 14−( 12C1−2)ω1 ≤ N− 14 , |i| ≤ 2i∗,
(�.��)
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which we can use to get the better bound (�.��). To do so, we define a continuous interpo-
lation v(t, β) between z˜ and z˚. More precisely, for any fixed β ∈ [0, 1] we set v(t, β) =
{v(t, β)i}Ni=−N as the solution to the SDE
dvi =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
1
vi − vj dt+Φα(t) dt
+ 1− β
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
z˜i − z˜j dt+
β
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
dt
(�.��)
with initial condition v(t = 0, β) = (1 − β)z˜i(0) + βz˚i(0). Clearly v(t, β = 0) = z˜(t)
and v(t, β = 1) = z˚(t).
Differentiating in β, for u ..= u(t, β) = ∂βv(t, β) we obtain the SDE
dui = (Bvu)i dt+ F˚i dt, with (Bvf)i ..= 1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
fj − fi
(vi − vj)2 ,
with initial condition u(t = 0, β) = z˚(0) − z˜(0) = 0. By the contraction property of the
heat evolution kernel Uv of Bv, with a simple Duhamel formula, we have for any fixed β
sup
0≤t≤t∗
‖u(t, β)‖∞ ≤ t∗
∥∥F˚∥∥∞ ≤ N−1/2+ 32ω1 , (�.��)
with very high probability, where we used (�.��). After integration in β we get
‖v(t, β)− γ∗(t)‖∞ ≤ ‖v(t, 0)− γ∗(t)‖∞ +
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ β
0
u(t, β′) dβ′
∥∥∥∥∥∞ , 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. (�.��)
From (�.��) we have
E
∥∥∥∥∥
∫ β
0
u(t, β′) dβ′
∥∥∥∥∥
p
∞
≤
∫ β
0
E
∥∥u(t, β′)∥∥p dβ′ . (N−1/2+ 32ω1)p (�.��)
for any exponent p. Hence, using a high moment Markov inequality, we have
P
(∥∥∥∥∥
∫ β
0
u(t, β′) dβ′
∥∥∥∥∥∞ ≥ N−1/2+
3
2ω1+ξ
)
≤ N−D (�.��)
for any (large) D > 0 and (small) ξ > 0 by choosing p large enough. Since v(t, 0) = z˜(t),
for which we have rigidity in (�.��), by (�.��) and (�.��) we conclude that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
‖v(t, β)− γ∗(t)‖∞ . N−
1
2+2ω1
with very high probability for any β ∈ [0, 1].
In particular L is much larger than the rigidity scale of v = v(t, β). This means that∣∣∣|vi − vj | − ∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣∣∣∣ . N− 12+2ω1
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and
∣∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣∣ & |i−j|N ≥ N− 12+C1ω1  N− 12+2ω1 whenever |i− j| ≥ L, so we have
|vi − vj | ∼
∣∣γ∗i − γ∗j ∣∣, |i− j| ≥ L. (�.��)
Since i∗ is much bigger than L and L is much larger than the rigidity scale of vi(t, β) in the
sense of (�.��), the heat evolution kernelUv satisfies the following finite speed of propagation
estimate (the proof is given in Appendix �.B):
Lemma �.�.�. With the notations above we have
sup
0≤s≤t≤t∗
[Uvpi + Uvip] ≤ N−D, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, |p| ≥ 2i∗ (�.��)
for anyD ifN is sufficiently large.
Using a Duhamel formula again, for any fixed β, we have
ui(t) =
∑
p
Uvipup(0) +
∫ t
0
∑
p
Uvip(s, t)F˚p(s) ds.
We can split the summation and estimate
|ui(t)| ≤
[ ∑
|p|≤2i∗
+
∑
|p|>2i∗
]
Uvip |up(0)|+
∫ t
0
[ ∑
|p|≤2i∗
+
∑
|p|>2i∗
]
Uvip(s, t)
∣∣F˚p(s)∣∣ ds.
For |i| ≤ i∗, the terms with |p| > 2i∗ are negligible by (�.��) and the trivial bounds (�.��)
and (�.��). For 1 ≤ |p| ≤ 2i∗ we use the improved bound (�.��). This gives
|ui(t, β)| ≤ max
1≤|j|≤2i∗
|uj(0, β)|+N−3/4+ω1 = N−3/4+ω1 , |i| ≤ i∗,
since u(t = 0, β) = 0. Integrating from β = 0 to β = 1, and recalling that v(β = 0) = z˜
and v(β = 1) = z˚, by high moment Markov inequality, we conclude
|z˜i(t)− z˚i(t)| . N− 34+ω1 , 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗,
with very high probability. This yields (�.��) and completes the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
We remark that it would have been sufficient to require that |z˜j(0)− z˚j(0)| ≤ N− 34+ω1
for all 1 ≤ |j| ≤ 2i∗ instead of setting z˚(0) ..= z˜(0) initially. Later in Section �.�.� we
will use a similar finite speed of propagation mechanism to show that changing the initial
condition for large indices has negligible effect.
�.�.�.� Refined rigidity for small |i|.
Finally, in the last but main step of the proof of (�.��) in Proposition �.�.� we compare
z˚i with γ∗i for small |i| with a much higher precision than the crude bound N−
1
2+Cω1
which directly follows from (�.��) and (�.��). Notice that we use the semiquantiles for
comparison since γ∗i ∈ [γi−1, γi] and γ∗i is typically close to the midpoint of this interval.
In particular, ρt(γ∗i (t)) is never zero, in fact we have ρt(γ∗i (t)) ≥ cN−1/3, because by band
rigidity quantiles may fall exactly at spectral edges, but semiquantiles cannot. This lower
bound makes the semiquantiles much more convenient reference points than the quantiles.
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Proposition �.�.�. Fix α ∈ [0, 1], then with the notations above for the localized DBM z˚(t, α)
on short scale L = N1/2+C1ω1 with 10 ≤ C1 ≤ 110C∗, defined in (�.��), we have∣∣(˚zi(t, α)− γ∗i (t))− (˚zi(0, α)− γ∗i (0))∣∣ ≤ N−3/4+Cω1 , 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, (�.��)
where i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 , with very high probability.
Combining (�.��) with (�.��) and noticing that
z˚i(0, α)− γ∗i (0) = z˜i(0, α)− γ∗i (0) = O
(
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
)
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability by (�.��), we obtain (�.��) and complete the proof
of Proposition �.�.�.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. We recall from (�.��) that
d
dtγ
∗
i (t) = α
[−<mx,t(γ∗x,i(t)) + <mx,t(e+x,t)]
+ (1− α)[−<my,t(γ∗y,i(t)) + <my,t(e+y,t)]. (�.��)
Next, we define a dynamics that interpolates between z˚i(t, α) and γ∗i (t), i.e. between
(�.��) and (�.��). Let β ∈ [0, 1] and for any fixed β define the process v = v(t, β) =
{vi(t, β)}Ni=−N as the solution of the following interpolating DBM
dvi =β
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
1
vi − vj dt+ β
[
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
dt+Φ(t)
]
dt
+ (1− β)
[
d
dtγ
∗
i (t)−
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
]
dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with initial condition vi(0, β) ..= βz˚i(0) + (1− β)γ∗i (0). Notice that
vi(t, β = 0) = γ∗i (t), vi(t, β = 1) = z˚i(t). (�.��)
Here we use the same letter v as in (�.��) within the proof of Lemma �.�.�, but this is now a
new interpolation. Since both appearances of the letter v are used only within the proofs of
separate lemmas, this should not cause any confusion.The same remark applies to the letter
u below.
Let u ..= u(t, β) = ∂βv(t, β), then it satisfies the equation
dui =
√
2
N
dBi +
∑
j 6=i
Bij(ui − uj) dt+ Fi dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with a time dependent short range kernel (omitting the time argument and the β parameter)
Bij(t) = Bij ..= − 1
N
1(|i− j| ≤ L)
(vi − vj)2 (�.��)
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and external force
Fi = Fi(t) ..=− 1
N
∑
j
1
γ∗j (t)− γ∗i (t)
+ α<mx,t(γ∗x,i(t))
+ (1− α)<my,t(γ∗y,i(t))− h(t, α), 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N.
(�.��)
Since the density ρ is regular, at least near the cusp regime, we can replace the sum over j
with an integral with very high precision for small i; this integral is <m(e++γ∗i ). A simple
rearrangement of various terms yields
Fi =
[
<m(e+ + γ∗i )−
1
N
∑
j
1
γ∗j 6=i − γ∗i
]
− (1− α)Dy,i − αDx,i +O
(
N−1
)
, (�.��)
with
Dr,i ..= <
[(
m(e+ + γ∗i )−m(e+)
)− (mr(γ∗r,i)−mr(e+r ))], r = x, y,
where we used the formula for h from (�.��) and the definition ofΦ from (�.��).The choice of
the shift hwas governed by the idea to replace the last three terms in (�.��) by<m(e++γ∗i ).
However, the shift cannot be i dependent as it would result in an i-dependent shift in the
definition of z˜i, see (�.��), which would mean that the differences (gaps) of the processes zi
and z˜i are not the same.Therefore,we defined the shift h(t) by the similar formula evaluated
at the edge, justifying the choice (�.��). The discrepancy is expressed byDx,i andDy,i which
are small. Indeed we have, for r = x, y and 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2i∗ that
|Dr,i| ≤
∣∣∣<[(m(e+ + γ̂∗r,i)−m(e+))− (mr(e+r + γ̂∗r,i)−mr(e+r ))]∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣m(e+ + γ̂∗r,i)−m(e+ + γ∗i )∣∣∣
.
∣∣γ̂∗r,i∣∣1/3[∣∣γ̂∗r,i∣∣1/3 +N− 16+ω13 ]∣∣∣ log ∣∣γ̂∗r,i∣∣∣∣∣+N− 1136+ω1 +
∣∣γ̂∗r,i − γ∗i ∣∣
ρ(γ∗i )2
.
[( |i|
N
)1/2
+
( |i|
N
)1/4
N−
1
6+
ω1
3
]
(logN) +N−
11
36+ω1
+ (|i| /N) + (|i| /N)
3/4N−
1
6+ω1
(|i| /N)1/2 . N
− 14+Cω1 ,
(�.��)
where from the first to the second line we used (�.��a) and the bound on the derivative of
m, see (�.��b). In the last inequality we used (�.��a) to estimate
∣∣γ̂∗r,i∣∣ . (|i| /N)3/4NCω1
and similarly
∣∣γ̂∗r,i − γ∗i ∣∣ in the regime |i| ≤ i∗ = N 12+C∗ω1 , furthermore we used that
ρ(γ∗i ) ≥ (|i| /N)1/4 and also |γ∗i | ≥ c/N , since a semiquantile is always away from the
edge.
Let U(s, t) be the fundamental solution of the heat evolution with kernel B from (�.��).
Similarly to (�.��), the solution to the SDE (�.��) is given by
u(t) = U(0, t)u+
√
2
N
∫ t
0
U(s, t) dB(s) +
∫ t
0
U(s, t)F (s) ds. (�.��)
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Themiddle martingale term can be estimated as in (�.��). The last term in (�.��) is estimated
by ∣∣∣∣∫ t0 U(s, t)F (s) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ t max0≤s≤t ‖F (s)‖∞ . (�.��)
First we use these simple Duhamel bounds to obtain a crude rigidity bound on vi(t, β)
by integrating the bound on u
|vi(t, β)− vi(t, β = 0)| ≤ β max
β′∈[0,β]
∣∣ui(t, β′)∣∣ (�.��)
≤ max
β′∈[0,1]
∥∥u(0, β′)∥∥∞ +N−1/2+ω1+ξ, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,
for any ξ > 0with very high probability,using (�.��), (�.��), (�.��) and thatU is a contraction.
Note that in the first inequality of (�.��) we used that it holds with very high probability by
Markov inequality as in (�.��)-(�.��). We also used the trivial bound
max
0≤s≤t∗
‖F (s)‖∞ . logL ∼ logN, (�.��)
which easily follows from (�.��), (�.��) and the fact that
∣∣∣γ∗j (t)− γ∗i (t)∣∣∣ & |i− j| /N .
Recalling that vi(t, β = 0) = γ∗i (t) and ui(0, β′) = z˚i(0)− γ∗i (0), together with (�.��)
and (�.��), by (�.��), we obtain the crude rigidity
|vi(t, β)− γ∗i (t)| ≤ N−
1
2+2ω1 , 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.��)
with very high probability.
The main technical result is a considerable improvement of the bound (�.��) at least
for i near the cusp regime. This is the content of the following proposition whose proof is
postponed:
Proposition �.�.�. The vector F defined in (�.��) satisfies the bound
max
s≤t∗
|Fi(s)| ≤ N− 14+Cω1 , 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2i∗. (�.��)
Since i∗ is much bigger than L = N
1
2+C1ω1 with a large C1, and we have the rigidity
(�.��) on scale much smaller than L, similarly to Lemma �.�.�, we have the following finite
speed of propagation result. The proof is identical to that of Lemma �.�.�.
Proposition �.�.�. For the short range dynamics U = UB defined by the operator (�.��):
sup
0≤s≤t≤t∗
[
Upi(s, t) + Uip(s, t)
]
≤ N−D, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, |p| ≥ 2i∗. (�.���)
for anyD ifN is sufficiently large.
Armedwith these two propositions,we can easily complete the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
For any 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗ we have from (�.��), using (�.��), (�.��), (�.���) and that U is a con-
traction on `∞ that
|ui(t)| ≤N−3/4+ω1+ξ +
∑
p
Uip |up(0)|+
∫ t
0
∑
p
Uip(s, t) |Fp(s)|ds (�.���)
≤N−3/4+ω1+ξ + max
|p|≤2i∗
|up(0)|+ t max0≤s≤t∗ max|p|≤2i∗ |Fp(s)|+N
−D max
0≤s≤t
‖F (s)‖∞ .
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The trivial bound (�.��) together with (�.��) completes the proof of (�.��) by integrating
back the bound (�.���) for u = ∂βv in β, using a high moment Markov inequality similar
to (�.��)-(�.��), and recalling (�.��). This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.�.�.� Estimate of the forcing term.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. Within this proof we will use γi ..= γi(t), γ∗i ..= γ∗i (t), ρ = ρt,
m = mt and e+ = e+t for brevity. For notational simplicity we may assume within this
proof that e+ = 0 by a simple shift. The key input is the following bound on the derivative
of the density, proven in [��] for self-consistent densities of Wigner type matrices
∣∣ρ′(x)∣∣ ≤ C
ρ(x)[ρ(x) + ∆1/3]
, |x| ≤ δ∗ (�.���)
where∆ = ∆t is the length of the unique gap in the support of ρ = ρt in a small neighbour-
hood of size δ∗ ∼ 1 around e+ = 0. If there is no such gap, then we set∆ = 0 in (�.���). By
the definition of the interpolated density ρt in (�.��) clearly follows that it satisfies (�.���)
by (�.�.�). Notice that (�.���) implies local Hölder continuity, i.e.
|ρ(x)− ρ(y)| ≤ min { |x− y|1/3 , |x− y|1/2∆−1/6} (�.���)
for any x, y in a small neighbourhood of the gap or the local minimum.
Throughout the entire proof we fix an i with 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2i∗. For simplicity, we assume
i > 0, the case i < 0 is analogous. We rewrite Fi from (�.��) as follows
Fi = G1 +G2 +G3 +G4 (�.���)
with
G1 ..=
∑
1≤|j−i|≤L
∫ γj
γj−1
[
1
x− γ∗i
− 1
γ∗j − γ∗i
]
ρ(x) dx, G2 ..=
∫ γi
γi−1
ρ(x) dx
x− γ∗i
,
G3 ..=
∑
|j−i|>L
∫ γj
γj−1
[
1
x− γ∗i
− 1
γ∗j − γ∗i
]
ρ(x) dx,
G4 ..= −(1− α)Dy,i − αDx,i +O
( 1
N
)
.
The term G4 was already estimated in (�.��). In the following we will show separately that
|Ga| . N−1/4, a = 1, 2, 3.
Estimate of G3. By elementary computations, using the crude rigidity (�.��), it follows
that
|G3| . N
− 12+2ω1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
(γ∗i − γ∗j )2
.
Then, the estimate |G3| . N− 14 follows using the same computations as in (�.��).
Estimate of G2. We write
G2 =
∫ γi
γi−1
ρ(x) dx
x− γ∗i
=
∫ γi
γi−1
ρ(x)− ρ(γ∗i )
x− γ∗i
dx+ ρ(γ∗i )
∫ γi
γi−1
dx
x− γ∗i
(�.���)
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and we will show that both summands are bounded by CN−1/4. We make the convention
that if γi−1 is exactly at the left edge of a gap, then for the purpose of this proof we redefine
it to be the right edge of the same gap and similarly, if γi is exactly at the right edge of the
gap, then we set it to be left edge. This is just to make sure that [γi−1, γi] is always included
in the support of ρ.
In the first integral we use (�.���) to get∣∣∣∣∣
∫ γi
γi−1
ρ(x)− ρ(γ∗i )
x− γ∗i
dx
∣∣∣∣∣ . min {(γi − γi−1)1/3, (γi − γi−1)1/2∆−1/6} = O (N−1/4) .
(�.���)
Here we used that the local eigenvalue spacing (with the convention above) is bounded by
γi − γi−1 . max
{∆1/9
N2/3
,
1
N3/4
}
. (�.���)
For the second integral in (�.���) is an explicit calculation
ρ(γ∗i )
∫ γi
γi−1
dx
x− γ∗i
= ρ(γ∗i ) log
γi − γ∗i
γ∗i − γi−1
. (�.���)
Using the definition of the quantiles and (�.���), we have
1
2N =
∫ γ∗i
γi−1
ρ(x) dx
= ρ(γ∗i )(γ∗i − γi−1) +O
(
min
{ |γ∗i − γi−1|4/3 , |γ∗i − γi−1|3/2∆−1/6}) ,
and similarly
1
2N =
∫ γi
γ∗i
ρ(x) dx = ρ(γ∗i )(γi − γ∗i ) +O
(
min
{ |γ∗i − γi|4/3 , |γ∗i − γi|3/2∆−1/6}) .
The error terms are comparable and they are O (N−1) using (�.���), thus, subtracting these
two equations, we have
|(γi − γ∗i )− (γ∗i − γi−1)| .
min
{ |γ∗i − γi|4/3 , |γ∗i − γi|3/2∆−1/6}
ρ(γ∗i )
.
Expanding the logarithm in (�.���), we have∣∣∣∣∣ρ(γ∗i )
∫ γi
γi−1
dx
x− γ∗i
∣∣∣∣∣ . ρ(γ∗i ) |(γi − γ∗i )− (γ∗i − γi−1)|γ∗i − γi−1
. min
{ |γ∗i − γi|1/3 , |γ∗i − γi|1/2∆−1/6} . N−1/4
as in (�.���). This completes the estimate
|G2| . N−1/4. (�.���)
Estimate of G1. Fix i > 0 and set n = n(i) as follows
n(i) ..= min
{
n ∈ N ∣∣ min { |γi−n−1 − γ∗i | , |γi+n − γ∗i | } ≥ cN−3/4} (�.���)
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with some small constant c > 0.
Next,we estimate n(i). Notice that for i = 1 we have n(i) = 0. If i ≥ 2, then we notice
that one can choose c sufficiently small depending only on the model parameters, such that
1
2 ≤
ρ(x)
ρ(γ∗i )
≤ 2 : ∀x ∈ [γi−n(i)−1, γi+n(i)], i ≥ 2. (�.���)
Let
m(i) ..= max
{
m ∈ N : 12 ≤
ρ(x)
ρ(γ∗i )
≤ 2 : ∀x ∈ [γi−m−1, γi+m]
}
,
then, in order to verify (�.���), we need to prove thatm(i) ≥ n(i).
Then by a case by case calculation it follows thatm(i) ≥ c1 |i| and thus
min
{ ∣∣∣γi−m(i)−1 − γ∗i ∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣γi+m(i) − γ∗i ∣∣∣ } & max {( iN
)2/3
∆1/9,
( i
N
)3/4} ≥ c2N−3/4.
with some c1, c2. Hence (�.���) will hold if c ≤ c2 is chosen in the definition (�.���). Notice
that in these estimates it is important that the semiquantiles are always at a certain distance
away from the quantiles.
Now we give an upper bound on n(i) when γ∗i is near a (possible small) gap as in the
proof above. The local eigenvalue spacing is
γi − γ∗i ∼ max
{ ∆1/9
N2/3(i)1/3
,
1
N3/4(i)1/4
}
,
which is bigger than cN−3/4 if i ≤ ∆1/3N1/4. So in this case n(i) = 0 and we may now
assume that i ≥ ∆1/3N1/4 and still i ≥ 2.
Consider first the so-called cusp case when i ≥ N∆4/3, in this case, as long as n ≤ 12 i,
we have
γi+n − γ∗i ∼
n
N3/4(i+ 1)1/4
.
This is bigger than cN−3/4 if n ≥ i1/4, thus we have n(i) ≤ i1/4 in this case.
In the opposite case, the so-called edge case, i ≤ N∆4/3, which together with the above
assumption i ≥ ∆1/3N1/4 also implies that ∆ ≥ N−3/4. In this case, as long as n ≤ 12 i,
we have
γi+n − γ∗i ∼
n∆1/9
N2/3i1/3
.
This is bigger than cN−3/4 ifn ≥ ∆−1/9N−1/12i1/3. Sowe haven(i) ≤ ∆−1/9N−1/12i1/3 ≤
i1/3 in this case.
We split the sum in the definition of G1, see (�.���), as follows:
G1 =
∑
1≤|j−i|≤L
∫ γj
γj−1
x− γ∗j
(γ∗i − γ∗j )(x− γ∗i )
ρ(x) dx
=
( ∑
n(i)<|j−i|≤L
+
∑
1≤|j−i|≤n(i)
)
=.. S1 + S2.
(�.���)
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For the first sum we use |x− γ∗j | ≤ γ∗j+1 − γ∗j , |γ∗i − x| ∼ |γ∗i − γ∗j |. Moreover, we have
ρ(γ∗i )(γi − γi−1) ∼
1
N
from the definition of the semiquantiles. Thus we restore the integration in the first sum S1
and estimate
|S1| . 1
N
[ ∫ γi−n(i)−1
−∞
+
∫ ∞
γi+n(i)
] dx
|x− γ∗i |2
. 1
N
[ 1
|γi−n(i)−1 − γ∗i |
+ 1|γi+n(i) − γ∗i |
]
≤ CN−1/4.
In the last step we used the definition of n(i).
Now we consider S2. Notice that this sum is non-empty only if n(i) 6= 0 In this case to
estimate S2 we have to symmetrize. Fix 1 ≤ n ≤ n(i), assume i > n and consider together∫ γi−n
γi−n−1
x− γ∗i−n
(γ∗i − γ∗i−n)(x− γ∗i )
ρ(x) dx+
∫ γi+n
γi+n−1
x− γ∗i+n
(γ∗i − γ∗i+n)(x− γ∗i )
ρ(x) dx
= 1
γ∗i − γ∗i−n
∫ γi−n
γi−n−1
x− γ∗i−n
x− γ∗i
ρ(x) dx+ 1
γ∗i − γ∗i+n
∫ γi+n
γi+n−1
x− γ∗i+n
x− γ∗i
ρ(x) dx
= 1
N
[ 1
γ∗i − γ∗i−n
+ 1
γ∗i − γ∗i+n
]
+
[ ∫ γi−n
γi−n−1
ρ(x) dy
x− γ∗i
+
∫ γi+n
γi+n−1
ρ(x) dx
x− γ∗i
]
=.. B1(n) +B2(n). (�.���)
We now use 13-Hölder regularity
ρ(x) = ρ(γ∗i ) +O
(
|x− γ∗i |1/3
)
.
We thus have
∑
n≤n(i)
∫ γi−n
γi−n−1
ρ(x) dy
x− γ∗i
=
∑
n≤n(i)
ρ(γ∗i ) log
γi−n−1 − γ∗i
γi−n − γ∗i
+O
(∫ γi+n(i)
γi−n(i)−1
dx
|x− γ∗i |2/3
)
and similarly
∑
n≤n(i)
∫ γi+n
γi+n−1
ρ(x) dy
x− γ∗i
=
∑
n≤n(i)
ρ(γ∗i ) log
γi+n−1 − γ∗i
γi+n − γ∗i
+O
(∫ γi+n(i)
γi−n(i)−1
dx
|x− γ∗i |2/3
)
.
The error terms are bounded by CN−1/4 using (�.���) and therefore we have
∑
n≤n(i)
B2(n) =
∑
n≤n(i)
ρ(γ∗i )
[
log γ
∗
i − γi−n−1
γ∗i − γi−n
− log γi+n − γ
∗
i
γi+n−1 − γ∗i
]
+O
(
N−1/4
)
=
∑
n≤n(i)
ρ(γ∗i )
[
log γ
∗
i − γi−n−1
γi+n − γ∗i
+ log γi+n−1 − γ
∗
i
γ∗i − γi−n
]
+O
(
N−1/4
)
.
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We now use the bound
|ρ(x)− ρ(γ∗i )| .
|x− γ∗i |
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
, x ∈ [γi−n(i)−1, γi+n(i)],
which follows from the derivative bound (�.���) if  in the definition of i∗ = N is chosen
sufficiently small, depending on δ since throughout the proof 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2i∗ and n(i) i∗.
Note that
n
N
=
∫ γi
γi−n
ρ(x) dx = ρ(γ∗i )[γi − γi−n] +O
(
|γi−n − γ∗i |2
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
)
(�.���)
Thus, using (�.���) also for γi+n−γi, equating the two equations and dividing by ρ(γ∗i ),
we have
γi − γi−n = γi+n − γi +O
(
|γi−n − γ∗i |2
ρ(γ∗i )3 + ρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
)
.
Similar relation holds for the semiquantiles:
γ∗i − γ∗i−n = γ∗i+n − γ∗i +O
( ∣∣γ∗i−n − γ∗i ∣∣2
ρ(γ∗i )3 + ρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
)
(�.���)
and for the mixed relations among quantiles and semiquantiles:
γ∗i − γi−n = γi+n−1 − γ∗i +O
(
|γi−n − γ∗i |2
ρ(γ∗i )3 + ρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
)
γ∗i − γi−n−1 = γi+n − γ∗i +O
(
|γi−n − γ∗i |2
ρ(γ∗i )3 + ρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
)
.
Thus, using γ∗i − γi−n−1 ∼ γi+n − γ∗i , we have
ρ(γ∗i )
∣∣∣∣∣log γ∗i − γi−n−1γi+n − γ∗i
∣∣∣∣∣ . ρ(γ∗i )γi+n − γ∗i O
(
|γi−n−1 − γ∗i |2
ρ(γ∗i )3 + ρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
)
. |γi−n−1 − γ
∗
i |
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
.
Using n ≤ n(i) and (�.���), we have |γi−n−1 − γ∗i | . N−3/4. The contribution of this term
to
∑
nB2(n) is thus
N−3/4
∑
n≤n(i)
1
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
≤ n(i)N
−3/4
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
. (�.���)
In the bulk regime we have ρ(γ∗i ) ∼ 1 and n(i) ∼ N1/4, so this contribution is much
smaller than N−1/4.
In the cusp regime, i.e. when∆ ≤ (i/N)3/4, then we have γ∗i ∼ (i/N)3/4 and ρ(γ∗i ) ∼
(i/N)1/4, thus we get
(�.���) ≤ n(i)N
−3/4
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
≤ n(i)N
−3/4
ρ(γ∗i )2
. N−1/4n(i)i−1/2 . N−1/4
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since n(i) ≤ i1/4.
In the edge regime, i.e. when ∆ ≥ (i/N)3/4, then we have γ∗i ∼ ∆1/9(i/N)2/3 and
ρ(γ∗i ) ∼ ∆−1/9(i/N)1/3, thus we get
(�.���) ≤ n(i)N
−3/4
ρ(γ∗i )2 + ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
≤ n(i)N
−3/4
ρ(γ∗i )∆1/3
. n(i)N
−5/12
∆2/9i1/3
≤ N
−5/12
∆2/9
≤ N−1/4
since n(i) ≤ i1/3 and ∆ ≥ N−3/4. This completes the proof of∑nB2(n) . N−1/4.
Finally the
∑
nB1(n) term from (�.���) is estimated as follows by using (�.���):∑
n
1
N
[ 1
γ∗i − γ∗i−n−1
+ 1
γ∗i − γ∗i+n−1
]
=
∑
n
1
N
1
(γ∗i − γ∗i−n)2
O
(
(γi − γi−n−1)2
ρ(γ∗i )2[ρ(γ∗i ) + ∆1/3]
)
. n(i)
Nρ(γ∗i )2[ρ(γ∗i ) + ∆1/3]
.
In the bulk regime this is trivially bounded by CN−3/4. In the cusp regime,∆ ≤ (i/N)3/4,
we have
n(i)
Nρ(γ∗i )2[ρ(γ∗i ) + ∆1/3]
≤ n(i)
Nρ(γ∗i )3
. n(i)
N1/4i3/4
. N−1/4
since n(i) ≤ i1/4.
Finally, in the edge regime,∆ ≥ (i/N)3/4, we just use
n(i)
Nρ(γ∗i )2[ρ(γ∗i ) + ∆1/3]
≤ n(i)
Nρ(γ∗i )2∆1/3
. n(i)
N1/4i3/4
. N−1/4
sincen(i) ≤ i1/3.This gives∑nB1(n) . N−1/4. Together with the estimate on∑nB2(n)
we get |S2| . N−1/4, see (�.���) and (�.���). This completes the estimate of G1 in (�.���),
which, together with (�.���) and (�.��) finishes the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.�.� Phase �: Rigidity of ẑ on scaleN−3/4+ω1/6, without i dependence
For any fixed α ∈ [0, 1] recall the definition of the shifted process z˜(t, α) (�.��) and the
shifted α-interpolating semiquantiles γ∗i (t) from (�.��) that trail z˜. Furthermore, for all
0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we consider the interpolated density ρt with a small gap [e−t , e+t ], and its
Stieltjes transformmt. In particular,
e±t = αe±x,t + (1− α)e±y,t.
We recall that by Proposition �.�.� and (�.��) we have that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤i∗
|z˜i(t, α)− γ∗i (t)| ≤ N−
3
4+Cω1 , (�.���)
holds with very high probability for some i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 .
In this section we improve the rigidity (�.���) from scale N−
3
4+Cω1 to the almost op-
timal, but still i-independent rigidity of order N−
3
4+
ω1
6 +ξ but only for a new short range
approximation ẑi(t, α) of z˜i(t, α). The range of this new approximation `4 = N4ω` with
some ω`  1 is much shorter than that of z˚i(t, α) in Section �.�.�. Furthermore, the result
will hold only for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , for some small δ1 > 0. The rigorous statement is in
Proposition �.�.� below, after we give the definition of the short range approximation.
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�.�.�.� Short range approximation on fine scale.
Adapting the idea of [���] to the cusp regime, we now introduce a new short range ap-
proximation process ẑ(t, α) for the solution to (�.��). The short range approximation in this
section will always be denoted by hat, ẑ, in distinction to the other short range approxima-
tion z˚ used in Section �.�.�, see (�.��). Not only the length scale is shorter for ẑ, but the
definition of ẑ is more subtle than in (�.��)
The new short scale approximation is characterized by two exponents ω` and ωA. In
particular,we will always assume that ω1  ω`  ωA  1, where recall that t∗ ∼ N− 12+ω1
is defined in such a way ρt∗ has an exact cusp.The key quantity is `
..= Nω` that determines
the scale on which the interaction term in (�.��) will be cut off and replaced by its mean-field
value. This scale is not constant, it increases away from the cusp at a certain rate. The cutoff
will be effective only near the cusp, for indices beyond i∗2 , with i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 , no cutoff is
made. Finally, the intermediate scale NωA is used for a technical reason: closer to the cusp,
for indices less than NωA , we always use the density ρy,t of the reference process y(t) to
define the mean field approximation of the cutoff long range terms. Beyond this scale we
use the actual density ρt. In this way we can exploit the closeness of the density ρt to the
reference density ρy,t near the cusp and simplify the estimate. This choice will guarantee
that the error term ζ0 in (�.���) below is non zero only for |i| > NωA .
Now we define the ẑ process precisely. Let
A ..=
{
(i, j) : |i− j| ≤ `(10`3 + |i| 34 + |j| 34 )
}
∪
{
(i, j) : |i| , |j| > i∗2
}
.
One can easily check that for each i with 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗2 the set {j : (i, j) ∈ A} is an interval
of the nonzero integers and that (i, j) ∈ A if and only if (j, i) ∈ A. For each such fixed iwe
denote the smallest and the biggest j such that (i, j) ∈ A by j−(i) and j+(i), respectively.
We will use the notation
A,(i)∑
j
..=
∑
j:(i,j)∈A
i 6=j
,
Ac,(i)∑
j
..=
∑
j:(i,j)/∈A
.
Assuming for simplicity that i∗ is divisible by four, we introduce the intervals
Jz(t) ..=
[
γ− 3i∗4
(t), γ 3i∗
4
(t)
]
, (�.���)
and for each 0 < |i| ≤ i∗2 we define
Iz,i(t) ..= [γj−(i)(t), γj+(i)(t)]. (�.���)
For a fixed α ∈ [0, 1] and N ≥ |i| > i∗2 we let
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)
+ 1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Φα(t)
]
dt
(�.���)
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for 0 < |i| ≤ NωA
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)
+
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
ẑi(t, α)− E dE + <[my,t(e
+
y,t)]
]
dt,
(�.���)
and for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t) +
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
ẑi(t, α)− E dE
+ 1
N
∑
|j|≥ 34 i∗
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Φα(t)
]
dt, (�.���)
with initial data
ẑi(0, α) ..= z˜i(0, α), (�.���)
where we recall that z˜i(0, α) = αx˜i(0) + (1 − α)y˜i(0) for any α ∈ [0, 1]. In particular,
ẑ(t, 1) = x̂(t) and ẑ(t, 0) = ŷ(t), that are the short range approximations of the x˜(t) ..=
x(t)− e+x,t and y˜(t) ..= x(t)− e+y,t processes.
Using the rigidity estimates in (�.��) and (�.���) we will prove the following lemma in
Appendix �.C.
Lemma �.�.�. Assuming that the rigidity estimates (�.��) and (�.���) hold. Then, for any fixed
α ∈ [0, 1] we have
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− z˜i(t, α)| ≤ N
Cω1
N
3
4
, (�.���)
with very high probability.
In particular, since (�.��) and (�.���) have already been proven, we conclude from (�.���)
and (�.���) that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| ≤
NCω1
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, (�.���)
for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1].
Now we state the improved rigidity for ẑ, the main result of Section �.�.�:
Proposition �.�.�. Fix anyα ∈ [0, 1]. There exists a constantC > 0 such that if 0 < δ1 < Cω`
then
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 (�.���)
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability.
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Proof. Recall that initially z˜i(0, α) is a linear interpolation between x˜i(0) and y˜i(0) and
thus for z˜i(0, α) optimal rigidity (�.��) holds. We define the derivative process
wi(t, α) ..= ∂αẑi(t, α).
In particular, we find that w = w(t, α) is the solution of
∂tw = Lw + ζ(0), L ..= B + V, (�.���)
with initial data
wi(0, α) = x̂i(0)− ŷi(0).
Here, for any 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N , the (short range) operator B is defined on any vector f ∈ C2N
as
(Bf)i ..=
A,(i)∑
j
Bij(fi − fj), Bij ..= − 1
N
1
(ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α))2 . (�.���)
Moreover,V is a multiplication operator, i.e. (Vf)i = Vifi, where Vi is defined in different
regimes of i as follows:
Vi ..=−
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
(ẑi(t, α)− E)2 dE, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N
ωA
Vi ..=−
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
(ẑi(t, α)− E)2 dE, N
ωA < |i| ≤ i∗2
(�.���)
and Vi = 0 for |i| > i∗2 . The error term ζ
(0)
i = ζ
(0)
i (t) in (�.���) is defined as follows: for
|i| > i∗2 we have
ζ
(0)
i
..= 1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
∂αz˜j(t, α)− ∂αz˜i(t, α)
(z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α))2 + ∂αΦα(t) =
.. Z1 + ∂αΦα(t) (�.���)
for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 we have
ζ
(0)
i
..= 1
N
∑
|j|≥ 3i∗4
∂αz˜j(t, α)− ∂αz˜i(t, α)
(z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α))2 +
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
∂α
[
ρt(E + e+t )
]
ẑi(t, α)− E dE (�.���)
+
(
∂α
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
) ρt(E + e+t )
ẑi(t, α)− E dE + ∂αΦα(t) =
.. Z2 + Z3 + Z4 + ∂αΦα(t),
and finally for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA we have ζ(0)i = 0. We recall that Iz,i(t) and Jz(t) in (�.���)
are defined by (�.���) and (�.���) respectively. Next, we prove that the error term ζ(0) in
(�.���) is bounded by some large power of N .
Lemma �.�.��. There exists a large constant C > 0 such that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤N
∣∣∣ζ(0)i (t)∣∣∣ ≤ NC . (�.���)
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Proof. By (�.��), it follows that
∂αΦα(t) = ∂α<[mt(e+t + iN−100)] + h∗∗(t, 1)− h∗∗(t, 0),
with h∗∗(t, α) defined by (�.��). Since the two h∗∗ terms are small by (�.��), for each fixed
t, we have that
|∂αΦα(t)| .
∣∣∣∣∣∂α
∫
R
ρt(e+t + E)
E − iN−100 dE
∣∣∣∣∣+N−1 = U1 + U2 +N−1, (�.���)
where
U1 ..=
∣∣∣∣∣∂α
∫ γi(δ∗)
γ−i(δ∗)
ρt(e+t + E)
E − iN−100 dE
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∂α
∫
I∗
ρt(e+t + ϕα,t(s))
ϕα,t(s)− iN−100ϕ
′
α,t(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣
U2 ..=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
∑
i∗(δ)<|i|≤N
∂α
∫
R
ψ(E − γ∗i (t))
E − iN−100 dE
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
using the notation γi(δ∗) = γi(δ∗)(t) and the definition of ρt from (�.��). In U1 we changed
variables, i.e. E = ϕα,t(s), using that s → ϕα,t(s) is strictly increasing. In particular, in
order to compute the limits of integration we used that ϕα,t(i/N) = γi(t) by (�.��) and
defined the α-independent interval I∗ ..= [−i(δ∗)/N, i(δ∗)/N ]. Furthermore, in U1 we
denoted by prime the s-derivative.
For U1 we have that (omitting the t dependence, ρ = ρt, etc.)
U1 .
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I∗
∂α[ρ(e+ + ϕα(s))]
ϕα(s)− iN−100 ϕ
′
α(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I∗
ρ(e+ + ϕα(s))
(ϕα(s)− iN−100)2 (ϕ
′
α(s))2 ds
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I∗
ρ(e+ + ϕα(s))
ϕα(s)− iN−100∂αϕ
′
α(s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣ . (�.���)
For s ∈ I∗, by the definition of ϕα(s) and (�.��) it follows that
1 = n′α(ϕα(s))ϕ′α(s) = ρα(ϕα(s))ϕα(s),
and so that
ϕ′α(s) =
1
ρα(ϕα(s))
. s− 14 , (�.���)
where in the last inequality we used that ρα(ω) ∼ min{ω1/3, ω1/2∆−1/6} and ϕα(s) ∼
max{s 34 , s 23∆1/9} by (�.��a).
In the first integral in (�.���) we use that
ρ(e+ + ϕα(s)) = ρα(e+ + ϕα(s)), s ∈ I∗
by (�.��) and that ∂α[ρα(e+ + ϕα(s))] is bounded by the explicit relation in (�.��). For the
other two integrals in (�.���) we use that ρ is bounded on the integration domain and that
(ϕ′α(s))2 . s−1/2 from (�.���), hence it is integrable. In the third integral we also observe
that
∂αϕα(s) = ϕλ(s)− ϕµ(s)
���
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by (�.��), thus |∂αϕ′α(s)| . s−1/4 similarly to (�.���). Using
∣∣ϕα(s)− iN−100∣∣ & N−100,
we thus conclude that
U1 . N200.
Next, we proceed with the estimate for U2.
Notice that |∂αψ(E − γ∗i (t))| ≤ ‖ψ′‖∞ |γ̂x,i(t)− γ̂y,i(t)| by (�.��). Furthermore,
since
∣∣E − iN−100∣∣ & δ∗ on the domain of integration of U2, we conclude that
U2 . N200
∥∥ψ′∥∥∞ ,
and therefore from (�.���) we have
|∂αΦα(t)| . N202. (�.���)
since ‖ψ′‖∞ . N2 by the choice of ψ, see below (�.��).
Similarly, we conclude that
|Z3| . N200‖ψ′‖∞.
To estimate Z2, by (�.��), it follows that
d(∂αz˜i) =
[
1
N
∑
j
∂αz˜j − ∂αz˜i
(z˜i − z˜j)2 + ∂αΦα(t)
]
dt,
with initial data
∂αz˜i(0, α) = x˜i(0)− y˜i(0),
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N . Since |∂αz˜i(0, α)| . N200 for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N , by Duhamel principle
and contraction, it follows that
|∂αz˜i(t, α)| . N200 + t∗ max0≤τ≤t∗ |∂αΦα(τ)| . N
202 (�.���)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. In particular, by (�.���) it follows that
|Z2| . N202
√
N
since for all j in the summation in Z2 we have that |i− j| & i∗ ∼ N 12 and thus |z˜i − z˜j | &
|i− j| /N & N−1/2.
Finally,we estimate Z4 using the fact that the endpoints of Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t) are quantiles
γi(t) whose α-derivatives are bounded by (�.��). Hence
|Z4| .
∣∣∣∣∣ρt(γj+ + e
+
t )
ẑi − γj+
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ρt(γj− + e
+
t )
ẑi − γj−
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρt(γ 3i∗
4
+ e+t )
ẑi − γ 3i∗
4
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . N (�.���)
by rigidity. Combining (�.���)-(�.���) we conclude (�.���), completing also the proof of
Lemma �.�.��.
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Continuing the analysis of the equation (�.���), for any fixed α let us define w# =
w#(t, α) as the solution of
∂tw
# = Lw#, (�.���)
with cutoff initial data
w#i (0, α) = 1{|i|≤N4ω`+δ}wi(0, α),
with some 0 < δ < Cω` where C > 10 a constant such that (4 + C)ω` < ωA.
By the rigidity (�.���) the finite speed estimate (�.���), with δ′ ..= δ, for the propagator
UL of L holds. Let 0 < δ1 < δ2 , then, using Duhamel principle and (�.���), it easily follows
that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
|i|≤N4ω`+δ1
∣∣∣w#i (t, α)− wi(t, α)∣∣∣ ≤ N−100, (�.���)
for any α ∈ [0, 1]. In other words, the initial conditions far away do not influence the
w-dynamics, hence they can be set zero.
Next, we use the heat kernel contraction for the equation in (�.���). By the optimal
rigidity of x̂i(0) and ŷi(0), since w#i (0, α) is non zero only for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ, it follows
that
max
1≤|i|≤N
∣∣∣w#i (0, α)∣∣∣ ≤ N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
,
and so, by heat kernel contraction and Duhamel principle
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤N
∣∣∣w#i (t, α)∣∣∣ ≤ N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
. (�.���)
Next, we recall that ẑ(t, α = 0) = ŷ(t).
Combining (�.���) and (�.���), integrating wi(t, α′) over α′ ∈ [0, α], by high moment
Markov inequality as in (�.��)-(�.��), we conclude that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− ŷi(t)| ≤ N
ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 ,
for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1] with very high probability for any ξ > 0. Since
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| ≤ |ŷi(t)− γ̂y,i(t)|+ |γi(t)− γ̂y,i(t)|+
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
,
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 and α ∈ [0, 1], by (�.��) and the optimal rigidity of ŷi(t), see
(�.��), we conclude that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| ≤
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1
for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1], for any ξ > 0 with very high probability. This concludes the proof
of (�.���).
���
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�.�.� Phase �: Rigidity for ẑ with the correct i-dependence.
In this subsection we will prove almost optimal i-dependent rigidity for the short range
approximation ẑi(t, α) (see (�.���)–(�.���)) for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 .
Proposition �.�.��. Let δ1 be defined in Proposition �.�.�, then, for any fixedα ∈ [0, 1], we have
that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , (�.���)
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability.
Proof. Define
K ..= dN ξe,
then (�.���) (with ξ → ξ/2) implies (�.���) for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ 2K. Next, we prove (�.���) for
all 2K ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 by coupling x˜i(t) with y˜〈i−K〉(t), where we make the following
notational convention:
〈i−K〉 ..=
{
i−K if i ∈ [K + 1, N ] ∪ [−N,−1],
i−K − 1 if i ∈ [1,K]. (�.���)
This slight complication is due to our indexing convention that excludes i = 0.
In order to couple the Brownian motion of x˜i(t) with the one of y˜〈i−K〉(t) we construct
a new process z˜∗(t, α) satisfying
dz˜∗i (t, α) =
√
2
N
dB〈i−K〉 +
[
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
z˜∗i (t, α)− z˜∗j (t, α)
+ Φα(t)
]
dt, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N
(�.���)
with initial data
z˜∗i (0, α) = αx˜i(0) + (1− α)y˜〈i−K〉(0),
for anyα ∈ [0, 1]. Notice that the only difference with respect to z˜i(t, α) from (�.��) is a shift
in the index of the Brownianmotion, i.e. z˜ and z˜∗ (almost) coincide in distribution, but their
coupling to the y-process is different. The slight discrepancy comes from the effect of the
few extreme indices. Indeed, to make the definition (�.���) unambiguous even for extreme
indices, i ∈ [−N,−N + K − 1], additionally we need to define independent Brownian
motions Bj and initial padding particles y˜j(0) = −jN300 for j = −N − 1, . . .−N −K.
Similarly to Lemma �.�.�, the effect of these very distant additional particles is negligible on
the dynamics of the particles for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N for some small .
Next, we define the process ẑ∗(t, α) as the short range approximation of z˜∗(t, α), given
by (�.���)–(�.���) but Bi replaced with B〈i−K〉 and we use initial data ẑ∗(0, α) = z˜∗(0, α).
In particular,
ẑ∗i (t, 1) = x̂i(t) +O
(
N−100
)
, ẑ∗i (t, 0) = ŷ〈i−K〉(t) +O
(
N−100
)
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,
the discrepancy again coming from the negligible effect of the additionalK distant particles
on the particles near the cusp regime.
Let w∗i (t, α) ..= ∂αẑ∗i (t, α), i.e. w∗ = w∗(t, α) is a solution of
∂tw
∗ = Bw∗ + Vw∗ + ζ(0)
���
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with initial data
w∗i (0, α) = x̂∗i (0)− ŷ〈i−K〉(0).
The operators B, L and the error term ζ(0) are defined as in (�.���)-(�.���) with all z˜ and ẑ
replaced by z˜∗ and ẑ∗, respectively.
We now define (w∗)# as the solution of
∂t(w∗)# = L(w∗)#,
with cutoff initial data
(w∗i )#(0, α) = 1{|i|≤N4ω`+δ}w
∗
i (0, α),
with 0 < δ < Cω` with C > 10 such that (4 + C)ω` < ωA.
We claim that
(w∗i )#(0, α) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N. (�.���)
We need to check it for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ, otherwise (w∗i )#(0, α) = 0 by the cutoff. In
the regime 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ we use the optimal rigidity (Lemma �.�.� with ξ → ξ/10) for
x̂∗i (0) and ŷ〈i−K〉(0) that yields
(w∗i )#(0, α) = x̂∗i (0)− ŷ〈i−K〉(0) ≥ −N
ξ
10 ηf (γ∗x,i(0)) + γ̂x,i(0)
− γ̂y,〈i−K〉(0)−N
ξ
10 ηf (γ∗y,〈i−K〉(0)).
(�.���)
We now check that γ̂x,i(0)−γ̂y,〈i−K〉(0) is sufficiently positive to compensate for theN
ξ
10 ηf
error terms. Indeed, by (�.��a) and (�.��), for all |i| ≥ 2K we have
γ̂x,i(t)− γ̂y,〈i−K〉(t) & Kηf (γ∗x,i(t)) N
ξ
10 ηf (γ∗x,i(t))
and that
ηf (γ∗y,〈i−K〉(t)) ∼ ηf (γ∗x,i(t)).
This shows (�.���) in the 2K ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ regime. If K ≤ |i| ≤ 2K or −K ≤ i ≤ −1
we have that (w∗i )#(0, α) ≥ 0 since
γ̂x,i(0)− γ̂y,〈i−K〉(0) & max
{K3/4
N3/4
, (t∗ − t)1/6K
2/3
N2/3
}
& Kmax
{
ηf (γ∗x,i(0)), ηf (γ∗y,〈i−K〉(0))
}
,
so γ̂x,i(0) − γ̂y,〈i−K〉(0) beats the error terms N
ξ
10 ηf as well. Finally, if 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1
the bound in (�.���) is easy since γ̂x,i(0) and γ̂y,〈i−K〉(0) have opposite sign, i.e. they are in
two different sides of the small gap and one of them is at least of order (K/N)3/4, beating
N
ξ
10 ηf . This proves (�.���). Hence, by the maximum principle we conclude that
(w∗i )#(t, α) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, α ∈ [0, 1].
Let δ1 < δ2 be defined in Proposition �.�.�. The rigidity estimate in (�.���) holds for ẑ
∗
as well, since ẑ and ẑ∗ have the same distribution. Furthermore, by (�.���) the propagator
���
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U of L ..= B + V satisfies the finite speed estimate in Lemma �.B.�. Then, using Duhamel
principle and (�.���), we obtain
sup
0≤t≤t∗
max
1≤|i|≤N4ω`+δ1
∣∣∣(w∗i )#(t, α)− w∗i (t, α)∣∣∣ ≤ N−100, (�.���)
for any α ∈ [0, 1] with very high probability.
By (�.���), integrating w∗i (t, α′) over α′ ∈ [0, α], we conclude that
ẑ∗i (t, α)− ŷ〈i−K〉(t) ≥ −N−100, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,4ω`+δ1 (�.���)
for all α ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ with very high probability. Note that in order to prove
(�.���) with very high probability we used a Markov inequality as in (�.��)-(�.��). Hence,
ẑ∗i (t, α)− γi(t) ≥
[
ŷ〈i−K〉(t)− γ̂y,〈i−K〉(t)
]
+
[
γ̂y,〈i−K〉(t)− γ̂y,i(t)
]
+
[
γ̂y,i(t)− γi(t)
]−N−100
& −K(ηf (γ∗y,〈i−K〉(t)) + ηf (γ∗y,i(t)))− γ∗i (t)t1/3∗
≥ −2K(ηf (γ∗y,〈i−K〉(t)) + ηf (γ∗y,i(t)))
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , where we used the optimal rigidity (�.��) and (�.��) in going to
the second line. In particular, since for |i| ≥ 2K we have that ηf (γ∗y,i(t)) ∼ ηf (γ∗y,i−K(t)),
we conclude that
ẑ∗i (t, α)− γi(t) ≥ −
CKN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
, 2K ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , (�.���)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ and for any α ∈ [0, 1]. This implies the lower bound in (�.���).
In order to prove the upper bound in (�.���) we consider a very similar process z˜∗i (t, α)
(we continue to denote it by star) where the index shift in y is in the other direction. More
precisely, it is defined as a solution of
dz˜∗i (t, α) =
√
2
N
dB〈i+K〉 +
[
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
z˜∗i (t, α)− z˜∗j (t, α)
+ Φα(t)
]
dt
with initial data
z˜i(0, α) = αy˜〈i+K〉(0) + (1− α)x˜i(0),
for any α ∈ [0, 1]. Here 〈i+K〉 is defined analogously to (�.���). Then, by similar compu-
tations, we conclude that
ẑ∗i (t, α)− γi(t) ≤
KN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
, 2K ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , (�.���)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ and for any α ∈ [0, 1]. Combining (�.���) and (�.���) we conclude (�.���)
and complete the proof of Proposition �.�.��.
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�.� Proof of Proposition �.�.�: Dyson Brownian motion near the
cusp
In this section t1 ≤ t∗, indicating that we are before the cusp formation.The main result of
this section is the following proposition from which we can quickly prove Proposition �.�.�
for t1 ≤ t∗. If t1 > t∗ we conclude Proposition �.�.� using the analogous Proposition �.�.�
instead of Proposition �.�.� exactly in the same way.
Proposition �.�.�. For t1 ≤ t∗, with very high probability we have that∣∣∣(λj(t1)− e+λ,t1)− (µj+iµ−iλ(t1)− e+µ,t1)∣∣∣ ≤ N− 34−cω1 (�.���)
for some small constant c > 0 and for any j such that |j − iλ| ≤ Nω1 .
The proof of Proposition �.�.� will be given at the end of the section after several auxiliary
lemmas.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. Using the change of variables x = N 34 (x′ − br,t1), for r = λ, µ,
and the definition of correlation function, for each Lipschitz continuous and compactly
supported test function F , we have that∫
Rk
F (x)
[
Nk/4p
(N,λ)
k,t1
(
bλ,t1 +
x
N3/4
)
−Nk/4p(N,µ)k,t1
(
bµ,t1 +
x
N3/4
)]
dx
= Nk
(
N
k
)−1 ∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
[
E
H
(λ)
t1
F
(
N
3
4 (λi1 − bλ,t1), . . . , N
3
4 (λik − bλ,t1)
)
−E
H
(µ)
t1
F (λ→ µ)
]
,
(�.���)
where λ1, . . . , λN and µ1, . . . , µN are the eigenvalues, labelled in increasing order, ofH
(λ)
t1
and H(µ)t1 respectively. In EH(µ)t1
F (λ→ µ) we also replace bλ,t1 by bµ,t1 .
In order to apply Proposition �.�.� we split the sum in the rhs. of (�.���) into two sums:
∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
|i1−iλ|,...,|ik−iλ|<N
and its complement
′∑
, (�.���)
where  is a positive exponent with  ω1.
We start with the estimate for the second sum of (�.���). In particular, we will estimate
only the term E
H
(λ)
t1
(·), the estimate for E
H
(µ)
t1
(·) will follow in an analogous way.
Since the test function F is compactly supported and in
∑′ there is at least one index
il such that |il − iλ| ≥ N , we have that
′∑
E
H
(λ)
t1
F
(
N
3
4 (λi1 − bλ,t1), . . . , N
3
4 (λik − bλ,t1)
)
. Nk−1
∑
il: |il−iλ|≥N
P
H
(λ)
t1
(
|λil − bλ,t1 | . N−
3
4
)
.
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Let γλ,i = γ̂λ,i + e+λ,t1 be the classical eigenvalue locations of ρλ(t1) defined by (�.��) for
all 1 − iλ ≤ i ≤ N + 1 − iλ. Then, by the rigidity estimate from Corollary �.�.�, we have
that
P
H
(λ)
t1
(
|λil − bλ,t1 | . N−
3
4 , |il − iλ| ≥ N 
)
≤ N−D, (�.���)
for each D > 0. Indeed, by rigidity it follows that
|λil − bλ,t1 | ≥ |γλ,il − γλ,iλ | − |λil − γλ,il | − |bλ,t1 − γλ,iλ |
& N
c
N
3
4
− N
cξ
N
3
4
& N
c
N
3
4
(�.���)
with very high probability, if N  ≤ |il − iλ| ≤ c˜N , for some 0 < c˜ < 1. In (�.���) we used
the rigidity from Corollary �.�.� in the form
|λi − γλ,i| ≤ N
ξ
N
3
4
,
for any ξ > 0, with very high probability. Note that (�.���) and (�.���) hold for any  & ξ.
If |il − iλ| ≥ c˜N , then |γil − γiλ | ∼ 1 and the bound in (�.���) clearly holds. A similar
estimate holds for H(µ)t1 , hence, choosing D > k + 1 we conclude that the second sum in
(�.���) is negligible.
Next, we consider the first sum in (�.���). For t1 ≤ t∗ we have, by (�.��a) that∣∣∣(e+λ,t1 − bλ,t1)− (e+µ,t1 − bµ,t1)∣∣∣ = 12 |∆λ,t1 −∆µ,t1 | . ∆µ,t1(t∗−t1)1/3 ≤ N− 34− 16+Cω1 .
Hence, by (�.���), using that |F (x)− F (x′)| . ‖x− x′‖, we conclude that
∑
{i1,...,ik}⊂[N ]
|i1−iλ|,...,|ik−iλ|≤N
[
E
H
(λ)
t1
F
(
N
3
4 (λi1 − bλ,t1), . . . , N
3
4 (λik − bλ,t1)
)
−E
H
(µ)
t1
F (λ→ µ)
]
≤ Ck N
k
N cω1
,
for some c > 0. Then, using that
Nk(N − k)!
N ! = 1 +Ok(N
−1),
we easily conclude the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.�.� Interpolation.
In order to prove Proposition �.�.� we recall a few concepts introduced previously. In Sec-
tion �.� we introduced the padding particles xi(t), yi(t), for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N , that are good
approximations of the eigenvalues λj(t), µj(t) respectively, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , in the sense
of Lemma �.�.�. They satisfy a Dyson Brownian Motion equation (�.��), (�.��) mimicking
the DBM of genuine eigenvalue processes (�.��), (�.��). It is more convenient to consider
shifted processes where the edge motion is subtracted.
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More precisely, for r = x, y and r(t) = x(t), y(t), we defined
r˜i(t) ..= ri(t)− e+r,t, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. In particular, r˜(t) is a solution of
dr˜i(t) =
√
2
N
dBi +
(
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
r˜i(t)− r˜j(t) + <[mr,t(e
+
r,t)]
)
dt,
with initial data
r˜i(0) = ri(0)− e+r,0,
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N .
Next, following a similar idea of [���], we also introduced in (�.��) an interpolation pro-
cess between x˜(t) and y˜(t). For any α ∈ [0, 1] we defined the process z˜(t, α) as the solution
of
dz˜i(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
(
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Φα(t)
)
dt,
with initial data
z˜i(0, α) = αx˜i(0) + (1− α)y˜i(0),
for each 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N . Recall that Φα(t) was defined in (�.��) and it is such that Φ0(t) =
<[my,t(e+y,t)] and Φ1(t) = <[mx,t(e+x,t)]. Note that z˜i(t, 1) = x˜i(t) and z˜i(t, 0) = y˜i(t)
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N and 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗.
We recall the definition of the interpolated quantiles from (�.��) of Section �.�;
γi(t) ..= αγ̂x,i(t) + (1− α)γ̂y,i(t), α ∈ [0, 1],
where γ̂x,i and γ̂y,i are the shifted quantiles of ρx,t and ρy,t respectively, defined in Sec-
tion �.�. In particular,
e±t = αe±x,t + (1− α)e±y,t, α ∈ [0, 1].
We denoted the interpolated density, whose quantiles are the γi(t), by ρt (�.��), and its
Stieltjes transform bymt.
Let ẑ(t, α) be the short range approximation of z˜(t, α) defined by (�.���)-(�.���), with
exponents ω1  ω`  ωA  1 and with initial data ẑ(0, α) = z˜(0, α) and i∗ = N 12+C∗ω1 ,
for some large constant C∗ > 0. In particular, x̂(t) = ẑ(t, 1) and ŷ(t) = ẑ(t, 0). Assuming
optimal rigidity in (�.��) for r˜i(t) = x˜i(t), y˜i(t), the following lemma shows that the process
r˜ and its short range approximation r̂ = x̂, ŷ stay very close to each other, i.e. |r̂i − r˜i| ≤
N−
3
4−c, for some small c > 0. This is the analogue of Lemma �.� in [���] and its proof,
given in Appendix �.C, follows similar lines. It assumes the optimal rigidity, see (�.���)
below, which is ensured by Corollary �.�.�, see Lemma �.�.�.
Lemma �.�.�. Let i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 . Assume that z˜(t, 0) and z˜(t, 1) satisfy the optimal rigidity
sup
0≤t≤t1
|z˜i(t, α)− γ̂r,i(t)| ≤ N ξηρr,tf (e+r,t + γ̂r,±i(t)), 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, (�.���)
���
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with r = x, y, α = 0, 1, for any ξ > 0, with very high probability. Then, for α = 0 or α = 1
we have that
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
0≤t≤t1
|z˜i(t, α)− ẑi(t, α)|
. N
ω1
6 N ξ
N
3
4
(
Nω1
N3ω`
+ N
ω1
N
1
8
+ N
Cω1N
ωA
2
N
1
6
+ N
ωA
2 NCω1
N
1
4
+ N
Cω1
N
1
18
)
,
(�.���)
for any ξ > 0, with very high probability.
In particular, (�.���) implies that there exists a small fixed universal constant c > 0 such
that
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
0≤t≤t1
|z˜i(t, α)− ẑi(t, α)| . N− 34−c, α = 0, 1 (�.���)
with very high probability.
Remark �.�.�. Note the denominator in the first error term in (�.���): the factor N3ω` is better
than N2ω` in Lemma �.� in [���], this is because of the natural cusp scaling. The fact that this
power is at leastN (1+)ω` was essential in [���] since this allowed to transfer the optimal rigidity
from z˜ to the ẑ process for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Optimal rigidity for ẑ is essential (i) for the heat
kernel bound for the propagator of L, see (�.���)–(�.���), and (ii) for a good `p-norm for the initial
condition in (�.���). With our approach, however, this power in (�.���) is not critical since we
have already obtained an even better, i-dependent rigidity for the ẑ process for any α by using
maximum principle, see Proposition �.�.��. We still need (�.���) for the x and y processes (i.e. only
for α = 0, 1), but only with a precision below the rigidity scale, therefore the denominator in the
first term has only to beatN
7
6ω1+ξ.
�.�.� Differentiation.
Next, we consider the α-derivative of the process ẑ(t, α). Let
ui(t) = ui(t, α) ..= ∂αẑi(t, α), 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,
then u is a solution of the equation
∂tu = Lu+ ζ(0), (�.���)
where ζ(0), defined by (�.���)-(�.���), is an error term that is non zero only for |i| > NωA
and such that
∣∣∣ζ(0)i ∣∣∣ . NC , for some large constant C > 0 with very high probability, by
(�.���), and the operator L = B + V acting on R2N is defined by (�.���)-(�.���).
In the following with UL we denote the semigroup associated to (�.���), i.e. by Duhamel
principle
u(t) = UL(0, t)u(0) +
∫ t
0
UL(s, t)ζ(0)(s) ds
and UL(s, s) = Id for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Furthermore, for each a, b such that |a| , |b| ≤ N , with
ULab we denote the entries of UL, which can be either seen as the solution of the equation
(�.���) with initial condition ua(0) = δab.
By Proposition �.�.� and Lemma �.C.�, for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1], it follows that
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sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
NCω1
N
1
2
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, (�.���)
and
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
NCω1
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, (�.���)
with very high probability. Then, using (�.���), as a consequence of Lemma �.B.� we have
the following:
Lemma �.�.�. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any 0 < δ < Cω`, if 1 ≤ |a| ≤
1
2N
4ω`+δ and |b| ≥ N4ω`+δ, then
sup
0≤s≤t≤t∗
ULab(s, t) + ULba(s, t) ≤ N−D
for anyD > 0 with very high probability.
Furthermore, by Proposition �.�.��, for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1], we have that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
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, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1 , (�.���)
for some small fixed δ1 > 0 and for any ξ > 0 with very high probability.
Next, we introduce the `p norms
‖u‖p ..=
(∑
i
|ui|p
) 1
p
, ‖u‖∞ ..= max
i
|ui| .
Following a similar scheme to [��], [��] with some minor modifications we will prove the
following Sobolev-type inequalities in Appendix �.D.
Lemma �.�.�. For any small η > 0 there exists cη > 0 such that
∑
i 6=j∈Z+
(ui − uj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η ≥ cη
(∑
i≥1
|ui|p
) 2
p
,
∑
i 6=j∈Z−
(ui − uj)2∣∣ |i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣2−η ≥ cη
(∑
i≤−1
|ui|p
) 2
p
(�.���)
hold, with p = 82+3η , for any function ‖u‖p <∞.
Using the Sobolev inequality in (�.���) and the finite speed estimate of Lemma �.�.�, we
prove the following lemma on the heat kernel decay in Appendix �.E.
Lemma �.�.�. Assume (�.���), (�.���) and (�.���). Let 0 < δ4 < δ110 and w0 ∈ R2N such that
|(w0)i| ≤ N−100‖w0‖1, for |i| ≥ `4N δ4 . Then, for any small η > 0 there exists a constant
C > 0 independent of η and a constant cη such that for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ t∗
‖UL(s, t)w0‖2 ≤
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 (t− s)
)1−3η
‖w0‖1, (�.���)
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and
‖UL(0, t)w0‖∞ ≤
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 t
) 2(1−3η)
p
‖w0‖p, (�.���)
for each p ≥ 1.
Let 0 < δv < δ42 . Define vi = vi(t, α) to be the solution of
∂tv = Lv, vi(0, α) = ui(0, α)1{|i|≤N4ω`+δv}. (�.���)
Then, by Lemma �.�.� the next lemma follows.
Lemma �.�.�. Let u be the solution of the equation in (�.���) and v defined by (�.���), then we
have that
sup
0≤t≤t1
sup
|i|≤`4
|ui(t)− vi(t)| ≤ N−100, (�.���)
with very high probability.
Proof. By (�.���) and (�.���) have that
ui(t)− vi(t) =
N∑
j=−N
ULij(0, t)uj(0)−
N4ω`+δv∑
j=−N4ω`+δv
ULij(0, t)uj(0)
+
∫ t
0
∑
|j|≥NωA
ULij(s, t)ζ(0)j (s) ds.
Then, using that ζ(0)i = 0 for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA and (�.���), the bound in (�.���) follows by
Lemma �.�.�.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. We consider only the j = iλ case. By Lemma �.�.� and (�.���) we
have that∣∣∣(λiλ(t1)− e+λ,t1)− (µiµ(t1)− e+µ,t1)∣∣∣
≤ |x˜1(t1)− x̂1(t1)|+ |x̂1(t1)− ŷ1(t1)|+ |ŷ1(t1)− y˜1(t1)| ≤ |x̂1(t1)− ŷ1(t1)|+N− 34−c
with very high probability.
Since ẑi(t1, 1) = x̂i(t1) and ẑi(t1, 0) = ŷi(t1) for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N , by the definition of
ui(t, α), it follows that
x̂1(t1)− ŷ1(t1) =
∫ 1
0
u1(t1, α) dα.
Furthermore, by a high moment Markov inequality as in (�.��)-(�.��) and Lemma �.�.�,
we get ∫ 1
0
|u1(t1, α)| dα . N−100 +
∫ 1
0
|v1(t1, α)| dα.
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Since vi(0) = ui(0)1{|i|≤N4ω`+δv} and, by (�.��) and (�.��), for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δv we have
that
|ui(0)| . |x̂i(0)− γ̂x,i(0)|+ |ŷi(0)− γ̂y,i(0)|+ |γ̂x,i(0)− γ̂y,i(0)|
. N
ω1
6
|i| 14 N 34
+ |i|
3
4 N
ω1
2
N
11
12
. N
ω1
6
|i| 14 N 34
,
we conclude that
‖v(0)‖5 . N
ω1
6
N
3
4
(�.���)
with very high probability. Hence, by Lemma �.�.� and Markov’s inequality again, we get∫ 1
0
|v1(t1, α)| dα ≤ sup
α∈[0,1]
‖v(t1, α)‖∞ . N
ω1
6
N
3
4N
4ω1
15
= 1
N
3
4N
ω1
10
,
with very high probability. This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
�.� Case of t ≥ t∗: small minimum
In this section we consider the case when the densities ρx,t, ρy,t, hence their interpolation
ρt as well, have a small minimum, i.e. t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗. We deal with the small minimum
case in this separate section mainly for notational reasons: for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ the processes
x(t) and y(t), and consequently the associated quantiles and densities, are shifted by m˜r,t, for
r = x, y, instead of e+r,t. We recall that m˜r,t, defined in (�.��a), denotes a close approximation
of the actual local minimum mr,t near the physical cusp. We chose to shift x(t) and y(t) by
the tilde approximation of theminimum instead of theminimum itself for technical reasons,
namely because the t-derivative of m˜r,t, r = x, y, satisfies the convenient relation in (�.��d).
As we explained at the beginning of Section �.�, in order to prove universality, i.e. Propo-
sition �.�.� at time t1 ≥ t∗, it is enough to prove the following:
Proposition �.�.�. For t1 ≥ t∗, we have, with very high probability, that∣∣(λj(t1)−mλ,t1)− (µj+iµ−iλ(t1)−mµ,t1)∣∣ ≤ N− 34−c
for some small constant c > 0 and for any j such that |j − iλ| ≤ Nω1 . Here mλ,t1 and mµ,t1
are the local minimum of ρλ,t1 and ρµ,t1 , respectively.
We introduce the shifted process r˜i(t) = x˜i(t), y˜i(t) for t ≥ t∗. Let us define
r˜i(t) ..= ri(t)− m˜r,t, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N,
for r = x, y, hence, by (�.��d), the shifted points satisfy the following DBM
dr˜i(t) =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
r˜i(t)− r˜j(t) dt−
( d
dtm˜r,t
)
dt.
Furthermore we recall that by γ̂r,i(t) we the denote the quantiles of ρr,t, with r = x, y, for
all t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, i.e.
γ̂r,i = γr,i − m˜r,t, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N.
By the rigidity estimate of Corollary �.�.�, using Lemma �.�.� and the fluctuation scale
estimate in (�.��a) the proof of the following lemma is immediate.
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Lemma �.�.�. Let r˜(t) = x˜(t), y˜(t). There exists a fixed small  > 0, such that for each 1 ≤
|i| ≤ N , we have
sup
t∗≤t≤t1
|r˜i(t)− γ̂r,i(t)| ≤ N ξηρr,tf (γr,i(t)), (�.���)
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability, where we recall that the behavior of ηρr,tf (e
+
r,t +
γ̂r,±i(t)), with r = x, y, is given by (�.��b).
In order to prove Proposition �.�.�, by Lemma �.�.� and (�.��b), it is enough to prove the
following proposition.
Proposition �.�.�. For t1 ≥ t∗ we have, with very high probability, that
|(xi(t1)− m˜x,t1)− (yi(t1)− m˜y,t1)| ≤ N−
3
4−c
for some small constant c > 0 and for any 1 ≤ |i| ≤ Nω1 .
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition �.�.�. We start
with some preparatory lemmas. We recall the definition of the interpolated quantiles given
in Section �.�,
γi(t) ..= αγ̂x,i(t) + (1− α)γ̂y,i(t), (�.���)
for all α ∈ [0, 1] and t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, as well as
mt ..= αm˜x,t + (1− α)m˜y,t,
for allα ∈ [0, 1] and t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗. Furthermore by ρt from (�.��) we denote the interpolated
density between ρx,t and ρy,t and bymt its Stieltjes transform.
We now define the process z˜i(t, α) whose initial data are given by the linear interpola-
tion of x˜(0) and y˜(0). Analogously to the small gap case, we define the function Ψα(t), for
t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, that represents the correct shift of the process z˜(t, α), in order to compensate
the discrepancy of our choice of the interpolation for ρt with respect to the semicircular flow
evolution of the density ρ0.
Analogously to the edge case, see (�.��)-(�.��), we define h(t, α) with the following
properties
h(t, α) = α<[mx,t(m˜x,t)] + (1− α)<[my,t(m˜y,t)]
−<[mt(mt + iN−100)] +O
(
N−1
) (�.���)
and h(t, 0) = h(t, 1) = 0. Then, similarly to the edge case, we define
Ψα(t) ..= −α ddt [mx,t(m˜x,t)]− (1− α)
d
dt [my,t(m˜y,t)]− h(t, α). (�.���)
In particular, by our definition of h(t, α) in (�.���) it follows that Ψ0(t) = ddtm˜y,t,Ψ1(t) =
d
dtm˜x,t and that
Ψα(t) = <[mt(mt)] +O
(
N−
1
2+ω1
)
. (�.���)
Note that the error in (�.���) is somewhat weaker than in the analogous equation (�.��) due
to the additional error in (�.��d) compared with (�.��c).
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More precisely, the process z˜(t, α) is defined by
dz˜i(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
∑
j 6=i
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Ψα(t)
]
dt, (�.���)
with initial data
z˜i(t∗, α) ..= αx˜i(t∗) + (1− α)y˜i(t∗), (�.���)
for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N and for all α ∈ [0, 1].
We recall that ω1  ω`  ωA  1 and that i∗ = N 12+C∗ω1 with some large constant
C∗.
Next, we define the analogue of Jz(t) and Iz,i(t) for the small minimum by (�.���) and
(�.���) using the definition in (�.���) for the quantiles. Then, for each t∗ ≤ t ≤ t1, we define
the short range approximation ẑi(t, α) of z˜(t, α) by the following SDE.
For |i| > i∗2 we let
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)
+ 1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Ψα(t)
]
dt,
(�.���)
for |i| ≤ NωA
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)
+
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + m˜+y,t)
ẑi(t, α)− E dE
]
dt−
( d
dtm˜r,t
)
dt,
and for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2
dẑi(t, α) =
√
2
N
dBi +
[
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α) +
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E +m+t )
ẑi(t, α)− E dE
+
∑
|j|≥ 34 i∗
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Ψα(t)
]
dt,
with initial data
ẑi(t∗, α) ..= z˜i(t∗, α). (�.���)
Next, by Lemma �.C.�, by the optimal rigidity in (�.���) for x˜(t) and y˜(t), the next
lemma follows immediately.
Lemma �.�.�. For α = 0 and α = 1, with very high probability, we have
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
t∗≤t≤t1
|z˜i(t, α)− ẑi(t, α)| . N
ξ
N
3
4
(
Nω1
N3ω`
+ N
Cω1
N
1
24
)
,
for any ξ > 0 and C > 0 a large universal constant.
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In order to proceed with the heat-kernel estimates we need an optimal i-dependent
rigidity for ẑi(t, α) for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ, for some 0 < δ < Cω`. In particular, analogously
to Proposition �.�.��, we have:
Proposition �.�.�. Fix any α ∈ [0, 1]. There exists a small fixed 0 < δ1 < Cω`, for some
constant C > 0, such that
sup
t∗≤t≤2t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− γi(t)| .
N ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4 |i| 14
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δ1
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability.
Proof. We can adapt the arguments in Section �.� to the case of the small minimum, t ≥ t∗,
in a straightforward way. In Section �.�, as the main input, we used the precise estimates on
the density ρr,t (�.��b), (�.��), on the quantiles γ̂r,i(t) (�.��a), on the quantile gaps (�.��), on
the fluctuation scale (�.��a) and on the Stieltjes transform (�.��a); all formulated for the small
gap case, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. In the small minimum case, t ≥ t∗, the corresponding estimates are
all available in Section �.�, see (�.��d), (�.��), (�.��b), (�.��), (�.��b) and (�.��b), respectively.
In fact, the semicircular flow is more regular after the cusp formation, see e.g. the better
(larger) exponent in the (t − t∗) error terms when comparing (�.��b) with (�.��d). This
makes handling the small minimum case easier. The most critical part in Section �.� is the
estimate of the forcing term (Proposition �.�.�), where the derivative of the density (�.��a)
was heavily used.The main mechanism of this proof is the delicate cancellation between the
contributions to S2 from the intervals [γi−n−1, γi−n] and [γi+n−1, γi+n], see (�.���). This
cancellation takes place away from the edge. The proof is divided into two cases; the so-
called ”edge regime”, where the gap length∆ is relatively large and the ”cusp regime”, where
∆ is small or zero. The adaptation of this argument to the small minimum case, t ≥ t∗,
will be identical to the proof for the small gap case in the ”cusp regime”. In this regime the
derivative bound (�.��a) is used only in the form |ρ′| . ρ−2 which is available in the small
minimum case, t ≥ t∗, as well, see (�.��a). This proves Proposition �.�.� for t ≥ t∗. The rest
of the argument is identical to the proof in the small minimum case up to obvious notational
changes; the details are left to the reader.
Let us define ui(t, α) ..= ∂αẑi(t, α), for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗. In particular, u is a solution of
the equation
∂tu = Lu+ ζ(0) (�.���)
with initial condition u(t∗, α) = x˜(t∗) − y˜(t∗) from (�.���). The error term ζ(0) is defined
analogously to (�.���)-(�.���) but replacing Φα and e+t with Ψα and m˜t, respectively. Note
that this error term is non zero only for |i| ≥ NωA and for any i we have
∣∣∣ζ(0)i ∣∣∣ ≤ NC
with very high probability, for some large C > 0. Furthermore,L = B + V is defined as in
(�.���)-(�.���) replacing e+y,t and e
+
t by m˜y,t and mt, respectively. In the following by UL we
denote the propagator of the operator L.
Let 0 < δv < δ42 , with δ4 defined in Lemma �.�.�. Define vi = vi(t, α) to be the
solution of
∂tv = Lv, vi(t∗, α) = ui(t∗, α)1{|i|≤N4ω`+δv}. (�.���)
By the finite speed of propagation estimate in Lemma �.B.�, similarly to the proof of Lemma �.�.�,
we immediately obtain the following:
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Lemma �.�.�. Let u be the solution of the equation in (�.���) and v defined by (�.���), then we
have that
sup
t∗≤t≤2t∗
sup
1≤|i|≤`4
|ui(t)− vi(t)| ≤ N−100
with very high probability.
Collecting all the previous lemmas we conclude this section with the proof of Proposi-
tion �.�.�.
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. We consider only the i = 1 case. By Lemma �.�.� and Lemma
�.�.� we have that
|(x1(t1)− m˜x,t1)− (y1(t1)− m˜y,t1)|
≤ |x˜1(t1)− x̂1(t1)|+ |x̂1(t1)− ŷ1(t1)|+ |ŷ1(t1)− y˜1(t1)| ≤ |x̂1(t1)− ŷ1(t1)|+ 1
N
3
4+c
with very high probability. Sinceu(t, α) = ∂αẑ(t, α), using x̂1(t1)−ŷ1(t1) =
∫ 1
0 u(t1, α) dα
and Lemma �.�.� it will be sufficient to estimate
∫ 1
0 |v1(t1, α)| dα. By rigidity from (�.���),
we have
|vi(t∗, α)| = |ui(t∗, α)| = |y˜i(t∗)− x˜i(t∗)| . N
ξ
N
3
4 |i| 14
,
for any 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N4ω`+δv hence
‖v(t∗, α)‖5 . N
ξ
N
3
4
,
for any ξ > 0 with very high probability.
Finally, using the heat kernel estimate in (�.���) for UL(0, t) for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, we
conclude, after a Markov inequality as in (�.��)-(�.��),∫ 1
0
|v1(t1, α)| dα . N
ξ
N
3
4N
4ω1
15
,
with very high probability.
�.A Proof ofTheorem �.�.�
We now briefly outline the changes required for the proof ofTheorem �.�.� compared to the
proof of Theorem �.�.�. We first note that for 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ · · · ≤ τk . N−1/2 in distribution
(H(τ1), . . . , H(τk)) agrees with(
H+√τ1U1,H+√τ1U1+
√
τ2 − τ1U2, . . . , H+√τ1U1+· · ·+
√
τk − τk−1Uk
)
, (�.���)
where U1, . . . , Uk are independent GOEmatrices. Next,we claim and prove later by Green
function comparison that the time-dependent k-point correlation function of (�.���) asymp-
totically agrees with the one of(
H˜t +
√
τ1U1, H˜t +
√
τ1U1 +
√
τ2 − τ1U2, . . . , H˜t +√τ1U1 + · · ·+
√
τk − τk−1Uk
)
,
(�.���)
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and thereby also with the one of(
Ht +
√
ctU +√τ1U1,Ht +
√
ctU +√τ1U1 +
√
τ2 − τ1U2,
. . . , Ht +
√
ctU +√τ1U1 + · · ·+
√
τk − τk−1Uk
)
,
(�.���)
for any fixed t ≤ N−1/4−, where we recall that H˜t and Ht constructed as in Section �.�
(see (�.�)). Finally, we notice that the joint eigenvalue distribution of the matrices in (�.���)
is precisely given by the joint distribution of(
λi(ct+ τ1), . . . , λi(ct+ τk), i ∈ [N ]
)
of eigenvalues λsi evolved according to the DBM
dλi(s) =
√
2
N
dBi +
∑
j 6=i
1
λi(s)− λj(s) ds, λi(0) = λi(Ht). (�.���)
The high probability control on the eigenvalues evolved according to (�.���) in Propositions
�.�.� and �.�.� allows to simultaneously compare eigenvalues at different times with those of
the Gaussian reference ensemble automatically.
In order to establishTheorem �.�.� it thus only remains to argue that the k-point func-
tions of (�.���) and (�.���) are asymptotically equal. For the sake of this argument we con-
sider only the randomness inH and condition on the randomness in U1, . . . , Uk. Then the
OU-flow
dH˜ ′s = −
1
2
(
H˜ ′s −A−
√
τ1U1 − · · · −
√
τl − τl−1Ul
)
ds+Σ1/2[dBs]
with initial conditions
H˜ ′0 = H +
√
τ1U1 + · · ·+
√
τl − τl−1Ul
for fixed U1, . . . , Ul is given by
H˜ ′s = H˜s +
√
τ1U1 + · · ·+
√
τl − τl−1Ul,
i.e. we view
√
τ1U1 + · · · + √τl − τl−1Ul as an additional expectation matrix. Thus we
can appeal to the standard Green function comparison technique already used in Section
�.� to compare the k-point functions of (�.���) and (�.���). Here we can follow the standard
resolvent expansion argument from (�.���) and note that the proof therein verbatim also
allows us to compare products of traces of resolvents with differing expectations. Finally
we then take the EU1 . . .EUk expectation to conclude that not only the conditioned k-
point functions of (�.���) and (�.���) asymptotically agree, but also the k-point functions
themselves.
�.B Finite speed of propagation estimate
In this section we prove a finite speed of propagation estimate for the time evolution of
the α-derivative of the short range dynamics defined in (�.���)–(�.���). It is an adjustment
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to the analogous proof of Lemma �.� in [���]. For concreteness, we present the proof for
the propagator UL where L = B + V is defined in (�.���)–(�.���). The point is that once
the dynamics is localized, i.e. the range of the interaction term B is restricted to a local
scale |i− j| ≤ |j+(i)− j−(i)|, with |j+(i)− j−(i)| & N4ω` =.. L, and the time is also
restricted, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ . N− 12+ω1 , then the propagation cannot go beyond a scale that
is much bigger than the interaction scale. This mechanism is very general and will also be
used in a slightly different (simpler) setup of Lemma �.�.� and Proposition �.�.� where the
interaction scale is much bigger L ∼ √N . We will give the necessary changes for the proof
of Lemma �.�.� and Proposition �.�.� at the end of this section.
Lemma �.B.�. Let ẑ(t) = ẑ(t, α) be the solution to the short range dynamics (�.���)–(�.���)
with i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 , exponents ω1  ω`  ωA  1 and propagator L = B + V from
(�.���)–(�.���). Let us assume that
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t)− γi(t)| ≤
NCω1
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, (�.���)
where γi(t) are the quantiles from (�.��). Then, there exists a constant C ′ > 0 such that for any
0 < δ < C ′ω`, |a| ≥ LN δ and |b| ≤ 34LN δ, for any fixed 0 ≤ s ≤ t∗, we have that
sup
s≤t≤t∗
ULab(s, t) + ULba(s, t) ≤ N−D (�.���)
for any D > 0, with very high probability. The same result holds for the short range dynamics
after the cusp defined in (�.���) for t∗ ≤ s ≤ 2t∗.
Proof of Lemma �.B.�. For concreteness we assume that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ t∗, i.e. we are in
the small gap regime. For t∗ ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ the proof is analogous using the definition
(�.���) for the γi(t), the definition of the short range approximation in (�.���)-(�.���) for the
ẑi(t, α) and replacing e+t by mt. With these adjustments the proof follows in the same way
except for (�.���) below, where we have to use the estimates in (�.��b) instead of (�.��a).
First we consider the s = 0 case, then in Lemma �.B.� below we extend the proof for all
0 ≤ s ≤ t. Let ψ(x) be an even 1-Lipschitz real function, i.e. ψ(x) = ψ(−x), ‖ψ′‖∞ ≤ 1
such that
ψ(x) = |x| for |x| ≤ L
3
4N
3
4 δ
N
3
4
, ψ′(x) = 0 for |x| ≥ 2L
3
4N
3
4 δ
N
3
4
.
and ∥∥ψ′′∥∥∞ . N
3
4
L
3
4N
3δ
4
. (�.���)
We consider a solution of the equation
∂tf = Lf, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗
with some discrete Dirac delta initial condition fi(0) = δip∗ at p∗ for any |p∗| ≥ N4ω`N δ.
For concreteness, assume p∗ > 0 and set p ..= N4ω`N δ. Define
φi(t, α) ..= e
1
2νψ(ẑi(t,α)−γp(t)), mi(t, α) ..= fi(t, α)φi(t, α), ν =
N
3
4
L
3
4N δ′
(�.���)
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with some δ′ ≥ δ2 to be chosen later. Let ẑi = ẑi(t, α) and set
F (t) ..=
∑
i
f2i e
νψ(ẑi−γp(t)) =
∑
i
m2i .
Since
2
∑
i
fi(Bf)iφ2i =
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bij(mi −mj)2 −
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bijmimj
(
φi
φj
+ φj
φi
− 2
)
,
using Ito’s formula, we conclude that
dF =
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bij(mi −mj)2 dt+ 2
∑
i
Vim2i dt (�.���)
−
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bijmimj
(
φi
φj
+ φj
φi
− 2
)
dt (�.���)
+
∑
i
νm2iψ
′(ẑi − γp) d(ẑi − γp) (�.���)
+
∑
i
m2i
(
ν2
N
ψ′(ẑi − γp)2 +
ν
N
ψ′′(ẑi − γp)
)
dt. (�.���)
Let τ1 ≤ t∗ be the first time such that F ≥ 5 and let τ2 be stopping time so that the
estimate (�.���) holds with t ≤ τ2 instead of t ≤ t∗; the condition (�.���) then says that
τ2 = t∗ with very high probability. Define τ ..= τ1∧ τ2∧ t∗, our goal is to show that τ = t∗.
In the following we assume t ≤ τ .
Now we estimate the terms in (�.���)–(�.���) one by one. We start with (�.���). Note
that the rigidity scale N−
3
4+Cω1 in (�.���) is much smaller than N−
3
4 (1−δ)+3ω` , the range
of the support of ψ′, which, in turn, is comparable with
∣∣∣γi − γp∣∣∣ & (p/N)3/4 for any
i ≥ 2p = 2LN δ. Therefore ψ′(ẑi − γp) = 0 unless |i| . LN δ. Moreover, if |i| . LN δ
and (i, j) ∈ A, then |j| . LN δ. Hence, the nonzero terms in the sum in (�.���) have both
indices |i| , |j| . N4ω`+δ. By (�.���) and Cω1  ω`, for such terms we have
|ẑi − ẑj | . |i− j|
N
3
4 min{|i| , |j|} 14
+ N
Cω1
N
3
4
. L
3
4N
δ
2
N
3
4
.
Note that ν |ẑi − ẑj | . 1. Therefore, by Taylor expanding in the exponent, we have∣∣∣∣∣φiφj + φjφi − 2
∣∣∣∣∣ = (e ν2 (ψ(ẑj−γp)−ψ(ẑi−γp)) − e ν2 (ψ(ẑi−γp)−ψ(ẑj−γp)))2
. ν2
∣∣∣ψ(ẑi − γp)− ψ(ẑj − γp)∣∣∣2 ,
and thus
∣∣∣∣∣Bij
(
φi
φj
+ φj
φi
− 2
)∣∣∣∣∣ . ν2
∣∣∣ψ(ẑi − γp)− ψ(ẑj − γp)∣∣∣2
N(ẑi − ẑj)2 .
ν2
N
,
���
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where in the last inequality we used that ψ is Lipschitz continuous. Hence we conclude the
estimate of (�.���) as∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bijmimj
(
φi
φj
+ φj
φi
− 2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ . ν
2
N
∑
i
m2i
A,(i)∑
j
1{φj 6=φi} .
ν2LN
3
4 δ
N
F (t),
since the number of j ’s in the summation is at most
|j+(i)− j−(i)| ≤ `4 + ` |i|3/4 ≤ LN3δ/4. (�.���)
By (�.���) and since |ψ′(x)| ≤ 1, (�.���) is bounded as follows∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
m2i
(
ν2
N
ψ′(ẑi − γp)2 +
ν
N
ψ′′(ẑi − γp)
)∣∣∣∣∣ .
(
ν2
N
+ ν
N
1
4L
3
4N
3
4 δ
)
F (t).
The next step is to get a bound for (�.���). Sinceψ′(ẑi−γp) = 0 unless |i| . N4ω`+δ 
NωA , choosing C > 0 such that (4 + C)ω` < ωA and using (�.���) we get
d(ẑi(t)− γp(t)) =
√
2
N
dBi +
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
1
ẑi(t)− ẑj(t) +Qi(t) (�.���)
with
Qi(t) ..=
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
ẑi(t)− E dE + α
(
<[mx,t(γ̂x,p(t) + e+x,t)−mx,t(e+x,t)]
)
+ (1− α)
(
<[my,t(γ̂y,p(t) + e+y,t)−my,t(e+y,t)]
)
+ <[my,t(e+y,t)].
(�.���)
We insert (�.���) into (�.���) and estimate all three terms separately in the regime |i| .
LN δ. For the stochastic differential, by the definition of τ ≤ t∗ and the Burkholder-Davis-
Gundy inequality we have that
sup
0≤t≤τ
∫ t
0
√
2
N
ν
∑
i
m2iψ
′(ẑi − γp) dBi ≤ N 
′ ν√
N
√
t∗ sup
0≤t≤τ
F (t) . νN ′N− 34+ 12ω1 ,
(�.���)
for any ′ > 0, with very high probability. In (�.���) we used that τ ≤ t∗ ∼ N− 12+ω1 , and
that, by the definition of τ ,F (t) is bounded for all 0 ≤ t ≤ τ .
The contribution of the second term in (�.���) to (�.���) is written, after symmetrisation,
as follows
ν
N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)m2i
ẑj − ẑi =
ν
2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)(m2i −m2j )
ẑj − ẑi
+ ν2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
m2i
ψ′(ẑi − γp)− ψ′(ẑj − γp)
ẑj − ẑi .
(�.���)
Using (�.���) and (�.���), the second sum in (�.���) is bounded by∣∣∣∣∣∣ ν2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
m2i
ψ′(ẑi − γp)− ψ′(ẑj − γp)
ẑj − ẑi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
. ν
N
1
4L
3
4N
3
4 δ
∑
i
m2i
A,(i)∑
j
1{ψ′(ẑi−γp) 6=ψ′(ẑj−γp)} .
νL
1
4
N
1
4
F.
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Usingm2i −m2j = (mi −mj)(mi +mj) and Schwarz inequality, the first sum in (�.���) is
bounded as follows
ν
2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)(m2i −m2j )
ẑj − ẑi ≤ −
1
100
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bij(mi −mj)2
+ Cν
2
2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)2(m2i +m2j ).
(�.���)
The second sum in (�.���), using (�.���), is bounded by
Cν2
2N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)(m2i +m2j ) ≤
Cν2LN
3δ
4
2N F,
hence we conclude that
ν
N
∑
(i,j)∈A
ψ′(ẑi − γp)m2i
ẑj − ẑi ≤ −
1
100
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bij(mi −mj)2
+ C
(
νL
1
4
N
1
4
+ ν
2LN
3δ
4
N
)
F.
(�.���)
Note that the first term on the right-hand side of (�.���) can be incorporated in the first,
dissipative term in (�.���).
To conclude the estimate of (�.���) we write the third term in (�.���)
Qi(t) =
(∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
ẑi(t)− E dE + <[my,t(γp(t) + e
+
y,t)]
)
(�.���)
+ α
(
<[mx,t(γ̂x,p(t) + e+x,t)−mx,t(e+x,t)]−<[my,t(γ̂x,p(t) + e+y,t)−my,t(e+y,t)]
)
+ α
(
<[my,t(γ̂x,p(t) + e+y,t)]−<[my,t(γp(t) + e+y,t)]
)
+ (1− α)
(
<[my,t(γ̂y,p(t) + e+y,t)]−<[my,t(γp(t) + e+y,t)
)
=.. A1 +A2 +A3 +A4.
Similarly to the estimates in (�.��), forA2 we use (�.��a) while forA3, A4 we use (�.��b),
then we use the asymptotic behavior of γ̂p, γp by (�.��a) and p = LN δ to conclude that
|A2|+ |A3|+ |A4| . L
1
4N
δ
4NCω1 logN
N
1
4N
1
6
. (�.���)
For the A1 term we write it as
A1 =
∫
Iy,i(t)c
γp(t)− ẑi(t)
(ẑi(t)− E)(γp(t)− E)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t) dE
+
∫
Iy,i(t)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
γp(t)− E
dE.
(�.���)
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Since i ≤ Cp, we have ρy,t(E + e+y,t) ≤ ρy,t(γCp(t) + e+y,t) . L
1
4N−
1
4+
δ
4 for any E ∈
Iy,i(t), the second term in (�.���) is bounded by L 14N− 14+ δ4 logN . In the first term in
(�.���) we use that
|ẑi(t)− E| ≥ |γi(t)− E| − |ẑi(t)− γi(t)| & γp(t)
for E 6∈ Iy,i(t), by rigidity (�.���) and by the fact that in the i ≤ Cp regime∣∣∣γi(t)− γi±j±(i)(t)∣∣∣ & γp(t) N− 34+Cω1
since ω1  ω` and = LN δ = N4ω`+ω1 .
We thus conclude that the first term in (�.���) is bounded by
∣∣∣ẑi(t)− γp(t)∣∣∣ =[my,t(e+y,t + iγp(t))]γp(t) . γ
1
3
p . L
1
4N−
1
4+
δ
4 ,
where we used again the rigidity (�.���). In summary, we have
|A1| . L 14N− 14+ δ4 logN. (�.���)
In particular (�.���)–(�.���) imply that
Q ..= sup
0≤t≤t∗
sup
|i|.LNδ
|Qi(t)| . L 14N− 14+ δ4 logN. (�.���)
Collecting all the previous estimates using the choice of ν from (�.���) with δ′ ≥ δ2 and
that F is bounded up to t ≤ τ , we integrate (�.���)–(�.���) from 0 up to time 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗
and conclude that
sup
0≤t≤τ
F (t)− F (0) .
(
ν2LN
3δ
4 +ω1
N
3
2
+ νL
1
4Nω1
N
3
4
+ νQN
ω1
N
1
2
)
. N
3δ
4 +ω1
L
1
2N2δ′
+ N
ω1
L
1
2N δ′
+ N
ω1+ δ4
L
1
2N δ′
logN ≤ 1
(�.���)
for large N and with very high probability, where we used the choice of ν (�.���) and that
ω1  ω` in the last line. Since F (0) = 1, we get that τ = t∗ with very high probability,
and so
sup
0≤t≤t∗
F (t) ≤ 5, (�.���)
with very high probability.
Furthermore, since p = LN δ, if i ≤ 34LN δ, choosing δ′ = 3δ4 − 1, with 1 ≤ δ4 , then
by Proposition �.�.� we have that
νψ(ẑi(t)− γp) = ν
∣∣∣ẑi(t)− γp∣∣∣ & ν |i− p|
N
3
4 |p| 14
& N
3δ
4
N δ′
= N 1
with very high probability.
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Note that (�.���) implies
fi(t) ≤ 5e− 12νψ(ẑi(t)−γp).
Therefore, if i ≤ 3LNδ4 and p∗ ≥ p, then for each fixed 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we have that
ULip∗(0, t) ≤ N−D,
for anyD > 0 with very high probability. Similar estimate holds if i and p∗ are negative or
have opposite sign. This proves the estimate on the first term in (�.���) for any fixed s. The
estimate for ULp∗i(s, t) is analogous with initial condition f = δi. This proves Lemma �.B.�.
Next, we enhance this result to a bound uniform in 0 ≤ s ≤ t∗. We first have:
Lemma �.B.�. Let u be a solution of
∂tu = Lu,
with non-negative initial condition ui(0) ≥ 0. Then, for each 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ we have
1
2
∑
i
ui(0) ≤
∑
i
ui(t) ≤
∑
i
ui(0) (�.���)
with very high probability.
Proof. Since UL is a contraction semigroup the upper bound in (�.���) is trivial. Notice that
∂t
∑
i ui =
∑
i Viui. Thus the lower bound will follow once we prove −Vi . N
1
2L−
1
2 with
very high probability since t∗N
1
2L−
1
2 is much smaller than 1 by ω1  ω`.
The estimate −Vi . N 12L− 12 proceeds similarly to (�.���). Indeed, for 1 ≤ |i| < NωA ,
we use ρy,t(E + e+y,t) . |E|
1
3 and that |ẑi(t)− E| ∼ |γi(t)− E| by rigidity (�.���) and by
the fact that
|j+(i)− i| , |j−(i)− i| & N4ω` +Nω` |i|
3
4
is much bigger than the rigidity scale. Therefore, we have
−Vi =
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρr,t(E + e+r,t)
(ẑi(t)− E)2 dE
.
∫
Iy,i(t)c
1
|E − γi(t)|
5
3
dE +
∫
Iy,i(t)c
|γi|
1
3
(E − γi(t))2
dE . N
1
2
N2ω`
= N
1
2
L
1
2
.
Theestimate of−Vi forNωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 is similar.This concludes the proof of Lemma �.B.�.
Finally we prove the following version of Lemma �.B.� that is uniform in s:
Lemma �.B.�. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma �.B.�, for any δ′ > 0, such that δ′ < C ′ω`,
with C ′ > 0 the constant defined in Lemma �.B.�, |a| ≤ LNδ
′
2 and |b| ≥ LN δ
′
we have that
sup
0≤s≤t≤t∗
ULab(s, t) + ULba(s, t) ≤ N−D (�.���)
with very high probability. The same result holds for t∗ ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ as well.
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Proof. By the semigroup property for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ t∗ and any j we have that
ULaj(0, t) ≥ ULab(s, t)ULbj(0, s). (�.���)
Furthermore, by Lemma �.B.� for the dual dynamics we have that
1
2
∑
j
uj(0) ≤
∑
j
uj(s) =
∑
i
∑
j
(ULji(0, s))Tui(0),
and so, by choosing u(0) = δb we conclude that∑
j
ULbj(0, s) ≥
1
2 , ∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ t∗.
From the last inequality and since sups≤t∗ ULbj(0, s) ≤ N−100 with very high probability
for any |j| ≤ 34LN δ
′
by Lemma �.B.�, it follows that there exists an j∗ = j∗(s), maybe
depending on s, with |j∗(s)| ≥ 34LN δ
′
, such that ULbj∗(s)(0, s) ≥ 14N . Furthermore, by
the finite speed propagation estimate in Lemma �.B.� (this time with |a| ≥ 34LN δ and
|b| ≤ 12LN δ; note that its proof only used that |a− b| & LN δ), we have that
sup
t≤t∗
ULaj∗(0, t) ≤ N−D, ∀ |j∗| ≥
3
4LN
δ′
with very high probability. Hencewe get from (�.���) with j = j∗(s) that sups≤t ULab(s, t) .
N−D+1 with very high probability. The estimate for ULba(s, t) follows in a similar way. This
concludes the proof of Lemma �.B.�.
Finally, we prove Lemma �.�.� and Proposition �.�.� which are versions of Lemma �.B.�
but for the short range approximation on scale L = N1/2+C1ω1 needed in Section �.�.�.�.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. Choosing L = N 12+C1ω1 , the proof of Lemma �.B.� is exactly the
same except for the estimate of Q in (�.���), since, for any α ∈ [0, 1],Qi(t) from (�.��) is
now defined as
Qi(t) ..=
β
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
+ 1− β
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
z˜i − z˜j dt+Φα(t), (�.���)
with Φα(t) given in (�.��) instead of (�.���). Then Lemma �.B.� and Lemma �.B.� follow
exactly in the same way.
By (�.���) it easily follows that
Q ..= sup
0≤t≤t∗
sup
|i|≤LNδ′
|Qi(t)| . logN. (�.���)
Hence, by an estimate similar to (�.���), we conclude that
sup
0≤t≤τ
F (t)− F (0) .
(
ν2LN
3δ
4 +ω1
N
3
2
+ νL
1
4Nω1
N
3
4
+ νQN
ω1
N
1
2
)
. N
3δ
4 +ω1
L
1
2N δ′
+ N
ω1
L
1
2N δ′
+ N
3
4+ω1
L
3
4N
1
2N δ′
logN ≤ 1,
with very high probability. Note that in the last inequality we used that L = N 12+C1ω1 .
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Proof of Proposition �.�.�. This proof is almost identical to the previous one, except thatQi(t)
is now defined from (�.��) as
Qi(t) ..= β
[
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|>L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
+Φ(t)
]
+ (1− β)
[
d
dtγ
∗
i (t)−
1
N
∑
j:|j−i|≤L
1
γ∗i − γ∗j
]
,
which satisfies the same bound (�.���). The rest of the proof is unchanged.
�.C Short-long approximation
In this section we estimate the difference of the solution of the DBM z˜(t, α) and its short
range approximation ẑ(t, α), closely following the proof of Lemma �.� in [���] and adapt-
ing it to the more complicated cusp situation. In particular, in Section �.C.� we estimate
|z˜(t, α)− ẑ(t, α)| for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, i.e. until the formation of an exact cusp; in Section �.C.�,
instead, we estimate |z˜(t, α)− ẑ(t, α)| for t∗ < t ≤ 2t∗, i.e. after the formation of a small
minimum. The precision of this approximation depends on the rigidity bounds we put as a
condition. We consider a two-scale rigidity assumption, a weaker rigidity valid for all indices
and a stronger rigidity valid for 1 ≤ |i| . i∗ = N 12+C∗ω1 ; both described by an exponent.
�.C.� Short-long approximation: Small gap and exact cusp.
In this subsection we estimate the difference of the solution of the DBM z˜(t, α) defined in
(�.��) and its short range approximation ẑ(t, α) defined by (�.���)-(�.���) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗.
We formulate Lemma �.C.� (for 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗) below a bit more generally than we need in
order to indicate the dependence of the approximation precision on these two exponents.
For our actual application in Lemma �.�.� and Lemma �.�.� we use specific exponents.
Lemma �.C.�. Letω1  ω`  ωA  1. Let 0 < a0 ≤ 14+Cω1,C > 0 a universal constant
and 0 < a ≤ Cω1. Let i∗ ..= N 12+C∗ω1 with C∗ defined in Proposition �.�.�. We assume that
|z˜i(t, α)− γi(t)| ≤
Na0
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ N, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗ (�.���)
and that
|z˜i(t, α)− γi(t)| ≤
Na
N
3
4
, 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗, 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. (�.���)
Then, for any α ∈ [0, 1], we have that
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
0≤t≤t∗
|ẑi(t, α)− z˜i(t, α)| (�.���)
≤ N
aNCω1
N
3
4
 1
N2ω`
+ N
ωA
2 logN
N
1
6Na
+ N
ωA
2 logN
N
1
4Na
+ N
ωA
8
N
a
2 i
1
4∗
+ N
a0
Nai
1
2∗
+ 1
N
1
18Na
 ,
with very high probability.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. Use Lemma �.C.� with the choice a0 = 14 + Cω1 and a = Cω1, for
some universal constant C > 0. The conditions (�.���) and (�.���) are guaranteed by (�.��)
and (�.��).
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Proof of Lemma �.C.�. Let wi ..= ẑi − z˜i, hence w is a solution of
∂tw = B1w + V1w + ζ, (�.���)
where the operator B1 is defined for any f ∈ C2N by
(B1f)i =
1
N
A,(i)∑
j
fj − fi
(z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α))(ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)) . (�.���)
The diagonal operator V1 is defined by (V1f)i = V1(i)fi, where
V1(i) ..= −
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
(z˜i(t, α)− E)(ẑi(t, α)− E) dE, for 0 < |i| ≤ N
ωA ,
and
V1(i) ..= −
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
(z˜i(t, α)− E)(ẑi(t, α)− E) dE, for N
ωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 .
(�.���)
Finally, V1(i) = 0 for |i| ≥ i∗2 . The vector ζ in (�.���) collects various error terms.
We define the stopping time
T ..= max
{
t ∈ [0, t∗]
∣∣∣∣∣ sups,α |z˜i(s, α)− ẑi(s, α)| ≤ min{|Iz,i(t)| , |Iy,i(t)|}2
}
, (�.���)
where sups,α = sups∈[0,t] supα ∈ [0, 1], where we recall that |Iz,i(t)| ∼ |Iy,i(t)| ∼
N−
3
4+3ω` .
For 0 ≤ t ≤ T we have that V1 ≤ 0. Therefore, since∑i(Bf)i = 0, by the symmetry of
A, the semigroup of B1+V1, denoted by UB1+V1 , is a contraction on every `p space. Hence,
since w(0) = 0 by (�.���), we have that
w(t) =
∫ t
0
UB1+V1(s, t)ζ(s) ds
and so
‖w(t)‖∞ ≤ t sup
0≤s≤t
‖ζ(s)‖∞ ≤ N− 12+ω1 sup
0≤s≤t
‖ζ(s)‖∞. (�.���)
Thus, to prove (�.���) it is enough to estimate ‖ζ(s)‖∞, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t∗.
The error term ζ is given by ζi = 0 for |i| > i∗2 , then for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA , ζi is defined as
ζi =
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i(t, α)− E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) + Φα(t)−<[my,t(e
+
y,t)],
(�.���)
with Φα(t) defined in (�.��), and for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 as
ζi =
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i(t, α)− E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
1≤|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i(t, α)− z˜j(t, α) . (�.���)
���
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Note that in the sum in (�.���) we do not have the summation over |j| ≥ 3i∗4 since if
1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗2 and |j| ≥ 3i∗4 then (i, j) ∈ Ac.
In the following we will often omit the t and the α arguments from z˜i and γi for nota-
tional simplicity.
First, we consider the error term (�.���) forNωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 . We start with the estimate
|ζi| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Icz,i(t)∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
1≤|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (�.���)
.
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ac,(i)∑
1≤|j|< 3i∗4
∫ γj+1
γj
ρt(E + e+t )(E − γj)
(z˜i − E)(z˜i − γj)
dE
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
1≤|j|< 3i∗4
z˜j − γj
(z˜i − z˜j)(z˜i − γj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ γj++1
γj+
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ γ− 3i∗4 +1
γ− 3i∗4
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ γ1
0
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Since |j+ − i| ≥ N4ω` +Nω` |i|
3
4 and NωA , i.e.
∣∣∣γj+ − γi∣∣∣ ≥ Nω` |i|
1
2
N
3
4
is bigger than the rigidity scale (�.���), all terms in the last line of (�.���) are bounded by
N−
1
4−3ω` .
Then, using the rigidity estimate in (�.���) for the first and the second term of the rhs. of
(�.���), we conclude that
|ζi| . N
a
N
7
4
Ac,(i)∑
1≤|j|< 3i∗4
1
(γi − γj)2
+N−
1
4−3ω` . (�.���)
The sum on the rhs. of (�.���) is over all the j, negative and positive, but the main con-
tribution comes from i and j with the same sign, because if i and j have opposite sign
then
1
(γi − γj)2
≤ 1(γ−i − γj)2
.
Hence, assuming that i is positive (for negative i’s we proceed exactly in the same way), we
conclude that
|ζi| . N
a
N
7
4
Ac,(i)∑
1≤j< 3i∗4
1
(γi − γj)2
+N−
1
4−3ω` . (�.���)
From now we assume that both i and j are positive. In order to estimate (�.���) we use
the explicit expression of the quantiles from (�.��a), i.e.
γj ∼ max
{( j
N
)2/3
∆
1
9
t ,
( j
N
)3/4}
,
where∆t . t3/2∗ denotes the length of the small gap of ρt, for all |j| ≤ i∗ ∼ N
1
2 . A simple
calculation from (�.��a) shows that in the regime i ≥ NωA and j ∈ Ac we may replace
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∣∣∣γi − γj∣∣∣ ∼ |γy,i(t)− γy,j(t)| ∼ ∣∣∣i3/4 − j3/4∣∣∣ /N3/4, hence
|ζi| . N
a
N
1
4
Ac,(i)∑
1≤j< 3i∗4
i
1
2 + j 12
(i− j)2 +N
− 14−3ω` . (�.���)
In fact, the same replacement works if either i ≥ N4ω` or j ≥ N4ω` and at least one of
these two inequalities always hold as (i, j) ∈ Ac. Using i ≤ i∗2 and that by the restriction
(i, j) ∈ Ac we have |j − i| ≥ `(`3 + i 34 ), elementary calculation gives
|ζi| . N
a
N
1
4N2ω`
. (�.���)
Since analogous computations hold for i and j both negative, we have
|ζi| . N
a
N
1
4N2ω`
, for any NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 . (�.���)
with very high probability.
Next, we proceed with the bound for ζi for |i| ≤ NωA . From (�.���) we have
ζi =
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j
 (�.���)
+
∫
Jz(t)c
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
|j|≥ 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j

+Φα(t)−<[mt(z˜i + e+t )] + <[my,t(z˜i + e+y,t)]−<[my,t(e+y,t)]
+
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iy,i(t)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
=.. A1 +A2 +A3 +A4.
By the remark after (�.���), the estimate ofA1 proceeds as in (�.���) and so we conclude
that
|A1| . N
a
N
1
4N2ω`
. (�.���)
To estimate A2, we first notice that the restriction (i, j) ∈ Ac in the summation is
superfluous for |i| ≤ NωA and |j| ≥ 34 i∗. Let η1 ∈ [N−
3
4+
1
8ωA , N−
3
4+
3
4ωA ] be an auxiliary
scale we will determine later in the proof, then we write A2 as follows:
A2 =
(∫
Jz(t)c
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Jz(t)c
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E + iη1 dE
)
+
 1
N
∑
|j|≥ 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j + iη1 −
1
N
∑
|j|≥ 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j

+
 1
N
∑
|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j + iη1 −
∫
Jz(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E + iη1 dE

+ (mt(z˜i + iη1)−m2N (z˜i + iη1, t, α)) =.. A2,1 +A2,2 +A2,3 +A2,4,
(�.���)
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where we introduced
m2N (z, t, α) ..=
1
N
∑
|j|≤N
1
zj(t, α)− z , z ∈ H.
For 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA and |j| > 3i∗4 , the term A2,2 is bounded by the crude rigidity (�.���) as
|A2,2| ≤ 1
N
∑
|j|> 3i∗4
η1
(z˜i − z˜j)2 .
N
1
2 η1
i
1
2∗
. (�.���)
Exactly the same estimate holds for A2,1.
Next, using the rigidity estimates in (�.���) and (�.���) we conclude that
|A2,4| . 1
N
∑
1≤|j|≤i∗
∣∣∣z˜j − γj∣∣∣
|z˜i − z˜j + iη1|2
+ 1
N
∑
i∗≤|j|≤N
∣∣∣z˜j − γj∣∣∣
|z˜i − z˜j + iη1|2
. N
a
N
3
4 η1
=mN (γi + iη1) +
Na0
N
7
4
∑
i∗≤|j|≤N
1
(γi − γj)2
. N
a
N
3
4 η1
N 3ωA4
N
3
4
+ η1
 13 + Na0
N
1
4 i
1
2∗
. N
aN
ωA
4
Nη1
+ N
a0
i
1
2∗N
1
4
.
(�.���)
Here we used that the rigidity scale near i for 1 |i| ≤ NωA is much smaller than η1 ≥
N−
3
4+
1
8ωA . In particular, we know that =mN (γi + iη1) can be bounded by the density
ρt(γi + η1) which in turn is bounded by (γi + η1)1/3. Similarly we conclude that
|A2,3| ≤ N
aN
ωA
4
Nη1
.
Optimizing (�.���) and (�.���) for η1, we choose
η1 =
 i 12∗NaN ωA4
N
3
2

1
2
which falls into the required interval for η1. Collecting all estimates for the parts of A2 in
(�.���), we therefore conclude that
|A2| ≤ N
a
2N
ωA
8
i
1
4∗N
1
4
+ N
a0
i
1
2∗N
1
4
. (�.���)
Next,we treatA3 from (�.���). Φα(t) = <[mt(e+t )]+O
(
N−1
)
by (�.��), then by (�.��a)
we conclude that
|A3| =
∣∣∣<[mt(e+t )]−<[mt(z˜i + e+t )] + <[my,t(z˜i + e+y,t)]−<[my,t(e+y,t)]∣∣∣
.
 |i| 14 N 7ω118
N
1
4N
1
6
+ |i|
1
2
N
1
2
 |log |γi|| . N
ωA
4 N
7ω1
18 logN
N
1
4N
1
6
+ N
ωA
2 logN
N
1
2
.
(�.���)
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We proceed writing A4 as
A4 =
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρt(E + e+t )
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iz,i(t)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
+
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iy,i(t)
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
=.. A4,1 +A4,2.
We start with the estimate for A4,2. By (�.���) and the comparison estimates between
γz,i and γ̂y,i by (�.��) we have that
|Iz,i(t)∆Iy,i(t)| .
∣∣∣γz,i−j−(i) − γ̂y,i−j−(i)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣γz,i+j+(i) − γ̂y,i+j+(i)∣∣∣
. N
ω1
2 (`3 + |i| 34 )
N
11
12
,
(�.���)
where ∆ is the symmetric difference. In the second inequality of (�.���) we used that
|i± j±(i)| . NωA and ωA  1. For E ∈ Iz,i∆Iy,i we have that∣∣∣∣∣ρy,t(E + e
+
y,t)
z˜i − E
∣∣∣∣∣ . N
1
2 (`2 + |i| 12 )
`3 + |i| 34
,
and so, using |i| ≤ NωA ,
|A4,2| . N
ω1
2 N
ωA
2
N
5
12
= N
ω1
2 N
ωA
2
N
1
4N
1
6
(�.���)
with very high probability.
To estimate the integral in A4,1 we have to deal with the logarithmic singularity due to
the values of E close to z˜i(t). For max{e−t , e−y,t} < E ≤ 0 we have that
ρy,t(E + e+y,t) = ρt(E + e+t ) = 0. (�.���)
Formin{e−t , e−y,t} ≤ E ≤ max{e−t , e−y,t}, using the 13-Hölder continuity of ρt and ρy,t and
(�.��a) we have that∣∣∣ρy,t(E + e+y,t)− ρt(E + e+t )∣∣∣ . ∆ 13y,t(t∗ − t) 19 . N
11ω1
18
N
11
36
,
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. In the last inequality we used that ∆y,t ≤ ∆y,0 . N− 34+
3ω1
2 for all
t ≤ t∗. Similarly, for E ≤ min{e−t , e−y,t} we have that∣∣∣ρy,t(E + e+y,t)− ρt(E + e+t )∣∣∣ . ∣∣∣ρy,t(E′ + e−y,t)− ρt(E′ + e−t )∣∣∣+∆ 13y,t(t∗−t) 19 , (�.���)
with E′ ≤ 0.
Using (�.��b) for E ≥ 0 and combining (�.��b) with (�.���)-(�.���) for E < 0, we have
that
|A4,1| .
(`+ |i| 14 )N ω13
N
1
4N
1
6
+ (`
2 + |i| 12 )
N
1
2
+ N
11ω1
18
N
11
36
∫
I,i(t)∩{
∣∣E−z˜i∣∣>N−60} 1|z˜i − E| dE
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫∣∣E−z˜i∣∣≤N−60 ρt(E + e
+
t )− ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(�.���)
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The two singular integrals in the second line are estimated separately. By the 13-Hölder
continuity ρy,t we conclude that∣∣∣∣∣
∫∣∣E−z˜i∣∣≤N−60 ρy,t(E + e
+
y,t)
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫∣∣E−z˜i∣∣≤N−60 ρy,t(E + e
+
y,t)− ρy,t(z˜i + e+y,t)
z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣
.
∫∣∣E−z˜i∣∣≤N−60 1|z˜i − E| 23 dE . N−20.
The same bound holds for the other singular integral in (�.���) by using the 13-Hölder con-
tinuity of ρt. Hence, for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA , by (�.���) we have that
|A4,1| ≤ N
ωA
4 N
ω1
3 logN
N
1
4N
1
6
+ N
ωA
2 logN
N
1
2
+ N
11ω1
18 logN
N
11
36
, (�.���)
with very high probability.
Collecting all the estimates (�.���), (�.���), (�.���), (�.���), (�.���) and (�.���), and re-
calling ω1  ω`  ωA  1, we see that (�.���) is the largest term and thus |ζ| .
N−
1
4−2ω`NCω1 as a ≤ Cω1. Thus, using (�.���), we conclude that the estimate in (�.���) is
satisfied for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T . In particular, this means that
|ẑi(t, α)− z˜i(t, α)| ≤ N− 34+Cω1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
for some small constant C > 0. We conclude the proof of this lemma showing that T ≥ t∗.
Suppose by contradiction that T < t∗, then, since the solution of the DBM have con-
tinuous paths (seeTheorem ��.� of [��]), we have that
∣∣ẑi(T + t˜, α)− z˜i(T + t˜, α)∣∣ ≤ NaN cω1
N
3
4N2ω`
,
for some tiny t˜ > 0 and for any α ∈ [0, 1]. This bound is much smaller than the threshold
|Iy,i(t)| , |Iz,i(t)| ∼ N− 34+3ω` in the definition of T . But this is a contradiction by the
maximality in the definition of T , hence T = t∗, proving (�.���) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗. This
completes the proof of Lemma �.C.�.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma �.C.�, hence
we will only sketch the proof by indicating the differences. The main difference is that in
this lemma we have optimal i-dependent rigidity for all 1 ≤ |i| ≤ i∗. Hence, we can give a
better estimate on the first two terms in (�.���) as follows (recall that NωA ≤ i ≤ i∗2 )
|ζi| . N
ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
∑
|j|< 3i∗4
1
(γi − γj)2 |j|
1
4
. N
ξN
ω1
6
N
3
4
∑
|j|< 3i∗4
|i| 12 + |j| 12
(|i| − |j|)2 |j| 14
. N
ξN
ω1
6
N
1
4N3ω`
.
Compared with (�.���), the additionalNω` factor in the denominator comes from the |j|1/4
factor beforehand that is due to the optimal dependence of the rigidity on the index. Con-
sequently, using the optimal rigidity in (�.��), we improve the denominator in the first term
on the rhs. of (�.���) from N2ω` to N3ω` with respect Lemma �.C.�.
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Furthermore, by (�.��),
|A2,3| , |A2,4| ≤ N
ξ
Nη1
, and |A2,1| , |A2,2| . N
1
2 η1
i
1
2∗
. N 14−
C∗ω1
2 η1,
since i∗ = N
1
2+C∗ω1 , hence, choosing η1 = N−
5
8 , we conclude that
|A1|+ |A2| . N
ξN
ω1
6
N
1
4N3ω`
+ N
ξ
N
3
8
.
All other estimates follow exactly in the same way of the proof of Lemma �.C.�. This con-
cludes the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
�.C.� Short-long approximation: Small minimum.
In this subsection we estimate the difference of the solution of the DBM z˜(t, α) defined by
(�.���) and its short range approximation ẑ(t, α) defined by (�.���)-(�.���) for t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗.
Lemma�.C.�. Under the same assumption of Lemma �.C.� and assuming that the rigidity bounds
(�.���) and (�.���) hold for the z˜(t, α) dynamics (�.���) for all t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗, we conclude that
sup
1≤|i|≤N
sup
t∗≤t≤2t∗
|z˜i(t, α)− ẑi(t, α)| . N
aNCω1
N
3
4
 1
N2ω`
+ N
ωA
8
i
1
4∗N
a
2
+ N
a0
Nai
1
2∗
+ 1
NaN
1
24
 ,
(�.���)
with very high probability, for any α ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma �.C.�, but some estimates
for the semicircular flow are slightly different mainly because in this lemma the z˜i(t, α)
are shifted by mt instead of e
+
t . Hence, we will skip some details in this proof, describing
carefully only the estimates that are different respect to Lemma �.C.�.
Let wi ..= ẑi − z˜i, hence w is a solution of
∂t = B1w + V1w + ζ,
where B1 and V1 are defined as in (�.���)-(�.���) substituting e+t with mt.
Without loss of generality we assume that V1 ≤ 0 for all t∗ ≤ t ≤ T (see (�.���) in
the proof of Lemma �.C.� but now we have t∗ ≤ t ≤ 2t∗ in the definition of the stopping
time). This implies that UB1+V1 is a contraction semigroup and so in order to prove (�.���)
it is enough to estimate
sup
t∗≤t≤T
‖ζ(s)‖∞.
At the end, exactly as at the end of the proof of Lemma �.C.�, by continuity of the paths,
we can easily establish T = 2t∗ for the stopping time.
The error term ζ is given by ζi = 0 for |i| > i∗2 , then ζi for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA is defined as
ζi =
∫
Iy,i(t)c
ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
z˜i − z˜j +Ψα(t) +
d
dtm˜y,t,
���
�.C. Short-long approximation
with Ψα(t) defined in (�.���), and for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 as
ζi =
∫
Iz,i(t)c∩Jz(t)
ρt(E +mt)
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j .
We start to estimate the error term for NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 . A similar computation as the
one leading to (�.���) in Lemma �.C.�, using (�.���), we conclude that
|ζi| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ici,z(t)∩Jz(t)
ρt(E +mt)
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
|j|< 3i∗4
1
z˜i − z˜j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Na
N
1
4N2ω`
, NωA < |i| ≤ i∗2 .
Next, we proceed with the bound for ζi for 1 ≤ |i| ≤ NωA . We rewrite ζi as
ζi =
∫
Ici,z(t)
ρt(E +mt)
z˜i − E dE −
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
z˜i − z˜j
 (�.���)
+ <[my,t(z˜i + m˜y,t)] + ddtm˜y,t +Ψα(t)−<[mt(z˜i +mt)]
+
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρt(E +mt)
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iy,i(t)
ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
=.. (A1 +A2) +A3 +A4.
where (A1 +A2) indicates that for the actual estimates we split the first line in (�.���) into
two terms as in (�.���). By similar computations as in Lemma �.C.�, see (�.���) and (�.���),
we conclude that
|A1|+ |A2| . N
a
N
1
4N2ω`
+ N
a
2N
ωA
8
i
1
4∗N
1
4
+ N
a0
i
1
2∗N
1
4
. (�.���)
By (�.��b), (�.��d), (�.��b) and the definition of Ψα(t) in (�.���) it follows that
|A3| . |<[my,t(z˜i + m˜y,t)−my,t(m˜y,t)]−<[mt(mt)−mt(z˜i +mt)]|+ N
ω1
N
.
N ωA4 N ω14
N
1
4N
1
8
+ N
3ω1
4
N
3
8
+ N
ωA
2
N
1
2
 |log |γ̂i(t)||+ N 7ω112
N
7
24
. N
7ω1
12
N
7
24
.
(�.���)
We proceed writing A4 as
A4 =
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρt(E +mt)
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iz,i(t)
ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
+
(∫
Iz,i(t)
ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)
z˜i − E dE −
∫
Iy,i(t)
ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)
z˜i − E dE
)
=.. A4,1 +A4,2.
We start with the estimate for A4,2. By (�.��) we have that
|Iz,i(t)∆Iy,i(t)| . N
ξ(`+ |i|)
N
,
���
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where∆ is the symmetric difference. Note that this bound is somewhat better than the anal-
ogous (�.���) due to the better bound in (�.��) comparedwith (�.��). ForE ∈ Iz,i(t)∆Iy,i(t)
we have that ∣∣∣∣ρy,t(E +mt)z˜i − E
∣∣∣∣ . N 12 (`2 + |i|
1
2 )
`3 + |i| 34
,
and so
|A4,2| . N
3ωA
4
N
1
2
(�.���)
with very high probability.
To estimate the integral in A4,1, we combine (�.��d) and (�.��b) to obtain that
|ρt(mt + E)− ρy,t(m˜y,t + E)| ≤ |ρx,t(αmx,t + (1− α)my,t + E)− ρy,t(my,t + E)|
+ (t− t∗) 712
Proceeding similarly to the estimate of |A4,1| at the end of the proof of Lemma �.C.�, we
conclude that
|A4,1| .
N ξ(`2 + |i| 12 )
N
1
2
+ N
7ω1
12
N
7
24
∫
Iz,i(t)∩{
∣∣E−z˜i∣∣>N−60} 1|z˜i − E| dE
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫∣∣E−z˜i∣∣≤N−60 ρt(E +mt)− ρy,t(E + m˜y,t)z˜i − E dE
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(�.���)
Furthermore, similarly to the estimate in the singular integral in (�.���), but substituting e+t
and e+y,t bymt and m˜y,t respectively,we conclude that that the last term in (�.���) is bounded
by N−20. Therefore,
|A41| . N
ξ(`2 + |i| 12 )
N
1
2
+ N
7ω1
12
N
7
24
. N
7ω1
12
N
7
24
, (�.���)
for any |i| ≤ NωA . Collecting (�.���), (�.���), (�.���) and (�.���) completes the proof of
Lemma �.C.�.
�.D Sobolev-type inequality
The proof of the Sobolev-type inequality in the cusp case is essentially identical to that in
the edge case presented in Appendix B of [��]; only the exponents need adjustment to the
cusp scaling. We give some details for completeness.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. We will prove only the first inequality in (�.���). The proof for the
second one is exactly the same. We start by proving a continuous version of (�.���) and then
we will conclude the proof by linear interpolation. We claim that for any small η there exists
a constant cη > 0 such that for any real function f ∈ Lp(R+) we have that
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
(f(x)− f(y))2∣∣∣x 34 − y 34 ∣∣∣2−η dx dy ≥ cη
(∫ +∞
0
|f(x)|p dx
) 2
p
. (�.���)
���
�.D. Sobolev-type inequality
We recall the representation formula for fractional powers of the Laplacian: for any
0 < α < 2 and for any function f ∈ Lp(R) for some p ∈ [1,∞) we have
〈f, |p|α f〉 = C(α)
∫
R
∫
R
(f(x)− f(y))2
|x− y|1+α dx dy,
with some explicit constant C(α), where |p| ..= √−∆.
Since for 0 < x < y we have that
y
3
4 − x 34 = 43
∫ y
x
s−
1
4 ds ≤ C(y − x)(xy)− 18 ,
in order to prove (�.���) it is enough to show that
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
(f(x)− f(y))2
|x− y|2−η (xy)
q dx dy ≥ cη
(∫ +∞
0
|f(x)|p dx
) 2
p
, (�.���)
where q ..= 14 − η8 and p ..= 82+3η . Let f˜(x) be the symmetric extension of f to the whole
real line, i.e. f˜(x) ..= f(x) for x > 0 and f˜(x) ..= f(−x) for x < 0. Then, by a simple
calculation we have
4
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
(f(x)− f(y))2
|x− y|2−η (xy)
q dx dy ≥
∫
R
∫
R
(f˜(x)− f˜(y))2
|x− y|2−η |xy|
q dx dy.
Introducing φ(x) ..= |x|q and dropping the tilde for f the estimate in (�.���) would follow
from ∫
R
∫
R
(f(x)− f(y))2
|x− y|2−η φ(x)φ(y) dx dy ≥ c
′
η
(∫
R
|f(x)|p dx
) 2
p
. (�.���)
By the same computation as in the proof of Proposition ��.� in [��] we conclude that∫
R
∫
R
(f(x)− f(y))2
|x− y|2−η φ(x)φ(y) dx dy = 〈φf, |p|
1−η φf〉+ C0(η)
∫
R
|φ(x)f(x)|2
|x|1−η dx
with some C0(η) > 0, hence for the proof of (�.���) it is enough to show that
〈φf, |p|1−η φf〉 ≥ cη
(∫
R
|f |p
) 2
p
.
Let g ..= |p| 12 (1−η) |x|q f , we need to prove that
‖g‖2 ≥ cη‖|x|−q |p|−
1
2 (1−η) g‖p.
By the n-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality in [���] we have that∥∥∥∥|x|−q ∫ |x− y|−a g(y) dy∥∥∥∥
p
≤ C‖g‖r,
where 1r +
a+q
n = 1+
1
p , 0 ≤ q < np and 0 < a < n. In our case a = 1+η2 , r = 2,n = 1 and
all the conditions are satisfied if we take 0 < η < 1. This completes the proof of (�.���).
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Next, in order to prove (�.���), we proceed by linear interpolation as in Proposition B.�
in [��]. Given u : Z → R, let ψ : R → R be its linear interpolation, i.e. ψ(i) ..= ui for
i ∈ Z and
ψ(x) ..= ui + (ui+1 − ui)(x− i) = ui+1 − (ui+1 − ui)(i+ 1− x),
for x ∈ [i, i + 1]. It is easy to see that for each p ∈ [2,+∞] (i.e. η ≤ 2/3), there exists a
constant Cp such that
C−1p ‖ψ‖Lp(R) ≤ ‖u‖Lp(Z) ≤ Cp‖ψ‖Lp(R). (�.���)
In order to prove (�.���) we claim that
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
|ψ(x)− ψ(y)|2∣∣∣x 34 − y 34 ∣∣∣2−η dx dy ≤ cη
∑
i 6=j∈Z+
(ui − uj)2∣∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣∣2−η , (�.���)
for some constant cη > 0. Indeed, combining (�.���) and (�.���) with (�.���) we conclude
(�.���). Finally, the proof of (�.���) is a simple exercise along the lines of the proof of Propo-
sition B.� in [��].
�.E Heat-kernel estimates
The proof of the heat kernel estimates relies on the Nashmethod. In the edge scaling regime
a similar bound was proven in [��] for a compact interval, extended to non-compact interval
but with compactly supported initial dataw0 in [���]. Here we closely follow the latter proof,
adjusted to the cusp regime, where interactions on both sides of the cusp play a role unlike
in the edge regime.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. We start proving (�.���), then (�.���) follows by (�.���) by duality.
Without loss of generality we assume ‖w0‖1 = 1 and that
‖w(s˜)‖p ≥ N−100 (�.���)
for each s ≤ s˜ ≤ t, where w(s˜) = UL(s, s˜)w0. Otherwise, by `p-contraction we had
‖w(s˜)‖p ≤ N−100 implying (�.���) directly.
In the following we use the convention w ..= w(s˜) if there is no confusion. By (�.���),
we have that
‖w‖2p .
∑
i,j≥1
i 6=j
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η +
∑
i,j≤−1
i 6=j
(wi − wj)2∣∣ |i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣2−η .
First we assume that both i and j are positive. Let δ4 < δ2 < δ3 < δ12 . We start with the
following estimate
∑
i,j≥1
i 6=j
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η .
∑
(i,j)∈A
i,j≥1
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η +
∑
i≥1
Ac,(i)∑
j≥1
w2i∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η . (�.���)
���
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We proceed by writing
∑
(i,j)∈A
i,j≥1
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η .
∑
(i,j)∈A: i,j≥1
i or j≤`4Nδ2
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η +
∑
(i,j)∈A
i,j≥`4Nδ2
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η .
By Lemma �.B.� we have that
∑
(i,j)∈A
i,j≥`4Nδ2
(wi − wj)2∣∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣∣2−η . N−200, (�.���)
since i ≥ `4N δ2 and |(w0)j | ≤ N−100 for j ≥ `4N δ4 by our hypotheses. Indeed, for
i ≥ `4N δ2 , we have that
wi =
(
UL(s, s˜)w0
)
i
=
N∑
j=−N
ULij(w0)j =
`4Nδ4∑
j=−`4Nδ4
ULij(w0)j +N−100 . N−100, (�.���)
with very high probability. If (i, j) ∈ A, i, j ≥ 1 and i or j are smaller than `4N δ2 then
both i and j are smaller than `4N δ3 . Hence, for such i and j, by (�.���), we have that
|ẑi(t, α)− ẑj(t, α)| .
N
ω1
6
∣∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣∣
N
3
4
, (�.���)
for any fixed α ∈ [0, 1] and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, where ẑi(t, α) is defined by (�.���)-(�.���). If
i and j are both negative the estimates in (�.���)-(�.���) follow in the same way.
In the following of the proof B, Bij and Vi are defined in (�.���)-(�.���). By (�.���) it
follows that
∑
(i,j)∈A: i,j≥1
i or j≤`4Nδ2
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η +
∑
(i,j)∈A: i,j≤−1
i or j≥−`4Nδ2
(wi − wj)2∣∣i 34 − j 34 ∣∣2−η
. −N− 12N ω13 +Cη
∑
(i,j)∈A
Bij(wi − wj)2 = −2N− 12N
ω1
3 +Cη 〈w,Bw〉 .
(�.���)
Furthermore, since 1 ≤ |i| ≤ `4N δ3 , we have that
Ac,(i)∑
j
1∣∣ |i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣2−η . N
ω1
3 +Cη
N
3
2
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
(ẑi − ẑj)2 . (�.���)
By the rigidity (�.���), (�.���) and (�.���), we can replace ẑj by γj in the sum on the rhs.
of (�.���) and so approximate it by an integral, then using that ρt(E) . ρy,t(E) in the cusp
regime, i.e. |E| ≤ δ∗, with δ∗ defined in Definition �.�.�, we conclude that
1
N
Ac,(i)∑
j
1
(ẑi(t)− ẑj(t))2 .
∫
Ii,y(t)c
ρy,t(E + e+y,t)
(ẑi(t)− E)2 dE = −Vi. (�.���)
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Hence, by (�.���), we conclude that
∑
i
Ac,(i)∑
j
w2i∣∣ |i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣2−η .
∑
1≤|i|≤`4Nδ3
Ac,(i)∑
j
w2i∣∣ |i| 34 − |j| 34 ∣∣2−η +N−200
. −N− 12N ω13 +Cη
∑
|i|≤`4Nδ3
w2i Vi +N−200
. −N− 12N ω13 +Cη〈w,Vw〉+N−200.
(�.���)
Note that in the first inequality of (�.���) we used (�.���).
Summarizing (�.���), (�.���) and (�.���) and rewriting N−200 into an `p-norm using
(�.���), we obtain
‖w‖2p ≤ −N−
1
2N
ω1
3 +Cη〈w,Lw〉+ 110‖w‖
2
p.
Hence, using Hölder inequality, we have that
∂t‖w‖22 = 〈w,Lw〉 ≤ −cηN
1
2N−
ω1
3 −Cη‖w‖2p
≤ −cηN 12N−
ω1
3 −Cη‖w‖
6−3η
2
2 ‖w‖
− 2−3η2
1
≤ −cηN 12N−
ω1
3 −Cη‖w‖
6−3η
2
2 ‖w0‖
− 2−3η2
1 .
(�.���)
In the last inequality of (�.���) we used the `1-contraction of UL. Integrating (�.���) back
in time, it easily follows that
‖UL(s, t)w0‖2 ≤
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 (t− s)
)1−3η
‖w0‖1, (�.���)
proving (�.���). The same bound also holds for the transpose operator (UL)T .
In order to prove (�.���) we follow Lemma �.�� of [���]. Let χ(i) ..= 1{|i|≤`4Nδ5}, with
δ4 < δ5 <
δ1
2 , and v ∈ R2N . Then, we have that
〈UL(0, t)w0, v〉 = 〈w0, (UL)Tχv〉+ 〈w0, (UL)T (1− χ)v〉.
By Lemma �.B.� we have that∣∣∣〈w0, (UL)T (1− χ)v〉∣∣∣ ≤ N−100‖w0‖2‖v‖1. (�.���)
By (�.���) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have that
∣∣∣〈w0, (UL)Tχv〉∣∣∣ ≤ ‖w0‖2‖(UL)Tχv‖2 ≤ ‖w0‖2
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 t
)1−3η
‖v‖1. (�.���)
Hence, combining (�.���) and (�.���), we conclude that
‖UL(0, t)w0‖∞ ≤
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 t
)1−3η
‖w0‖2, (�.���)
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and so, by (�.���), that
‖UL(0, t)w0‖∞ = ‖UL(t/2, t)UL(0, t/2)w0‖∞ (�.���)
.
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 t
)1−3η
‖UL(0, t/2)w0‖2 .
(
NCη+
ω1
3
cηN
1
2 t
)2(1−3η)
‖w0‖1,
where in the first inequality we used that UL(0, t/2)w0 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma
�.�.�, since
∣∣∣(UL(0, t/2)w0)i∣∣∣ ≤ N−100 for |i| ≥ `4N2δ4 by the finite speed estimate of
Lemma �.B.�. Combining (�.���) and (�.���) then (�.���) follows by interpolation.
���

Fluctuations of Rectangular Young Diagrams of
Interlacing Wigner Eigenvalues �
We prove a new CLT for the difference of linear eigenvalue statistics of a Wigner
random matrixH and its minor Ĥ and find that the fluctuation is much smaller than
the fluctuations of the individual linear statistics, as a consequence of the strong
correlation between the eigenvalues ofH and Ĥ . In particular our theorem identifies the
fluctuation of Kerov’s rectangular Young diagrams, defined by the interlacing eigenvalues
ofH and Ĥ , around their asymptotic shape, the Vershik-Kerov-Logan-Shepp curve.
Young diagrams equipped with the Plancherel measure follow the same limiting shape.
For this, algebraically motivated, ensemble a CLT has been obtained in [���] which is
structurally similar to our result but the variance is different, indicating that the
analogy between the two models has its limitations. Moreover, our theorem shows that
Borodin’s result [��] on the convergence of the spectral distribution of Wigner matrices to
a Gaussian free field also holds in derivative sense.
Published as L. Erdős and D. Schröder, Fluctuations of rectangular Young diagrams of
interlacing Wigner eigenvalues, Int. Math. Res. Not. IMRN, ����–���� (����), MR3805203.
�.� Introduction
There is a rich history of probabilistic models of essentially algebraic nature with surprising
connections to randommatrix theory. Examples include the longest increasing subsequence
in random permutations [��], queuing processes [��], random tilings of a hexagon [���],
poly-nuclear growth processes [���] and �+� dimensional exclusion processes (see e.g. [��]
for a good overview of the topic). Recent years have seen a spectacular progress towards
the KPZ universality that is detected in the extreme regimes. The intuition for the KPZ
universality often comes from relating these model to the extreme eigenvalues of random
matrices. Many of these models are related to a classical algebraic problem, the statistics of
Young tableaux from representation theory. In this paper we focus on the bulk regime andwe
investigate the analogy between largeYoung diagrams equippedwith the classical Plancherel
���
�. F����������� �� R���������� Y���� D������� �� I���������� W����� E����������
measure and Kerov’s rectangular Young diagrams, originating from eigenvalue statistics of
minors of large random Wigner random matrices. Their limiting shape curves coincide.
Here we identify the fluctuation of the rectangular Young diagrams and establish the precise
conditions when it is Gaussian and we compute its correlation. We find that the limiting
behavior of the two diagram ensembles are not the same, even though in the extreme regime
their statistics coincide.
Given an integer N and a partition N = λ1 + λ2 + . . . of N into integers λ1 ≥
λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, the planar figure obtained as the union of consecutive rows consisting of
λ1, λ2, . . . unit square cells, is called the Young diagram corresponding to λ of size |λ| = N .
Young diagrams of size N are commonly considered as a probability space equipped with
the Plancherel measure PN (λ) ..= d2λ/N !, where dλ is the number of Young tableaux with
given shape λ (see, e.g. [��])
The first major connection between Young diagrams and random matrix theory was es-
tablished by Baik,Deift and Johansson who showed in [��] that the distribution of λ1/
√
N
with respect to PN (λ) asymptotically agrees with the distribution of the largest eigenvalue
of anN ×N GUE matrix, hence it follows the Tracy Widom law [���]. Similar result [��]
holds for λ2/
√
N and the second largest eigenvalue, and Okounkov [���] established that
the joint distribution of λ1/
√
N, . . . , λk/
√
N asymptotically follows that of the k largest
eigenvalues of theGUE.Alternative proofs are given in [��, ���]. In fact, in [��] also sine ker-
nel universality in the bulk regime (that is, correlation functions of rows λk with k ∼
√
N )
has been proven.
To study the bulk behavior of Young diagrams, it is convenient to draw them in the
Russian convention which is rotated by 45◦ from the horizontal convention (see Figure
�.�). In this way we can view the upper boundary the diagram as a continuous function
E 7→ λ(E) such that λ(E) ≥ |E| and λ′(E) = ±1, whenever it is defined. We can
continuously extend this function by λ(E) = |E| outside the extent of the diagram. The
limiting shape and the fluctuation of this curve under the Plancherel measure, after proper
rescaling, has been determined:
1√
N
λ(
√
NE) ≈ Ω(E) + 2√
N
∆(E), N →∞, (�.�)
where
Ω(E) ..=
|E| if |E| ≥ 22
pi
[
E arcsin E2 +
√
4− E2
]
else
is the Vershik-Kerov-Logan-Shepp curve. The fluctuation term ∆(E) is a generalized Gaus-
sian process on the interval [−2, 2] that can be defined by the trigonometric series
∆(2 cos θ) = 1
pi
∑
k≥2
ξk sin kθ√
k
of independent standard Gaussian random variables ξk. The limit shape has been indepen-
dently identified in [���] and [���], the fluctuation was proved in [���] following Kerov’s
unpublished notes.
A direct connection between random matrices and Young diagrams in the bulk regime
was found by Kerov in [���]. He showed that for a Wigner random matrix H ∈ CN×N
and an independent random N − 1 dimensional hyperplane h with uniformly distributed
���
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E
λ(E)
F����� �.�: Young diagram in French and Russian convention corresponding to the parti-
tion 15 = 6 + 5 + 2 + 1 + 1, together with the curve λ(E)
normal vector, the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN , and λ̂1, . . . , λ̂N−1 of H and PhHPh, where Ph
is the projection onto h, can be used to construct a curve very similar to Young diagrams. He
defined a rectangular Young diagram (for a more general context, see [���]) as the function
wN (E) ..=
N∑
k=1
|λk − E| −
N−1∑
k=1
∣∣∣λ̂k − E∣∣∣ , E ∈ R.
It is easy to see that wN is the unique piecewise-linear continuous function with local min-
ima in λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN and local maxima in λ̂1 ≤ . . . ≤ λ̂N−1 such that the slope is ±1
whenever it exists and wN (E) =
∣∣∣E −∑λk +∑ λ̂k∣∣∣ for large enough |E|. It was then
shown that
lim
N→∞
EwN (E) = Ω(E),
uniformly in E.
Bufetov in [��] has recently improved this result in two directions. First, he showed that
the randomness in the choice of the projection is not needed; it is sufficient to consider the
eigenvalues of H and its minor Ĥ = (hij)i,j≥2 (where the choice of removed row/column
is, of course, arbitrary). Second, he improved the convergence in expectation to convergence
in probability;
lim
N→∞
sup
E
|wN (E)− Ω(E)| = 0. (�.�)
We note that
∑
k λk =
∑
k λ̂k−1 + h11, so wN (E) = |E − h11| for large E and thus
it does not exactly match Ω(E) even outside of the limiting spectrum [−2, 2]. To remedy
this, we will also consider the shifted diagram
w˜N (E) ..= wN (E + h11)
which agrees identically with Ω(E) outside the spectrum. This modification is irrelevant
for the limit shape but it becomes relevant when we consider fluctuations. Figure �.� shows
realizations of w˜N for different values of N together with the limiting curve Ω.
In the present work we upgrade the law of large numbers type results (�.�) to a central
limit theorem (CLT) as in (�.�), and thus demonstrate that a certain analogy between ran-
dom matrices and representation theory extends beyond the macroscopic behavior. Specif-
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ically, we prove that
wN (E) ≈ Ω(E) + 1√
N
[
∆̂(E) + ξ11
E
√
(4− E2)+ + 4arcsinE/2
2pi
]
, (�.�)
w˜N (E) ≈ Ω(E) + 1√
N
[
∆̂(E) + ξ11
E
√
(4− E2)+
2pi
]
(�.�)
where ∆̂(E) are collections of centered Gaussian random variables whose covariance struc-
ture we explicitly compute and ξ11 =
√
Nh11 is independent of them. Therefore the fluc-
tuations of wN and w˜N are Gaussian if and only if h11 is Gaussian. We also conclude from
our explicit formulas for the variances that although (�.�) resembles (�.�), the distribution
of the Gaussian part of the fluctuation, ∆̂(E) and ∆(E) do not agree. For example – in
contrast to ∆(E) – the fluctuation term ∆̂(E) has a finite variance.
Motivated by the preprint of the current paper, Sasha Sodin [���] considered another
rectangular Young diagramw∗N obtained from the interlacing roots and extrema of the char-
acteristic polynomial of H . He found that
w∗N (E) ≈ Ω(E) +
1
N
∆˜(E), (�.�)
albeit in a weaker sense than (�.�), where ∆˜(E) is a generalized Gaussian process closely
related to ∆(E) in (�.�). In particular the fluctuations of w∗N are always Gaussian; the dis-
tribution of any specific matrix entry does not play a distinguished role. The difference be-
tweenwN andw∗N can be understood via theMarkov correspondence (see, e.g. [���]). Sodin
pointed out that the rectangular Young diagram wN created by a random matrix H and its
minor Ĥ is related to the entrywise spectral measure ρN , defined as
∫
f dρN ..= f(H)11,
while the empirical spectral density µN = 1N
∑
k δλk corresponds to the rectangular Young
diagram w∗N . Thus the behavior of w
∗
N is directly related to
1
N Tr f(H) and not to f(H)11
which also explains the difference in the size of the fluctuations between (�.�) and (�.�). For
more details on the relation of wN and w∗N we refer to [���].
We prove our results (�.�)–(�.�) as corollaries to a new central limit theorem for the
difference in linear eigenvalue statistics of aWigner random matrix and its minor. For many
classes of randommatricesH = H(N) ∈ CN×N the empirical spectral density, i.e., the nor-
malized counting measure of eigenvalues, 1N
∑N
k=1 δλk converges weakly to a deterministic
measure ρ as N → ∞, which may be viewed as type of law of large numbers. Phrased in
terms of an appropriate test function f ,
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
f(λk(H(N))) =
∫
f(x)ρ(dx),
naturally raises the question whether the fluctuations in this convergence also follow an ana-
logue of the central limit theorem. The object
∑N
k=1 f(λk(H(N))) = Tr f(H(N)), called
the linear eigenvalue statistics ofH(N), has been studied for many types of random matrices
[��, ���, ���, ��, ���, ���, ���] and large classes of test functions f . Contrary to the classical
CLT, the fluctuations of the linear eigenvalue statistics do not grow with N , at least if f is
sufficiently regular. The fluctuations are typically Gaussian, but there are also some patho-
logical examples where this is not the case, e.g. for certain invariant ensembles with density
���
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−2 −1 0 1 2
1
2
N = 10
N = 100
Ω
F����� �.�: Sample rectangular Young diagrams w˜N with limiting shape Ω
supported on several intervals [���]. For polynomial test functions f the Gaussian fluctua-
tion can be proved by the elementary moment method, see e.g. [��,Theorem �.�.��], but a
simple approximation argument does not suffice to extend the result to less regular f . CLT
still holds, for example it has been shown in [���] that for GOE random matrices and test
functions f with bounded derivativeTr f(H(N))−ETr f(H(N)) converges in distribution
to a centered Gaussian random variable of variance
1
2pi2
∫ 2
−2
∫ 2
−2
(
f(x)− f(x′)
x− x′
)2 4− xx′√
4− x2√4− x′2 dx dx
′.
The currently weakest regularity conditions on f for CLT are found in [���]; f ∈ H1+
is necessary for general Wigner matrices and f ∈ C1/2+ suffices for GUE. We stress
that linear statistics are very sensitive to regularity of the test function; while polynomial
test functions do not require understanding of any local eigenvalue statistics (the global
moment method works), the proof in [���] for theWigner case heavily relied on techniques
developed to prove local semicircle laws [��], while the GUE case even used the Brézin-
Hikami formula and saddle point analysis of the determinantal kernel by Johansson [���].
All previous work concerned linear statistics of a singleWigner matrix except two papers
by Borodin [��, ��] and a few recent works motivated by them. In these papers joint fluctu-
ations of linear statistics of Wigner matrices and its minors were investigated (see also [���]
where a similar question was discussed for d-regular graphs). Borodin considered general
families of regularly nested minors and identified the limit of their joint spectral counting
functions as a Gaussian free field (GFF), but the test function was polynomial and thus a
relatively simple extension of the moment method [��] worked. The class of test functions
was extended to include functions with a high Sobolev regularity (H2.5+ for Gaussian and
H5.5+ for general Wigner matrices) using a Chebyshev basis decomposition [���] (see also
[���] where not only nested but overlapping matrices were considered). However, all these
results identify the joint fluctuations on order one scale, whose correlations are typically
strictly between � and � for a collection of minors whose sizes asymptotically differ by cN .
Our work detects the small fluctuation of order N−1/2 resulting from the very strong cor-
relation between minors of almost the same size. This fine effect is not visible on the scale
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of the analysis in [��, ��, ���]. Nevertheless, one may ask whether the fine scale covariance
structure proven in our mainTheorem �.�.� is consistent with the covariance formula in [��,
��, ���] if one formally applies it to H and its immediate minor Ĥ disregarding the inter-
change of limits. Effectively this question is equivalent to asking whether the convergence
of the spectral counting functions of the minors to the GFF also holds in derivative sense.
In Appendix �.A we show that the derivative of the GFF predicts the correct variance of
the fluctuations but fails to identify their distribution, in general. This is essentially due
to the fact that our fine scale result depends on the precise distribution of h11 while the
macroscopic formula does not depend on any individual matrix entry.
Inspired by Kerov’s rectangular Young diagrams, in the present work we study the dif-
ference of two linear statistics fN ..= Tr f(H)−Tr f(Ĥ) of aWigner matrix and its minor
for a large class of test functions that includes f(x) = |x− E|. We find that the expectation
of fN converges to
Ωf ..=
1
pi
∫ 2
−2
f(x)√
4− x2 dx
and its fluctuations aroundΩf are of orderN−1/2. In particular, the fluctuations we identify
are much smaller than those of the individual linear statistics, as a result of the strong corre-
lation of the eigenvalues ofH and Ĥ . Moreover,we prove that the fluctuations are Gaussian
if and only if h11 follows a normal distribution. It is clear that h11 plays a special role, since
for example with f(x) = x, we have fN = TrH−Tr Ĥ = h11. Since our test function has
a relatively low regularity, our proof requires to understand the spectral statistics on small
mesoscopic scales. In practice, we jointly analyze the Green functions G(z) = (H − z)−1
and Ĝ(z) = (Ĥ − z)−1 on a spectral scale =z ≥ N−2/3.
After completing this manuscript, we learned� from Vadim Gorin that he and Lingfu
Zhang have obtained [��] the exact analogue of our result for the multilevel extension of
the β-Jacobi ensemble that was introduced in [��] as an analogue of the minor process for
general β-ensemble.
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�.� Main Results
We consider complex Hermitian and real symmetric random matrices and their minors of
the form
H ..=
h11 . . . hN1... . . . ...
h1N . . . hNN
 , Ĥ ..=
h22 . . . hN2... . . . ...
h2N . . . hNN

with (hij)Ni,j=1 being independent (up to the symmetry constraint hij = hji) random vari-
ables satisfying
Ehij = 0, E |hij |2 = sij
N
and E |hij |p ≤ µp
Np/2
(�.�)
for all i, j, p and some absolute constants µp. Our main result about the difference of linear
eigenvalue statistics of a Wigner random matrix and its minor is as follows.
�Private communication
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Theorem �.�.�. Let the Wigner matrix H satisfy (�.�), sij = 1 for i 6= j and sii ≤ C for
all i, E |h1j |4 = σ4/N2 for j = 2, . . . , N and Eh2ij = σ2/N for i < j. Moreover, let
f ∈ H2([−10, 10]) be some real-valued function. Then the random variables
fN ..= Tr f(H)− Tr f(Ĥ) =
N∑
k=1
f(λk)−
N−1∑
k=1
f(λ̂k)
and
f˜N ..=
N∑
k=1
f(λk − h11)−
N−1∑
k=1
f(λ̂k − h11)
are approximately given by
fN ≈ Ωf + 1√
N
[
∆f + ξ11
∫ 2
−2
f ′(x)ρ(x) dx
]
f˜N ≈ Ωf + 1√
N
[
∆f + ξ11
∫ 2
−2
xf ′′(x)
2 ρ(x) dx
]
,
(�.�)
where ρ(x) ..= 12pi
√
4− x2 is the density of the semicircle law,
Ωf ..=
1
pi
∫ 2
−2
f(x)√
4− x2 dx
and∆f is a centered Gaussian random variable, independent of ξ11. Its variance is given by the
explicit formulas
E(∆f )2 = Vf ..= Vf,1 + |σ2|2 Vσ2 + (σ4 − 1)Vf,2
Vf,1 =
∫ 2
−2
f ′(x)2ρ(x) dx−
(∫ 2
−2
xf ′(x)ρ(x) dx
)2
−
(∫ 2
−2
f ′(x)ρ(x) dx
)2
, (�.�)
Vf,2 =
(∫ 2
−2
xf ′(x)ρ(x) dx
)2
, (�.�)
where Vσ2 , as defined in eq. (�.��), is a correction term only needed when σ2 6= 0. For the special
case of symmetric Wigner matricesH where σ2 = 1 holds automatically, we have Vσ2 = Vf,1.
More precisely, for any fixed  > 0,
E fN = Ωf +O
(
N−2/3+
)
, E f˜N = Ωf +O
(
N−2/3+
)
,
and
√
N [fN − Ωf ]− ξ11
∫ 2
−2
f ′(x)ρ(x) dx⇒ ∆f ,
√
N
[
f˜N − Ωf
]
− ξ11
∫ 2
−2
xf ′′(x)
2 ρ(x) dx⇒ ∆f
converge in distribution to∆f . Any fixed moment of these random variables converges at least at
a rate of O
(
N−1/6+
)
to the corresponding Gaussian moments.
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Remark �.�.�. Theorem �.�.� shows that the fluctuations of fN and f˜N are always Gaussian if∫
f ′(x)ρ(x) dx = 0 or
∫
f ′′(x)xρ(x) dx = 0, respectively. For generic f not fulfilling these
conditions the fluctuations are Gaussian if and only if h11 follows a Gaussian distribution.
By polarization identity, the limiting covariances of
√
N
[
fN − Ωf
]
and
√
N
[
gN −
Ωg
]
may be obtained for any pair of functions f, g. In particular,Theorem �.�.� extends to
complex test functions f by considering its real and imaginary parts separately. We also
note that the condition f ∈ H2 is not essential. The theorem holds for any f ∈ H1,
provided that
∫ 2
−2 |ρ′(x)xf ′(x)|dx <∞. Finally, we remark that the same statement holds
for generalized Wigner matrices where we assume sij = 1 only for i = 1 and j > 1. For
i ≥ 2 we only need to assume
∑
j≥2
sij = N − 1, max
i,j
sij ≤ C
for some constant C. We leave it to the reader to check that our proof carries over with
minor modifications to this general case, as well.
Applied to rectangular Young diagrams, this result translates to:
Theorem �.�.�. Let the Wigner matrixH satisfy (�.�), sij = 1 for (i, j) 6= (1, 1),E |h1j |4 =
σ4/N2 for j = 2, . . . , N andEh2ij = σ2/N for i < j. Then – in the sense ofTheorem �.�.� and
with the same error bounds – we asymptotically have
wN (E) ≈ Ω(E) + 1√
N
[
∆̂(E) + ξ11
E
√
(4− E2)+ + 4arcsinE/2
2pi
]
and
w˜N (E) ≈ Ω(E) + 1√
N
[
∆̂(E) + ξ11
E
√
(4− E2)+
2pi
]
,
where ∆̂(E) is a centered Gaussian, independent of ξ11. Its variance is given by the explicit
formulas
E[∆̂(E)]2 = V (E) ..= V1(E) + |σ2|2 Vσ2(E) + (σ4 − 1)V2(E),
V1(E) = 1− (4− E
2)3+
9pi2 −
(
E
√
(4− E2)+ + 4arcsinE/2
)2
4pi2 , V2(E) =
(4− E2)3+
9pi2 ,
where it is understood that arcsin(±x) = ±pi/2 for x > 2. The correction term Vσ2(E), that is
only needed when σ2 6= 0, can be obtained via the general formula for Vσ2 from (�.��). For the
special case of real symmetricH , we have Vσ2(E) = V1(E).
A simple inspection also shows that w˜N not only becomes deterministic for |E| ≥ 2,
but it has smaller fluctuation than wN everywhere. Furthermore, both wN and w˜N have
fluctuations precisely of orderN−1/2 in E ∈ [−2, 2], while outside of this interval only wN
has fluctuations of precisely order N−1/2 and w˜N has strictly smaller fluctuations.
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�.� Variance Computation
In this section we prove Theorem �.�.� in the sense of mean and variance. The proof for
higher moments and the convergence of distribution will be given in Section �.�. We first
introduce a commonly used (see, e.g., [��]) notion of high-probability bound which helps
in keeping the notation compact.
Definition �.�.� (Stochastic Domination). If
X =
(
X(N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
and Y =
(
Y (N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
are families of random variables indexed by N , and possibly some parameter u, then we say that
X is stochastically dominated by Y , if for all ,D > 0 we have
sup
u∈U(N)
P
[
X(N)(u) > N Y (N)(u)
]
≤ N−D
for large enoughN ≥ N0(,D). In this case we use the notationX ≺ Y . Moreover, if we have
|X| ≺ Y , we also writeX = O≺ (Y ).
It can be checked (see [��, Lemma �.�]) that ≺ satisfies the usual arithmetic properties,
e.g. if X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, then also X1 + X2 ≺ Y1 + Y2 and X1X2 ≺ Y1Y2.
We will say that a (sequence of ) events A = A(N) holds with overwhelming probability if
P(A(N)) ≥ 1−N−D for any D > 0 and N ≥ N0(D). In particular, under the conditions
(�.�), we have hij ≺ N−1/2 and maxk |λk| ≤ 3 with overwhelming probability.
Let χ : R → R be a smooth cut-off function which is constant 1 inside [−5, 5] and
constant 0 outside [−10, 10]. Now define
fχ(x) ..= f(x)χ(x)
and its almost analytic extension
fC(x+ iη) ..=
[
fχ(x) + iηf ′χ(x)
]
χ(η).
Clearly, fC is bounded and compactly supported. Then,
∂z¯fC(x+ iη) =
1
2
∂
∂x
fC(x+ iη) +
i
2
∂
∂η
fC(x+ iη)
= iη2 χ(η)f
′′
χ(x) +
i
2χ
′(η)
[
fχ(x) + iηf ′χ(x)
]
and we note that for small η,
∂z¯fC(x+ iη) = O (η) and ∂η∂z¯fC(x+ iη) = O (1) . (�.��)
For real λ we have
fχ(λ) =
1
2ipi
∫
C
∂z¯fC(z)
λ− z dz¯ ∧ dz =
1
pi
∫
R2
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
λ− x− iη dx dη
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whenever f ∈ C2(R), as follows from Cauchy’s Theorem. Since the left hand side of this
equality is real, it suffices to integrate the real part of the integrand on the right hand side
which conveniently is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Consequently,
fχ(λ) =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫
R+
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
λ− x− iη dη dx. (�.��)
Eq. (�.��) is commonly known as the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula [���]. One can easily check
that eq. (�.��) extends to H2(R) functions. The cut-off was chosen in such a way that with
overwhelming probability f(λk) = fC(λk) and f(λk−h11) = fC(λk−h11) and therefore
eq. (�.��) yields
fN =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫
R+
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
[
TrG(x+ iη)− Tr Ĝ(x+ iη)
]
dη dx (�.��)
and
f˜N =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫
R+
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
[
TrG(x+ h11 + iη)− Tr Ĝ(x+ h11 + iη)
]
dη dx,
(�.��)
where for convenience we defined
H =
(
h11 h∗
h Ĥ
)
, H(1) =
(
0 0
0 Ĥ
)
,
G(z) ..= (H − z)−1, Ĝ(z) ..= (Ĥ − z)−1, G(1)(z) ..= (H(1) − z)−1.
We also introduce the short hand notations
∆N (z) ..= TrG(z)− Tr Ĝ(z) and ∆˜N (z) ..= TrG(z + h11)− Tr Ĝ(z + h11).
From the Schur complement formula we find
∆N (z) =
1 + 〈h, Ĝ(z)2h〉
h11 − z − 〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉
and ∆˜N (z) =
1 + 〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)2h〉
−z − 〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉
. (�.��)
The basic strategy now is that we identify the leading order behavior of these two expressions
and then handle the fluctuations separately. To do so, we firstly exclude a critical area very
close to the real line. Since∣∣∣η + η 〈h, Ĝ(x+ iη)2h〉∣∣∣ ≤ η + =〈h, Ĝ(x+ iη)h〉 ≤ ∣∣∣x0 + x+ iη + 〈h, Ĝ(x+ iη)h〉∣∣∣
for any x0 ∈ R we find that
|η∆N (x+ iη)| ≤ 1 and
∣∣∣η ∆˜N (x+ iη)∣∣∣ ≤ 1
for all η > 0. Therefore we can restrict our integrations in (�.��)–(�.��) to the domain
=z > η0 ..= N−2/3 and find that
fN =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)∆N (x+ iη) dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
���
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and
f˜N =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)∆˜N (x+ iη) dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
.
For =z = η ≥ η0 we claim that the leading order of ∆N and ∆˜N is given by
∆̂N (z) ..=
1 + 1N Tr Ĝ(z)2
−z − 1N Tr Ĝ(z)
. (�.��)
Accordingly, we split the proof effectively into two parts. We define
Ω̂f ..=
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)∆̂N (x+ iη) dη dx (�.��)
and
FN ..=
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
[
∆N (x+ iη)− ∆̂N (x+ iη)
]
dη dx (�.��)
F˜N ..=
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(x+ iη)
[
∆˜N (x+ iη)− ∆̂N (x+ iη)
]
dη dx,
so that
fN = Ω̂f + FN +O≺
(
N−2/3
)
and f˜N = Ω̂f + F˜N +O≺
(
N−2/3
)
.
Proposition �.�.� (Leading Order). Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� we have that
Ω̂f = Ωf +O≺
(
N−2/3
)
.
Proposition �.�.� (Fluctuations). Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� we have that
EF 2N =
1
N
Vf +O≺
(
N−7/6
)
and E F˜ 2N =
1
N
V˜f +O≺
(
N−7/6
)
.
Note that the error terms in these propositions are deterministic and hence could also
be written as O
(
N−2/3+
)
or O
(
N−7/6+
)
for any  > 0, respectively, but for simplicity
we keep the O≺ (. . .) notation for deterministic quantities as well.
The positivity of Vf and V˜f defined (�.�)–(�.�) follows from 1 = σ2 ≤ σ4 and from
simple Schwarz inequalities
(∫ 2
−2
xρ(x)f ′(x) dx
)2
≤
∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x)2 dx,(∫ 2
−2
xρ(x)
(
f ′(x)−
∫
ρf ′
)
dx
)2
≤
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)
(
f(x)−
∫
ρf ′
)2
ρ(x) dx
)
,
using that the semicircle density ρ is symmetric and
∫
x2ρ(x) dx = 1.
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�.�.� LeadingOrder Integral
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition �.�.�. We rely on the local semicircle law
in the averaged form (see [��] or [��,Theorem �.�])
mN (z) ..=
1
N
Tr Ĝ(z) = m(z) +O≺
( 1
Nη
)
(�.��)
and the entry-wise form
Ĝij(z)− δijm(z) ≺ 1√
Nη
(�.��)
which holds true for all η = =z > η0. Herem(z) is the Stieltjes transform of the semicircle
distribution, i.e.,
m(z) ..=
∫ 2
−2
1
x− z ρ(x) dx =
1
2pi
∫ 2
−2
√
4− x2
x− z dx =
−z +√z2 − 4
2 ,
where we chose the branch of the square root with positive imaginary part. Note that Ĝ
is an (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix but we still normalize its trace by 1/N to define mN ;
this unconventional notation will simplify some formulas later. Strictly speaking, the sum
of the variances in each row of Ĥ is not exactly one as required in [��, ��], partly due to
the removal of one column and partly due to the relaxed bound E |hii|2 ≤ C/N on the
diagonal elements. Nevertheless, we still have
∑N
i=2E |hij |2 = 1 + O
(
N−1
)
for each
j = 2, 3, . . . , N and the proof of [��,Theorem �.�] goes through. The only small change is
that theO (N−1) error term above gives rise to an additional term of sizeO (1/Nη) in the
definition of Υi in (�.�)-(�.�) of [��] using the trivial bound |vi| = |Gii −m| ≤ 2/η with
the notation of that paper. Since the error bound on Υi used in that proof is bigger than
O (1/Nη), see [��, Lemma �.�], the rest of the proof is unchanged.
Thus
∆̂N (z) =
1 + 1N Tr Ĝ(z)2
−z −m(z) +O≺
( 1
Nη
)
= m(z)
[
1 + 1
N
Tr Ĝ(z)2
]
+O≺
( 1
Nη
)
,
where we used the relationm(z) = 1/(−z−m(z)). Since ∂z¯fC(x+ iη) = O (η) for small
η the error term, when inserted in (�.��) only gives a contribution of 1/N . Thus eq. (�.��)
becomes
Ω̂f =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(z)m(z)
[
1 + 1
N
Tr Ĝ(z)2
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−1
)
,
where from now on we shall always use the shorthand notation z = x+ iη. Noting that
1 + 1
N
Tr Ĝ(x+ iη)2 = ∂η
[
η − i 1
N
Tr Ĝ(x+ iη)
]
= ∂η [η − imN (x+ iη)] ,
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and −i∂ηh(z) = ∂zh(z) for analytic h, we can now perform an integration by parts to find
Ω̂f =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∂z¯fC(z0)m(z0) [η − imN (z0)] dx
− 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂η (∂z¯fC(z)m(z)) [η − imN (z)] dη dx+O≺
(
N−1
)
= 2
pi
<
∫
R
∂z¯fC(z0)m(z0) [η − im(z0)] dx
− 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂η (∂z¯fC(z)m(z)) [η − im(z)] dη dx+O≺
(
N−1
)
+ 2
pi
<
∫
R
∂z¯fC(z0)m(z0)i [mN (z0)−m(z0)] dx
− 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂η (∂z¯fC(z)m(z)) i [mN (z)−m(z)] dη dx
= 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(z)m(z)
[
1 +m′(z)
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−1
)
+O≺
(
N−1| log η0|
)
where we used that ∂z¯fC(x+ iη) scales like η near the real axis and the local semicircle law
from eq. (�.��). For the main term we need the following simple lemma.
Lemma �.�.�. Let φ, ψ : [−10, 10]× [0, 10i]→ C be functions such that ∂z¯ψ(z) ≡ 0, φ, ψ ∈
H1 and φ vanishes at the left, right and top boundary of the integration region. Then for any
η0 ∈ [0, 10], we have
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
[∂z¯φ(z)]ψ(z) dη dx =
1
2i
∫ 10
−10
φ(x+ iη0)ψ(x+ iη0) dx, z = x+ iη.
Proof. This follows from the computation
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
[∂z¯φ(z)]ψ(z) dη dx =
1
2i
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
[∂z¯φ(z)]ψ(z) dz¯ ∧ dz
= 12i
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
d(φ(z)ψ(z) dz) = 12i
∫ 10
−10
φ(x+ iη0)ψ(x+ iη0) dx,
where we used Stokes’Theorem in the ultimate step.
We apply this together with =m(x)[1 +m′(x)] = (4 − x2)−1/2 and (�.��) to extend
the integration to the real axis and conclude that
Ω̂f =
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(z)∆̂N (z) dη dx
= Ωf +O≺
(
N−2/3
)
= 1
pi
∫ 2
−2
f(x)√
4− x2 dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
,
completing the proof of Proposition �.�.�.
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�.�.� Fluctuation Integral
We now turn to the proof of Proposition �.�.�. We formulate the main estimate as a lemma:
Lemma �.�.�. For any η > η0 we have that
∆N (z)− ∆̂N (z) = ∂z 〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11−z −mN (z) +O≺
( 1
Nη2
)
(�.��)
and
∆˜N (z)− ∆̂N (z) = ∂z 〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z)−z −mN (z) +O≺
( 1
Nη2
)
. (�.��)
Proof. This lemma relies on the following large deviation bound (see, e.g. [��,TheoremC.�])
〈h,Ah〉 = 1
N
TrA+O≺
( 1
N
√
Tr |A|2
)
. (�.��)
To prove eq. (�.��) we write the difference ∆N − ∆̂N from (�.��) and (�.��) as
(−z −mN (z))
(
〈h, Ĝ(z)2h〉 −m′N (z)
)
− (−1−m′N (z))
(
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
)
(−z −mN (z))2 − (−z −mN (z))
(
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
) .
Now it follows from eq. (�.��) and (�.��) that
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z) ≺ 1
N
√
Tr
∣∣∣Ĝ(z)∣∣∣2 ≤ 1
N
√
1
η
=Tr Ĝ(z) ≺ 1√
Nη
(�.��)
and also
〈h, Ĝ(z)2h〉 −m′N (z) ≺
1
N
√
Tr
∣∣∣Ĝ(z)∣∣∣4 ≤ 1
Nη
√
Tr
∣∣∣Ĝ(z)∣∣∣2 ≺ 1√
Nη3
.
We can therefore conclude that ∆N (z)− ∆̂N (z) can be estimated as
∂z
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
−z −mN (z) +O≺
( 1
Nη2
)
.
The proof of eq. (�.��) is identical and shall be omitted.
We now use eq. (�.��) to start estimating the fluctuations FN of fN as defined in
eq. (�.��) via an integration by parts (with z0 = x+ iη0)
FN =− 2
pi
<
∫
R
∂z¯fC(z0)i
〈h, Ĝ(z0)h〉 −mN (z0)− h11
−z0 −mN (z0) dx
+ 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂η∂z¯fC(z)i
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
−z −mN (z) dη dx+O≺
(− log η0
N
)
and continue with the estimate
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
−z −mN (z) =
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
−z −m(z) +O≺
( 1
(Nη)3/2
)
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from (�.��) and (�.��) to find that
FN =− 2
pi
<
∫
R
m(z0)∂z¯fC(z0)i
[
〈h, Ĝ(z0)h〉 −mN (z0)− h11
]
dx (�.��)
+ 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)i
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
=− 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
,
where we used in the last step that
∣∣∣∂z¯fC(z0) [〈h, Ĝ(z0)h〉 −mN (z0)− h11]∣∣∣ ≺ √η0
N
≤ N−2/3
from (�.��) and (�.��). Similarly one finds that
F˜N ..=
2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
∂z¯fC(z)[∆˜N (z)− ∆̂N (z)] dη dx (�.��)
= 2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)i
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z)
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
=2
pi
<
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)i
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z + h11)
+m(z + h11)−m(z)
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
= − 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z + h11)
+ h11m′(z)
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
where in the penultimate step we used the local semicircle law (�.��) and integrated the error
term (Nη)−1 at an expense of N−1| log η0| and in the last step estimated
m(z + h11)−m(z) = h11m′(z) +O≺
( 1
η3/2N
)
,
where the error term, after integration, contributes an error of at most N−2/3.
Both fluctuation estimates from eqs. (�.��) and (�.��) have two convenient properties:
Firstly, the leading order expressions for FN and F˜N have zero mean and secondly, the
fluctuations in them stemming from h11 and the ones from h and Ĝ(z) can be separated.
Indeed,
E
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z + h11) + h11m′(z)
]2
= E
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z + h11)
]2
+E
[
h11m
′(z)
]2
since the expectation with respect to h, conditioned on h11 of the first term on the rhs. is
zero and h and h11 are independent. Similarly,
E
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)− h11
]2
= E
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)
]2
+E [h11]2 .
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Therefore we can start computing the variances as
EF 2N = E
( 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)
]
dη dx
)2
+ s11
N
( 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z) dη dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
(�.��)
and
E F˜ 2N = E
( 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z)
[
〈h, Ĝ(z + h11)h〉 −mN (z + h11)
]
dη dx
)2
+ s11
N
( 2
pi
=
∫
R
∫ 10
0
m(z)m′(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z) dη dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
. (�.��)
Note that in the second terms we extended the integration domain of η starting from �
instead of η0 at a negligible error. The second terms are already deterministic and explicitly
computable using Lemma �.�.� and they give rise to the integral coefficients in (�.�). When
taking expectations, we frequently use the property that ifX = O≺ (Y ),Y ≥ 0 and |X| ≤
NC for some constant C, then E |X| ≺ EY , or, equivalently, E |X| ≤ N EY for any
 > 0 and N ≥ N0().
For the first term we introduce short-hand notations
g(z) ..= 2
pi
m(z)∂η∂z¯fC(z), X(z) ..=
√
N
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 −mN (z)
]
(�.��)
to write
F ′N ..=
1√
N
E
(
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)X(z) dη dx
)2
,
F˜ ′N ..=
1√
N
E
(
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)X(z + h11) dη dx
)2
.
For complex numbers z, w we can expand
(=z)(=w) = 12< [z¯w − zw]
to write out
F ′N =
1
N
1
2<
x
R
10x
η0
[
g(z)g(z¯′)EX(z)X(z¯′)− g(z)g(z′)EX(z)X(z′)]dη dη′ dx dx′
(�.��)
where we used that X(z) = X(z¯) and g(z) = g(z¯). To work out the expectations, we
expand
X(z)X(z′) = N
∑
i 6=j
hiGijhj +
∑
i
[
|hi|2 − 1
N
]
Gii
∑
l 6=k
hlG
′
lkhk +
∑
l
[
|hl|2 − 1
N
]
G′ll

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where we introduced the shorthand notations
G = Ĝ(z), G′ = Ĝ(z′).
Note that we have redefined the notationG but it should not create any confusion since the
full resolvent matrix G(z) will not appear any more in the rest of the paper. To keep the
notation simple we generally index the (N − 1)× (N − 1)matricesG,G′ and the (N − 1)
vector h by integers {2, . . . , N}. In particular, all sums involving G and G′ run from 2 to
N if not stated otherwise. We then compute the expectation E1 = E(·|H(1)) conditioned
on H(1) to find
E1[X(z)X(z′)] = N
∑
i 6=j
(
GijG
′
jiE |hi|2 |hj |2 +GijG′ij Eh2ih2j
)
(�.��)
+N
∑
i
E
[
|hi|2 − 1
N
]2
GiiG
′
ii
= 1
N
∑
i 6=j
(
GijG
′
ji + |σ2|2GijG′ij
)
+ σ4 − 1
N
∑
i
GiiG
′
ii
= 1
N
∑
i 6=j
(
GijG
′
ji + |σ2|2GijG′ij
)
+ (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z′)
+O≺
( 1√
Nη
+ 1√
Nη′
+ 1
N
√
ηη′
)
,
where we recall that Eh2ij = σ2/N for i < j and Ehij = σ2/N for i > j. For the
computation of the first term we need a lemma:
Lemma �.�.�. Let η, η′ > 0. Then for z, z′ with |=z| = η and |=z′| = η′ it holds that
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ji =
m(z)2m(z′)2
1−m(z)m(z′) +O≺
(
1
(η + η′)
√
Nηη′
[ 1√
η
+ 1√
η′
+ 1√
Nηη′
])
(�.��)
and
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ij = m(z)m(z′)
(1 +m(z)m(z′)<σ2) tan[m(z)m(z
′)=σ2]
m(z)m(z′)=σ2 − 1
1−<σ2 tan[m(z)m(z′)=σ2]=σ2
(�.��)
+O≺
(
1
(η + η′)
√
Nηη′
[ 1√
η
+ 1√
η′
+ 1√
Nηη′
])
(if =σ2 = 0, then we use the convention that tan x/x = 0 for x = 0).
We remark that the (η + η′)−1 factor in the error term can be substantially improved
if =z and =z′ has the same sign, see e.g. [��] for the special z = z′ case, but the same
argument works in the general case.
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows the techniques used in [��]. We let G(j) denote the
resolvent of the minor of Ĥ after removing the j-th row and column. We have the resolvent
identity
Gij = −Gii
(i)∑
j
G
(j)
ik hkj , i 6= j,
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where the summation runs over all j = 2, 3, . . . , N except j = i; this exclusion is indicated
with the upper index on the summation. Using the local semicircle law (�.��), we find that
for any fixed i
1
N
(i)∑
j
Ej [GijG′ji] =
1
N
(i)∑
j
Ej
[
m(z)m(z′)
GjjG′jj
GijG
′
ji
]
+O≺ (Ψ)
= 1
N
m(z)m(z′)
(i)∑
j
Ej
 (j)∑
k
G
(j)
ik hkj
 (j)∑
l
hjlG
′(j)
li
+O≺ (Ψ)
= 1
N2
m(z)m(z′)
(i)∑
j
(j)∑
k
G
(j)
ik G
′(j)
ki +O≺ (Ψ)
= 1
N2
m(z)m(z′)
(i)∑
j
(ij)∑
k
GikG
′
ki +GiiG′ii
+O≺ (Ψ)
= 1
N
m(z)m(z′)
 (i)∑
k
GikG
′
ki +m(z)m(z′)
+O≺ (Ψ)
where in the fourth equality we used
G
(j)
ik = Gik −
GijGjk
Gjj
= Gik +O≺
( 1
Nη
)
and the analogous identity for G′ and we introduced the short hand notation
Ψ = 1√
N3η2η′
+ 1√
N3ηη′2
+ 1
N2ηη′
for the error term. We now follow the fluctuation averaging analysis from [��, Proof of
Prop. �.� in Sections �–�]. This proof was given for the case when the spectral parameters
of the resolvents were identical, z = z′, but a simple inspection shows that the argument
verbatim also applies to the z 6= z′ case. We conclude that
1
N
(i)∑
j
GijG
′
ji =
1
N
(i)∑
j
Ej [GijG′ji] +O≺ (Ψ) . (�.��)
Therefore, after summing over i we have
[
1−m(z)m(z′)] 1
N
∑
j 6=i
GijG
′
ji = m(z)2m(z′)2 +O≺ (NΨ) .
To finish the proof, we note that by an elementary calculation
1
|1−m(z)m(z′)| ≤
C
η + η′
since
|m(x+ iη)| ≤ 1− c |η| (�.��)
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and therefore
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ji =
m(z)2m(z′)2
1−m(z)m(z′) +O≺
(
NΨ
η + η′
)
.
This completes the proof of (�.��).
For the proof of eq. (�.��) we have to derive a vector self-consistent equation instead of
the scalar one. We again start by noting that for i 6= j
Ej GijG′ij = m(z)m(z′)
(j)∑
k
GikG
′
ik Eh2kj +O≺ (Ψ)
= m(z)m(z′)
(i)∑
k
GikG
′
ik Eh2kj +m(z)2m(z′)2Eh2ij +O≺ (Ψ)
= m(z)m(z′)
(i)∑
k
Fjk EkGikG′ik +m(z)2m(z′)2Fji +O≺ (Ψ) ,
where we introduced the matrix F with matrix elements
Fjk ..= Eh2kj =
1
N
[
1(k < j)σ2 + 1(k > j)σ2 + 1(k = j)
]
.
For every fixed i,we have therefore derived a self-consistent equation for the (column) vector
v(i) =
(
(1− δij)Ej GijG′ij
)N
j=2
which can be written as[
1−m(z)m(z′)F ] v(i) = m(z)2m(z′)2 [F − 1
N
1
]
ei +O≺ (Ψ) ,
where ei = (0, 0, . . . 1, . . . 0)T is the standard i-th basis vector of CN−1. To invert this
equation while controlling the error term, we have estimate∥∥∥[1−m(z)m(z′)F ]−1∥∥∥
`∞→`∞ .
To do so, we first note that∥∥∥[1−m(z)m(z′)F ]−1∥∥∥
`2→`2 ≤
(
1− |m(z)| ∣∣m(z′)∣∣ ‖F‖`2→`2)−1 ≤ Cη + η′ ,
where we used that F is Hermitian and of norm at most 1 and (�.��) (the norm here is in-
duced by the usual `2 norm ‖u‖2 ..= (
∑
i |ui|2)1/2 onCN−1). Next, if (1−m(z)m(z′)F )u =
v, then
‖u‖∞ ≤ ‖v‖∞ + ‖Fu‖∞ ≤
C
η + η′ ‖v‖∞ ,
where we used
‖Fu‖∞ ≤
1
N
‖u‖1 ≤
1√
N
‖u‖2 =
1√
N
∥∥∥[1−m(z)m(z′)F ]−1 v∥∥∥
2
≤ C
η + η′
1√
N
‖v‖2 ≤
C
η + η′ ‖v‖∞ ,
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so that also ∥∥∥[1−m(z)m(z′)F ]−1∥∥∥
`∞→`∞ ≤
C
η + η′
for η, η′ ≤ C. After inversion we find that
v(i) = m(z)2m(z′)2
(
1−m(z)m(z′)F )−1 (F − 1
N
1
)
ei +O≺
( Ψ
η + η′
)
.
Using fluctuation averaging once more (see (�.��)) we can conclude that
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ij =
1
N
∑
i 6=j
Ej GijG′ij +O≺ (NΨ) (�.��)
= m(z)2m(z′)2eT
(
1−m(z)m(z′)F )−1 (F − 1
N
1
)
e+O≺
(
NΨ
η + η′
)
,
where e = N−1/2(1, . . . , 1)T ∈ CN−1. We now introduce the (N − 1)× (N − 1) matrix
S ..= 1
N

0 1 . . . 1
−1 . . . . . . ...
...
. . . . . . 1
−1 . . . −1 0
 .
Notice that F = 1N 1 + (<σ2)(eeT − 1N 1) + i(=σ2)S. We find, through an elementary
computation, that
m(z)m(z′) 〈e, (1−m(z)m(z′)F )−1 (F − 1
N
1
)
e〉
= (1 +m(z)m(z
′)<σ2) 〈e, (1− im(z)m(z′)=σ2S)−1 e〉 − 1
1−m(z)m(z′)<σ2 〈e, (1− im(z)m(z′)=σ2S)−1 e〉
+O≺
(
N−1
)
.
It remains to compute
〈e, (1− αS)−1e〉 =
∞∑
k=0
αk 〈e, Ske〉
for α ∈ C with |α| < 1. For any vector f ∈ CN−1,
(Sf)n = − 1
N
∑
n′<n
fn′ +
1
N
∑
n′>n
fn′ =
1
N
N∑
n′=2
hn−n′fn′
where hk ..= 1(k < 0)− 1(k > 0). Therefore
〈e, Ske〉 = N−1/2
N∑
n=2
(Ske)n = N−3/2
N∑
n,n′=2
hn−n′(Sk−1e)n′
= · · · = N−k−1
N∑
n0,...,nk=2
hn0−n1 . . . hnk−1−nk .
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By symmetry, 〈e, Ske〉 = 0 for odd k. Otherwise one finds via a Riemann sum approxima-
tion that
〈e, S2ke〉 =
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
h(x0 − x1) . . . h(x2k−1 − x2k) dx0 . . . dx2k +O
(
N−1
)
,
where h(x) = 1(x < 0) − 1(x > 0) is the Heaviside function and where we added the
missing ni = 1 terms at an expense of O
(
N−1
)
. Via an easy induction we see that
〈e, S2ke〉 = (−1)k 2
2k(22k − 1)
(2k)! B2k +O
(
N−1
)
,
where Bk is the k-th Bernoulli number. Consequently,
〈e, (1− αS)−1e〉 = tanhα
α
+O
(
N−1
)
.
We now use this with α = im(z)m(z′)=σ2 to conclude that
m(z)m(z′) 〈e, (1−m(z)m(z′)F )−1 (F − 1
N
1
)
e〉
=
(1 +m(z)m(z′)<σ2) tan[m(z)m(z
′)=σ2]
m(z)m(z′)=σ2 − 1
1−m(z)m(z′)<σ2 tan[m(z)m(z′)=σ2]m(z)m(z′)=σ2
+O≺
(
N−1
)
.
Combining this with (�.��), we obtain
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ij =m(z)m(z′)
(1 +m(z)m(z′)<σ2) tan[m(z)m(z
′)=σ2]
m(z)m(z′)=σ2 − 1
1−<σ2 tan[m(z)m(z′)=σ2]=σ2
+O≺
(
NΨ
η + η′
)
.
We note that, in general, this is a finite expression since |<σ2| ≤
√
1− (=σ2)2 and thus in
the non-trivial case where <σ2 6= 0 and =σ2 6= 0,
∣∣∣∣<σ2 tan[m(z)m(z′)=σ2]=σ2
∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣√1− (=σ2)2 tan[=σ2]=σ2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.
We readily check that integrating the error terms in (�.��) from (�.��) and Lemma �.�.�
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only contributes an error of magnitude N−7/6 and conclude that if σ2 = 0, then
F ′N =
1
2N <
10x
−10
10x
η0
g(z)g(z¯′)
[
m(z)2m(z¯′)2
1−m(z)m(z¯′) + (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z¯
′)
]
− g(z)g(z′)
[
m(z)2m(z′)2
1−m(z)m(z′) + (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z
′)
]
dη dη′ dx dx′ +O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= 12N <
10x
−10
10x
η0
g(z)g(z¯′)
[ ∞∑
k=2
[m(z)m(z¯′)]k + (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z¯′)
]
− g(z)g(z′)
[ ∞∑
k=2
[m(z)m(z′)]k + (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z′)
]
dη dη′ dx dx′ +O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= 1
N
∞∑
k=2
(
=
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
g(z)m(z)k dη dx
)2
+ σ4 − 1
N
(
=
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
g(z)m(z) dη dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= 1
N
∞∑
k=2
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
∂ηfC(z0)
i
m(z0)k+1 dx
)2
+ σ4 − 1
N
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
∂xfC(z0)m(z0)2 dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= 1
N
∞∑
k=0
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
∂ηfC(z0)
i
m(z0)k+1 dx
)2
+ σ4 − 2
N
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
f ′(x)m(x)2 dx
)2
− 1
N
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
f ′(x)m(x) dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
,
where z0 = x+ iη0 and in the penultimate step we used Lemma �.�.� to write
=
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
g(z)m(z)k dη dx = 2
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
∫ 10
η0
[∂z¯∂ηfC(z)]m(z)k+1 dη dx
= = 1
ipi
∫ 10
−10
∂ηfC(z0)m(z0)k+1 dη dx
and that
∂ηfC(z0)
i
= ∂xfC(z0) +O (η0) = f ′(x) +O (η0) . (�.��)
Now that we reduced the area integral to a line integral, we go the geometric series steps
backwards to further simplify the first term as
1
N
∞∑
k=0
( 1
pi
=
∫ 10
−10
∂ηfC(z0)
i
m(z0)k+1 dx
)2
(�.��)
= 12Npi2<
10x
−10
[(
∂ηfC(z0)
i
)(
∂ηfC(z′0)
i
)
m(z0)m(z′0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
−
(
∂ηfC(z0)
i
)(
∂ηfC(z′0)
i
)
m(z0)m(z′0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
]
dx dx′.
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We would now like to approximate (�.��) using (�.��). For doing so, we have to control the
error terms via the following lemma whose proof we postpone to the end of the section.
Lemma �.�.�. There exists an absolute constantC such that for z0 = x+ iη0 and z′0 = x′+ iη0
with 0 < η0 ≤ 1/2 it holds that
10x
−10
1∣∣∣1−m(z0)m(z′0)∣∣∣ dx dx′ ≤ C |log η0| ,
10x
−10
1
|1−m(z0)m(z′0)|
dx dx′ ≤ C |log η0| .
(�.��)
Using Lemma �.�.� and (�.��) we can rewrite (�.��) as
1
2Npi2<
x
R
f ′(x)f ′(x′)
[
m(z0)m(z′0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
− m(z0)m(z
′
0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
]
dx dx′ +O (η0 |log η0|) .
Now, an explicit computation shows
<
[
m(z0)m(z′0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
− m(z0)m(z
′
0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
]
(�.��)
= < −2i=m(z
′
0)
−x− iη0 − 2<m(z′0) +m(z0)[|m(z′0)|2 − 1]
.
and therefore for small η0 and (x, x′) outside the square [−2, 2]2 the integrand of (�.��)
negligible. For (x, x′) ∈ [−2, 2]2 and small η0 we have
< −2i=m(z
′
0)
−x− iη˜ − 2<m(z′0) +m(z0)[|m(z′0)|2 − 1]
=
√
4− x′2η0
(x− x′)2 + η20
+O (η0) .
This expression acts like
pi
√
4− x2δ(x′ − x)
for small η0. More formally, it is well known that for any L2-function h
lim
η→0
∫
R
η
(x− x′)2 + η2h(x
′) dx′ = pih(x)
in L2-sense. Working out an effective error term for h ∈ H1, this allows us to conclude
F ′N =
1
N
[∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x)2 dx−
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x) dx
)2
+ (σ4 − 2)
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)xf ′(x) dx
)2]
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
.
The computation for F˜ ′N from (�.��), still assuming σ2 = 0, is completely analogous and
there we also have
F˜ ′N =
1
N
[∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x)2 dx−
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x) dx
)2
+ (σ4 − 2)
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)xf ′(x) dx
)2]
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
.
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We can now conclude from eqs. (�.��) and (�.��) that
EF 2N = F ′N +
s11
N
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)f ′(x) dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= Vf
N
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
(�.��)
and
E F˜ 2N = F˜ ′N +
s11
N
(∫ 2
−2
ρ(x)xf
′′(x)
2 dx
)2
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
= V˜f
N
+O≺
(
N−7/6
)
.
(�.��)
So far we assumed σ2 = 0 in (�.��). We now consider the general case for which we
need (�.��) instead of (�.��). A similar analysis shows that we have to add an additional term
|σ2|2 Vσ2 to Vf and V˜f both in (�.��) and (�.��), given by
Vσ2
..= 12pi2<
x
R
f ′(x)f ′(x′)
[
m(z0)2m(z′0)2 (�.��)
× (1 +m(z0)m(z
′
0)<σ2) tan[m(z)m(z
′
0)=σ2]
=σ2 −m(z)m(z′0)
1−<σ2 tan[m(z0)m(z
′
0)=σ2]
=σ2
−m(z0)2m(z′0)2
(1 +m(z0)m(z′0)<σ2) tan[m(z0)m(z
′
0)=σ2]
=σ2 −m(z0)m(z′0)
1−<σ2 tan[m(z0)m(z
′
0)=σ2]
=σ2
]
dx dx′.
For the special case σ2 ∈ R eq. (�.��) simplifies to
1
N
∑
i 6=j
GijG
′
ij =
m(z)2m(z′)2<σ2
1−m(z)m(z′)<σ2
+O≺
(
1
(η + η′)
√
Nη2η′
+ 1
(η + η′)
√
Nηη′2
+ 1
N(η + η′)ηη′
)
.
In particular, for symmetricH ,where σ2 = 1we find that eq. (�.��) simplifies to Vσ2 = Vf,1.
This completes the proof of Proposition �.�.�, modulo the proof of Lemma �.�.�.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. The proof of the second inequality is similar to the first one and will
be left to the reader. For the first inequality, we split the integration in two regimes. We
shall make use of the fact (see, e.g., [��]) that on a compact domain, say |z0| ≤ 10, we have
∣∣∣1−m(z0)2∣∣∣  √κx + η and =m(z0) 

√
κx + η0 if |x| ≤ 2,
η0√
κx+η0 else,
(�.��)
where κx = ||x| − 2| is the distance to the edge.
Firstly in the region where max{|x| , |x′|} ≥ 2, we find∣∣∣1−m(z0)m(z′0)∣∣∣ ≥ 12
[
1− |m(z0)|2 + 1−
∣∣m(z′0)∣∣2] ≥ c√κmax{|x|,|x′|} + η0,
where c > 0 is a universal constant, due to the fact that 1 − |m(z0)|2 = η0/=m(z0) and
(�.��).
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Secondly, in the region where |x| , |x′| < 2, we write
1−m(z0)m(z′0) = 1−
∣∣m(z′0)∣∣2 + (m(z′0)−m(z0))m(z′0)
and estimate ∣∣∣(m(z′0)−m(z0))m(z′0)∣∣∣ ≥ c ∣∣x′ − x∣∣
for some positive constant c. This inequality follows from writing
<[m(z′0)−m(z0)] =
∫ x′
x
<m′(u+ iη0) du
and from the estimate
<m′(u+ iη0) = − 2(=m(u+ iη0))
2
|1−m(u+ iη0)2|2
≤ −c
for |u| ≤ 2, where we used (�.��) in the last step. Consequently,∣∣∣1−m(z0)m(z′0)∣∣∣ ≥ c ∣∣x− x′∣∣− ∣∣∣1− ∣∣m(z′0)∣∣2∣∣∣ ≥ c ∣∣x− x′∣∣− C η0√κx′ + η0
and it follows that
∣∣∣1−m(z0)m(z′0)∣∣∣ ≥ c |x− x′| /2 whenever∣∣x− x′∣∣ ≥ 2(C/c)η0/√κx′ + η0.
Together with the trivial bound
∣∣∣1−m(z0)m(z′0)∣∣∣ ≥ cη we find that the integral in (�.��)
is bounded by C |log η0|.
�.� Computation of HigherMoments
We now turn to the computation of higher order moments and thereby to the completing
the proof ofTheorem �.�.�. We recall from (�.��)–(�.��) that
FN = − 1√
N
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z)−
√
Nh11
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
and
F˜N = − 1√
N
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z + h11) +
√
Nh11m
′(z)
]
dη dx+O≺
(
N−2/3
)
,
where g and X were defined in (�.��). In order to compute moments of FN and F˜N we
have to compute
E[X(z1) . . . X(zk)]
for any k ∈ N and zl ∈ C\R, l = 1, . . . , k. We will first take the expectation with respect to
the vector h in the X ’s which leads to a cyclic contraction of the indices of Ĝ. After taking
the expectation with respect to Ĥ , we will show that the leading order terms come from
cycles of length two.This will effectively show that theWick theorem holds for the random
variablesX . The following lemma shows that cyclic products of at least three resolvents are
in fact of lower order (the same phenomenon already was observed in [��]):
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Lemma �.�.�. For closed cycles of length k > 2 we have that
N−k/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ikG
(k)
iki1
≺ 1(maxa ηa)
√
Nη1 . . . ηk
k∑
a=1
1√
ηa
, (�.��)
and for open cycles of any length k > 1 we have that
N−(k+1)/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ik ≺
1√
Nη1 . . . ηk−1
k−1∑
a=1
1√
ηa
, (�.��)
where G(l) ..= Ĝ(zl), zl ∈ C \ R with ηl = |=zl| for l = 1, . . . , k and
∼∑
indicates that the
sum is performed over pairwise distinct indices. Moreover, the same bound holds true when any of
theG(l) are replaced by their transposes or Hermitian conjugates.
Proof. We first prove eq. (�.��) and assume a real symmetric H . To do so, we let  > 0 be
arbitrary and will actually prove
N−k/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ikG
(k)
iki1
≺ N

(η1 + ηk)
√
Nη1 . . . ηk
k∑
a=1
1√
ηa
,
from which (�.��) follows due to the definition of ≺ in Definition �.�.�. We make use of
the resolvent identity G(1) = ĤG(1)/z1 − 1/z1 to write
N−k/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k)
iki1
= 1
Nk/2z1
∼∑
i1,...,ik
∑
n
Ehi1nG
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
. (�.��)
We use the standard cumulant expansion (introduced in the context of random matrices in
[���]) up to the third order term with a truncation
Ehf(h) = EhE f(h) +Eh2E f ′(h) +O
(
E
∣∣∣h31(|h| > N τ−1/2)∣∣∣ ∥∥f ′′∥∥∞)
+O
(
E |h|3 sup
|x|≤Nτ−1/2
∣∣f ′′(x)∣∣) , (�.��)
where f is any smooth function of a real random variable h, such that the expectations exist
and τ > 0 is arbitrary (for a recent similar use of this formula with truncation see [��,
Lemma �.�]). This yields
Ehi1nG
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
= 1
N
E
∂
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂hi1n
+R (�.��)
= 1
N
E
∂G
(1)
ni2
∂hi1n
G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
+ 1
N
k∑
a=2
E
∂G
(a)
iaia+1
∂hi1n
G
(1)
ni2
k∏
a6=b=2
G
(b)
ibib+1
+R,
where it is understood that ik+1 = i1 and R is the error term resulting from the cumulant
expansion. Using the identity
∂Gij
∂hkl
= −(GikGlj +GilGkj)/(1 + δkl),
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and the local law (�.��), the first term on the rhs. of eq. (�.��) becomes
−(G(1)ni1G
(1)
ni2 +G
(1)
nnG
(1)
i1i2)G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
= −m(z1)G(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k)
iki1
+O≺
(
1
Nk/2+1/2
√
ηη1
)
,
whenever n 6= i1, i2 and where η ..= η1 . . . ηk. If n = i1 or n = i2, we shall make use of
the trivial estimate
−(G(1)ni1G
(1)
ni2 +G
(1)
nnG
(1)
i1i2)G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
≺ 1
Nk/2
√
η
.
The a = k summand of the second term in eq. (�.��) becomes
− (G(k)iki1G
(k)
ni1 +G
(k)
ikn
G
(k)
i1i1)G
(1)
ni2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ik (�.��)
= −m(zk)G(1)ni2 . . . G
(k)
ikn
+O≺
(
1
Nk/2+1/2
√
ηηk
)
whenever n 6= i1, ik. For these exceptional n we shall again use the trivial N−k/2η−1/2
estimate. For a 6= k the summand in the second term of eq. (�.��) can always be estimated
by
−(G(a)iai1G
(a)
nia+1 +G
(a)
ian
G
(a)
i1ia+1)G
(1)
ni2
k∏
a6=b=2
G
(b)
ibib+1
≺ 1
Nk/2
√
η
and this bound can be improved to
−(G(a)iai1G
(a)
nia+1 +G
(a)
ian
G
(a)
i1ia+1)G
(1)
ni2
k∏
a6=b=2
G
(b)
ibib+1
≺ 1
Nk/2+1/2
√
ηηa
,
whenever n 6∈ {i1, . . . , ik}. Thus for most of the O
(
Nk+1
)
terms in the sum in eq. (�.��)
we have the improved bound, while forO
(
Nk
)
terms, where n = il for some l, we use the
weaker bound and we find that
N−k/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
∑
n
1
N
E
∂
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂hi1n
(�.��)
= 1
Nk/2+1z1
∼∑
n,i1,...,ik
[
−m(z1)EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k)
iki1
−m(zk)EG(1)ni2 . . . G
(k)
ikn
]
+ 1
z1
O≺
(
k∑
a=1
1√
Nηηa
)
.
It remains to estimate the error R. To do so we have to compute the second derivatives
∂2
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂h2i1n
which is a polynomial inG(l)ab for l ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a, b ∈ {i1, . . . , ik, n} of total degree k+2
with at most 2 diagonal factors for n 6∈ {i1, . . . , ik}, and otherwise with at most 3 diagonal
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factors in every monomial.These factors each satisfy the entry-wise local law (�.��), but now
we need these estimates even uniformly for all |hi1n| ≤ N τ−1/2 which does not directly
follow from the concept of stochastic domination. To circumvent this technical issue, we
need to explicitly display the dependence of the resolventsG(l) on hi1n. We therefore write
H˜ for the matrix Ĥ with the (i1, n) and (n, i1) entries set to 0 and G˜(l) = (H˜ − zl)−1.
Note that G˜(l) is independent of hi1n. Since G˜
(l) is the resolvent of a generalized Wigner
matrix, from [��, ��] we have the usual resolvent estimates (�.��)–(�.��) for G˜(l). Moreover,
if i1 6= n, then by the resolvent identity
G
(l)
ab = G˜
(l)
ab − hi1n
[
G˜(l)anG˜
(l)
i1b
+ G˜(l)ai1G˜
(l)
nb
]
+ h2i1n
[
G˜(l)anG˜
(l)
i1nG
(l)
i1b
+ G˜(l)anG˜
(l)
i1i1G
(l)
nb + G˜
(l)
ai1G˜
(l)
nnG
(l)
i1b
+ G˜(l)ai1G˜
(l)
ni1G
(l)
nb
]
and we can estimate
max
a6=b
sup∣∣hi1n∣∣≤N−1/2+τ G
(l)
ab ≺
N τ√
Nηl
, max
a
sup∣∣hi1n∣∣≤N−1/2+τ G
(l)
aa ≺ 1
whenever τ < 1/12 where we used the trivial bound G(l)ab ≤ 1/ηl ≤ N2/3. On the other
hand, if i1 = n, then we have
G
(l)
ab = G˜
(l)
ab − hnnG˜(l)anG˜(l)nb + h2nnG˜(l)anG˜(l)nnG(l)nb
and therefore again
max
a6=b
sup
|hnn|≤N−1/2+τ
G
(l)
ab ≺
N τ√
Nηl
, max
a
sup
|hnn|≤N−1/2+τ
G(l)aa ≺ 1
whenever τ < 1/12. Therefore
sup∣∣hi1n∣∣<N−1/2+τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂h2i1n
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≺
k∑
a=1
NkτN−k/2√
ηηa
and we can conclude
1
Nk/2z1
∼∑
i1,...,ik
∑
n
E |h11n|3 sup∣∣hi1n∣∣<N−1/2+τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂h2i1n
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≺
k∑
a=1
NkτN−1/2√
ηηa
.
(�.��)
We can now pick τ = min{ 112 , k} to have a final estimate of order
k∑
a=1
N √
Nηηa
for the error originating from the last term in the truncated cumulant expansion (�.��). The
remaining error
E
∣∣∣h3i1n1(|hi1n)| > N τ−1/2∣∣∣ sup
hi1n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2
[
G
(1)
ni2G
(2)
i2i3 . . . G
(k)
iki1
]
∂h2i1n
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (�.��)
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is negligible for any fixed k since the expectation is smaller than any power of N−τ due to
the arbitrary polynomial decay (�.�).
Putting together (�.��), the identity
z1 +m(z1) +m(zk) =
m(z1)m(zk)− 1
m(z1)
and the estimates on R from (�.��)–(�.��) we have shown that
N−k/2
∑
i1 6=···6=ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k)
iki1
= m(z1)1−m(z1)m(zk)O
(
k∑
a=1
N √
Nηηa
)
= O≺
(
k∑
a=1
N 
(η1 + ηk)
√
Nηηa
)
.
Since the lhs. of this estimate is cyclic in i1, . . . , ik, we can replace η1+ηk in the error term
by maxa ηa.
For the proof of eq. (�.��) we follow essentially the same steps but for the last a = k−1
term we find
−(G(k−1)ik−1i1G
(k−1)
nik
+G(k−1)ik−1nG
(k−1)
i1ik
)G(1)ni2 . . . G
(k−2)
ik−2ik−1 ≺
1
Nk/2
√
ηηk−1
instead of eq. (�.��). Consequently, eq. (�.��) becomes
N−(k+1)/2
∑
i1 6=···6=ik
EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ik
= 1
N (k+1)/2+1z1
∑
n6=i1 6=···6=ik
[
−m(z1)EG(1)i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ik
]
+ 1
z1
O≺
(
k−1∑
a=1
N √
Nηηa
)
from which eq. (�.��) follows immediately.
For the last claim,note that none of the estimates above relied on the order of the indices
of any G(l) and the same bound holds true in the case of any transpositions.
The proof of theHermitian case is similar, but the cumulant expansion has to be replaced
by a complex variant (as in, e.g. [��, Lemma �.�]).
Next, we note that the bounds (�.��)–(�.��) also hold true without taking expectations:
Corollary �.�.�. In the setup of Lemma �.�.�, for closed cycles of length k ≥ 2 we have that
N−k/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
G
(1)
i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ikG
(k)
iki1
≺ 1(maxa ηa)
√
Nη1 . . . ηk
k∑
a=1
1√
ηa
, (�.��)
and for open cycles of any length k > 1 we have that
N−(k+1)/2
∼∑
i1,...,ik
G
(1)
i1i2 . . . G
(k−1)
ik−1ik ≺
1√
Nη1 . . . ηk−1
k−1∑
a=1
1√
ηa
. (�.��)
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Proof. We note that the fluctuation averaging analysis from [��, Proof of Prop. �.� in Sec-
tions �–�] does not rely on the fact z1 = · · · = zk and therefore also applies to the present
case.
The following lemma shows an asymptotic Wick theorem for X ’s, i.e. that higher mo-
ments of X to leading order only involve pairings:
Lemma �.�.�. For k ≥ 2 and z1, . . . , zk ∈ C with |=zl| = ηl > 0 we have that
E[X(z1) . . . X(zk)] =
∑
pi∈P2([k])
∏
{a,b}∈pi
E[X(za)X(zb)]
+O≺
 1√
Nη1 . . . ηk
∑
a6=b
1
(ηa + ηb)
√
ηa
 ,
where [k] ..= {1, . . . , k} and P2(L) are the partitions of a set L into subsets of size 2.
Proof. For definiteness we prove the real symmetric case. Since the argument relies on
counting pairings, the proof of the complex Hermitian case is very similar and we omit it.
We have to compute
E1
k∏
l=1
∑
il 6=jl
hilG
(l)
iljl
hjl +
∑
il
(
h2il −
1
N
)
G
(l)
ilil

=
∑
L⊂[k]
E1
∏
l∈L
∑
il 6=jl
hilG
(l)
iljl
hjl
∏
l 6∈L
∑
il
(
h2il −
1
N
)
G
(l)
ilil
 ,
where [k] = {1, . . . , k} and E1 = E(·|H(1)) = E(·|Ĥ) and we recall that G(l) is indepen-
dent of h. We already know from eq. (�.��) and Lemma �.�.� that the leading order of this
expression is at most N−k/2. In order to have non-zero expectation we have to pair any hil
and hjl with at least some other him or hjm . An easy counting argument using the bound
G
(l)
iljl
≺ (Nηl)−1/2 shows that for anyL ⊂ [k] the correspondingL-term is at most of order
N−(k+1)/2
∏
l∈L
η
−1/2
l
whenever any three or more hi’s are paired. This already shows that we can restrict our
attention to pairings and in particular odd moments asymptotically are of lower order.
Starting from some hil with l 6∈ L we have to pair it either to another him with m 6∈
L, or some him or hjm with m ∈ L. In the former case we have a closed pairing with
expectation
E1
[
(h2il − 1/N)(h2il − 1/N)G
(l)
ilil
G
(m)
ilil
]
= σ4 − 1
N2
G
(l)
ilil
G
(m)
ilil
.
In the latter case, say we paired hil to him ,we have to continue the pairing process by pairing
hjm with another hik or hjk with k ∈ L etc., until we reach another hin with n 6∈ L. This
expression represents an open cycle as in (�.��) and is therefore subleading.
On the other hand, starting from some hil or hjl with l ∈ L, and continue the pairings
as in the previous paragraph until we pair to an him with m 6∈ L which results in an open
���
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cycle as in (�.��) and is subleading. Therefore we only have to consider closed cycles of the
pure L-type, from which, due to (�.��), only those of length 2 are leading. That means that
pairing hil to him automatically forces a pairing of hjl and hjm , and that a pairing of hil to
hjm automatically forces a pairing of hjl and him . These give the leading contribution of
E1
[
hilG
(l)
iljl
hjlhjlG
(m)
jlil
hil + hilG
(l)
iljl
hjlhilG
(m)
iljl
hjl
]
=
G
(l)
iljl
G
(m)
iljl
N2
.
The above findings allow us to conclude that
Nk/2E1
∏
l∈L
∑
il 6=jl
hilG
(l)
iljl
hjl
∏
l 6∈L
∑
il
(
h2il −
1
N
)
G
(l)
ilil

= Nk/2E1
∏
l∈L
∑
il 6=jl
hilG
(l)
iljl
hjl
E1
∏
l 6∈L
∑
il
(
h2il −
1
N
)
G
(l)
ilil
+O≺ (Ψ)
= Nk/2
 ∑
pi∈P2(L)
∏
{a,b}∈pi
∑
i 6=j
G
(a)
ij G
(b)
ij +G
(a)
ij G
(b)
ji
N2

×
 ∑
pi∈P2([k]\L)
∏
{a,b}∈pi
σ4 − 1
N2
∑
i
G
(a)
ii G
(b)
ii
+O≺ (Ψ)
= Nk/2
 ∑
pi∈P2(L)
∏
{a,b}∈pi
2
N
m(za)2m(zb)2
1−m(za)m(zb)

×
 ∑
pi∈P2([k]\L)
∏
{a,b}∈pi
σ4 − 1
N
m(za)m(zb)
+O≺ (Ψ) ,
where in the last step we used Lemma �.�.� and we introduced the error term
Ψ = 1√
Nη1 . . . ηk
∑
a6=b
1
(ηa + ηb)
√
ηa
.
We now recognize the last expression as the sum over products of pairs of E[X(za)X(zb)],
completing the proof.
We now have all ingredients to compute(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z)−
√
Nh11
]
dη dx
)k
=
k∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
(
√
Nh11)k−j
(
=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z) dη dx
)k−j (
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)X(z) dη dx
)j
.
Recall that h11 and X are independent. From Lemma �.�.� we can conclude that
E
(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)X(z) dη dx
)j
=
∑
pi∈P2([j])
(2Vf,1 + (σ4 − 1)Vf,2)j/2 +O≺
(
N−1/6
)
= (j − 1)!! (2Vf,1 + (σ4 − 1)Vf,2)j/2 +O≺
(
N−1/6
)
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for even j and
E
(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)X(z) dη dx
)j
= O≺
(
N−1/6
)
for odd j. If h11 follows a normal distribution, thenEhk−j11 = (k− j−1)!! (s11/N)(k−j)/2
whenever k − j is even and Ehk−j11 = 0, otherwise. Therefore, since
(j − 1)!!(k − j − 1)!!
(
k
j
)
= (k − 1)!!
(
k/2
j/2
)
for even j, k, we have that
E
(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z)−
√
Nh11
]
dη dx
)k
= (k − 1)!! [2Vf,1 + (σ4 − 1)Vf,2 + s11Vf,3]k/2 +O≺
(
N−1/6
) (�.��)
whenever k is even and
E
(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z)−
√
Nh11
]
dη dx
)k
= O≺
(
N−1/6
)
otherwise.
For the case of complex HermitianH we can follow the same argument and ultimately
find that eq. (�.��) becomes
E
(
−=
∫
R
∫ 10
η0
g(z)
[
X(z)−
√
Nh11
]
dη dx
)k
= (k − 1)!!
[
Vf,1 + |σ2|2 Vσ2 + (σ4 − 1)Vf,2 + s11Vf,3
]k/2
+O≺
(
N−1/6
)
.
Finally, we remark that the same proof also works in the case of f˜N and we basically only
have to replace Vf,3 by V˜f,3.
�.A Comparison to Gaussian Free Field
In this section we investigate to what extent our main result on the Gaussian fluctuation of
linear statistics ofH and its minor Ĥ is consistent with the Gaussian free field (GFF) limit
proved in [��, ��, ���] for real symmetricmatrices. In these papers the joint fluctuations of the
spectral counting functions of minors were shown to converge to a GFF in the largeN limit,
assuming that the sizes of the minors asymptotically differed by cN . Our result corresponds
to the difference of the linear statistics of two minors whose sizes differ only by one. The
fluctuation is only of order N−1/2 and it is not visible on the macroscopic scale studied in
[��, ��, ���]. Nevertheless, one may formally apply these macroscopic result to our case. Here
we show that this naive extension indeed provides the correct order of magnitude and also
the correct variance of the fluctuations, but does not identify their precise distribution.
For comparability with [��, ��, ���] assume a constant variance on the diagonal and con-
stant fourth moment on the off-diagonal, i.e.,Eh2ii = Eh211 = s11/N andEh4ij = σ4/N2
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for all i 6= j. First we recall the main result of [���] which is based on [��], where the corre-
sponding formula was first proved for monomial test functions. Given an N ×N Wigner
matrix H , we denote the consecutive lower right minors by Hn ..= (Hjk)Nj,k=N−n+1. A
special case of Theorem �.� of [���] then asserts that for any f ∈ H5.5+(R) and for any
x, y ∈ (0, 1], the covariance of linear statistics of two nested minors of size Nx and Ny is
asymptotically given by
Cf (x, y) ..= lim
N→∞
Cov(Tr f(H[xN ]),Tr f(H[yN ])) (�.��)
= 1
pi2
∫
γx
∫
γy
f ′
(
z + x
z
)
f ′
(
w + y
w
)
log
∣∣∣∣x ∧ y − zwx ∧ y − zw
∣∣∣∣ (1− xz2
)(
1− y
w2
)
dw dz
+ s11 − 2
x ∨ y
(
1
2pi
∫ 2√x
−2√x
sf(s)√
4x− s2 ds
)(
1
2pi
∫ 2√y
−2√y
tf(t)√
4y − t2 dt
)
+ σ4 − 32(x ∨ y)2
(∫ 2√x
−2√x
2x− s2
pi
√
4x− s2 f(s) ds
)(∫ 2√y
−2√y
2y − t2
pi
√
4y − t2 f(t) dt
)
where the γx denotes the contour |z|2 = x,=z > 0 in counter-clockwise order.
Recalling our previous notation H = HN and Ĥ = HN−1, in our Theorem �.�.� we
derived a formula for the rescaled variance
DN,f ..= N Var[Tr f(HN )− Tr f(HN−1)]
= N
[
Cov(Tr f(HN ),Tr f(HN ))−Cov(Tr f(HN ),Tr f(HN−1))
−Cov(Tr f(HN−1),Tr f(HN )) +Cov(Tr f(HN−1),Tr f(HN−1))
]
,
which corresponds to
N
[
Cf (1, 1)− Cf
(
1, 1− 1
N
)− Cf (1− 1
N
, 1− 1
N
)
+ Cf
(
1− 1
N
, 1− 1
N
)]
,
suggesting that we should compare our result to the limit
Df ..= lim
→0
Cf (1, 1)− Cf (1, 1− )− Cf (1− , 1)− Cf (1− , 1− )

.
Note that this latter formula is the renormalized derivative of the Gaussian free field φx(f)
with covariance Cf (x, y) at x = 1:
Df = lim
→0Var
φ1(f)− φ1−(f)√

.
In the following theorem we compare the field
ψ(N)x (f) ..= Tr f(H[xN ])−ETr f(H[xN ])
defined by our linear eigenvalue statistics to the Gaussian free field φx(f).
Theorem�.A.�. LetH be real symmetricWigner matrices satisfying the conditions fromTheorem
�.�.� and additionally assume that Eh2ii = Eh211 = s11/N and Eh4ij = σ4/N2 for all i 6= j.
Then for any f ∈ H2(R) the centered random variables
Xf ..= lim
→0
φ1(f)− φ1−(f)√

and Yf ..= lim
N→∞
ψ
(N)
1 (f)− ψ(N)1−1/N (f)√
1/N
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are well defined (the limit is in distribution sense) and they have the same variance
EX2f = EY 2f = 2
∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)2ρ(s) ds+ (σ4 − 3)
(∫ 2
−2
sf ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
+ (s11 − 2)
(∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
.
(�.��)
Moreover, the distributions ofXf and Yf agree if and only if h11 follows a Gaussian distribution.
Proof. The variance formula for Yf follows immediately fromTheorem �.�.�.
In order to prove thatXf is well defined and follows aGaussian distribution, it suffices to
check thatDf is finite. To do so,we treat the three terms ofCf (x, y) from (�.��) separately,
which for convenience we call Cf (x, y) = C(1)f (x, y) + C
(2)
f (x, y) + C
(3)
f (x, y). It is easy
to check that
lim
→0
C
(2)
f (1, 1)− C(2)f (1, 1− )− C(2)f (1− , 1)− C(2)f (1− , 1− )

= (s11 − 2)
(∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
and that
lim
→0
C
(3)
f (1, 1)− C(3)f (1, 1− )− C(3)f (1− , 1)− C(3)f (1− , 1− )

= (σ4 − 3)
(∫ 2
−2
sf ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
.
For the computation of C(1)f (x, y) we now substitute z =
√
xeiφ and w = √yeiψ with
φ, ψ ∈ [0, pi], so that
C
(1)
f (x, y) =
4√xy
pi2
∫ pi
0
∫ pi
0
f ′(2
√
x cosφ)f ′(2√y cosψ)
× log
∣∣∣∣∣x ∧ y −
√
xyei(φ+ψ)
x ∧ y −√xyei(φ−ψ)
∣∣∣∣∣ sinφ sinψ dψ dφ
and after a further substitution of 2
√
x cosφ = s and 2√y cosψ = t and simple algebraic
manipulation we arrive at
C
(1)
f (x, y) =
1
pi2
∫ 2√x
−2√x
∫ 2√y
−2√y
f ′(s)f ′(t) arctanh
√
(4x− s2)(4y − t2)
2(x+ y)− st dt ds.
To keep the notation relatively short we now introduce
ax,y(s, t) ..= arctanh
√
(4x− s2)(4y − t2)
2(x+ y)− st
= arctanh
√
1− (x− y)
2 + (t− s)(xt− ys)
(x+ y)2 − (x+ y)st+ s2t2/4
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and we claim that
a1,1(s, t)− a1,1−(s, t)− a1−,1(s, t) + a1−,1−(s, t)

≈ piδ(s− t)
√
4− t2
for any fixed s, t ∈ [−2, 2] in the → 0 limit. Firstly, one readily checks that when |s− t| 
, then
lim
→0
a1,1(s, t)− a1,1−(s, t)− a1−,1(s, t) + a1−,1−(s, t)

= 0.
Secondly, when |x− y| ≤  and |s− t| ≤ M for some large but fixed M , then a series
expansion gives
ax,y(s, t) = log 2− 12 log
(x− y)2 + (t− s)(xt− ys)
(x+ y)2 − (x+ y)st+ s2t2/4
− 14
(x− y)2 + (t− s)(xt− ys)
(x+ y)2 − (x+ y)st+ s2t2/4 +O
(
2
)
,
assuming, additionally, that |s| ≤ 2√x(1− δ), |t| ≤ 2√y(1− δ) with some fixed δ > 0. It
can now be checked via an explicit integration that∫
|s−t|<M
a1,1(s, t)− a1,1−(s, t)− a1−,1(s, t) + a1−,1−(s, t)

ds = pi
√
4− t2 +O ()
for fixed t, proving the claim. We can conclude that
C
(1)
f (1, 1)− C(1)f (1, 1− )− C(1)f (1− , 1)− C(1)f (1− , 1− )

= 1
pi2
∫ 2
−2
∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)f ′(t)δ(s− t)pi
√
4− t2 dsdt+O () = 2
∫ 2
−2
f ′(t)2ρ(t) dt+O () ,
where we used that f ′ ∈ L2 and therefore the integral over the neglected area where |s| >
2
√
x(1− δ) or |t| > 2√y(1− δ) does not contribute to leading order. Thus
Df = 2
∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)2ρ(s) ds+(σ4−3)
(∫ 2
−2
sf ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
+(s11−2)
(∫ 2
−2
f ′(s)ρ(s) ds
)2
,
completing the proof of (�.��). In particular, the limit defining Xf exists and is Gaussian.
Finally, the existence of the limit defining Yf follows from the moment calculations in sec-
tion �.� and assumption (�.�) on the moments of h11 that together also guarantee tightness.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Fluctuations of Functions of Wigner Matrices �
We show that matrix elements of functions ofN ×N Wigner matrices fluctuate on a
scale of orderN−1/2 and we identify the limiting fluctuation. Our result holds for any
function f of the matrix that has bounded variation thus considerably relaxing the
regularity requirement imposed in [���, ���].
Published as L. Erdős and D. Schröder, Fluctuations of functions of Wigner matrices,
Electron. Commun. Probab. ��, Paper no. ��, �� (����), MR3600514.
�.� Introduction
The density of states of an N × N Wigner random matrix H = H(N) converges to the
Wigner semicircular law [���]. More precisely, for any continuous function f : R→ C
lim
N→∞
1
N
Tr f(H) = lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
f(λk) =
∫
f(x)µsc(dx) (�.�)
where λ1, . . . , λN are the (real) eigenvalues of H and µsc(dx) ..= 12pi
√
(4− x2)+ dx.
It is well known that for regular functions f , the normalized linear eigenvalue statistics
1
N Tr f(H) have an asymptotically Gaussian fluctuation on scale of order 1/N , see, for ex-
ample, [��, ���, ���, ��, ���, ���, ���] for different results in this direction, also for other random
matrix ensembles. To our knowledge, this result under the weakest regularity condition on f
was proved in [���]; for general Wigner matrices f ∈ H1+ was required, while for Wigner
matrices with substantial GUE component f ∈ H1/2+ was sufficient. Notice that the
order of the fluctuation 1/N is much smaller than 1/
√
N which would be predicted by the
standard central limit theorem (CLT) if the eigenvalues were weakly dependent.The failure
of CLT on scale 1/
√
N is a signature of the strong correlations among the eigenvalues.
In this paper we investigate the individual matrix elements of f(H). We will show that
the semicircle law (�.�) holds also for any diagonal matrix element f(H)ii and not only
for their average, 1N Tr f(H); however, the corresponding fluctuation is much larger, it is on
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scale 1/
√
N . Moreover, the limiting distribution of the rescaled fluctuation is not necessarily
Gaussian; it also depends on the distribution of the matrix element hii. Similar fluctuation
results hold for the off diagonal matrix elements f(H)ij , i 6= j. For regularity condition,
we merely assume that f is of bounded variation, f ∈ BV . We also prove an effective error
bound of order N−2/3 that we can improve to N−1 if f ′ ∈ L∞, i.e. we provide a two-term
expansion for each matrix element of f(H).
Similar results (with less precise error bounds) were obtained previously in [���] for
Gaussian randommatrices and in [���, ���, ���] for generalWigner matrices under the much
stronger regularity assumptions that∫
R
(1 + |ξ|)3
∣∣∣f̂(ξ)∣∣∣ dξ <∞ or ∫
R
(1 + |ξ|)2s
∣∣∣f̂(ξ)∣∣∣2 dξ <∞ for s > 3, (�.�)
where f̂(ξ) ..=
∫
R e
−iξxf(x) dx. The main novelty of the current work is thus to relax these
regularity conditions to f ∈ BV . In addition, [���, ���, ���] assumed that in the case of
complex Hermitian matrices, the real and imaginary part of the entries have equal variance.
Our approach does not require this technical assumption. We also refer to [���] where similar
questions have been studied for more general statistics of the form Tr[f(H)A] for non-
random matrices A under the fairly strong regularity condition
∫
(1 + |ξ|)4|f̂(ξ)| dξ <∞.
A special case of these questions is when the test function f(x) is given by ϕz(x) =
(x − z)−1 for some complex parameter z in the upper half plane, η ..= =z > 0. In fact,
for f which are analytic in a complex neighborhood of [−2, 2], a simple contour integration
shows that for the linear statistics it is sufficient to understand the resolvent of H , i.e.,
ϕz(H) = (H − z)−1 for any fixed z in the upper half plane. If f is less regular, one may
still express f(H) as an integral of the resolvents over z, weighted by the ∂z¯-derivative
of an almost analytic extension of f to the upper half plane (Helffer-Sjöstrand formula).
In this case, the integration effectively involves the regime of z close to the real axis, so
the resolvent (H − z)−1 and its matrix elements need to be controlled even as η → 0
simultaneously with N → ∞. These results are commonly called local semicircle laws. They
hold down to the optimal scale η  1/N with an optimal error bound of order 1/√Nη
for the individual matrix elements and a bound of order 1/Nη for the normalized trace of
the resolvent (see, e.g. [��]). With the help of the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula,more accurate
local laws can be transformed to weaker regularity assumptions on the test function in the
linear eigenvalue statistics, see [���]. In this paper we replace the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula
by Pleijel’s formula [���] that provides a more effective functional calculus for functions with
low regularity.
A similar relation between regularity and local laws holds for individual matrix elements,
f(H)ii. Using the Schur complement formula one can relate f(H)ii to the difference of a
linear statistics for H and for its minor Ĥ obtained by removing the i-th row and column
fromH . In a recent paper [DS�] we investigated the fluctuations of this difference without
directly connecting it to f(H)ii. Applied to a special family of test function f(x) = |x− a|,
the difference of linear statistics is closely related to the fluctuation of Kerov’s interlacing
sequences of the eigenvalues of H and its minor.
Motivated by this application, Sasha Sodin pointed out that this fluctuation can be
related to the fluctuation of a single matrix element of the resolvent by the Markov corre-
spondence, see [���] for details. It is therefore natural to ask if one could use the fluctuation
result from [DS�] on the interlacing sequences to strengthen the existing results on the fluc-
tuations of the matrix elements of the resolvent and hence of f(H). In fact, not the result
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itself, but the core of the analysis in [DS�] can be applied; this is the content of the current
paper. We thank Sasha for asking this question and calling our attention to the problem of
fluctuation of the matrix elements of f(H) and to the previous literature [���, ���, ���, ���].
Furthermore, he pointed out to us that the contour integral formula from Pleijel’s paper
[���] could potentially replace the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula in our argument to the end
of further reducing the regularity assumptions on f . We are very grateful to him for this
insightful idea that we believe will have further applications.
�.� Main results
Weconsider complexHermitian and real symmetric randomN×N matricesH = (hij)Ni,j=1
with the entries being independent (up to the symmetry constraint hij = hji) random vari-
ables satisfying
Ehij = 0, E |hij |2 = sij
N
and E |hij |p ≤ µp
Np/2
(�.�)
for all i, j, p and some absolute constants µp. We assume that the matrix of variances is
approximately stochastic, i.e. ∑
j
sij = N +O (1)
to guarantee that the limiting density of states is the Wigner semicircular law.
To formulate the error bound concisely we introduce the following commonly used (see,
e.g., [��]) notion of high probability bound.
Definition �.�.� (Stochastic Domination). If
X =
(
X(N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
and Y =
(
Y (N)(u) |N ∈ N, u ∈ U (N)
)
are families of random variables indexed by N , and possibly some parameter u, then we say that
X is stochastically dominated by Y , if for all ,D > 0 we have
sup
u∈U(N)
P
[
X(N)(u) > N Y (N)(u)
]
≤ N−D
for large enoughN ≥ N0(,D). In this case we use the notationX ≺ Y . Moreover, if we have
|X| ≺ Y , we also writeX = O≺ (Y ).
It can be checked (see [��, Lemma �.�]) that ≺ satisfies the usual arithmetic properties,
e.g. if X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, then also X1 + X2 ≺ Y1 + Y2 and X1X2 ≺ Y1Y2.
We will say that a (sequence of ) events A = A(N) holds with overwhelming probability if
P(A(N)) ≥ 1−N−D for any D > 0 and N ≥ N0(D). In particular, under the conditions
(�.�), we have hij ≺ N−1/2 and maxk |λk| ≤ 3 with overwhelming probability.
We further introduce a notion quantifying the rate of weak convergence of distributions.
We say that a sequence of random variables XN converges in distribution at a rate r(N) to
X if for any t ∈ R it holds that
E eitXN = EitX +Ot (r(N)) ,
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where we allow the coefficient of the rate to be t-dependent uniformly for |t| ≤ T for any
fixed T . If XN converges in distribution at a rate r(N), we write
XN
d= X +O (r(N)) .
In particular, this implies that
EΦ(XN ) = EΦ(X) +O (r(N))
for any analytic function Φ with compactly supported Fourier transform.
Our main result for the diagonal entries of f(H) is summarized in the following the-
orem. By permutational symmetry there is no loss in generality in studying f(H)11. By
considering real and imaginary parts separately, from now on we always assume that f is
real valued.
Theorem �.�.�. Let the Wigner matrix H satisfy (�.�), sij = 1 for i 6= j and sii ≤ C for
all i, E |h1j |4 = σ4/N2 for j = 2, . . . , N and Eh2ij = σ2/N with some σ2, σ4 ∈ R.
Moreover, let f ∈ BV ([−3, 3]) be some real-valued function of bounded variation and assume
that h11
d= ξ11/
√
N where ξ11 is anN-independent random variable. Then
f(H)11 d=
∫
f(x)µsc(dx) +
∆̂f + ξ11
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx)√
N
+
O
(
N−1
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞,
O
(
N−2/3
)
else,
(�.�)
where ∆̂f is a centered Gaussian random variable of variance
E
(
∆̂f
)2
= Vf,1 + V (σ2)f,1 − 2Vf,2 − (1 + σ2)Vf,3 + (σ4 − 2− σ22)Vf,4, (�.�)
and the Vf,i and V
(σ2)
f,1 are given by quadratic forms defined in (�.��).
More precisely, (�.�) means that, to leading order
f(H)11 =
∫
f(x)µsc(dx) +O≺
(
N−1/2
)
and, weakly
T
(N)
f
..=
√
N
[
f(H)11 −
∫
f(x)µsc(dx)
]
− ξ11
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx)⇒ ∆̂f (�.�)
at a speed
E
(
T
(N)
f
)k
= E ∆̂kf +
O
(
Ck(k/2)!√
N
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞,
O
(
Ck(k/2)!
N1/6
)
else
for all k. The speed of convergence in the Lévy metric dL is given by
dL(T (N)f , ∆̂f ) ≤ C(f)
log logN√
logN (�.�)
with some constant depending on f .
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The corresponding result for the off diagonal terms is as follows.
Theorem �.�.�. Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.�,
f(H)12 d=
1√
N
[
∆˜f + ξ12
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx)
]
+
O
(
N−1
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞,
O
(
N−2/3
)
else,
(�.�)
where ∆˜f is a centered complex Gaussian satisfying
E ∆˜2f = V
(σ2)
f,1 − Vf,2 − σ2Vf,3, E
∣∣∣∆˜f ∣∣∣2 = Vf,1 − Vf,2 − Vf,3.
and the Vf,i and V
(σ2)
f,1 are defined in (�.��).
More precisely, (�.�) means that
f(H)12 = O≺
(
N−1/2
)
and, introducing the notation
S
(N)
f
..=
√
Nf(H)12 − ξ12
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx),
we have that
E
(
S
(N)
f
)k (
S
(N)
f
)l
= E ∆˜kf ∆˜f
l
+
O
(
((k+l)/2)!√
N
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞,
O
(
((k+l)/2)!
N1/6
)
else
holds for all k, l ∈ N. The analogues of (�.�) and (�.�) also hold for T (N)f replaced with S(N)f .
Thefluctuation results inTheorems �.�.� and �.�.� for test functions satisfying the stronger
regularity assumption (�.�) and without explicit error terms have been proven in [���, ���].
We also remark that (�.�) implies the joint asymptotic normality of the fluctuations of
f(H(N))11 for several test functions. More precisely, for any f ∈ BV we define T (N)f
via (�.�). Then for any given functions f1, f2, . . . , fk ∈ BV , the random k-vector(
T
(N)
f1
, T
(N)
f2
, . . . , T
(N)
fk
)
weakly converges to a Gaussian vector with covariance given via the variance (�.�) using
the parallelogram identity. Similar result holds for the joint distribution of the off diagonal
elements fk(H)12. One may specialize this result to the case when f is a characteristic
function, i.e. we may define
T (N)x
..= T (N)1[−3,x] , x ∈ [−3, 3],
where 1[a,b] is the characteristic function of the interval [a, b]. Clearly, the finite dimensional
marginals of the sequence of stochastic processes {T (N)x , x ∈ [−3, 3]} are asymptotically
Gaussian. The tightness remains an open question.
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�.� Pleijel’s Inversion Formula
Our main tool relating f(H)ij to the resolvent G = G(z) = (H − z)−1 is summarized in
the following proposition. We formulate it for general probability measures µ supported on
some [−K,K] and their Stieltjes transform
mµ(z) =
∫ 1
λ− z µ(dλ).
Later we will apply the proposition to µ = ρN and µ = ρ˜N with ρN , ρ˜N being the spectral
measures of typical diagonal and off-diagonal entries∫
f dρN = f(H)11,
∫
f dρ˜N = f(H)12.
Proposition �.�.�. Let L > K > 0 and let µ denote a probability measure which is supported
on [−K,K] and let f ∈ BV ([−L,L]) be a function of bounded variation which is compactly
supported in [−L,L]. Then∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) = 12pi
x
IMη0
mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x) +
1
pi
∫ L
−L
f(x)=mµ(x+Mi) dx (�.�)
+O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |)
)
= 12pi
x
IMη0
mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x) +O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |) +
1
M
‖f‖1
)
holds for any η0,M > 0 where IMη0 ..= [−L,L] × ([−M,M ] \ [−η0, η0]), ‖·‖1 = ‖·‖L1(dx)
and df is understood as the (signed) Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure.
Before going into the proof, we present a special case of Proposition �.�.�. If f = 1[x,x′],
then (�.�) can be written as the path integral
µ([x, x′]) = 12pii
∫
γ(x,x′)
mµ(z) dz +O
(
η0[|mµ(x+ iη0)|+
∣∣mµ(x′ + iη0)∣∣]) ,
where γ(x, x′) is the chain indicated in Figure (�.�(c)). We also want to remark that for our
purposes (�.�) is favorable over the Helffer-Sjöstrand representation, as used in [DS�], since
it requires considerably less regularity on f .
Proof of Proposition �.�.�. From [���, Eq. (�)] we know that
µ([−K,x)) = 12pii
∫
L(x)
mµ(z) dz +
η
pi
<mµ(z0) +O (η=mµ(z0)) , (�.��)
where L(x) is a directed path as indicated in Figure �.�(a) and z0 = x+ iη0, η0 > 0.
By the definition of the Lebesgue–Stieltjes integral for functions of bounded variation
we have that∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) =
∫ L
−L
(∫
1(λ ≥ x)µ(dλ)
)
df(x) =
∫ L
−L
µ([x,K]) df(x).
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−K Kx−L L
−M
M
−η0
η0
(a) Path L(x)
−K Kx−L L
−M
M
−η0
η0
(b) Path R(x)
−K Kx x′−L L
−M
M
−η0
η0
(c) Chain γ(x, x′)
F����� �.�: Integration paths
By virtue of (�.��) we can write∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) = 1
pi
∫ L
−L
(
1
2i
∫
R(x)
mµ(z) dz
)
df(x) +O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |)
)
,
whereR(x) is the path indicated in Figure �.�(b) and |df | indicates the total variation mea-
sure of df . We then write out the inner integral as
1
2i
∫
R(x)
mµ(z) dz =
∫ M
η0
<mµ(x+ iη) dη +
∫ L
x
=mµ(y + iM) dy
−
∫ M
0
<mµ(L+ iη) dη.
Since the last term is x-independent, it will vanish after integrating against df since we
assumed f to be compactly supported. For the second term we find∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) = 1
pi
∫ L
−L
∫ M
η0
<mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x) + 1
pi
∫ L
−L
f(x)=mµ(x+ iM) dx
+O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |)
)
.
Since |=mµ(x+ iM)| ≤ 1/M we thus have∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) = 1
pi
∫ L
−L
∫ M
η0
<mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x)
+O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |) +
1
M
‖f‖1
)
for any η0,M > 0. For applications it turns out to be favorable to get rid of the real part
which we can by noting that 2<mµ(z) = mµ(z) +mµ(z) and therefore∫
f(λ)µ(dλ) = 12pi
x
IMη0
mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x) +O
(
η0 ‖mµ(·+ iη0)‖L1(|df |) +
1
M
‖f‖1
)
,
where we recall IMη0 = [−L,L]× ([−M,M ] \ [−η0, η0]).
We finally note that a variant of Proposition �.�.� could also be proven directly without
appealing to the contour integration from [���]. The key computation in that direction is
summarized in the following Lemma which we establish here for later convenience.
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Lemma �.�.�. Let f ∈ BV ([−L,L]) be compactly supported and let g be a function which is
analytic away from the real axis and satisfies g(z) = g(z). Then for any η0,M > 0 we have
that
1
2pi
x
IMη0
g(x+ iη) dη df(x) = 1
pi
∫ L
−L
f(x)=g(x+ iη0) dx+O
(
‖f‖1 max
x∈[−L,L]
|g(x+ iM)|
)
.
Applying Lemma �.�.� to g = mµ yields, modulo an error term,
1
2pi
x
IMη0
mµ(x+ iη) dη df(x) ≈
∫ ∫ L
−L
f(x) 1
pi
η0
(λ− x) + η20
dxµ(dλ)
and taking the limit η0 → 0makes the inner integral tend to f(λ) in L1-sense. In this way
we can establish a variant of Proposition �.�.�, albeit with a weaker error estimate.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. This follows from the computation
x
IMη0
g(x+ iη) dη df(x) = −i
∫
∂IMη0
f(x)g(z) dz = 2
∫ 3
−3
f(x)= [g(x+ iη)− g(x+ iM)] dx
= 2
∫ 3
−3
f(x)=g(x+ iη0) dx+O
(
‖f‖1 max
x∈[−3,3]
|g(x+ iM)|
)
,
where the first step follows from Stokes’ or Green’sTheorem.
�.� Diagonal entries
We first prove Theorem �.�.� about the diagonal entries of f(H). The spectral measure
corresponding to the (1, 1)-matrix element, ρN defined as∫
f dρN = f(H)11
is concentrated in [−2.5, 2.5]with overwhelming probability. We can without loss of gener-
ality assume that f is compactly supported in [−3, 3] since smoothly cutting off f outside the
spectrum does not change the result. Applying Proposition �.�.� to µ = ρN with K = 2.5,
L = 3, we find that (using z = x+ iη, z0 = x+ iη0)
f(H)11 =
1
2pi
x
IMη0
G(z)11 dη df(x) +O≺
(
η0
∫
|G(z0)11|df(x) + 1
M
‖f‖1
)
. (�.��)
To analyze G(z)11 we recall the Schur complement formula
G(z)11 =
1
h11 − z − 〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉
, where H =
(
h11 h∗
h Ĥ
)
, Ĝ(z) ..= (Ĥ − z)−1.
To study the asymptotic behavior of G(z)11 we rely on the local semicircle law in the aver-
aged form (see [��] or [��,Theorem �.�]) applied to the resolvent of the minor
m̂N (z) =
1
N
Tr Ĝ(z) = m(z) +O≺
( 1
N |η|
)
,
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and its entry-wise form
G(z)ij − δijm(z) ≺ 1√
N |η| (�.��)
which both hold true for all |η| = |=z| > η0  N−1. Here m denotes the Stieltjes
transform of the semicircular distribution µsc,m(z) ..=
∫
(λ− z)−1 µsc(dλ).
Since by (�.��),∫
|G(x+ iη0)11| df(x) =
∫
|m(x+ iη0)| df(x) +O≺
(∫ ∣∣∣∣ 1√Nη0
∣∣∣∣ df(x)) ≺ ‖df‖
for η0  1/N , where ‖df‖ is the total variation norm of the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measure
df , we can write (�.��) as
f(H)11 =
1
2pi
x
IMη0
G(x+ iη)11 dη df(x) +O≺
(
η0 ‖df‖+M−1 ‖f‖1
)
.
In order to separate the leading order contribution from the fluctuation, we set
ΦN (z) = G(z)11 =
1
h11 − z − 〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉
, Φ̂N (z) =
1
−z − m̂N (z) ,
where m̂N (z) = 1N Tr Ĝ(z) and observe that
Φ̂N (z) =
1
−z −m(z) +
O≺ (m(z)− m̂N (z))
−z −m(z) = m(z) +O≺
( 1
N |η|
)
(�.��)
and
ΦN (z)− Φ̂N (z) = m(z)2
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 − m̂N (z)− h11
]
+O≺
( 1
N |η|
)
. (�.��)
Thus Φ̂N describes the leading order behavior,which is very close to a deterministic quantity,
and the leading fluctuation is solely described by ΦN − Φ̂N . We then can write
f(H)11 = Λ(N)f +
∆(N)f√
N
+O≺
(
η0 ‖df‖+ 1
M
‖f‖1
)
,
where
Λ(N)f ..=
1
2pi
x
IMη0
Φ̂N (z) dη df(x) and ∆(N)f ..=
1
2pi
x
IMη0
√
N [ΦN − Φ̂N (z)] dη df(x).
The reason for the normalization will become apparent later since in this way ∆(N)f is an
object of order 1.
For the leading order term we use (�.��) and Proposition �.�.� to compute
Λ(N)f =
1
2pi
∫
IMη0
m(z) dη df(x) +O≺
(
‖df‖
∫ M
η0
1
Nη
dη
)
=
∫
f(x)µsc(dx) +O≺
([ |logM |+ |log η0|
N
+ η0
]
‖df‖+ 1
M
‖f‖1
)
.
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For the fluctuation we use (�.��) to compute
∆(N)f =
1
2pi
∫
IMη0
m(z)2
√
N
[
〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 − m̂N (z)− h11
]
dη df(x)
+O≺
( |logM |+ |log η|√
N
‖df‖
)
= ∆̂(N)f − ξ11
1
2pi
∫
IMη0
m(z)2 dη df(x) +O≺
( |logM |+ |log η|√
N
‖df‖
)
(�.��)
= ∆̂(N)f + ξ11
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx) +O≺
( |logM |+ |log η|√
N
‖df‖+ η0 + 1
M2
‖f‖1
)
,
where the last step followed from Lemma �.�.� and
ξ11 =
√
Nh11, ∆̂(N)f ..=
1
2pi
∫
IMη0
m(z)2X(z) dη df(x),
X(z) = X(N)(z) = 〈h, Ĝ(z)h〉 − m̂N (z).
We now concentrate on the computation of E
(
∆̂(N)f
)2
. We state the main estimate of
EX(z)X(z′) as a lemma.
Lemma �.�.�. Under the assumptions of Theorem �.�.� it holds that
EX(z)X(z′) = m(z)
2m(z′)2
1−m(z)m(z′) +
σ32m(z)2m(z′)2
1− σ2m(z)m(z′)
+ (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z′) +O≺
( Ψ√
NΦ
)
,
(�.��)
where
Ψ ..= 1√|ηη′|
(
1√|η| + 1√|η′| + 1√N |ηη′|
)
Φ ..= 1|x|,|x′|≤2
(
|η|+ ∣∣η′∣∣+ ∣∣x− x′∣∣2)+ [(|x| − 2)+ + (∣∣x′∣∣− 2)+]
and z = x+ iη, z′ = x′ + iη′.
We remark that in the |x− x′|2 term in Φ could be replaced by |x− x′| but we will not
need this stronger bound here.
Proof of Lemma �.�.�. From (�.��) we know that
E
[
X(z)X(z′)|Ĥ
]
= 1
N
∑
i 6=j
(
ĜijĜ
′
ji + σ22ĜijĜ′ji
)
+ σ4 − 1
N
∑
i
ĜiiĜ
′
ii (�.��)
where, Ĝij ..= Ĝ(z)ij , Ĝ′ij ..= Ĝ(z′)ij . The last term we directly estimate as
σ4 − 1
N
∑
i
ĜiiĜ
′
ii = (σ4 − 1)m(z)m(z′) +O≺
(
1√
N |η| +
1√
N |η′| +
1
N
√|ηη′|
)
.
(�.��)
���
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Furthermore, in Lemma �.�.� self-consistent equations for the first two terms on the rhs. of
(�.��) were derived. We recall that
[1−m(z)m(z′)] 1
N
∑
i 6=j
ĜijĜ
′
ji = m(z)2m(z′)2 +O≺
( Ψ√
N
)
,
[1− σ2m(z)m(z′)] 1
N
∑
i 6=j
ĜijĜ
′
ij = σ2m(z)2m(z′)2 +O≺
( Ψ√
N
)
,
Using the straightforward inequality |m(z)| ≤ 1− c |η|, which holds for some small c > 0
and z in the compact region [−10, 10]× [−i, i], we find∣∣1−m(z)m(z′)∣∣ ≥ c(|η|+ ∣∣η′∣∣).
Since |m| decays outside the spectrum [−2, 2] we have that |m(z)| ≤ 1− c′(|x| − 2)+ for
|z| ≤ 10, and therefore∣∣1−m(z)m(z′)∣∣ ≥ c′(|x| − 2)+ + c′(∣∣x′∣∣− 2)+.
Moreover, in the remaining regime where both |η| , |η′|  1 and |x| , |x′| ≤ 2, it holds that∣∣1−m(z)m(z′)∣∣ ≥ 1−<[m(z)m(z′)] = 1− (<m(z))(<m(z′)) + (=m(z))(=m(z′))
≥ c′′
(
1− xx
′
4 ±
√
4− x2√4− x′2
4
)
≥ c′′(x− x′)2,
where the ± depends on the signs of η, η′ and we allow for the constant c′′ to change in
the last inequality. This estimate follows from the explicit formula for m(z). Putting these
inequalities together, we therefore find a constant C > 0 such that in the compact region
[−3, 3]× [−iM, iM ] it holds that C |1−m(z)m(z′)| ≥ Φ , from which we obtain
1
N
∑
i 6=j
ĜijĜ
′
ji =
m(z)2m(z′)2
1−m(z)m(z′) +O≺
( Ψ√
NΦ
)
, (�.��)
1
N
∑
i 6=j
ĜijĜ
′
ij =
σ2m(z)2m(z′)2
1− σ2m(z)m(z′) +O≺
( Ψ√
NΦ
)
.
Now (�.��) follows from combining (�.��), (�.��) and (�.��).
Using Lemma �.�.� we then compute
E
(
∆̂(N)f
)2
= 1(2pi)2
∫∫∫∫
IMη0
m(z)2m(z′)2EX(z)X(z′) dη df(x)
= 1(2pi)2
∫∫∫∫
IMη0
[ m(z)4m(z′)4
1−m(z)m(z′) +
σ32m(z)4m(z′)4
1− σ2m(z)m(z′)
+ (σ4 − 1)m(z)3m(z′)3
]
dη df(x) +O
(∫∫∫∫
IMη0
Ψ√
NΦ
dη df(x)
)
,
where dη = dη dη′ and df(x) = df(x) df(x′). To estimate the error term we have to
compute
2x
−2
Mx
η0
1
η + η′ + |x− x′|2
1√
ηη′
(
1√
η
+ 1√
η′
+ 1√
Nηη′
)
dη df(x)
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and readily check that
∫∫∫∫
IMη0
Ψ√
NΦ
dη df(x) ≺
{
(|logM |+ |log η0|)/
√
N if f ′ is bounded,
(|logM |+ |log η0|)/
√
Nη0 else.
By using Lemma �.�.� and organizing the contributions from the boundary terms at η0
and −η0, we find that the leading order of E(∆̂(N)f )2 becomes
1
2pi2<
3x
−3
f(x)f(x′)
([
m(z0)4m(z′0)4
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
+ σ
3
2m(z0)4m(z′0)4
1− σ2m(z0)m(z′0)
+ (σ4 − 1)m(z)3m(z′0)3
]
−
[
m(z0)4m(z′0)4
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
+ σ
3
2m(z0)4m(z′0)4
1− σ2m(z0)m(z′0)
+ (σ4 − 1)m(z)3m(z′0)3
])
dx+O≺
(‖f‖1
M3
)
,
(�.��)
where z0 = x+ iη0 and z′0 = x′ + iη0. Since
a4
1− a =
a
1− a − a− a
2 − a3
and for any fixed k ∈ N
1
2pi2<
3x
−3
f(x)f(x′)
[
m(z0)km(z′0)k −m(z0)km(z′0)k
]
dx
=
( 1
pi
=
∫ 2
−2
f(x)m(x)k dx
)2
+O≺ (η0)
we can conclude that (�.��) becomes
1
2pi2<
3x
−3
f(x)f(x′)
(
m(z0)m(z′0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
− m(z0)m(z
′
0)
1−m(z0)m(z′0)
)
dx
+ 12pi2<
3x
−3
f(x)f(x′)
(
m(z0)m(z′0)
1− σ2m(z0)m(z′0)
− m(z0)m(z
′
0)
1− σ2m(z0)m(z′0)
)
dx
− 2
( 1
pi
=
∫
R
f(x)m(x) dx
)2
− (1 + σ2)
( 1
pi
=
∫
R
f(x)m(x)2 dx
)2
+ (σ4 − 2− σ22)
( 1
pi
=
∫
R
f(x)m(x)3 dx
)2
+O
(‖f‖L1
M3
+ η0
)
. (�.��)
The first term of (�.��) was already computed in (�.��). The computation of the second term
is very similar to the first one and the remaining terms are routine calculations. We arrive
at
E
(
∆̂(N)f
)2
= Vf,1 + V (σ2)f,1 − 2Vf,2 − (1 + σ2)Vf,3 + (σ4 − 2− σ22)Vf,4
+O
(
η0 +
‖f‖1
M3
+ |logM |+ |log η0|√
Nη0
‖df‖
)
���
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in the general case and
E
(
∆̂(N)f
)2
= Vf,1 + V (σ2)f,1 − 2Vf,2 − (1 + σ2)Vf,3 + (σ4 − 2− σ22)Vf,4
+O
(
η0 +
‖f‖1
M3
+ |logM |+ |log η0|√
N
∥∥f ′∥∥L∞)
in the case of f with bounded derivative f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]), where
Vf,1 ..=
∫
f(x)2 µsc(dx),
V
(σ2)
f,1
..=
x f(x)f(y)(1− σ22)
1− xyσ2 + (x2 + y2 − 2)σ22 − xyσ32 + σ42
µsc(dx)µsc(dy)
Vf,2 ..=
(∫
f(x)µsc(dx)
)2
, Vf,3 ..=
(∫
f(x)xµsc(dx)
)2
,
Vf,4 ..=
(∫
f(x)(x2 − 1)µsc(dx)
)2
. (�.��)
We note that V (σ2)f,1 simplifies to V
(1)
f,1 = Vf,1 and V
(0)
f,1 = Vf,2 in the two important cases
σ2 = 0, 1.
We now chooseM = N and η0 depending on the regularity of f . In the general case
of f ∈ BV ([−3, 3]) it turns out that η0 = N−2/3 is optimal, whereas for f with bounded
derivative, we can go all the way down to η0 = N−1+ for any small  > 0. Thus
E
(
∆̂(N)f
)2
= E
(
∆̂f
)2
+
O≺
(
N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O≺
(
N−1/6
)
else.
(�.��)
where ∆̂f is a centered Gaussian of variance
E
(
∆̂f
)2
= Vf,1 + V (σ2)f,1 − 2Vf,2 − (1 + σ2)Vf,3 + (σ4 − 2− σ22)Vf,4.
For higher moments we recall the following Wick type factorization Lemma from
[DS�].
Lemma �.�.�. For k ≥ 2 and z1, . . . , zk ∈ C with zl = xl ± iηl and ηl > 0 we have that
E[X(z1) . . . X(zk)] =
∑
pi∈P2([k])
∏
{a,b}∈pi
E[X(za)X(zb)] +O≺
 1√
Nη
∑
a6=b
1√
ηaΦa,b
 ,
(�.��)
where [k] ..= {1, . . . , k}, η = η1 . . . ηk, P2(L) are the partitions of a set L into subsets of size 2
and
Φa,b ..= 1|xa|,|xb|≤2
(
|ηa|+ |ηb|+ |xa − xb|2
)
+ [(|xa| − 2)+ + (|xb| − 2)+] .
The error term in (�.��) is slightly stronger than that in [DS�] since the Φa,b includes
a |xa − xb|2. This strengthening follows along the lines of the original proof by using the
more precise analysis of the self consistent equation outlined in Lemma �.�.�. We check that
���
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integrating the error term from (�.��) over (IMη0 )
k, with η0 being chosen as above according
to the regularity of f , again gives asymptoticallyN−1/2 in the case of bounded f ′ andN−1/6
in the general case. By integrating theWick type product and using (�.��) we therefore arrive
at
E
(
∆̂(N)f
)k
= E
(
∆̂f
)k
+
O≺
(
N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O≺
(
N−1/6
)
else.
We note that the error terms are implicitly k-dependent. By counting the number of pair
partitions we find that, to the leading order inN , the implicit coefficients scale likeCk(k/2)!
with a constant depending on f .
Recalling (�.��) and the definition of T (N)f from (�.�), we conclude that the overall fluc-
tuations have moments
E
(
T
(N)
f
)k
= E
(
∆̂f
)k
+
O
(
Ck(k/2)!N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O
(
Ck(k/2)!N−1/6
)
else.
(�.��)
LetφN (t) denote the characteristic function ofT (N)f andφ(t) the characteristic function
of the Gaussian variable ∆̂f . Then the moment bound (�.��) implies that
|φN (t)− φ(t)| ≤ CN−1/6teCt2
with some constantC depending on f . Using the well-known bound (see, e.g., [���,Theorem
�.�.��.] and the references therein)
dL(F,G) ≤ 1
pi
∫ T
0
|φF (t)− φG(t)| dt
t
+ 2e log T
T
for any two distributions F andG with characteristic functions φF and φG, we immediately
obtain (�.�) by choosing T = c
√
logN . This completes the proof ofTheorem �.�.�.
�.� Off-Diagonal Entries
For the decomposition
H =
h11 h12 h
∗
1
h21 h22 h∗2
h1 h2 Ĥ

we find from the Schur complement formula that
G(z)12 = − g12
g11g22 − g12g21 = −m(z)
2g12 +O≺
( 1
N |η|
)
,
where gij ..= hij−δijz−〈hi, G(z)hj〉. We now set Y (z) = Y (N)(z) ..=
√
N 〈h1, Ĝ(z)h2〉
and begin to compute (all summation indices run from � to N )
E
[
Y (z)Y (z′)|Ĥ
]
= N
∑
a,b,c,d
E
[
h1aĜabhb2h1cĜ
′
cdhd2|Ĥ
]
= σ
2
2
N
∑
a,b
ĜabĜ
′
ab +O≺
(Ψ
N
)
= σ
2
2m(z)m(z′)
1− σ2m(z)m(z′) +O≺
( Ψ√
NΦ
)
���
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and
E
[
Y (z)Y (z′)|Ĥ
]
= N
∑
a,b,c,d
E
[
h1aĜabhb2h2cĜ
′
cdhd1|Ĥ
]
= 1
N
∑
a,b
ĜabĜ
′
ba +O≺
(Ψ
N
)
= m(z)m(z
′)
1−m(z)m(z′) +O≺
( Ψ√
NΦ
)
.
For both estimates we made use of the fact the hab are centered and therefore have to appear
at least twice to have non-zero expectation. The main contribution comes from the pairing
a = d, b = c. Some exceptional pairings, such as the four-pairing a = b = c = d, were
incorporated in the error term by their reduced combinatorics. From Proposition �.�.� we
then find that
f(H)12 =
1
pi
x
IMη0
m(z)2
[
〈h1, Ĝ(z)h2〉 − h12
]
dη df(x) +O≺
(‖df‖
N
)
.
For the second term it follows, just as before, that
1
pi
x
IMη0
m(z)2h12 dη df(x) = h12
∫
f(x)xµsc(dx) +O≺ (η0) .
For the first term we set
∆˜(N)f ..=
x
IMη0
Y (z) dη df(x)
and following a computation very similar to that of ∆̂(N)F we arrive at
E
(
∆˜(N)f
)2
= V (σ2)f,1 − Vf,2 − σ2Vf,3 +
O≺
(
N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O≺
(
N−1/6
)
else.
Similarly we find that
E
∣∣∣∆˜(N)f ∣∣∣2 = Vf,1 − Vf,2 − Vf,3 +
O≺
(
N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O≺
(
N−1/6
)
else.
.
Finally, due to a Wick type theorem for Y (z) which is proved along the lines of Lemma
�.�.� we arrive at
E
(
S
(N)
f
)k (
S
(N)
f
)l
= E
(
∆˜f
)k (
∆˜f
)l
+
O≺
(
N−1/2
)
if f ′ ∈ L∞([−3, 3]),
O≺
(
N−1/6
)
else,
where ∆˜f is a centered complex Gaussian such that
E ∆˜2f = V
(σ2)
f,1 − Vf,2 − σ2Vf,3, E
∣∣∣∆˜f ∣∣∣2 = Vf,1 − Vf,2 − Vf,3.
We have provenTheorem �.�.�.
���
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